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( COMMISSION QUESTION ONE

I. Commission Question One, Contention 1.1, and Board
( Question 1.1

1. Question One states:

What risk may be posed by serious acci-
dents at Indian Point 2 and 3, including

r accidents not considered in the plants'
( design basis, pending and after any

improvements described in [ Commission
Questions) (2) and (4) below? Althoughp

L not requiring the preparation of an
Environmental Impact Statement, the
Commission intends that the review with
respect to this question be conducted
consistent with the guidance provided
the Staff in the Statement of Interim

f Policy on " Nuclear Power Plant Accident
b Considerations under the National

EnvironmentalPolicyActof19gp;"
44 F.R. 40101 (June 13, 1980).-

{ .5/ In particular, that policy statement
indicates that:

Attention shall be given both to the
probability of occurrences of releases
and to the environmental consequences of
such releases;
The reviews "shall include a reasoned
consideration of the environmental risks
(impacts) attributable to accidents at
the particular facility or facili-
ties. ";. .

"Approximately equal attention should be
given to the probability of occurrence
of releases and to the probability of
occurrence of the environmental conse- *

quences. ."; and.

Such studies "will take into account
I significant site and plant-specific

features. .".

Thus, a description of a release
( scenario must include a discussion of

the probability of such a release for
the specific Indian Point plants.

(
-

I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . . _
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2. Contention 1.1 alleges the following:

The probabilities and consequences of
' accidents at Indian Point Units 2 and 3
combine to produce high risks of health
r.nd property damage not only within the
plume exposure EPZ but also beyond the
plume exposure EPZ as far as the New
York City metropolitan area. ,

3. Board Question 1.1 asks the following:

What are the consequences of serious
accidents at Indian Point and what is
the probability of occurrence of such
accidents? In answering this question
the parties shall address at least the
following documents: (a) the Indian
Point Probabilistic Safety Study (IPPSS)
prepared by the Licensees; (b) the
Sandia Laboratory " Letter Report on
Rev.d.ew and Evaluation of the Indian
Point Probabilistic Safety Study"
(Letter Report), dated August 25, 1982;
and ( ) any other reviews or studies of

1 the IPPSS prepared by or for the
Licensees, the NRC Staff, or the

f Intervenors, or any other document which
addresnes the accuracy of the IPPSS.

4. The licensees presented Licensees' Testimony on

I Commission Question One and Board Question 1.1 and Conten-
- tion 1.1, ff. Tr. 6956; and Licensees' Testimony of William

R. Stratton, Walton A. Rodger, and Thomas E. Potter on Ques-

tion One, ff. Tr. 8185. The Commission Staff presented the

Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and Roger Blond Concerning

Commission Question 1, ff. Tr. 7167; Direct Testimony of

Sanford Israel, Jack Hickman, Gregory Kolb, Robert G.

Easterling, and Alan D. Swain [on] Commission Question 1 and

Board Question 1.1, ff. Tr. 7383; Direct Testimony of Robert,

( J. Budnitz Concerning Commission Question 1, ff. Tr. 7482;

( -

[.._
.
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Direct Testimony of John W. Reed Concerning Commission

Question 1, ff. Tr. 7482; Direct Testimony of Benjamin
i

Buchbinder and' Dennis Kubicki Concerning Commission Question

1, ff. Tr. 7574; Direct Testimony of Frank H. Rowsome

concerning Damage State Likelihoods, ff. Tr. 7595; Direct

Testimony of James F. Meyer and W. Trevor Pratt Concerning

Commission Question 1, ff. Tr. 12,489; Testimony of Dr.
{

Sarbeswar Acharya Regarding NRC Staff Assessment of Accident

Consequences and Risks, ff. Tr. 8563; Joint Testimony of

Sarbeswar Acharya and Roger M. Blond Regarding Calculational

Methodology of the CRAC Code, ff. Tr. 8563; Direct Testimony

of Ronald J. Nesse on Site-Specific Economic Input Para-
,

meters, ff. Tr. 8572; Direct Testimony of Leonard Soffer

' Regarding Population Information, ff. Tr. 8569; Direct

Testimony of Richard Codell Concerning Commission Question

1, ff. Tr. 8576; Direct Testimony of Roger M. Blond and

Frank H. Rowsome Summary Response to Commission Questioni

( Posed to the Board and Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and

Roger Blond Concerning Commission Question 1 (IV.B), ff.

Tr. 8767; Direct Testimony of Frank H. Rowsome Concerning

(, IV.C Accuracy of the Risk Assessments, ff. Tr. 8776; Direct

Testimony of Frank H. Rowsome to Contention 1.1 and Board

Question 1.1, ff. Tr. 8779; Testimony of John R. Sears of

the NRC Staff on Contention 1.1 Under Commission Question 1,

I ff. Tr. 8692; Direct Testimony of Joseph P. Joyce Concerning

(
Commission Question 1, Contention 1.1, ff. Tr. 8692; and

s

e
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Testimony of Robert M. Bernero on Severe Accident Source

Terms, ff. Tr. 12,578. UCS/NYPIRG presented UCS/NYPIRG

Testimony of Robert K. Weatherwax on the Indian Point

Probabilistic Safety Study, ff. Tr. 7916; and Testimony of

Steven C. Sholly on.the Consequences of Accidents at Indian

Point (Commission Question One and Board Question 1.1), ff.

Tr. 8393. FOE /Audubon presented the Direct Testimony of

Isaac Levi, Ph.D. on $lehalf of Friends of the Earth, Inc.

and New York City Audubon Society, ff. Tr. 7713; Direct

Testimony of Charles Perrow, Ph.D. on Behalf of Friends of

the Earth, Inc. and the New York City Audubon Society on

Commission Question 1, ff. Tr. 7842; Direct Testimony of

Daniel M. Pisello, Ph.D. and Richard G. Piccioni, Ph.D. on

Behalf-of Friends of the Earth, Inc. and New York City

Audubon Society, ff. Tr. 8063; and Dire,ct Testimony of Dr.

.

H. Jack Geiger and Dr. Victor W. Sidel on Behalf of Friends

of the Earth, Inc. and the New York City Audubon Society,

ff. Tr. 8478. The New York State Attorney General presented

[
the Direct Testimony of Brian Palenik and Dr. Jan Beyea, ff.

L

Tr. 2898.

f 5. Contention 1.1 was originally formulated by the

Board in its April 9, 1982 Memorandum and Order. Memorandum

and Order (formulating Contentions and Designating Inter-
i

venor Responsibilities) at 4 (Apr. 9, 1982). It was

reformulated on November 15, 1982, by the Board in response

( to the Commission's directive to account for both the

[
-
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. probabilities and consequences of an accident at Indian

Point. Memorandum and Order (Formulating Final Contentions

and Setting Schedule), Appendix at 1 (Nov. 15, 1982).

A. Summary of Risk Results

6. The concept of " risk" has two elements: probabil-

ity and consequence. See Licensees' Testimony on Commission

Question One and Board Question 1.1 and Contention 1.1, at 7

(Licensees' Testimony on Question One); see also Direct

Testimony of Frank Rowsome and Roger Blond Concerning

Commission Question One at 6 (Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on

Question One). Risk is inaccurately portrayed when con-

sideration is given to health effects from releases of

radioactivity at nuclear power plants (consequence) without

accounting for the likelihood of such releases (prob-

ability). Direct Testimony of Reger M. Blond and Frank H.

Rowsome Summary Response to Commission Question Posed to the
t

Board at 3 (Blond /Rowsome Testimony on Question One); see

also UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of Gordon R. Thompson and Steven

1 C. Sholly on Commission Question Two, Contentions 2.1(a) and
( .

2.l(d) at 20 n.1 (Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions

( 2.l(a) and 2.l(d)); Memorandum and Order, 14 N.R.C. 610, 612

(Sept. 18, 1981); Memorandum and Order, 13 N.R.C. 1, 6, 7

(Jan. 8, 1981); order at 4 (May 30, 1980).

7. Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) is an advanced

technique for quantifying the risks associated with complex

( systems, the purpose of which is to calculate the probabili-

i
h

1

f
I

\
. - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ties and consequences of accidents. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 6; see Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question

One at 7. This process provides an analytic framework for

conducting systems analysis and for dealing with uncer-

tainty. Direct Testimony of Benjamin Buchbinder and Dennis

Kubicki Concerning Commission Question 1, at 4 (Buchbinder/
Kubicki Testimony on Question One). PRA has developed

rapidly in recent years and its methods are being applied

with increasing frequency in the nuclear industry, particu-

larly to those accidents which are beyond the design basis

on which the plant was licensed. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 6. It is the only method of nuclear reactor

safety analysis which, in an integrated way, accounts for

multiple' component failures, system interactions, and human

error. PRA also uniquely provides a comprehensive framework

for all aspects of reactor accident analysis. Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question One at 12. Although it has weaknesses

( as well as strengths, PRA is the best means available to

evaluate the risk of nuclear power plants. Tr. 7225-26

(Rowsome, Blond); see Memorandum and Order, 13 N.R.C. at 6

(Jan. 8, 1981). UCS/NYPIRG witness Robert K. Weatherwax

noted that PRAs are 'the best modeling derived estimates of

risk. UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of Robert K. Weatherwax on the
,

Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study at 4 (Weatherwax
.

Testimony on IPPSS).

_ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ __ , _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - - - . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _.
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8. The Commission hr.s required PRAs of new plants and

is conducting an Interim Reliability Evaluation Program

(IREP) as well as the Reactor Safety Study Methodology

Applications Program (RSSMAP) on several operating plants

using PRA methodology. Licensees' Testimony on Question One

at 6-7; see Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question One at

15-17. PRA methods have also been used in studies of com-

plex systems in other industries, including chemical facili-

ties and commercial aircraft studies. Licensees' Testimony

on Question One at 7.

9. The steps in conducting a PRA for a nuclear power

plant are: (a) identify both internal and external events

which might initiate an accident scenario; (b) define

scenarios describing the course of event sequences following

each initiating event; (c) assess the probabilities of

response of plant equipment, operators, systems, and struc-
f

tures following the initiating event; and (d) based on

plant- and site-specific data, calculate the consequences of

radioactive releases from each postulated scenario.

Licensees' Testimony on Question one at 8; see also

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question One at 7.

10. Both the licensees and Staff presented probabilis-

tic risk assessment results. The licensees' results were

presented principally as a family of risk curves which are a

complete display of risk, including uncertainty. Licensees'

( Testimony on Question One at 15, 20 (Figure II-2); IPPSS
,

.

e

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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/

Amendment 1, at 8.1-7. Such risk curves provide the most

comprehensive information regarding risk. Tr. 8627, 8682

(Blond), 8813 (Rowsome). (The risk curves for Indian Point

Unit 3 are displayed on the following page.)

11. Because Staff is currently unable to quantify un-

certainty, Testimony of Dr. Sarbeswar Acharya Regarding NRC

Staff Assessment of Accident Consequences and Risk at

III.C.A 25 (Acharya Testimony on Question One); Tr. 8617,

8682 (Blond), its risk curves are "best estimate" (point

estimate) plots. Point estimates are not precisely defined;

they are not means, medians, or modes. Tr. 8247 (Kaplan).

Thus, Staff's and licensees' expressions of risk results are

not equivalent. Therefore, comparisons between them must

account for the differences. See Acharya Testimony on Ques-

tion One at III.C.A-39 n*, III.C.A-43 to C.A-45. Addition-

ally, Staff stated that, based on a qualitative assessment,

it is more likely that it has overestimated rather than

I underestimated risk. Id. at III.C.A-25; Direct Testimony of

Frank H. Rowsome Concerning IV.C Accuracy of the Risk

Assessments at 14 (Rowsome Testimony on Accuracy of Risk

Assessments). .

1. Early Fatalities

12. The Board finds that the risk of an early fatality

at Indian Point Unit 3 is extremely low. Licensees' Testi-

many on Question One at 23. If an accident were to occur at

f Indian Point Unit 3, the probability is extremely low that
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enough radioactivity would be released to cause any early

fatalities. Direct Testimony of Roger M. Blond and Frank H.

Rowsome "Immary Response to Commission Question Posed to the

Board at 9 (Blond /Rowsome Testimony on Question One). The

median frequency (50 percent confidence level) of one or

more early fatalities is once in about 140,000,000 reactor

years, the median frequency of 100 or more early fatalities

is once in about 700,000,000 reactor years, and the median

frequency for 1,000 or more early fatalities is once in

about 45,000,000,000 reactor years. Comparable estimates

for the 90 percent confidence level are once in about

10,000,000 reactor years, once in about 60,000,000 reactor

years, and once in about 1,000,000,000 reactor years,

respectively. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 23,

30 (Table III-2).

13. The early fatality best estimate risk curve pre-

sented by Staff, which assumes very long delays in evacua-

tion for earthquake-initiated accidents, shows a frequency

of about once in about 500,000 reactor years for one or more

early fatalities, once in about 1,000,000 reactor years for

f 100 or more early fatalities, and once in about 1,670,000

reactor years for 1,000 or more early fatalities. See

Acharya Testimony on Question One at Figure III.C.12.1

1. In its health effects estimates, Staff presented
both "before fix" and "after fix" values. Because the fixes
have been implemented at Indian Point Unit 3, only the
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Staff admitted that the source terma it used "may have been

significantly overstated" and that the use of lower source

terms would have a substantial impact on early health

effects. Id. at III.C.A-20 to C.A-21, III.C.A-25.

14. The evacuation assumptions used by Staff differed

in certain respects from those used in IPPSS. See Acharya

Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-36 to C.A-37. Differ-

ences in emergency response assumptions can be very impor-

tant in calculating early fatalities. Id. at III.C.A-37;

Licensees' Testimony of Thomas E. Potter on Commission

Question Five at 6 (Potter Testimony on Question Five). For

example, Staff assumed that if an accident were caused by a

severe earthquake, no one would evacuate or take shelter for

24 hours after plume passage. Acharya Testimony on Question

One at III.C.A-10. This assumption is equivalent to no

emergency response at all for 36 to 48 hours after the

initiating accident, and thus unreasonably overstates

risk. Potter Testimony on Question Five at 6; Direct

Testimony of Frank Rowsome and Roger Blond Concerning

Commission Question 1 (IV.B) at 16 (Rowsome/ Blond Testimony

on Question One (IV.B)). Because people are assumed to

stand outdoors for the entire period, they would not benefit

"after fix" values are of significance here. All of Staff's
estimates cited are drawn from Staff's " evac-reloc + late
reloc" curves.

.
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from shielding, which can lower radiation dose. Rowsome/

Blond Testimony on Question One (IV.B) at 5, 16.

15. IPPSS analyzed evacuation delays probabilistically

f for all accident scenarios to account for the possibility

:. that emergency response could be slower than expected for

any reason. Thus, delay times as long as 13 hours were used

for certain segments of the population. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 121.

16. The Power Authority also presented estimates of

individual risk. Individual risk is the average risk to a

member of the public, at a given distance from the plant, of

incurring an adverse health effect due to an accident.

Acharya Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-18. The aver-

age early fatality risk to an individual within one mile of

Indian Point Unit 3 is 6.4 x 10-9 or once in about
160,000,000 reactor years. Licensees' Testimony on Question

One at 28, 32 (Table III-4).1

17. The Power Authority demonstrated that the condi-

tional probability, given a core melt, of an individual near

the site boundary receiving a radiation dose in excess of

200 rem to the whole body is less than .l. Ten miles from

the plant, the conditional probability is less than .001.

This analysis assumed that the public would take no protec-

k
1. Table III-4 of License Testimony incorrectly

converts the value of 6.4 x 10-gs'; the correct value is once
f in about 160,000,000 reactor years.

l

- - _ _ _ _ ._._.._ _ _ _ _ _
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tive action, evacuation or shelter, following an accident.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 112, 115 (Figure .

VIII-3).

18. Staff presented expected early fatalities per site

year for individuals within 1 1/4 miles of the plant, which
is the total number of expected early fatalities for Indian

Point Units 2 and 3 combined. Direct Testimony of Frank

Rowsome and Roger Blond Concerning Commission Question Five

at B-ll, B-12 (Table B.1) & n.3 (Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on

Question Five). Because the Power Authority computed

average individual risk by dividing the expected fatalities

by population, Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 28,

Staff's numbers must be similarly computed to facilitate

comparisons. Staff stated that the population in this area

is 4,642. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at

B-ll. Thus, Staff's average early fatality risk for the

site has a range of approximately once in about 6,000,000

site years to once in about 4,000,000 site years depending

on assumptions used in the analysis. See id. at B-12 (Table

B.1).

19. The Power Authority demonstrated that 97 percent

of early fatality risk is due to the interfacing systems

loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), which involves a bypass of

containment and an early release of radioactivity. This

accident is initiated by failure of two valves that isolate

f the low pressure residual heat removal (RHR) system from'the

k
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primary coolant system. Because the primary system is at a

much higher pressure during operation, the failure of these

isolation valves can result in an overpressurization of the

RHR system, leading to a LOCA. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 33; Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley

and Dennis C. Richardson on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at

8 (Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and

2.l(d)). This-accident scenario has a median frequency of

once in about 25,000,000' reactor years. ' Licensees' Testi-

mony of Dennis C. Bley, Donald F. Paddleford, Thomas E.

Potter, and Dennis C. Richardson on Commission Question Five

at 8, 13 (Table 3) (Bley et al. Testimony on Question

Five). Staff reported a point estimate for the frequency of

interfacing systems LOCA of once in about 2,500,000 reactor

years, a value which it considers to be an overestimate of

the true frequency. Direct Testimony of Sanford Is.'Lel,

Jack Hickman, Gregory Kolb, Robert G. Easterling, and Alan

D. Swain [on] Commission Question 1 and Board Question 1.1,

at 14, 15 (Table 2) (Israel et al. Testimony on Question

One). Although the interfacing systems LOCA is rare, it

dominates the early fatality risk because the risk from all

other contributors is even lower. Licensees' Testimony on

t Question One at 33.

20. Unlike the licensees, Staff found that early

fatality risk.is dominated by accidents initiated by severe

f earthquakes. Acharya Testimony on Question One at

(
,
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III.C.A-32; Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Q'uestion One (IV.B)

at 8, 9, 10 (Table IV.B.3). Staff's release category C,

caused by late overpressurization of ccatainment, Direct

Testimony of James F. Meyer and W. Trevor Pratt Concerning

Commission Question 1, at III.B-37 (J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony

on Question one), can-lead to early fatalities because of

the emergency response assumptions used when such failures

originate from an earthquake. See Acharya Testimony on

Question One at III.C-5 (Table III.C.5). Release category C

leads to no early fatalities if the more reasonable evacua-

tion / relocation assumption is used. Potter Testimony on

Question Five at 6; see Acharya Testimony on Question One at

III.C-5 (Table III.C.5). Licensees' release category 2RW is

roughly equivalent to Staff's release category C. J. Meyer/

Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-61 (Figure

III.B-15). Release category 2RW is not a contributor tog

early fatality risk using the more reasonable IPPSS

emergency response assumptions. In fact, release category

2RW is similarly not a substantial contributor to early

fatality risk even when using Staff's evacuation speed of
.

1.5 miles per hour (a slow walk) and a delay time longer

than the five hours assumed by the Staff and further

assuming evacuation is limited to within six miles of the

plant. Potter Testimony on Question Five at 5.

21. Staff has not yet evaluated licensees' updated

seismic analysis which concluded that the Indian Point Unit

.

_. = 4.-. . _ _ . , - - , . . , , - - .- _ .-7 .-, ,.,n_. .w_ _ ,y, - _ _ _ , . , , , _ ,,p7 -v-- --y-, - -----w_- -
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3 containment is strong enough to withstand the largest

earthquake that could occur in the vicinity, Licensees'

Testimony on Question one at 65; Tr. 12,992 (Perla); see

Board Finding 81, and that there is no contribution to early

fatality risk from seismic events. See Potter Testimony on

Question Five at 6. Staff's assessment, therefore, still

includes the release category for such seismic failures, as

well as the finding that this accident sequence is an

important concributor to early fatality risk. Elimination

of the seismic failure mode will reduce overall risk. Id.;

J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-37,

III.B-40; Tr. 12,507, 12,509, 12,511, 12,512-13 (J. Meyer,

Pratt).

2. Latent Health Risk

22. The Board finds that the risk of latent fatalities

from Indian Point Unit 3 is very small. Licensees and Staff

reached approximately the same conclusion with respect to

their estimates of latent cancer fatalities. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 23; Acharya Testimony on Ques-

tion One at III.C.A-41. The median frequency is once in

about 58,000 reactor years for one or more latent cancer

fatalities, once in about 170,000 reactor years for 100 or

more such fatalities, and once in about 290,000 reactor

4
years for 1,000 or more latent cancer fatalities. The

parallel numbers at the 90 percent confidence level are once

in about 18,000 reactor years, once in about 38,000 reactor

.

_m. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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years, .and once in about 61,000 reactor years. Licensees'
1

I Testimony on: Question One at 26a (Figure III-2), 30 (Table.

III-2). According to Staff's point estimate latent fatality
;

risk. curve, the frequency of one or more latent cancer

fatalities is less than once in about 10,000 reactor years, ,

the frequency of 100 or more latent cancer fatalities is

once in about 33,000 reactor years, and the frequency of

1,000 or more such fatalities is once in about 50,000
i

reactor years. See Acharya Testimony on Question One at

Figure III.C.17.|

23. The latent cancers that could result from an acci-
dent at Indian Point Unit 3 would represent only a slight,

and probably not a statistically significant, increase above

the naturally occurring cancer rate. Licensees' Testimony
4

on Question One at 27; Blond /Rowsome Testimony on Question

One at 12. The median frequency of exceeding the background

cancer fatality rate by .01 of one percent is once in about

170,000 reactor years, the median frequency of exceeding

this rate by .1 of one percent is once in about 330,000

reactor years, and the median frequency of exceeding it by

one percent is once in about 100,000,000 reactor years.4

Licensees' TestLmony on Question One at 26a (Figure III-2e),
;

30 (Table III-2).

24. The average latent cancer fatality risk to anj
individual within one mile of Indian Point Unit 3 is
1.6 x 10-8 or once in about 62,000,000 reactor' years.

_ - . - - - _ _ . _ -~ - . . _ ._-. .. - _ . - - . -..--
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Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 32 (Table III-4).1

The average, or expected, number of latent fatalities per

reactor year within 50 miles of Indian Point Unit 3 is

.05. Id. at 39 (Table III-6). Staff, combining the risk

from Indian Point Units 2 and 3, reported .246 total

expected cancer fatalities per site year. Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question Five at B-15, B-16 (Table B.2).

25. The dominant contributor to latent fatality risk

at Indian Point Unit 3 is a ra'dioactive release resulting

from gradual overpressurization of containment. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 34; Blond /Rowsome Testimony on

Question One at 7-8, Figure IV.A.2; IPPSS Amendment 1, at

8.1-4. The Power Authority calculated that this type of

release has a median frequency of once in about 170,000
,

reactor years. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 24;

see IPPSS Amendment 1, at 8.1-5 (Table 8.1-1). Staff's cal-

culated frequency for this release is once in about 57,000

reactor years. See J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One

at III.B-26 (Table III.B.3) Staff stated that its central

estimate of this accident scenario is biased in a pessimis-

tic direction. Rowsome Testimony on Accuracy of Risk

Assessments at 16. Fire originating in either the
;

switchgear or the cable spreading room is the main contri-

h __

l. Table III-4 of Lice Testimony incorrectly
converts the value 1.6 x 10-gsees'; the correct value is once in
about 62,000,000 reactor years.

. - . - - . - . . -- ---. - - - _ - _ _ - - _ - - - --.
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butor to accidents leading to such releases. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 34; Blond /Rowsome Testimony on

Question One at 7, Figure IV.A.2; IPPSS Amendment 1, at

7.3-123A-2 (Table 7.3.2A-14). These fires could lead to a

loss of AC power and eventual containment overpressuriza-

tion. The mean frequency of fires leading to latent
.

fatalities is once in about 140,000 reactor years.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 34.

26. The next largest contributor to latent fatalities

is a large seismic event causing loss of control power or

loss of AC power. This accident scenario has a mean fre-
,

quency of once in about 400,000 reactor years. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 34; Blond /Rowsome Testimony on

Question One at Figure IV.A.2.

3. Other Health Indices

27. The median frequency of one or more non-fatal

radiation illnesses at Indian Point Unit 3 is once in about
6,400,000 reactor years, the median frequency of 100 or more

illnesses is once in about 45,000,000 reactor years, and the

median frequency of 1,000 or more such illnesses is once in

about 950,000,000 reactor years. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 30 (Table III-2). According to Staff's

point estimate early injury (radiation illness) risk curve,

i the frequency of one.or more radiation illnesses is once in
about 50,000 reactor years, the frequency of 100 or more

radiation illnesses is once in about 100,000 reactor years,

.
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and the frequency of 1,000 or more radiation illnesses is

once in about- 160,000 reactor years. See Acharya Testimony

on Question One at Figure III.C.42.

28. The median frequency of one or more thyroid can-

cars is once in about 25,000 reactor years, of 100 or more

such cancers is once in about 180,000 reactor years, and of

i 1,000 or more is once in about 350,000 reactor years.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 30 (Table III-2).

Thyroid cancers are curable in approximately 90 percent of

the cases. Id. at 18. Staff presented point estimate risk

curves only for those thyroid cancers which are fatal, while

licensees computed consequences for all thyroid cancers.

Acharya Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-41. Thus, to

facilitate comparisor.s, Staff's estimated consequences must

be multiplied by 10. The thyroid cancer fatality risk curve

presented by Staff shows a frequency of once in about 10,000

i reactor years for 10 or more thyroid cancers (one fatality)

and a frequency of once in about 50,000 reactor years for

1,000 or more thyroid cancers (100 fatalities). See id. at

Figure III.C.46.

B. Review of IPPSS Development

i 29. IPPSS was submitted to the Commission in March

1982, following more than two yects of intensive effort. An
,

[ amendment to IPPSS was subsequently submitted to the

4

1

.
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Commission in January 1983.1 Licensees' Testimony on Ques-

tion one at 10.

30. All parties to this proceeding were notified of

the contents of the January 1983 amendment in October 1982,

when they were provided with a summary of a meeting which

discussed the fire and seismic modifications to Indian Point

Units 2 and 3 reported in Amendment 1. PA Ex. 47, at 1

(unpaginated). The amendment to IPPSS was hand delivered to

UCS/NYPIRG counsel Jeffrey Blum on February 2, 1983. Letku.

from Paul F. Colarulli and Brent L. Brandenburg to Jeffrey

M. Blum (Feb. 2, 1983). UCS/NYPIRG witness on IPPSS

Weatherwax received IPPSS Amendment 1 on February 10, 1983,

Tr. 7923 (Weatherwax), prior to his testimony in this

proceeding. UCS/NYPIRG counsel Blum cross-examined the

licensees' witnesses about all aspects of IPPSS. Tr. 13,061

(Bley).

31. Although several consultants, including Pickard,

Lowe and Garrick, Inc., Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
,

and Fauske and Associates, Inc., each authored specific

aspects of IPPSS, the analysis was an integrated effort,

within. and among the consultants. Tr. 7058-60 (Garrick),

7310-11 (Richardson), 7311 (Bley). The Power Authority and

Con Edison played an integral role in the IPPSS analysis to

L

1. IPPSS, as amended, was admitted into evidence as
an exhibit to Licensees' Testimony on Question one.
Tr. 12,989.
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ensure that the appropriate plant- and site-specific data

were included. Licens*es' Testimony on Question One at 10-

11. '

32. IPPSS, which was independently reviewed by a panel

of prominant nuclear scientists, Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 11, is estimated to have taken about. 50 man-

years of effort to complete. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on,

'

Question One at 21. The review of IPPSS by Staff and Sandia

National Laboratories is estimated to have consumed five to

ten man-years. Tr. 7229 (Rowsome). UCS/NYPIRG witness

Weatherwax spent approximately 75 to 80 hours reviewing

IPPSS. Tr. 7930 (Weatherwax).

33. IPPSS is a pioneering safety analysis, and the

most comprehensive reactor risk assessment published in the

United States. A major advance in IPPSS is its thorough

analysis of accident initiating events, both those originat-

ing in the plant and those due to external events such as

earthquakes or high winds. IPPSS also broke new ground in

its treatment of containment challenges by severe reactor

accidents, and in.its treatment of containment capability to

withstand these challenges. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on

Question One at 25-26; see also Tr. 7176 (Blond). Although,

according to Staff, it has been difficult to attribute

reliability to the very small probabilities which have been
.

reported in some PRAs, Tr. 7240-41 (Rowsome), IPPSS has made

significant progress in improving the understanding of and

.

5 m , -e - , - ,
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confidence in such low probabilities. Tr, 7174-76 (Rowsome,

Blond). No omissions have been brought to the attention of

the authors of IPPSS which in their opinion would

substantially change the results of the study. Tr. 7027

(Bley), 7030 (Goeser), 7031 (Garrick, Kaplan).

34. IPPSS is a " state of the art" PRA study into which

many advances in the methodology have been incorporated.

Tr. 7539 (Budnitz), 7919 (Weatherwax).

l'

35. FOE /Audubon witness Dr. Charles Perrow claimed

that PRAs are inappropriate for systems which are what he

calls complex 1y interactive and tightly coupled, because

PRAs emphasize single failures or common mode failures that

are anticipated and understandable, and virtually ignore the

interaction of small failures in independent subsystems

which can unexpectedly become linked together. Direct

Testimony of Charles Perrow, Ph . D . on Behalf of Friends of

the Earth, Inc. and the New York City Audubon Society on

Commission Question 1, at 4 (Perrow Testimony on Question

One). His position is that the complexity of nuclear power

plants results in incidents and that, because the plant is

tightly coupled, there is little if any time to react once a

sequence begins, and incidents will propagate, leading to

f
1. Because Dr. Perrow is " opposed to the use of the'

present plants that we have generating nuclear power in the
United States," he agreed to testify on behalf of
FOE /Audubon. Tr. 7846 (Perrow).
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serious accidents. Id. at 3-4; Tr. 7867 (Perrow). However,

Dr. Perrow, a sociologist, has nc formal engineering train-

ing, and has never participated in a PRA for a particular

nuclear facility. Tr. 7846, 7848 (Perrow). His only

familiarity with IPPSS is the "several hours" he spent

reading the methodology section of the study. Tr. 7846,

7848-49 (Perrow). In addition, Dr. Perrow admittedly did

not know What the authors of IPPSS took into account When

they were preparing the study. Tr. 7861, 7863 (Perrow).

Commission witness Rowsome found little " coherence" in

Dr. Perrow's testimony. Tr. 8815 (Rowsome). The Board

finds that the testimony of Dr. Charles Perrow regarding the

use of PRA and the propagation of failures at nuclear power

plants is, there fore , of no probative value.

I 36. The authors of IPPSS followed their usual document
|

retention policy, with which the licensees concurred. Such

policy, in an evolutionary project such as a risk assess-

ment, was to retain the information necessary to confirm,

reproduce, or trace the end results and important contri-

butors to the risk posed by the plant. Tr. 6999-7000, 7144

(Garrick). The licensees made this information available to
4

reviewers who requested access to"it. Tr. 7016 (Garrick).
'

j

{ The licensees did not " pressure" the authors of IPPSS nor
i

give them " instructions" regarding retention of superseded
,

material. Tr. 6999, 7001 (Garrick). Old information was

retained until new information was thoroughly reviewed and

s
t

?

$
.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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accepted. Tr. 7003 (Bley), 7004 (Kaplan), 7005 (Goeser,
i

Garrick). Superseded material was not retained because

erroneous versions had little utility and the risk existed

that they would be mistakenly incorporated into the final

product. Tr. 7002 (Bley). .

37. Staff witness Gregory Kolb testified that although

Sandia National Laboratories has no systematic laboratory-

wide policy regarding retention of superseded analyses, he

does not keep such material if it would lead to dissemina-

tion of inaccurate or misleading information. Tr. 7432

(Kolb). Similarly, Staff witness Robert Easterling com-

mented that looking at prior drafts could be misleading.

Tr. 7430 (Easterling). Licensees agreed that superseded or

erroneous models would not help to understand uncertainties,

but rather could cause confusion. Tr. 7013 (Kaplan).

Ultimate Finding of Fact

38. The Board finds that ths review of IPPSS conducted

by Staff and its consultants was critical and thorough, and

was conducted in a professional and competent manner. The

Board also finds that the intervenors had notice of the

contents of Amendment 1, and ample opportunity for cross-

examination of the licensees' witnesses on this amendment.

The Board further finds that the authors of IPPSS were

justified in following their usual document retention pol-

icy. No evidence was presented to suggest that the purpose
|

.
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of the adherence to this policy was to destroy relevant and

important information.

C. Methodology

39. IPPSS employed a Bayesian methodology to update

and integrate nuclear plant data. The use of Bayes' theorem

is appropriate in such an analysis because it is a mathe-4

matical formula which allows quantification and integration

of three important types of information: (1) general

engineering knowledge and judgment; (2) industry-wide data;

and (3) plant-specific data. See IPPSS at 0-91; Tr. 7052

(Kaplan).

j 40. Although FOE /Audubon witness Dr. Isaac Levi did

not object to the use of Bayes' theorem, Tr. 7765, 7787-88

(Levi), he questioned the choices of prior distributions in

its application.1 Specifically, he objected to the adoption

of a definite prior distribution, and recommended that in-

stead a broad spectrum of such distributions be used.

Direct Testimony of Isaac Levi, Ph.D. on Behalf of Friends

of the Earth, Inc. and New York City Audubon Society at 26,

28 (Levi Testimony on Question One); Tr.'7729 (Levi).

According to Dr. Levi, the use of multiple priors would .
,

1. Although Dr. Levi claimed that he would not be
opposed to nuclear power "under all conceivable circum-
stances," he is not in favor of any nuclear power plants now
operating. Tr. 7724 (Levi).

. - . -. . - - - - . - - - . - - _ -. - . . - - _ _ . .- .. ... --.- . _. -
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result in many " permissible" probability curves. Levi

Testimony on Question One at 25.

41. FOE /Audubon's objection to the frequent choice of

a lognormal distribution as a prior, Levi Testimony on Ques-

tion One at 34; Tr. 7740 (Levi), is misplaced because IPPSS,

did not use a strict lognormal distribution, but rather used

lognormal-like discrete probability distributions. Tr. 7108
.

(Kaplan). Lognormal distributions are used extensively in

risk and reliability work and are relevant in physica1

processes when the underlying variable is restricted to

positive values. IPPSS at 0-67.

42. According to IPPSS the totality of evidence and

expert knowledge as well as uncertainty should be part of

the information base used to calculate a final probability

curve or, in the case of IPPSS, a family of curves. IPPSS'

I
at 0-22 to 0-23. The use of these curves, rather than a'

large number of " permissible" curves, is the best method to

integrate diverse information available concerning the

frequency of a given event and to express the uncertainty
!

regarding that frequency. Tr. 7C94-95, 7103 (Kaplan).1

|

| 43. The integration of differing opinions and uncer-

i tainty in IPPSS is well illustrated by the seismic analy-

sis. The authors of IPPSS consulted several seismic

experts, receiving different opinions. See IPPSS at

7.2-4. Thus, various priors are integrated to produce the ,

a
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probability curve. Staff witness Robert Budnitz commended

the authors of IPPSS for incorporating differing expert

opinions in this "quite sensible" manner. Direct Testimony

of Robert J. Budnitz Concerning Commission Question 1, at 23

(Budnitz Testimony on Question One).

44. Unlike FOE /Audubon witness Levi, UCS/NYPIRG wit-

ness Weatherwax objected to the Bayesian approach and

recommended rerunning of the mods 1.s without the Bayesian

posterior modifications. Testimony of Robert K. Weatherwax

on the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study at 18

(Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS). Staff witness Easterling

questioned the use of the Bayesian method because it employs

prior distributions. Tr. 7400-01, 7425-26 (Easterling).

Easterling argued that a state of knowledge cannot be

quantified and that the Bayesian use of prior distributions

could mask uncertainty. Tr. 7400-03 (Easterling). Instead,

he recommended a different analytical method, the Maximus

method, a non-Bayesian approach which relies only upon

" actual data." Israel et al. Testimony on Question One at

13; Tr. 7406, 7424, 7426-27 (Easterling).'

45. Sandia National Laboratories' recalculations of

important internally-initiated sequences from IPPSS using

the Maximus methodology produced results consistent with

IPPSS results. Tr. 7322 (Kaplan), 7429 (Easterling);

NUREG/CR-2934, " Review and Evaluation of the Indian Point

Probabilistic Safety Study" at 5.2-3 (Table 5.2-2) (1982).

i

|
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The use of the Bayesian methodology as contrasted with other

| ,
methods thus had little effect on the results. Tr. 7459-60

(Hickman). Staff witness Frank Rowsome stated that he was-

not a " partisan" in the " struggle" between Bayesians and

non-Bayesians, and found it useful that the calculations

were made by both groups. Tr. 8797 (Rotisome) .

46. The Bayesian methodology used in IPPSS produced

reasonable point estimate failure probabilities. Israel et
1

al. Testimony on Question one at 10; Tr. 7459-60 (Kolb,.

Hickman). Staff witness Sanford Israel stated that the
j

mathematical approach used in IPPSS was subjected to a very

critical review, and based on that review, the overall

results did not change appreciably. Tr. 7460 (Israel).

47. FOE /Audubon witness Levi reassessed data from

IPPSS regarding air-operated valves using a "k factor,"

which adjusts the data by accounting for various levels of

indeterminacy in the prior distribution. Levi Testimony on

Question One at 37-41; Tr. 7764-65 (Levi). Dr. Levi chose k

factors ranging up to 99 because he believes that such high

factors are necessary when controversy exists concerning the

degree of caution to be exercised. Levi Testimony on

' Question One at 40-41. However, Dr. Levi's calculations

show that even using k factors as high as 99, the IPPSS

median and mean failure rates do not change by more than ar

factor of two to three. Levi Testimony on Question One at

"
40; Tr. 7827 (Levi).

- __ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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48. FOE /Audubon witness Levi asserted that the assess-

ments of probability in IPPSS were not sufficiently definite

to justify a judgment in expected utility terms concerning

the shutdown of Indian Point. Levi Testimony on Question

One at 14. He proposed use of the " minimax" theory, which

contrasts the worst possible consequences of operating

Indian Point with the worst possible consequences of various

alternatives, ignoring. probabilities. Id. at 7-14. No

analyses exist of the worst possible consequences of the

various alternatives. Further, because individuals have

their own criteria regarding worst possible consequences,

the minimax theory may also not lead to a decision. Dr.

Levi stated that his minimax theory has never been employed
-

~

i in a public policy decision. Tr. 7758, 7912-13 (Levi) . Dr.

Levi's approach is highly theoretical and academic in

nature. See Tr. 7713-840 (Levi) . Dr. Levi acknowledged

that he is not an engineer and is not familiar with the full

details of the design of the plants. Tr. 7790 (Levi) .

Accordingly, Dr. Levi made his judgment that Indian Point

should be shut down not as an expert, but in his role as an

" ordinary citizen." Tr. 7761 (Levi).

49. Licensees did not propose a method of making deci-

sions based on maximizing expected utilities, but recom-

mended that explicit risk assessments be a part of the deci->

sionmaking process. Tr. 6984 (Garrick), 7257-59 (Kaplan).

' Dr. Levi conceded that IPPSS did not present any results

.
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regarding expected utility, but that he took it "for

granted" that IPPSS dollowed this principle. Tr. 7817

(Levi).
Ultimate Finding of Fact

50. The Board finds that the use and application of

Bayesian methodology in IPPSS was an appropriate mathemati-

cal approach. The methodology used in IPPSS allowed the'

incorporation of many sources of data and information. Even

if IPPSS had employed the two alternative approaches dis-

cussed by Staff and FOE /Audubon, the difference in the risk

results would have been insignificant.

D. Quantification of Uncertainty

51. The treatment of uncertainty in IPPSS is the most

comprehensive quantitative assessment of uncertainties in a

PRA to date. Rowsome Testimony on Accuracy of Risk Assess-

ments at 4. IPPSS pioneered a technique for the propagation

and presentation of uncertainties which accommodates "the

effects of modeling approximations, phenomenological uncer-

t tainties, and completeness" as well as statistical uncer-

tain' ties. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question One at 26.
,

Staff stated that modeling uncertainties tend to be in the

pessimistic direction and thus overstate risk. Rowsome

Testimony on Accuracy of Risk Assessments at 7. Uncertainty

( is explicitly displayed in IPPSS through the use of a family

of risk curves. IPPSS at 0-23 to 0-24.
t

'

52. Although disagreement exists regarding appropriate

.
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methods of uncertainty analysis, Weatherwax Testimony on

IPPSS at 8; Tr. 7399 (Ea3terling), the methodology used in

IPPSS to calculate uncertainty is at the forefront of the

technology. Tr. 8614 (Blond). The IPPSS method is the only

technique which has produced a measurable result. A Staff

attempt to use a different technique for quantifying uncer-
tainty was not successful. Tr. 8617 (Blond).

53. The uncertainties in IPPSS appear large because

uncertainties are proportionately greater for very small

probabilities than they are for larger probabilities.
Tr. 7174, 7240 (Rowsome); see Tr. 7255 (Kaplan).

54. IPPSS used very broad priors which licensees

believe overstated the uncertainty. This was an attempt to

avoid the appearance of bias in the results. Tr. 7107-08

(Kaplan). For example, the IPPSS policy was to broaden,

when appropriate, the distributions from the Reactor Safety

Study (RSS) to extend the uncertainty band. IPPSS at 0-94
,

to 0-95. UCS/NYPIRG found this broadening procedure to be
!

commendable. Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS at 17. In some

such as the interfacing systems LOCA analysis, thecases,

RSS distributions were judged to be sufficiently broad.

IPPSS at 0-94 to 0-95. A reanalysis, using additional data

not reported in the RSS, showed the frequency of this
1

I accident sequence to be lower, not higher, by a factor of ,

two to three than that reported in IPPSS. Tr. 7456-57

L

(Easterling). This reanalysis renders moot the issue of the

i

!
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breadth of the distributions for the interfacing systems

LOCA. Tr.'7423 (Israel).

Ultimate Finding of Fact

55. Although the uncertainties reported in IPPSS may

appear large, there is more uncertainty accompanying rare

events than those that commonly occur. The Board finds that

the treatment of uncertainty by the authors of IPPSS, as an

j attempt to give their best judgment of the risks of Indian

Point, was an appropriate and reasonable way to proceed.

Tr. 8790 (Rowsome).

E. Completeness4

1. Data Base

56. IPPSS should be commended for greater use of

plant-specific initiating event and component failure data

than found in many past PRAs . Israel et al. Testimony on

Question One at 10. The IPP'SS data base also included

recent industry-wide nuclear plant operating experience

i data. After the industry-wide data were collected, plant

records, drawings, and system descriptions were reviewed to

construct the plant-specific data base. The industry-wide

data were then integrated with the plant-specific data using

Bayes' theorem, thus permitting the use of all relevant

information to reflect the current state of knowledge. The

IPPSS data base included component failure rates, component*

unavailability due to testing and maintenance, human error,

I

rates, site seismicity, frequencies for initiating events

.

$
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I

such as wind, tornado, and fire, and meteorologic, topo-

graphic, demographic, and evacuation site-specific data.

Licensees' Testimony on Question one at 13, 15.

57. Staff acknowledged that it was appropriate for

IPPSS not to rely on the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data
,

System because questions exist about its completeness and

accuracy. Tr. 7417, 7455 (Easterling). In addition,

Staff's initial review of IPPSS raised questions regarding
;

4 the particular Licensee Event Report (LER) data used; subse-
1

quent communications with the authors of IPPSS revealed

valid reasons for the choices made. Tr. 7417 (Kolb).

2. Accident Scenarios

l 58. Although IPPSS systematically attempted to

identify and quantify all conceivable accident scenarios

f which could significantly threaten the public, other scen-

arios are assumed to exist. Scenarios which might have been

overlooked are likely to be rare cecause of the completeness

of the analysis. Licensees' Testimony on Question one at

49-50.

59. Even if a previously unidentified accident were to
'

occur, it would either have to bypass or breach containment

to threaten the public. Because very few accidents are'

capable of doing this, Staff and licensees agreed that pre-

viously unidentified scenarios are unlikely to affect esti-

mates of public health. risk. Licensees' Testimony on Ques-

; tion One at 50-51; Rowsome Testimony on Accuracy of Risk
;

4

1

e
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Assessments at 8-9. The consequences of an unidentified

scenario are likely to be no more, and probably less, severe

than those already investigated. This is because, among the

identified scenarios, infrequent weather conditions are

necessary to obtain the maximum consequences. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 51.

60. Relying on their past PRA experience, analysts at

Sandia National Laboratories examined the " building blocks"

of the internal events analysis in IPPSS, including initi-

ating events, to determine if possible errors, unrealistic

assumptions, or omissions made by IPPSS analysts could allow

additional sequences to become important. With one excep-

tion, a pipe break in the component cooling water system,

the initiating events covered in IPPSS were "relatively

complete." Israel et al. Testimony on Question One at 7,

8. Ongoing analyses by the licensees indicate that the

probability of such a pipe break occurring is extremely

j remote. Tr. 12,699-700 (Bley). Furthermore, Staff found
|
'

that this sequence does not lead to a severe release

category because containment fans and sprays would be

operable. See NUREG/CR-2934, at 5.2-4; J. Meyer/Pratt
i

Testimony on Question One at III.B-9 (Table III.B-1). Thus,

the contribution to the overall risk from unidentified
scenarios is thought to be small. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 51.
L

e
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61. ' IPPSS evolved from a very . conservative bounding

analysis to successively more realistic evaluations. This

evolutionary process enabled the analysts to focus the

assessment on the dominant contributors to risk. Tr. 7017-

18 (Kaplan); see Tr. 7368 (Richardson).
,

3. Sabotage

62. Because no party presented testimony regarding the

*

contribution of sabotage to risk, Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 49 n.1; Tr. 7031 (Bley), the Board is unable

to address this issue. Tr. 7031 (Bley), 7039 (Garrick).

IPPSS excluded sabotage because the project team determined

that it was not appropriate in a study which was to be made

public. Tr. 7042, 7043, 7045-46, 7145-47 (Garrick). A PRA

on the sabotage issue would require a detailed explanation

of not only such scenarios in the plant, but also the

security arrangements for these scenarios. Placing such

information in the public domain would not be responsible.

Tr. 7150 (Bley). Additionally, Staff stated that sabotage

analysis would be more useful regarding the design and

operation of the plant than in the bottom line risk assess-

ment. Tr. 7193 (Rowsome). Nothing in the record suggests

that sabotage would be more likely at Indian Point than at

any other plant.

63. The Board finds that sabotage is a very security-
i

intensive issue and should not be treated in a probabilistic

risk assessment which is to be made available to the

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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public. With the exception of sabotage, which was explic-

itly and reasonably omitted, no significant omissions from

IPPSS have been identified. Tr. 7030-31 (Bley, Goeser,

Garrick, Kaplan).

4. Human Error

64. The human error analysis in IPPSS is based upon a

substantial extension of the human reliability analysis con-

tained in the RSS. IPPSS at 0-99. According to NUREG/CR-

2934, despite some' shortcomings the IPPSS human reliability

|
~ analysis represents a detailed, thoughtful, and objective

attempt to analyze the most difficult-to-analyze system

component--the human. NUREG/CR-2934, at 2.5-1. IPPSS used

the Commission's Human Reliability Handbook as the principal

source of human error rate information. Licensees' Testi-

mony on Question one at 16. The data in the Handbook are

" derived data," that is, they are based upon either experi-
,

mental data or data from other kinds of operations.

Tr. 7444-45 (Swain). IPPSS modified the failure probabil-
f

ities given in the Handbook to account for plant-specific

situations, a practice recommended by the Handbook's

author. Tr. 7442 (Swain).

65. To analyze intersystem and intercomponent depen-

dencies caused by human interactions, IPPSS included human

errors of omission and commission explicitly in the event

, trees and system cause tables, and used the appropriate

reliability tables of the Commission's Human Reliability

, . . _ , - . _ , _ ___ ,___ _ _ _ . _ _ . - . _ . - - _ _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ - _-- _ __.
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Handbook to implement quantification. Its starting point

was the analysis of operation and maintenance procedures.

Additional insights were gained by simulation of event

sequences using computer models. IPPSS also considered

possible incorrect judgments regarding the plant state andi

| subsequent impleuentation of the wrong procedures.
| -

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 61-62.

66. Stressful or unusual situations are particularly

difficult to model. Tr. 7441 (Swain). In IPPSS, the huntan

error rates for such events as fire were increased to

reflect special circumstances, such as relatively high

stress and competing demands for the operators' attention.

Senior Reactor Operators' availability and the benefits from

operator training on a plant-specific simulator were also

considered. These human error rate distributions were then

used to quantify the plant and system logic models.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 16.

67. Regarding situations in which several operators

may make the same mistake, such as cognitive ' errors leading

to misdiagnoses, IPPSS did not model the human error rates

as independent probabilities. Rather, IPPSS analysts used

the dependence model in the Handbook, Which assumed varying'

degrees of dependence among the levels of operators based

v

upon the activities in Which the operators were expected to

be involved. IPPSS analysts made judgments as to the

appropriate levels of dependence. Tr. 7367 (Bley), 7447-48

.

-
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1

(Swain). This was accomplished by increasing the error;

probabilities for each additional operator, given that the

first operator had made an error. See Tr. 7448-49

(Swain). Furthermore, since the Three Mile Island (TMI)i

accident, this type of operator error is less likely to ,

occur, Tr. 7365 (Bley), because operators are now trained to

avoid repetitions of TMI-like accidents. Direct Testimony

of Frank H. Rowsome Concerning Board Question 1.2, at 11;

Tr. 7227 (Rowsome). Operators can also have a positive

influence on the course of accidents. Israel et al. Testi-

mony on Question One at 9. In general, the authors of IPPSS

made a deliberate decision not to take full credit for cer-
tain operator recovery factors. NUREG/CR-2934, at 2.5-13.

68. The human error probability estimates were

reviewed in depth by Staff for four important activities for

which there were written emergency procedures. Staff

concluded that these estimates in IPPSS were reasonable in

two activities, low in the third activity, and high in the

fourth. Israel et al. Testimony on Question One at 10.

Staff's overall impression was that the human reliability

analysis in IPPSS was not unduly optimistic regarding human

errors. NUREG/CR-2934, at 2.5-7. Regarding the analysis in

IPPSS of common cause failures resulting from human error,
;

Staff found that upon further checking certain omissions in

the information provided made no difference in the risk.

Tr. 7446 (Swain).
;

.
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5. Common Cause Failures

69. Failures of more than one safety component can

result from a common cause. Multiple failures due to a

failure of common support equipment such as power supplies

or cooling systems have been explicitly modeled in the plant

event trees or system fault trees. Common cause failures

due to human errors such as faulty maintenance, misinter-

pretation of plant conditions, and sequentially compounded

errors were included in the systems analyses. Initiators

such as earthquakes or tornadoes which could disable a

number of systems were explicitly modeled. Other environ-

mental factors with common cause potential, such as

excessive humidity or dirt, were considered in each system

analysis. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 59.

70. USC/NYPIRG witness on the IPPSS Weatherwax argued

that IPPSS overlooked certain failure combinations which

could pose significant risk. Weatherwax Testimony on the

IPPSS at 12. However, he was unable to dentify any specific
,

common cause failures which had been omitted from IPPSS and

stated that he would have been surprised had he identified

any failures not identified by Sandia. Tr. 8028

(Weatherwax). Staff analysts determined that IPPSS modeled

the more important of these common cause failures. Israel

i et al. Testimony on Question One at 10.

71. IPPSS has advanced PRA methodology in the area of

common cause failures through its treatment of such factors

.. . _ . . - .. . . - - . . -. _ _ _ .
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as human orrors including maintenance errors; the modeling

of external events, such as earthquakes; and failures of

common support equipment such as power supplies or cooling

systems. Licensees' Testimony on Question one at 15-16,

59. The authors of IPPSS developed a cause table for each

category of minimal cutsets, those minimal combinations of |

component failure which lead to system failure, IPPSS at

0-104, 0-107, a procedure endorsed by UCS/NYPIRG witness

Weatherwax to preclude the omission of common cause fail-
|

ures. Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS at 12.

72. Although IPPSS modeled the more important common

cause failures, since its publication new data sources

concerning common cause failures have become available.

Because these new data suggest that common cause failures

may be more frequent than previously believed, Staff

I included them in its analysis. Israel et al. Testimony on

Question one at 10-11. Although no attempt was made by

Staff to determine the incremental effect of these new data

on the actual public health risk, Staff witness Kolb cited

other factors as being more important than these data in>

| developing Staff's revised plant damage state probabil-
|

ities. Tr.-7457-58 (Kolb).

73. An additional advance in the area of common cause

i failures is the use in IPPSS of the beta factor model. Beta

-is defined as the fraction of common cause failures experi-

enced in particular components which was not accounted for

.
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elsewhere in the analysis. The model is used to analyze

|certain common cause failures when there are intercomponent
i

dependencies. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 16.

Ultimate Finding of Fact
I

74. The Board finds that IPPSS used a diverse data

base which included the most complete plant-specific

information in a PRA to date. Any omitted accident

scenarios are unlikely to be important contributors to

public health risk because the likelihood of significant

releases of radioactivity is extremely low. The Board finds

that, with the exception of sabotage, which was explicitly

and reasonably omitted, no significant omissions from IPPSS

have been identified. With respect to human error, the

Board finds that the IPPSS human reliability analysis is

thorough and realistic. No contrary evidence was

presented. Moreover, the Board finds that IPPSS adequately

modeled the most important common cause failures.

F. Initiating Events

75. Initiating events, the compilation of which is the

first step in a risk analysis, are occurrences either inter-

nal or external to the system, such as operator error and

earthquakes, which may cause a departure from normal plant

.

operation. Licensees' Testimony on Question one at 41.
1

Some such events require a rapid reactor shutdown and subse-

quent safety system operation to prevent core melt. Israel

et al. Testimony on Question One at 8.

'
.
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76. Examination of the Indian Point operating reports,

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) reports, and the

Commission Operating Units Statuc reports was undertaken to

obtain plant-specific and industry-wide data on the fre-

quency distribution for initiating events. The industry-

wide data were derived from 30 nuclear power plants. The

plant-specific frequency distributions which resulted were

then used in quantifying the plant event tree sequences.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 62.

77. Internal initiating events include loss of feed-

water flow, loss of AC or DC power, turbine trip, operator

error, and pipe failures. Licensees' Testimony on Question

One at 41, 44. Imbedded in the IPPSS initiating event data

are human interactions, because they can directly cause

initiating events. Id. at 61. Internal initiating events

were identified through the use of a number of sources, in-

cluding the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), LERs, EPRI

reports, the RSS, various Westinghouse studies, and Indian

Point plant-specific reports. Id. at 41.

78. The initiating events included in IPPSS are

generally complete and their frequency estimates are rea-

sonable compared to those addressed in previous PRAs.

Israel et al. Testimony on Question One at 8. UCS/NYPIRG
i

admitted that the initiating event frequencies in IPPSS

range from reasonable to conservatively high. Weatherwax,

)

Testimony on IPPSS at 9, 11.

.- __ _ _ ___
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79. External initiating events were compiled in IPPSS
;

using the FSARs as a basis and updating them with informa-
,

i tion and data bases from federal and local government

agencies, and from appropriate industrial and commercial

organizations. Licensees' Testimpny on Question One at
;

42. Among the external initiating events considered in'

IPPSS were earthquakes, fires, turbine missiles, flooding

from plant system and external sources, wind and wind-

induced missiles, and transportation and storage of

hazardous materials. The most significant external initiat-

ing' events at Indian Point Unit 3 are earthquakes and

'
fires. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 42, 45, 70

_ (Table V-2).
!

| 1. Earthquakes
t

80. The IPPSS analysis of earthquake risk has broken

new ground in its methodology and use of advanced data.

Compared to the RSS, IPPSS has achieved " major new en-
1
'

gineering insights." Budnitz Testimony on Question One

at 7, 13. The methodology used in IPPSS to analyze the

risks from earthquakes, which is discussed in NUREG/CR-2300,

PRA Procedures Guide (1983), involves the following steps:

(1) the seismic hazard analysis, which involves a determina-

tion of the likelihood of various sized earthquakes near the
9

site and the level of ground motion they can cause at the

site; (2) the fragility analysis, Vhich assesses the ability
!

of plant structures and components to function under seismic
,

.
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stress; (3) the plant analysis, which traces a seismically-

induced accident through the plant system; and'(4) the con-

sequence analysis, which determines the radiological effects

of a seismically-initated accident. IPPSS at 7.2-1; see

Budnitz Testimony on Question One at 12-13.

81. Direct failure of the Unit 3 containment building

as a result of a seismic event is impossible. Tr. 12,992,

13,006 (Perla). The Indian Point Unit 3 containment can

withstand a median ground acceleration capacity of 2.4g.

Letter from D. Wesley to H. Perla and Attachments (Dec. 30,

1982) (exhibit to Licensees' Testimony on Question One,

admitted Apr. 7, 1983, Tr. 12,989). A ground acceleration
.

of more than .8g is not possible from any earthquake which

could affect the site. Tr. 13,008 (Perla). Even when

accounting for the uncertainty associated with the new

median acceleration capacity, the Unit 3 containment would

not fail at 0.8g ground acceleration. Tr. 12,990 (Bley).

Therefore, the ZiQ release category caused from a seismic

event and described in IPPSS is no longer applicable.

Tr. 7290-91 (Bley, Perla); see Tr. 7531 (Budnitz).

82. Staff stated that the reanalysis of the Indian

Point Unit 3 containment building, performed by competent

analysts, confirms its judgment that the original IPPSS
9

analysis was conservative, that is, it understated the'

strength of the containment. Tr. 7528-30 (Budnitz).

Although this reanalysis shows that the containment cannot
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directly fail from any seismic event which could occur in

the area, Staff has retained'a failure mode for this acci-

dent until a detailed review of the recent analysis 's com-

plated. Tr. 12,507-09 (J . Meyer, Pratt). The overall risk

would be reduced with elimination of this failure mode.
Tr. 7531-32 (Budnitz), 12,509 (J . Meyer).

83. Use of ground acceleration (g) is the appropriate

method of assessing the seismic capacity of a structure.
.

This involves determining the earthquake's magnitude or

intensity and then calculating the attenuation from the po-

tential source point to the plant and the acceleration at

the plant. The measure "g" cannot be directly related to

more popular earthquake scales, such as Modified Mercalli or

Richter. Tr. 7502 (Budnitz), 13,006-07 (Perla). The only-

circumstance in which these scales would be directly

comparable would be if the epicenter of the earthquake were

directly beneath the plant. Tr. 13,007-08 (Perla).

84. The largest acceleration expected in the vicinity

| of Indian Point within a 500-year period is less than .lg.

,

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 46. There are
1

! almost no recorded earthquakes in the northeastern United

States of a magnitude which could affect reactor risk.

Budnitz Testimony on Question One at 20. Earthquakes with

ground accelerations of about .lg to .3g could result in
i

injuries and loss of life to the public as well as cause

I heavy damage to conventional structures such as resi-

'
. - . - ..-. - - - - - - .. . . _ . - . _ - - - - - - . . . _ .-_.
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}. dances. However, such earthquakes would not be strong

enough to threaten any critical structure or equipment at

the plant. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 47.

UCS/NYPIRG stated that radiological risk to the . public from

an accident at the plant should be calculated as the incre-

mental risk above that caused by the earthquake itself.

Tr. 8443 (Sholly). The IPPSS conservatively did not take

* credit for this. See Licensees' Testimony on Question One
.

at 47 n.l.

85. Staff maintained that it would be useful- to obtain
i

PRA-type insights into how the Ramapo fault zone might

= interact with the Indian Point plants, although specifically
,

disclaiming any implication of significant concern that the

Ramapo zone might be a significant risk contributor.

Budnitz Testimony on Question One at 24. IPPSS considered
.

the Ramapo fault as part of larger source areas. See IPPSS|

at 7.9.2-6; see also NUREG/CR-2934, Appendix A at 3-7.

According to Sandia National Laboratories, strong evidence

does not exist to support a hypothesis of a Ramapo source.

NUREG/CR-2934, at 2.7.1-4.:

:

| 86. A Ramapo source hypothesis would be assigned a

very low probability and, therefore, more explicit con-4

sideration of this potential fault zone would not affect

IPPSS results in a significant way. NUREG/CR-2934,
i

[ Apppendix A at 3-6 to 3-7. Furthermore, Dr. Budnitz sug-

gested that the use in IPPSS of sustained acceleration

. - . _ _ - . - . . _ , , , . - - .---_---.-.-_: , . . _ _ . _ _ - - _ _ - _ - - _ - . - - _ - . _ _ _ _ -
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"probably" gives too much weight to small, nearby, localized

earthquakes in relation to their actual contribution to

risk. Budnitz Testimony on Question One at 25.

87. The point at which failure occurs in plant struc-

tures, equipment, and components is related to peak ground

accelerations. Failure of structures housing vital equip-

ment or components was defined to occur when structural

deformations, which do not necessarily lead to collapse,

interfere with the operability of equipment attached to the

structure. Electrical and mechanical equipment failure was

defined to occur when essential function capability was

lost. Failure of piping was defined to occur when the

pressure boundary ruptured. Licensees' Testimony on

Question one at 64-65.

88. Indian Point Unit 3's safety-related structures

and equipment are designed to withstand without loss of

function the design basis earthquake of 0.15g. Detailed

studies of these safety-related structures and equipment

show that their actual capability to withstand seismic

events considerably exceeds the design basis value. See

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 65; IPPSS at 7.2-25

(Table 7.2-3), 7.2-30 (Table 7.2-7). The lowest median

acceleration capabilities for the safety-related equipment
b

are in the range of 0.7g to 0.99 Even the least capable of
,

( these components is likely to survive very large earth-

quakes. Safety-related equipment with even higher median

.

v. ,m - - - - -, - - - - - - - - .m .,,-v--c, +-._,.r- .-i.-,y--- 4 ,-----,---,, --,,
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acceleration capabilities would be available to limit the

consequences of such seismically-induced failures. Licen-

s e e s.' Testimony on Question One at 65.

89. Sandia National Laboratories' initial concern

regarding the seismic capacity of the control room ceiling,.

NUREG/CR-2934, Appendix A at 5-2, was explicitly addressed

in Amendment 1 to IPPSS. IPPSS kmendment 1, at 7.2-21 to

7.2-21A-2. Furthermore, the licensees indicated that the

control room ceiling would be modified in such a way that
,

the ceiling panels could not strike safety-related equipment

or the operators. Tr. 8393 (Bley). Therefore, the seismic

core melt frequencies presented in IPPSS need not be

modified.

90. Significant overstatements of risk exist in the
,

IPPSS seismic analysis. One example is the use of the

lognormal distribution to model response to ground motion

because the tails of the distribution do not accurately

reflect the behavior of actual physical systems. That is,

the tail of such a skewed distribution extends farther than

is actually the case for the distribution of the actual

physical motion. Budnitz Testimony on Question One at 24.

This results in an overstatement of risk because the lower

tail of tha lognormal density function tends to be higher

4 than the true fragility curve is likely to be.

NUREG/CR-2934, at 2.7.1-5.
|

.

e
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91. While Staff stated that the seismic uncertainties

in IPPSS, although large, may be understated, it concluded

that the seismic portion of the study includes overstate-

ments which, if corrected, would lower the ultimate calcul-

ated risk. These overstatements exist because IPPSS made

" pessimistic" rather than " realistic" assumptions in the

seismic analysis. Budnitz Testimony on Question One at 33.

92. Independent analyses of the estimates of seismic

risk at Indian Point Unit 3 confirm that no significant dif-

ferences exist between the results of such analyses and

those in IPPSS. Budnitz Testimony on Question One at

35-36. The IPPSS treatmer.t of seismic events is not only

-the best analysis of this type ever done, but is a true

breakthrough in this area. Tr. 7539 (Budnitz).

2. Fires

93. IPPSS began with a preliminary analysis of poten-

tial fires throughout the plant, and followed with a more

detailed evaluation of locations where a fire might damage

important equipment or cables, and, thus, initiate an acci-

'

dent scenario. IPPSS at 0-126, 7.3-3. Appendix R to

10 C.F.R. Part 50, which became effective on February 17,

1981, provides new licensing requirements to reduce fire

,

Implementation and enforcement of Appendix R is inrisk.

i progrcss for all nuclear power plants, including Indian

Point Unit 3. Buchbinder/Kubicki Testimony on Question One-

at 5, 17. Modifications to comply with Appendix 12 at the

. ___.-__-__
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plant include the capability to supply power to various

safety components by routing additional cables which are

physically separated from normal cable routes. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 66. An additional analysis,

reported in IPPSS Amendment 1, was performed to account for

these modifications, IPPSS knendment 1, at 7.3-lllA-1 to

7.3-lllA-10,'and demonstrated that these modifications have

reduced the risk from fire at these locations. IPPSS Amend-

ment 1, at 7.3-123A-2 (Table 7.3.2A-14), 7.3-123A-3 (Table

7.3.2A-15).

94. UCS/NYPIRG argued that more locations should have

been analyzed. Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS at 15. How-

ever, the Amendment 1 reanalysis included a_more detailed

assessment of additional locations, and confirmed the

original judgment in IPPSS that these locations are not

significant contributors to the risk from fires. IPPSS

Amendment 1, at 7.3-lllA-1.

95. According to Staff, control room fires should have

Ibeen comprehensively analyzed in IPPSS because of the poten--

tially large consequences which could result from such an

event. However, Staff stated that there are no data to

support a high estimated frequency of serious control room

fires. Buchbinder/Kubicki Testimony on Question One at

9-10. UCS/NYPIRG claimed that no consideration was given to

control room fires. Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS at 15.

Licensees provided a more detailed analysis of potential ]

4
I.

l
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fires in this area of the plant in Amendment 1 to IPPSS.

Because this area is continuously manned, a fire would be

detected almost immediately and attempts to extinguish it

would begin promptly. The~results of this analysis showed

that the frequency of core melt from control room fires

accounts for only a small fraction of the other fire-

initiated core. melts. IPPSS Amendment 1, at 7.3-lllA-15 to

7.3-111A-16.

96. The evaluation of fires is composed of six major

steps: identification of critical areas within the plant;

calculation of the fregaency of fires in these areas; cal-

culation of the probability'of fire propagation considering

fire barriers and extinguishing equipment; assessment of

potential fi'res which might initiate an accident; assessment

of the effect of fires on mitigating systems; and calcula-

tion of the frequencies of the various plant responses and

release categories which could result. Licensees' Testimony

on Question one at 65-66. The frequency of fires at the

plant was based upon American Nuclear Insurers data, LERs,

and technical literature. Engineering judgment and conserv-

ative assumptions supplemented historical evidence to esti-

mate the frequency and impact of large fires. Id. at 47-48.

97. Fires in critical locations are unlikely at Indian

i Point Unit 3 because of such precautions as the emphasis on

nonflammable materials, administrative controls, fire bar-

I riers, and fire detection and suppression systems. Fires

,
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involving large quantities of combustible materials in crit-

ical locations are the only ones which could result in ser-

ious damage to the plant. Because such conditions do not

exist at the plant, only large quantities of transient com-

bustibles are of concern. Licenspes' Testimony on Question

one at 48.

98. While Staff criticized IPPSS as overly optimistic

in its acsessment of safe shutdown through the use of local

auxiliary feedwater pump controls in the event of a fire in

the cable spreading room, Buchbinder/Kubicki Testimony on

Question One at 11, Staff also stated that the assumptions

used to model fire growth and spread in IPPSS are " extremely

conservative." Id. at 12-14; Tr. 7584 (Buchbinder). The

Staff analysis did not include a correction for this overly

cautious analysis in IPPSS. . Buchbinder/Kubicki Testimony on

Question one at 13-14.

99. Staff asserted that an increase in the Indian

Point Unit 3 fire-initiated core melt frequency by a factor

of four might be appropriate if high temperature degradation

of cable insulation is considered. Buchbinder/Kubicki

Testimony on Question One at 10; NUREG/CR-2934, at 5.1-6;

see Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS at 15. However, Staff
,

acknowledged that its estimate should not be considered

L accurate, but should be considered as a sensitivity analy-

sis. Buchbinder/Kubicki Testimony on Question One at 10.
,

,

6

9

0
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100. Staff stated that fires in non-critical areas

which could spread to critical areas should have been.

analyzed. Buchbinder/Kubicki Testimony on Question One at'

10. UCS/NYPIRG concurred. Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS at

15. However, Staff asserted that there are no fire loss

data adequate to demonstrate that such exposure fires do

indead make a significant contribution to risk.

Buchbinder/Kubicki Testimony on Question One at 10-11.

101. Fire phenomenology is less well understood than;

l' are internal initiating events, and historical fire accident

data are not as complete as data for such events. PRAs,

thus, have large uncertainties in this area.

Buchbinder/Kubicki Testimony on Question One at 5. Staff

stated that the conservatisms used in IPPSS, which would

lead to overestimations of core melt frequency, do not aid

| the analysis because they do not lead to a realistic

assessment of risk. Buchbinder/Kubicki Testimony on Ques-

tion One at 12-14.

102. IPPSS is to be " congratulated" for its effort in

the area of fire analysis. Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS at

| 15. The IPPSS evaluation of fires was performed in a,

credible manner and appears to have identified the critical

plant areas where a fire can cause an initiating event and

simultaneously fail redundant safety systems which may be

; required to function in response to the initiating event.
L

| Buchbinder/Kubicki Testimony on Question One at 4. Differ-

!

. . - - - - - - . - - - - - _ - _ - . .. - .-- _ _
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ences between Staff and IPPSS estimates of risk from fire

are small in relation to the' uncertainty regarding the

estimates. Id. at 27.

3. Other External Initiators

103. Extreme winds are not a significant contributor

to risk at Indian Point Unit 3. See IPPSS at 8.3-9, 8.3-15

(Table 8.3-3); see also Budnitz Testimony on Question One at

44; Direct Testimony of John W. Reed Concerning Commission

Question One at Table 2.

104. The frequency of water levels exceeding the grade

elevation of the buildings at Indian Point is somewhere

between once in a hundred million years and once in a tril-

lion years. Licensees' Testimony on Question one at 45.

While Staff's frequency estimate is higher, it also con-

cluded that floods are not significant contributors to

initiating core-melt accidents, and their omission from

full-fledged quantitative risk analysis within IPPSS is

justified. Budnitz Testimony on Question One at 44-49;

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 67.

105. The overall risk from aircraft crashes into Unit

3 is much smaller than other risks to the public from the

Indian Point plants. Therefore, omission of this category

from full-scale risk analysis within IPPSS is fully

acceptable. Budnitz Testimony on Question One at 49-53; see
,

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 67.
.
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i Ultimate Finding of Fact

106. The Board finds that IPPSS treatment of initi-

ating events is complete and that generally the frequency

estimates of these initiating events are reasonable. Spe-

i cifically, the Board concludes that the Unit 3 containment

building will not directly fail from an earthquake and that

IPPSS seismic analysis includes overstatements of risk. The
:

IPPSS is a breakthrough in seismic analysis. Fire analysis

in PRAs is not as well understood as are other aspects of

risk analysis. However, the Board finds that important
.

assumptions in the fire analysis were extremely conserva-

- tive, and that differences between IPPSS and Staff's analy-
i

sis are not significant. Fires in critical locations are '

unlikely, and the risk implication of such fires has been4

reduced by modifications made in compliance with Appendix

R. The Board also finds that the contribution of extr' mee

winds, floods, and aircraft crashes to the risk posed by'

Indian Point Unit 3 is insignificant.

G. Plant Response
.

107. The IPPSS plant analysis is "particularly sophis-

i ticated and refined." Tr. 7919 (Weatherwax). The IPPSS
4

internal event analysis is a state-of-the-art analysis com-

plated by competent analysts. Israel et al. Testimony on.
2

; Question One at 7.

1. Analytical Procedures

108. The basic plant response model developed for

1
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internal initiating events delineates the system functi'ons

necessary to avoid core damage and to protect the contain-.

ment, and was used to calculate the probability that these

functions are successfully provided. Because plant response
!

to external initiating events is similar, this model was

'also used to analyze them. Licensees' Testimony on Question

one at 52.

109. IPPSS discussed plant response to internal ini-

tiating events in terms of an overall event tree model sup-

ported by a detailed analysis to determine the reliability2

of the systems which must operate to accomplish the safety

functions identified in the plant event trees. IPPSS con-

'

sidered system depen 6encies, including dependencies upon

auxiliary, shared, or connected systems. This analysis

included consideration of states of electric power, and of

tlus availability of auxiliary systems, interfacing systems,

and actuation signals. The Indian Point FSAR, system

descriptions, schematics, piping and instrumentation dia-,

grams, and operating and emergency procedures were used to

develop the system block diagrams and system fault tree

diagrams, ensuring accurate system modeling. The designers

and operators of the plant also conducted an extensive

review. The system fault trees were used to identify and
i

i display combinations of components the failure of which

| could cause system failure. Licensees' Testimony on Ques-

' tion one at 52, 58-59.

.
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110. Event trees are logic models'which delineate the

various combinations of safety system' failures -- accident

sequences -- following an initiating event leading to core

melt and/or containment failure. Staff reviewed all of the

event trees presented in IPPSS, found the structure of the.

majority of them to be appropriate, and made changes in

several. For example, Staff believed that the steam genera-

tor tube rupture event tree should include a sequence caused

by a stuck-open valve, and therefore modeled this sequence

in their analysis. Israel et al. Testimony on Question one

at 9. Ongoing analyses by the licensees demonstrato that

this accident sequence, even when modeled using very unfa-

vorable plant conditions, does not change the risk curves.

Tr. 6446-48 (Bley, Richardson).

111. Staff reviewed all the fault trees, which are

logic models describing the various ways safety systems can

fail, presented in IPPSS- and found them generally to be a

reasonable representation of the Indian Point safety sys-
!

tems. Israel et al. Testimony on Question One at 8. FOE /

Audubon is sympathetic to the use of fault and event trees

if they are implemented appropriately. Levi Testimony on

Question One at 15. Both Staff analysts and IPPSS analysts,

however, agreed that some changes were appropriate in the

logic structure of the fault trees for the service water

system, the auxiliary feedwater cystem, and the fan cool- |
|

ers. These changes were factored into Staff's plant damage |

.
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state frequencies. Israel et al. Testimony on Question One

at 8. Licensees have completed a reanalysis of the service

water system. This analysis had only a minor impact on core

melt frequency and did not affect risk results. IPPSS

Amendment 1, at 1.3-6A-1; Tr. 13,019 (Bley).

112. Regarding the main feedwater system, IPPSS was

unduly conservative because it did not account for the sys-

tem's ability to remove decay heat following a reactor

scram. Israel et al. Testimony on Question One at 9.

113. Industry-wide data were collated and used in

IPPSS to provide initial probability distributions or

generic distributions. These data were obtained from Com-

mission NUREG data summaries, IEES STD-500, and the RSS.

These initial distributions were then supplemented with

specific data from Indian Point. The plant-specific data

were obtained from Indian Point LERs, control room equipment

operating logs, component maintenance records, test records,

and Indian Point station internal event reporting docu-

ments. Bayes' theorem was used to integrate the industry-

wide data with the plant-specific data. Four types of data

were used: component failure data, maintenance and testing

data, human error rates, and initiating event frequency

data. The Indian Point Unit 3 component failure and una- |

vailability distributions and the industry-wide data were

used to quantify the system logic models. Licensees' Testi-

mony on Question One at 59-60. The plant-specific and

.
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industry-wide data bases upon which IPPSS relied for failure

rates include information regarding equipment and components

of varying ages. Failure rates derived from these data

i bases thus include " burn-in" and " wear-out" failures.
Therefore, uith the continuing maintenance and replacement

program in effect at Indian Point Unit 3, the use of a con-

stant, or average, failure rate with appropriate uncertain-

ties adequately accounts for aging effects. Tr. 7380-82

(Bley). Although UCS/NYPIRG witness Weatherwax disputed

this use of a constant failure rate, he could specify only
:

:

4 one piece of equipment which might have an accelerated fail-
I ure rate. Tr. 7957-58 (Weatherwax).

114. IPPSS did not express its model of equipment per-

formance under stress in terms of a simple scalar " adjust-

ment" factor. Instead, the conditions under which each com-

ponent or piece of equipment would need to operate were

explicitly and individually assessed when assigning success /

failure probabilities to event tree branch points. Tr.
)
! 7033-35 (Kaplan, Bley); see Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS at

7-8.

115. Maintenance and testing records for Indian Point

were reviewed because system availability is reduced when

components are removed for maintenance or testing, and iden-4

tification of the frequency and duration of maintenance and;

testing activities thus is relevant. Industry-wide data for

maintenance frequency and duration were based upon the

1

4

i
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equipment specifications, component normal service duty, the

RSS, and experience with each component type. Unavailabil-

ity data for Indian Point Unit 3, combined with the

industry-wide data, were used to quantify the system logic

models. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 60-61.

116. The plant response review conducted by Sandia

National Laboratories included an evaluation of the IPPSS

methodology and analysis assumptions, as well as a search
i

for possible omissions. By reviewing the basic building

blocks of IPPSS, Sandia was able to form its own opinion

regarding the correctness of IPPSS-designated dominant

scenarios. Israel et al. Testimony on Question one at 7-

8. Therefore, the scope of this' review goes beyond a mere

examination of dominant scenarios. Tr. 7450-51 (Kolb).
I

{ 2. Core Melt and-Property Damage

117. Core me'lt is a poor indicator of public health

risk. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 23-24, 67-68;

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at [A]-8, B-19;

Israel et al. Testimony on Question One at 16; Tr. 6299'

(Richardson), 6300 (Bley), 6394 (Richardson), 7944 (Weather-
,

wax). Almost 95 percent of postulated core melt accidents
t

at Indian Point Unit 3 would not lead to significant,

releases of radioactivity. Bley et al. Testimony on Ques-
i

tion Five at 8; see Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five
.

at B-19.
!
'

118. Licensees demonstrated that the median core melt
|

!
!

.
4

,
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: frequency at Indian Point Unit 3 is once in about 20,000

reactor years for internally and externally initiated

events. Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 7 (Table

1).1 Staff estimated the Indian Point- Unit 3 core melt

frequency to be once in approximately 3,000 reactor years.

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at B-18 to B-19.

Small LOCAs and fires are the major contributors to core

melt frequency. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 70

(Table V-2).

119. The mean value of offsite property damage caused

by an accident at Indian Point Unit 3 is $31,000 per reactor
!

year. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 26a (Figure"

III-2).

Ultimate Finding of Fact

120. The Board finds that IPPSS plant response analy-

sis is a state-of-the-art assessment which has been subject

to an extensive review by independent analysts. Its data
,

bases are the most complete and up-to-date available, and

its analyses of internal and external events and of plant

response break new ground in PRA methodology. Additionally,

the models used in IPPSS appropriately model stress and

aging factors. Because 95 percent of all core melt acci-

.

'
1. Although licensees presented a slightly more

; frequent core melt value under Question one, licensees'
subsequent testimony under Question Five reflected this

,

slightly smaller value. The difference is inconsequential.

4

i

.
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dents do not involve a significant release of radioactivity,

core melt frequency is a poor indicator of risk.

H. Containment Response

! 121. Containment response analysis investigates the
.

phenomena of reactor core melt accidents and assesses the
j

response of the containment to these phenomena. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 72; J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on

Question One at III.B-2. IPPSS evaluated degraded core phe-

nomenology and containment capability, and developed4

,

detailed containment event trees. Licensees' Testimony on

L Question One at 72; IPPSS at 3.0-1. The IPPSS containment

respcnae analysis, which includes a more comprehensive

investigation of core melt and debris-concrete interaction

phenomenology than that in the RSS, demonstrates that in

general the Indian Point Unit 3 containment can withstand a

core melt accident far better than had previously been

assumed. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Commission Question

Five at [C3-14; see IPPSS at 2.1-2, 3.0-1. The major con-

clusion of the licensees' containment analyses was substan-

tiated by Staff's independent analyses. J. Meyer/Pratt

Testimony on Question One at III.B-19; see Board Finding

125. Although UCS/NYPIRG did not independently analyze the

strength of the containment, it questioned the extent of the

uncertainty in licensees' and Staff's calculations.

Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS at 13-14.

122. Containment event trees, used in IPPSS and in
,

;
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Staff's analysis, are logic structures which provide an

integrated and comprehensive analytical framework encompas-

sing all important aspects of containment response. Licen-

sees' Testimony on Question One at 80; J. Meyer/Pratt Testi-

mony on Question One at III.B-16. The plant damag.e states

derived from the -plant analysis are the starting points for

the containment event tree. Licensees' Testimony on Ques-

tion One at 72; J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Questio'n One at

III.B-3. Branch points on the containment event tree repre-

sent success or failure probabilities based upon physical

laws, as well as upon related experiments and analyses.

Detailed evaluations were performed in IPPSS and by Staff

for those branch points which are most important to contain-

ment response. See Licensees' Testimony on Question One at

80; J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-16;

i IPPSS at 0-52, 2.2-1. The end points of the containment
|

event tree are a set of radionuclide release categories

which are used in the subsequent consequence analysis.

IPPSS at 0-38.
.
'

123. Over 6,000 sequence paths were considered in

IPPSS. IPPSS Appendix 8.5.1, at 8.5.7-1; Tr. 7326 (Richard-

son). Frequently, paths on the tree were carried through

'

even when this required the modeling of phenomena which are

not physically possible. Tr. 7264 (Richardson), 7326

(Liparulo). To demonstrate the impact of certain phenomena

upon the containment resp' nse, some of these unrealistico
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phenomena were analyzed and the results presented in the

form of sensitivity studies. Tr. 6397, 7226 (Richardson),

7336 (Henry). These sensitivity studies provided justifica-

tion for the assignment of probabilities to some unlikely

paths on the containment event tree. See Tr. 7330

(Liparulo).

124. Both licensees and Staff used the MARCH computer

code supplemented by independent analyses, J. Meyer/Pratt

Testimony on Question One at III.B-3, and experimental

information to quantify the event tree. The MARCH version

used by Staff predicts a more rapid core heatup than one

would actually expect. Tr. 12,619 (Bernero). In addition,
~

licensees used the COCOCLASS9 code and other models devel-

oped by Westinghouse. IPPSS at 2.5-1, 4.1-1 to 4.1-13.

1. Containment Capability

125. Staff and the Power Authority agree that the

Indian Point Unit 3 contaimment building can withstand an

internal pressure.of at least 141 psia. Staff's conclusion

was based on a study conducted by the Los Alamos National;

Laboratory. Although 141 psia is only the minimum pressure

at which yielding could begin, both partiss assumed failure

of the containment at this pressure. Licensees' Testimony

on Question One at 77-78; Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Con-

I tentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 5; Direct Testimony of James

F. Meyer Concerning Contention 2.1 (a and d) at 3 n.* (J.

Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d)); J. Meyer/

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . . _ . .__._ _ __ _ __. _ __ _._-. _
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Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-19; IPPSS at 4.2-1

& Appendix 4.4.1, at 14-15; Tr. 6396 (Richardson), 6823-24

(J. Meyer), 7340-41 (Toland), 12,518-19, 12,531 (J. Meyer);

see NUREG-0850, " Preliminary Assessment of Core Melt'Acci-

dents at the Zion and Indian Point Nuclear Power Plants and

! Strategies for Mitigating Their Effects" at 3-2, 3-120 (1981).

126. It is important to distinguish between the onset

of general yield of a primary structural component of the,

containment and the ultimate failure pressure of the con-

tainment. The onset of yielding is the point at which the

reinforcing steel in the containment structure at its most

limiting location begins to deform beyond its elastic

limit. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and

2.l(d) at 5: Tr. 7341-42, 7345-46, 7350-51 (Toland). The

ultimate failure pressure is the pressure at which the con-

taiment would fail and release radioactive material through

a breach in the containment. Tr. 6791 (J. Meyer).

127. Ultimate failure pressure was not calculated by

any party because the calculation of the onset of yielding

is more certain. Tr. 6196-97 (Thompson), 6791, 6824 (J.

Meyer), 7340-41 (Toland). Thus, 141 psia is a very confi-

dent lower bound for containment functional capability.

IPPSS Appendix 4.4.1, at 15; see Tr. 7340-41 (Toland).

Furthermore, no evidence was presented alleging design or

construction flaws in the Indian Point Unit 3 containment.

128. This conservative failure pressure is approxi-

. - .. - --. '. _ - . . - - . - . _ - . - - __-
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mately 2.3 times the design basis accident pressure of 62

psia. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 77; Bley/

Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 5;

IPPSS Appendix 4.4.1, at 14-15.

129. The onset of containment yielding would occur at,

the most limiting locations in the rebar (steel bar rein-

forcing structure). J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question

One at III.B-19; Tr. 6396 (Richardson), 7341 (Toland),

12,519, 12,531 (J. Meyer). IPPSS found the limiting part of

the containment structure to be in a location just below the

connection of the hemispherical dome of the containment with

the vertical wall of the lower cylindrical portion because

fewer seismic concrete reinforcing bars exist in this area.

The containment capability is not limited by penetrations or

other discontinuities, IPPSS Appendix 4.4.1, at 14-15, but

is determined by the broad expansion of the wall area as a

result of internal pressure exerting a force on the wall.

Licensees' Testimony on Question one at 78-79. In the first

24 hours following accident initiation, the effects of pres-

sure, temperature, and radiation on piping penetrations,

electrical penetrations, hatches, and major containment

seals and ventilation valves would not cause them to fail

prior to the limiting part of the containment. Id. at 78;

) Tr. 7350-51 (Toland).
130. Although UCS/NYPIRG raised issues regarding the

uncertainty of calculation of containment failure pressures

.

w_ - - . . - , - -,. . -n,-, nn - -
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at Indian Point, Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions

2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 9-10; Tr. 6253, 6254 (Thompson), they

admitted on cross-examination that the analyses they cited

involved ultimate failure pressure calculations only, and

not yield point calculations. Tr. 6198-99, 6264 (Thompson).

131. UCS/NYPIRG has not independently analyzed the,

containment failure pressure for Indian Point. Tr. 6193,

6206 (Thompson). Nor has UCS/NYPIRG reviewed the methodol-

ogies used by the licensees and Staff to determine the onset

of yielding, i.e., the assumed failure pressure, at Indian

Point. Tr. 6208 (Thompson, Sholly).

132. UCS/NYPIRG argued that the containment capability

level calculated by the Power Autnority is questionable,

primarily because the containment was never tested above 60

psia and the calculations were not adequately justified.

Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS at 14. However, UCS/NYFIRG

admitted that building a sufficient conservatism into a

containment analysis is as adequate as determining ultimate
,

failure pressure through structural modeling. Tr. 6193-94

(Thompson). Thus, the use of 141 psia as the ultimate fail-

ure pressure is a conservatism which obviates the need to

physically model the point at which the containment will

breach. See IPPSS Appendix 4.4.1, at 2.

133. The Power Authority performed a deterministic

analysis of containment capability, which included a review

of all possible modes of failure. IPPSS Appendix 4.4.1, at
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2: Tr. 7340-41 (Toland). Secondary failure modes which

might affect containment prior to reaching 141 psia were

sought, but none was found. Tr. 7341 (Toland). Manual

calculations, with demonstrated accuracy from prior analy-

ses, as well as special purpose computer codes, were used in

j the containment capability evaluation. IPPSS Appendix 4.4.1,

at 2. The conclusion regarding containment capability is

supported by St'aff analyses which have concluded that large
. dry containments have high pressure capabilities. See J.
1

Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 2.

134. The factor of 2.3 times the design basis pressure

| corresponds to conservatisms in the original containment

structure design. Some of the factors contributing to the

conservatism include application of load factors; applica-

i tion of capacity reduction factors; no credit for strength

of steel liner plate beyond minimum yield strength; minimum

strength of material considered in design basis accident

evaluations rather than actual material properties; seismic

rebar not considered to resist accident loads; and designer

conservatism. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 78;

IPPSS Appendix 4.4.1, at 15.

2. Delayed Overpressurization
,

135. Gradual overpressurization failure is the most

*

likely containment failure mode at Indian Point Unit 3. J.

Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-40. The

median frequency of this failure mode accounts for 99 per-

.
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cent of containment failures. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 89. These failures are characterized by a

loss of primary coolant coupled with failure of both the

emergency core cooling systems and all containment heat

removal systems. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One

at III.B-13. The accident sequences leading to gradual

overpressurization failure are characterized by a loss of

primary coolant coupled with failure of both the emergency

core cooling systems and all containment heat removal

systems. Id. at III.B-10.

136. IPPSS analysts have calculated that late over-

pressurization failure would not likely occur for at least

one day after the initiating event. Based upon conservative

extrapolations IPPSS, like Staff, had assumed that late

overpressurization failure would occur after approximately

12 hours. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 90; J.

Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-25; Rowsome/

Blond Testimony on Question Five at [C]-14; Tr. 7336-37,

7376 (Liparulo), 12,557 (J. Meyer). Delays of 12 or more

hours would provide time for reduction in the amount of

fission products which could be released from the contain-

ment, and for implementation of any protective actions

required. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 90. The .

pressure'at which the containment fails would affect the

timing of failure. But even if the containment were to fail

at 120 psia, such failure would not occur until after 12

.
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hours post accident initiation. Tr. 7338 (Liparulo).,

137. Containment failure is highly unlikely because

the combination of the reactor coolant system design and the

containment design at Indian Point Unit 3 would likely pre-

vent a breach of containment under minimal. heat removal

conditions. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 72-.

7 3.' only one of five fan coolers or one of six containment
;

spray modes must be operable for these minimal heat removal

conditions to be met. Id. at 24; Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on

Question Five at [C]-14.
<

138. The design of the fan coolers at Indian Point

Unit 3 makes the potential for their failure from the envi-

ronmental conditions following a core melt small. J. Meyer/

Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-49 to B-50. Simi-

larly, the fact that some of the pumps which are capable of
.

maintaining spray operability are located outside of the

containment is a positive feature at Indian Point.

Tr. 12,534-35 (Meyer). Should the fan cooler filters become

plugged with particulates, they would be bypassed automatic-

ally. Rowsome/ Blond. Testimony on Question Five at [A]-22.

Furthermore, Staff stated that inoperability of the fan

roolers has a' negligible effect on risk of early fatalities,

but is more important for latent fatalities. J. Meyer/Pratt

Testimony on Question One at III.B-49. Neither the fan

coolers nor the sprays would be rendered inoperable by

hydrogen burns. Tr. 12,498, 12,534-35 (J. Meyer). Res-
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toration of only one of the five containment fan coolers,

one of the six containment spray modes, or other ad hoc

recovery measures would ensure. containment integrity. Bley/

Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at

6-7. Further, if AC poyer and cooling were restored, the

possibility of overpressurization failure, but not hydrogen

burn-induced failure, would be eliminated. J. Meyer/Pratt

Testimony on Question One at III.B-22.

139. Although Staff and the Power Authority agreed

that the Indian Point Unit 3 containment would not fail
below 141 psia, they both developed failure probability

curves for lower pressure levels. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony

on Question One at III.B-19 to B-20; Tr. 7133 (Goeser),

7340, 7342 (Richardson). Staff's probability curv'e differs
.

from that used in.IPPSS for failure probabilities less than

80 percent, because it approaches zero at approximately 120

psia while the IPPSS curve approaches zero at approximately

136 psia. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at
_

III.B-62 to B-63.

140. Substantial capability exists in the liner to

'

withstand deformation above 141 psia without leaking. Tr.

6396 (Richardson), 6798-99 (J. Meyer). However, Staff

extended the probability curve to a lower pressure because

they believe that, at this lower level, there would be

- extensive strain in the liner of the containment building at
.

the intersection of the cylinder wall and foundation basemat
,

.
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which could cause local liner failure and leakage to the
,

:

environment. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at
,

III.B-19 to B-20, III.B-62; Tr. 6797-99, 12,518-19 (J.

Meyer). Staff assumed a one percent.per day leakage rate.
,

J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-24;

Tr. 6799, 6825 (J. Meyer). The impact on risk of this
<

assumed leakage rate is negligible, even though this rate is

one order of magnitude greater than the design basis leak

rate. Tr. 12,563-64 (J. Meyer).

141. IPPSS concluded that pressures below 141 psia do

not produce excessive strain in the liner; thus there will

be no loss of liner integrity below this level. IPPSS

Appendix 4.4.1, at 9, 11, 14.

142. If the containment should fail, the release would

be in the form of a leak with a duration of several hours.

The leakage that would occur at the weakest points of the
;

containment at 141 psia would limit further pressure rises,

thereby precluding a bursting type of release. See Tr. 7346
,

(Toland). Sometime after the precsure of 141 psia is

reached and surpassed, extensive plastic deformation of the

rebar would occur throughout the walls of the containment.

Tr. 6822-23 (J. Meyer). The liner would attempt to follow

the plastic deformation and would itself undergo plastic
.

deformation and failure. Tr. 6823 (J. Meyer).
1

e

i

1
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! 143. UCS/NYPIRG asserted that the tight containment
1

]
failure distribution used in IPPSS is critically important

to the low probability of containmant failure. Weatherwax
t

Testimony on IPPSS at 13. Although believing that it is

} difficult to determine the impact of using the IPPSS curve

instead of its broader curve, Staff stated that use of the

IPPSS curve would result in postulated slow overpressuriza-

tion failures occurring somewhat later and fewer hydrogen;

burns leading to containment failure than in its analysis. -
,

J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-62;

Tr. 12,530-31 (J. Meyer). However, Staff found that

increasing the probability of overpressurization failure by
i

75 percent increased all risk by only a factor of two. J.

Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-48.'

144. Based on their knowledge of the sensitivities in
,

the containment analysis, the authors of IPPSS do not think

t' tat substituting the Staff failure probability curve for

the IPPSS curve would change the risk results, Tr. 7335

I (Liparulo), 7343 (Liparulo, Richardson), because accidents
3

can be divided into two types, those with and those without

operable containment safeguards. Tr. 7335.(Liparulo). If

all containment safeguards are operable, pressure within
7

containment will not rise above design pressure. If none
j

are operable the pressure is assumed to eventually reach 141

psia, IPPSS at 4.0-4, the point at which both. Staff and the-

' Power Authority assume containment failure. Tr. 6795-96 (J.

.

-
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Meyer), 7134 (Gooser), 7251 (Richardson), 7335 (Liparulo),

7344-45 (Richardson).

3. Steam Explosions and Missiles

145. Very few core melt accidents at Indian Point

would lead to early containment breach and, thus, early

fatalities. Licensees' Testimony on Question one at 89.

Steam explosions and missiles which could be generated by

core melts were considered important potential contributors

to early containment failure at the time the RSS was pub-

lished. Since that time, additional research has demon-

strated that the reactor vessel geometry precludes the

mixing of coolant and debris which is a prerequisite for

large steam explosions, thus~ eliminating such explosions as

important contributors to containment failure. J. Meyer/

Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-15; IPPSS at 3.0-3

to 3.0-4, 3.1-31 to 3.1-57, 3.3-2 to 3.3-3; see Licensees'

Testimony on Question one at 24, 75, 89. Even if such
.

debris / coolant interactions occurred, they would not produce

loads sufficient to cause vessel or containment failure.
Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 75, 89; IPPSS at

3.1-14 to 3.1-15, 3.2-5 to 3.2-6; NUREG-0850, at Appendix c.

146. Even though steam explosions are considered

highly unlikely, they have been conservatively accounted for

in the risk analyses presented. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on

Question One at III.B-15 to B-16; Tr. 7251 (Richardson).

Staff calculated the probability of a steam explosion

-. ._- _ - - . . _- - - . . . - _ . - - . . . . . . . . . - -__-. - _ - _ . - - . . - . _--
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failure to be very low, more than 100 times l'ess likely than

was reported in the RSS. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on

Question One at III.B-15, III.B-20. UCS/NYPIRG agreed that

the absence of steam explosions contributes to the low

probability of containment failure. Weatherwax Testimony on

IPPSS at 13.

4. Hydrogen

147. The conditions required for hydrogen detonation

and for a subsequent shock wave to breach the containment

cannot be reached. Tr. 6398-99 (Richardson). These levels

could not even be reached if hydrogen were concentrated in a

small volume or portion of the containment. Tr. 6399

( Richardson) . Therefore, sequences involving hydrogen

detonation were not modeled in IPPSS. Tr. 6398

(Richardson).
4

148. Staff and the Power Authority used conservative

MARCH code calculations to estimate hydrogen generation for

the period between the time the core is uncovered and the

degraded core moves to the lower reactor vessel, i.e., prior

to core slump. Similar results for hydrogen generation
.

during this phase were calculated by both parties. J.

Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-52; IPPSS at

3.1-20. Their analyses differ regarding the additional

amount of hydrogen that can be generated following core

slump. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-52

to B-53. The Power Authority cited analyses of core melt

.
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phenomena which demonstrated that the core moves to the

lower reactor vessel in a manner which limits debris / water
reactions and resultant hydrogen generation. Id. at III.B-

52; IPPSS at 3.1-19, 3.3-1.
,

149. The Power Authority's analyses demonstrated that

only approximately 50 percent of the core material would be

transported to the lower plenum in a short time interval.
;

! Despite this assessment, calculations were performed in

IPPSS using up to 80 percent of the core material. IPPSS at

3.1-18 to 3.1-19, 3.3-2. Staff believes that there is

uncertainty regarding the manner in which IPPSS modeled the

movement of the core debris during core melt accidents. J.

Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-53.

150. The amount of core debris available for oxida-

tion, as well as the size of the core debris particles,

affect the amount and rate of hydrogen generation. The

'

Power Authority cited evaluations demonstrating that parti-
,

cles formed during the core melt process will be suffi-

ciently coarse to cool the debris rapidly, thereby minimiz-
.

ing hydrogen generation. IPPSS at 3.1-9 to 3.1-14, 3.2-51,

3.3-1. Based upon these analyses of core melt phenomena,

IPPSS conservatively estimated that during core slump 50

percent of the still unreacted zirconium could react with

water during high primary system pressure sequences and that

20 percent could react during low primary system pressure

sequences. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at
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III.B-53; IPPSS at 3.1-21, 3.1-29, 3.3-1, 4.2-2 n.*. Staff

stated that the particle size could be smaller than reported ,

in IPPSS, leading to faster, more complete metal oxidation

and thus more hydrogen generation. Additionally, Staff

cited recent tests showing that up to 90 percent of the

metal could be oxidized. Using this 90 percent estimation,

coupled with its " lack of knowledge in this area," Staff

assumed that 100 percent of the zirconium would be oxidized

during in-vessel core heatup and meltdown. J. Meyer/Pratt

Testimony on Question One at III.B-54; Tr. 12,536-38

( Prc.tt) .

151. Staff and the Power Authority also presented

differing analyses regarding the amount of metal oxidation

which can occur upon release of the core debris to the

reactor cavity. Both parties used similar bounding

approaches maximizing the potential for overpressurization

failure at the time of vessel failure. Staff's analysis,

however, resulted in predictions of greater amounts of

hydrogen generation during this phase of the accident

because Staff assumed that 100 percent of the core material

would exit the vessel, thereby producing more hydrogen.

J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-54 to

B-56. The Power Authority believes such behavior is not
7

mechanistically possible. IPPSS at 3.3-2 to 3.3-3.

Although Staff used the conservative bounding assumption

that all the core material would be available for hydrogen

- -. :- - - . -- - - - - . _ .. . .-
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generation, it concluded that the threat to the containment

at this stage of an accident is minimal. J. Meyer/Pratt

Testimony on Question One at III.B-56.

152. The Power Authority presented analyses demon-

strating that for the majority of the accidents evaluated,

the hydrogen concentrations in the containment are not

expected to be in the range of flammability. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 74. Other experimental and

analytical data indicate that, even when a hydrogen burn may
.

occur in the containment, such a burn would not cause con-

tainment breach for a broad spectrum of likely accident

conditions. This conclusion is derived from an assessment

of the amount of hydrogen available for burning, the way it

burns, and the ability of the containment to withstand the

pressure and temperature increases. Id. at 74-75, 89.

153. Staff concurred that no subcompartments have been

identified within the Indian Point Unit 3 containment which
would cause non-uniform hydrogen concentrations leading to'

explosive mixtures of the gas, although such patterns cannot

be precluded at this time. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on

Question One at III.B-57.

154. Staff believes that hydrogen combustion would be

less likely to lead to containment failure if a coolable de-

bris bed is established within approximately one-half hour

after ves,sel failure. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question

One at III.B-14.
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155. The pressure surges from steam spikes or hydrogen

explosions will almost always be less than 141 psia, making

early containment failure very unlikely. Bley/ Richardson

Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 6. Hydrogen

burns are not a dominant contributor to releases at Indian
t

Point Unit 3. See J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Quection One
i

4 at III.B-37, III.B-39 to B-40. Staff also stated that the

contribution of hydrogen burns to the risk of early

fatalities is small. Id. at III.B-43.

156. Staff performed sensitivity analyses to determine
,

the importance of uncertainties regarding hydrogen-induced

failure of the containment. It concluded that increasing

the probability of a hydrogen burn causing a failure of the

Indian Point Unit 3 containment by one order of magnitude

would have a negligible effect on early fatalities, and

would increase latent fatality risk by only a factor of

two. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-46

to B-48, III.B-51; Tr. 12,505 (J . Meyer).

5. Basemat Failure

157. The concrete basemat beneath the reactor vessel

would be subject to ablation by hot molten core debris com-

ing into contact with it. For an event in Which there is an

accumulation of debris in a dry reactor cavity, ablation of

the basemat would occur. Licensees' Testimony Concerning

Commission Question One at 75-76. Staff believes that even

with a dry cavity, complete basemat penetration will not

.

O
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always occur. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony Question One at

III.B-58.

158. For the dry-cavity case, IPPSS assumed that the

containment would always fail by overpressurization prior to

basemat penetration. Because the health consequences of an

overpressurization failure exceed those of a basemat fail-

ure, the Power Authority has overstated the risk. See

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 91; Direct Testimony

of Richard Codell Concerning Commission Question 1, at 4-5,

19-20 (Codell Testimony on Question One); IPPSS at 6.5-1.

Staff stated that the basalt-type concrete used in the

Indian Point containment would limit the release of noncon-

densible gases. Thus, Staff believes that an overpressuri-

zation failure caused by such releases would not necessarily

precede a basemat penetration. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on

Question One at III.B-14.

159. In general, coolability of core debris is

affected by the degree to which way the debris is spread or

dispersed. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 76;

IPPSS at 3.0-6 to 3.0-7. The way core material disperses

when the vessel fails depends on the pressure in the vessel

at the time of vessel breach, and on the reactor cavity

geometry. It is anticipated that, for the more likely high
t

reactor system pressure core melt accidents, substantial

portions of the core debris will be expelled or dispersedi

from the reactor cavity following a breach of the vessel.

.

O
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Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 76, 89; IPPSS at

3.2-12 to 3.2-29. This dispersed debris would likely be

coolable due to its large surface area and the availability

of water in the area of dispersal. The debris which was not

dispersed would collect in the reactor cavity. For the

events when the reactor coolant system pressure is rela-

tively low at the time of reactor vessel melt-through, most

of the debris would remain in the lower reactor cavity

area. The reactor cavity must have enough surface area to

allow this debris to be coolable. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 76.

160. At Indian Point Unit 3, the basic plant geometry

provides for the presence of water in the reactor cavity

before vessel breach, the continued availability of cooling

water when the containment sprays or fan coolers are opera-

ble, and enough surface area to allow cooling. Thus, in |

either the low or high pressure cases, i.e., whether the

debris would or would not be dispersed, the core debris
.

would be coolable because of its large surface area, its

particle size, and the availability of cooling water.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 76-77; IPPSS at 3.2-

49 to 3.2-54.

161. If water is present on a continual basis, a cool-
1

able debris bed would form and no substantial concrete

decomposition would be expected to occur. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 76. Staff stated that a
.
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coolable debris bed is not assured even with a flooded

cavity. However, if the cav.ity is flooded the probability

of basemat penetration is no greater than 20 percent. J.

Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-22 to B-23,

III.B-58. Furthermore, Staff stated that overall risk is

insensitive to Whether or not the basemat is penetrated.

Id. at III.B-49.

162. Because IPPSS Amendment 1 does'not address con-

tainment phenomena or structural integrity, see IPPSS Amend-

ment 1, the fact that Staff did not review the Amendment,

Tr. 12,507-13 (J. Meyer, Pratt), is without significance.

Ultimate Finding of Fact

163. The Board finds that the Indian Point Unit 3 con-

tainment is capable of withstanding internal pressures up to

at least 141 psia, and that both licensees' and Staff's

analyses were conservative in assuming containment failure

at this pressure. Although the dominant mode of containment

failure is gradual overpressurization, most core melt acci-

dents would be successfully contained. If containment

should be breached, it would not likely occur until at least

one day after the initiation of an accident. Although

licensees and Staff differed regarding some details of the

containment analysis, they both found that public health is

insensitive regarding these areas of disagreement.

- - - - - . . - . - - - . . - -. - . _ _ __ - - , -- . .
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I. Accident Consequences Assessment4

i

164. Consequence analysis is the assessment of public

health and economic impacts from postulated releases of

radioactive material. Those scenarios which lead to a re-

lease from containment to the atmosphere or which bypass

containment were analyzed in great detail. Licensees' Tes-

timony on Question One at 91; Testimony of Dr. Sarbeswar
I
'

Acharya Regarding NRC Staff Assessment of Accident Conse-

quences and Risks at III.C.A-1 to C.A-2 (Acharya Testimony

on Question One); UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of Steven C. Sholly

on the Consequences of Accidents at Indian Point (Commission

Question one and Board Question 1.1), at 4-5 (Sholly Testi-
,

j mony on Question One); Direct Testimony of Daniel M.

Pisello, Ph.D. and Richard G. Piccioni, Ph.D. on Behalf of

Friends of the Earth, Inc. and New York City Audubon Society

at 4-7 (Pisello/Piccioni Testimony on Question One); Direct
,

Testimony of Dr. H. Jack Geiger and Dr. Victor W. Sidel on

Behalf of Friends of the Earth, Inc. and the New York City
,

.
Audubon Society at 2 (Geiger /Sidel Testimony on Question

'One). Accidents with the potential for release into ground

water and other liquid. pathways are lower in frequency and

less severe in consequences than accidents which could

result in atmospheric releases. Licensees' Testimony on
,

Question One at 91; Codell Testimony on Question One at 18.

165. Licensees and Staff evaluated accident conse-
,

quences for the following indices: (a) early fatalities;

i

.
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(b) early injuries (radiation illnesses); (c) delayed cancer

fatalities (excluding thyroid); (d) delayed thyroid cancer
s

cases, fatal and non-fatal; (e) population dose (man-rem) to
s

the exposed generations; and (f) offsita economic costs.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 103; Acharya Testi-

mony on Question One at III.C.A-3; see Acharya/ Blond Testi-

mony on Question One at III.C.B-7 to C.B-12; Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 98-104, 111-25.
! 166. The key parameters that characterize the various

hypothetical accident sequences ares (a) the magnitude of

radioactive releases; (b) the time of release; (c). the dura-,

<

tion of release; (d) the warning time for evacuation (warn-
.

ing time being the estimated time elapsed from the point at
1

which the reactor operator determines that a release requir-'

ing emergency response would occur until the time the

release does occur); (e) the height of release; and (f) the

j energy content of the release. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 105; Acharya Testimony on Question One at

III.C.A-5.

167. Meaningful consequence analysis of the Indian4

Point site must be based on site-specific data such as mete-

orology, demography, and topography and on protective

measures such as evacuation and sheltering. Licensees'

! Testimony on Question One at 91; Acharya Testimony on

Question One at III.C.A-5 to C.A-7.
#

1

e
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168. In IPPSS, the probability distributions of

selected health effects for each release category were com-

bined with the frequency of occurrence of the release cate-

gory to express the overall potential impact on health as a
curve showing total risk from all releases. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 93-94, 107-08. Staff utilized

a somewhat different method of expressing risk by the use of

point estimate risk curves which do not reflect uncertainty.
Acharya Testimony on Question one at III.C.A-19, III.C.A-27

to C.A-29. .

1. Analytical Procedures and Dispersion Analysis

169. Both the licensees and Staff used modified
; versions of the Calculation of Reactor Accident Consequences
1

(CRAC) computer program used in the RSS. The CRAC program

| enables a comprehensive probabilistic assessment of conse-

quences from a reactor accident. Licensees' Testimony on

Question one at 94; Acharya Testimony on Question One at

III.C.A-2.

| 170. Because the RSS was applied to a composite site,

IPPSS developed an improved version of the CRAC program

which allowed it to fully reflect conditions specific to
|

Indian Point. This improved computer code is called Cal-

culation of Reactor Accident Consequences Including
?

Trajectories (CRACIT). Licensees' Testimony on Question One

Staff also used a modified version of the CRACat 94-95.

code to allow for site-specific and problem-specific appli-l

|
1

i
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cations. Acharya Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-2;

see Joint Testimony of Sarbeswar Acharya and Roger M. Blond
,

Regarding Calculational Methodology of the CRAC Code at

III.C.B-4 to C.B-7 (Acharya/ Blond Testimony on Question

One).

171. The four principal differences between the CRACIT

and CRAC codes are: (a) CRACIT models changes in plume

trajectory, Whereas CRAC models straight-line plume trajec-

tories; (b) CRACIT models evacuation at a variety of speeds

based on an analysis of the roadway network, Whereas CRAC

models evacuation radially away from the reactor site at a

constant speed; (c) CRACIT is capable of modeling releases
i

in up to four separate phases, whereas CRAC models all

releases as a single " puff"; and (d) CRACIT meteorological

sampling consists of 288 individual random samples whereas4

CRAC's smaller sample is applied to 16 direction sector

samples. Other differences between the codes with respect

to atmosphere dispersion analysis are not cc7sidered signif-

icant. Acharya Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-36.]

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 97-98; Sholly Testi-

mony on Question one at 8; see Tr. 8610 (Acharya).
3

; 172. The CRACIT program has been used in a number of

site-specific risk studies. A version of CRACIT, without

the multiphase puff component, was one of six codes exer-

cised on the full range of test problems in a recent inter-
,

national benchmark study of reactor accident consequence
:

!

.
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models sponsored by the Organization for Economic Coopera-

tion and Development. The CRACIT code proved to be a state-

of-the-art tool in this exercise. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 95; Acharya Testimony on Question one at

III.C.A-35 to C.A-36; Sholly Testimony on Question One at 6;

Tr. 7634-37 (Potter); Tr. 8647, 8681-82 (Blond).

173. The CRACIT code used in IPPSS is more

sophisticated than is the CRAC computer code utilized by

Staff, and is a more " realistic" model. Acharya Testimony

on Question One at III.C.A-34 to C.A-36; Tr. 8647 (Blond,

Acharya).

174. Analysis of the health effects of radioactive

materials released depends.upon their location, which may be

either airborne or deposited on the ground; their concen-

tration; and the location and travel paths during evacuation

of the exposed population. The consequences of a postulated

accident can vary with the timing, the magnitude, and the

duration of the radioactive release. The most important

factors affecting this variation relate to weather condi-

tions at the time of the release and during dispersion.

Wind speed and direction, atmospheric mixing, and precipita-

tion govern the area affected and the concentrations of

radioactive material at any given location. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 92-93; Pisello/Piccioni Testi-

mony on Question One at 3-6; IPPSS at 0-62.

.
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175. In IPPSS and in the Staff's consequence analysis,

the distribution of airborne and deposited radioac'cive

material in the environment was calculated as a function of

time. Then the movecent and shielding of people were taken
,

into account, and the.resulting doses and number of heal,th

effects were calculated. Many weather condition scenarios

were studied for any single postulated release to determine

'

the probability distribution for each health effect

analyzed. Assumed accident start times (month, day, and ,

hour) were randomly selected so that release start times

were uniformly distributed over all months and over day and

night conditions. Meteorological data were selected from

the data base for corresponding times. In addition to

improved site-specific modeling and data, IPPSS employed a

team of atmospheric dispersion experts, with years of exper-

ience with conditions in the Indian Point area, to evaluate

and modify, if necessary, model results. In IPPSS, low

probability weather conditions, which would result in the

most severe consequences, were specifically included through

examination of the entire meteorological data base. Explic-

it consideration was given to limiting the uncertainties in

various aspects of the dose calculations, such as emergency

response assumptions, precipitation (including rainfall

washout), and release durations by improving the model.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 93, 107-09; Acharya

Testimony on Question one at III.C.A-13.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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176. The following phenomena were modeled in IPPSS and

in Staff's analysis: (a) atmospheric dispersionlif released

material; (b) wet and dry deposition; (c) plume rise; and

(d) inversion layers. Licensees' Testimony on Question One

at 95-97; Acharya Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-13;

Joint Testimony of Sarbeswar Acharya and Roger M. Blond

Regarding Calculational Methodology of the CRAC Code at

III.C.B-3. Additionally, IPPSS included detailed modeling

of the terrain around Indian Point and mulitpuff modeling of

long duration releases. Licensees Testimony on Question one

at 97-98.

177. Atmospheric dispersion is the dilution and growth

in plume physical dimensions. Wind speed determines initial

dilution and travel speed, and wind direction and local

terrain determine trajectory. As the plume is carried down- |
l

wind, its physical dimensions are influenced by atmospheric

conditions. Changes in wind direction, wind speed, or sta- j

bility during plume transport affect trajectory and disper-
|

sion. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 95; Tr. 7655-

57 (Potter).

) 178. Wet and dry deposition are the mechanisms that

remove isotopes from the plume, depositing them on the
!

! ground. Dry deposition occurs when some fraction of the
!

| particulates and reactive gaseous isotopes are absorbed in

| the ground. Wet deposition, occurring during precipitation,
4

is more rapid and results in higher ground concentrations.>

,

!
!

.
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Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 96; Direct Testimony

of Brian Palenik and Dr. Jan Beyea at 77 (Beyea/Palenik

Testimony).

179. Plume rise refers to the height the released ma '

terial reaches in the initial period following release.

Generally, the higher the rise, the lower the ground concen-

tration near the point of release. The impact of plume rise

diminishes with distance from the point of release. The

wind speed, the energy in the release, and atmospheric sta-

bility determine the extent of plume rise. Each release

category has a duration of release and release energy asso-

ciated with it. Short duration releases with high energy

content will rise higher than longer, low energy releases.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 96-97.

180. Inversion layers refer to certain meteorological

conditions during which a layer of higher density air can

act as a lid, thereby restricting the vertical rise of the

plume or restricting vertical dispersion. The plume, how-

ever, may be sufficiently buoyant to penetrate the layer.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 97.

181. To accurately represent the terrain data used in

the three-dimensional dispersion model, a United States -

g Geological Survey topographic map of the area was computer-

coded and used in the IPPSS model. Modeling the terrain

L enables simulation of terrain effects on plume trajectory

m
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1

and_on dose at points along the trajectory. Licensees'

! Testimony on Question One at 97, 105.

182. Because of the manner in which containment will

fail during a gradual overpressurization accident, Tr. 7346

(Toland), radiological releases occur over an extended
,

period of time up to several hours. Staff agreed that it is

more realistic to model these long duration releases as four

distinct " puffs," as opposed to a single puff release.

Tr. 8647 (Blond). This was done in IPPSS. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 97-98.

2. Plant Site Data Used in Analyses-

183. Weather data from a representative one-year per-

iod, August 1978 through July 1979, were used in IPPSS and

in the Staff's analysis. They were derived from multiple

locations including the 400-foot tower located at the Indian

Point site, which is instrumented at three levels. Wind

speed, wind direction, atmospheric stability, precipitation,

and inversion layer height were the parameters assessed.

Inversion layer height was determined from atmospheric

soundings in the New York City area. Precipitation rate

data were obtained for seven nearby locations, and wind data

were obtained from 13 stati.ons within 100 miles of Indian
'

Point to determine plume direction as it travels away from
)

the plant. Thus, any plume that is projected to leave the

t site area is assumed to be influenced according to weather

data measured in an adjacent region. Licensees' Testimony

.

O
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on Question One at 104; Con Edison's Testimony in Regard to

On-Site Emergency Planning at 19-25 (L. Cohen Testimony);

Con Edison's Supplemental Testimony of Lester A. Cohen,

Charles W. Jackson, George Liebler, and William A. Monti

Concerning On-Site Emergency Planning at 2 (Supplemental L.

Cohen et al. Testimony); Acharya Testimony on Question One

at III.C.A-5 to C.A-6; Tr. 11,714-38 (L. Cohen).

184. UCS/NYPIRG criticized the approach chosen by

licensees and Staff. UCS/NYPIRG proposed that, rather than

a single representative year of meteorological data, a

" typical meteorological year" be created, as was discussed

in the Sandia siting study. Sholly Testimony on Question

one at 27.

185. Indian Point meteorology is influenced by local

topography, including the mountainous terrain on the east

and west banks of the Hudson River, which produce a valley

wind system and induce a steering mechanism for low-level

wind flow. Testimony of Lester A. Cohen in Rebuttal to

Testimony of Daniel Gutman at 2 (L. Cohen Rebuttal Testi-

mony).1 The valley wind system is a diurnal phenomenon
'

l. Con Edison witness Lester A. Cohen, Senior Mete-
orologist in the Office of Environmental Affairs, holds both
a B.A. and an M.S. in meteorology from New York University,
and has a 20-year record of research, teaching, and prac-
tical experience. For nearly nine years prior to joining
Con Edison, he was an associate ia the Meteorology Group of
the Instrumentation and Health Physics Department of Brook-
haven National Laboratory. He has substantial experience in
meteorological monitoring for radiation sites, and has

. - . . _ - _ ,-__ _ .
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occurring during periods of weak synoptic pressure gradi-
,

cnts. A pressure gradient exists from the development of

horizontal pressure differences which generates the wind

! flow. However, when pressure gradients are weak during the

; other months of the year, a valley flow can develop. The
i-

passage of weather systems will reduce.the frequency of

valley winds in the winter months. Valley winds predominate

in the May through October period. A nighttime downvalley

i (northeasterly) wind is generated by the cool drainage air

flow. As the air progresses southward from Indian Point,

the topography steers the air flow so that it generally

follows the river to the Haverstraw Bay area. The valley

wind speed is generally low in velocity. As sunrise occurs,

the warming of the land causes the valley wind system to

dissipate and reverse direction. This results in an upval-

ley, southwesterly, flow. Observations have illustrated .

|

this classic valley flow together with a meandering night-

time flow in the Haverstraw Bay area. L. Cohen Rebuttal

Testimony at 2.

186. In the event of an accident at Indian Point

during periods of downvalley flow, the continued southward

movement of a plume significantly beyond ten miles south of

Indian Point would be highly unlikely. The primary reason
,

for this limitation of downvalley flow is a light transport

!
thoroughly studied the Indian Point environs. Con Edison's
Testimony on Onsite Emergency Planning at 2-4.

.

9
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wind (1-3 mph) combined with the daytime reversal which

dissipates the flow pattern. It would take ten to twelve

hours for a plume to be carried approximately twenty-four

miles downvalley. During characteristic valley flow periods

these downvalley systems begin after sunset and dissipate at

sunrise. Generally, the periods of downvalley flow last

from eight to ten hours. L. Cohen Rebuttal Testimony at 3.

187. Even if winds were northerly but of synoptic

scale, and therefore not significantly influenced by topo-

graphy, the possibility of plume transport 17 miles south of
Indian Point would be unlikely. The topographic features of

High Tor Mountain, South Mountain, and Hook Mountain State

Park (all within proximity of the plant and to the south of

Indian Point) would influence winds flowing from the

north. These mountains, which range from 570 to 820 feet in

elevation, form an obstacle to air moving south from Indian

Point. Low-level winds are forced to diverge around the

mountain, generally being reoriented with a more westerly

wind component. L. Cohen Rebuttal Testimony at 3-5.

188. This mountainous terrain not only changes plume

trajectories but also increases the diffusive capacity of a

plume from the induced mechanical turbulence generated by

the air moving over rough terrain. At higher plume trans-
3

port levels the wind is governed more by the synoptic scale

pressure gradients than by the topographic effects of the

valley. Northerly winds at high elevations at Indian Point

.
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would remain northerly during periods of strong pressure

gradients. These, pressure gradients would generally produce

higher wind speeds which would enhance the atmospheric

diffusion process. L. Cohen Rebuttal Testimony at 3; Tr.

11,682 (Lomonaco). Combining the topographical features

with the meteorological data makes it further unlikely that

a plume would travel as far as 17 miles south of Indian

Point.

189. Another intervenor witness disputed licensees'

conclusions, based upon data in the Indian Point Unit 2

Final Safety Analysis Report Meteorological Update,

September 1981, which allegedly showed that in several

months, between 11 and 31 percent of the meteorological and

points we're south of the boundary of the study relied upon

by Cohen. Testimony Submitted on Behalf of UCS/NYPIRG and

Members of the New York City Council By Daniel Gutman at 2

(Gutman Testimony). However, witness Gutman is not a pro-

fossional meteorologist, nor is he educated in the field of

meteorology, nor has he had any significant professional

experience in the field. Id. at 1; Tr. 15,165-167

(Gutman). Furthermore, licensees noted that the meteorol-

ogical and points art not representative of plume trajec-

1- tories. The wind data in the study cited shows far fewer

trajectories than end points at any given time. The New
.

York City area is subject to a high percentage of westerly

component winds. This fact, combined with the high persist-
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ence factor required to transport plumes in a constant

direction, would not produce a substantial probability of a

plume reaching New York City. Additionally, highly per-

sistent winds would enhance the atmospheric diffusion

process, thereby reducing the relative ground-level

concentrations. L. Cohen Rebuttal Testimony at 4-5.

190. The Board finds tha't licensees' testimony has

more probative value than that of intervenor witnesses

regarding the meteorological and topographic features of the

area surrounding Indian Point. Accordingly, the Board finds

that the possibility of a plume being carried very far south

of the EPZ is remote. Furthermore, the Board notes that the

intervenors' discussion does not include consideration of

the effects of wind on plume dispersion.

191. Estimates of 1980 population based upon projec-

tions from 1970 census data were used for IPPSS analysis.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 106; IPPSS at 6.2-

5. Staff used an estimated 1990 population to reflect the

approximate "mid-life" of the Indian Point site. Direct

Testimony of Leonard Soffer Regarding Population Information

at III.C.A-2 (Soffer Testimony on Question One); Acharya

Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-36. UCS/NYPIRG took

4 issue with both the licensees' and Staff's use of population

data, stating that neither approach completely reflects the

uncertainties involved. Sholly Testimony on Question One at

24-25. Staff, however, characterized its population esti-
,

.

e
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mates as representative of the entire life of the plant

because the population is expected to decline in the years

after 1990. Tr. 8684-85 (Soffer).

3. Dose Assessment Methodology and Health Effects

192. IPPSS uses a dose assessment methodology which

slightly modifies the methodology used in the RSS by using-

higher risk coefficients for thyroid and breast cancers,

consistent with 1980 Biological Effects of Ionizing Radia-

tion (BEIR) Committee recommendations. Licensees' Testimony

on Question One at 98; IPPSS at 6.1-10.

193. Proper dose assessment requires estimation of the

concentrations of the radioactive isotopes in the environ-

ment, and identification and quantification of the exposure

pathways for these isotopes. Exposure may be internal,

through ingestion of food or inhalation of air containing

radioactive isotopes, or external, from isotopes which

remain in the environment. Time is an important variable in

dose assessment because biological effects depend not only

upon the total. radiation dose, but also upon the dose

rate. Licensees' Testimon on Question One at 98.

194. Exposure can be either early or chroniq. Licen-

sees' Testimony on Question One at 98; Acharya Testimony on

Question One at III.C.A-4. Early exposure as defined byi

Staff is exposure up to seven days after release. Acharya

Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-4, Table III.C.2. The

IPPSS definition of early phase exposure includes the cutoff
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time at completion of evacuation for those who evacuate, or

24 hours after the start of exposure for those who do not.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 99.

195. Several modes of chronic exposure exist. The

most important are direct radiation from contaminated ground

and ingestion of contaminated milk or crops. Doses from >

inhalation of resuspended material are included in the com-

putation, but are small relative to doses from other path-

ways. Chronic exposure would generally involve lower dose-

rates and longer time scales than would early exposure.

Licensees' Testimony on Question one at 99-100;.Acharya

Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-4.

196. Possible mitigation actions which can be taken to

reduce early exposure are evacuation and sheltering. Shel-

tering reduces the dose incurred from inhalation, external

plume exposure, and ground contamination. Licensees' Testi-

mony on Question one at 99.

197. Two chronic phase dose mitigation actions are

interdiction and decontamination. Interdiction of both land

and food were considered in IPPSS. The maximum decontamina-

tion factor considered practical is 20. Licensees' Testi-

mony on Question One at 100-01. Staff's assumptions regard-

ing interdiction and decontamination are the same as those,

of licensees. Acharya Testimony on Question One at

III.C.A-10 to C.A-ll, III.C.A-37; see Tr. 8674-75 (Acharya,

Nesse, Blond). One intervenor noted that effective decon-

.

D
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tamination of built-up areas has never been demonstrated and

argued that the magnitude of dacontamination efforts in
rural areas would be so significant that only partia1 decon-

,

tamination would be feasible. Beyea/Palenik Testimony

at 38. Licensees, however, used an area-weighted decontami-

nation factor, with the average factor being about 5.

Tr. 7674 (Potter).
198. In theory, all latent cancer cases from the

chronic phase of exposure could be precluded by interdiction

of all contaminated land and food. However, it was assumed

for IPPSS that interdiction would not be applied to land

contaminated at relatively low levels, that is, levels which

would lead to small increments in the background risk of

cancer fatality from other causes. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 101.

199. Health effects from radioactive releases can be
divided into two categories, the first of which includes

early and continuing somatic effects, fatalities, and ill-
nesses that could occur after large doses of radiation were

received in a short period of time. Although they would be

expected to occur within days to weeks after exposure, ill-

nesses which could be manifested and fatalities which could
occur within approximately a year are also included. These#

early and continuing somatic effects would not occur unless

some threshold radiation dose were received. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 102. The second category of

.
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health effects includes cancers, benign thyroid nodules, and

genetic effects. Risk estimates for low doses are based on

extrapolation of the known relationships between high radia-

tion doses and probability of effect, because no adequate

data exist for direct estimation of the risk of these
effects at low radiation doses. Unlike intervenors' calcu-

lations, see_Beyea/Palenik Testimony at 20 (Table 2), the

IPPSS risk estimates are approximately equivalent to mid-

range estimates developed by the BEIR Committee in its most

recent 1980 review. Virtually all of the cancer fatalities,

thyroid cancer cases, and man-rem estimated in IPPSS result

from low radiation doses for which risk estimates are based
on extrapolation rather than direct experimental data.
Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 102-03.

200. Staff found that early fatality and early injury

risk estimates generated by the CRACIT code are lower than

those generated by the CRAC code. The code comparisons

presented by Staff, however, used different protective

response assumptions for the two codes. Despite these dif-

forent assumptions, the early fatality differences become

pronounced only at the high consequence portion of the

curves. Latent health effects generated by the two codes

are approximately the same. Acharya Testimony on Questionr

One at III.C.A-41; see id. at Figures III.C.55, III.C.58.

201. UCS/NYPIRG questioned the assumption in IPPSS

regarding supportive treatment. Sholly Testimony on Ques-
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tion One at 16-19. FOE /Audubon also presented testimony

which argued that a significant radiological xelease could

quickly overwhelm medical resources. However, neither wit-

ness is a clinical specialist in the treatment of radiation

injury, nor are they radiation biologists, nor are they ,,

experts in radiation dosimetry. Tr. 8496 (Geiger), 8500,

8542, 8548 (Sidel). Moreover, neither witness knows whether

there were any monitoring techniques to determine the amoun't

of radiation a person has received. Tr. 8543 (Sidel). In e

addition, the FOE /Audubon witnesses testified that medical

personnel might refuse to provide treatment. Geiger /Sidel
. ,

Testimony on Question one at 2-9; Tr. 8482-84 (Geiger).1

Licensees' witnesses testified that, based on their experi-

ence, emergency response personnel, including doctors and

nurses,'do perform their tasks, even under~ stressful condi-

tions. Licensees' Testimony of Russell Dynes at 7-8;

Licensees' Testimony of Sidney Lecker, M.D. at 8-9; Power

Authority's Testimony of Robert L. DuPont, M.D., on

Commission Question 1, at 22; Tr. 11,994 (Lecker); see Board

Findings under Contention 3.2.

202. Supportive medical treatment would be given to

people receiving potentially lethal doses to the total bone

4 marrow from early exposure (greater than about 175 rem) to

1. Drs. Geiger and Sidel believe that all nuclear
power plants should be phased out of operation. Tr. 8485
(Geiger, Sidel).

. .
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i

minimize early fatalities. In 1975, the RSS estimated a

national supportive medical treatment capability of 2,500 to,

5,000 persons. With such treatment, the lethality threshold

is elevated to about 300 rem to the total bone marrow.

Acharya Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-3, III.C.A-4.

The recently published PRA Procedures Guide does not ques-

tion the availability of supportive treatment below 10,000,

Tr. 8414 (Sholly), suggesting that the RSS figures are

l '

underestimates.

203. No special facilities are required for most per-

sons needing supportive medical treatment. Only those per-

sons receiving dose exposures exceeding 350 rem will need

such special facilities. RSS Appendix 6, at 9-5; see Tr.

8444-45 (Sholly). Medical treatment need not commence for

20 days to be effective. Acharya Testimony on Question One

at III.C.A-4; Tr. 8412 (Sholly). This allows sufficient

time to identify the affected areas and to screen the popu-

lation that will require special treatment. Potter Testi-

mony on Question Five at 10. Even with no supportive

medical treatment, the early fatality risk is increased by

only about a factor of 3. Acharya Testimony on Question One

at III.C-9 (Table III.C.7).

204. Although UCS/NYPIRG criticizes IPPSS for omitting

genetic effects, intervenor concedes that IPPSS notes that

genetic effects can be estimated by applying a constant mul-

tiplier to the total man-rem exposure risk curve to obtain a

.
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genetic risk estimate that would be consistent with the RSS

approach. Sholly Testimony on Question one at 28; see

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 103-04; Tr. 7691-92

(Potter). Furthermore, an explicit risk curve is not used

to express genetic effects because.there are different types

of genetic effects. Tr. 7692 (Potter).

205. While IPPSS reported only health risks, licen-
!

sees' testimony included both health risks and financial"

'

consequences of a reactor accident. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 26 (Figure III-1), 26a (Figure III-2), 103;

Tr. 7639-40 (Potter). The lic3nsees' model used to deter--

mine economic impacts is identical to the model used in the

RSS. The economic impacts estimated include the cost of

evacuation, relocation, interdiction, decontamination, and

i crop impoundment, but exclude costs associated with damage

to the plant. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 103;

Tr. 7638-39 (Potter); see Sholly Testimony on Question One

at 31.

4. Emergency Response Assumptions

: 206. The consequence analysis in IPPSS assumes that

evacuation of the lO-mile EPZ would take place in accordance

with the evacuation plan developed by Parsons, Brinckerhoff,

Quade and Douglas, Inc. (Parsons, Brinckerhoff) and allows'

for delays in the start of evacuation. For areas within 10

miles, five different scenarios were developed to account

for time-of-day and seasonal variations (night, weekday-

:
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school in session, weekday-school not in session, summer

weekend or holiday, and winter weekend or holiday) in evac-

uation and population. The appropriate population and

associated evacuation data bases were selected based upon

the start time for each accident scenario. Licensees' ,

Testimony on Question one at 106, 120-21.

207. UCS/NYPIRG questioned whether IPPSS' modeling of

evacuation transit times was consistent with the times

designated by Parsons, Brinckerhoff, suggesting that IPPSS

assuntption was optimistic in comparison with the Parsons,

Brinckerhoff transit times. Sholly Testimony on Question

One at 14-15. Hcwever, IPPSS used the information current

at the time the analysis was prepared. IPPSS at 6.2-4.

Furthermore, sensitivity studies reported in NUREG/CR-2239,

as well as those presented by licensees, demonstrated that

consequence results are not sensitive to evacuation speed,

and therefore transit time, unless speeds are extremely

low. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 111-12;

Tr. 12,797-98 (Potter).

208. Delay time, the time between warning from the

plant and the start of evacuation, is a key parameter in

computing early health effects. IPPSS treated it probabi-

listically. This treatment reflects the possibility thatA

the entire evacuee population may be delayed longer than

expected due, for example, to severe weather conditions,>

unavailability of transportation, or difficulties in com-

.

4
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munication, and that some segments of the population would

respond less rapidly to the evacuation notification than

would others. The likely delay time for most population

groups in most scenarios was assumed to be one hour. How-

ever, it was assumed that at least 30 percent of the popula-
,

tion was delayed more than one hour in all scenarios.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 111-12, 116, 121.

Although UCS/NYPIRG stated that the maximum increase in

delay time in IPPSS was two hours, Sholly Testimony on

Question One at 15, long delay times (5.5 to 13 hours) were

used for populations in certain areas within about three

miles of the plant for certain scenarios. Licensees' Testi-<

: mony on Question One at 121; IPPSS at 6.2-8 to 6.2-10.
|

209. Rather than using a probabilistic approach, Staff

i chose three alternative sets of emergency responses to bound

the analysis, as well as to evaluate the sensitivity of the
.

effectiveness of offsite emergency response to the chosen

assumptions. Acharya Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-8
,

I to C.A-9.

210. The first set of parameters, designated by Staff

as " Evac Reloc," assumes evacuation of the population within

10 miles. For areas beyond 10 miles, it was- assumed that an

: extension of emergency response would occur and people would

- be relocated from highly contaminated areas 12 hours after
.

plume passage. The assumed delay time is 2 hours and the
4 .
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assumed evacuation speed is 1.5 miles per hour. Acharya

Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-9; Tr. 8629-30

(Acharya). The second set of parameters, designated as

"Early Reloc," reflects the hypothesis that the planned

evacuation would not or could not take place. Within the

EPZ,-relocation by people within the plume pathway is

assumed 8 hours after. plume passage. Beyond 10 miles,

relocation is assumed a's in the first . set of parameters.

Acharya Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-9 to C.A-10;

Tr. 8630-31 (Acharya). The third set of parameters,

designated as " Late Reloc," reflects the assumption of an

emergency response situation hampered by a severe external

event which would seriously limit the ability to evacuate

and reduce shielding protection. For these accidents,

relocation of the public from highly contaminated areas 24

hours after plume passage was assumed. Acharya Testimony on

Question One at III.C.A-10; Tr. 8631 (Acharya). Thisi

assumption is equivalent to no emergency response at all for

36 to 48 hours after accident initiation for the most likely

! severe release initiated by an external event, and thus

unreasonably overstates risk. Potter Testimony on Question

Five at 6; Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question One (IV.B) at

; 16-17. UCS/NYPIRG witness Sholly stated that this Staff

calculation was a bounding and worst case analysis.
.

Tr. 8421, 8423 (Sholly). Because people are assumed to

stand outdoors for the entire period, they would not benefit

.

t
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from shielding which can lower radiation dose. Rowsome/

Blond Testimony on Question One (IV.B) at 5, 16.

211. Licensees' and Staff's consequence analysis

accounted for shielding effects associated with different

types of protective actions. Licensees' Testimony on Ques-
,

tion One at 117-20; Joint Testimony of Sarbeswar Acharya and
i

Roger M. Blond Regarding Calculational Methodology of the

CRAC Code at III.C.B-6. Although UCS/NYPIRG questioned the

inhalation dose reduction factors used in IPPSS for shelter-

ing, they cited studies which suggest that the reduction
factor of two assumed in'IPPSS, Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 117, could be used with "'some degree of

conservatism'" for sheltered individuals for reductions in
inhaled radionuclides. Moreover, UCS/NYPIRG also admitted

i that the PRA Procedures Guide recognized a potential factor

of two reduction in doses due to inhalation. Sholly Testi-

mony on Question One at 22.
,

j 212. UCS/NYPIRG stated that IPPSS uses an optimistic
,

'

warning time of 11 hours for late overpressurization failure

(release category 2RW), which accompanies a late overpres-

surization failure of containment. UCS/NYPIRG concluded

that, if containment failure were to occur 12 hours after

.
' accident initiation, it is not clear that operators will

recognize one hour into the accident sequence that core melt
^

and subsequent containment failure could occur. Sholly

Testimony on Question One at 19-20. However, Emergency

- __ _--____-._ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ __ _ :.
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Action Levels provide clear and specific instructions to the
4

operator for declaring general emergencies. Operators are

not required to make a judgment as to how far the accident-

has progressed. Rather,'if certain equipment functions were,

not available, the operators would be required to promptly

declare an emergency. Tr. 7681-82 (Bley). Moreover, licen-

sees testified that, based upon updated data, a 2RW release

was not likely to occur until at least 24 hours after acci-

dent initiation. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at

24; see Board Finding 135-360. Therefore, assuming an 11-'

>-

hour warning time, plant operators would have at least 13

hours to recognize that a 2RW release could occur. Although

UCS/NYPIRG stated that a nine-hour warning is realistic,
;

they recommended assigning a warning time of eight hours.

Sholly. Testimony on Question one at 20. Additionally,
.,

warning time is one of the less important contributors to

uncertainties in consequence analysis. Acharya Testimony on

Question One at III.C.A-21 to C.A-22.
213. UCS/NYPIRG argued that there would be a signifi-

cant impact on the calculated consequences of the 2RW re-

lease category if the warning time was changed from 11 hours

to 8-9 hours because less time would be available for imple-,

[ mentation of protective actions prior to containment fail-

Sholly Testimony on Question One at 20-21. However,ure.

licensees presented sensitivity analyses demonstrating that

early fatalities within the evacuation zone could be pre-

|

|

|
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vented if evacuees begin moving no later than the start of

the release and maintain a minimum speed of about three

miles per hour. A few miles from the plant, evacuations at

this speed could be initiated somewhat later without an

increase in the risk of an early fatality. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 111-12. Furthermore, evacua-

tion of any kind has only minor' effects on latent fatali-

ties. Potter Testimony on Question Five at 13. For those

scenarios contributing to release category 2RW involving

earthquakes, hurricanes, and area-wide power failures, the

reduced warning time would tend to cause only a limited

increase in early consequences. Sholly Testimony on Ques-

tion One at 21.

214. UCS/NYPIRG testified that the Staff's scenario
for release category C by. internally-initiated events is

more or less comparable to IPPSS emergency response assump-

tions and would result in only a very small chance of early

fatalities. Tr. 8428-29 (Sholly).

5. Uncertainty in Consequence Calculations

215. For most of the parameters in the IPPSS conse-
:

quence analysis, a single best estimate value was assigned.

To reduce the uncertainties associated with these estimates,

IPPSS improved the physical models for the transport and

dispersion of released material. Licensees' Testimony on

Question One at 106-07.

216. Although UCS/NYPIRG claimed that the licensees'
,

.

e
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testimony on uncertainties was only qualitative, they admit-

ted that IPPSS included "' quantitative consid'eration of the j

net effect of uncertainties in many aspects of the dose !

calculations ' " in considering modeling uncertainties.

Sholly Testimony on Question One at 33-35. Staff charac-

terized the approach used by licensees as being in the fore-

front of modeling techniques. Tr. 8614 (Blond).

217. UCS/NYPIRG criticized IPPSS sensitivity studies

on CRACIT which used a BWR-1 release category from RSS and a

1930 MW BWR core inventory rather than a PWR core inven-

tory. Sholly Testimony on Question One at 35-36. The BWR-1

release category source term, however, is very similar to

the PWR-2 release category source term and, therefore, is

appropriate for the initial test runs in which it was
S

used. These sensitivity studies were performed to validate
'

the operation of the CRACIT code by comparing CRACIT results

to CRAC results using the same input assumptions. These

tests involved ensuring that plume grid size was adequate
,

and that the CRACIT code was correctly performing the

i arithmetic involved in dose calculations. IPPSS $ 6.3. The

other sensitivity studies used a release category which was

specific to Indian Point accident scenarios. See id.

218. Staff identified the following factors as the
,

i
most important contributors to uncertainties in its analy-

'

sis: (a) probability of the occurrence of an accident; (b)
source terms; and (c) atmospheric dispersion modeling for4

i

! -

4
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the radioactive plume transport, including the physical and

chemical behavior of radionuclides in particulate form in-

the atmosphere. Acharya Testimony on Question one at

III.C.A-20 to C.A-21,

219. Those inputs which have a lesser effect on uncer-

tainties include: (a) duration and energy of release, warn-

ing time, and inplant radionuclide decay times; (b) meteoro-

logical sample scheme used;- (c) emergency response effec-

*tiveness; (d) dose-conversion factors and dose-response

- relationships for early health consequences, including bene-

i
fits of medical treatment; (e) dose-conversion factors and

dose-response relationships for latent health consequences;i

( f) chronic exposure pathways, including environmental ,

decontamination and the fate of deposited radionuclides; and

(g) economic input data and modeling. Acharya Testimony on
,

'

Question One at III.C.A-21 to C.A-25.
220. Staff did not numerically bound the total uncer-

tainties considered important, although it did render some

qualitative judgments with regard to all of the significant
'

uncertainty factors. Staff stated that there are large

uncertainties in its analysis. Furthermore, due to a prob-

able overestimation of source terms, Staff stated that it is

more likely it has overestimated rather than underestimated

risk. Acharya Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-25.

6. Intervenors' Consequence Estimates ,

,

221. The intervenors' estimates of latent cancer

.
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I fatalities far exceed the estimates of licensees or Staff.

The intervenors' estimates are highly speculative, unrealis-

tically decouple probability from consequence, do not demon-

strate the requisite causality between low radiation expo-

sure and mortal injury, give little weight to shielding fac-

tors, assume that mitigative strategies would be of little

value or nonexistent, and, therefore, are not persuasive.

See Beyea/Palenik Testimony at 7, 9, 28-36; Pisello/Piccioni

Testimony on Question One at 3-7; Geiger /Sidel Testimony on
!

Question One at 3-9; lbr. 2930, 2936-41, 2989, 2991-92, 3010-

11, 3025, 3046-49, 3067, 3072, 3074, 3076-78, 3230, 3259

(Beyea), 3282-83 (Beyea, Palenik), 3290 (Beyea), 8119-21,

8122-25, 8127-29, 8136-38, 8140-41, 8142-43, 8145, 8156-59

-(Pisello, Piccioni), 8500 (Geiger, Sidel).

222. UCS/NYPIRG witnesses Beyea and Palenik postulated

large numbers of latent cancer fatalities and thyroid

nodules in the New York City area given the occurrence of a

RSS PWR2 release and a steady wind blowing toward New York

j City. Direct Testimony of Brian Palenik and Dr. Jan Beyea

at 7 (Beyea/Palenik Testimony). Beyea and Palenik, who have

neither training nor experience in meteorology, testified
;

that to achieve his results a specific combination of atmos-

pheric and wind conditions must occur. Tr. 3142-43 (Beyea).

223. Because Beyea/Palenik did not use consecutive
4

hourly wind data, their model is unable to define the actual

plume trajectory, as was done in IPPSS. See L. Cohen

,
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Rebuttal Testimony at 4. ~ Further.nore, they did not explic-

itly~ consider of the frequency of a constant wind speed

(wind persistence) for four hours, which is the time neces-

sary for an eight-mile per hour wind to reach New York
-

City. Tr. 3154-55 (Beyea).

224. Beyea/Palenik also assumed that there was essen-
1

tially flat terrain with no obstacles between Indian Point'

and New York City and that data applicable to the site also

are applicable to the New York City area. However, these

assumptions were contradicted by expert testimony, L. Cohen

Rebuttal Testimony at 3; Tr. 3169-70 (Beyea).

225. Given the low frequency of occurrence of the
,

n.ateorological conditions necessary for a plume to reach New

York City and the topographic obstacles which would diffuse

a plume heading from Indian Point toward New York, the

probability of a plume reaching New-York City is not sub-

I stantial. Tr. 11733 (L. Cohen).

226. Beyea and Palenik, who stated that they were not'

'
testifying as medical experts nor as experts on the effects

of radiation, Beyea/Palenik Testimony at 17 n.*; Tr. 2930,

3259 (Beyea), used a range of dose-health effect conversion

factors much higher than the range recommended in the 1980

BEIR Committee report, which Beyea conceded was the most

authoritative study on the issue. Beyea/Palenik Testimony
3

at 20 (Table 2), 31 (Table 3, n.g); Tr. 3072 (Beyea). Use

of the BEIR-recommended dose-health effect coefficients

.
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would_ reduce the Beyea/Palenik estimates by half. Tr. 3067-
|

68 (Beyea). Further, some of these deaths might occur as

long as 50 years later. Tr. 3076 (Beyea). Intervenors

admitted that, with the exception of thyroid cancer, the

latent consequences of an accident could not be detected

statistically. Tr. 3318-19 (Beyea).

227. Dr. Beyea used the high end of the range recom-

mended in the RSS. The witness' dose-health effects thyroid

dose range was a factor of four to five higher than the RSS

dose-health effects range for the incidence of thyroid

nodules. Tr. 3077-78 (Beyea). The witness' estimates were

based on thyroid nodules occurring as late as 50 years after

exposure. Tr. 3078 (Beyea).

228. Beyea/Palenik used RSS assumptions regarding the

release fractions of radionuclides from a PWR2 release.

Beyea/Palenik Testimony at 25; Tr. 3167 (Beyea). Beyea

testified that the source term is the overall key uncer-

tainty in consequence analysis and if the source term in

their analysis were lower, the consequences would also be

lower. Tr. 3210-11-(Beyea).

229. FOE /Audubon witnesses Pisello and Piccioni pre-

sented hypothetical consequences for four postulated acci-

dent scenarios, all of which assumed a RSS PWR2 type release

from the Indian Point Unit 3 reactor. The four scenarios
i

examined the effects of a release upon the workers at the

plant site, cancer fatalities in New York City, contamina-
,

.
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tion of New York City drinking water, and contamination of

large amounts of land. Pisello/Piccioni Testimony at 3-7;

Tr. 8088-90 (Pisello). For all these postulated scenarios,

Pisello/Piccioni used a simplified wedge model which only

provides a " simple" and " quick" representation of certain

accidents they analyzed. Tr. 8109 (Pisello).

230. The consequences predicted by Pisello/Piccioni

are not credible because of erroneous assumptions and inap-

propriate modeling. Pisello conceded that the simplified

wedge model is not accurate in its representation of the

distribution of airborne radioactive material and in model-

ing releases close to the site. Tr. 8108-09 (Pisello).

j Pisello acknowledged that he had made no assumptions con-

cerning the temperature inside containment at the time of a
'

release, although this parameter affects mixing height, a

variable which can have a substantial impact upon conse-

quence results. Tr. 8102, 8154 (Pisello). Pisello did'not

account.for ch,anges in wind direction, wind shear effects,

or Indian Point topography. Tr. 8116, 8118, 8119 (Pisello).

Furthermore, no shielding reduction for anyone in the plume

path was assumed, despite the fact that Pisello recognized

that a shielding factor must be applied. Tr. 8122-25

(Pisello).

231. Staff performed a detailed analysis of the poten-
'

tial for accidental contamination of New York City's princi-

pal water supply given an airborne release of radionuclides

1

?
*

*
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following a late overpressurization failure of containment

at Indian Point and calculated that only about a 1.1 percent

chance exists for concentrations above permissible levels.

Codell Testimony on Question one at 24-29, 31; Tr. 8660

(Codell).
232. In performing health effects calculations,

Pisello/Piccioni used a dose-to-health effects conversion
factor which has a lower fatality threshold than either of

- the two 1980 BEIR Committee models. Pisello/Piccioni Testi-
mony at VII-2 (Table VII); Tr. 8140 (Piccioni). In fact,

the fatality threshold favored by the 1980 BEIR. Committee is

three times that used by Pisello/Piccioni. Pisello/
Piccioni Testimony at VII-2 (Table VII); Tr. 3075 (Beyea),

8141 (Piccioni).

7. . Evaluation of Measures to Protect the Public During
Emergencies

233. Commission Question One asked for an assessment

of the risk after any improvements identified in response to

Commission Question Four. Both licensees and Staff present-

ed sensitivity studies which shed light on the impact on

risk of such responses as evacuation, relocation, and

sheltering.

234. There are two types of evacuations: those that

would reduce public risk and those that are precautionary.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 110-11. For the
~

first type, the public within the EPZ might need to be evac-

.

e
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uated once in about 14,000 reactor years, which is the

combined mean frequency of IPPSS category 2RW scenarios for

Indian Point Units 2 and 3. It is most likely that there

would be about a day available between the start of the

occident and possible radioactive release. Given this time

available for evacuation, no early fatalities are expected

to result. Id. at 111; see Acharya Testimony on Question

One at III.C.A-31 to C.A-32. The frequency of this type of

evacuation could be further reduced through plant recovery

actions to prevent a release. The frequency of evacuations

when there is less time is extremely low, once in about

1,000,000 reactor years. This is the combined mean fre-

quency of IPPSS release category 2, the interfacing systems

LOCA, for Indian Point Units 2 and 3.- Licensees' Testimony

on Question One at 111.

235. Alternate protective responses for IPPSS release

category 2 were presented. This accident was selected for

further study because it is the major contributor to the

early fatality risk and because it has the potential for

releasing radioactivity into the environment relatively

quickly. Therefore, it represents the greatest challenge in

terms of emergency response. Licensees' Testimony on Ques-

tion One at 116.

236. An alternate approach to evacuation to protect

the public following an IPPSS category 2 release would be to

take shelter, preferably in basements. After plume passage,

.. . . . . _ _ . . - . _ . _ . - .-. ., . . - , -_, _- - _ _ _ = . - _ . _ - _ -,
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people in the plume pathway could be identified and 'relo-

cated. The travel distance necessary-to leave the affected

area would depend on the width of the plume and the location

within the plume of the population. The distance from the

centerline of the plume to its edge is small. Even under

highly turbulent conditions, this distance would be approxi-

mately 1.5 miles'at the edge of the EPZ. . Although the plume

widens with distance from the point of release as a result

of atmospheric turbulence, the concentration of radio-

nuclides, contamination levels, and resulting exposure will

generally decrease. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at

122-24 (Table VIII-2).
237. Two alternate approaches to immediate evacuation

were presented: sheltering for 6 hours followed by relo-

cation and sheltering for 24 hours. In both cases, people

were assumed to shelter in basements and take one-half hour

to relocate out of the deposition area when notified. The

early fatality risk curve for the six-hour sheltering plus

relocation approach is not substantially different from the

risk curve for immediate evacuation. This is a more effec-

tive approach than sheltering for 24 hours. Further, fewer

potential logistical problems are associated with sheltering

for six hours followed by relocation than with immediate

evacuation. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 119

(Figure VIII-5), 124-25.

238. Staff performed a similar analysis for a category

.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __-
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2 type release to compare their immediate evacuation
1

approach (Evac-Reloc) to an approach which involves shelter-

ing for eight hours after plume passage followed by reloca-

tion (Early-Reloc). Acharya Testimony on Question One at

III.C.A-8. Staff's results were essentially the same as>

those of licensees. That is, for this type of accident,

immediate evacuation may be only marginally effective in

reducing early fatalities compared to the early relocation

approach. Id. at III.C.A-31 to C.A-32; Blond / Rowsome Testi-

mony on Question One at 8.

239. Assuming no protective measures are taken by the

public, i.e., the public continues normal activities for 24

hours, more than 95 percent of the early fatality risk is

confined to a four-mile radius of the plant. From the

perspective of early fatality risk, an emergency planning

zone (EPZ) smaller than the present 10-mile EPZ may be

warranted. Id. at 112; Tr. 7641-42 (Potter). In addition,

the more realistic source term presented by licensees' wit-

nesses Drs. Stratton and Rodger demonstrates that, assuming
.

no evacuation and no sheltering for 24 hours following an

accident, there would be no early fatalities. Licensees'

Testimony of William R. Stratton, Walton A. Rodger, and

Thomas E. Potter on Question One at 62. From the perspec-

tive of early fatality risk, therefore, an EPZ smaller than

the present lO-mile EPZ may be warranted. Id. at 6.

.

G
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Ultimate Finding of Fact

24'O. The Board finds that CRACIT is an improvement .

i

over the CRAC. consequence code, particularly in its'more

realistic modeling of multi-phase release. The Board

rejects the intervenors' criticism of IPPSS' and Staff's

modeling of meteorological conditions. Following an acci-

dent at Indian Point, the probability of the plume reaching

New York City is unlikely. The Board finds that Staff's

bounding approach, which involves an assumption that people

would stand outdoors for 24 hours following an accident, is

unrealistic and could result in significant overstatements

of risk. Despite the direction of the Commission to the

parties in this proceeding to consider probability and

. consequences equally, no intervenor presented any

probability estimates for the consequence calculations made

by Palenik/Beyea and Pisello/Piccioni. Further, the

evidence indicates that many of the assumptions made by

these intervenors are clearly unrealistic and that they did

not use analytic models as sophisticated as those used by

either licensees or Staff. Sensitivity studies presented by

both licensees and Staff demonstrated that shelter followed

by relocation may be an effective protective response

following certain accidents.

( J. Source Terms

! 241. A very important step in assessing the conse-

quences to the public of a reactor accident is to establish4

;

<
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the " source term,'' the amount and chemical content of the

inventory of radioactive materials in the core which may be

released to the environment. Licensees' Testimony of

William R. Stratton, Walton A. Rodger, and Thomas E. Potter

on Question One at 15 (Stratton et al. Testimony on Question

One); Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 81.

242. In addition to source terms developed in IPPSS, |

which were based upon RSS methodology, Licensees' Testimony

on-Question One at 81; see IPPSS 5, the' licensees pre-

sented a more realistic set of source terms developed from

new research regarding the chemical and physical behavior of

radionuclides. See Stratton et al. Testimony on Question

One. Although IPPSS was published in March 1982, the source-

term analysis was completed at least one year earlier.

IPPSS source terms are another example of conservative over-

statement of risk retained in IPPSS. Stratton et al. Testi-

mony on Question One at 5; IPPSS at 5.5-1; Tr. 8199-200

(Potter). Staff also presented source terms developed using

RSS methodology. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One

at III.B-24; Tr. 12,565 (J . Meyer).

243. The licensees and Staff both presented testimony

that the RSS methodology overstates the source terms.

Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at 9; Testimony of

Robert M. Bernero on Severe Accident Source Terms at 3

(Bernero Testimony on Severe Accident Source Terms). Over-

stating source terms results in inaccurate and misleading

.
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*

4

|
overestimates of the consequences of various accident se-

quences, particularly for densely populated sites and for

early fatalities, and can result in inappropriate responses

to these postulated accidents. Stratton et al. Testimony on

Question One at 5. Smaller releases of radioactive material

than those modeled in IPPSS and by Staff would significantly

a*fect risk and emergency protection responses. Licensees'

Testimony on Question one at 125; see Tr. 12,611-12

(Bernero).

1. Radionuclide Behavior

244. Staff and licensees used versions of the CORRAL

computer code to calculate the fraction of the core inven-

tory of fission products which could be released to the

environment following a core melt accident. Four basic

components of release from the core to the environment were

considered: the gap-release component, the core melt

release component, the vaporization release component, and

the release component associated with steam explosion. The

times at which the four would occur were estimated using the

MARCH computer code, then used as input to the CORRAL

code. Release categories were developed for the potentially

significant sequences based upon the characteristics of the

fission product inventory available for release. Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 81-82; see J. Meyer/Pratt
.

Testimony on Question One at III.B-23 to B-24; Tr. 12,493-96

(J. Meyer).

. - . - - - _ _ _ _ _ _
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245. The two release categories most important to risk

at Indian Point Unit 3 are IPPSS release categories 2 and

2RW, which are comparable to Staff categories B and C,

respectively. Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at

57; Potter Testimony on Question Five at 5, 7; J. Meyer/

Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-58; see J. Meyer/

Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-40. Release

category 2RW, developed by IPPSS, is associated with late

overpressurization containment failures, the most likely

failure mode at Indian Point Unit 3. Licensees' Testimony

on Question One at 83, 85; Tr. 7686-87 (Walker). Release

category 2, derived from the RSS, is associated with the

interfacing systems LOCA, an accident sequence which

bypasses containment. Licensees' Testimony on Question One

at 85. There are no substantive differences between the

comparable IPPSS and Staff releasa categories. J. Meyer/

Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-58.

246. Of the radioactive fission product species con-

sidered in IPPSS, iodine, cesium, and tellurium are among

the most important radionuclides to health risk. Tr. 12,591

(Bernero). Release category 2RW is the dominant contributor

to the risk of latent fatalities, and those latent fatali-

ties are primarily associated with the release of cesium.

Tr. 12,611-12 (Bernero). Release category 2 is the dominant

contributor to early fatalities, IPPSS at 8.3-1, with the

.
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release of iodine being'important to early fatality risk.

Tr. 12,584 (Bernero). |
247. Both IPPSS and Staff in using RSS methodology

assumed that, in core melt accidents,~ radionuclides released

from the core pass into the environment without significant

retention. This assumption results in an extraordinary

overstatement of the released amounts of some radioactive

materials. Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at 15;

J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-24.

248. Because IPPSS relies on RSS methodology, the

probability is great that the actual source terms are smal-

ler than the computed point estimates. Therefore, for im-

portant release categories, IPPSS includes a quantification

of the probability that the actual source terms will differ

from the point estimates by varying amounts. IPPSS used

expert engineering judgment to assign source term probabili-

ty distributions. IPPSS at 5.6-1 to 5.6-2; Tr. 7688-89

(Walker, Potter); see IPPSS at 5.6-5 (Figure 5.6-1). This

quantification of probability was incorporated into the

IPPSS consequence analysis. Tr. 7688-89 (Potter).

249. Staff did not assign probability values to its

point estimates of source terms, although it agreed that

there were substantial uncertainties associated with those

estimates. The uncertainties recognized. by Staff are among

those addressed by IPPSS probability distributions. Rowsome

Testimony on Accuracy of Risk Assessments at 15; J. Meyer/
,
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i

! Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-24. Staff did not
*

|

agree that available data currently permit quantification of )

these uncertainties. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on' Question

One at III.B-24, III.B-27. Nevertheless, Staff agreed that

there is very little likelihood that releases would be
4

higher and a much greater likelihood that releases would be

lower than suggested by IPPSS point estimates, and that the

! source terms could not.be much higher and could'be substan-

tially lower than Staff's point estimates. Acharya Testi-

mony on Question One at III.C.A-25 Tr. 12,593 (Bernero).

250. Although UCS/NYPIRG's witness on IPPSS questioned

the level of sophistication in the IPPSS method of calcu-

lating probability distributions for the source terms, ha

admittea during cross-examination that he had no reason to

disagree with the results of the IPPSS treatment of source

terms. Weatherwax Testimony on IPPSS at 14-15; Tr. 7991-94
,

(Weatherwax).

251. The licensees presented testimony which called

into question certain assumptions of the RSS. The RSS

assumed that the transport behavior of iodine and cesium is

such that iodine is present as molecular I2, that cesium is

atomic, and that both, as well as other ficsion products,
i

behave essentially as noble gases. IPPSS allows for prac-

tically no attenuation in the reactor vessel and primary

system and, therefore, the results in IPPSS for some poten-'

tially severe accident sequences show little change from the'

,

1

I

,
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RSS. Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at 9, 15;

Tr. 12,603 (Bernero); see Stratton et al. Testimony on Ques-

tion One at 21; IPPSS at 5.5-1 & Appendix 5.8.2, at 5.8.2-5

to 5.8.2-6. If the assumptions in the RSS and IPPSS about

the behavior of iodine and cesium were correct, equivalent

percentages of noble gases and iodine from the initial core

inventory would be released. However, during the 1979 acci-

dent,at Three Mile Island (TMI), 10 percent of the initial

core ' inventory of the noble gas Xe-133 was released, while

only .00003 percent, or approximately 20 curies, of I-131

was released. Because approximately 64 million curies of I-

131 were initially in the core, this retention factor of

3,000,000 for iodine is in striking contrast to the factor

of approximately 1.5 used in the RSS and IPPSS for the risk-

limiting sequences. Stratton et al. Testimony on Question'

One at 17; Tr. 8191 (Stratton).

252. According to research presented to the Presi-.

dent's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island, the

very low escape of iodine at TMI, compared to the escape of

noble gases, was due to the relevant chemical state of the

core at TMI which was reducing, as opposed to oxidizing.

Therefore, the iodine became iodide (I-) and tended to form

chemical bonds with hydrogen (H+) or with metallic ions such

as cesium (Cs+) or rubidium (Rb+). Most of the metallic

iodides are highly water soluble and, once in solution, do

not become airborne and available for release. This chemi-
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cal explanation accounts for the behavior of iodine observed

at TMI. Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at 18-19;

Tr. 8192 (Stratton). Since the TMI accident a number of

otudies have recognized the importance of the chemistry of

fission products in the study of reactor accidents and the

importance of CsI and CsOH in the behavior of iodine and
'

cesium during such accidents. The technical community now

accepts that source terms used in the past (and in IPPSS)

are too high. Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at

20-26.

253. Molecular iodine or organic iodine molecules play

little role in water moderated and cooled reactors. The

most probable compound of iodine, perhaps even in the fuel

element, is CsI. The most probable' forms of cesium are CsOH

and CsI. Below approximately 500*C, the vapor pressures of

the I and Cs species will be low and very little will be in

the gaseous state. Stratton et al. Testimony on Question

One at 19-20, 24. Nearly all of the iodine may be expected

in the form of cesium or other iodides because there are

approximately 10 atoms of cesium in the core for every atom

of iodine, and cesium iodide is the more stable form. The

remainder of the very active cesium will form dompounds with

! the hydroxyl ion or with oxygen. Id. at 28-29; Tr. 12,650

(Bernero).

254. The RSS assumes that, once vaporized, cesium and l
'

i

iodine are chemically inert and that they remain volatile |

|.
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even though they encounter lower temperatures, cooler sur-

faces, water and water vapor, and particulates in the air.

Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at 25-26. Staff

agreed with the licensees' qualitative description of the

formation of cesium iodide and agglomeration of radio- .

nuclides with aerosols, and testified that a technical con-

sensus exists concerning the formation of cesium iodide.

Tr. 12,583-84, 12,604 (Bernero). Much larger removal fac-

'

tors for iodine can be expected than were assumed in IPPSS

because many more mechanisms will remove iodides than would

remove elemental iodine. Stratton et al. Testimony on Ques-

tion One at 29.

255. The studies cited by the licensees show that

aerosol behavior, the effect of steam or air as the carrier

environment, and condensation and plateout of the released

species, among other mechanisms, affect source term calcu-

lations. Although fairly large fractions of many fission

products can volatize from the core should cooling be lost
.

(fractions similar to those assumed in the RSS and IPPSS),

these materials (except noble gases) do not remain in the

gaseous phase long. Therefore, present safety studies over-

state postulated releases to the environment. Stratton et

/ al. Testimony on Question One at 36-45.

256. Accident data from Windscale No. 1 in England and

SL-1 in Idaho are consistent with the results of research

which addresses the chemical and physical behavior of radio-

.
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nuclides and which supports use of lower source terms.

Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at 46-49; see

Tr. 8195 (Rodger). For instance, RSS methodology would have

predicted a release of about two orders of magnitude greater
than what actually occurred at SL-1. Tr. 8231 (Rodger).

257. Staff agreed that the RSS methodology over-

ostimates the quantity of fission products released to the

environment because it neglects several physical processes

which would affect the degree of retention of radionuclides,

including the combination of chemicals such as iodine with
other chemicals and agglomeration of radionuclides with

inert aerosols. Bernero Testimony on Severe Accident Source

Terms at 3, 7; Tr. 12,583 (Bernero).

258. Tellurium probably would be in metallic form fol-

lowing an accident because it has an extraordinary affinity
for steel, iron, and zirconium. It would deposit very

quickly once vaporized from the core, and little would

escape the core region. Stratton et al. Testimony on Ques-
,

tion one at 24, 56 Tr. 8202 (Stratton). Staff acknowledged
.

that tellurium could react in this manner, thereby sub-

stantially reducing the source term for tellurium.

Tr. 12,595 (Bernero).

2. Realistic Source Terms

259. More realistic source terms, developed consider-

ing each physical and chemical barrier to release, were pre-

sented for Release Categories 2 and 2RW, the two release
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categories which represent the largest contributors to
'

risk. Strattoa et al. Testimony on Question One at 57,'

Appendix A. The available barriers between the core and the

environment includes ;

(a) Retention in the core esterial;

(b) The primary system envelope

(1) retention on primary surfaces,
(2.) transfer into primary coolant;

(c) Removal within the containment system
.

(1) by natural processes,
(2) by action of Emergency Core Cooling

System; and

(d) Retention on passing through the containment
barrier into the environment. ,

1

Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at 57-58. |
|

260. Consideration of the effect of these barriers I

yields lower, more realistic source terms. For release ,

category 2, that consideration results in the following

source terms for the listed fission product classes:

Radionuclides Modified IPPSS Staff Category B

Organic Iodide nog 0;007 0.7 for I-Br
Iodine 0.015 0.7
Cs-Rb 0.01 0.5 0.5
Te-Sb 0.001 0.3 0.1 for Te
Ba-Sr 0.001 0.06 0.06
Ru 0.001 0.02 0.02
La 0.001 0.004 0.002
Nobles 1.0 0.9 1.0

Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at 59; Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 86 (Table VI-2); J. Meyer/Pratt

Testimony on Question Ong at III.B-25. For release category

.
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2RW, the source terms are:

Radionuclides Modified IPPSS Staff Category C

organic Iodide nog 0.007 0.098 for I-Br
Iodine 0.015 0.1
Cs-Rb 0.01 0.3 0.34
Te-Sb 0.001 0.4 0.38 for Te |
Ba-Sr 0.001 0.03 0.037
Ru O.001 0.03 0.029
La 0.001 0.005 0.0049
Nobles 1.0 0.9 0.96

Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at 59; Licensees'

Testimony on Question One at 86 (Table V1-2); J. Meyer/Pratt

Testimony on Question One at III.B-25.

261. The particular event sequence within each release

category would affect the source term, Bernero Testimony on

Severe Accident Source Terms at 2, but the licensees'
,

|

assumption of massive failure of containment overstates

releases for all other postulated event sequences in the

release category 2RW. By assuming release through an

unlikely massive containment failure, licensees' recalcu-

lation of source terms does not account for the substantial

additional retention of fission products on the surface of

|- the more likely smaller cracks. Tr. 8211 (Rodger). The

Indian Point Unit 3 containment would not, in fact, fail in

this massive manner because the initial leakage that would

occur at onset of yielding will limit further pressure

rises, thereby precluding a " bursting" type of containment

failure. Tr. 7346 (Toland); see Board Finding 142.
f

262. Staff witness Robert Bernero, Director of the

_ - ___
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Commission's Accident Source Term Program, testified that
: :

I all else. being equal the larger etronger containments would

offect a greater reduction in source terms for slow over-
1

pressure failures because there is more time available for

agglomeration, plateout, and gravity settling to occur.

Tr. 12,615 (Bernero).

j 263. These more realistic source terms are upper

i limits and, although there is considerable uncertainty asso- !

ciated with them, it is not known how much lower the source

terms will be -- but they will be lower. Tr. 8194-95

(Stratton, Rodger).

264. The physical and chemical processes upon which

the more realistic source terms rely are always present. In

fact, sedimentation alone supports the reduced source terms,

[ even though the licensees understated the effect of sedimen-
|

*

| tation by assuming much smaller aerosol particles than would
i

| be expected. Tr. 8195, 8234-35 (Rodger).
I

265. The presence of water reduces the radionuclides

available for release into the environment. Therefore, the

more realistic source terms are understated because their

calculation assumed absence of water and inoperable contain-

ment sprays. Tr. 8217, 8234 (Rodger); see Tr. 8206

(Rodger).

266. Although Staff stated that TMI data are useful in

evaluating what happens in the core and containment, it

criticized reliance on TMI data as support for the more

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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realistic source term,'in part, because water was present ;

1

during TMI. Tr. 12,587-88, 12,643-44 (Bernero). However,

the licensees' assumption of no available water results in a

reduction factor of 100 and at TMI, with water present,

there was an observed reduction factor of 1,000,000.

Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at 7; Tr. 8206

(Rodger).

267. Licensees stated that the airborne concentrations

of iodine, and probably of cesium, in the TMI containment

were low enough that even had containment been breached, the

releases of these isotopes would have been lower than calcu-

lated by RSS methodology by at least a factor of 1,000, and

more likely by a factor of 10,000. Stratton et al. Testi-

mony on Question one at 54.

268. The retained material would largely be in the

upper plenum, in the piping between the core and the break,

and throughout the containment building (particularly the

lower portion) in the case of a release category 2RN acci-

dont and in the auxiliary building in the case of a release

category 2 accident. TMI data are consistent with this

finding. Tr. 8225-26 (Stratton); see Stratton et al. Testi-

mony on Question one at 50-56. Staff agreed that data from

actual accidents are useful in postulating the results of

different accidents. Bernero Testimony on Severe Accident

Source Terms at 5-6; Tr. 12,637-38, 12,644 (Bernero). Yet,

-Staff disagreed with reliance on TMI data to reduce source.

.

e
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terms, pointing out that at TMI containment did not fail,

there was not a complete core melt, and the release was a

*

prolonged bypass leakage through a fluid system. Bernero

Testimony on Severe Accident Source Terms at 5-6; Tr.

12,587-88 (Bernero).

269. Staff had neither data nor information incon-

sistent with the more realistic source terms. More data

would be useful, although scientific judgments will always

be a factor in developing source terms. Staff was unable to
,

say whether the more realistic source terms presented by

'

licensees' witnesses are quantitatively correct, but admit-

ted that they appear to be reasonable source terms and were

developed by competent scientists. Staff witness Bernero

j testified that his personal prognosis was that those consid-

erations included in the more realistic source terms would

reduce source terms by approximately a factor of 10 and that

such a reduction would have a significant effect upon

risk,. Tr. 12,584-92, 12,606 (Bernero). Staff did not main-

tain that the more realistic source terms are wrong, rather

only ' that it is p'remature to quantify such corrections so

rigorously. See, e.g., Bernero Testimony on Severe Accident

Source Terms at 4, 6-9, 11; Tr. 12,586, 12,590 (Bernero).

270. The chemical and physical laws which support

using the more realistic source terms are natural laws, the

operation of which does not depend upon the functioning of
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equipment nor upon any operator response. See Stratton et

al. Testimony on Question One at 31-35.

3. Reduced Risk

271. Staff and licensees agreed that these more real-

istic source terms have considerable bnpact on conse-

quences. Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at

61-64g; Tr. 12,590-91, 12,611 (Bernero). Such impact was

calculated using the more realistic point estimates of
'

source terms but, unlike IPPSS, the uncertainties associated

with the point estimates were not quantified. Such a quan-

tification, however, would not affect the conclusions.

Stratton et al. Testimony on Question One at 61; see IPPSS

$ 5.6.
272. Staff stated that early fatalities are most sen-

sitive to reductions in source terms, and other results are

quite sensitive to such reductions. Tr. 12,611 (Bernero);

see Acharya Testimony on Question One at III.C.A-21. To the

extent that early fatality risk is overestimated due to

overly conservative source terms, this overstatement is dis-
|

proportionately large for densely populated sites. Potter

Testimony on Question Five at 11.

273. Risk of early fatalities is due almost entirely

to category 2 releases. A sensitivity study demonstrated

that if the iodine and particulate release fractions used

for Category 2 in IPPSS were decreased by. constant factors

of 10, while maintaining IPPSS evacuation assumptions, very

.
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few early fatalities would result. If reduced by a factor

of 20, no early fatalities would result. A reduction of a

factor of about 15 would effectively eliminate early fatal-
ity risk. A reduction of a factor of 10 results in a sig-
nificant reduction in latent fatality risk, and a reduction
factor of 20 reduces the latent fatality risk by one order
of magnitude. Licensees' Testimony on Question one at 116,
125, 127, 131.

274. Using the more realistic source terms, no early

fatalities would result from a release category 2 accident,
even when the bounding assumption that no one evacuates and

no one takes shelter for 24 hours is employed. Stratton et

al. Testimony on Question One at 62, 64a (Figure 2); see
Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 125-27. The latent

fatality risk is almost completely dominated by 2RW release
category accidents. Replacing the IPPSS 2RN source term

with the more realistic source terms reduces the mean value
for latent fatalities for Indian Point Unit 3 from approxi-
mately .054 to .005 latent fatalities per year. Stratton et

al. Testimony on Question one at 63.
275. Similarly, replacing the IPPSS source term for

release category 2RW accidents with the more realistic
source terms reduces the resulting dose by a factor of 10 at
each plant. For Indian Point Unit 3, that reduction is from
a mean value of 700 man-rem to a mean value of 70 man-rem.
Because the worth of mitigative and preventive devices is
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measured in terms of man-rem averted, the potential worth of

Gdding such a device would be correspondingly reduced by a

factor of 10. Stratton et al. Testimony on Question one at

63-64; see Board Findings under Contentions 2.l(a) and (d).

276. Utilization of licensees' revised source term

means that questions relating to the availability of sup-

portive treatment and decontamination become much less

important and in certain areas, e.g., in the New York City

area, become unimportant altogether. Tr. 8196-97 (Potter).

277. The licensees' testimony shows that the mean i

I

value of property damage (in 1982 dollars) from category 2RW

accidents at Indian Point Unit 3 is about 20,000 dollars per

year using the IPPSS source terms, but using the more real-

istic source terms corrects that value to about 1,160 dol-

lars per year. Stratton et al. Testimony on Question one at

64.

Ultimate Finding of Fact

278. Health consequences, particularly early fatali-

ties, are very sensitive to source terms used in calculating

consequences of accidents. The Board finds that the RSS

methodology for calculating accident source terms does not

adequately account for the physical and chemical processes,

such as agglomeration and retention, which would result in

smaller releases of radionuclides to the environment. Be-

cause IPPSS and Staff used RSS methodology, the consequences

presented overstate the risk. To provide a sounder basis

.
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for decisionmaking, more realistic source term estimates

calculated specifically for Indian Point were presented by

the licensees to account for the expected form and behavior

of radionuclides in accident environments. These estimates

are based upon available data from accidents and experi-

ments. The Board finds that these more realistic source

terms appropriately reflect the expected releases from

postulated accidents and finds that no early fatalities, a

lbnited number of latent fatalities, and little property

damage would result from these accidents.

Ultimate Finding of Fact fcr Commission Question
One, Contention 1.1, and Board Question 1.1

279. The Board finds that both licensees and Staff

performed thorough PRAs . IPPSS, performed by licensees, is

a major advance in PRA methodology, including a state-of-

the-art quantification of uncertainty, a pioneering analysis

of external initiating events, a sophisticated data base

including plant-specific data, and a realistic consequences

model. Staff and licensees agreed that source terms, which

primarily determine the magnitude of consequences, are over-

estimated in both IPPSS and Staff's analysis. Using

licensees' more realistic source terms, there' would be no

early fatalities and a limited number of latent fatalities

in the event of an accident. The Board finds that, even

using the overstated source terms from IPPSS and Staff's

analysis, the risk from Indian Point Unit 3 for every health
.

e
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effect studied is extremely low.

II. Board Question 1.2 .

280. Boa- Question 1.2 asks:

What bearing, if any, do the results
reported in NUREG/CR-2497, " Precursors
to Potential Severe Core Damage Acci-
dents: 1969-79, A Status Report"
(1982), have upon the reliability of
IPPSS? For example, are there specific
accident scenarios at Indian Point whose
probability may have been inaccurately
estimated in light of the real-life data i

reported and analyzed in NUREG/CR-24977

281. The licensees presented Licensees' Testimony of

Stanley Kaplan on Board Question 1.2, ff. Tr. 8241. Staff

presented the Direct Testimony of Frank H. Rowsome Concern-

ing Board Question 1.2, ff. Tr. 8273.

A. Derivation of Precursors

282. NUREG/CR-2497, " Precursors to Potential Severe

Core Damage Accidents: 1969-1979, A Status Report" (1982),

attempts to calculate the frequency of severe core damage

(SCD) accidents in all domestic nuclear power plants without

distinguishing design differences among the plants. Inci-

dents labeled " precursors" for SCDs were identified by exam-

ining LERs for the period 1969 to 1979.
.

283. Approximately 19,400 LER abstracts were exam-

ined. LERs were chosen when any of the following criteria

were met (1) any system failure which should have func-
.

tioned as a consequence of an off-normal event or accident;

(2) any instance in which two or more failures occurred;

.
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(3) all events which resulted in or required initiation of

safety-related equipment (except events which only required

trip and when trip was successful); (4) all complete losses

of offsite power and any less frequent off-normal initiating

events or accidents; (5) any event or operating condition

which was not enveloped by or proceeded differently from the

plant design bases; or (6) any other event which, based upon

the reviewer's experience, could have resulted in or signi-

ficantly affected a chain of events leading to a potential

SCD. Direct Testimony of Frank H. Rowsome Concerning Board |
|

Question 1.2, at 4 (Rowsome Testimony on Bor_d Question

1.2).

284. The precursors were used in an event tree-type

calculation to derive a SCD frequency of 1.7 x 10-3 to 4.6 x

10-3 per year, a range which is significantly higher than

that calculated in most other PRAs. Licensees' Testimony of

Stanley Kaplan on Board Question 1.2, at 2 (Kaplan Testimony

on Board Question 1.2).

285. The RSS calculated a core melt frequency of 5 x

10-5, a factor of nearly 100 less. See Tr. 8245 (Kaplan).
'

While the term " core melt" is not interchangeable with

" severe core damage," both IPPSS and Staff's testimony

treated them as synonymous. Tr. 8279, 8308 (Rowsome).

286. The NUREG range of frequency may be high by as

much as a factor of 10, and low by as much as a factor of

three. Tr. 8282-83 (Rowsome). The core melt probabilities
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estimated in IPPSS are approximately one order of magnitude

lower than those estimated in the NUREG. Tr. 8308
*|

'

(Rowsome). This difference does not invalidate IPPSS, nor

does IPPSS invalidate the NUREG. Tr. 8308-09 (Rowsome).

One study cannot contradict the other because they measure

different frequencies: the NUREG estimates an industry

average of SCD (i.e., core melt) while IPPSS estimates a
.

corresponding frequency of a particular plant, Indian

Point. Tr. 8313-14 (Rowsome). It cannot be concluded from

the NUREG that the uncertainty range reported in IPPSS is

too small. See Tr. 8309-10 (Rowsome). Notwithstanding the

different approaches, the NUREG results neither confirm nor

refute those reported in IPPSS. Rowsome Testimony on Board

Question 1.2, at 2.

287. The data reported in the NUREG and the incidents

analyzed therein were known to IPPSS analysts at the time of

their study and were included in the IPPSS scenario modeling

and frequency calculations. Publication of the NUREG pro-

vided an opportunity to reexamine IPPSS scenarios, especial-

ly with regard to the role of human error and implementation

of the lessons learned from past events. Kaplan Testimony

on Board Question 1.2, at 4-5; Tr. 8245-46 (Kaplan). After

this reexamination, IPPSS analysts concluded that the prob-

ability curves for IPPSS scenario frequencies accurately

express the state of knowledge of those frequencies, and

that none requires change. This finding is particularly

_ _ _
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true for IPPSS scenarios which represent TMI-type inci-

dents. Kaplan Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at 5; Tr.

8246 (Kaplan).

B. Comparisons Between NUREG/CR-2497 and Previous PRAs

288. Due to design differences, the frequency of core

melt or damage may vary widely among plants. The core melt

frequency estimates in six PRAs performed during the 1970s

(not including IPPSS) range from once in approximately 1,000

reactor years to once in approximately 100,000 reactor

years. Because these PRAs did not distinguish between SCD

and core melt, the SCD frequency estimate in NUREG/CR-2497

should lie in the range of individual plant frequency esti-

mates. However, the NUREG estimate is high, suggesting

these other PRAs may have underpredicted the frequency or

that the NUREG may have overpredicted it. Rowsome Testimony

on Board Question 1.2, at 7; see Memorandum from William J.

Dircks to NRC Commissioners (Jan. 5, 1983).

289. Earlier PRAs failed to consider that the signs of

a loss of reactor coolant from the pressurizer could confuse

operators such that they could fail to diagnose a LOCA, or

that the operators could completely misconstrue an accident

in progress and turn off the safety systems necessary to

cool the core (similar to TMI). Earlier PRAs also failed to

include fires (similar to Browns Ferry) as accident initi-

ators, and to explore thoroughly the likelihood or fault

effects of instrument and control power supply failures

.
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(similar to Rancho Seco). Rowsome Testimony on Board Ques-

tion 1.2, at 8.

290. According to Staff, Indian Point is less vulner-

able to instrument power supply faults than are plants like

Rancho Seco. The power supplies for safety- and nonsafety-

related instrumentation at Indian Point are separated better

and there are four redundant trains, such that no one power

supply fault could cause loss of main feedwater, disable or

potentially disable the autostart of the emergency feedwater

system, and blind the operators to the need to turn on

either the emergency feedwater system or the emergency core

cooling system (ECCS). Accidents which could be precipi-

tated by loss of an auxiliary system such as an instrument

power supply have been analyzed in IPPSS for failure in the

bulk AC power supplies, i.e., offaite and onsite power, the

service water system, the component cooling water system,

and individual DC (control and instrumentation) power sup-

plies. Section 2.4 of NUREG/CR-2934 evaluated multiple
,

inverter failures, which reflect failures of DC power sup-

plies. Rowsome Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at 13.

291. NUREG/CR-2497 also confirms other data studies

which suggest that the frequency estimate for small break

LOCAs in the RSS is too low, and that common cause failures

of redundant divisions of safety systems due to maintenance

errors may be more likely than the RSS methodology and data

4
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base suggest. Rowsome Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at

8-9. -

C. Calculation of Frequency
i
'

292. NUREG/CR-2497 also evaluates events which could

have, but in fact did not, progress to. full SCD. Each such,

event, or "near miss," was weighted according to the condi-

tional probability that it could reach SCD status. These

weighted "near misses" were then combined and considered to

equal approximately one SCD. Kaplan Testimony on Board

Question 1.2, at 2-3. Combining the TMI accident, the only

SCD accident which has occurred in 432 reactor years of

operation, with this derived SCD yields a SCD frequency of

2/432 = 4.6 x 10-3 Id. at 2. Therefore, three events

(T*'I, Browns Ferry, and Rancho Seco) account for 82 percent

of this SCD frequency. Rowsome Testimony on Board Question

1.2, at 6-7. These three events depended to a great extent

on the specific designs of the plants where they occurred.

Tr. 8332 (Rowsome).

293. The method in which NUREG/CR-2497 evaluates the

near misses has been subject to m2ch criticism from an

engineering modeling standpoint (i.e., inaccuracies and

oversimplifications in the event tree / severity factor work)
,

and on the basis of statistical logic (i.e., counting near

misses at all). The Institute of Nuclear Power Operation

(INPO) concluded that NUREG/CR-2497 calculated the near miss

contribution 30 times too high with respect to the plants as

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . _ _ _
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they were at the time the events occurred. In addition,

INPO found that the NUREG failed to recognize the many

improvements implemented as a result of the lessons learned

from the events. INPO concluded that the NUREG frequencies

are not appropriate for either past or future performance.

Kaplan Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at 2-3; Tr. 8268

(Kaplan); see Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, " Review

of NRC Report: Precursors to Potantial Severe Core Damage

Accidents: 1969-1979, A Status Report," NUREG/CR-2497,'

1982, cited in_Kaplan Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at 3,

7. Staff believes that the lessons learned and the subse-

quent improvements are substantial. See Tr. 8314, 8335-36

(Rowsome).

294. Counting all free-world nuclear power reactors,

approximately 1,500 reactor years of experience have been

accumulated, and thus the statistical evidence supports a

value of 1/1,500 rather than 1/432. Kaplan Testimony on

Board Question 1.2, at 3; see Tr. 8265 (Kaplan).

295. Improvements in the methodology employed in the

NUREG, i.e., incorporating the NUREG into a probabilistic

framework, and extension of the work to nuclear power exper-

ience since 1979, are ongoing. Rowsome Testimony on Board

Question 1.2, at 3; Tr. 8256 (Kaplan). Failure to account

for post-1979 data will cause the NUREG to yield unreliable

results in its prediction of the occurrence of future core

melt events. Tr. 8336 (Rowsome).

. _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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D. PRA Methodology and SCD Frequency

296. NUREG/CR-2497 does not invalidate the basic pro-

cess or methodology of PRA because it uses PRA methodology

in calculating severity factors. Kaplan Testimony on Board

Question 1.2, at 4; see Tr. 8245, 8251 (Kaplan). Five types

of results from NUREG/CR-2497 may be used to verify the

accuracy of PRAs such as IPPSS: (1) the calculation of the

industry-average frequency of SCD accidents may be compared

to PRA-based predictions to assess the plausibility of the

PRA results; (2) the PRA can be examined to determine

whether it gave adequate treatment to the accident scenarios

identified in the NUREG as closest to being core damage

accidents; (3) the industry-average probabilities of failure

of several often challenged safety systems are calculated in

the NUREG and may be compared with PRA predictions; (4) the

PRA can be examined to determine whether it gave adequate

treatment to the root causes of system failures for those

precursors in which entire safety systems were disabled; and

(5) the precursor events which occurred at the subject

plant, if any, can be examined to determine the adequacy of

treatment given thereto. Rowsome Testimony on Board Ques-

( -tion 1.2, at 5.
-

297. Within the same plant the core melt frequency can

change upon modification of the design. This observation

was made during development of IPPSS, when such modifica-

tions were made to Indian Point. Kaplan Testimony on Board

t
. - _ _ - _ .
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Question _1.2, at 6. Core melt frequency is itself a poor

indicator of public health risks at Indian Point. See Board

Finding 117. In addition, a complete treatment of core melt

frequency should be done using full probability curves

rather than single number " point" estimates. Kaplan Testi-

mony on Board Question 1.2, at 7. Point estimates in most

PRAs are not defined, but are "best estimates" of the fre-

quency as judged by the person who calculated them.

Tr. 8247, 8250 (Kaplan).

298. According to Staff, NUREG/CR-2497 supports the

accident likelihood assessment in IPPSS in that the data

base, system reliabilities and qualitative nature of severe

accidents in IPPSS are consistent with the NUREG results.
.

However, the NUREG cannot rule out the possibility that
i-

there may be significant omissions in IPPSS. Rowsome Testi-

| mony on Board Question 1.2, at 2; Tr. 8278 (Rowsome). For

example, Indian Point could be subjected to an earthquake,

storm or other event for which there have been no close

calls in reactor experience. Rowsome Testimony on Board

Question 1.2, at 17.

299. The NUREG- estimate of the industry-average fre-

quency of.SCD accidents is " unduly pessimistic" as a predic-,

1

tor of the frequency of similar accident sequences at Indian

Point. Rowsome Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at 3, 17;

Tr. 8278 (Rowsome). Indian Point Unit 3 is less likely to

suffer a SCD accident of the kind studied in the NUREG than

.
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was the average plant operating during 1969 to 1979.

Rowsome Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at 16,

300. NUREG/CR-2497 estimates the industry-average fre-

quency of SCD from 1969 to 1979 as .0045 accidents per reac-

tor year, i.e., one accident every 222 reactor years.

Rowsome Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at 6; Tr. 8315

(Rowsome). Because most of the frequency (82 percent) was

contributed by the three closest calls (the TMI accident,

the Browns Ferry fire,.and the instrument power supply fail-

ure at Rancho Seco), and these reactors have been or are

being modified and operators are being trained to render the

occurrence of these types of accidents much less likely in

the future, a revised calculation of SCD frequency omitting

these three events results in a frequency of 0.00077 acci-

dents per reactor year or once in 1,300 reactor years.

Rowsome Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at 6, 7; see Tr.

8331 (Rowsome). None of the reactors at which the three

closest calls occurred is a Westinghouse reactor. Tr. 8332

(Rowsome).

301. According to Staff, Indian Point is now less

likely to have a severe accident than the industry average ,

before the lessons of the TMI, Browns Ferry, and Rancho Seco

l
incidents were learned and incorporated at the plant.

Rowsome Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at 10. The TMI and

Rancho Seco accidents were less likely to occur at Indian

. Point before these lessons were laarned, and are much less

.

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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likely today because of implemented changes in design, pro-

cedures, and training. Regarding susceptibility to in-plant

fires, interim actions taken at Indian Point since the

Browns Ferry fire have reduced the risk. The Commission's

new fire protection rule, Appendix R, will further reduce

the risk of in-plant. fires. Rowsome Testimony on Board

Question 1.2, at 16.
.

302. Excluding the three closest calls, the remaining

precursors contribute 18 percent of the predicted frequency

of core melt. Virtually all of the latter precursors

involve either a loss of main feedwater or a loss of offsite

power. Rowsome Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at 14. A

comparison of the industry-average safety system reliabili-

ties with IPPSS estimates is found in NUREG/CR-2934, Section

2.4. First, the NUREG/CR-2497 assessment of the loss of

main feedwater precursors is unduly pessimistic if applied

to Indian Point because no credit was given to successful

core cooling employing the ECCS, which could successfully

mitigate such accidents at Indian Point. IPPSS thoroughly

analyzes this accident scenario. Rowsome Testimony on Board

Question 1.2, at 14; see IPPSS at 1.3.4.7. Second, the

assessment of the loss of offsite power precursors is also;

|
unduly pessimistic if applied to Indian Point, because no

,

I credit was given to the possibility that one of the three

gas turbines at the Buchanan Substation could be started and ,

used to replace offsite power. IPPSS thoroughly analyzes

.

''
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this scenario. Rowsome Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at

14; IPPSS at 1.3-216 to 1.3-217; dee Bley et al. Testimony

on Question Five at 21-22.

303. There are fundamental differences between the

plant designs of Indian Point and TMI .which significantly

decrease the likelihood that TMI-type scenarios could occur

at Indian Point. These differences include the use at

Indian Point of drum-type steam generators with greater heat

capacity (in the form of secondary coolant inventory),

greater heat capacity of the primary coolant system (in the

form of primary coolant inventory), and a reactor trip sig-

nal which would respond immediately to a loss of feedwater

condition. Kaplan Testimony on Board Question 1.2, at 5.

Thus, at Indian Point a loss of feedwater would not engender

an immediate primary system pressure rise. Even if the

auxiliary feedwater were delayed as '.ong as 20 to 30 min-.

utes, the primary system would not experience a pressure

transient and the relief valve would not lift. Therefore,

the relief valve could not stick and could not lead to a

loss of coolant. Id. at 5-6; see Rowsome Testimony on Board

Question 1.2, at 10-11.

304. If the auxiliary feedwater were delayed longer

and if the relief valve were to lift and stick open at

Indian Point, direct monitoring of the position of the valve

would enable the operators to be aware of its stuck condi-

tion. The operators, who are much better trained now than

= .
.
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before TMI, could thsn act to block the valve and/or inject

coolant, and thereby bring the plant to a stable condition

with no core damage. Bleed and feed, forced circulation

and/or natural circulation cooling provide the heat removal

path required to reach this level of stability. The last

method is greatly enhanced by the elevated steam generator

design at Indian Point. There are no scenarios in which the

operators would judge it desirable to shut off the normally

operating containment air coolers. Thus, the containment

will be able to mitigate the accident. Kaplan Testimony on

Board Question 1.2, at 6; Rowsome Testimony on Board Ques-

tion 1.2, at 11, 12.

305. NUREG/CR-2497 did consider an incident at Indian

Pcint Unit 3, a loss of offsite power, as a precursor event,

but it was not considered to be a significant event. The

loss of offsite power incident occurring on July 13, 1977

was an initiating event with an assessed probability of

reaching SCD status of 5 x 10-4 per occurrence. No failures

were recorded among the backup systems used to respond to

the event. While IPPSS considers extensively loss of off-

site power incidents, the operating experience of both Units

2 a'nd 3 is too brief to conclude that IPPSS is correct in

f
| its analysis of precursor events. Rowsome Testimony on

Board Question 1.2, at 15; Tr. 8319, 8327 ( Rowsome) .

306. Staff agreed that even if Indian Point were sub-

jected to a TMI-like SCD or full meltdown accident, such

j

..

- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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;

4

accidents would "almost certainly" be well-contained so long

as one containment heat removal system were functioning. If

these types of accidents had a high frequency of occurrence

at Indian Point, they would contribute very little to off-
i

site radiological risk. Rowsome Testimony on Board Question

i 1.2, at 10, 12. However, Staff believes that the frequency

of occurrence of these types of accidents at Indian Point is>

'
"very low." Id. at 10.

Ultimate Finding of Fact.

307. The Board finds that the results reported in
.

NUREG/CR-2497 do not refute the IPPSS results. The NUREG's

data and the incidents analyzed in it were included in IPPSS

I along with specific operating data from Indian Point.

Indian Point is less likely than the average plant to expe-

; rience .the precursors weighed most heavily in the NUREG.
!

j Further, because the NUREG calculated an industry-average

frequency of SCD accidents in the 1970s, it is unduly pessi-

mistic with regard to the frequency of similar accident

sequences at Indian Point.

III. Board Question 1.3

300. Board Question 1.3 asks:

What are the probabilities associated
with the consequences presented in the
testimony of Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik?

309. The testimony of Dr. Jan Beyea and Mr. Brian

Palenik failed to address the issue of the probabil,ities

.

e
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which are associated with the severe consequences predic-

ted. Accordingly, this Board requested the parties to pre-

sent such probabilities. Memorandum and Order (Restating

contentions and establishing procedures based on Commission

guidance) at 10 (Oct. 1, 1982). Testimony regarding this

board question was presented by the licensees and Staff.

The licensees presented Licensees' Testimony of Thomas E.

Potter on Board Question 1.3, ff. Tr. 8344. Staff presented

the Direct Testimony of Roger Blond Concerning Board Ques-

tion 1.3, ff. Tr. 8368.

310. While Staff acknowledged that it is possible to

compare some of the Beyea/Palenik results with Staff's

complementary cumulative distribution functions in order to

estimate probability, any such estimate would have little or

no meaning and would not indicate that Staff has accepted

the methods or assumptions used by Beyea/Palenik. Direct

Testimony of Roger Blond Concerning Board Question 1.3, at 3

,

(Blond Testimony on Board Question 1.3). However, Staff

believes that the Beyea/Palenik estimates were not intended

to estimate risk in terms of probability, but were intended

to analyze potential accident conditions in response to the

emergency planning issues before the Board. Id.; Tr. 8370

(Blond).
i

A. Meteorological Conditions

311. The probability of occurrence of the meteorolog-

ical conditions necessary to distribute the material in the

-.
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way described by Dr. Beyea as " average" is approximately

0.15 for release category 2, and 0.083 for release category

2RW. Licensees' Testimony of Thomas E. Potter on Board

i
Question 1.3, at 1 (Potter Testimony on Board Question 1.3).

1
'

312. The licensees are very comfortable in their abil-

ity to assess the direction in which a radiological plume

will travel. Tr. 11,729 (L. Cohen). The higher the persis-

tence from one hour to the next, the more likely the plume

| is to remain in a straight line or follow its established

path, facilitating accurate assessment. Tr. 11,732 (L.

Cohen). The wind flow in the vicinity of Indian Point is

diurnal with the winds being southerly in the morning and

northerly in the evening. Tr. 11,714 (L. Cohen). The winds

in the valley adjacent to Indian Point are generally light
winds characteristic of nighttime drainage. Tr. 11,732,

I 11,735 (L. Cohen). Several hours would be needed for the'

valley winds of one to two miles per hour to leave Haver-
straw Bay, located approximately three miles south of Indian

Point, and reach the Tappan Zee Bridge. Tr. 11,720, 11,732

(L. Cohen). By then, the sun would reverse the direction of

the wind and the plume would return to the vicinity of

Indian Point. Tr. 11,733 (L. Cohen). Additionally, the

higher the wind speed, the more turbulence that is

f present. High Tor Mountain, located due south of Indian
|

Point, increases the diffusion of the plume. The probabil-

ity of the plume reaching New York City is not substan-
i

.
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tial. Testimony of Lester A. Cohen in Rebuttal to Testimony

of Daniel Gutman at 5; Tr. 11,731-33 (L. Cohen).

313. The radiological conditions produced by each
.

release in each meteorological scenario were examined in an

attempt to assign probabilities to the consequences pre-

sented by Beyea/Palenik. Those releases producing condi-

tions more severe than those calculated by Beyea/Palenik

were counted in the licensees' assessment, 'and those

releases which produced less severe conditions, jl. e. , lowerj

doses or fewer people, were not counted. Tr. 8355-56

(Potter). The Beyea/Palenik calculations present conse-

quences for two time invariant weather conditions and two

directions, producing four discrete results. Staf f' s

results develop consequences for a spectrum of realistic

weather conditions and do not necessarily even duplicate the

time invariant unrealistic conditions used in the ,

Beyea/Palenik analysis. Blond Testimony on Board Question
s .

1.3, at 2.

314. Multiplying the 2 and 2RW release frequencies by

their appropriate meteorological probabilities and adding

contributions from both Indian Point' units results in a
total frequency of 5.5 x 10-6 per reactor year, or one time

'

in 180,000 years, for the Beyea-designated " average scen-

ario." Due to the low frequency bf' rain, the frequency for

the precipitation scenario would decrease to approximately

once in 1,800,000 years. The calculated frequency of once

.

+b_y _ , _ _ _ - , - . - - . . - - %_ _.
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,

,

' in 180,000 years corresponds - to the low and of the range of

consequences calculated by Beyea/Palenik: 1,345 latent

fatalities. Potter Testimony on Board Question 1.3, at 1-2.
I

315. The licensees believe that the higher range j
.

I Beyea/Palenik estimates are much less likely to occur

because they are based upon significant conservative assump-

! tions Which, When combined, lead to an unreasonable over-
,

| estimate of risk. The assumptions Which lead to an unrea-
J

sonable overestimate of risk include a high health effects
,

conversion factor, a long exposure period, and relatively

ineffective shielding. Due to the combined overly conserv-

I ative assumptions used by Beyea/Palenik, the probability of

the higher range estimates is much less than the once-in-4

i

180,000-years frequency for the lowest estimate. Potter

i
Testimony on Board Question 1.3, at 2, 3.

316. Staff stated that the assumptions used by Beyea/
1

Palenik are significantly different from the assumptions,

used by Staff. The differing assumptions include emergency
,

response estimates, distance truncation (distance to which

exposures-are assumed before integration ends), and health

effects conversion factors. Blond Testimony on Board Ques-

i tion 1.3, at 2-3; Tr. 8377 (Blond).

B. Estimated Latent Health Effects

317. The Beyea/Palenik testimony includes an estimate

of large numbers of cancer fatalities resulting from early

phase exposure in the New York City metropolitan area to a

.
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release similar to the PWR-2 release category described in

the RSS. Potter Testimony on Board Question 1.3, at 1; !

see Beyea/Palenik Testimony at 7, 28-36; Tr. 2904 (Beyea).

Thus, these consequence estimates were not intended to

represent Indian Point. Blond Testimony on Board Question
,

1.3, at 2.

318. Licensees' Testimony on Question one, Section

III, includes risk curves reflecting uncertainties in the
!

IPPSS analyses Which may be used directly to estimate the

frequency of cancer fatalities. Potter Testimony on Board>

Question 1.3, at 4; Tr. 8347 (Potter). The maximum number

of cancer fatalities calculated by licensees is less than

30,000. Tr. 8348 (Potter) . Release categories other than

PWR-2 and 2RW are too low in either release quantity or

release frequency to constitute a risk of the consequences

postulated by Beyea/Palenik. Potter Testimony on Board

Question 1.3, at 1.

319. Notwithstanding the uncertainty in associating a

specific probability with the Beyea/Palenik consequences, it

is possible to estimate, using ''?3$ the probability of a
s

release which could result ", :osteque.nces in the range

( discussed by Bayea/Palenik= Th. vean frequencies of the 2

and 2RW releases, which dominate cancer fatality risk at
.,

Indian Point, are 5.4 x 10-7 (once in about 1,850,000 years).

and 1.1 x 10-5 (once in about 91,000 years), despec'cively ,

for Unit 3. Potter Testimony on Board Question 1.3, at 1.

'
.

, ,. ,,_ _,.. , ,, ,-_ _ _ . _ _ _ , - - _ . - _ . . - .
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Staff estimated the probability of release category A, which

may be analogized to a PWR-2 release, as 3.5 x 10-8 per

reactor year (once in about 29,000,000 years) for Indian

Point Unit 3. Blond Testimony on Board Question 1.3, at

2. Using the Beyea/Palenik estimate of 6,000 to 50,000
,

delayed cancer deaths, Staff calculated a probability range

of from 5 x 10-6 (once in about 200,000 years) to less than

1 x 10-9 (once in about 1,000,000,000 years) for Unit 3. *

Id. at 3: Tr. 8371 (Blond).

320. Beyea/Palenik also calculated a large number of

thyroid nodule cases, both benign and cancerous, for a

release scenario similar to that described above. The risk-

dominant release for Indian Point is release category 2.

The iodine radiological conditions postulated in New York

City will not result from release category 2RW, because the

iodine release fraction for release category 2RW is lower by

a factor of 7 than that for release category 2. Potter

Testimony on Board Question 1.3, at 3. Given the release,

the probability of occurrence of the meteorological condi-

tions necessary to achieve thyroid population doses equal to

or greater than those calculated by Beyea/Palenik is approx-.

imately 0.05. The overall frequency of achieving the radio-
i

logical conditions calculated by Beyea/Palenik is 5 x 10-8

per reactor year, or one time in about 20,000,000 years, for

both units. Id.

321. Based upon the IPPSS point estimate release

.. .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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category characteristics and consequence analysis results

with mean release frequencies, the probability of the lowest

number of thyroid nodules calculeted by Beyea/Palenik would

be slightly less than one time in 20,000,000 years. Potter

Testimony on Board Question 1.3, at 3, 4. The likelihood of

the highest number calculated is much less, because Beyea/

Palenik used dose to health effect conversion factors which

are too high. In fact, the limits of the uncertainty range I

limits are greater then the best estimate value found in the

RSS by factors of 2 to 15. The RSS dose to health effect

conversion factor is consistent with the best estimate value

used in the 1980 BEIR report. Potter Testimony on Board

Question 1.3, at 3-4. The maximum number of thyroid nodule

cases postulated by the licensees is less than 50,000, and

the frequency is once in about 10,000,000 reactor years or

less. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 26a (Figure

III-2); Tr. 8348 (Potter).

C. Source Term Considerations

322. The conclusions regarding health effects are

greatly affected by uncertainties in the magnitude and com-

position of the radiological release. Potter Testimony on

Board Question 1.3, at 4-5; see Board Findings 271-277. For

example, for a 2RW release the licensees' testimony shows a

factor of 10 reduction in cancer fatalities relative to

IPPSS point estimate results. Potter Testimony on Board

Question 1.3, at 5; Stratton et al. Testimony on Question

|
:

i

- -
_ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _
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One at 63. Also, reduction factors of 47 and 7 for iodine

release fractions from release categories 2 and 2RW, respec-

tively, are presented. Potter Testimony on Board Question

1.3, at 5; Stratton et al. Testimony on Question one at

7-8. The frequency of thyroid nodules would be reduced by

the same factor. Potter Testimony on Board Question 1.3, at

5.

323. Staff agreed with licensees' description of the

behavior of iodine. Specifically, cesium iodide forming in

or near the reactor core is less mobile than elemental

iodine, and therefore, lower health consequences would

result. Tr. 12,584 (Bernero). Staff, while not endorsing

the specific source term calculations performed by Drs.

William Stratton and Walton Rodger, found them to be

" reasonable." Tr. 12,589 (Bernero). Dr. Robert Bernero

believes that source terms may be reduced by a factor of 10

and that the effect of such a reduction in consequences

would be "quite significant." Tr. 12,589-90 (Bernero); see

Board Finding 269.

Ultimate Finding of Fact

324. The Board finds that the probability of the con-

sequences depicted by Beyea/Palenik is extremely remote

because the frequency of severe releases at Indian Point

Unit 3 is very low and because the chance of a radiological

plume eaching'New York City is not substantial. For

thyroid population doses, Beyea/Palenik numbers have a

.

-___
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probability of once in 20,000,000 years. The probability

for Beyea/Palenik's estimates of the number of cancer fatal-

ities, according to licensees, is once in 180,000 years

without rain and once in 1,800,000 years with rain. Fur-

thermore, the high Beyea/Palenik estimates are far less

likely because they are founded upon significant conserva->

tive assumptions which, when linked, result in an excessive

estimate of risk. According to Staff, the probability of

this number of cancer fatalities ranges from once in 200,000

years to once in. 1,000,000 years for Unit 3. Staff empha-

sized that it has not accepted the methodology and assump-

tions used by Beyea/Palenik, and therefore Staff's estimates

have little or no meaning.

IV. Board Question 1.4

325. Board Question 1.4 asks:
'

What risk to public health and safety is>

presented by the Indian Point plants
through a chain of events including
pressurized thermal shock to the reactor
pressure vesssels?;

326. The licensees. presented Licensees' Testimony of

Dennis C. Richardson and Dennis C. Bley on Board Question

| 1.4, ff. Tr. 8381. The Power Authority also presented Power
|

Authority's Testimony of Theodore A. Meyer on Board Question

1.4, ff. Tr. 13,089. Staff presented the Testimony of Dr.i

Hugh W. Woods and Raymond W. Klecker on Board Question 1.4,

ff. Tr. 8696.
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A. Causes of Pressurized Thermal Shock

327. Pressurized thermal shock (PTS) is a concern for-

!

the integrity of irradiated vessels during cooldown tran-

sients in which the vessel is repressurized. Licensees'

Testimony of Dennis C. Richardson and Dennis C. Bley on

Board Question 1.4, at 1.(Richardson /Bley Testimony on Board

Question 1.4). The industry and Staff are currently inves-
;

tigating PTS. Testimony of Dr. Hugh W. Woods and Raymond W.

Klecker on Board Question 1.4, at 2 (Woods /Klecker Testimony

on Board Question 1.4).

328. PTS may occur with or without vessel embrittle-

ment. Tr. 8385 (Bley, Richardson). The neutron irradiation

of the vessel increases the tendency of the vessel material

to transform from a ductile to a brittle regime during these

cooldown events. Richardson /Bley Testimony on Board Ques-

tion 1.4, at 1-2; Licensees' and Staff's analyses conserva-

tively assumed that critical-sized flaws are present in the

reactor pressure vessel. Power Authority's Testimony of

Theodore A. Meyer on Board Question 1.4, at 1 (T. Meyer

Testimony on Board Question 1.4); Tr. 8739-40 (Woods). As a

result of PTS, vessel integrity could be lost through flaw

or crack extension through the vessel wall. Richardson /Bley

Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 1-2. The likelihood of

crack growth under PTS conditions increases with radiation

4 damage. Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board Question 1.4,

at 2.

.
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329. A number of events originating in either the pri-

mary or secondary system can lead to a rapid cooldown of the

vessel. In the primary system, a small break or a stuck

open valve can lead to a cooldown and depressurization,

followed by injection of emergency core cooling water which

. further cools the vessel and potentially repressurizes it.

A much larger break (a large break LOCA) cannot result in

repressurization after cooldown. On the secondary side, a

steam line break of any size can lead to a rapid cooldown in

the primary system. Cold feedwater may overfeed the second-

ary system removing more heat than desired; as a consequence

the vessel or the water in the primary system will also cool

down. Tr. 8720-21 (Klecker).

330. Spurious initiation of the ECCS is not a problem

for PTS because the ECCS is generally shut off by the oper-

ator before the primary system cools down more than approxi-

mately 50 degrees and no shock to the vessel results. If

the ECCS were not shut off, there would not be enough cold

water injected into the pressure vessel to cause a severe

PTS event. Tr. 8750-51 (Woods).

331. Ultrasonic testing is used to detect cracks, and

inspection occurs at approximately 10-year intervals. Tech-

niques currently in use can detect flaws as small as one-

half inch in depth. Tr. 8718-19 (Klecker). The critical

cracks, i.e., the cracks which are likely to grow under PTS,

.

;
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are one-half to one and one-quarter inches in depth.

Tr. ,8719 (Klecker).

B. Measuring Radiation Damage

332. 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix H, requires each

licensee to implement a surveillance program to monitor

changes in fracture toughness of materials in the reactor

vessel beltline region resulting from exposure to neutron

irradiation. Surveillance capsules containing neutron

dosimeters and representative samples of the vessel

materials are placed inside the reactor vessel between the

core and the vessel wall. At this location they are exposed

to a higher neutron fluence than the vessel itself; thus, at

any given time they will have suffered more neutron damage

than the vessel. The capsules are withdrawn periodically,

the material samples are tested to determine the change in

properties, and neutron dosimetry is performed to check the

analytical predictions of neutron fluence. Woods /Klecker

Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 2-3; Tr. 8713 (Klecker).

333. The measure of radiation damage is called " delta

RT " the increase in the " reference temperature, nil-NDT,

ductility transition." RT is a single reference tempera-NDT

ture ch'osen in a defined way to represent the temperature at

which the material toughness (resistance to fracture) begins

to increase rapidly with increases in temperature. At tem-

peratures below the RTNDT, the material is significantly

less tough than at temperatures well above the RTNDT*
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Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 3. This

transition takes place over approximately 100 degrees.

Tr. 8708 (Klecker). Documented American Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers ( ASME) procedures are used to establish a

single temperatur.e after evaluating the range of tempera-

tures. Tr. 8714-15 (Klecker).

334. RT increases beyond its initial value over theNDT

service life of the reactor vessel due to neutron irradia-

tion by an snount delta RTNDT, which depends upon fluence

and material properties. T. Meyer Testimony on Board Ques-

tion 1.4, at 1; Woods /Klecker Tescimony on Board Question

in an1.4, at 4. No practical way exists to determine RTNDT

existing weld during the lifetime of the reactor. Tr. 8753

(Klecker). The initial RT is determined from materialsNDT

tests made when the vessel is constructed, or from generic

data. T. Meyer Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 1;

Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 4. Delta

RT is determined from neutron fluence measurements,
NDT

calculations and trend curves based upon tests of irradiated

specimens which measure the effects of neutron irradia-

tion. T. Meyer Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 1-2.

Further, the amount of copper in the critical welds or

Id.plates on-the pressure vessel affects the delta RTNDT.

at 2; Tr. 8717 (Klecker).

335. Although there are a number of uncertainties in

the estimation of both initial RT and delta RTNDT NDT, t,he

.

e
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Commission has established a conservative method for calcu-

lating RT for comparison with the screening criterion theNDT

Commission established to evaluate the susceptibility of

reactor vessels behaving in a brittle manner in response to

PTS-related risk. T. Meyer Testimony on Board Question 1.4,

at 2; Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 6.

For axially-oriented welds, the Commission's screening

criterion is a RTNDT of 270*F. For circumferentially-

oriented welds which are more resistant to crack propagation

due to greater stiffness of the vessel in that direction,

the criterion is a RTNDT of 300*F. Woods /Klecker Testimony

on Board Question 1.4, at 6; Tr. 8701 (Woods). However,

270*F is the governing criterion for Indian Point Unit 3.

Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 6; T.

Meyer Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 1.

336. The screening criterion was developed from deter-

ministic and probabilistic fracture mechanics calculations

for the most severe PTS events experienced during 350 reac-

tor years of domestic PWR operation, and from PRA studies of

potentially more severe events which have not occurred.

Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board Ques. tion 1.4, at 6;

Tr. 8702 (Woods). This criterion is merely a " trigger

level" to initiate plant-specific PRAs and other analyses.

Tr. 8735 (Woods).

337. Five of the eight significant PTS-related events

used in calculating the RTNDT screening criterion occurred
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at Westinghouse plants, and the criterion is, therefore,

applicable to Indian Point although no events occurred

there. Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 8;

Tr. 8702, 8725, 8726 (Woods). In addition, the screening

criterion is closely tied to the Indian Point plant type and

design because Staff's analyses of events Which have not

occurred were taken from extensive analyses of Westinghouse

plants performed by the Westinghouse Owners Group.

Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 9.

338. Two recent publications indicate that PTS is not

a major contributor to risk at Indian Point. See

SECY-82-465, Policy Issue on " Pressurized Thermal Shock,"

William J. Dircks, November 23, 1982; " Summary of Evalua-

tions Related to Reactor Vessel Integrity," performed for

the Westinghouse Owners Group, Westinghouse Electric Corpo-

ration, Nuclear Technology Division, May 1982, cited in

Richardson /Bley Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 3, 5;

Tr. 7357-58 (Richardson).

339. While a quantitative estimate of the uncertainty

cannot be given, Staff believes that 270*F is sufficiently

conservative so that the risk is acceptable for plants below

that temperature. Tr. 8729 (Woods). A vessel with a RTNDT

of 270*F would have a frequency of crack extension without

arrest from 10-5 to 10-6 per reactor year (once in 100,000

W ods/Klecker Testimony onto once in 1,000,000 years). o

Board Question 1.4, at 8; Tr. 8702 (Woods). Because some

.

. . - - - _ _ - _
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crack sizes, shapes and locations will not preclude the

ability of the emergency systems to keep the core cooled,

not all through wall cracks will result in core melt.

Therefore, the core melt frequency due to PTS events is

lower than the stated frequency of PTS-related crack

extension without arrest. Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board

Question 1.4, at 8. The results of Staff's assessment of

PTS transients and the associated fracture mechanics are

bounded by the IPPSS analysis. Richardson /Bley Testimony on

Board Question 1.4, at 2; Tr. 8284 (Bley).

340. Staff has calculated the RT for Indian PointNDT

Unit 3, based upon information submitted in response to

Staf f's May 18, 1977 request and information contained in

the surveillance reports. Unit 3 is not among the plants

with which Otaff is most concerned in regards to PTS. In

fact, Unit 3 is approximately 10 effective, full-power years

behind the plants of greatest concern with respect to the

date at which Staff's screening criterion for sensitivity to

PTS will be exceeded. Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board

Question 1.4, at 5; Tr. 8704-05 (Woods). Thus, Staff has

not requested Unit 3's current RT estimates.NDT

Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 4-5.

341. To date, two capsules have been withdrawn from

Indian Point Unit 3. The results available confirm Staff's

prior RT calculations for Unit 3. Woods /Klecker Testi-NDT

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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mony on Board Question 1.4, at 5; T. Meyer Testimony on

Board Question 1.4, at 2; Tr. 8753 (Klecker). In December

1981, the RT of Unit 3 was 212*F, 58' below the applic-NDT

able screening criterion. Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board

Question 1.4, at 9. Currently, the RT at Unit 3 isNDT

218'F. T. Meyer Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 2. The

risk of PTS decreases one order of magnitude for each

below the screeningapproximately 40*F reduction in RTNDT

criterion. Thus, Indian Point Unit 3 is one to two orders

of magnitude below the 10-5 to 10-6 frequency of crack

extension without arrest for a plant at the screening

criterion. Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board Question 1.4,

at 9; Tr. 8702-03 (Woods).

C. IPPSS Analysis

.342. A mean frequency of 3 x 10~7 per reactor year

(once in approximately 3,400,000 years) for all types of

vessel failure, including failures induced by transients

(PTS chain of events) and spurious events, was calculated.

Richardson /Bley Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 2.

Thus, the frequency of vessel failure due solely to PTS

would be even smaller.
,

1

343. Based upon the two studies cited above and nil-
,

!

ductility temperature calculations specific to Indian Point,

the probability of extension without arrest of the cracks

assumed to exist in the Indian Point vessels il conserv-

atively estimated to be a maximum of 10-6 per reactor year

.

-
-
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(once in about 1,000,000 years) for current vessel fluence

levels. This frequency would be.approximately one order of

magnitude higher after 20 years of operation. The frequency

of crack extension without arrest should be reduced when

only. PTS-induced vessel ruptures large enough to exceed the

emergency core cooling systems' capabil'ity are included.

Based upon the Marshall report (United Kingdom Atomic Energy

Authority, "An Assessment of the Integrity of PWR Pressure

Vessels," October 1976 and as revised in 1982), cited in

Richardson /Bley Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 4, 5,

the frequency of 10-6 (once in about 1,000,000 years) for

small cracks propagated through the vessel wall should be

reduced by a minimum of one order of magnitude for disrup-

tive vessel failures. This result is consistent with the

frequency of once in approximately 3,400,000 years as stated

in Board Finding 342. Richardson /Bley Testimony on Board

Question 1.4, at 3-4.

,

Vessel rupture may cause core melt, but vessel344.

rupture alone would not cause loss of containment integ-

rity. Other unlikely failures, such as loss of containment

heat removal resulting from failure of the fan coolers and

containment sprays, must also occur before a significant,

amount of radioactivity can be released. Richardson /Bley

Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 3; Tr. 8383 (Bley).
I

Because the frequency of core melt with safeguards available

in IPPSS approximates 10-4 times per reactor year, unless
,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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PTS-initiated ruptures occur more frequently than 10-5 times

per reactor year these ruptures would not affect the results

of IPPSS. Tr. 8383 (Bley).

D. Neutron Flux Reduction at Indian Point Unit 3

345. Staff presently intends to require certain plants

to take actions reasonably practicable to reduce neutron

flux at the pressure vessel in order to slow the RTNDT rate

of increase. For Indian Point Unit 3, a neutron flux reduc-

tion of 1.9 would prevent reaching the screening criterion'

until after the year 2009, which is the expected life of the

plant. Woods /Klecker Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at

10. A flux reduction of this magnitude is achievable

through implementation of a low leakage fuel management pro-

gram. Tr. 8743 (Woods). The basic objective of the program

is to place fuel elements which generate fewer neutrons,

more highly burned or dummy elements, or removal of elements

on the outside of the core nearest the vessel to reduce flux

or neutron fluence. Tr. 8742 (Woods).

346. Staff believes that the change to a low leakage

core would not increase the cost of producing electricity.

However, a change to larger flux reduction measures such as

placing stainless steel elements in the periphery would be

expensive. Tr. 8756 (Klecker). Generally, flux reductions

of a factor of two are not very expensive, but reduction

above that level can be costly. .Tr. 8757 (Woods). Calcula-

tions performed by the Westinghouse Owners Group on Reactor

.

t
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Vessel Integrity using generic fluence have shown that the

Indian Point Unit 3 vessel, before modification to its

present reload fuel core, would not reach the screening cri-

terion for approximately 16.5 effective full power years for

the most limiting case, assaning an 80 percent capacity

factor. T. Meyer Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 3;

Tr. 13,092 (T. Meyer).

347. The current reload fuel core at Indian Point Unit

cycle 4, is a modified low leakage core. Spent fuel-,

assemblies have been placed at selected locations around the I

periphery of the core to reduce the peak neutron flux on the

limiting vessel shell plate by a factor of 1.4. This

modification alone will extend the time at which the vessel

will reach the screening criteria to approximately 2005.

T. Meyer Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 3-4; see

Richardson /Bley Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 4;

Tr. 8754 (Klecker). The plant license expires in 2009.

T. Meyer Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 3-4. The

calculation of acceptable lifetime is based upon a usage

factor of 80 percent and upon the assumption that the low

leakage core installed in cycle 4 will be continued in the

same configuration. Tr. 13,092 (T. Meyer). Other fuel

!. loading patterns are also being evaluated at Unit 3 to

preclude the vessel from ever reaching the screening

criterion. T. Meyer Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at,

3-4.
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348. If flux reduction to prevent Indian Point Unit 3

from reaching the screening criterion is not possible,

plant-specific analyses will be required for submission

three ysars before the criterion will be exceeded. These

analyses will quantify PTS risk for the plant and will

. identify the' dominant contributing causes. Woods /Klecker

Testimony on Board Question 1.4, at 10 Tr. 8701-02

(Woods). Staff has not reviewed the low leakage fuel man-

agement policy of Unit 3 because it is first reviewing

plants with a higher PTS risk. Tr. 8746 (Woods). Staff

asserted that it is not in the interest of the safety of the

nation to turn its attention to Indian Point. Tr. 8764

(Woods).

Ultimate Finding of Fact

349. The Board finds that PTS is not a major contribu-

tor to risk at Indian Point Unit 3. Staff has developed a

screening criterion above which plants are required to con-

sider whether vessel failure due to PTS poses a problem.

Indian Point Unit 3 is below this criterion and will not

reach this criterion until the year 2005. But even at that

time, no risk to the public health and safety from PTS at

Indian Point would exist. Thus, the continued operation of

Unit 3 is acceptable to Staff.

I

l

.

. -
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COMMISSION QUESTION TWO

I. DIRECTOR'S ORDER

350. Question Two states:

What improvements in the level of safety
will result from measures required or
referenced in the Director's Order to
the liqynsee, dated February ll,
1980?L

351. The licensees presented Licensees' Testimony of

Dennis C. Bley and Dennis C. Richardson on Commission Ques-
tion 2 and Board Question 2.2.1, ff. Tr. 6434. Staff pre-

sented the Direct- Testimony of Frank Rowsome and John N.

Hannon Concerning Commission Question 2, ff. Tr. 6561.

352. At the time of the Director's Order, February ll,

1980, no plant-specific probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)

of the Indian Point units existed. Licensees' Testimony of

Dennis C. Bley and Dennis C. Richardson on Commission Ques-

tion 2 and Board Question 2.2.1, at 2 (Bley/ Richardson

Testimony on Question Two). Lacking a plant-specific PRA,

the Commission ordered a broad approach addressing potential

risk contributors. The Commission's order concentrated on

important contributors to risk which had been identified in

previous generic risk studies, as well as contributing

1. The parenthetical portion of Question Two is
omitted because the testimony relating to contentions under
that portion of the question are addressed with reference to
specific contentions formulated by this Board.

,

.

|
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-causes in reactor-accidents such as the one at Three Mile !

IIsland Unit 2 (TMI). Moreover, thsse previous risk studies '

did not concentrate on accidents caused by external initi-
ating events. Therefore, the Director's Order focused pri-
marily on reducing the risk from internal initiating
events. Id.

353. The purpose of the Director's Order was to pro-
vide additional assurance-of safe operation of these facili-

ties while detailed safety studies were being conducted.
Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and John N. Hannon Con-

cerning Commission Question 2, at 2 (Rowsome/Hannon Testi-

mony on Question Two). The Director ordered changes in:

(a) the conduct of operations, surveillance testing, and
maintenance (these changes were intended to make transients

less frequent, selected safety systems more reliable, and

emergency response more comprehensive and reliable); (b)

staffing (these requirements mandated that two rather than

one senior reactor operator be on each shift in each plant,

and that the pool of safety consultants be expanded); (c)

staff training (operators and onsite emergency response

teams were required to take additional and accelerated
,

training for severe reactor accidents and for normal opera-

tions); (d) engineering margins (the margin by which the

emergency core cooling system can limit core temperature

excursions during large loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs)

was required to be increased); and (e) specific studies were
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to be conducted (these special studies were to examine the

susceptibility of the Indian Point units to severe reactor

accidents so that the licensees would be fully aware of the

manner in which severe accidents could occur, and explore
options for additional risk reduction). Idl . at 3.

354. The Power Authority has complied with all of the

requirements as se t out in the Director's Order.

Tr. 6608-09, 6614, 6617, 6632-34, 6639, 6641-43, 6645,

6647-53, 6655-56, 6658, 6660 (Rowsome, Hannon).

355. Item A-6 of the Director's Order states: " Submit

not later than March 1, 1980 the results of a review of pos-

sible permanent plant modifications and procedures to fur-

ther reduce the potential of a severe reactor accident and

resultant radiation releases." Director's Decision Under

10 CFR 2.206, Appendix A at 1 (Feb. 11, 1980). All required

submittals for item A-6 were made. Item C-4 of the Direc-

tor's Order states: " Submit a schedule to implement the ATWS

(anticipated transient without scram] instrument modifica-

tion justified in accordance with the Westinghouse analyti-
cal results contained in the letter from T.N. Anderson to

S.H..Hanauer in NS-TMA-2182 dated December 30, 1979." Id.,

Appendix A at 5. The schedule for item C-4 was submitted as
l
'

required by the Order. No Staff documentation exists, how-

ever, indicating that these items have been resolved because,

the review of the mitigation features (Item.A-6) is an ongo-
ing process and because licensees' ATWS timetable (Item C-4)

.

V
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is in abeyance until' Staff has completed its review of

IPPSS. Tr. 6608-09, 6615, 6617 (Hannon).

356. Improvements in staffing, staff training, the

increased availability of technical experts to the Power

Authority, and special studies have improved plant safety.
The likelihood that plant operators might not diagnose a

severe reactor accident promptly and correctly is smaller

today than it was three or four years ago, although a reli-

able quantitative measure for the change in risk cannot be
devised. Rowsome/Hannon Testimony on Question Two at 4-5.

357. While compliance with the Director's Order has

achieved risk reduction, no quantitative measure of the dif-

ference in risk can be given. First, risk assessment tech-

niques presently cannot quantify certain measures in the

Order, such as staffing and staff training. While most

human error is capable of being modeled under PRA, specific

behavior which might result in response to increased staff

or staff training can be evaluated at present only from a
qualitative perspective. Second, many other design and

operation improvements have been implemented at Indian Point

Unit 3 during and subsequent to the imposition of the Direc-
tor's Order. Therefore, the difference in risk between the

plant as it is designed and operated today and as it was

designed and operated in 1979 or 1980 originates from many

other complex changes, and is not confined to the Director's
Order. Rowsome/Hannon Testimony on Question Two at 4-5.

__
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358. Safety system design improvements and improve-,

ments in surveillance tests and technical specifications at 1

Indian Point Unit 3 have improved the reliability of some

engineered safety features. Rowsome/Hannon Testimony on

Question Two at 5. The use of the gas turbines provides a

reduction factor of 7 in the frequency of late overpressuri-

_zation containment failures from internally-initiated events

for the plant. The improvements in gas turbine reliability

reduce the already low latent health effects contribution

#

attributable to loss of AC power (once in about 2,000,000

reactor years at the plant). Before the Director's Order,

reliability data for the gas turbines were not recorded;

therefore, reductions in risk have not been quantified.

Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Question Two at 2-3.

359. Because external events were not specifically

addressed in the Director's Order, the overall impact of the

Director's Order on plant risk is modest but positive.

Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Question Two at 3; Tr. 6443

(Bley). According to Staff, the overall risk reduction

.

including both internal and external accident sequences is
less than a factor of three. Rowsome/Hannon Testimony on

'

Question Two at 5. Particularly noteworthy improvements

were made to the essential AC power system and the auxiliary
!

feedwater system, and the pressure boundary valves on the

low pressure safety injection system. These changes have

lowered the likelihood of core melt accidents originating in

.
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loss of all AC power, loss of feedwater, and some interfac-

ing system LOCAs. This reduction was estimated in NUREG-

0715, " Task Force Report on Interim Operation of Indian

Point" (1980), to be approximately a factor of three.

Rowsome/Hannon Testimony on Question Two at 5.

Ultimate Finding of Fact

360. The Board finds that the impact of the Director's

Order on the risk posed by Indian Point Unit 3 has been pos-

itive, resulting in a reduction of risk from internally and
externally initiated events by less than a factor of

three. Furthermore, the Power Authority is in compliance

with all requirements of the Director's Order with the

exception of two items upon which Staff is formulating a
final position.

II. ADDITIONAL SAFETY MEASURES UNDER THE TWO-PRONGED TEST

361. With regard to consideration of additional safety
measures for the Indian Point plants, the Commission has

directed that:

A contention by a party that one or more
specific safety measures, in addition to
those identified or referenced by the.
Director, should be required as a condi-
tion of operation would be within the
scope of this inquiry if, according to
the Licensing Board, admission of the

i contentions seems likely to be important
to resolving whether (a) there exists a
significant risk to public health and
safety, notwithstanding the Director's
measures, and (b) the additional pro-
posed measures ,would result in a sig-

f

.
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nificant reduction in that risk.

Memorandum and Order, 14 N.R.C. 510, 612-13 (Sept. 18, .

1981).

First Prong : Level of Risk at Indian Point Unit 3
362. In examining the evidence presented under

Commission Questions One and Five, the Board finds that the

risk from Indian Point Unit 3 is very low and within the

range of risks posed by other nuclear power plaats.

Accordingly, Indian Point Unit 3 does not pose a significant
risk to the public health and safety, and therefore no
additional safety devices are warranted.

Second Prong: Additional Safety Measures

A. Filtered Vented Containment System and Separate
Containment Structure

363. Contention 2.1(a) states:

A filtered vented containment system for
each unit must be installed.

364. Contention 2.1(d) states:
A separate containment structure must be
provided into which excess pressure from
accidents and transients can be relieved
without necessitating releases to the
environment, thereby reducing the risk
of contaimment failure by overpressur-
ization..

!

365. UCS/NYPIRG presented UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of
)

Gordon R. Thompson and Steven C. Sholly on Commission

Question Two, Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d), ff. Tr. 6132.

The licensees presented Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C.
Bley and Dennis C. Richardson on Contentions 2.1(a)~ and

i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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I

2.1(d), ff. Tr. 6277. Staff presented the Direct Testimony
of James F. Meyer Concerning Contention 2.1 (a and d), ff.

.

Tr. 6689.

366. When originally formulated, Contention 2.1

included two other conditions. The Board later dismissed

these contentions, however, because they failed to meet the
Commission's two-pronged-test. Memorandum and Order

(Formulating Final Contentions and Setting Schedule) a t 9-11
(Nov. 15, 1982).

1. Professional Qualifications
367. Both Mr. Sholly and Dr. Thompson, UCS/NYPIRG's

witnesses, were questioned.on the subject of their profes-
sional qualifications. Tr. 6148-65 (Sholly, Thompson). |

368. Mr. Sholly has a Bachelor of Science degree in

education with a double major in earth and space science and

general sciences, and a minor in environmental education.

He has taken two graduate courses, both relating to land use
planning. Tr. 6148 (Sholly). Mr. Sholly has had no train-

ing in engineering, Tr. 6149 (Sholly); PA Ex. 28, at 23, nor

has he been trained in the area of engineering design of a

FVCS, Tr. 6152-53 (Sholly), nor has he had any experience

with FVCSs other than a review of the literature on the sub-
ject and conversations with Dr. Thompson. Tr. 6155

(Sholly). Mr. Sholly has had limited training through
course work at the undergraduate and graduate levels in

environmental impact analysis. In particular, these courses

- - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ - - _ _ _ __
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included principles of ecology and environmental land use

planning. Tr. 6155-56 (Sholly). However, only one unit

lasting approximately three weeks of one course taken during

Mr. Sholly's sophomore or junior year of college discussed
'

the environmental effects of radiation. Since then,

Mr. Sholly has had no formal education on the subject.
! -

Tr. 6156-57 (Sholly).

369. The licensees and Staff moved to strike
Mr. Sholly as an expert witness in this proceeding.

Tr. 6158-60. This motion was denied. Tr. 6163 (Gleason).
370. Dr. Thompson testified that he had had limited

,

training in structural engineering while studying mechanical

engineering as an undergraduate. However, Dr. Thompson con-

1 ' ceded that this training was not as extensive as that which

he would have received had he studied civil engineering.

Tr. 6163, 6164 (Thompson); PA Ex. 28, at 23. Moreover,

Dr. Thompson admitted that he had no " direct familiarity"

with IPPSS and has never conducted an independent analysis-

,

of the Indian Point containments. Tr. 6206 (Thompson).

Conclusion

371. The Board finds that Mr. Sholly's lack of formal

training in engineering and the environmental effects of

radiation requires us to accord his testimony less weight

I than that of other witnesses. Likewise, although

Dr. Thompson has had extensive training in physics, his lim-

ited knowledge of engineering and lack of familiarity with

!

. .- .- .

-
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IPPSS re' duce the weight of his testimony.
2. Proposed Features

372. The purpose of a filtered vented con 6ainment sys-
tem (FVCS) or a separate containment structure (SCS) (also

referred to as compartment venting) is to improve contain-
-

ment capability. The FVCS is a design which seeks to

relieve excess pressure from the containment by using fil-

tration and steam condensation systems in order to delib-

erately release filtered containment gases (primarily noble
gases) to the environment. It would only be used to miti-

gate the effects of an accident which is beyond the design
basis. UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of Gordon R. Thompson and

Steven C. Sholly on Commission Question Two, Contentions

2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 10-11 (Thompson /Sholly Testimony on

Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d)); Direct Testimony of James F.

Meyer Concerning Contentions 2.1 (a and d) at 6 (J. Meyer
Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d)). A SCS seeks to

pass excess pressure from the containment to a second con-

tainment structure where steam and radioactive materials
will be contained and hydrogen gas will be controlled.

Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d)

at 11-12. Additionally,.it seeks to prevent or delay

containment building failure. J. Meyer Testimony on

Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 14. Consequently, no

radioactivity is released into the.. environment. Thomp-

son /Sholly Testimony on Cont'entions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 12.

.

+
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373. UCS/NYPIRG recommended a gravel FVCS design for

implementation at Indian Point to mitigate a containment
overpressurization failure. The operator should be provided

with control of the valve between the containment and the
FVCS to provide flexibility in determining when to initiate

venting according to existing conditions during an acci-
dent. In addition, an automatic initiation feature should

be included in the design to assure that venting is initi-
ated once the containment pressure reaches a certain

level. Design studies should also be conducted for a FVCS

based upon a pressure suppression pool as discussed in

NUREG/CR-1410, " Report of the Zion / Indian Point Study:

Volume 1".(1980). Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions

2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 12.
374. UCS/NYPIRG also recommended a SCS which incorpor-

ates a pressure suppression pool and hydrogen igniters. In

the SCS itself, hydrogen control would be necessary in order

to prevent containment failure resulting from hydrogen
,

burns. As with the FVCS, the operator should be provided,c

with control of the valve between the containment and the

| SCS, and an automatic initiation feature should be included
in the design. Each Indian Point unit would require an

individual SCS. Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions

2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 12-13.
375. Installation of a FVCS and SCS involves altera-

tion of the containment boundary. Such alteration is a

. . .

_ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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departure from past Commission policy. Licensees' Testimony
of Dennis C. Bley and Dennis C. Richardson on Contentions

2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 9 (Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Conten-

tions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d)); Tr. 6845 (Meyer) .
3. Analysis of Mitigation Features

,

376. Risk may be reduced by reducing accident proba-

bilities, accident consequences, or both. Thompson /Sholly

Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 4. The Power

Authority has made and is continuing to make significant

reductions in risk by reducing accident probabilities.

Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d)

at 26; Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Question Two at 4-5;

Direct Testimony of James F. Meyer and W. Trevor Pratt Con-;

cerning Commission Question 1, at III.B-8 (J. Meyer/Pratt
Testimony on Question One).

'

377. The purpose of a mitigation feature is to miti-

gate the consequences of severe accidents, i.e., accidents

which are beyond the design basis of nuclear reactor con-

tainment buildings, by reducing or eliminating one or
several containment building failure modes. J. Meyer/Pratt

Testimony on Question One at III.B-27. UCS/NYPIRG recom-

| mended the use of engineered design features to reduce the

frequency of containment failure. Thompson /Sholly Testimony
| on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 7, 12.

378. The most likely mode of failure of the contain-

ment is from a ' slow overpressurization. The 2RW release

r

A
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category is the source term designated in the IPPSS for a

slow overpressurization failure of the containment.

Licensees' Testimony on Commission Question One and Board

Question 1.1 and Contention 1.1, at 83 (Licensees' Testimony

on Question One); J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One

at III.B-40. According to IPPSS. as amended, the median

frequency of the 2RW release category is once in 170,000

reactor years. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at f

24. Staff found the frequency of the equivalent release
'

category to be once in 57,000 reactor years. See Testimony

of Dr. Sarbeswar Acharya Regarding NRC Staff Assessment of

Accident Consequences and Risks at III.C.A-4.

379. The present pressure boundary of the Indian Point

containments will not fail from any earthquakes postulated

for the area. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions

2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 11; Tr. 6370 (Bley), 12,992 (Perla).

The Indian Point containments are also built to withstand
very high internal pressures before containment failure

could result. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions

2.1(a) and 2.l(d) at 5; see Board Findings 125-26.

380. Although the proposed mitigation features may

decrease the chance of exceeaing the capacity of the con-

tainment building, the existing containment building already

adequately mitigates the consequences of a wide range of

postulated accidents which are more severe than those con-

sidered in the original design. J. Meyer Testimony on Con-

.

%

e
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tentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 2.
381. UCS/NYPIRG's focus upon the risk posed by core

melt accidents, Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions
2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 3, is misplaced. Although these acci-
dents are the only ones which provide even a theoretical

mechanism for releasing large amounts of radioactivity from
the plant, the frequency of core melts is a poor indicator
of risk to public health. See Board Finding 117.

382. In order to perform a proper quantitative evalua-
tion of any proposed hardware change to a plant, PRA tech-
niques should be utilized. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on

Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 11-12. This is what the
Commission intended. Memorandum and Order,13 N.R.C. 1, 6-7
(Jan. 8, 1981). However, UCS/NYPIRG has failed to proffer
such an evaluation.

383. Risk reduction resulting from a prospective mit-

igation feature is a factor in determining whether the mea-
sure should be implemented. J. Meyer Testimony on Conten-

tions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d) at 4-5. Although Staff believes

that PRA methodology is not sufficiently advanced to serve

as the sole basis for determining the appropriateness of a

mitigation measure, Staff contended that PRA is a major
element in the decisionmaking process and that the value of

a mitigative feature should be quantified using a syste-
matic, probabilistic, plant-specific approach. Tr. 6801-02

_ - _ _ _ _
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(J. Meyer); see J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at
III.B-27.

384. Quantification of the effect of a mitigation sys-
tem upon risk should include: (1) Indian Point plant-

specific accident initiation frequencies; (2) a specific
study of the effect of operation, maloperation or failure of

the mitigation system upon the probability of reaching dif-
,

ferent degraded core situations; (3) the effect of the miti-

gation system operation or maloperation upon the containment

failure probability; and (4) the timing of and type of
radiological release. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Conten-

tions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 12-13.
385. Without performing a detailed plant-specific

assessment for internal and external initiating events, the

risk reduction of a mitigation system for Indian Point can-
not be quantified. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions

2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 13. The risk reduction potential of a

mitigation feature is governed by the dominant contributors

to risk at a given facility; UCS/NYPIRG agreed. Tr. 6248

(Thompson). The dominant contributors may vary among
plants. Tr. 6249 (Thompson).

I 386. .The higher the ultimate containment failure pres-
sure, the fewer the events for which a FVCS is useful.

Tr. 6207 (Thompson). If a lower failure pressure is chosen,
the safety benefit results of a mitigation feature would be
skewed. For example, use of a lower failure pressure such

.
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as 100 psia would result in required mitigation features

which are unnecessary. Tr. 6718 (J. Meyer). A more

accurate quantification of the risk reduction of a FVCS

would also be gained if the pressure at which the FVCS would

be activated were known. Tr. 6212 (Sholly). Venting should.

not be initiated at an unnecessarily low pressure, for

example, below the design pressure. Tr. 6268 (Sholly,
'

Thompson), 6765-66 (J. Meyer).

4. Er.gineering Feasibility

387. Engineering feasibility, i.e. , whether a practi-

cal system can be engineered and built which meets the func-

tional requirements imposed, is an element in the decision

to require a particular mitigation feature. J. Meyer Testi-

mony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d) at 4. NUREG/CR-1410

sets forth a preliminary checklist of design requirements

for mitigation features which indicate the complexity of
designing these systems, and includes: (1) functional

requirements; (2) operational requirements; (3) resistance

to hazards; (4) reliability; (5) control; (6) sabotage pro-

tection; (7) inspection considerations; (8) testing con-
siderations; (9) maintenance considerations; and (10) post-
accident safety and repair-restoration considerations.

NUREG/CR-1410, at 1.6 to 1.8. No evidence was presented

that the requirements of NUREG/CR-1410 have been satisfied

for either a FVCS or SCS.

388. No FVCS or SCS exists in any commercial nuclear

. . - . _ . - _. __ .- _. . _ . -
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power plant in the United States. Bley/ Richardson Testimony

on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 9; Tr. 6841 (J. Meyer).
Two operating test reactors, the Zero-Power Plutonium Reac-

tor (ZPPR) test facility and the Fast Flux Test Facility

(FPrF), have installed or are installing FVCSs, and portions

of the research and development may be applicable to large,
dry PWRs such as Indian Point. J. Meyer Testimony on Con-

tentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d) at 9-10; Tr. 6841-42 (J. Meyer).
The German SNR-300 prototype liquid metal fast breeder reac-

tor has a FVCS or is planning to install one. J. Meyer

Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 9-10. A SCS

exists in several heavy water nuclear power plants in

Canada. Id. at 15; Tr. 6201 (Thompson). The French are

considering installing a FVCS in their existing 900 Mw

electric PWRs. J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and

2.1(d) at 11. However, the relevance to Indian Point of

these devices at these facilities has not been demonstrated.
See Tr. 6402-03; 6841-42, 6874 (J. Meyer). In fact, the

French have done little work in analyzing degraded core

accidents, Tr. 6380 (Richardson), and the type of SCS

installed in the Canadian reactors is not the type UCS/

NYPIRG recommended for Indian Point. Tr. 6201-02

(Thompson).

389. Although a FVCS has been proposed for the Clinch

River Breeder Reactor, a liquid metal cooled reactor, UCS/

NYPIRG did not show its relevancy to Indian Point. See.
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Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d)

at 16. Nor did Staf f. See J. Meyer Testimony on Conten-

tions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 10. The technology regarding the

accommodation of fission products' at Clinch River is not

relevant to PWR designs. Moreover, it may or may not be

more difficult to design and construct a FVCS for a fast

breeder reactor than for a PWR. Tr. 6874 (J. Meyer). In

addition, the materials requiring filtration in the contain-

ments of sodium-cooled reactors such as Clinch River and the

FFTF are in some instances dramatically different. Tr. 6842

(J. Meyer).

390. UCS/NYPIRG identified Barseback, a Swedish BWR,

as being scheduled for installation of a FVCS by 1986, and
~

recommended this type of FVCS for Indian Point. Thompson /

Sholly Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 12,

15-16. However, totally different containment pressures and

volumes are present in a BWR than in a PWR with a large, dry

containment such as Indian Point. Tr. 6380 (Richardson).

The volume of the Barseback containment was estimated to be

less than one-half that of Indian Point. Tr. 6199

(Thompson). For a given strength of containment the smaller

the volume, the earlier the containment is likely to fail.
Tr. 6200 (Thompson). The ratio of the amount of steam and
noncondensibles which may be released to the containment

size may indicate that containment failure is more likely to

occur at a BWR such as Barseback than at Indian Point.

.. .

..
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Tr. 6201 (Thompson). A decision to implement a FVCS at

Barseback was made without the background analysis necessary

to determine the requirements of this feature, and thus its

risk reduction capability was not adequately assessed.

Tr. 6380-82 (Richardson). Furthermore,.no analysis demon-
'

strating undue risk to the public was completed for the
'

Barseback plant. Tr. 6391 (Richardson).
391. No plant-specific analysis has been performed

applying this concept to Indian Point. See Bley/ Richardson

Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 9, 19;

Tr. 6192 (Thompson). UCS/NYPIRG admitted that implementa-

tion of the Barseback design at Indian Point may require
more research. Tr. 6224 (Thompson). Moreover, no design

has been perfected to the point that the failure modet could

be evaluated successfully or even evaluated as to the amount

of effort required to engineer the failure modes out of the

system. Tr. 6388 (Bley).

392. Accordingly, the technology of the FVCS is imma-,

ture and unproven for Indian Point and almost any other

nuclear power plant. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Conten-

tions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 9-10, 19, 26; Tr. 6380-82 (Bley,
Richardson).

393. Staff stated that a SCS is feasible for Indian
Point if sufficient space is available at the site.

J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 16.

A newly constructed SCS would be unnecessary if Indian Point

.

e
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Unit 1 could be used as a separate containment. Tr. 6697-98

(J. Meyer). However, the information required to make a

final determination concerning the feasibility of using the

Unit 1 containment as a SCS is lacking. J. Meyer Testimony

on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 17.

394. Staff believes that because Indian Point Unit 1
has a large, dry containment structure, it has considerable

,

pressure and passive heat sink capability. Furthermore,

Unit 1 could potentially provide additional active cooling
capability by means of containment sprays which are both

internal and external to the containment boundary. Indian

Point Unit 3 appears to have sufficient containment pene-
trations available to accommodate the requisite vent piping
to Unit 1. Staff also believes that the Unit 1 volume and
surface area could increase plateout and condensation

4

effects, thereby reducing the amount of radioactivity which
could be released to the environment. J. Meyer Testimony on

Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 18.
395. Several factors, however, offset the attractive

features of the Unit 1 structure. In'dian Point Unit 1 was

shut down in 1974 and the effects of disuse on its system -

functions have not been assessed. Additionally, because

several of the Unit 1 safety systems have been dismantled,,

i

the costs of rehabilitating Unit 1 are unknown. Active

containment coolant systems must be functional in order for

Unit 1 to provide an unlimited heat sink capability. If

_ _._ - _ _ . _ - _. _ __ _
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] Unit 1 were to be used, additional mitigative devices would

be necessary to avoid the potential combustion of any
;

; hydrogen transported to the structure. Furthermore, an
'

evaluation of the pressure-reducing capability of Unit 1
>

must account for this additional hydrogen. J. Meyer Testi-.

mony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 19-20.
396. At present, Staff has concluded that, althe"gh

-

Unit 1 may reduce or delay the effects of severe overpres-
-

surization accidents caused by internal initiator's, the use;

;

of the Unit 1 containment as a vent volume does not appear
feasible for accommodating severe overpressurization acci- '

dents caused by seismic event initiators because the nominal

seismic resistance of Unit 1 is substantially less than that
f of Indian Point Unit 3. Sufficient information to assess

other external initiators is lacking. J. Meyer Testimony on

Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 17.
397. In March 1980, Westinghouse prepared a brief

scoping study which considered a FVCS and SCS specific to
Indian Point. The analysis, conducted as part of a 60-day
study, contains only sketches for conceptual designs and not
detailed, plant-specific designs. Tr. 6337 (Bley). Written

before IPPSS was completed, the analysis was aimed at

dominant contributors which had been identified in earlier
studies conducted on a generic basis or for plants other
than Indian Point. Tr. 6358 (Bley). The additions neces-

sary to supplement the conceptual designs in the Westing-

.
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house report are not contained in IPPSS. The detailed

Indian Point-specific analyses necessary to assess actual

risk reduction, if any, have not been conducted, and are

therefore not reported in IPPSS. Tr. 6358 (Richardson). At

the time of the 60-day study, which was preliminary in

nature, Staff concluded that more analyses were required.

Tr. 6875-76, 6880 (J. Meyer). The 60-day study was not used

in formulating Staff's current position regarding a FVCS.

Tr. 6877 (J. Meyer).

398. No regulatory guidance has been issued with

regard to the design, licensing, operation, or testing of

the FVCS and SCS. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions

2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 19. UCS/NYPIRG acknowledged the lack

of such regulatory guidance and procedures. Tr. 6221-22

(Sholly).

Conclusion

399. The Board finds that the engineering feasibility

of both a practical FVCS and SCS at Indian Point Unit 3 has

not been proven. The criteria established in NUREG/CR-1410

for mitigation devices have been unmet in this proceeding

for both a FVCS and a SCS. The technology associated with a

FVCS is immature and its feasibility is unproven for Indian

Point. While a SCS appears to be feasible from an engineer-

ing viewpoint, the use of Indian Point Unit 1 as a separate

containment may not be feasible given its disuse and its

inability to meet seismic requirements. Additionally, the
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Commission has not issued any regulatory guidance regulating

the design and operation of a SCS and a FVCS.

5. Ef fectiveness of Proposed Features

400. A technology exchange meeting between Westing-

house and Staff, held before the completion of IPPSS,

resulted in a showing that it does not seem feasible to

design a FVCS to accommodate early overpressurization of the

containment. Tr. 6392-93 (Bley); see J. Meyer Testimony on

Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d) at 7. The large size of the

penetration needed to accommodate a rapid overpressurization

event would render a FVCS impracticable. See Tr. 6214

(Thompson), 6295 (Richardson); NUREG/CR-1410, at 1.22.

401. A practical FVCS would be ineffective in prevent-

ing containment failure by rapid overpressurization.

J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 7,

12. The accident sequences which a FVCS could not mitigate,

i.e., competing risks, are containment failure resulting

from hydrogen burn, containment failure resulting from

basemat penetration, containment failure resulting from

steam explosion, and containment bypass resulting from steam

generator tube rupture, the interfacing systems LOCA, and
' '

failure to isolate the containment. Tr. 6733, 6814

(J. Meyer).
,

402. According to NUREG/CR-1410, failure modes such as

those involving containment bypass establish a " risk floor"

below which a venting system cannot reduce risk because it

.
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would not affect these failure modes. Thompson /Sholly

Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 14. The con-

tainment bypass accident scenario, the interfacing systems

LOCA, would not be ameliorated in any way by installing a
FVCS, because the effects would be so minor as to be

essentially zero. Tr. 6318 (Bley), 6849 (J. Meyer). The

accident, in bypassing the containment, would also bypass a

FVCS or SCS. UCS/NYPIRG admitted that a FVCS would not

mitigate a containment bypass accident sequence. One excep-

tion is the case in which steam generator tube failure leads

to bypass in the secondary system. Howe'" r, special accom-

modation would have to be made in the FVCS design to account

for this sequence. Tr. 6235 (Thompson).

403. UCS/NYPIRG asserted that a FVCS would reduce the

risk of hydrogen burn because the system would remove oxygen

and would increase the difference between the incident con-

tainment pressure and the containment failure pressure. A

SCS may also be used for this purpose, and the rate at which

hydrogen could be removed from the primary containment would

be faster than for a FVCS. Thompson /Sholly Testimony on

Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 14-15. However, the

studies cited by UCS/NYPIRG (NUREG/CR-1410 and NUREG/

CR-0165, "A Value-Impact Assessment of Alternate Containment

Concepts" (1978)), are based upon the Reactor Safety Study

( ( RSS) analysis of containment failure pressure. Bley/

Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a),and 2.l(d) at 8;

__
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Tr. 6231-32, 6249 (Sholly), 6853 (J. Meyer). This failure I

pressure is substantially below the f ailure pressure of the

Indian Point containments. Tr. 6321 (Bley). Thus, these

studies are inapplicable to the issue of mitigation of

hydrogen burns at Indian Point,. Moreover, IPPSS demon-

strates that hydrogen burns and hydrogen explosions are not

a significant risk for the Indian Point containments.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 74-75.

404. Neither a FVCS nor a SCS would affect two failure

modes, steam explosion / missile failure and containment iso-

lation failure, which UCS/NYPIRG believes should be addres-

sed. Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and

2.1(d) at 7, 13-14.

405. A FVCS can be designed to accommodate gradual

.overpressurization, and can thus prevent containment

failures from this type of overpressurization. Gradual

overpressurization may result from core / concrete inter-

actions and/or long-term decay heat (less than one percent)

conversion of water to steam. J. Meyer Testimony on

Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 7; Tr. 6848, 6857 (J.

Meyer). A gradual overpressurization~ event is the most

likely containment failure mode at Indian Point. See Board

Finding 378.

406. Staff has calculated the attenuation factors fcr

particulates and molecular iodine upon activation of a FVCli

at gr' eater than 98 percent. J. Meyer Testimony on Conten-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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tions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 6; Tr. 6868 (J. Meyer). UCS/

NYPIRG also estimated substantial attenuation factors. |

Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d)

at 18.

407. Assuming a core melt and total loss of contain-

ment heat removal capability, the 141 psia assumed failure

pressure level would not be reached for 12 to 24 hours,,

during which time operator action to terminate the increase

in pressure may occur, evacuation could be implemented, and

short-lived isotopes would decay. Bley/ Richardson Testimony

on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 6; Tr. 7337 (Liparulo).

The later the containment failure, the less attractive miti-

gation features will become in terms of risk reduction.

Tr. 12,566 (J. Meyer).

408. The FVCS is believed to be more effective in

mitigating moderate overpressurization failures than many of

the alternatives. Tr. 6857 (J. Meyer). However, Staff

indicated that the magnitude of moderate pressure increases

are not likely to fail the Indian Point containment and,

thus, there is no need to provide mitigation. J. Meyer

Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 12.

409. While a FVCS may mitigate the consequences of

external events, the design requirements would be consider-

ably more stringent and the costs would increase according-

ly. J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at
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12; Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and

2.l(d) at 11.
,

Conclusion

410. The Board finds that a' FVCS and a SCS would not

-be effective for numerous accident scenarios, including

steam explosion / missile failure, containment isolation

failure, basemat penetration, and hydrogen burn. While a

FVCS would mitigate moderate overpressurization failure, it

is unlikely that this scenario would breach the containment

at Indian Point Unit 3. Although a FVCS or SCS could effec-

tively mitigate slow overpressurization accidents which are

the most likely failure mode at Indian Point, there is at

least a 12- to 24-hour time period before release during
~

which protective actions may be taken by plant operators and

the public.

6. Attendant Risks

411. A consideration of the competing risks, see Board

Finding 401, and attendant risks (new risks resulting from

implementation of the measure) must precede implementation

of a mitigation feature. Tr. 6733-34 (J. Meyer); see

Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d)

at 19. A substantial loss in risk reduction capability

occurs when replacing " ideal" mitigation assumptions with

those which consider unreliability and attendant risks. J.
_

Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-40. If the

attendant risks are large, it cannot be assumed that a FVCS

f
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will eliminate the IPPSS release category 2RN which is asso-

ciated with a gradual overpressurization failure. Tr.

6762, 6763 (J. Meyer). Although Staff believes that the

attendant risks can be made sufficiently small for both a

FVCS and SCS, in some cases the necessary design modifica-

tions would be expensive. Tr. 6764, 6844-45 (J. Meyer).

412. Unless severely demanding design criteria for a

! FVCS or SCS are met, certain failure modes of these devices
;

may aggravate accident consequences. Bley/ Richardson Testi-

j mony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 11, 17; see Tr.

6307-08 (Bley). UCS/NYPIRG asserted that generally the

effects of failure modes of a FVCS would be similar to those+

i for a SCS. Tr. 6179-80 (Thompson).

413. A FVCS will release most of the noble gases which

may otherwise remain within the containment. Tr. 6833
'

(J. Meyer). To lessen the impact of this risk, an appropri-

ate requirement would be to design a FVCS which would not

automatically allow anticipatory venting. Tr. 6765

(J. Meyer). Thus, it is important to estimate accurately

; the pressure at which the containment will fail. If the

failure pressure is underestimated, then venting will be

initiated at an unnecessarily low pressure. This would

cause the release of many noble gases. Tr. 6268 (Sholly,

Thompson).

414. Inadvertent operation of a FVCS can also release

radionuclides which may not otherwise be released, thereby

.
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exacerbating normally contained low-consequence accidents,

according to Staf f and UCS/NYPIRG. J. Meyer Testimony on

Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 8; Tr. 6172 (Thompson).

415. The pressure level at which point the FVCS should

be actuated would depend upon the specific set of dominant

risk contributor damage states for Indian Point. See

J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 6.

Pressure levels at which the vent would activate cannot be
too high so as to vent too late for the venting system to

accommodate the pressure surge, nor too low so as to vent

unnecessarily. Id. at 7; Tr. 6765-66, 6834 (J. Meyer). The

later the FVCS can be actuated (and thus the higher the

activation pressure) the better, because the release frac-

tion in the containment may be reduced before actuation.

Tr. 6835 (J. Meyer). Yet, UCS/NYPIRG suggested venting at

the low pressures of 30 to 50 psia. Tr. 6210 (Thompson).

416. The pressure considered by Staff in its analysis

for FVCS vent activation at Indian Point is 100 psia --
,

approximately halfway between the design basis pressure of,

the containment buildings and the st'ructural failure pres-

sure. J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d) ,

4

at 7; Tr. 6870 (J. Meyer); see Tr. 6833-34 (J. Meyer). Yet,

Dr. Meyer admitted that the chance of failure at pressures
s

less than 125 psia is very small. Tr. 6870 (J. Meyer). The

failure probability-curve presented by Staff shows essen-

tially a zero probability of failure below 120 psia. J.

|
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Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Questien One at III.B-63. There

would be at least a four-hour lapse of time between reaching
141 psia from 100 psia, assuming an increase of 10 psi per

hour, and it would be longer in a dry cavity situation.

Tr. 6837 (J. Meyer).
,

417. Staff stated that evaluation of the attendant

risks of a FVCS requires identification of the major FVCS

*

accident paths and the main FVCS failures. J. Meyer Testi-

mony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 8. If the pressure

boundary of the FVCS or SCS were to fail from a seismic

event, then an early release scenario instead of a late

overpressurization scenario could result. Not only could

latent fatalities and property damage occur, but early

fatalities, which would not have occurred under a late over-

pressurization scenario, would also exist. Bley/ Richardson

Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d) a t 11. A FVCS or

SCS should be more resistant to seismic events than the

Indian Point containment. Tr. 6226 (Thompson).
.

418. Another means by which early fatalities may

result from the seismic failure of a FVCS or SCS is from the
differential motion between the present containment and the

mitigation device during an earthquake. The earthquake may

cause failure of structures which connect the containment to

the proposed modification, leading to this additional health

risk. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and .

2.l(d) at 18.

.
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" 419. Valves which isolate the FVCS and SCS from the i

containment would be subject to several failure modes. They

may fail to open, negating the use of the FVCS and SCS; they
j may also be opened prematurely or fail to close, placing an

unacceptable load on the filters or suppression pool. Bley/
<

1

Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 18-

: 19; Tr. 6168 (Thompson). If the valve fails to close, a

release would continue at the point at which.the filtering
capacity of the FVCS had been exhausted. Alternatively, it

1

could continue beyond the point at which filtering is neces- :

sary to preserve the integrity of the containment. An

; increase in health effects and a potential increase of early
fatalities beyond that which would occur had the vent oper-

; .ated properly would ensue. Tr. 6170 (Thompson). Filter

failure (filter bypass or loss of filter efficiency) may

also occur. J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and

2.l(d) at 9.
*

420. UCS/NYPIRG suggested the installation of hydrogen

igniters in the suppression pool of a SCS. Thompson /Sholly

Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 12-13. These

igniters may fail as may the suppression pool. Failure of
|

the igniters would lead to hydrogen ignition. Tr. 6177

(Thompson). Because the FVCS and SCS could remove the steam

from the containment into the vent system, explosive mix-

tures within the system (not the containment) may be pro-

moted by the FVCS and SCS. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on

_ _ _ _ . - _ . _
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Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 18; Tr. 6400-01 (Bley). In

fact, the FVCS and SCS recommended by UCS/NYPIRG would pro-

mote explosive hydrogen mixtures within the devices them-

selves. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and

2.1(d) at 18.

421. Equipment problems or operator error may initiate

isolation failures of a FVCS or SCS. Bley/ Richardson Testi-

mony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 18-19. If the

valves were open, failure of a FVCS or SCS caused by an

external event, but not accompanied by a similar failure of

the containment, may lead to greater health effects than if

the FVCS or SCS had not been present. Tr. 6173 (Thompson).

422. In the event of an increase in pressure in the

Indian Point containments, the original containment air

would be pushed out of the containment leaving an atmosphere

predominantly composed of steam. Should the containment

undergo depressurization due to initiation of the sprays or

fans, or undergo natural condensation cooling, the contain-

ment would likely become subatmospheric (less than 15

psia). Because containments generally have much greater

superatmospheric than subatmospheric capabilities, early
'

containment failure (collapse) could result, Bley/ Richardson

Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d) at 17; Tr. 6167

(Thompson), 6400 (Bley); see Tr. 6871 (J. Meyer), with con-

sequent health effects. Tr. 6169 (Thompson); see Tr. 6871

(J. Meyer).

)
.
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423. The attendant risk of the reduction of pressure

within the containment to subatmospheric levels could be

eliminated-by design with considerable difficulty. A vacuum

breaker, a major modification to a FVCS design, would be

needed and would be costly. Absence of a vacuum breaker

leaves open the possibility that a vacuum could be created

in the containment. Tr. 6844 (J. Meyer). Staff stated that

there are also other attendant risks which must be consider-

ed. Tr. 6839 (J. Meyer).

424. UCS/NYPIRG admitted that the probability of base-

mat penetration may be increased by the addition of a FVCS.

Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d)

at 13.

Conclusion

425. The Board finds that many attendant risks of a

FVCS and SCS exist which could increase the consequences of

an accident, including premature venting, failure of the

pressure boundary as the result of a seismic event, failure

of the valves which isolate the devices from the contain-

ment, filter failure, promotion of explosive mixtures within

the devices, inadvertent operation, collapse of the contain-

ment, and increase in the probability of basemat penetra- )

tion. There may be other, unspecified attendant risks.
ie

7. Effects upon Consequences

426. Applying the generic data found in NUREG/CR-0138,

"Effect of Containment Venting on the Risk from LWR Meltdown

.
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Accidents" (1978), to a FVCS for Indian Point, UCS/NYPIRG |

stated that a FV'CS would engender a factor of 13 decrease in

the probability of an in-vessel steam explosion and missile

penetration of containment; a factor of 100 decrease in the

probability of overpressurization failure; a factor of 7.5

reduction in the probability of overpressurization failure
,

before core melt; and a factor of 4.4 reduction in the prob-

ability of containment isolation failure. Given a release,

a FVCS would reduce latent fatalities to 9.8 percent of

their base value, and would reduce property damage costs to

26 percent of their base value. Thompson /Sholly Testimony

on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 17.

427. UCS/NYPIRG also cited information in NUREG/

CR-0165 that a FVCS and SCS would reduce " expected" latent

fatalities to a value of 0.11 from a normalized value of

1.0, and " maximum calculated" latent fatalities to 0.29 from

a normalized value of 1.0. Thompson /Sholly Testimony on

Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 16. A status report on the

Sandia National Laboratories FVCS evaluation program,

' SAND 80-0887, shows that a FVCS would reduce by a factor of

10 or more both latent fatalities and the land area which

would be interdicted for 10 years. Thompson /Sholly Testi-

; mony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 18. NUREG/CR-1410
\

contains probability curves conditional upon overpressari-
.

.
zation failure of the containment which show reduction

f

i

.

9
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ratios due to a FVCS of from 10 to less than 100 for latent
fatalities. See Tr. 6731 (J. Meyer).

428. NUREG/CR-0165 did not consider competing or

attendant risks. Tr. 6249-51 (Thompson, Sholly). Neither

NUREG/CR-0165 nor NUREG/CR-1410 contains Indian Point-

specific risk reduction analyses for a FVCS based upon the

dominant contributors to risk at Indian Point. Bley/

Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d) at 10;

Tr. 6231-32; 6249 (Sholly). Due to site- and plan't-specific

analyses, the risk reduction ratios presented by these docu-

ments have diminished. Tr. 6851-52 (J. Meyer); see J. Meyer

Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 13. The fact

that the steam spike overpressurization scenario was thought

to be a dominant failure mode in NUREG/CR-1410, but is not

now so viewed because of Indian Point-specific results, is a

major factor responsible for the diminished risk reduction

of_the FVCS. Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and Roger

Blond Concerning Commission Question 5, at [C]-14 (Rowsome/

Blond Testimony on Question 5); Tr. 6855-57.(J. Meyer).
429. The calculations cited by UCS/NYPIRG are based

upon results obtained from the RSS which do not apply to

Indian Point. The RSS did not contain recent analyses or an

understanding of occurrences within the containment follow-

ing a core melt. In order to calculate the consequences of

j radioactive releases for. Indian Point, present knowledge

should be used in evaluating potential mitigation strate-

.

>
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gies. Tr. 6341-42 (Richardson). The plant analyzed-in the

RSS was not representative of Indian Point and adequate con-

sideration was not given to the detailed containment phenom-

ena which would follow a core melt. Bley/ Richardson Testi-

mony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d) at 7.

430. According to Staff, a FVCS will reduce the latent

fatality risk by a factor of five. J. Meyer Testimony on

Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 13 & n.*; Tr. 6787

(J. Meyer). Staff has previously stated that, to be of

value, a mitigation device must, as a preliminary criterion,

| reduce risk by a factor of 10. NUREG-0850, " Preliminary

Assessment of Core Melt Accidents at the Zion and Indian

Point Nuclear Power Plants and Strategies for Mitigating

Their Effects," at 4-2 (1981). Staff's factor of five for

latent fatality risk reduction was reduced from 20 after

accounting for licensees' modifications. Tr. 6788, 6790

(J. Meyer); see Board Finding 376. But even the risk

reduction ratio of five will not be realized unless a FVCS

is qualified to withstand the external events which are the

major risk contributors. J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions

2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 13; see Tr. 6788 (J. Meyer).

431. Although Staff concluded that use of a SCS or the

-Indian Point Unit 1 containment as a SCS could potentially

yield moderate to large risk reductions, such reductions
,

will also be negligible unless the vent volume is qualified

4
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for key external events. J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions

2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 20.
*

432. If the risk reduction from a mitigation feature

concerning latent health effects is large, the risk reduc-

tion for property damage is also expected to be large and

close to that for latent health effects. Tr. 6813

(J. Meyer). While a FVCS and SCS may reduce latent health

effects and property damage, these benefits are unproven for

Indian Point. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions

2.1(a) and 2.l(d) at 10.

433. According to the licensees, a FVCS and SCS will

not reduce the risk of early fatalities because essentially

the only contributor to early fatalities is an interfacing

systems LOCA. Licensees' Testimony on Question one at 68;

Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d)

at 10; Tr. 6377 (Bley); see Tr. 6294 (Bley). Neither a FVCS

nor a SCS will be effective in mitigating this accident

sequence. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a)

and 2.1(d) at 8; Tr. 6849 (J. Meyer). Therefore, neither

feature can be effective in reducing early fatalities.

Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d)

at 10; Tr. 6282 ( Richardson) .

434. UCS/NYPIRG disagreed, stating that, according to

NUREG/CR-0165, the " expected" early fatalities would be

reduced to a value of 0.08 from 1.0, and the " maximum

calculated" early fatalities would be reduced to 0.29.

;

.-|_
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Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d)

at 16. The Power _ Authority argued that these calculations

are also inapplicable to Indian Point.' . See Board Finding

428.

435. Staff stated that the risk of early fatalities

will be reduced less than the risk of latent fatalities: by

a factor of four for Indian Point Unit 3, which does not

meet Staff's preliminary standard of a factor of 10.
|
'

J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.l(.a) and 2.l(d) at 13;-

Tr. 6761 (J. Meyer); see Board Finding 430. However, this

f actor will be realized only if a FVCS is qualified to with-

stand the external events which are the major risk contribu-

tors. J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d)

at 13; Tr. 6813-14 (J. Meyer). If.not, the risk reduction

ratios are considerably less. Tr. 6814 (J. Meyer).

436. Use of a SCS or the Indian Point Unit 1 contain-

ment as a SCS will potentially. yield only a moderate reduc-

tion in the risk of early fatalities, according to Staff.

Again, unless vent volume is qualified for key external

events, the risk reduction will be negligible. J. Meyer

Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 20.

437. A preliminary conceptual design FVCS was adopted

for Indian Point from the' Zion Probabilistic Safety Study

(ZPSS), but no critical review was done for Indian Point.

Tr. 6386, 6387 (Bley). ZPSS identified potential problems

(failure modes) in the design which would necessarily have
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to be addressed before the design would be installed.

Tr. 6388 (Bley). .

t

438. FVCS and SCS do not reduce to zero the prob-

ability of a serious accident leading to an atmospheric

release, so that early or latent fatalities may still occur

after installation of these mitigation features. Tr. 6266,
'

6267 (Thompson). Nor do FVCS and SCS prevent accidents or

reduce the frequency or types of accident initiators or of

core melt. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a)

and 2.1(d) at 10. IPPSS identified certain risk contribu-

tors amenable to improvement by plant modifications, which

the Power Authority is voluntarily implementing and which

yield a substantial improvement in risk. Id. at 3-4, 10;

Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Question Two at 4-5; Tr. 6282

(Bley), 6816 (J. Meyer). The fixes installed by the licen-

sees to prevent containment failure resulting from slow

overpressurization lessen the risk reduction from a FVCS.

Tr. 6852 (J. Meyer).

439. The worth of any mitigation feature is highly

dependent upon the source term. Bley/ Richardson Testimony

on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 4. IPPSS considers the

consequences of a filtered source term in a preliminary

fashion. Id. at 19; Tr. 6303 (Bley). The analysis was only

cursory and incomplete. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Con-

tentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 19; Tr. 6303 (Bley), 6306

(Richardson), 6307 (Bley), 6309, 6310, 6315 (Bley), 6319

.

-.- -. , , . . . , _ . _ . . ,._;_
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(Richardson), 6323-24 (Bley), 6326 (Richardson, Bley).

Licensees acknowledged that this scoping study was an

" academic exercise" employing a source term which may not be

appropriate. Tr. 6306 (Richardson), 6310-11 (Bley). But

the analysis does not compare a plant with a vented system

to a plant without a vented system. Tr. 6308 (Richardson).

Subsequently, under Question One, licensees presented Dr.

Dee Walker, who was the expert consultant on source terms in

IPPSS. Howevsr, UCS/NYPIRG failed to take advantage of this

opportunity to pursue this issue on cross-examination of Dr.

Walker. See Tr. 7634-47 (Walker) .

440. Using the source term presented in IPPSS, Indian

Point is well within the Commission's preliminary safety

goal limits for early and latent fatality risks. Bley/

Richardson Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 10,

21. Using smaller, more realistic source terms than those

presented in IPPSS will further increase the safety margin

and decrease the usefulness of mitigation features.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 22; Tr. 12,599,

12,601-02 (Bernero). Using source term estimates based upon

recent analyses will reduce the value of mitigative devices

by a factor of 10. Licensees' Testimony of William R.

Stratton, Walton A. Rodger, and Thomas E. Potter on Question
,

One at 6.

I

,
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Conclusion

441. The Board finds that by citing documents which

were published prior to the issuance of-IPPSS, by inap-

propriately using the containment failure modes identified'

in the RSS, and by applying generic concepts to plant-

specific cases without a plant-specific assessment, UCS/

NYPIRG overstated the feasibility, overstated the risk

reduction capability, and deemphasized the potential

problems with the FVCS and SCS devices. Bley/ Richardson

Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 2. Although

Staff's estimates of the reduction in consequences are lower

than UCS/NYPIRG's, Staff has not formally incorporated the

attendant risks of a FVCS into its risk analysis. Tr. 6840

(J. Meyer).

8. Costs

442. Costs are an important factor in evaluating miti-

gation measures. Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions

2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 11; J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions

2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 5; see Bley/ Richardson Testimony on

Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d) at 2. UCS/NYPIRG estimated

the cost of a PVCS to be at least 10 to 50 million dollars,

and conceded the cost could approach "one hundred milli 6n

dollars." Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a)
r

and 2.l(d) at 18, 20; see Tr. 6184 (Thompson). The

Barseback-type FVCS, which UCS/NYPIRG suggested be installed

at Indian Point, was projected to cost 25 million dollars.

|

|

.
.

. _ _ -
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Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d)

at 19. The cost of research and development for implementa-

tion at Indian Point was not included. Such cost would

depend on the ability to adopt the Barseback FVCS to Indian

Point,. and could equal the low to high tens of millions of

dollars. Tr. 6186, 6191, 6192 (Thompson). Nor was the cost

of lost electrical generation during construction and tech-

nical specification outages included, Tr. 6186 (Thompson),

nor was the cost of operating and maintaining the FVCS.

Tr. 6219 (Thompson).

443. Staff estimated the cost of a FVCS at 12 to 32
million dollars, depending upon the seismic design require-

ments and filtering capability. J. Meyer Testimony on Con-

tentions 2.1(a) and 2.l(d) at 9; Tr. 6695 (J. Meyer). These

estimates do not include reactor down time while the system

is being installed (500,000 to 1 million dollars per day) or
costs to qualify a FVCS to withstand large external

events. J. Meyer Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2.1(d)

at 13; Tr. 6695 (J. Meyer). The latter costs may be con-

siderable. Tr. 6695 (J. Meyer). In fact, to qualify a FVCS

to withstand the seismic events which dominate the risk

would involve considerable additional cost. Tr. 6785 (J.

| Meyer). This cost has not been quantified, however, because

the true cost of a FVCS can only be accurately estimated

after completing an extensive site- and plant-specific
design analysis. Tr. 6786 (J. Meyer).

..

-
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444. Another way to. assess the v'alue of mitigation is
3

in terms of cost per fatality averted. See Licensees'

Testimony of Bernard L. Cohen on Commission Question Five at

16-25 (B. Cohen Testimony on-Question Five). In recommend-

ing that a FVCS be installed at Indian Point Unit 3, UCS/

NYPIRG estimated that the reduction in expected cancer

fatalities from this device would be approximately 90

percent. Thompson /Sholly Testimony on Contentions 2.1(a)

and 2.1(d) at 16.

445. Assuming a total cost of 50 million dollars for

designing and installing a FVCS and using the IPPSS esti-

mate, 3.3 x 10-2 per reactor year expected latent fatalities

at Indian Point Unit 3, the cost per fatality averted asso-

ciated with the-installation of a FVCS is 56.1 million
dollars. ~B. Cohen. Testimony on Question Five at 25. This

compares with 320,000 dollars per f atality averted for the

installation of air bags in automobiles, 60,000 dollars per

f atality averted for the installation of home smoke alarms,

and 80,000 dollars per fatality averted for further medical

screening and care for breast cancer. Id. at 27 (Table

2). Staff concluded that installation of a FVCS must be
rejected because of high cost estimates. Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question Five at [C]-15.

446. While UCS/NYPIRG estimated the cost of a SCS at
:20 to 40 million dollars, it admitted this estimate was out-

dated. It did not take into account the cost of designing

,

i

S
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the system for external events. Thompson /Sholly Testimony

on Contentions 2.1(a) and 2. lid) at 18; Tr. 6185 (Sholly).

Nor did it account for the cost of operating and maintaining

a SCS. Tr. 6219 (Thompson). Staff estimated the cost of a

SCS to be approximately 100 million dollars by considering

the costs of the components of containment structures which

would constitute the vent volume system. J. Meyer Testimony

on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.l(d) at 16.

447. Staff also considered using Indian Point Unit 1

as a SCS, an option which would cost less. J. Meyer Testi-

mony on Contentions 2.l(a) and 2.1(d) at 16. If no further

seismic upgrading to Indian Point Unit 1 is needed to use it

as a SCS, Staff believes the cost of its use should be con-
~

siderably below the cost of a FVCS. If, however, extensive

upgrading is needed to accommodate external events, the cost

would equal or possibly exceed that of a FVCS. Id. at 20.

Staff believes that Indian Point Unit 1 is not properly

seismically qualified for the external events which are

important to risk at Indian Point. Id. at 19; Tr. 6698

(J. Meyer). Thus, extensive upgrading would be needed.

448. Staff admitted that mitigation concepts which are

expensive are not cost-effective in reducing the risk. For

example, a FVCS or SCS would cost substantially more than

the risk reduction would warrant. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony

on Question Five at [C]-E2 to [C]-33.

.

e
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Conclusion

449. The Board finds that a FVCS is estimated to cost

at least 10 to 50 million dollars, and may be as expensive

as 100 million dollars. A SCS may also cost as much as 100

million dollars. However, the costs.of research and devel- .

opment, lost power generation during shutdown, and operation

and maintenance are not included in these estimates.
.

Because of the costs and the minimal risk reduction, Staff

-did not recommend installing either device at Indian Point.

B. Alternative Mitigation Features

450. Staff chose to discuss other mitigation features

under Commission Questions One and Five, instead of under

Commission Question Two. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Ques-

tion One; Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five. No

other party sought to present testimony on these features.

451. Staff stated that a theoretical preventive mea-

sure to lower the dominant contributors to slow overpres-

surization failure, such as an add-on, dedicated decay heat

removal system, could be designed to function as an alter-

cate means of core cooling for a broad range of such acci-

dents. However, no such suggested desigr. for a control and

actuation system for this device is free of attendant

risk. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at [C]-31.

Other mitigation features include glow plugs for the

deliberate ignition of combustible gases in containment,! a

I

__
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passive containment heat removal system, and provisions to

assure the flooding of the reactor cavity. Tr. 12,909

(Rowsome).

452. Staf f suggested consideration of an ignition

system to control hydrogen burning using glow plug igniters

to control combustible gases. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on

Question One at III.B-29. This measure would mitigate the

hydrogen burn containment failure mode by providing for the

controlled burning of an amount of combustible gas suffi- |

cient to render the containment building inert by oxygen

depletion in such a way that thermal or pressure loadings

from controlled burning do not cause failure of vital equip-
ment or the containment building. Id. at III.B-28. Two

possible attendant risks of glow plugs include an increase

in containment pressure and some potential adverse equipment
burns. Tr. 12,576 (J. Meyer). In vessel failure situations

in which large amounts of hydrogen would be released at one

time, a glow plug could have an attendant risk of igniting a
relatively rich mixture of hydrogen. Without this device,

the mixture could lean out by mixing with the rest of the

atmosphere and become less of a hazard. Tr. 12,577-78
f

(J. Meyer).'

453. To control containment building overpressuriza-

l tion, Staff suggested consideration of a passive containment

bu.ilding heat removal system, such as heat pipes. J. Meye rr/

Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-29. This is the

-
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most important feature of the devices suggested by Staff.

Id..at III.B-50. A passive heat-removal system would also

prevent gradual overpressurization failure of the contain-

ment by reducing containment pressure to a level below the

design pressure within 12 hours of initiation of the sys-

tem. .This 12-hour period is. recommended to limit the
.

initial leakage which would occur at pressures higher than

the design pressure. Id. at III.B-29. Such leakage, how-

ever, is a negligible contributor to risk. Tr. 12,563-64

(J.Meyer).

454. The Indian Point containment design is superior

to most other large, dry containments in delaying overpres-

surization failure. Beneficial design features include a

containment volume which is large in proportion to the reac-
~

tor power level, high failure pressure, and use of basaltic

concrete in the basemat. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Ques-

tion Five at [A]-25. The design is such that the benign

.basemat melt-through may precede and prevent overpres-

surization failure. But Staff witnesses James F. Meyer and

W. Trevor Pratt indicated that because basaltic concrete was

used, the timing and mode of containment building failure at
!

! Indian Point is uncertain. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on
'

Question One at III.B-14. In no other plant analysis is

basemat melt-through predicted to occur before (i.e., pre-

vent) overpressurization failure in a core melt accident

with all containment heat removal systems disabled. How-

_ _ _ _ _ . . _
-
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e'ver, prior studies used more pessimistic assumptions and

were less thorough than Staff's analysis of Indian Point.

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at [A]-25 to

[A]-26.

455. Staff suggested that a system to flood the reac-

tor cavity be considered to prevent the basemat penetration

failure mode. Flooding the reactor cavity would limit core /

concrete interactions by establishing a coolable debris bed

in the reactor cavity, and would thereby control basemat

penetration. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at

III.B-29.

456. For Indian Point Unit 3, Staff estimated the

amount of risk reduction using its suggested mitigation fea-

tures and a realistic strategy to be 80 percent (a factor of

five) for delayed cancers and 66 percent (a factor of three)

for early fatalities. Only by using an ideal mitigation

| strategy, 90 percent (a factor of 10) of the risk of delayed

cancers, and 75 percent (a factor of four) of the risk of

early fatalities, were estimated to be reduced. J. Meyer/

; Pratt Testimony on Question One at III.B-45.

457. Staff derived realistic mitigation estimates by

modifying the ideal design to account for unreliability and

negative characteristics. J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Ques-

tion One at III.B-30. Staff calculated the unreliability of

its realistic glow plug system to be five percent, account-

ing for performance uncertainties resulting from a core melt

.

4
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accident. The unreliability of a heat pipe system was also

calculated to be five percent. Crud buildup on heat trans-

fer surfaces was determined to be the major contributor to.

degraded performance or unreliability. - The unreliability of
the flooded cavity core retention system was also calculated

4

to ' be five percent. However, the-Staff believes this value

| is probably-too low because of the negative features associ-

ated with flooding the cavity, i.e., increasing the prob-

ability of failure by overpressurization and increasing the

potential for release of contaminated sump water through the

basemat. The first negative characteristic is so important<

that a core retention system could never be included in ai

containment design unless a containment heat removal system
i

! were also included. The second negative feature would only
i

be important if the liquid pathway for the Indian Point site

were_an important route for distribution of radionuclides to

the environment. Id. at III.B-67 to B-68.

458. While the-residual risk is not large, Staff
,

stated that the comparatively low cost of studies and

changes in procedures c c training suggests that a program to

maintain and implement PRA recommendations for the conduct

of operations is very likely to be cost-effective. Rowsome/

Blond Testimony on Question Five at [C]-17. The initial

startup cost estimate is one to three million dollars,

including plant operations time, home office engineering

time, and contractors' time. The continuing cost estimate

-._ -. - , . - - _ , , - . . - .-. _. -,- - ... _ - . ___-_- ,
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of one to three hundred thousand dollars per year includes

operations, staff salaries, and overhead. Id. at (C]-22 to

[C]-23. The program would substantially decrease the like-

lihood that the risk could be significantly higher than

estimated or could increase beyond the estimates in the

future. According to Staff, reduction in the risk to the

licensees' investment in the facilities, which Staff

estimated to be several million per reactor year, would

probably equal or exceed the costs. Id. at C-17.

459. The principal purpose of the safety assurance

program would be to assure that the severe accident risk, as

analyzed in IPPSS and by Staff, would not increase signifi-

cantly during the remaining life of the plant. Tr. 12,930,

12,933 (Rowsome). An update of IPPSS and the translation of

the lessons learned from such an update into the co.nduct of

'

operations would accomplish most of the objectives of the

safety assurance program. Tr. 12,943 ( Rowsome ) .

460. Staff estimated the economic worth of Dr. James

Meyer's risk reduction strategy for Indian Point Unit 3

using four different mathematical algorithms. These

algorithms provide a means of estimating the dollar value of-

risk reduction. Staff's estimates of present worth of the

risk reduction strategy (i.e., the dollar value of health

effects averted) ranged from 3.3 million to 11.6 million

dollars. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at

[C]-32. This range of values is the basis for Staff's com-

.
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parison with the actual cost of the mitigative features. If
.

it were possible to implement Dr. Meyer's mitigation fea-

tures for 10 million dollars, it would still be unclear

whether the fix were cost-effective. However, it is likely

that Dr. Meyer's suggested strategy would cost "several tens

of millions of dollars," and Staff did not recommend its

implementation. Id. at [C]-32 to [C]-33.

461. Staff also stated that an alternate, diverse con-

tainment spray system may be cost-effective. Another, more

economical mitigation feature may be found, such as a " Tee"

junction and appropriate valves added to one of the con-

tainment spray header pipes to enable a fire truck or other

mobile pumping system to operate the containment sprays

during Damage State E events, i.e., events when there is no

containment cooling. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question

Five at [C]-33; J. Meyer/Pratt Testimony on Question One at

III.B-9 (Table III.B.1).

462. Staff valued the present worth of eliminating the

events in which all containment heat removal is lost. This

dollar value ranged from eight to 13 million dollars. While

expending a few million dollars may be cost-effective if

applied to better prevention of such accident sequences, the

studies needed to identify the fixes and translate them into

detailed plans may cost as much as the value of the fixes.

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at [C]-34 to

(C]-35.

[
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463. Glow plugs installed in the containment as delib-

erate, distributed ignition sources to control hydrogen may

be installed for approximately 100,000 dollars per reactor

year, or 1.5 million dollars over the life of Indian Point

Ultit 3. Thus, glow plugs fall within the ambiguous area of

cos t-e f fectiveness. Other hydrogen control concepts appear

to be more expensive. Because there may be significant

attendant risks with hydrogen control concepts, Staff did

not recommend them. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question

Five at [C]-36 to [C]-37.
464. Staff estimated that the elimination of those

core melt accidents which lead only to elevated containment

leakage would result in a benefit, according to the safety
goal algorithm of 1,000 dollars per man-rem averted, of less

than 2,000 dollars per reactor year, i.e., less than 30,000

dollars in present worth. There is a negligible incentive

to make these accident sequences less likely or less severe

because the offsite radiological risk posed by these acci-
dents is low. If Staff has erred in its analysis that these

accidents would be well contained, large expenditures would

still not be warranted because resulting release states are
| likely to be small contributors to risk. Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question Five at [C]-38 to [C]-39. However, if

the frequency of release category C estimates were to
_

increase by a factor of 10, the other alternative features

.

n
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suggested by Staff may be worth implementing. Tr. 12,909

(Rowsome).

465. Installation of a passive containment heat

removal system must be rejected because of high cost esti-

mates. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at [C]-15.

The add-on, dedicated decay heat removal system suggested by
i

Staff to function as an alternate means of core cooling for

a broad array of accidents would cost 100 million dollars.

Id. at [C]-31.

466. Staff did not recommend that the Commission order

design chang'es at Indian Point Unit 3 based upon severe

accident risk considerations because the risk is small and
comparable to the risks posed by other licensed plants, and

ongoing or recommended programs can provide further insight

into the risk posed by Indian Point.. Rowsome/ Blond Testi-
1

mony on Question Five at [C]-12. Nor did Staff recommend

that the Commission order backfitting at Unit 3 to improve

the mitigation of severe accidents. Id. at [C]-13. Staff

has determined that Indian Point poses no undue risk. Id.

at [C]-15, [C]-23. Gradual overpressurization containment

failure, the dominant contributor to risk at Indian Point,

will not occur with an operating containment heat removal

system, will take a long time to develop when it does occur,

and will almost never result in early fatalities, even in

the absence of evacuation. Basemat melt-through will

l -

.
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produce very little offsite radiological risk. Id. at [C] -

14.

Conclusion

467. The. Board finds that Staff has rejected the addi-

tional potential mitigation features it discussed because of

the low risk posed by Indian Point Unit 3 and because of the I

low benefit accorded by these devices. The Board concurs.

,C. Brackish Water

468. Contention 2. 2(a) states:

The cooling system at the plants should
be changed so that it no longer uses
brackish Hudson River water. This
change is needed to combat safety-
related corrosion problems.

469. The Power Authority presented Power Authority's

Testimony of John C. Brons, Kenneth R. Chapple, and William

Spataro on Contention 2.2(a), ff. Tr. 6534. The licensees

presented Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley on Conten-

tion 2.2(a), ff. Tr. 6406. Staff presented NRC Staff Testi-

mony of William T. Le Fave ,, Frank Rowsome and Bernard

Turovlin on Contention 2.2(a), ff. Tr. 6883. WBCA presented

West Branch Conservation Association Testimony of Walter L.

Fleisher, Contention 2.2(a), ff. Tr. 6471.1 .

1. Walter Fleisher, WBCA's sole witness on Contention
2.2(a), admitted his bias against nuclear power during
cross-examination. Tr. 6474-76 (W. Fleisher). Mr. Fleisher
believes that nuclear power cannot be made safe.

I find the risks unacceptable, and that is
the basis for my opposition, because I think

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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470. When orf.ginally formulated, Contention 2.2

included three additional proposals. The Board dismissed

two contentions because they failed to meet the Commission's

two-pronged test. Memorandum and Order (Restating conten-

tions and establishing procedures based on Commission guid-
.

ance) at 20-23 (Oct. 1, 1982). It later dropped the third

contention because the intervenor designated to litigate it
'

did not wish to do so. Memorandum and Order (Ruling on

Motions Related to Contentions 2.2(b) and 2.2(d)) at 4, 7

( De c. 21, 1982).

471. The brackish water issue is primarily a mainten-

I ance concern with minimal implications for health effects

risks, even in the unlikely event that containment fan

cooler leakage were to go undetected for a long period of

time. Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley on Contention

,

2.2(a) at 1 (Bley Testimony on Contention 2.2(a)); NRC Staff
l

Testimony of William T. Le Fave , Frank Rowsome, and Bernard

| Turovlin on Contention 2.2(a) at 3, 8 (LeFave et al. Testi-

|
mony on Contention 2.2(a)); Tr. 6422, 6428, 6429 (Bley),

6891-92 (Rowsome, LeFave). This contention addresses safety

issues of brackish water solely inside containment. Tr.

| 6412 (Z. Fleisher), 6477-78 (W. Fleisher), 6888 (Z.

it is inherently dangerous, and does not
offer any comparable or compensating
advantages.

Tr. 6475 (W. Fleisher).

.

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _
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'

Fleisher); see West Branch Conservation Association

Testimony of Walter L. Fleisher, Contention 2.2(a) at 5-6,

8-9 ( Fleisher Testimony on Contention 2.2(a)) .

1. Service Water System

472. The Service Water System, which supplies cooling

water from the Hudson River to various heat loads in both

the primary and secondary portions of the plant, ensures a

sufficient flow of cooling water during normal operation and

under accident conditions to those systems and components

necessary for plant safety, such as the containment fan
f

cooler units and motor coolers. Power Authority's Testimony

of John C. Brons, Kenneth R. Chapple, and William Spataro on

Contention 2.2(a) at 3 (Brons et al. Testimony on Contention

2.2(a)).

473. The Service Water System cools a number of closedi

loop systems which already are isolated from the Hudson
i

River water: the component cooling water system, the diesel

ger.erator jacket cooling system, the control room air condi-

tioners, and the instrument air aftercoolers. In addition,

service water cools many loads which are not required to

perform their function under accident conditions, or are not

relevant to radiation safety. At most, failure of these

functions could force the plant to shut down with a negligi-
ble effect on risk. LeFave et al. Testimony on Contention

2.2(a) at 6.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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474. The Containment Air Recirculation Cooling and

Filtration System removes normal- heat loss from equipment

and piping in the reactor containment during normal plant

operation. Also, in the event of a design basis LOCA, it is

designed to remove sufficient heat from the reactor contain-

ment so as to maintain the containment pressure within the

design limits. Brons et al. Testimony on Contention 2.2(a)

at 3.

475. The air recirculation system consists of five air

handling units (fan coolers). Two of the three nuclear ser-
i

vice water pumps supply the cooling water requirements for

all five fan cooling units and motor coolers during recovery

in the event of a major loss of primary coolant accident.

The cooling water passes through the cooling coils and is

monitored for radioactivity by routing a small bypass flow

from each coil through a common radiation monitor. If

radioactivity were detected in the effluent, each cooler

discharge line would be monitored individually to locate the

defective cooling coil which, upon identification, would

remain isolated. The remaining units would continue to op-

erate. Brons et al. Testimony on Contention 2.2(a) at 3-4.

! 476. Local flow and temperature indicators are located
*

outside containment for service water flow to each cooling

unit. Alarms that indicate abnormal flow are provided in

the Control Room. Brons et al. Testimcny on Contention

2.2(a) at 3-4. The systems and equipment inside containment

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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are designed for flooding under design basis accidents,

including .LOCAs in which substantial amounts of conductive

water would be present. Tr. 6905 ( Rowsome ) . Therefore,

contrary to WBCA's suggestion, the location of the contain-

ment fan-coolers precludes any leakage from having an

adverse effect on risk. In particular, no electrical con-

nections would be in the path of such leakage. Tr. 6423-24

(Bley).

477. IPPSS and Staff's analysis of risk both consid-

ered failures in service and unavailability due to testing

and maintenance of the containment fan coolers. Random

failures of the containment fan coolers and the diesel gen-

4
erators do not contribute significantly to risk. LeFave et

~

al. Testimony on Contention 2.2(a) at 7-8.

2. Service Water System Improvements

478. During the early operating experience of Indian

Point Unit 3, the Power Authority identified certain corro-

I sion mechanisms in the containment fan cooler system. As a

result, a materials compatibility study was conducted for

the containment fan cooling coils. Brons et al. Testimony

on Contention 2.2(a) at 4.
479. A cupronickel alloy called 90/10 CuNi (90 percent

I
'

- copper,10 percent nickel) was the original material used

for the containment Fan Coolers. Due to several factors,

including low flow and silt conditions, anaerobic bacteria

were able to thrive in the Cooler Units, causing a pitting

.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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type of corrosion. The Power Authority, after conducting

research on how to' guard against this type of corrosion,

decided to remove copper from the system by changing the

materials used in the containment fan coolers, Brons et al.

Testimony on Contention 2.2(a) at 4-5, and to increase the

cooling water flow rate through the containment fan cool-

ers. Tr. 6557-58 (Spataro, Chapple). The new fan cooler

units and associated piping are now manufactured from a

family of iron-nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloys (23 to 28

| percent Nickel,19 to 23 percent Chromium, 4 to 6 percent

Molybdenum). Brons et al. Testimony on Contention 2.2(a) at

5; Tr. 6535-36 (Spataro). The Power Authority believes that

any further corrosion problems which could result from

brackish water inside containment have been overcome by

these changes in materials. Brons et al. Testimony on Con-

tention 2.2(a) at 5.

480. WBCA's witness erroneously stated, in his pre-

filed testimony, that the present containment fan cooling

coils at Indian Point Unit 3 were manufactured from CuNi.
Fleisher Testimony on Contention 2.2(a) at 6. However,

during his testimony Mr. yleisher acknowledged that he

"know[s] very little about" the materials now used in the

fan cooler coils. Tr. 6485 (W. Fleisher). WBCA's assertion

that a closed loop cooling system could use high purity

'

water and that no chemical additives would be required is
,

incorrect. See Fleisher Testimony on Contention 2.2(a) at

i
.

. .
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7-8. Indeed, without proper additives, no significant dif-

'ference between the untreated high purity water and brackish

water would exist regarding corrosiveness. Brons et al.

Testimony on Contention 2.2(a) at 6; Tr. 6546-47 (Brons),

6912 (Turovlin, Rowsome, LeFave); see Tr. 6908-09

(Turovlin).

3. Modifications at Indian Point Unit 3

481. In addition to the above-mentioned equipment

changes, the Power Authority installed the following'modifi-

cations in 1980, which were designed to improve the ability

to detect water leakage inside the containment. Brons et

al. Testimony on Contention 2.2(a) at 5; LeFave et al.

Testimony on Contention 2.2(a) at 10, 12, 13; Tr. 6430

1(Bley), 6903-04 (Turovlin):

a. Reactor Pit Water Level Alarm: Level switches at

the Reactor Pit were installed to provide two water level

alarms in the Control Room. The first alarm point is acti-

vated when the water level reaches 2.5 inches and the second

at 6 inches. Brons et al. Testimony on Contention 2.2(a)

at 5. .

b. Containment Sump Overflow Indication: A level
h

sensor at the containment sump was installed to provide an
r

(

r 1. Five fan motor cooler units also were replaced as
L of November 1980, after leakage was detected up to approxi-

mately 2 gpm, thus demonstrating the adequacy of the leak
detection methods. LeFave et al. Testimony on Contention,

[ 2.2(a) at 10; Tr. 6904 (LeFave).
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alarm in the Control Room in' the event of containment sump

overflow. jgi. at 6. The device will detect approximately 1

inch of' water on the 46-foot containment floor elevation.

LeFave et al. Testimony on Contention 2.2(a) at 13.

c. Replacement of Reactor Cavity Sump Pumps: Two

Reactor Cavity Sump Pumps were replaced with pumps of

improved reliability. Brons et al. Testimony on Contention

2.2(a) at 6. .These pumps will not be subject to trips on

thermal overload, as might have been the case with the pre-

vious pumps. LeFave et al. Testimony on Contention 2.2(a)

at 13.

482. Even WBCA acknowledged that the degree of risk

depends upon factors other than the elimination of brackish

L water from containment such as the surveillance, mainte-

nance, and functioning of other equipment. Fleisher Testi-

mony on Contention 2.2(a) at 9.

483. . Generally, a design change should be required
,

only if.it is apparent that a safe shutdown would be pre-

cluded should a failure occur because of corrosion. Because

of the existing plant technical specifications, modified

detection equipment, and new surveillance requirements,

little concern exists that a sudden catastrophic failure of

the service water system resulting from corrosion could

prevent a safe shutdown of the plant. LeFave et al. Testi-

mony on Contention 2.2(a) at 15.

(

!

_
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484. Intervenor WBCA has not established the connec-

tion between equipment problems initiated by brackish water

andtheprobabilityorconsequencesofeventsre[ultingfrom

such problems. Bley Testimony on Contention 2.2(a) at 1;

see Fleisher Testimony on Contention 2.2(a); Tr. 6422

(Bley), 6471-92 (W. Fleisher). Because of the reliability

of the water leakage detection system inside containment at

Indian Point Unit 3, the type of water used has no effect on

safety. Tr. 6912 (Turovlin); see Tr. 6903-05 (LeFave,

Turovlin), 6912 (LeFave, Rowsome). Newly installed contain-

ment fan coolers at Indian Point Unit 3 are manufactured

from a family of alloys which protect against corrosion from

brackish water. Brons et al. Testimony on Contention 2.2(a)

I at 5; Tr. 6558 (Spataro).

Ultimate Finding of Fact
.

485. The Board finds that the additional safety mea-

- sures advocated by the intervenors and those discussed by

= Staff do not significantly reduce the risk of Indian Point

Unit 3 to the public health and safety. The following

problems exist with respect to a FVCS and a SCS: no plant-

specific design exists for these devices at Indian Point,

the engineering feasibility of constructing practical
*

devices at Indian Point has not been demonstrated, many

attendant risks exist, the accident sequences mitigated do

not include the dominant contributor for early fatality

risk, and the costs are extremely high. Furthe rmore ,

_ _ _ - .
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although Staff discussed other mitigation features, it

concluded that the installation of those other devices is
not warranted. No evidence exists showing that the use of

brackish water has any significant effect upon safety.

III. STEAM GENERATORS

486. Board Question 2.2.1 provides:

Should any of the requirements proposed
at the July 29, 1982, meeting of the NRC
Staff and members of the SGOG be
required for Indian Point Units 2 and/or
3, considering the risk of a steam gen-

y erator tube rupture in this high popula-
tion area?

487. The licensees presented Licensees' Testimony of
I Dennis C. Bley and Dennis C. Richardson on Commission Ques-

tion 2 and Board Question 2.2.1, ff. Tr. 6434. The Power

Authority also presented the Power Authority's Testimony of
John C. Brons and William Josiger on Board Question 2.2.1,

- ff. Tr. 6052. Staff presented the Testimony of Gary M.

Holahan and Frank H. Rowsome, III on Board Question 2.2.1,

ff. Tr. 6917. WBCA presented the Testimony of Walter L.

I
L Fleisher, Board Question 2.2.1, ff. Tr. 6471.

A. Background

-

488. On July 29, 1982, Staff and the Steam Generator

Owners Group (SGOG) held discussions on the proposed generic

requirements for steam generators. The Commission's pro-

posed program is based upon Staff's perception of the need

9
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to consider issues related to the resolution of the Unre-

solved Safety Issues A-3, A-4, and A-5 regarding steam gen-

erator-tube integrity, as well as their concerns about steam

generator tube rupture and operating experience. Power

Authority's. Testimony of John C. Brons and William Josiger

on Board Question 2.2.1, at 2 (Brons/Josiger Testimony on

Board Question 2.2.1). j

!
489. A steam generator tube rupture at Indian Point

*

Unit 3 is not a dominant risk to the population in the

area. Brons/Josiger Testimony on Board Question 2.2.1, at

2.
.

490. Staff's contractor, Science Applications, Inc.

(SAI), assessed this issue and stated that "[plublic risk

I from steam generator tube rupture is so low that it has a

completely negligible contribution to the value-impact com-

parison." J.H. Morehouse, R.T. Liner, Value-Impact Analysis

of Recommendations Concerning Steam Generator Tube Degrada-

tions and Rupture Events S 3.0, at ES-2 (Sept. 23, 1982), ;

quoted in Brons/Josiger Testimony on Board Question 2.2.1,

at 3.

(- 491. Indian Point Unit 3 has experienced some problems

with steam generator tube degradation. The types of degra-

dation observed at Indian Point Unit 3 include both pitting
and denting. The more serious of the two, however, has been

pitting degradation. The pitting attack on the steam gen-

erators was caused, in the Power' Authority's opinion, by a

,
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single event. In this incident, a thrown turbine blade

severed condenser _ tubes which resulted in the ingress of

Hudson River water into the secondary side of the steam gen-

erator. The Power Authority's opinion is bnaed upon the

fact that it has made numerous comparative studies of the

operating history of steam generators, including the chem-

istry and the various other aspects of their operation,

which have not experienced a pitting attack. The Power

Authority's Indi'an Point Unit 3 steam generator operating

experience is similar to that of other steam generators.

Tr. 6068, 6070-71, 6073 (Brons, Josiger).

492. The tube degradation was detected by eddy current

testing which was performed on 100 percent of the tubes, and

| by removal of several tubes from the steam generator and

examination of them in the laboratory. Tr. 6069 (Brons).

The tube degradation was almost exclusively in the cold

. leg. The Power Authority's last two inspections have

included extensive cold leg examinations; extensive in this

context means that 100 percent of the tubes up to the second

tube support plate and a sampling of the tubes up to the

sixth tube support plate were subject to examination. This

sampling arrangement was made because there has been no

k
degradation of tubes observed above the second support

plate. This pitting was localized in the region of the cold

leg near the tube sheet possibly because that region has a

very low coolant velocity. Consequently sludge, the residue
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which accumulates in the steam generator from the continual

evaporation process in the steam generator, accumulates in

that region. Tube degradation is related to the profile of

the sludge that accumulates in that region. Tr. 6081-82

(Brons). ,

t

493. The sludge is removed by a number of processes.

In the operation of Indian Point Unit 3's steam generators,

a continuous blowdown process is utilized which inhibits the

accumulation of sludge. In addition, a program of sludge

lancing is also utilized when the steam generator is not in

operation. During this period of non-operation, a special

hydraulic removal device is used to remove the sludge. Tr.

6082-83 (Brons).
I 494. The Power Authority has recently completed a

repair program on the steam generator tubes. In repairing

the tubes, the Power Authority installed sleeves in the

tubes which were pitted. Sleeves, small diameter tubes,

were inserted into those tubes which were pitted to a

degradation of the wall up to-50 percent. The sleeves were

then bonded to the tube sheet above and below the pitted

( area by an expansion joint to provide a double tube in-that

region. Tr. 6068-70 (Brons).

495. In response to the Board's request, Tr. 6449,.an

analysis was performed for a double-ended cold. leg guillo-

tine break of a major pipe in the reactor coolant system

L simultaneous with a steam generator tube-rupture. The pur-

'
~-

.
^

s
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=
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pose'of the analysis was to determine if the fuel peak clad

temperature would approach the limit set by 10 C.F.R. Part

50, Appendix K. The results of the analysis showed that a

very large number of steam generator tubes would have to

rupture in order to approach this Appendix K temperature

limit. Tr. 12,703-05 (Richardson).

496. The scenario of a steam generator tube rupture

coincident with a stuck open valve has been analyzed by the

Power Authority. It was determined that this scenarid is

not a major contributor to risk. Tr. 6446-47 (Richardson).
B. Staff's Proposed Generic Requirements

497. The Staff's proposed program consists of the fol-

lowing:

(a) Steam Generator Integrity:

1. Prevention and detection of loose parts and

foreign objects;

2. Stabilization and monitoring of degraded

tubes;

3. Tube inservice inspection program (ISI);

4. Improved eddy current ins'pection techniques

(ECT); .

5. Primary to secondary leakage limit;

6. Secondary water chemistry program;

7. Condenser inservice inspection program;

8. Upper inspection ports;

(b) Plant Systems Response:

.
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l. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure control'

| during a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR);

2. Safety Injection (SI) signal reset;
|

' 3. Containment Isolation (CI) and reset;

(c) Radiological Consequences:,

t

1. Standard Technical Specification (STS) limit

i. for Coolant Iodine activity.
*

Brons/Josiger Testimony. on Board Question 2.2.1, at 3-4.

498. The Power Authority has had programs in effect

for some time which address many of the Commission's pro-

posed generic requirements. In the areas in which no pro-

gram currently exists, the Power Authority is evaluating the

proposed requirements, prior to making a decision on whether

a new or revised program is necessary. Brons/Josiger Testi-

mony on Board Question 2.2.1, at 4.
i

499. Regarding the prevention and detection of loose

| parts and foreign objects, see Board Finding 497(a)(1),

Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) procedures

for the steam generator. primary and secondary side are

always in ef fect during the performance of any maintenance,

repairs and/or inspection operations. These procedures

include accounting for all tools and equipment as well as

k- for all components and parts removed from the interior of

major components; controls on foreign objects; and cleanli-

ness. Brons/Josiger Testimony on Board Question 2.2.1, at .

4-5; see Tr. 6077-80 (Josiger, Brons) . No secondary side

C
-
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Loose Parts Monitoring System (LPMS) exists for the Indian

Point Unit 3 steam generators because existing QA/QC con-
,

trols during maintenance, periodic secondary side inspec-

tions, and effective follow-up of eddy current indications

have been adequate to prevent tube damage due to a foreign

object. Moreover, the secondary sides of steam generators

are so noisy that LPMS is not capable of sensing the

presence of foreign parts. SAI recently performed a value

impact study of the proposed requirements for the Commission

and concluded that the installation of LPMS would provide a

negligible or negative impact when compared with the inspec-
tion and improved QA program alone. Brons/Josiger Testimony

on-Board Question 2.2.1, at 5-6.

500. The Power Authority has comprehensive and effec-

tive procedures which adequately protect Indian Point Unit 3

from the dangers a LPMS would be designed to detect. Any

maintenance involving entrance to the secondary side of the

steam generator is monitored by the presence of a QA person

at the entrance to the steam generator. This QA person

ensures that every item which goes into the steam generator

is accounted for, both on the way in and on the way out,
including consumables. Moreover, subsequent to this'proce-

dure and independent of it, a thorough inspection is made of

the secondary side of the steam generators to ensure that

any parts, debris, or loose items are not there or are

removed. Tr. 6077-78, 6080 (Josiger, Brons) .

.
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501. The Power Authority's history of proper mainten-

ance with respect to loose parts detection dates from the
,

initial start-up of Indian Point Unit 3. In addition to

inspections and the cleaning of the system performed at that

time, temporary strainers were installed to capture any

debris which might be in the system. l[n the case of Indian

Point Unit 3, this initial start-up procedure yielded no

debris in the steam generator. However, as a result of the

comprehensive initial start-up inspection, a hammer was

found in secondary side piping. With respect to the

secondary side of the steam generators once the steam gener-

ator is closed out and inspected, it is not possible that

any loose parts of any consequence could get in because all

water going into the steam generators enters through a feed

ring which has spray nozzles on it. The opening on the

spray nozzles is approximately the size of a person's

' thumb. Tr. 6078-79 (Josiger).

502. Regarding the stabilization and monitoring of

degraded tubes, see Board Finding 497(a)(2), despite the

large number of plugged steam generator tubes throughout the

I
, nuclear industry, only one isolated case exists of plugged

'

tubes which later actually caused damage to adjacent tubes.
,

L
In that case, which did not occur at Indian Point, it was

concluded that the cause was the presence of a foreign

part. Given the type of tube degradation which has occurred

at Indian Point Unit 3, the complete severing of a tube and

-
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the subsequent damaging of an adjacent tube is highly

unlikely. Brons/Josiger Testimony on Boat.3 Question 2.2.1,

at 6. Approximatr;y 9 percent of the tutas at Indian Point

Unit 3 are currently plugged.1 Tr. 6059-60 (Josiger).

SD3. Regarding the tube inservice inspection program

(ISI), see Board Finding 497(a)(3), the Power Authority has

conducted extensive steam generator tube inspections since

Indian Point Unit 3 began operating. These inspections have

exceeded existing requirements when necessary to assess

adequately the condition of the tubes. Inspections have

incluoed: (1) 100 percent eddy current examination of cold

leg tubes; (2) extensive eddy current examination of hot leg

tubes; (3) eddy current testing of the tube U-bends; (4) a

tube gauging program; (5) profilometry; (6) tube sample met-

allurgical analyses; (7) flow slot photography; and (8)

independent third party review of eddy current data. Brons/
Josiger Testimony on Board Question 2.2.1, at 6-7. The

following is a specific comparison of Indian Point Unit 3's

program to the Commission's proposed requirements:

(a) Inspection of cold leg tubes; from plant start-up,

the Power Authority has recognized the importance

of inspecting cold leg tubes for degradation. The,

!

1. The Board notes that the Power Authority is now
authorized to operate Indian Point Unit 3 with up to 12
percent of the steam generator tubes plugged. 46 Fed. Reg.
58,228 (1981).

.
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first inservice steam generator tube inspection in,

1978 included the sampling of cold leg tubes.
Additionally, the last two inspections have
included total cold leg tube examinations. Id.

at 7; Tr. 6081 (Brons).

(b) 48-month inspection interval; the Power Author-;

! ity's practice is to conduct inspections of more

than one steam generator at each refueling out-
age. Supplementary steam generator inspections

have also been conducted between refueling out-
-

ages. The Power Authority does not intend to

reduce the present frequency of inspection to only
once in 48 months as suggested. Id. at 7-8.

(c) Elimination of inspection category C-2; Indian

Point Unit 3 technical specifications currently
specify supplementary sampling requirements which

are based upon the number or percentage of

inspected tubes found defective or degraded.
,

There are three categories of sampling sizes which
-

progress from an initial 3 percent sample, to an
inspection of 100. percent of the tubes. The Com-

misrion proposes the elimination of category C-2,
k

the intermediate category of inspection. This

current graduated inspection program at Indian

Point Unit 3 has been very efficient in finding
any degradation in the steam generator tubes, and

h

.
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the leap to 100 percent inspection is not always

justified. The extent of inspection always

involves exposure of individuals, additional

outage time, and other problems. Nevertheless,.

the Power Authority is committed to 100 percent

; inspection, if warranted, and its last two inspec-

I tions have been 100 percent. Therefore, the

elimination of inspection category C-2 is not

'necessary. Id. at 8; Tr. 6083-87 (Brons) .

(d) Inspection for denting; the Power Authority per-

formed eddy current testing to evaluate denting

during Indian Point Unit 3's first refueling

outage in 1978. Tube gauging has been performed

in conjunction with eddy current examinations

since 1979, and a plugging limit has been

established based upon~ the amount of tube restric-

i

tion. Because improved dent evaluation is now
f

possible with profilometry techniques, during a

( recent outage the Power Authority conducted a

sample profilometry program involving inspections

( made by two vendors using differing techniques.

When compared, the data obtained from the two
'

different techniques agreed. Because of this

exercise, the Power Authority has been able to
>

establish a baseline mark to evaluate the benefits

( of profilometry and compare vendors for possible

(
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future examinations. Brons/Josiger Testimony on

Board Question 2.2.1, at 8-9.

(e) Inspections following primary to secondary leaks;

the Power Authority presently has a very strict

limit on operations which involve primary to sec-

ondary leakage and will perform the required

inspections when that limit is exceeded. The

Power Authority has consistently performed tube

inspection programs which exceed the requirements,

and will continue performing inservice inspection

as necessary to ensure safe steam generator opera-

tion. Id. at 9-10.

504. Regarding improved ECT, see Board Finding

497(a)(4), the Power Authority has consistently supported

the research and development activities designed to improve

eddy current techniques both through its participation in

the SGOG as well as in projects funded solely by the Power

I
Authority. Multi-frequency testing, sludge height analysis,

and profilometry have all been utilized to inspect the steam

generators as such technology has become available. The ECT

f employed at the plant eliminate tube support plate, tube

sheet, denting, or other similar unwanted signal interfer-

k
ences as well as perform both absolute and differential coil

( inspection. These techniques enable the Power Authority to

obtain a much better indication of the condition of the

( steam generator tubes. The Power Authority continues to

L

- - - -
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attempt reliably to locate tibe degradation and continues to

improve eddy current techniques even without additional

requirements. Brons/Josiger Testimony on Board Question

2.2.1, at 10-11.

505. Regarding the primary to secondary leakage limit,

see Board Finding 497(a)(5), the present limit of .30 gal-

lons per minute per SG (432 gallons per day per SG) at

Indian Point Unit 3 is more restrictive than the Commis-

sion's proposed limit of 500 gpd. The present analysis for

Indian Point Unit 3 concerning the primary to secondary

leakage limit uses a conservative value of 500 gpd per steam

generator. Brons/Josiger Testimony on Board Question 2.2.1,

at 11.

506. Regarding the secondary water chemistry program,

see Board Finding 497(a)(6), the secondary water chemistry

SGOG guidelines are intended to be used only as guide-

lines. Water chemistry programs must be prepared to take

into account differences in plant designs, operating condi-

tions, sources of cooling water, and other factors, and,

therefore, must be plant-specific. Moreover, water chem-

f istry programs must be designed with the recognition that

large expenditures may be necessary to install plant modifi-

f cations required to comply with such guidelines. The impact

which impurities in the secondary water can have upon steam

generator tube corrosion has been recognized by the Power

( Authority, and it presently has a water chemistry program in

<

L

l

P
.
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. place which was developed based upon Westinghouse's recom-

mendations. The Indian Point Unit 3 water chemistry moni-
|
'

toring program has 54 continuous analyzers, 13 grab samples,

and is state-of-the art. Corrective actions for out-of-

specification water chemistry conditions include power

reduction and shutdowns when corrosive conditions exist.

The Power Authority employs a chemist at Indian Point Unit 3

who is responsible for the plant water chemistry. He has

the authority to initiate actions when appropriate to adjust

the chemistry. There is also a' chemist at Indian Point Unit |

3 continuously on duty to interpret water chemistry informa-

tion and to ensure that proper operation guidelines are

being met. With respect to SGOG guidelines, Indian Point

Unit 3 can meet all of the limits, with the exception of

those relating to chloride concentration. Brons/Josiger

Testimony on Board Question 2.2.1, at 11-12..

507. Intervenor WBCA testifir,d that the water

chemistry program at Indian Point Unit 3 should be modified

to reflect the SGOG recommendations. However, WBCA's wit-

ness admitted under cross-examination that he was not

familiar with the water chemistry program at Unit 3.

Testimony of Walter L. Fleisher, Board Question 2.2.1, at

f 1-2; Tr. 6498-99 (W. Fleisher) .

. 508. The SGOG guideline on chloride concentration

addresses the concern that any level of chloride is undesir-

{
able. The SGOG guidelines call for a chloride concentration

r
s

? *

K
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of 20 parts per billion. Indian Point Unit 3 operates in

the range of 40 parts per billion which is typical of

industry experience. The Power Authority agreed that it is

desirable to reduce the chlorides to as low a level as pos-

sible. Tr. 6071-72 (Brons). .

509. The 20 parts per billion guideline was formulated

j because it is the level of chloride concentration at which
4

laboratory tests have shown that no corrosion or denting

will occur to the secondary side of the steam generators.;

This SGOG guideline is extremely conservative. Operation
1

above the SGOG guideline does not mean that Indian Point

Unit 3 will experience severe problems of any sort. The

level of chloride concentration also has to be considered in
4

light of the oxygen concentration and other variables.

Tr. 6072, 6074 ( Brons, Josiger) .

510. Measures which would enable the new chloride lim-

its to be met are presently being evaluated by the Power

Authority and include improvements to the present condenser

and installation of a condensate polisher. Brons/Josiger

Testimony on Board Question 2.2.1, at 12; Tr. 6093-96

I (Brons).
4

511. Although condensate polisher problems contributed

to the accident at TMI, substantial differences exist for

the design of Indian Point Unit 3's proposed condensate

polisher.- The ma).ntenance of the proposed Indian Point Unit

3 condensate polisher can be completely accomplished without

J

.
*
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affecting the flow stream of the condensate. The difficulty

at TMI was due to control air used to operate valves in the

system and the interruption of the condensate flow as well

as the sequence of events subsequent to that. TMI-related

problems have been fully accounted for in the design of

Indian Point Unit 3's proposed condensate polisher.

Tr. 6096 (Brons).

512. Indian Point Unit 3 presently uses hydrazine

injection to reduce the oxygen content in the condensate

train. The hydrazine is injected into, the low pressure hood
sprays. Indian Point Unit 3 has been doing this for a sub-

stantial period of time. Tr. 6075 (Brons, Josiger) .

513. Indian Point Unit 3 is in the process of evalua-

ting changes made at Indian Point Unit 2 in its water

separator and reheater system. These changes involved

retubing this system with stainless steel instead of

copper. No such physical hardware changes have yet been

made at Indian Point Unit 3 to remove the copper from the

secondary side of the plant. The Power Authority is con-

cerned that a change to stainless steel may create other

difficulties, in particular, a sensitivity to chloride a

attack. The Power Authority is searching for a proper

material that may not present the problems associated with

either copper or stainless steel. At the present time, how-

ever, it does appear that the difficulties which may be

associated with stainless steel are less than those which

. _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _
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exist with copper. Tr. 6075-76 (Brons, Josiger).

514.- Regarding the condenser inservice inspection pro-

gram, see Board Finding 497(a)(7), a condenser eddy current

inspection has been completed at the plant to improve over-

all condenser performance. More than 57,000 tubes were

involved in the eddy current testing inspection. On-line
~

condenser inspection for leaks is done by helium mass spec-

trometry techniques, a method first utilized by the Power

Authority. An even more sensitive on-line leak detection

system is presently being evaluated by the Power Authority,

which installed a prototype in one of Indian Point Unit 3's

condensers. This new system is a sulfur hexafluoride gas

injection system which not on.ly can detect a leak, but can

isolate the portion of the condenser in which the leak is

occurring down to a single tube. Brons/Josiger Testimony on

Board Question 2.2.1, at 12-13; Tr. 6087-88 (Brons).

515. Regarding upper inspection ports, see Board

Finding 497(a)(8), because this is not a proposed require-

ment for Indian Point Unit 3, it is not an issue in this

proceeding. Brons/Josiger Testimony on Board Question

[ 2.2.1, at 13.
5

516. Regarding the RCS pressure control during a SGTR',

f see Board Finding 497(b)(1), the Indian Point Unit 3 SGTR

procedures are designed to: (a) minimize the releases of

(
radioactive material by identifying and isolating the

( faulted steam generator and by reducing RCS pressure below

:

.
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the steam generator safety valve settings; (b) establish

capability to supply feedwater to all steam generators and

to isolate.feedwater to the faulted steam generator; (c)

maintain the -ability to remove the necessary residual heat '

from the reactor through the intact steam generators via the
,

condenser steam dump valves or atmospheric relief valves;

(d) maintain the RCS in a subcooled state during the recov-

ery; and (e) prevent overflooding of the faulty steam gener-

ator. The Indian Point Unit 3 operators reduce and control

RCS pressure by utilizing normal pressurizer spray, a pres-
,

surizer power-operated relief valve (PORV), or auxiliary

spray, in that order. By initiating such a cooldown and

depressurization, primary to secondary leakage is minimized.

By observing available plant instrumentation at Indian Point

Unit 3, the possibility of producing voids in the RCS is

also minimized. Brons/Josiger Testimony on Board Question

2.2.1, at 13-14.

517. Regarding SI signal reset, see Board Finding

497(b)(2), the Power. Authority has performed a detailed

review of this and other engineered safety features in

response to Commission requests following the TMI acci-

dent. In the specific instanc.e referenced, the Robert E.

Ginna nuclear power plant design differs from the Indian

Point Unit 3 design and, therefore, is not applicable. The

improved design of an automatic transfer from the Boric Acid
,

Storage Tank (BAST) to the Refueling Water Storage Tank on a

.

e
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low BAST level does not apply to Indian Point Unit 3,

because the Boron Injection Tank at the plant is on the dis-

charge side of the SI pumps. Brons/Josiger 1tstimony on

Board Question 2.2.1, at 14.

518. Regarding CI and reset, see Board Finding

,

497(b)(3), the Power Authority has reviewed this design in
|

| light of the TMI accident. As a result of this review, mod-

ifications to the containment reset design have been imple-

mented. With respect to the occurrence at Ginna, the let-

down orifice isolation valves at Indian Point Unit 3 receive
a CI signal, and the letdown relief valve, therefore,

remains isolated from the RCS. Prior to resetting the SI

signal, the operator is instructed to close the letdown

isolation valve, thus keeping the system isolated. Brons/

Josiger Testimony on Board Question 2.2.1, at 15.

519. Regarding the STS limit for coolant iodine activ-

ity, see Board Finding 497(c)(1), the present coolant

activity limits at Indian Point Unit 3 are as required by

STS. Brons/Josiger Testimony on Board Question 2.2.1, at

15.

[
520. Both Staff and the Power Authority agreed that

the requirements proposed at the July 29, 1982 meeting of
,

Staff and members of the SGOG should not be required fort

Indian Point Unit 3 at this time. Testimony of Gary M.,

[
Holahan and Frank H. Rowsome, III on Board Question 2.2.1,

(

L
-

.
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at 11-12 (Holahan/Rowsome Testimony on Board Question

2.2.1); Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Question Two at 6.;

Intervenor WBCA agreed that, "I don't think it is terribly

serious. I don't think this question is one of the biggest
ones in the hearing." ..Tr. 6064 (Z. Fleisher).

521. The implementation of the July 29, 1982 draf t of
| the proposed generic SGOG requirements at Indian Point Unit

3 would not perceptibly ' hange the risk posed by Unit 3 asc

set forth in Figures 8.1-3 and 8.1-6 of the IPPSS, nor

change in any way the conclusion of IPPSS that steam gen-:

:

erator tube rupture events are not dominant risk contri-
butors at this plant. Bley/ Richardson Testimony on Question

! Two at 6. The risk reduction associated with these items,
even if they were 100 percent effective, is small relative

to other core melt risks at the Indian Point plants. There-

fore, no actions are required at this time. Holahan/Rowsome
Testimony on Board Question 2.2.1, at 11-12.

Ultimate Finding of Fact

522. The Board finds that a steam generator tube rup-
ture at Indian Point Unit 3 is a negligible contributor to
risk. While the plant has experienced some tube degrada-i

tion, the Power Authority's inspection and maintenance pro-;

gram has comprehensively addressed this problem. The Power1

Authority has had programs in effect for some time which are

similar to and in some instances more restrictive than many

[ of the SGOG requirements proposed by the Commission. The

l

.
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adoption of all SGOG-proposed requirements at this time

would be premature and not necessarily enhance safety at

Indian Point Unit 3.

.
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COMMISSION QUESTION THREE

523. Question Three states:

What is the current status and degree of
conformance with NRC/ FEMA guidelines of
state and local emergency planning with-
in a 10-mile radius of the site and,
[to] the extent that it is relevant to
risks posed by the two' plants, beyond a
10-mile radius? In this context, an
effort should be made to establish what
the minimum number of hours warning for
an effective evacuation of a 10-mile
quadrant at Indian Point would be. The
FEMA position should be taken as a
rebuttable presumption for this
estimate.

524. The Board initially admitted nine contentions
~

under Question Three and five contentions under Question

Four. Memorandum and Order (Formulating Contentions and

Designating Intervenor Responsibilities) at 6-12 (Apr. 9,

1982). Subsequently, it transferred two contentions under

Question Three to Question Four: Contention 3.5 became

Contention 4.6 and Contention 3.8 became part of Contention

4.7, as modified. In re Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian
Point, Units 2 and 3), 15 N.R.C. 895, 902, 903, 907

(1982). The Board later modified, transferred or deleted

several other emergency planning contentions. Under

Question Three, contention 3.2 was modified to include the

effect on evacuation time estimates of human response fac-

tors. Memorandum and Order (Formulating Final Contentions

on Commission Questions 3 and 4) at 4-7 (Feb. 7, 1983).

Contention 3.4 was modified to narrow the contention to the

. _ _ - _ _ - _ ..,. ,
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issue of administrative control of notification proce-

dures, jfl. at 8-9. Contention 3.6 was modified to
_

eliminate an allegation that a full range of accident

scenarios was not accounted for in the emergency plans and

protective actions.- Jjl. a t 9-10. Under Question Four,
_

Contention 4.4 was transferred to Question Three as Conten-

tion 3.10, and modified to consider only the special needs

of. mobility-impaired persons. Memorandum and Order (Refor-

mulating Contentions under Commission Questions 3 and 4) at

10-11 (Jan. 7, 1983). Contentions 4.3, 4.5, and-4.6 were

deleted. Ic[. at 9-10, 11-13.1

I '. Contention 3.1

525. Contention 3.1 states:

Emergency planning for Indian Point
Units 2 and 3 is inadequate in that_the
present plans do not meet any of the
sixteen mandatory standards of 10 C.F.R.

! 50.47(b), nor do they meet the standards
of Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50.

A. Introduction

526. Emergency planning for Indian Point Units 2 and 3

is in compliance with the standards of 1.0 C.F.R 502 47(b) and

Appendix E to 10 C.F.R Part 50. Although FEMA has not com-
i.

pleted its final review of emergency planning pursuant to

proposed 44 C.F.R. Part 350, all significant deficiencies

1. Because of the numerous pieces of testimony under
Questions Three and Four, the witnesses are only listed
once, in the Appendix.

. _ __ _ _ . _ _ - - _ __ _
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'

identified in previous interim findings by FEMA have been

adequately addressed. In re Consolidated Edison Company of

New York (Indian Point Units 2 and 3), slip op. at 9-13

(June 10, 1983) (June 10 Order).

527. At the time of their testimony on April 28-29,

1983, the FEMA witnesses 1 identified only two areas in which

significant deficiencies allegedly remained.2 FEMA Supple-

mental Testimony, Attachment (Post Exercise Assessment,

April 14, 1983), at 31, 32, 34-36; Tr. 14,771, 14,869-71

(McIntire). (This figure represents a dramatic improvement

over the 34 deficiencies identified in July 1982, which have

since been resolved through "an impressive level of effort

effective management, hard work, and dedication" by. . .

the State, counties, and licensees. FEMA Supplemental

Testimony, Attachment (FEMA December,1982 Interim Findings)

at 3.) Those remaining deficiencies focused on (1) a lack

of written commitmenth from bus operators in Westchester

County and a need for additional bus driver training, FEMA

Supplemental Testimony, Attachment (Post Exercise Assess-

ment, April 14, 1983) at 31-32, and (2) Rockland County's

1. The FEMA witnesses were Philip McIntire, Roger
Kowieski, and Joseph Keller. Ihor Husar also testified
during the summer of 1982, but was replaced by Kowieski on
the April, 1983 panel.

2. The Board finds below, however, that the
significance of those two deficiencies was somewhat
overstated by FEMA.

- _ _ - -
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nonparticipation in the March 1983 exercise. Idl . at 36.

The Board is bound by the determination of the Commission

. that these two remaining deficiencies have now also been

resolved by written commitments from Westchester bus owners,

a revised State compensating plan for Rockland County, and

an interim public information program in Rockland. June 10

Order at 9-11.

528. The Board also draws an adverse inference from

Rockland and Westchester Counties' failure to call witnesses

on the 1983 exercise that the exercise demonstrated an ade-

quate response capability in both counties. Tr. 15,186

(Board).1

529. The chief radiological emergency planners for the

State of New York (State) and Orange and Putnam Counties

testified that they are in compliance with NRC/ FEMA regula-

tory guidelines. New York State Testimony on Questions

Three and Four at 8; Tr. 12,108-111 (Schmer, Scalpi). FEMA

I

| agreed that there are no significant deficiencies in those
!

jurisdictions, and the agency anticipates making a favorable

final finding. FEMA Supplemental Testimony, Attachment

!

1. FEMA's April 14, 1983 Post Exercise Assessment (the
1983 Post Exercise Assessment) also cited several minor

; deficiencies. These minor deficiencies, as demonstrated
; below, are insignificant items which do not preclude a
| finding of compliance with the standards contained in 10

C.F.R Part 50.

I

!

|
t
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,

(Post Exercise Assessment, April 14, 1983) at xii-xiii,

45-59.

530. The State, which has five operating nuclear

plants (more than any other state except Illinois) and two

others nearing completion, has more than adequate resources

and extensive experience in radiological emergency plan-

ning. As a result, it has not only deconstrated the capa-

bility to meet its own obligations, but could also provide

coverage for Rockland County pending formal approval of that

jurisdiction's own emergency plans. June 10 Order at 9-13.

531. Orange County, which has been identified as a

host area for possible wartime evacuees, has done far more

than is generally required by NRC/ FEMA guidelines.

Tr. 12,095-97 (Schmer). Putnam County has also displayed a

high degree of initiative, Tr. :12,121 (Scalpi); both the

Orange and Putnam emergency planning chiefs testified that

they are unaware of any provisions of NUREG-0654 with which

their counties do not comply. Tr. 12,108 (Schmer, Scalpi).

B. Emergency Plans

~532. The radiological emergency response plans

(RERP's) for Indian Point consist of a set of documents:

separate two-volume onsite plans for each of the operating

Indian Point units, the State plan (including a site

specific Indian Point component); separate two-volume plans

for Orange, Putnam, and Westchester Counties; a draft plan

prepared by Rockland County's Office of Emergency Services;

1

|

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ .__
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and the State compensating plan for-Rockland County. Brons

et al. Testimony at 9-10; Tr. 10,941 (D. McGuire), 11,295-

96, 11,304 (Davidoff).

533. Emergency planning has existed at Indian Point

for over 20 years, commencing with the operation of Indian4

Point Unit 1 in 1962. Brons et al. Testimony at 7. Prior

to the promulgation of the revised and vastly expanded

emergency planning regulations now in place, New York was
i

i one of the few states with a Commission " concurred-in"

'

offsite radiological emergency plan. Idl .
_

534. The new regulations, which took effect in

November 1980, created an entirely new framework within

which not only licensees, but state and local governments

must prepare for a wide range of offsite radiological con-

tingencies.1

535. To assist the State, county and local govern-

ments, licensees contracted with two experienced consulting

firms, EDS Nuclear and Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,

Inc. (Parsons Brinckerhoff) to work with representatives of

the licensees and those jurisdictions to develop radiologi-

cal emergency response plans for the State and the four sur-

rounding counties of Orange, Putnam, Westchester and

i
!

1. FEMA has acknowledged, however, that emergency
I planning is an ongoing process, and that FEMA has never

required full compliance with its guidelines. Tr. 14,940
(McIntire).,

i

:

|
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Rockland (collectively the "four counties"). Parsons

Brinckerhoff Testimony at 7; Tr. 12,072 (Schmer). The State

and counties played a major role in selecting the consul-

tants. Tr. 12,073 (Schmer); PA Ex. 20, at 1.
,

536. These consultants, funded by the 1icensees,

worked closely with State and county officials. Parsons

Brinckerhoff Testimony at 7-8; Tr. 12,072-74 (Schmer),

12,075 (Scalpi). They spent hundreds of hours in the

counties, met with officials and citizens, drove and

analyzed the evacuation routes, and solicited and utilized

the input of county and local officials.1 Parsons
'

Brinckerhoff Testimony at 7-12; Tr. 1689 (Holland), 3429

(Gdanski), 3730 (J. McGuire), 4233 (Northrup), 4456

(Everhart) 4921, (Guido), 5889 (DelBello), 12,075-76

(Schmer, Scalpi). Their work in conjunction with licensee

and governmental representatives resulted in the first two

draf ts of the county RERP's. Parsons Brinckerhoff Supple-

mental Testimony at 4. The . State and county RERP's have

been approved by the Governor's designee, the State Disaster

1. It was, of course, neither feasible nor necessary
for the consultants to meet with each and every official or
specially affected person within the plume exposure pathway
emergency planning zone (plume EPZ). The consultants made
most, but not all, of their contacts on the State and county
levels, relying on those officials to work with the locali-
ties, as they do ordinarily on a daily basis. Parsons
Brinckerhoff Testimony at 7-8; Tr. 11,939-40 (Della
Rocca). Nonetheless, the consultants also held numerous
meetings on the local level. Tr. 11,939-40 (Della Rocca) .

- _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ . _
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Preparedness Commission. New York State Testimony on Ques-

tions Three and Four at 6-7.

537. The State and counties subsequently assumed

responsibility for maintaining and updating the RERP's.

Parsons Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testimony at 4; New York

State Supplemental Testimony on Questions Three and -Four at

4; Tr. 12,143-44 (Schmer, Scalpi). At licensees' expense,

Parsons Brinckerhof f provided the State with an update guide

to assist in maintaining and revising the RERP's. Parsons

Brinckerhof f Supplemental Testimony at 4-5. The State and

three of the counties have, in fact, continued to maintain

and revise the RERP's to date. New York State Supplemental

Testimony on Questions Three,and Four at 4, 6-7; Tr. 12,144

(Schmer, Scalpi). Rockland County has formally disavowed

the initial RERP drafts, but is finalizing a plan of its own

which bears strong similarity to the RERP's utilized by the

three neighboring counties. Compare IJYS Ex. 3 with NYC Ex.

10.

C. Relationship Between Licensees
and State and County Governments

538. Compliance with the emergency planning provisions

of 10 C.F.R Part 50 at Indian Point has been achieved

through cooperation between the licensees and State and

county governments. Licensees herein have provided large

supplies of equipment as well as funding and training tor

support offsite planning activities. See Board Findings

. . . .

- - _ - _ - _. _
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539-42. The primary-vehicle for ongoing funding of radio-

logical emergency preparedness in New York is a $250,000 per

reactor-fee assessed annually against utility owners. PA

- Ex. 41, at 45-46. The Indian Point licensees have already
contributed $1,150,000 to this fund. Id.1

539. In addition, the Director of the State Radiologi- i

cal Emergency Preparedness Group (REPG) testified that the,

-licensees have provided funding, training, equipment, and
.

other assistance well beyond that required by law.
4 - Tr. 11,453-57 (Davidoff).

540. Phil Schmer, Orange County's emergency planning4

i chief, testified that the licensees provided his county with
an extensive amount of sophisticated equipment including I,

" sophisticated dosimeters . . computers, telefax machines,.

i

telephones, really anything we requested to insure that our

] plan would work." Tr. 12,094 (Schmer) (emphasis added).

Michael Scalpi, Putnam County's Civil Defense Director, also
stated that the " utilities, also, gave us all kinds of i

;

equipment. As a matter of fact, anything we want, they have !

4
been more than decent about giving us." Tr. 12,095 (Scalpi)

(emphasis added).

; 541. Both the present and former Westchester County
i

Executives have acknowledged the " good faith efforts" by4

i
T'

! 1. The pro-rata fee for 1981, the year the legislation
j was enacted, was $75,000 per reactor.

1
,

i

i
i
i
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licensees and their role in significantly improving offsite

emergency planning over the past two years. O'Rourke Testi-

mony on Questions Three and Four at 2, 5; Tr. 5889

(DelBello).

542. Even Rockland County, whose avowed objective is

the shutdown of Indian Point, has acknowledged the contribu-

tions made by licensees there. Tr. 3666, 3754, 3794-95 (J.

McGuire), 4023, 4125, 4168-69 (D. McGuire).

D. Intervenor Impediments to Emergency Planning

543. Most of the deficiencies claimed by intervenors

and Rockland County are attributable to the actions, or

inaction, of those parties. See Board Findings 544-49.

1. Rockland County

544. Rockland County formally withdrew from the State-

sponsored four county emergency planning effort in May,

1982. Gdanski Testimony at 2-3. The Rockland County Legis-

lature has officially sought a shutdown of the Indian Point

plants. Id. at 3-4; Gdanski Additional Testimony at 1. The

formal withdrawal from the coordinated emergency planning

process is part of the County's effort to force a shut-

down. See Gdanski Testimony, Ex. D; Gdanski Additional

Testimony at 1.1

'
l. The County passed a resolution calling for the

closing of Indian Point simultaneously with its resolution
withdrawing from the plan. Gdanski Additional Testimony at
1.
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545. Rockland County is in the process of approving

its own emergency plan. Tr. 10,951-52 (D. McGuire). The

plan has'already been drafted by the County's Office of

Emergency Services. D. McGuire Supplemental. Testimony at 3;

Reisman Supplemental Testimony at 2. The only matter delay-

ing the formal implementation of the plan 'is a review by a

" citizens advisory committee" and formal approval by the

County Legislature. Tr. 10,945 (D. McGuire).

546. Despite Rockland County's professed concern over

the state of emergency planning, the citizens advisory com-

mittee has been meeting only one evening a week to review
'

the plan. Tr. 11,045 (Reisman).

547. The-County originally had committed to adopting a

plan by the end of 1982. Gdanski Testimony, Ex. A at 2-3;

D. McGuire Supplemental Testimony at 1. Although a draft

plan was completed by that date, it has not yet been formal-

ly adopted. The County revised its estimate for adoption to

| late 1983,-a year later than previously scheduled.

Tr. 10,950 (D. McGuire). Most recently, the chairman of the

County Legislature pushed that timetable back even further,
!
'

refusing to commit to a deadline, but estimating that it

would be 1984 before a plan is adopted. Tr. 11,045

(Reisman).

548. The credibility of the County's efforts is also1

j called into question by the composition of its citizens
:

i
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advisory committee reviewing the emergency plan.1 Judith ;

Kessler, representative of intervenor RCSE -- which has been

highly critical of the emergency plans -- is the committee's

'

chairperson. Tr. 10,953 (D. McGuire). The chairman of the

| schools' subcommittee is an avowed and active proponent of

efforts to close Indian Point. Flicker Testimony at 1;

Tr. 11,258 (Flicker).2 Flicker's claim that these interests

do not. conflict is not credible.3 Tr. 11,258 ( Flicke r) .

I 549. Rockland County's good faith participation in

emergency planning is also questionable in light of the

apparent relationship between the county's non-cooperation

with the coordinated emergency planning effort and the

County leadership's policy of opposition to operation of

Indian Point. Gdanski Testimony, Ex. A at 3; Gdanski Addi-

| tional Testimony, Ex. C at 1. The Board finds that the fact

that the present status of emergency planning does not

satisfy the County's professed de Nes is largely the fault

of the County's own actions and inaction.

1. The citizens advisory committee further divided
into subcommittees which deal with specific issues such as
schools. Tr. 11,195 (Scharf).

2. Flicker is president of Rockland Families to Close
Indian Point. Flicker Testimony at 1.

3. Flicker's credibility is also called into question
by his continued insistence that no school had been involved
in the earlier planning process, which directly contradicts
the testimony of another Rockland County witness, school
superintendent Leonard Scharf. Compare Tr. 11,257 (Flicker)
with Tr. 11,185-86 (Scharf).

. . _ - - _ _ - . - - ..
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2. Intervenors

550. A major complaint of parents, teachers, and other

intervenor lay witnesses was that they either desired more

information about emergency planning or had insufficient

input into the planning process. It is clear from the

testimony presented that most witnesses were generally

knowledgeable about the overall emergency plan, particularly

those aspects they considered controversial. See,Jt.l.,j

Tr. 9706 (Courtney), 9711 (Craig), 9901-02 (Iurato), 9903-04
f

(Doughty), 9914 (Siegel), 10,080-81 (Cormican), 10,736

(Kahn).

551. The emergency planning brochure contains a host
,

i

of addresses and toll-free telephone numbers that the public

!
can call for further information or to make suggestions.

UCS Ex. 14, at 15, 19. These sources include the licensees,

the State Health Department, and government of fices in each

of the four counties. Idl . Virtually all of the lay wit-;
.

nesses knew of these telephone numbers' existence, but none

had attempted to call them to resolve their concerns.1
|
'

Tr. 10,005-06 (Burnham), 10,011 (Co), 10,014 (Baff), 10,234

(Brooker), 10,721, 10,725-26 (Ziegler, et al.), 10,757

1. One witness candidly testified that she felt
" guilty" that she had not availed herself of these oppor-

[ tunities for further information. Glass Deposition at 17.
i Another witness testified that she had not called the num-
| bers because "we have a very antiquated telephone system in

Croton." Tr. 10,005 (Burnham).

1

l-
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(Simon). The toll-free numbers are answered by governmental

officials in the four counties. Tr. 12,130-31 (Schmer),

12,131-32 (Scalpi).

552. Con Edison also operates an Indian Point Educa-

tion Center adjacent to the plant site. The center is open

to the public and Con Edison actively publicizes its

existence and solicits visitors. Tr. 11,744-46 (Jackson).

Approximately 20,000 persons visit the center each year.
Tr. 11,746 (Jackson). The Power Authority also invited

numerous governmental officials, civic leaders, and media

representatives to tour Indian Point Unit 3 during a recent

refueling and maintenance outage. Tr. 11,761-64 (Brons).

The lone intervenor witness who sought information from the

licensees found them "most helpful" and responsive to her

concerns. Hickernell Deposition at 17 (Second Stipulation

to Testimony of Intervenors' Witnesses).

3. Efforts to Undermine Emergency Planning

553. Certain intervenor and county actions have under-

mined the emergency planning effort. Rockland County's

actions are one such example. Other examples include

inflammatory and misleading information distributed by

opponents of the plant. See Board Findings 554-58.

554. Dr. Flicker's Subcommittee on Schools in Rockland

County, for example, distributed a survey - designed to

gather facts for emergency planning for the schools - which

/ another Rockland County witness on that subcommittee, school

__ _ ______ ______ _ __
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'

superintendent Leonard Scharf, acknowledged was " misleading"

and " inflammatory." ' Tr. 11,210-11 (Scharf). The Board

agrees with that characterization. The first two paragraphs

of the survey state:

The Committee on Schools would like
your help in determining the feasibilityi

of an evacuation of Rockland County
schools in the event of a serious
disaster at Indian Point. The Nuclear
Regulaton ' Commission's last safety
study in 1975, prepared for the NRC by
Sandia National Laboratories found that
the following would occur in a worst

i case accident at Indian Point:

-Up to 56,000 early deaths would occur
i within 179 miles of Indian Point

-Radiation-related in" uries would occur
' 'within 50 miles of Indian Point

-314 Billion Dollars in damage could
result from any accident at Indian Point

Your answers to the Questions in this
survey will help us pressnt an accurate,

statement to federal, state and local
officials concerning whether it is pos-
sible to evacuate Rockland schools in
the event of a " worst-case accident" at
Indian Point.'

,

Con Edison Ex. 9, at 1.1

555. A similar communication was transmitted by

intervenor Parents Concerned About Indiar Point to school

principals and others, incorrectly stati1g that "the

| 1. As at least one Commissioner has noted, Commission
'

regulations presume that a plan can be s uccessfully devel-
'

oped. It is the role of the counties to develop a plan, not
[ to second-guess the feasibility of an e ffort. June 10

Order, Additional Views of Commissioner Ahearne at 6.

|

|
L

|
|
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Emergency Response Plan calls for facilities such as your
:

-

school to -provide services such as radiation monitoring,- '

decontamination, staffing and the provision of maps and

directions to related e:mergency facilities." PA Ex. 44,

at 1.
1

556. The plan, however, does not call for the schools
4

to provide these services. The schools need only provide

custodial help to allow building access. In Putnam County,

for example, the Office of Civil Defense would coordinate

the other matters. Tr. 12,089-90 (Scalpi). The Putnam

County Civil Defense Director testified that the incorrect

information in the letter aroused confusion and concern on
the part of at least one school principal, and had a

" devastating" impact on the County's efforts to prepare a
plan for the schools. Icl .

_

557. Like the Rockland County survey, this question-

naire contained biased and unnecessary language, including
,

references to "a radiation disaster," and "maj or deficien-
I

cies" in the emergency plan. PA Ex. 44, at 1.

558. The Board finds that these questionnaires were

inflammatory and undermined efforts to prepare and implement

radiological emergency plans.

Credibility

559. The credibility of various witnesses is question-
,

able. Former Westchester County Executive Alfred D?lBello's

; testimony that the counties were not well served by the

.

* t
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emergency planning consultants was contradicted by his own j

letters, which indicated "significant strides" in emergency

planning and a county role in selecting those consultants.

See, e.g., PA Exs. 20-23. DelBello also asked for $1.8

million in additional funds from the State or licensees, Del

Bello Supplemental Testimony at 2; since the County's tax

loss if Indian Point closed would far exceed that figure, we

question.why the County has not expended more of its own

funds, especially since any improvements would be useful for

common non-radiological emergencies.

560. Other intervenor and interested state witnesses

contradicted themselves or each other. Scharf and Flicker,

as noted, contradicted each other on whether the schools had
.

been involved in emergency planning, and on the impact of

the schools " questionnaire." Tr. 11,185, 11,210-13

(Scharf), 11,256-57, 11,268 (Flicker). Expert witnesses Kai

Erikson and Murray Melbin disagreed on whether an evacuation

could be accomplished more efficiently at night. Tr. 9620

(Erikson), 9949-50 (Melbin). Rockland County official James
'

McGuire claimed that Rockland County needs 25 new automo-

biles to respond to a radiolo.gical emergency, but later

admitted that a transportation problem did not exist. See

Board Finding 630.

561. A host of intervenor witnesses testified that

they needed more information about emergency planning, but

acknowledged that they did not avail themselves of known and

._ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . _ _ ._ . ._ ._.
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,

readily available means to get such information. See Board

Finding 847. Many witnesses who testified about emergency

planning issues were either members of anti-Indian Point

organizations, or otherwise opposed to operation of the
plants. See, e.g., Tr. 11,258 (Flicker), 11,062-63 (J.

Murphy).

* * *

E. Specific Provisions of 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)

562. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(1) states:

Primary responsibilities for emergency
response by the nuclear facility
licensee and by State and local orga-
nizations within the Emergency Planning
Zone have been assigned, the emergency
responsibilities of the various support-
ing organizations have been specifically
established, and each principal response
organization has staff to respond and to
augment its initial response on a con-
tinuous basis.

563. Responsibilities for emergency response by State,

county and local officials are generally assigned pursuant

to State statutes governing radiological emergency plan-
ning. New York Executive Law, Article 2B, 20 et. seq.

(McKinney's 1982). (A copy of Article 2-B is contained *in

the record as PA Ex. 41.) Pursuant to Article 2-B, county

response organizations, under the direction of the county
chief executive, provide the initial response. The Governor

may, on his own initiative or at the request of a county
chief executive, declare a State emergency, assume direction
of the response, and commit State resources.

. ._ . ..
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1

564. The onsite and offsite emergency plans further

clarify the relationships and responsibilities of the

licensees and State and local governments. See NYS Ex.-3,

Orange County RERP at I-14; NYS Ex. 6, at IP-13 to IP-16;

NYS Ex. 10, at II-l to II-8; NYS Ex. 11, at I-4 to I-5; NYS-

Ex. 12, at I-13; NYS Ex. 13, at I-13 to I-15; PA Ex. 43,

Onsite Emergency Planning Document, Appendix A. The plans
'

identify in great detail the supporting organizations and

key staff involved in the response. The appropriate govern-

i mental officials are aware of their responsibilities and

pertinent provisions of the RERP's. McIntire et al. Testi-

mony at 2.

565. Each of the four counties, the State, and the

licensees have sufficient staff to respond to a radiological
:

emergency in accordance with the offsite emergency plans, to

effect shift changes and to operate, if necessary, on a 24-

hour basis. Supplemental Testimeny of FEMA, Attachment

(Post Exercise Assessment, April 14, 1983) at 19, 22, 25,

38, 46, 53. The staffing capability was confirmed by county
officials and FEMA. Tr. 4205 (Northrup), 5492-93 (Marasco),

12,104 (Scalpi); FEMA Supplemental Testimony, Attachment

(Post Exercise Assessment, April 14, 1983), at 19, 22, 25,
38, 46, 53. The RERP's and on-site emergency plans provide

i for ongoing training for State, county, and licensee

,,

response personnel. See NYS Ex. 3, New York State RERP,

j Part III, S I.F, Orange County RERP at II-5 to II-6; NYS Ex.

!

2
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10, at VI-17 to VI-26; NYS Ex. 11, at II-4 to II-5; NYS Ex.

13, at II-5 to II-6.

566. The licensees recently provided funding for the

hiring of-additional county personnel dedicated to radio-

logical emergency response. O'Rourke Testimony at 5;

Tr. 11,454 (Davidoff).

567. The Red Cross is also committed to provide staff

for the congregate care centers, thereby augmenting the

governmental response capability with trained, experienced

disaster response personnel. See McIntire et al. Testimony

at 21; Tr. 4247-49 (Northrup), 5495 (Marasco), 5668, 5701

(Bates), 10,984-85 (D. McGuire).

568. N.Y. Exec. Law - Art. 2-B authorizes the Governor

to direct State personnel to back up county personnel as

needed in a radiological emergency, affording an additional

measure of protection. See PA Ex. 41 (New York Executive

Law, Art. 2-B, S 29 (McKinney 1982)).

569. Finally, the Board notes that there is no

evidence in the record to support the contention that the

staffing necessary for proper emergency response is lacking
,

|
| at either the State or county level or at the plant site.
l

570. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(2) states:

On-shift facility licensee responsi-
bilities for emergency response are
unambiguously defined, adequate staf fing
to provide initial facility accident
response in key functional areas is
maintained at all times, timely augmen-
tation of response capabilities is
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available and the interfaces among
various onsite response activities and
offsite support and response activities
are specified.

571. Because site personnel would provide the first

line of defense in an accident, and would also initiate

contact with offsite jurisdictions, effective onsite pre-

paredness is the most critical aspect of radiological

emergency planning. Brons et al. Testimony at 11.

572. The Indian Point Unit 3 onsite emergency plan and

procedures document sets forth the licensee's procedures for

emergency response. The duties to be carried out by the

licensee's staff are delineated therein in complete detail.
See PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Document at 5-1 to 5-16.

573. The Power Authority's staffing levels meet the

requirements of NUREG-0654. Brons et al. Testimony at 17.

FEMA and the Staf f confirmed that staffing levels and onsite

and EOF response plans meet the Commission's regulations.

Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 6, 8, 10, 12;

FEMA Supplemental Testimony, Attachment (Post Exercise

Assessment, April 14, 1983) at 21-24.

574. The Emergency Plan Procedures Document (PA Ex.

43) is a source of emergency classification and subsequent

instructions and procedures to be followed by plant emer-

gency response personnel. Brons et al. Testimony at 12.

575. The fact that each of the two operating Indian

Point units is owned and operated by a separate licensee

!
1
i
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enhances emergency response capabilities by providing each

licensee with the added support of the other's self-

sustaining response organization in the event of an emer-

gency at either plant. Brons et al. Testimony at 13-14.

576. Con Edison and the Power Authority, licensees of

Indian Point Units 2 and 3 respectively, entered into a

Memorandum of Understanding (Licensees' Memorandum) in 1978

pursuant to which they established procedures for coordin-

ated review, revision, and implementation of their respec-

tive onsite emergency plans. See PA Ex. 43, Emergency

Planning Document at A-14 to A-17. The Licensees' Memoran-

dum is contained in each licensee's onsite plans. Idl .
_

577. The cooperation and combined efforts of the two

licensees pursuant to Licensees' Memorandum adds an extra

measure of effectiveness to the onsite emergency plans.

Brons et al. Testimony at 13-14.

578. The Power Authority has entered into letters of

agreement with numerous local emergency response organiza-

| tions so as to ensure effective and immediate response by

L those organizations to an emergency at the Indian Point

site. These letters of agreement include the Verplanck Fire

Protective Association for both fire and ambulance response,
!

the Buchanan Engine No. 1, Inc., the New York State Police,
|
'

the Department of Energy, Brookhaven Area Office, the New

York State Department of Health, Peekskill Community Hospi-

tal, The United States Coast Guard, Conrail, Westinghouse,
f
|

|

|

|
.- , . .
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and the Institute for Resources Management, Inc. See PA Ex.

4 3, - Emergency Planning Document at A-2 to A-13.

579. The Power Authority either directly provides or

arranges for the training of all of fsite personnel identi-

fled in its onsite plan. It also funds the maintenance of

decontamination facilities at Peekskill Community Hospital.

PA Ex. 43, Emergency Plan Procedures Document at IP-1085,

Emergency Planning Document at A-9.

580. As demonstrated above, the Power Authority'has

clearly defined the emergency response duties of its per-

sonnel, has ensured that offsite emergency response person-

nel will assist in responding to an emergency and has,

therefore, complied with 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(2).

581. No evidence has been offered to support any '

allegation that the Power Authority is not in compliance

with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(2).

582. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(3) states:
|

| Arrangements for requesting and
i effectively using assistance resources

have been made, arrangements to accommo-
! date State and local staff at the

licensee's near-site Emergency Opera-
tions Facility have been made, and other
organizations capable of augmenting the

| planned response have been identified.

583. Staff testified that licensees are in compliance

i with 10 C.F.R S 50.47(b)(3) and Part 50, App. E.IV.A. Sears

Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 12.

g- - c . , , -- -- -
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584. The near-site Emergency Operations Facility (EOF)
,

Ihas adequate emergency response capability and equipment,
'

including gasoline service, vehicle repair equipment, Indian

Point Medical Facility, toilet, shower, lockers, office

space, field monitoring equipment and sampling equipment.
The EOF includes dose assessment tools, communications

equipment, radiological monitoring equipment and radiation
dosimetry. It also houses the MIDAS and ARAC systems and

computer screens and printers for accessing real time

' data. Brons et al. Testimony at 18;. PA Ex. 43, Emergency
Planning Document at 7-1 to 7-3.

585. The Onsite Emergency-Planning Document (Onsite

EPD) defines the support organizations responsible for

augmenting emergency response, including support from Power

Authority Headquarters in White Plains and New York City,

the various local organizations with whom letters of agree-

ment have been signed and State agencies such as the Depart-

ment of Health, Division of Military and Naval Affairs, and

State Police. See PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Document,

S 5.15 to 5.20. The offsite emergency plans also provide

for appropriate arrangements. NYS Ex. 3, New York State

RERP a t H-3 ; NYS Ex . 10, at II-1, III-1, IV-1; NYS Ex. 11,

S III.D.2; NYS Ex. 12, S III.D.2; NYS Ex. 13, S III.D.2.

586. The intervenors and interested states failed to
offer any evidence in this proceeding suggesting that the

Power Authority is not in compliance with 10 C.F.R.

_ ___ . - - _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ ., _ _ _ _ _ _
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SL50.47(b)(3). The evidence demonstrates that the Power

Authority is in compliance with those provisions.

587. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(4) states:
,

4

A standard - emergency classification and
action level scheme, the bases of which
include facility system and effluent
parameters, is in use by the nuclear
-facility licensee, and State and local
response plans call for reliance on
information provided by facility licen-
sees for determinations of minimum
initial offsite response measures.i

588. The onsite and offsite emergency plans incor-

porate the four " emergency action levels" specified in

j NUREG-0654, specifically,- (1) Notification of Unusual Event,

'

(2) Alert, (3) Site Area Emergency, and (4) General Emer-
r

i gency. See Brons et al. Testimony at 12-13; PA Ex. 43, ,

Emergency Planning Document at 4-1; NYS Ex. 3, New York'

, State RERP at III-28 to III-29, Orange County RERP at III-30

to III-31; NYS Ex. 10, at I-2 to I-3; NYS Ex. 11, at III-21

to III-23; NYS Ex. 13, at III-31 to III-32. The plans

contain a detailed set of contingencies, consistent with

NUREG-0654, under which the various levels would be
,

declared. PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Document at 4-1 to,

i
'

4-30; NYS Ex. 3, New York State RERP, Attachment 4 IP.
!

589. The licensees have provided each county EOC ands

4

[ the State EOC in Albany with independent, direct access to

f meteorological, plume projection, and release data through

computer terminal links to the onsite MIDAS system. Brons
|

| et.al. Testimony at 25-26. MIDAS incorporates data obtained

.

-- - _ - - -- - - - .- .-.- - - -
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through th6 Reuter-Stokes radiological monitoring system

installed in the four counties by licensees.

590. Several county officials confirmed that the Power

Authority has provided direct access to relevant meteora-

logical and radiological data. See Tr. 12,115 (Schmer),

3795 (J. McGuire), 5085 (Curran).

591. The Board agrees with the Staff's conclusion that

licensees are in compliance with 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(4) and

Part 50, App. E.IV.B and C. Sears Testimony on Questions 3

and 4 at 14.

592. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(5) states:

Procedures have been established for
notification by the licensee, of State
and local response organizations and for
notification of emergency personnel by
all organizations; the content of
initial and followup messages to
response organizations and the public
has been established; and means to
provide early notification and clear
instruction to the populace within the
plume exposure pathway Emergency Plan-
ning Zone have been established.

593. Both the onsite and offsite emergency plans

contain elaborate notification procedures to be followed at

the onset of a radiological emergency. See PA Ex. 43,

Emergency Planning Document at 6-1 to 6-8, Emergency. Plan

Procedures Document at IP-1030, IP-1038; NYS Ex. 3, New York

State RERP at III-29 to III-34, IP-44 to IP-46, Orange

County RERP at E-4 to E-5; NYS Ex. 10, at III-3 to III-6;

| NYS Ex. 11, at III-22, C-5 to C-15, Procedures 1-10, S 2;

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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NYS Ex. 12, at III-32, E-1 to E-2, E-5 to E-8, Procedures 1-

10, S 2; NYS Ex. 13, at III-33, E-1 to E-9, Procedures 1-10,

S 2.

594. In addition, there are redundant, sophisticated

cor.munications systems in place to ensure that prompt and

efficient notification by the Power Authority can be effec-

ted to all local, State, and federal authorities. (In

accordance with 10 C.F.R. Part 50, App. E, Part IV.D,

responsibility for notifying the public remains with the

appropriate governmental authorities. Con Edison Testimony

on Onsite Emergency Planning at 13.)

595. Specifically, in addition to conventional com-

mercial telephone lines, the plans provide for:

(a) RECS - The initial notification of the proper

authorities designated in the plans can be accomplished

within 15 minutes by means of the Radiological Emergency

Communications System (RECS), a dedicated hot-line which

links eighteen parties. Six of these parties are to be

| notified initially (the State, the City of Peekskill, and

| the four surroundina counties). Brons et al. Testimony at

14. After initial notification, the State assumes respons-

ibility for notifying any party who did not answer its phone

! initially. Id. at 14-15. The initial message identifies
!

the plant, the nature of the event, the circumstances and
7

whether there has been a release and whether there is any
need for immediate protective action. The plans contain

!
!

!

..- _ - . . . . _ - -- - . . - - .-.
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pre-printed forms to help ensure thAt appropriate and
complete information iE transmitted. I

NYS Ex. 10, at 0-8 to

0-24; NYS Ex.-ll, at PI/E-13-19; NYS Ex. 12, at PI/E-26-33;

NYS Ex. 13, at PI/E-16-25. Follow-up informa tion is to be
'

given_cVery 30 minutes. Brons et al. Testimony at 15. .:
.

(b) Radio - Indian Point 3 has onsite radio

communications links to the New York State Police and a
!radio paging system to call .in[cmergency plant personnel as,'-

t , [> >>
,

needed. In addition, ,the Con { Edison Emergency Plan, Radio
t.; . ,

, .

Frequency allows communication between the EOF, the alter-
*

t

nate EOF, the Unit 2, and' J3 cont'rol rooms, offsite monitoring

vehicles and Con Edison secbrity) Brons et al. Testimony atI

. | .. * -

,

28-29. ;V y
,,

,r .

'

(c) RACES - Local punties have the use of the f
'

'

in org[a- ",y ( 3

Radio Amateur Civilian Emergency Service.(RACES), ' ^-

, w

k'

nization of volunteer, ham radio operators who are trained
j o s-

to operate county communications systems in the event of,a

radiological emergs.ncy. Tr. 12,097 (3calpi, Schmer), 5498-

500 (Marasco). County officials have described the RACES
'

' '

.

volunteers as "an exceptJonally great radiological group,"
|

'

Tr. 12,097-(Scalpi), and " great assistance; a very capable
~

group, a very fine group." Tr. 5501 (Marasco). RACES -<

personnel have been thoroughly involved in the Indian Point

) full-scale exercises. McInt' ire et al . Testimony on Ques-
t

~
,

tions 3 and'4 at 14. They.have helped out in other typessof
.

emergencies in the plume-EPZ and, although they are volua-
.

-

: -

- i

s

N

Y.- , , . . , . , . - - ,
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teers, a Westchester County official noted that "every time

we called on them they always came out and helped us."

Tr. 5499 (Marasco).

(d) Executive Hotline Telephone Network - A

multipoint conferencing ci.rcuit connecting the four county

chief executives and State of ficials in Albany. Brons et

al. Testimony at 29.

596. The of fsite emergency plans provide for early

notification to the surrounding population by the use of a
!

siren system purchased and installed by the licensees.

These sirens are part of a comprehensive Alert and Notifi-
4

cation System (ANS), designed and installed in accordance

with 10 C.F.R. S 50.47 and NUREG-0654, App. 3. The sirens

are augmented with tone alerts purchased and distributed by

the licensees to special facilities such as schools and

nursing homes. NYS Ex. 3, Orange County RERP at F-5 to F-6;

NYS Ex. 10, at III-5 to III-6; NYS Ex. 11, a t D-6 to D-7, D-

12; NYS Ex. 13, at F-5 to F-6; WBCA Ex. 1, at 4 ; FOE Ex. 1,
at 4; UCS/NYPIRG Ex. 14, at 4.

|

597. The siren system and tone alerts were successful-

ly tested during the March 1983 exercise. All 146 sirens

| were found to be operative. Supplemental Testimony of FEMA,
|

Attachment (Post Exercise Assessment, April 14, 1983) at 26-

. 27, 39, 48, 53.

| 598. The sirens and tone alerts are designed to direct

the public to tune in one of 27 participating EBS radio
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stations. Tr. 2375 (Husar); WBCA Ex. 1, at 4; FOE Ex. 1, a t

4; UCS/NYPIRG Ex.14, at 4; NYS Ex. 3, Orange County RERP at

F-5; NYS Ex. 10, at III-5 to III-6; NYS Ex. 11, at D-7; NYS

Ex. 13, at F-3. EBS is the principal' vehicle for communica-
,

"

tion with the public. -
.

599. Local authorities are also capable of using

route-alerting as a backup to the siren system. McIntire et

al. Testimony at 45.

600. Staff testified that licensees are in compliance

with 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(5) and Part 50, App. E.IV.C. and

D. Sears at 15-17. The Board agrees.

601, 10 C.'F.R. S 50.47(b)(6) states:

Provisions exist for prompt communica-
tions among principal response organiza-
tions to emergency personnel and to the
public.

602. Staff testified that licensees meet this stand-

ard, as well as 10 C.F.R. Part 50 App. E.IV.C. and E. Sears
|

Testimony on Questions Three and Fcur st 21.

603. Methods for communicating to the public are
:

described in Board Findings 596-98.

f, 604. Provisions for prompt communications between

principal response organizations exist. These include the

followings

(a) The RECS line - See Board Finding 595.i

i

(b) Telephone Alert Lists - Both the onsite and

offsite plans contain personnel alert lists with the home

|
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] and business telephone numoers of all emergency response

j personnel. See PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Document, at

Appendix At NYS Ex. 3, Orange County RERP, Volume II at FD3-

1 to FD3-4, Am3-1 to Am3-2, Westchester County RERP at Sc2-

j 1, FD3-1 to FD3-13, SF2-1 to SF2-2; NYS Ex.10, at H-5; NYS
< ,

'

Ex. 11, at CD-25 to CD-26, LE-27, H-21, RO-35, S-19, T-37,.

SS-27, PW-25, FR-31 to FR-35; NYS Ex. 12, at CD3-1, CD6-1 to

CD6-5, LE3-1, LE6-1 to LE6-2, He6-1, Sc2-1, Tr3-1, SS3-1,

! PW3-1; NYS Ex. 13, at CD6-1 to CD8-2, LE3-1 to LE5-2, HE6-1

-to HE6-4, TR3-1, PW3-1 to PW3-4.

(c) Executive Hotline Telephone Network - See

Board Finding 598. |
!'

(d) NAWAS - This is the National Warning, System |

j Line, a dedicated national party line between the control

room and county / state warning points-and the City of

Peekskill. Brons et al. Testimony at 29.

(e) RACES - See-Board Finding 595.

'
(f) Grasslands Communications Center -

Westchester County has a new coordinated communications

center at the Grasslands Fire Training Facility. This is a,

combined facility, designed to handle emergency service

dispatching and to link all municipalities in Westchester |

County. It is presently staffed by five or six communica-
.

[ tions officers under the direction of the fire coordina-
4

tor. This is a central dispatch center for emergency
.

response and could be utilized as needed in the event of a

I

:
'

_ - _ _ .. _ __ _ ____._ ____ _ . . _ . _ . _ _ _ - _ , _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . .
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radiological emergency. Tr. 4952 (Guido), 5589 (Kaminski).

(g) The counties in the EPZ will also be able to

make use of communications networks that are already in

place for all types of emergency response. The various

police departments have their own radio systems, the Red

Crose has walkie-talkies for emergency response personnel to

use as needed, and various county agencies responsible for

emergency response have paging devices for contacting their

staffs. Con Edison Testimony on Onsite Emergency Planning

at 13; Brons et al. Testimony at 28; Tr. 3969-70

(D. McGuire).

605. Several county and local law enforcement wit-

nesses expressed a desire for more communications equipment

to respond to a radiological emergency. Those witnesses

acknowledged, however, that such equipment would be useful

for more common emergencies as well, but that the lack of

such equipment has not prevented response to past emergen-

cies. Tr. 4936-37 (Guido), 5418-19 (Marasco); see also

Tr. 5945-46 (Del Bello). Moreover, gaps in communications

could be supplemented by RACES or delivery of supplemental

radios which are available. Goldfarb Testimony at 1;

McIntire et al. Testimony at 14; Tr. 5498-99 (Marasco),

12,097-98 (Scalpi).1 The major complaint of certain local

-

1. Rockland County is scheduled to receive equipment
for a statewide radio frequency within the next three or
four years and has an outstanding request for accelerated
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!
;
*

Rockland County police witnesses--their alleged inability to i

i

communicate directly with the state police on an everyday

basis--was addressed during the March 1982 exercise.through

a communications coordinator in the county EOC. Tr. 1664

; (Holland).
I

'
! 606. Staff concluded that the March 1983 exercise

i-

demonstrated the existence of adequate procedures to alert
r

the public. Tr. 12,241-42 (Sears).

I 607. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(7) states:

Information is made available to the
4 public on a periodic basis.on how they
i

will be notified and what their initial
actions should be in an emergency (e.g.,
listening to a local broadcast station
and remaining indoors), the principal,

; points of contact with the news media
. for dissemination of information defing
! an emergency (including the physical

location or locations) are establisned
in advance, and procedures for coor-

! dinated dissemination of information to
the public are established.

608. Public information brochures have been developed

and are to be distributed annually in the plume EPZ. Sup-

plemental Testimony of FEMA, Attachment (Post Exercise

Assessment, April 14, 1983) at x-xii;l Tr. 1617-19
,

| delive ry. Testimony of Chief Michael Holland at 2. The
! County recently received a second communications channel.
'

Tr. 3608 (Kralik).,

. l.- Brochures were distributed in all four counties in
[ 1982. New York State Testimony on Questions Three and Four

et 18. As of April 29, 1983, revised and improved brochuresL

had been distributed in Orange and Putnam Counties.
i Tr. 11,484 (Davidoff). . Mailing omissions discovered in

= connection with the 1982 brochure were corrected in the 1983;

:

. . , . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , , _ _ , _ _ , _ _ . , _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . - _ . , _ . _ _ . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ . ~ . .
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(McIntire, Husar). The brochure, entitled " Indian Point,

Emergency Planning and You," contains in' formation on how the

public will be notified and what action they are to take.

WBCA Ex. 1, at 4 and FOE Ex. 1, a t 4 ; UCS Ex. 14, at 4.

609. The brochure was designed in accordance with the

requirements of 10 C.F.R Part 50, App. E.IV.D.2. Sears

Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 21-23.

610. The brochure directs residents of the EPZ to turn

to their local EBS station upon hearing the warning sirens

and to follow the instructions broadcast over that system.

WBCA Ex. 1, at 4; FOE Ex. 1, at 4; UCS Ex. 14, a t 4.

611. In addition, the brochure identifies each resi-

dent's Emergency Response Planning Area (ERPA), location at

which the buses would stop to pick up transit-dependent

persons, and what the evacuation routes are for each ERPA.

WBCA Ex. 1, at 9-10, 13-14; FOE Ex. 1, at 9-10, 13-14; UCS

Ex. 14, a t 9-10, 13-14.

a

distribution. Tr. 15,007-08 (Kowieski). FEMA concurred in
Westchester County's decision to withhold distribution of
its 1983 brochure so that reception center and format issues
could be fully resolved. FEMA Supplemental Testimony,
Attachment (Post Exercise Assessment, April 14, 1983),
Petrone Letter at 2; Tr. 11,383-84 (Davidoff). Distribution
was scheduled for completion by June 1, 1983. Rockland
County has chosen not to distribute any brochure pending
final adoption of its own revised emergency plan, despite
the fact that certain information such as public notifica-
tion procedures could be transmitted now. Tr. 4073-76 (D.

| McGuire). An interim public information program, however,
is scheduled. June 10 Order at 10.

-- . _ . . . - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ .
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612. The brochure contains other helpful information

such as general information as to the nature and effects of

radiation, possible causes of an emergency, potential pro-

tective actions, and how to maintain emergency prepared-

ness. WBCA Ex. 1, at 3-6, 15-20; FOE Ex. 1, at 3-6, 15-20;

UCS Ex. 14, at 3-6, 15-20.

613. The brochure contains a tear-out postcard which

can be returned to governmental officials in the four

counties by residents who have special needs such as the

mobility impaired, handicapped, and hearing disabled. UCS

Ex. 14, at 15.

614. The brochure also contains toll-free telephone

numbers which residents of the plume EPZ may call at any

time to obtain additional information about emergency plan-
ning and preparedness or to obtain further assistance. The

brochure further provides addresses and telephone numbers

for the licensees and the State Department of Health, which

residents of the EPZ may write or telephone for additional

information. UCS Ex. 14, at 15, 19-20.

| 615. Other public information measures undertaken over
1

the past year include the posting of 'igns and posters

throughout the EPZ (especially in places populated by

transients such as hotels, motels, and parks) and advertise-
t

ments in local newspapers seeking information regarding the;

transit-dependent and other persons with special needs.

These activities are continuing. Tr. 12,131 (Scalpi),
!

!

!
l
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i

i

| 12,186 (Schmer). M addition, radiological emergency pian-

ning inserts will be included in all phone books distributed '

throughout the EPZ later this year. Tr. 11,484

(Davidoff). Finally, the State and licensees have under-

taken an ambitious program to reach community, religious and

social groups with information and speakers. Sears Testi-

mony on Questions Three and Four at 58; Tr.11,482
f

(Davidoff). The Power Authority conducted plant tours for;

the media, community leaders, and local officials during a

: recent outage. Tr. 11,762 (Brons).
'

616. The RERP's contain detailed public information

i procedures to ensure that prompt and accurate information is
,

transmitted by the licensees and State and county officials

to the local news me:dia' for dissemination to the' public.1
,

| NYS Ex. 6, Part III, S I.B; NYS Ex. 10, S III.C; NYS Ex. 11,
!

Procedure 16; NYS Ex. 12, Procedure 16; NYS Ex. 13, Proce-

( dure 16. A Joint Media Facility has been established in
,

verplanck, New York to host emergency planning and media,

personnel and ensure prompt and coordinated dissemination of

.

1. One representative of the local media testified
that licensees had not provided timely information regarding

l. prior plant incidents. Cross-examination, however, sug-
t gested that licensees did make the information available,
| and that the reporter simply did not obtain it. Tr. 9667-69
| (LeMoullec).
|
1

I
L i

:
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information.1 Rumor control procedures are also contained

in the RERP's.

617. Intervenor witness Donald Smith, a professor at

Iowa State University, offered suggestions for developing an

effective brochure. He admitted, however, that his sug-

gested improvements were generic in nature and, to his

knowledge, had not been adopted at any nuclear plant site in

the country. Tr. 10,278-79 (Smith). Hence, his testimony

was more suggestive of changes needed in existing Commis-

sion/ FEMA guidelines than of non-compliance with those

guidelines by licensees herein.

618. Smith's principal recommendation was that

licensees conduct a preliminary survey of residents of the

plume EPZ to determine what types of messages would be most

effective for that audience. Smith Testimony at 14.

Apparently unbeknownst to Smith, licensees herein had in

fact undertaken such an effort, which intervenors' polling
| expert described as a " good piece of work." Tr. 10,694-95

(Seasonwein) . Thus, Smith's primary suggestion had in fact

already been utilized by licensees in draf ting the Indian

( Point brochure.
i
! 619. Smith also acknowledged that several of his

criticisms of the 1982 brochure had been satisfactorily
i
1

i
i

i 1. The facility is scheduled to be relocated outside
the plume EPZ. Tr. 11,705 (Brons).

,

|
- ~_ __ . - - ~-. --
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addressed in the 1983 brochure. Most significant was the
'

addition of the section on the inside front cover which
spells out in four simpic steps "What to Do In Case of a

Nuclear Power Plant Accident." Tr. 10,337 (Smith).1'

620. The 1983 brochure conforms to NRC/ FEMA guide-

lines.

621. During the March 9, 1983 drill FEMA found that

emergency public information procedures worked effectively

at the State and Southern District EOC's, the Putnam and

Orange County EOC's and at'the Joint Media Facility. FEMA

Supplemental Testimony, Attachment (Post Exercise Assess-

ment, April 14 1983) at 20, 27, 48, 54. The Staff has also

found that the RERP's meet the Commission's planning stand-

ards. Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 23.
,

622. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(8) states:

Adequate emergency facilities and
equipment to support the emergency

, response are provided and maintained.
|

A. Onsite and Near-Site Facilities,

623. NUREG-0654 recommends that a near-site Emergency

Operations Facility (EOF) be established and equipped to

( host licensee and offsite response coordinators in the event

of an emergency.
i

1. The revised brochure also contains clarified
, instructions as to where evacuees should go in the event of
| an emergency, addressing another intervenor concern. UCS
| Ex. 14, at 7.

l

- - _ . - - . . . - . . - . . . . . . ..- , . . - . - _ - . . . -
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|624. Licensees have estabitshed and equipped an EOF at '

the Indian Point Service Center Complex approximately 1/2

mile from the site. The EOF is designed to accommodate

representatives of the licensees, State, four counties, and

federal agencies in the event of a radiological emergency.
The facility includes dedicated, redundant communications

systems; a MIDAS computer terminal for accessing real time

meteorological and release data; status charts; dose assess-

ment tools; and radiological monitoring equipment and

dosimetry. The first floor is designed for coordination of

the response by the licensee's Emergency Director. The

second floor is reserved for county, State, NRC, and FEMA'

personnel. An alternate EOF is located at the Con Edison

Eastview Service Center, outside the plume EPZ. Brons et

al. Testimony at 18.

625. FEMA concluded, as a result of the March 1983

exercise, that " facilities and resources were good at the

EOF." FEMA Supplemental Testimony, Attachment (Post Exer-

cise Assessment, April 14, 1983) at 21. FEMA also observed

that "[t]he active participation by all state, county, and,

utility organizations at the EOF as well as their knowledge
and conduct of their responsibilities was outstanding." Id[.

at 22.

626. Indian Point 3 also has a Technical Support Cen-
i

ter, designed to host engineering and operations personnel

! who would evaluate plant operating and accident conditions,

- - - . _ _ . - .
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and an Operations Support Center, the central point from

which onsite personnel can be assigned tasks. Brons et. al

Testimony at 19.
1

627. Staff found that licensees' provisions for emer-

gency facilities meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R.

S 50.47(b)(8) and Part 50, App. E.IV.E. and G. Sears Testi-

mony on Questions Three and Four at 27.

B. Offsite Facilities '.

628. Each county in the EPZ and the State have an

Emergency Operations Center (EOC) which is designed to
.

coordinate the jurisdiction's emergency response and to sup-
'

port the personnel who would be working therein. FEMA Sup-

i plemental Testimony, (Post Exercise Assessment, Attachment
i .

April 14, 1983), at 18, 25, 36-37,-45, 52. The EOC's are

| adequately equipped for all necessary emergency opera-

tions. See FEMA Supplemental Testimony, Attachment (Post

Exercise' Assessment, April 14, 1983), at 18, 25, 36-37, 45->

46, 52. The EOC's are equipped with tables, charts, maps,

telephones, dedicated lines, telefax machines, MIDAS com-
r

puter terminals, radios, and other equipment. FEMA Supple-

mental Testimony, Attachment (Post-Exercise Assessment,

April 14, 1983), at 18, 25, 36-37, 45-46, 52-53; Tr.12,093-

;- 95 (Schmer, Scalpi).

629. Much of the counties' equipment has been pur-

chased or supplied by licensees. The emergency planning

[ officials from Orange and Putnam Counties testified that

|
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licensees have given them virtually everything they
requested. Tr. 12,094-95 (Schmer, Scalpi).

!

630. The equipment provided by. licensees to the State4

; and four counties includes telephones and other dedicated
|

communications systems; an augmented NAWAS system; single,

strJeion " tone alert" radios; the RECS line; the executive,

j hstline; radiation monitoring kits; fixed offsite radiation '

monitoring systems; paging devices; a 146-unit siren system; ;

and' MIDAS computer terminals to allow authorities direct and

independent access to critical data. Brons et al. Testimony

at 26; Tr. 3795 (J. McGuire), 4125-26, 4169 (D. McGuire),

! 5075, 5085 (Curran), 11,454 (Davidoff), 12,094 (Schmer),
~

,
12,095 (Scalpi).1

; 1. Several governmental witnesses testified about a
'

need for additional equipment. Under cross-examination,
however, most of those witnesses acknowledged that the
equipment sought is also needed for other, more common emer-

| gencies, and that the lack of such equipment had not pre-
cluded a response.to such prior emergencies. Tr. 3851
(J. McGuire), 4308-09 (Kralik), 4919-20,- 4936-37 (Guido),
5062, 5065-69 (Curran), 5473-75 (Marasco), 5926-29

| (DelBello).
Numerous county requests were obviously exaggerated.I

Rockland County, for example, claimed to need 25 additional
automobiles simply because the county motor pool could not
" guarantee" the availabili.ty of its own vehicles for emer-
gency use. Tr. 3820 (J. McGuire). According to Rockland
County health official James McGuire, who requested the
vehicles, the 25 cars - at a cost of.nearly S300,000 - would
be distributed to county employees for their everyday use.
Tr. 3815 (J. McGuire). Under further questioning, McGuire
finally admitted that there was no transportation problem at

| all. Tr. 3823 (J. McGuire).
| McGuire also requested a boat, notwithstanding the fact

that he knew that the U.S. Coast Guard is committed toi

respond to a radiological emergency at Indian Point.

l i
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631. In addition to the equipment and funds available

to each county through its own resources, each county

receives funds from the State to maintain and further
improve, among other things, emergency facilities and

equipment for radiological emergency preparedness. A sub-

stantial amount of the moneys received from licensees by the
State pursuant to Article 2-B of the New York Executive Law

is passed on directly to the counties in the form of funding
or equipment. New York State Supplemental Testimony at 3;

Tr. 4911 (Guido) , 5064-65 (Curran), 5400 (Marasco), 11,376-

77 (Davidoff).

Tr. 3826-27 (J. McGuire); PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning
Documen t , at A-10.

In addition, Rockland County's requests were inflated
by the lack of coordination among officials making
individual requests. Tr. 3820 (J. McGuire).

Several local police officials contended that they
require new expensive and complex communications equipment
to respond to a radiological emergency. Holland Testimony
at 1-2; Kralik Testimony at 2; Guido Testimony at 2; Guido
Supplement 31 Testimony at 1; Goldfarb Testimony at 1-2;
Tr. 3 578-79 (Kralik). They acknowledged, however, that this
equipment is needed for more common emergencies and that
they had sought it from State or federal sources even before
Indian Point Units 2 and 3 were operating. Tr. 1687-89
(Holland), 4937 (Guido), 5775-79 (Goldfarb). They further
acknowledged that the lack of such equipment has not in the
past prevented their jurisdictions from responding to

| countywide emergencies such as a train wreck and pursuit of
| felons. Tr. 5775, 5779 (Goldfarb).
| The Board believes that existing equipment and

facilities are adequate to meet the Commission's
regulations. As time passes, more money from the State
radiological preparedness fund should become available for
discretionary expenditures. Start-up costs, which have
consumed most of the funding to date, will diminish.

| Tr. 2431-32 (McIntire).

.._- ._ _ _ . _ , _ . _ _ _ . ,_.
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632. The State has provided and scheduled additional

deliveries of equipment and supplies such as potassium

iodide and dosimeters to the counties. Tr. 11,435

(Davidoff). Dosimeters are stockpiled at central locations

in each county. Id. at 11,436.1 The State also maintains

large supplies of dosimeters at its regional Office of

Disaster Preparedness Headquarters, including Poughkeepsie

in adjacent Dutchess County, which could be distributed to

county and local personnel during an emergency. Tr. 5072

(Curran). .

633. Licensees have provided substantial support to

the counties in the form of funds and equipment, beyond the

annual assessment pursuant to the Executive Law.

Tr. 3794-95 (J. McGuire), 4125-26 (D. McGuire), 5075, 5085

(Curran), 11,454 (Davidoff), 12,099-100 (Scalpi, Schmer).

634. Licensees paid $210,000 to the State in 1982, all

of which was passed on to the four counties to further

upgrade the status of emergency planning. New York State

Supplemental Testimony at 3. This contribution was in

, addition to the $500,000 already paid to the State for
l
! emergency planning at Indian Point that year, and was not

1. Several witnesses expressed concern that they did
not have dosimeters in their possession. This apparently
stemmed from their lack of knowledge that most dosimeters
are stockpiled in central locations, and would be distri-
buted in the event of an emergency. This is a preferable
procedure, since it facilitates maintenance and calibration.

1
- _ _ _ _ _
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required by law. Tr. 11,390-91 (Davidoff).

635. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(9) states:

Adequate methods, systems, and equipment
for assessing and monitoring actual or
potential offsite consequences of a
radiological emergency condition are in
use.

636. The Indian Point 3 site has exceptional means for

assessing and monitoring actual or potential offsite conse-

quences of a radiological emergency. These means include:

(1) Meteorological Monitoring

(a) Towers - A primary 122 meter meteorological

tower is located on the Indian Point site to provide real-

'

time meteorological parameters. A 10-meter back-up tower,

with a back-up power supply, is located near the Con Edison

Service Center Building. Brons et al. Testimony at 23-24.

A second back-up tower also exists. Tr. 11,689 (Lomonaco).

(b) The National Weather Service stations nearby

are available for obtaining offsite meteorological informa-

tion and a weather service is under contract to provide

hourly wind speed, wind direction, atmospheric stability and

precipitation forecasts for the Indian Point area. Brons et

i al. Testimony at 24-25.

(c) Staff - The licensees each employ profession-

al meteorologists who share information and work together to

monitor meteorological conditions. Brons et al. Testimony

at 4; Con Edison Testimony on Onsite Emergency Planning at

2-3,'21-22; Tr. 11,760-61 (Brons).

i
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(2) Plume overlays - The licensees have transparent

plume overlays which depict the relative dispersion sur-
rounding Indian Point when laid over site and local area

maps. These overlays were developed using real meteorologi-

cal data from the Indian Point area considering the effects

of wind direction, atmospheric stability and terrain. Brons

et al. Testimony at 25.

(3) Meteorological Information and Dose Assessment

System (MIDAS) - MIDAS is a computer system which by the use

of meteorological and plant parameter inputs and atmospheric

diffusion computer codes offers the capability to predict
plume movement and offers dose assessment predictions for

plume-covered territory. Using graphics displays and data

listings, MIDAS offers representations of the plume for two
specific types of computer models. The first is a straight

line gaussian model (class "A") and the second a modified

potential flow model (class "B") incorporating terrain and

segmented plume representing plume stay times. This model

can make predictions for both the plume and ingestion path-
I

way EPZ's. The system can also utilize output from site

meteorological systems and data from Reuter Stokes instru-,

!

ments. Brons et al. Testimony at 25. County EOC's have
|

| been provided at the licensees' expense with Apple computers

upon which they can gain access to the meteorological and
Class "B" model information output from MIDAS. This affords

the counties an independent and visual means for dose,

L

!

|

|
_ . .. _. _ . _ -. - - - _ .
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assessment emergency response. Icl . at 26; Tr. 3795 (J.
_

McGuire), 5085 (Curran), 12,115, 12,188, 12,204-05 (Schmer,

Scalpi). Rockland County's radiological health officer

acknowledged that the MIDAS system is one of the best of its

kind available today. Tr. 3794 (J. McGuire).

(4) Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (ARAC) -

2 To complement the MIDAS system, the ARAC system is also

available on an experimental basis to use for dose assess-

1 ment and plume prediction by the assessment staff of the

EOF. ARAC parallels MIDAS in its role of using meteorology

and plant parameters together in predicting plume movement

and dose assessment. ARAC depicts a three dimensional wind

field of the surrounding territory using on-site meteorology
and graphically represents plume movement and concentra-

tion. The State of New York has ARAC capability and can

therefore access relevant data through that system. Brons

et al. Testimony at 26-27.
!

(5) Reuter-Stokes Sentri 1011 Environmental Radiation
! Monitoring System - This is a series of 16 monitors within a

two mile radius of the Indian Point site which telemeter
radiation level readings to a dedicated central processor

which, in turn, relays its information to the MIDAS computer
system. Brons et al. Testimony at 22.

1

(6) Ludlum Monitors - These are area radiation

| monitors manned 24 hours a day at 25 locations within the,

i

,
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four county area; they measure gamma fields. Brons et al.

Testimony at 22.

637. Licensees are primarily responsible for monitor-

ing and have two (2; rield monitoring teams on staff at the

site with a 24-hour per day immediate response capability.

The onsite EPD contains detailed monitoring procedures for

these of fsite teams which list all of fsite monitoring loca-

tions. The plans provide for iodine sampling and monitoring

of whole body dose. The members of the offsite mon'itoring

teams are Con Edison nuclear environmental monitoring per-

sonnel. PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Procedures Document

at IP-1011.

638. Con Edison also has approximately 50 back-up

monitoring teams at Astoria, Queens, approximately 25 miles

from the site, which are trained and prepared to respond to

an emergency at Indian Point. Tr. 5076-77 (Curran), 11,760

(Jackson). The State is also equipped and prepared to pro-

vide monitoring assistance. Tr. 11,437-38 (Czech).

639. Although licensees have adequate field monitoring

capability, the four counties also have independent monitor-

ing teams which would report data to their respective county
|-

EOC's and the EOP. Tr. 3794 (J. McGuire), 5076 (Curran),

12,151-52 (Scalpi, Schmer). The State and licensees have

L provided equipment for use by these teams. Tr. 3883-84

(J. McGuire), 5075 (Curran), 12,153 (Schmer, Scalpi).

f
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640. The federal government has also committed its

extensive resources to respond to any radiological emergency

at Indian Point. Sears Testimony on Questions Three and

Four at 10,12; PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Document at
.

5-20, A-6, A-7; NYS Ex. 3, New York State RERP, Part I at

S II-2 to II-3, Part II at IP-15; NYS Ex. 6, at III-3 to

i III-4. The Interagency Radiological Assistance Program

(IRAP) would respond on request. PA Ex. 43, Emergency

Planning Document'at 5-20. This program incorporates and

coordinates,the expertise of various federal agencies

including the Department of Energy and the U.S. Coast Guard.

641. Federal assistance could be rendered more,

promptly and efficiently at Indian Point than at most other

sites because of its proximity to the major federal response

f acility at the Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long

Island, approximately fifty miles from Indian Point.

Brookhaven has a helicopter response team on standby, which

could respond quickly. Brookhaven also has extensive field

monitoring and scientific resources which could be,

!

utilized. Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at

5-6, 12; PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Document at 5 0, A-6

to A-7.

642. Staff and FEMA concur that licensees are ini

! compliance with 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(9). The intervenors
;

,
and interested states failed to produce evidence to the

|

| contrary. Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 6;

L-

i

i
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McIntire et al. Testimony on Questions Three and Four at

12.1

643. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(10) states

(10) A range of protective actions has
been developed for the plume exposure
pathway EPZ for emergency workers and
the public. Guidelines for the choice
of protective actions during an emer-
gency, consistent with Federal guidance,
are developed and in place, and protec-
tive actions for the ingestion exposure
pathway EPZ appropriate to the locale
have been developed.

A. Emergency Workers

644. Procedures to ensure the protection of emergency

workers, both onsite and offsite, are enum,erated in the
onsite and offsite plans. PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning4

Document at 6-12 to 6-18; NYS Ex. 3, New York State RERP,

Part I, S III-6, Part III, S I-G, Orange County RERP,

S III.E, Westchester County RERP at III-27; NYS Ex. 6, at

G-7; NYS Ex.10, at III-12 to III-14, NYS Ex. 11, S III.E;

| NYS Ex. 12, at III-27; NYS Ex. 13, at III-28 to III-30. The

onsite plans not only incorporate the EPA protective action

guides (PAG's), but are also designed to meet the more

elaborate requirements set forth in 10 C.F.R Part 50.

1. Two county of ficials who indicated a desire for
additional field monitoring capability acknovledged that
their concern was not that adequate capability does not
presently exist but, rather, that they wanted an independent
capability which would duplicate work done by licensee or

| other monitors. Tr. 3883-84 (J. McGuire), 5076-78
! (Curran). Such independent monitoring capability is not

required by 10 C.F.R. Part 50.
,

!
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645. Onsite workers are classified into two groups:

(1) emergency workers and (2) non-emergency personnel. PA

Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Document at 6-12. For onsite

non-emergency personnel, sheltering and evacuation plans are

established to control radiation exposure in the event of an

eme rgency. Idl .
_

646. Onsite emergency personnel exposures will be

monitored using self-reading low and high range pocket

dosimeters, film and TLD badges and other methods, such as

remote monitoring, as necessary in accordance with Federal

guidelines contained in 10 C.F.R. Fart 20. PA Ex. 43,

Emergency Planning Document, S 6.5.2.

647. Potassium iodide (KI), a thyroid blocking agent,

is authorized by the State for use during a radiological

emergency to protect emergency work'ers and special popu-

lations which would have difficulty evacuating within the

plume EPZ. New York State Supplemental Testimony on Ques-

tions Three and Four at 4. KI is also available in sub-

stantial quantities at the Indian Point site, and the onsite

plans include procedures governing the drug's distribution
and use. PA Ex. 43, Emergency Plan Procedures Document,

S IP-1001/11-12. (These issues are discussed more fully
below at Board Findings 885-99. )

648. The State has obtained 34,000 units (14 tablets

per unit) of KI, which are being distributed for potential
use by offsite emergency workers. New York State Supple-
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mental Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 4; PA Ex.

43, Emergency Planning Document, S 6.5.2; Tr. 5187

(Curran). Additional KI can also be manufactured and

distributed on very short notice. Tr. 9075 (Solon).

649. Protective clothing is available onsite for use

by onsite emergency workers. The State has determined that

no special protective clothing is necessary for offsite

emergency workers, who can use ordinary raingear as an added

measure of protection. Tr. 9839-40 (Goldfarb), 10,061-62

(Ellefson); PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Document, S 6.5.2;

PA Ex. 42, at 48.

650. Licensees also have respirators stored onsite for

possible use by emergency workers. PA Ex. 43, Emergency

Planning Document at 7-14, App. F.

B. Protection of the Public

651. NUREG-0654 suggests that two means -- sheltering

and evacuation -- generally exist for protecting the public

within the plume EPZ in the event of a serious release with
|
'

offsite consequences. The State and County RERP's set forth

a range of four options in addition to initial precautionary

| actions: selective sheltering, general sheltering, selec-

tive evacuation, and general evacuation. The RERP's also

contain procedures for determining to implement these pro-

[ tective action choices. NYS Ex. 3, Orange C',unty RERP,

S III-H, Westchester County RERP at III-51, New York State
!

[
RE RP a t 4 ; NYS Ex . 10, S III-H; NYS Ex. 11, at III-27 to

i
i

|

. _ _ _ . - . . _ . --
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III-30; NYS Ex. 13, at III-46 to III-56. i

1. Sheltering

652. Sheltering is one option set forth in the offsite

plans to be used when there is either no necessity or insuf-

ficient time to evacuate the surrounding population. Most

often sheltering would be the chosen response in the event

of a puff-type radiological release incident at the Indian

Point plants. See Tr. 2177, 14,979-80 (Keller); NYS Ex. 3,

Orange County RERP at III-49 to III-50, Westchester County

RERP at III-51; NYS Ex. 10, S III.H; NYS Ex. 11, at III-27

to III-28; NYS Ex. 13, at III-49 to III-50. Sheltering,

however, could also be recommended under a variety of other

scenarios, such as c rapidly developirg accident or adverse

weather conditions. Tr. 14,857 (Keller).

653. Sheltering requires that individuals in the EPZ

seal their homes by closing all windows and doors, shutting
off ventilation systems, taking other precautions to mini-

mize air exchange, and stay inside until the plume has
passed. NYS Ex. 3, Orange County RERP, Appendix D,

Westchester County RERP, Appendix D; NYS Ex. 10, S III.H.4;

NYS Ex. 11, Appendix B.

654. " General Sheltering" would include all the gen-

eral public in part or all of the EPZ. This option would

! most likely be recommended in the event of a fast-breaking
pufftype release. NYS Ex. 3, Orange County RERP, S III.H.3;

,

i

1
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NYS Ex. 10, S III.H.4; NYS Ex. 11, at III-28; NYS Yx. 13, at-

III-50.

655. " Selective Sheltering" is recommended in the off-

site plans, under appropriate condition.s, for use by members

of the surrounding population who could not. withstand the
i

physical or psychological stress of a general evacuation or

who require constant, sophisticated medical attention, or
'

for whom evacuation is for other reasons not a feasible

f option. Selective sheltering is contemplated mainly for
I

hospitals, nursing and convalescent homes, and other special

! facilities. NYS Ex. 3, Orange County RERP, S III.H.2; NYS

Ex. 10, S III.H.3; NYS Ex. 11, at III-27 to III-28; NYS Ex.;

!

13, at III-49.

656. In many accident. scenarios, sheltering may be the
i
'

most appropriate response for a particular locale.

Tr. 5157-58 (Curran). As described more fully below at
|

Board Findings 905-06, the capability for adequate and
i

effective sheltering exists in the EPZ. Tr. 11,357 (Czech),

11,394-95 (Davidoff).

2. Evacuation

657. Evacuation of part or all of the plume EPZ is

another possible protective action detailed in the offsite
:

emergency plans. NYS Ex. 3, Orange County RERP at III-53 to

[ III-55; NYS Ex. 10, S III.H.5-6; NYS Ex.11, at III-28 to
!

III-30; NYS Ex. 12, at III-51 to III-52; NYS Ex. 13, at.

i

| III-52 to III-56.
1'

l

l

'

|

|
t

!
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658. The original emergency evacuation plan contained

in the first two draf ts of the RERP's was draf ted by Parsons

Brinckerhoff, a leading urban planning / traffic engineering
consulting firm. Numerous witnesses, ranging from county

emergency planning officials to traffic experts sponsored by
the New York City Council Members and intervenors, testified

that they consider Parsons Brinckerhoff to be an excellent

firm. Tr. 9279 (Gurrin et al.), 9802 (Morris), 12,074-75

(Scalpi, Schmer). Although licensees paid Parsons

Brinckerhoff, the firm, in effect, acted as consultants, not

to the licensees, but to the State and counties. Parsons

Brinckerhoff Testimony at 7.

659. The draftin,g of the RERP's was a cooperative

effort among the State, four counties, and licensees.

Parsons Brinckerhoff invited and utilized the cooperation
and input of county and State experts and officials in all

four counties in helping to prepare the evacuation plan.1
Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 7-8; Parsons Brinckerhoff

Supplemental Testimony at 4; Tr. 11,903, 11,940-41 (Podwal,

Della Rocca).

660. Although Parsons Brinckerhof f and EDS Nuclear

made many contacts with local officials, it was neither

possible nor necessary to establish personal contact with

1. The methodology used by Parsons Brinckerhoff is
consistent with that used by New York City in its Transit
Strike Plan. See PA Ex. 36; see Board Finding 883.
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every conceivable participant in the emergency plan. They

worked extensively with State snd county officials whose

role, where appropriate, was to make additional contacts

with others. Tr. 11,939-40 (Della Rocca). The results

achieved in Orange and Putnam Counties demonstrate that this

was an effective approach, and that the complaints voiced by

certain local officials in Westchester and Rockland Counties

were more attributable to a failure of officials of those

counties to follow through fully on their responsibilities
|

than any lack of effort by Parsons Brinckerhoff or

licensees.

661. Parsons Brinckerhoff maintained an "open door"

policy, encouraging any official, special facility, or

citizen to make comments and suggestions. See Board Finding

536. Many such suggestions were adopted. Parsons

Brinckerhoff Testimony at 8.

662. The emergency evacuation plan provides for evacu-

; ating all populations in the EPZ, including the resident

|
population, the transient population and special facilities

populations. These facilities were inventoried by Parsons

Brinckerhoff. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 9.

663. The special facilities population includes:

schools (public/ private elementary, middle and high; nurseryt

I
and day care); colleges; parks; nursing homes, hospitals and'

|

other health care facilities; correctional facilities and,

|

| police lock-ups; and camps. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony

!

I
1

|
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at 9. All special facilities were contacted initially by
'

letter and then again by telephone to obtain the information -

needed to provide adequately for their evacuation. Parsons
,

Brinckeyhoff Testimony at 9.

664. Parsons Brinckerhoff considered six different
evacuation conditions. These six scenarios account for

various shifts in the location of the population in dif-

ferent seasons, possible variations in weather conditions,

and the possible presence of significant transient popula-

tions in the EPZ at the time of an accident. Parsons

Brinckerhof f Testimony at 16.

665. An integral part of the evacuation plan are the

designated sub-areas of the EPZ known as ERPA's. Parsons

Brinckerhoff Testimony at 17. This concept facilitates the

evacuation of only the affected portions of the EPZ. Brons

et al. Testimony at 10; Tr. 1539 (Husar). Each ERPA, in

turn, is divided into traffic zones to facilitate rapid

movement out of the EPZ. Parsons Brinckerhoff Supplemental
|

Testimony at 16-17. The RERP's utilize a radial evacuation

plan. Id. at 6.

665. The RERP's provide for traffic control at crucial
|

! points along the evacuation routes with priority points

designated for manned control by appropriate personnel and;

| other points to be controlled by means of flashing traffic

signals. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 28; Parsons

Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testimony at 10; Tr. 4983 (Guido).

|

, . _ _ _
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667. These control points are identified on a priority
. . . .

basis, so that points can be manned progressively and

efficiently as manpower is mobilized. Parsons Brinckerhoff

Supplemental Testimony at 10. Both the estimated traffic
:

volume and the need for mass transportation were conserva-

tively cslculated. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 32-

34 For example, Parsons Brinckerhoff applied conservative

assumptions in determining the population within the plume

EPZ. Id_. at 32-33.
,

668. The assumptions used by Parsons Brinckerhoff were

conservative and include, inter alia, that (1) all students

would be in school on a given day thereby necessitating the

maximum number of school buses for evacuation purposes; (2)

attendance at parks in the plume EPZ would be at peak summer

attendance figures; (3) roadways would operate in normal

fashion, not having all lanes assigned outbound flow; and

(4) no ride sharing would occur, thereby requiring the

maximum number of buses and placing the maximum number of

private vehicles on the road. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testi-

mony at 32-34.

669. Planning for host facilities outside of the EPZ

to receive the evacuating population outside of the EPZ was

done in coordination with the American Red Cross, which has

committed to provide assistance as needed in the event of an

..

..
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emergency.1 Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 11. The Red

Cross has extensive training and experience in disaster

response, and has worked well in prior emergencies with

State and county officials involved in the Indian Point

plan. McIntire et al. Testimony on Questions Three and Four

I at 21 Tr. 4248-49 (Northrup), 5703 (Bates), 9835 (Wishnie),

10,984 (D. McGuire). FEMA, which also has had years of

experience in dealing with the Red Cross, has found that the

Red Cross has consistently demonstrated its ability to staff

and manage sheltering operations. FEMA believes that the

Red Cross can carry out its responsibilities regarding

uncontaminated personnel. McIntire et al. Testimony on

Questions Three and Four at 21.,

| 670. Staff's analysis determined that licensees' pro-
|
L visions satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(10)

and Part 50, App. E.IV.D and E. Sears Testimony on

Questions Three and Four at 36.

3. FEMA Testimony

671. FEMA witnesses testified that as of April, 1983,

two significant deficiencies existed in offsite measures to

protect the public: (1) a lack of written commitments from

bus owners and a need for additional training of drivers in

Westchester County; and (2) Rockland County's refusal to
.

..

1. Westchester County has resolved problems concerning
the availability of reception centers. Tr. 11,610
(O'Rourke).

. .. . .-- - .-_ - -, . - -
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participate in the March 9, 1983 full-scale emergency plan-

ning exercise. FEMA Supplemental Testimony, Attachment

(Post Exercise Assessment, April 14, 1983) at X to XI.

672. The Commission and FEMA have found that those

deficiencies have been adequately addressed. June 10 Order

a t 9-13. The bus companies have delivered written commit-

ments guaranteeing the availability of buses in the event of

a radiological emergency. A bus driver training program is

also underway. M.

673. In Rockland County, the State has implemented a

revised interim compensating plan pending Rockland County's

completion of the approval process' for its own emergency
plan. June 10 Order at 9-13. There is also evidence of

Rockland County's capability to respond to an actual emer-

gency, including a successful evacuation during a recent

chemical fire, Tr. 14,942 (McIntire), and the adverse

inference we draw from Donald McGuire's failure to appear

for supplemental testimony. McGuire earlier acknowledged

that Rockland County could implement a sheltering response

during a radiological emergency. Tr. 4075 (D. McGuire).

674. The Board also concludes that FEMA's earlier

findings that these deficiencies were "significant" were
unsupported in the record.1 The FEMA witnesses admitted

1. FEMA evaluated the Indian Point emergency plans on
the basis of NUREG-0654, which is designed only to provide
suggestive guidance, and not mandatory standards. Written

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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that their finding was not that the public health and safety |
3

were somehow endangered by the present state of emergency

planning; rather, FEMA simply had not reached a position

where it could give formal final accredidation to thc plans

pursuant to proposed 44 C.F.R. Part 350. Tr. 14,862

(McIntire). The Indian Point plants are not unlike the vast

majority of nuclear sites in this regard. Ic[.
675. Indeed, FEMA has apparently singled out Indian

,

( Point for items which, if in fact deficient, have also been

. uncovered ,at other sites.1 Although FEMA acknowledged that

bus utilization problems have occurred at other sites, con

Edison Ex. 23, Generic Deficiencies in Exercise Evaluations

at J, the agency apparently made a negative overall finding

commitments from bus operators, for example, which FEMA
found necessary to satisfy NUREG-0654 herein, Tr. 2455
(Husar), are not required by Commission regulations. FEMA's
implementation of the NUREG-0654 guidelines has been
criticized by emergency planning officials in numerous
states. FEMA Answer to Licensees' Interrogatory 15, at 2.

1. FEMA was under considerable outside pressure at the
time of its evaluation of Indian Point. The Chairman of the
Rockland County Legislature called for a Congressional
investigation of FEMA. Tr. 11,032 (Reisman). Subsequently,
FEMA witnesses testified that the FEMA Region II radio-
logical emergency planning program was being investigated by
the General Accounting Office. Tr. 14,745 (Kowieski). The
GAO investigation included a study of FEMA's work at 1)idian
Point, and GAO investigators followed FEMA officials ttom
place-to-place during the March 9 exercise. Tr. 14,745-47

| (Kowieski). FEMA's Regional Director was evidently con-
cerned about the GAO investigation and Reisman's call for an

'

investigation. Tr. 14,960, 14,962 (Kowieski, McIntire).
i For the first time, a high-ranking lawyer from FEMA's

national of fice accompanied FEMA regional of ficials during
(- the exercise. Tr. 14,959 (McIntire).

- . . , . . _ . _ _ _ . - . . . _ . - _ - - -__ ___ - - - - - - - - - -
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based on this issue only at Indian Point.1 Furthermore,

FEMA has not required written commitments for bus avail-

! ability at'Diablo Canyon, Con Edison Ex. 20, at 10, or at

numerous other sites. FEMA Answer to Licensees' Inter-

rogatory 6, at 2-6,

676. Recalcitrance or non-cooperation by county and

local governments is also a generic problem. FEMA Answer to

Licensees' Interrogatory 4, at 15. Indian Point, however,

is apparently the only site to have received a negative
.

finding for this reason.2
1

a. Westchester County

677. First, FEMA assumed, without ahalysis, that

[ carpooling, ride sharing, and ad hoc transportation measures

would be inadequate. Parsons Brinckerhoff - in what they

admitted was a highly conservative estimate - assumed that
'

11 to 22 percent of the Westchester EPZ population would

need bus transportation in the event of a radiological

emergency. Parsons Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testimony at

1. Thus, FEMA witnesses testified that despite their
judgment that the absence of commitments was significant,
they had no recollection of asking FEMA officials in other |

regions how those officials evaluated an absence of written ;

bus commitments. Tr. 14,902 (Kowieski).

2. In addition, FEMA did not comply with the Board's
directive that its witnesses be prepared to address the
issues raised by. Licensees' Interrogatories to FEMA.
Tr. 14,910, 14,980 (Board). FEMA's failure to comply leaves
an important gap in the record, which must be construed
against FEMA. j

i

!

.,
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13-14. But Roger Seasonwein - an intervenor polling expert

- recently undertook ~a survey which showed that only 3

percent would rely on buses. Seasonwein Testimony on

Question Three at T-17. Another survey showed that nearly

three quarters of evacuating automobile drivers would be

willing to pick up others, as necessary. Parsons

Brinckerhoff Testimony at 33.

678. Second, FEMA agreed that, given the requirements

of the exercise scenario, the evacuation and transportation

actions in Westchester County on March 9 were adequate.

Tr. 14,893 (McIntire). This evaluation was also shared by

the FEMA team leader in Westchester County, Tr. 14,776-77,

14,893 (McIntire); Con Edison Ex. 13, who, in a report

written on the evening of the exercise, rated " Actions to

Protect the Public" in Westchester as a "3" or " accept-

able." Tr. 14,773-74 (Kowieski). FEMA also found bus

evacuation-capability adequately demonstrated during the

March 1982 exercise. McIntire et al. Testimony at 34.

679. Hence, the exercise results could not provide a

basis for FEMA's finding of a significant deficiency.
680. Further, FEMA has indicated, Tr. 14,797-99

:

(McIntire), ' hat its concern over the bus situation stemmed.

i

from alleged testimony by the former Westchester County

L Executive and some bus drivers that bus drivers may not

respond to evacuate the general population af ter the initial

evacuation of school children was completed. The formeri

I
l
i

|
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County Executive's testimony appeared to be only speculation

and, as noted below, to the extent that testimony from bus

drivers appears in the record, such testimony was to the
contrary.1

681. In fact, the only witnesses with direct personal

| knowledge who testified on the subject of buses were the
,

owner of one of the largest bus companies involved in the

plan, one bus driver, and a union official. The bus owner
I testified that he believed most of the drivers would respond

in a radiological emergency. Corwin Testinony on Questions

Three and Four at 1. The driver testified that five of six

drivers sampled in her garage indicated they would
respond. Tr. 10,824 (Narod-Shiek). The union official had

no opinion as to whether the drivers would or would not

respond. Tr. 10,846-47 (Castorina). In Putnam County, where

there are no contracts with bus drivers or owners (and FEMA
| evidently does not find them necessary, Tr. 14,897-98
|
'

(McIntire, Kowieski)), 88 out of 100 bus drivers sampled

stated they would respond to a radiological emergency.
Tr. 12,135 (Scalpi). Thus, most of the testimony suggests

that bus drivers would in fact respond.

682. In addition, FEMA's chief concern was that bus

drivers would not respond to a so-called "second wave"
t

'

: l. A Westchester County transportation official
'

acknowledged that buses responded to prior emergencies
without contractual agreements. Tr. 5242 (Jurkowski).

. . _ - - . _ -_- ._. _ ._- _ ._-
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assignment after fi-st transporting school children. |

McIntire et al. Testimony on Questions Three and Four at

34. This situation was based on the former "two-wave"
evacuation procedure. That procedure has been revised by

the "O'Rourke plan," devised by the new County Executive to,

!

| diumiss schools at the alert stage of an incident at Indian

Point. O'Rourke Testimony on Questions Three and Four at

2. Although the early dismissal plan was successfully
exercised on March 9, FEMA did not evaluate it because the

revised procedure allegedly had not then been incorporated
into the written plan. FEMA Supplemental Testimony, Attach-

ment (Post Exercise Assessment, April 14, 1983) at 36.

683. Finally, FEMA's finding of this significant

deficiency is questionable, and not necessarily indicative

of increased comparative risk at Indian Point, in light of

the existence of bus utilization problems at other plant

j sites. Con Edison Ex. 23, Generic Deficiencies Noted in

Exercise Evaluations at J. FEMA does not uniformly require
i

! written commitments for bus availability. FEMA Response to

Licensees' Interrogatory 6, at 2-6. In fact, FEMA witness

McIntire believed bus drivers would respond to a radio-

logical emergency. Tr. 1540 (McIntf, re ) .

b. Rockland County

684. FEMA's concern in Rockland County stemmed from

the County's' refusal to participate with its own personnel

I in the March 9, 1983 exercise. The State, however,

- . - - .
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1
1

' developed a compensating plan for the county which was

tested during the exercise and, after further refinement,

i was found acceptable by the Commission.1 June 10 Order

at 11.

685. FEMA commended New York State's compensatory

demonstration at the March 9 exercise. FEMA gave generally
i
'

high marks to all important categories of the State's

response including shift changes, emergency operations

management, briefings, emergency classification system,
.,

monitoring, reception centers, communications, assessment,
!

public information, and protective action recommendations.

FEMA April 14, 1983 Post Exercise Assessment at 38-43.2
4

; 686. Furthermore, sufficient basis exists to conclude
1

; that State and Rockland County personnel could work together

i

1.- In addition, as noted above, consultants paid by

L the licensees have completed.and distributed a voluminous
j plan tailored to Rockland County which, although not

formally. approved by the County, could be used during an
actual emergency. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 3-5.
Rockland County personnel participated in an exercise of
that plan in March 1982. Nothing in the Commission or FEMA
regulations requires emergency plans to be drafted or
approved by a county. Indeed, the Commission recently
stated that, under its regulations and the NRC Authorization
Act,.the Commission is obligated to review utility sponsored
emergency plans. In re Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham
Nuclear Power Station Unit 1), No. 50-322-OL, slip op, at 3
(N.R.C. May 12, 1983).

,

3 2. FEMA's reason for not finding the State's perfor-
i mance fully acceptable was that although it had received a

[' copy of the written compensating plan in February, it had
not reviewed'the plan as of the time of the exercise.

'

Tr.-14,933 (Kowieski).

I

!

.

(

I
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effectively in an actual emergency. The two jurisdictions

worked well together in the early morning hours of the

exercise, before the Rockland County workers were precluded

from further participation. Tr. 14,874-78 (McIntire).

687. In addition, FEMA made no attempt to analyze

Rockland County's actual responsa capability, notwithstand-

ing the County's refusal to participate in the exercise.

Tr. 14,941-42 (McIntire). County personnel participated in

the 1982 exercise and received good marks in the areas of

evacuation, decontamination and health, and medical and

exposure control measures. Testimony of McIntire et al.,

Att. C. at 14'-15. They also participated in a " table top

exercise" of the new draft plan just prior to the March 9,

1983 exercise. Tr. 14,866 (McIntire). Furthe r , FEMA dis-

; counted Rockland County's response to the chemical fire
!

dsecribed below (which in contrast to an exercise involved
an actual evacuation) in analyzing the County's response
capability. Tr. 14,942-45 (McIntire). These activities

necessarily demonstrated the organization and decisionmaking

which FEMA considers the " heart and soul" of efffective
emergency response. Tr. 15,000 (McIntire).

688. Since the 1982 exercise, Rockland County has

received substantial additional funding and equipment, New

York State Supplemental Testimony on Questions Three and

Four at 3-4; Tr. 11,381 (Davidoff), and its personnel have
i

continued to receive training from the State. Id_. at

_ . . --. - . - . _.- _ _ .
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11,457-58. The State's compensating plan is based upon the

December 1982 draf t of the plan Rockland is now engaged in

finalizing. Compare NYS Ex. 10 with NYS Ex. 3. Hence, both

State and Rockland County personnel are well-acquainted with

the plan that would be implemented in the event of an actual,

|

| emergency.

689. Finally, the Board infers from Rockland County's
failure to produce Don McGuire to testify, as scheduled,

( that Rockland County actually or could have demonstrated an
,

adequate capability during the March 9 exercise. Rockland

County, in fact, effectively accomplished a recent evacu-

ation of a large number of residents during a chemical
fire. Tr. 14,942 (McIntire). Rockland has pledged to

commit its own personnel, if necessary, during an actual

radiological emergency. Gdanski Testimony, Exhibit A at 3.

690. The Board concludes that Rockland County would be

! adequately protected in the event of a radiological
emergency.

691. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(ll) states:

Means for controlling radiological
exposure, in an emergency, are estab-
lished for emergency workers. The means
for controlling radiological exposures-

i shall include exposure guidelines con-
I sistent with EPA Emergency Worker and

-Lifesaving Activity Protective Action
Guides.

! 692. Both the onsite and offsite emergency plans for

Indian Point incorporate the Federal standards for control-

|
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,

ling radiological exposure, as contained in 10 C.F.R. Part
.

20. See Tr. 5074-75 (Curran); PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning

Document, S 6.5.2; NYS Ex. 3, New York State RERP, Part III,

S I.G, Westchester County RERP, S III.G.2, Orange County

RERP, S III.G.2.;'NYS Ex. 6, Part III at G-7; NYS Ex. 10,,

S III.G; NYS Ex. 11, S III.G.2; NYS Ex. 13, at III-40 to

III-43.

693. Dosimeters are available both onsite and offsite

( for measuring and controlling radiological exposure.

; Tr. 11,435-36 (Davidoff); NYS Ex. 3, Orange County RERP,

Procedure 14, Westchester County RERP, Procedure 14; NYS Ex.,
<

.

6, ' Part III S 2 at 17; NYS Ex.13, Procedure 15; NYS Ex. 12,

at RE-4 to RE-5; NYS Ex. 13, at RE-4 to RE-5; PA Ex. 43,

Emergency Planning Document at 7-14.

694. The counties in the EPZ'have an inventory of

dosimeters available for radiological emergency use.
Tr. 5305 (Jurkowski), 5401 (Marasco),. 10,964-65 (D.

McGuire). Several county officials confirmed that they have

sufficient dosimetry to comply with their responsibilities

under'NUREG-0654. Tr. 12,094-95 (Schmer, Scalpi).

695. In addition,-the State has a large number of

civil defense dosimeters available to each county for use in
a radiological emergency. These dosimeters are stockpiled

| in each county and are readily accessible in the event of a
!

[ radiological emergency at Indian Point. Tr. 5542-43

f (Marasco), 11,435 (Davidoff). |
'

l

|
|
|
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696. Finally, the State has 183,000 dosimeters avail-

able at its regional Office of Disaster Preparedness head-

quarters, which could be distributed to EPZ personnel on

short notice. Tr. 5072 (Curran); NYS Ex. 6, Part III, S II

at 17.

697. In addition to the current inventory of

dosimeters in each county, and the State regional office

dosimeters available to each county, the State plans to

distribute additional dosimeters to each county during 1963

as follows:

A. Self Reading Dosimeters

(1) Westchester - 400

(2) Rockland - 300

(3) Orange - 125

(4) Putnam - 125

B. Permanent Record Dosimeters (TLD's)

(1) Westchester - 2700,

(2) Rockland - 1500

(3) Orange - 800

(4) Putnam - 500

NYS Ex. 8.
l

698. In addition to the supply of dosimeters available

to the offsite emergency workers in each county, the-

licensees each have dosimeters available onsite for the use
of their emergency workers. Written agreements exist with a

,

dosimetry processor to provide 24-hour emergency dosimetry
.
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uervice. The licensees have onsite a TLD processor and the

Health Physics technicians on watch have been trained in its
t

use. Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 37; PA

Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Document, S 6.

699.
.

The county RERP's contain detailed procedures by

which emergency worker exposure levels are carefully moni-

tored and permanently recorded. See NYS Ex. 11 S III.E; NYS

Ex. 10, S III(G), Attachment 8; NYS Ex. 3, Orange County

RERP, S III.E(1), (2), (5), (6), Westchester County RERP,
S III.E(1), (2), (5), (6).

700. Staff has determined that licensees' plans meet

the standards contained in the EPA and National Committee on
Radiation Protection PAG's, as well as 10 C.F.R.

S 50.47(b)(ll) and Part 50, App. E.IV.E. Sears Testimony on

Questions Three and Four at 37-38.

701. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47.(b)(12) states:
Arrangements are made for medical
services for contaminated injured
individuals.

702. The Commission recently clarified that this

provision does not require arrangements for any member of

the public who might be contaminated, but rather, is

concerned solely with arrangements for emergency medical

! services for individuals who are both contaminated and
; injured. These persons would priraarily be workers injured
1

onsite. See In re Southern California Edison Co. (San

i

i
- -
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Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 & 3), slip op.
(Apr. 4, 1983).

703. The New York State Emergency Plan and the

licensees' on-site Emergency Plan Procedures document set

forth the arrangements available for medical services ~for
[
'

contaminated injured . individuals. The State REPG has

identified hospitals throughout the State which have decon-

tamination capability. NYS Ex. 3, New York State RERP, Part

! III, S II at 12, 12A.

704. The Power Authority has a contractual arrangement

with the Peekskill Community Hospital to provide the neces-

sary emergency care to contaminated injured emergency
response personnel. This response capability could also be

available to any member of the general public who might be
both injured and contaminated. PA Ex. 43, Emergency Plan<

Procedures Document, IP-1021. Indian Point's proximity to

the Brookhaven National Laboratory would also allow the use

of that facility's extensive decontamination expertise and
capability. Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at

( 5-6.

705. Several hospitals in the area, including

Peekskill Community Hospital, Horton Memorial Hospital,

Middletown and St. John's Riverside Hospital in Yonkers,

have the expertise and equipment necessary to provide all

| necessary emergency services for contaminated injured
:

individuals. J. Murphy Testimony at 6, 9. The transporta-

!

|
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;

tion and treatment of contaminated victims was successfully. )
demonstrated in the 1982 and 1983 exercises. McIntire et

al. Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 20; Sears

Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 38-39; FEMA Supple-

mental Testimony on Question Three and Four, Attachment

! (Post-Exercise Assessment, April 14, 1983), at 44.

706. Intervenors offered the testimony of James Murphy

on the issue of medical services. At the time Mr. Murphy

L was presented, the Board conditionally denied licensees'

motion to strike, pending the issuance of the Commission's

San Onofre decision. In light of the intervening San Onofre

decision, the Board now grants licensees' motion and strikes

Murphy's testimony. The testimony is devoted entirely to

decontamination arrangements for large numbers of the
i general public, provisions which the Commission has clari-

| fled are not required by 10 C.F.R S 50.47(b)(12).
I

707. Moreover, assuming, arguendo, that Murphy's

testimony was relevant, it was of little weight. First,

although Murphy holds a Master's degree in Public Health, he

took only one course in radiological health. Tr. 11,061

( Mu rphy ) . He had no work experience at all in the radiolog-

[ ical health area prior to undertaking his Indian Point

survey. Idi . Second, Murphy's analysis consisted of a
_

survey of area hospitals and ambulance units. Murphy had no

prior experience in survey-taking. Tr. 11,062 (Murphy).

! Murphy himself conceded that the results were statistically

i

l
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inadequate. Tr. 11,071-72 ( Mu rphy ) . Moreover, this renders

his testimony hearsay, with its weight to be reduced accor-

dingly. Finally, Murphy, during the survey and until

recently, was an employee of intervenor NYPIRG. Tr. 11,062-

63 (Murphy). He was actively involved in efforts to close

Indian Point. Idl . Hence, his testimony suffered from
_

apparent bias. In light of these considerations, the Board

finds Murphy's testimony to be without probative value.

708.- Murphy's testimony makes the erroneous assumption

that many hospitals within and outside of the EPZ need a

substantial amount of special training and equipment in

order to handle contaminated individuals. But as the

Commission stated in its San Onofre decision, that is not

the requirement. Hospitals which are.already trained and

equipped to handle potential injuries to on-site personnel

and emergency workers would most likely be able to handle
|

the very few potentially contaminated and injured members of

the general public. In re Southern California Edison Co.,

slip op. at 13. The NRC regulations require only that the

plans arrange for medical services for those who (1) become

injured and are also contaminated or (2) are exposed to

dangerous levels of radiation. Idl . at 2, 13. The first
_

category of individuals is covered by the onsite emergency

medical services arrangements; for the second group, there

would be time to seek meoical attention on an ac3 hoc basis,

because any adverse medical effects due to overexposure to

|

L
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radiation would show up long after the emergency and hence j

would not require emergency treatment during the evacuation

time period. Id. at 10-11.

709. In addition, Murphy's survey is not a reliable

indicator of public health facilities' readiness to cope

with contaminated and injured individuals. The results of

that survey are unreliable and flawed in presentation.

Murphy himself conceded that the responses were inadequate

[ for statistical purposes. Tr. 11,071-72 (Murphy). Out of

26 hospitals questioned / only 11 responded; of 96 ambulance

surveys mailed, only 16 responses were obtained, 5 in

written form and 11 through telephone interviews; of 37

residential health care facilities polled, only nine

responded. J. Murphy Supplemental Testimony at 15-16,

27-29, 38-40.

710. Finally, Murphy's results were presented in terms

of the number of facilities available, rather than the

number of patients who could actually be treated. Thus, a

large facility with capability to treat many victims was
|

| given the same weight as a small facility with very limited

| patient capability. Tr. 11,081-82 (Murphy).

711. Murphy's data, if properly weighted for the

patient capacity of the facilities surveyed, would actually

'

-

..
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yield the following results:1

Does Staff of department have training
in the treatment of radiation injury and
patient decontamination?

YES: 202 (74%) NO: 54 (20%) DON'T KNOW: 18 (7%)

j Does department have radiation survey equipment?

| YES: 239 (87%) NO: 13 (5%) DON'T KNOW: 22 (8%)

Does department have protective equipment?

YES: 230 (84%) NO: 22 (8%) DON'T KNOW: 22 (8%)

Does department have decontamination facilities?

YES: 238 (87%) NO: 36 (13%) DON'T KNOW: 0 (0%)

712. The Board accords much greater weight to

licensees' evidence, and to the staff's conclusion that

Indian Point is in compliance with this regulation. Sears

Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 39.

713. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(13) states:

. General plans for recovery and reentry
| are developed.

714. Recovery and reentry procedures are detailed in
|

| both the State and county RERP.'s and the licensees' on-site
1

emergency plans. See NYS Ex. 3, Orange County RERP, S IV.B;

NYS Ex. 10, S IV at B-4; NYS Ex. 11, S IV; NYS Ex. 12,

S IV.B; PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Document at 7-4.

715. Recovery and reentry procedures were tested

L during the March 9, 1983 exercise and FEMA found them

!

1. In instances in which Murphy's data was presented
as a range, the high end of the range is utilized.

_ - . - - . _ . - , . . .-_. __.___ _ - . .- .. - -
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adequate. See FEMA Supplemental Testimony on Questions

Three and Four, Attachment (Post-Exercise Assessment, April
14, 1983) at 33, 4 5, 52, 59.

716. Staff has also determined that licensees' plans

for recovery and reentry are satisfactory. Sears Testimony

on Questions Three and Four at 40.

717. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(14) states:

Periodic exercises are (will be)
conducted to evaluate major portions of
emergency response capabilities, peri-,

odic drills are (will be) conducted to ,

develop and maintain key skills, and
deficiencies identified as a result of
exercises or drills tre (will be)
. corrected.

718. The four counties, the State, and the licensees,

pursuant to their respective emergency plans, conduct an

annual full-scale exercise to test the plans. New York

State Supplemental Testimony on Questions Three and Four at

4; FEMA Supplemental Testimony, Attachment (Post Exercise
! Assessmen t, April 14, 1983); NYS Ex. 3, Orange County RERP,

S II.B.3; NYS Ex. 6, Procedure F; NYS Ex. 10, S VI.B.; NYS
l
! Ex. 11, S II.B.3; NYS Ex. 13, S II.B.3; PA Ex. 43, Emergency

Planning Document, S 8.

| 719. Two such exercises have been conducted, on March
!

! 3, 1982, and March 9, 1983. Both exercises were successful

in the most important respect, namely organization, coor-

dination, and decision-making. Brons et al. Testimony on

Questions Three and Four at 34; Tr. 15,000 (McIntire). They

I

!
'

- _

._.
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also served as outstanding training experiences for all

participants. FEMA Supplemental Testimony (Post Exercise

Assessment, April 14, 1983) at 21. Staff determined that

licensees demonstrated an adequate capability to protect the

health and safety of the public. Sears Testimony on Ques-

| tions Three and Four at 42.

720. Extensive efforts we.re undertaken to correct
deficiencies identified in the 1982 exercise, and FEMA found

that all significant deficiencies and a host of minor

deficiencies were corrected. FEMA Supplemental Testimony,

Attachment (Post Exercise Assessment, April 14, 1983) at 1,

65-79. The deficiencies identified during the 1983 exercise

were also adequately addressed. June 10 Order at 9-13.
.

721. Licensees also conduct periodic onsite drills to

maintain an acceptable level of emergency preparedness and

! to test the on-site emergency plans. Tr. 11,699 (Brons); PA

Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Document, S 8.

722. If deficiencies in the emergency plans are

; uncovered, they are corrected by appropriate onsite per-

sonnel responsible, or by the offsite officials responsible
for the emergency plans. See FEMA Supplemental Testimony on

Questions Three and Four, Attachment (Post Exercise Assess-

| ment, April 14, 1983); Sears Testimony at 42-43;
1

) Tr. 12,102-06 (Schmer).

723. Indian Point Unit 3 employees provide ongoing

j training and drills for offsite emergency personnel who
|

|
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would respond to a radiological emergency at Indian Point

3. Tr. 11,699 (Brons). For example, the Power Authority

has provided training to local fire and ambulance personnel

and to medical emergency workers at local hospitals. Idl .

724. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(15) states:

Radiological emergency response training
is provided to those who may be called
on to assist in an emergency.

725. All onsite emergency response personnel have been

trained and the offsite support personnel necessary to sup-
port the onsite emergency response have been trained.

Tr. 11,699 (Brons). The RERP's were designed to utilize

pre-existing training and resources to the greatest possible

extent. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 3. The RERP's

generally. call for emergency workers to perform their

everyday occupational duties for which they are already
trained (e.g., police direct traffic, bus drivers drive

buses, the Red Cross operates host facilities, ambulance

personnel administer first aid, public works employees

remove road impediments) .

726. Where special training for a radiological emer-

j gency is necessary, the State has assumed full responsibil-

ity for providing it and training programs have been and

continue to be available to the four counties. Several

? hundred personnel in the four counties and the State were

trainea in the first three months of 1983 alone. Tr. 4940-

- - . . . _. .. - . - --
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,

41 (Guido), 5400 (Marasco), 11,457 (Davidoff), 12,099
(Schmer); NYS.Ex. 9.

i
'

727. Training of offsite personnel is an ongoing
'

process. New York State Supplemental Testimony on Questions,

Three and Four at 4. Turnover,' promotions, and plan changes

mean that there are always'likely to be individuals who need

training or retraining. Tr. 11,320 (Davidoff). The key

emergency response personnel for the State and each of the

four counties have already been trained. Tr. 11,397, 11,457

(Davidoff).

728. Priority has been given to police training.

O'Rourke Testimony at 3; Tr. 11,397, 11,503 (Davidoff),

4940-41 (Guido). The vast majority of police officers in.

the plume EPZ are adequately trained in radiological
emergency procedures. Tr. 11,318 (Davidoff), 11,567

(O'Rourke), 12,099 (Schmer).

729. Emergency Medical Technicians are required to

complete an 80-hour training course in order to obtain State

certification, part of which includes training in radiologi-
cal health procedures. D. McGuire Testimony, Attachment A;

I

Tr. 5592 (Kaminski).
730. An exceptional degree of training has been accom-

plished in Orange and Putnam Counties. Orange County's
*

emergency planning chief, Phil Schmer, has received exten-
!

! sive training in emergency planning and radiological
7. emergency planning. He attended eight weeks of resident

i
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schooling for federal certification, as wel! as the RERO

course, the Lowell University radiological course, courses

at Battle Creek, Michigan, and other federal courses and

graduate seminars. He has held his present position for

; nearly eight years. Tr. 12,069 (Schmer).
!

731. Many other emergency workers in Orange County

have received similar training. The County offers a 16-hour

course in radiological preparedness. Over 800 persons have

completed the course. Tr. 12,149-50 (Schmer).1

732. Putnam County's Civil Defense Director, Michael

Scalpi, also attended most of the emergency planning courses
'

attended by Schmer. Tr. 12,070 (Scalpi). He, too, has led

! .a comprehensive radiological training program in his county.

Several hundred workers have completed Putnam County's

' training courses. Tr. 12,150-51 (Scalpi).

733. Licensees have provided substantial assistance in

the training efforts both by supplying their own personnel

to train emergency workers and by providing funds for train-

ing. Tr. 11,454 (Davidoff), 12,099 (Schmer), 3754 (J.

McGuire),. 12,099-100 (Scalpi). Both the State and licensees

have been fully responsive to requests for training assis-

tance. Tr. 12,099 (Scalpi).

|

L 1. Further reasons for Orange County's unusually high
j state of preparedness include its pioneering effort to
i develop an emergency plan for radiological transport acci-
| dents in 1975, and the County's role as a host area in the
~

event of wartime. Tr. 12,099, 12,141 (Schmer).

!
t

i

I
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734. Staff testified that licensees' provisions

satisfy 10 C.F.R S 50.47(b)(15) and Part 50, App. E.IV.F.

!- Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 46.

'

735. 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)(16) states:

Responsibilities for plan development
I and review and for distribution of

emergency plans are established and
planners are properly trained.

736. State personnel responsible for radiological,
; emergency planning are adequately and properly trained at
|
'

this time. New York State Supplemental Testimony on Ques-

tions Three and Four at 4. The director of the State REPG

is a long-time State health official. He is supported by a

staff of radiological health experts and emergency planners.
.

New York State Testimony of Questions Three and Four at 2-3.

737. In each of the four counties in the EPZ, key

county emergency planners are trained. See D. McGuire

Testimony at 1-3; Tr. 4094 (D. McGuire), Tr. 5491 (Marasco),

! 12,069-70 (Schmer, Scalpi). Schmer, McGuire, and Scalpi
l

have taken advanced courses in radiological emergency

planning. Tr. 12,069-70 (Schmer, Scalpi), 4094 (D.

McGuire).

738. The State has the ultimate responsibility for
1
; updating the emergency plans and distributes revised and

updated plans. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 6-8;

Tr. 5395-97 (Marasco).
!

!

,
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739. Parsons Brinckerhoff personnel, drafters of the

original version of the RERPs, are highly trained and

experienced in radiological emergency planning and traffic

engineering. See Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 2;

Tr. 9279 (Gurrin et al.). The three witnesses - two

| engineers and an urban planner - supervised a large, multi-

disciplinary engineering / urban planning staff. Parsons

Brinckerhoff Testimony at 2. Parsons Brinckerhoff had

| previously prepared RERP's and evacuation time estimates for

other nuclear sites. Id_. Parsons Brinckerhoff has provided

a plan update guide to the State to which the State person-

nel responsible for maintaining the RERP's can refer as

needed. Parsons Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testimony at 4-5;
WBCA Ex. 5.

740. The Power Authority has also assigned responsi-

bilities for onsite plan review and distribution. Brons et
|

| al. Testimony at 33-34. Linda Lomonaco (Assistant to the
1

Radiological and Environmental Services Superintendent at

Indian Point 3) has been assigned chief operational respons-
ibility for the ensite plan.

741. Staff has determined that these provisions and

the planners' training conform to Commission regulations.

Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 46-48.

F. Appendix E, 10 C.F.R Part 50

742. Appendix E to 10 C.F.R Part 50 contains detailed

procedural guidelines for implementing the 16 planning
!

l

l
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I
standards set forth in 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b) and discussed .

above.

G. Appendix "., Part IV

1. Organization

743. The organization for coping with radiological ,

1

emergencies is described in complete detail in the onsite

i emergency planning document, each of the four offsite
,

emergency plans for the four county EPZ and, responsibil-

ities and duties are assigned by State law. See PA Ex. 43,

Emergency Planning Document S 5; NYS Ex. 3, Orange County

RERP, SS I.B., III, Westchester County RERP, SS I.B., III;

NYS Ex. 10, SS II.A, III.A; NYS Ex. 11, SS I.B,'III; PA Ex.

41, New York Executive Law, Art. 2-B, S 20 et. seg.

(McKinney's 1982).

744. Responsibilities for emergency response by State,
; county,.and local officials are assigned pursuant to State
i

statutes governing radiological emergency planning. Pur-

'
suant to ArticJe 2-B, New York Executive Law, S 20 et seq.

(McKinney's 1982), county response organizations, under the

direction of the county chief executive, provide the initial'

response. The governor may declare a state emergencyy

assume direction of the response, and commit state

resources. See Board Findings 563-64. The State maintains

a compensating plan for Rockland Cou'nty. Tr. 11,368

(Davidoff).
.

f
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745. The onsite and offsite emergency plans further {
: clarify the relationships and responsibilities of licensees

and state and local governments and identify in great detail

.the supporting organizations and key staff involved in the

response. See Board Finding 564.,

2. Assessment Actions

746. The means to be used for determining the magni-

tude and impact of a radioactive release have been fully
described above at Board Findings 611-17. These means

1

include the three meteorological towers located on the
s

Indian Point site, the nearby national weather service

stations, plume overlays, MIDAS, ARAC, Reuter-Strokes Sentri

1011 Environmental Radiation Monitoring System and the
..

Ludlum monitors, as well as staff meteorologists employed by
the Power Authority and Con Edison. In addition the Power

. Authority has two field monitoring teams on staff and Con

| Edison has 50 back-up monitoring teams at Astoria, Queens,
!
'

Finally, the four counties in the plume EPZ have independent

field monitoring capability and the support of federal

agencies through IRAP and the'Brookhaven National Laboratory

is available. See Board Findings 636-42.

3. Activation of Emergency Organizations

747. The requirements of this section of Appendix E

have been satisfied. The onsite plans, the offsite plans

| and the State plan contain elaborate procedures for notify-
!

| ing all emergency response personnel. There are redundant,

. . --- - ,- - . - - . _ - - . . - - . - - - _ - . - _ - - . . _ - . - . _ . - - .
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sophisticated. communication systems in place and the plans.

contain personnel alert lists which insure that all person-

nel will receive immediate notification of an emergency.
' The onsite and offsite plans incorporate the four emergency

action levels of NUREG-0654 and the procedures for notifying
:

all relevant agencies, governments and response organiza-
tions. See Board Findings 598-600. It is also likely that

emergency workers would report for duty when informed of the
:

emergency by EBS or otherwise. Tr. 11,992 (Dynes). The

Staff testified that licensees are in compliance with 10

p C.F.R. 50, Appendix E, IV, C. Sears Testimony on Questions

Three and Four at 21.
.

4. Notification Procedures

748. Notification procedures as' required by this
!

section of Appendix E are in place and the Staff testified

that licensees are in compliance with 10 C.F.R. Ptirt 50,

App. E, IV, D. These are redundant, sophisticated notifi-

cation procedures in both the onsite and offsite plans.

These notification procedures include telephone alert lists,

I duplicated telephone lines, the RECS Line, radio, RACES,
[
'

Executive Hotline Telephone Network, NAWAS, sirens and the

Grasslands Communications Center in addition to each
|

! county's non-radiological emergency communications equip-
ment. See Board Findings 598-600.

5. Emergency Facilities and Equipment

749. Onsite emergency facilities and equipment meet
.

.-- .._ ._ - _ _ _ . . _ . . _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ ~ -__ _.___ _
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all the requirements listed in this section of Appendix E.

See Brons et al. Testimony at 18-32; PA Ex. 43, Emergency
Planning Document, S 7. The near-site EOF has adequate

emergency response capability and equipment and includes .

dose assessment tools, c'onmunications equiprent, radiolog-,

ical monitoring equipment, and radiation dosimetry. All the

county EOC's are adequately equipped for all necessary emer-
gency operations. These EOC's are equipped with tables,

charts, maps, telephones, dedicated lines, telefax machines,

MIDAS computer terminals, radios and other equipment. See

Board Findings 623-34.

6. Training

750. Training of onsite and of fsite emergency response

personnel, and periodic drills and retraining are provided

for in both the onsite and offsite emergency plans. The

four counties, the State and the licensees conduct annual

full-scale exercises to test the emergency plans. These

| exercises have been generally successful in the past and
|

l have proven to be excellent training experiences for all
participants. In addition to these annual exercises, the

'
licensees conduct periodic on-site drills to maintain an

acceptable level of emergency preparedness. Indian Point

Unit 3 employees also provide ongoing training to offsite
j emergency personnel. See Board Findings 725-34. Thus,
I

licensees are in compliance with 10 C.F.R. Part 50, App. E,
t

| IV, F.
|

l

I
|

!
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7. ' Plan Maintenance-

751. Both the onsite and offsite emergency plans pro-
1

vide for ongoing maintenance of emergency preparedness

levels through continuous training and retraining, periodic

drills and excercises and State plan update procedures. See

! Board Findings 736-41; PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning Docu-

ment, S 8; NYS Ex. 3, New York State RERP, Part III, Proce-

dures A, F, Westchester County RERP, S II.B, Orange County

f RE RP , S II.B; NYS Ex. 6, Part III, Procedures A, F; NYS Ex.

10,'S VI; NYS Ex. 11; S II (B).
.

,

8. Recovery

'752. Recovery and re-entry criteria are set forth in

) both the onsite and offsite emergency plans for Indian Point

Units 2 and 3. These procedures were tested during the

March 9,1983 exercise and found to be adequate by FEMA.

The Staff.' has also determined that licensees' plans for

recovery and re-entry are satisfactory. See Board Findings

714-16.'

( Ultimate Finding of Fact

753. The present emergency plans for Indian Point meet

the 16 standards of 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b) and Appendix E to

10 C.F.R. Part 50. Emergency planning is therefore not

; inadequate and Contention 3.1 is denied.

II. Contention 3.2

| 754. Contention 3.2

The emergency plans for Indian Point

|
|

|
.

L

!
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Units 2 and 3 do not conform with
NRC/ FEMA guidelines because the assump-
tions made therein with respect to human
response factors during a radiological
emergency are erroneous. Hence, the
estimates of evacuation times and of the
feasibility of timely evacuation for
certain areas are incorrect.

755. Intervenors contend that neither traditional

emergency workers, such as police and firefighters, nor
'

others associated with the RERP's, such as teachers and bus

drivers, can be depended upon to fulfill their roles in the

event of a radiological emergency. Their prediction is

based chiefly upon an assumption about the way people will

react to the imperceptible nature of a radiological

release. The intervenors, however, have presented no

reliable evidence that people are likely to react in the

manner assumed. See Board Findings 759-60.

A. Testimony

756. Licensees offered the testimony of Dr. Russell

I Dynes, Dr. Sidney Lecker, and Dr. Robert L. DuPont. Dr.

Dynes is among the foremost experts in the United States in

the field of disaster research. He is presently the Chair-;

man of the Sociology Department at the University of
f
' Delaware. He is past executive officer of the American

Sociological Association. From 1964 to 1977 he was the

L Director of the Disaster Research Center at Ohio State

University. He has studied virtually every type of disaster
1

; and emergency response, including fires, floods, earth-
|
|

!
!

l

l

i
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quakes, and radiological and chemical accidents. Dynes

Testimony at 2-3. Dynes headed the emergency preparedness

task force of the President's Commission on Three Mile

Island. He also studied a radiological emergency at a

nuclear weste site in San Antonio, Texas in 1965. He has

alto worked as an instructor for FEMA, Dynes Testimony at 3,

and the FEMA witnesses have relied upon his work.

Tr. 2240-42 (McIntire).

757. Dr. Lecker, a psychiatrist, is the former New

York State Assistant Commissioner for Children's Services.

He is among the few professionals who have been extensively

involved in the field of human response to radiological

incidents. He has had experience both at Three Mile Island

and Diablo Canyon. Lecker Testimony at 2-3.

758. Dr. DuPont, a practicing psychiatrist, is the

President of the Phobia Society of America, a Clinical

Professor of Psychiatry at Georgetown University Medical
School, and President of the Institute for Behavior and

Health, Inc. He has also written extensively on the

public's reaction to the risks associated with nuclear

power, including a publication entitled " Nuclear Phobia--

Phobic Thinking about Nuclear Power."

759. The intervenors offered the testimony of Dr. Kai

Erikson, a sociologist. Dr. Erikson is a relative newcomer

to the field of human response to emergencies. He has

testified on behalf of anti-nuclear groups at other hear-

. . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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ings, and consistently reached the conclusion that the

emergency plans involved were insufficient to protect the

public. Tr. 9565-67 (Erikson). Unlike Dynes, Lecker, and

DuPont, however, Erikson has never studied, evaluated or

researched an emergency response to a nuclear incident of

any sort. Tr. 9568 (Erikson). Two prior Atomic Safety and

Licensing Boards before whom Dr. Erickson testified did not

adopt his testimony. Tr. 9576-78 (Erikson); In re4

Metropolitan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,

Unit No. 1), 14 N.R.C. 1211, 1486-89 (1981); In re Pacific

Gas & Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and

i 2), 14 N.R.C. 107 (low power testing), modified on other

grounds, 14 N.R.C. 950 (1981).

i 760. Intervenors also offered the testimony of Dr.

Robert Jay Lif ton, a psychiatrist, Lifton Testimony at 1,
|

and an avowed opponent of nuclear power. Tr. 12,441

(Lifton). They offered two additional expert witnesses, Dr.

| Murray Melbin and Dr. Albert Solnit.

[ 761. FEMA presented witnesses Philip McIntire, Joseph

Keller, Ihor Husar, and Roger Kowieski, who have evaluated

RERP's at other sites and who have reviewed the literature
|

| on emergency worker response. McIntire et al. Testimony on

Questions Three and Four at 5, 7, 25; FEMA Supplemental
,

L

Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 7-8.

|

I

|

|
t
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B. Historical data

762. All witnesses agreed that emergency workers have

historically responded to all types of emergencies such as

chemical spills, floods, hurricanes, and the like. Dynes

( Testimony at 7-8; Lecker Testimony at 7; DuPont Testimony at

9, 22; McIntire, et al. Testimony on Questions Three and

Four at 25; Tr. 8854, 8889-91, 8904-06 (DuPont), 11,992

(Lecker), 12,109-10 (Scalpi). This historical data provides

the best indicator of human response to a radiological

emergency. Individuals respond to the stress caused by an

emergency, not to any particular agent or type of emergency.

Lecker Testimony at 3. Thus, human response to a radiologi-

cal emergency would not be likely to differ materially from

response to other emergencies. Dynes Testimony at 1; DuPont

Testimony at 9, 22.1 In fact, during most emergencies there

has been too much manpower rather than too little, since
.

many persons are released from normal duties and offer their

services to help others. Dynes Testimony at 8.

| 763. Government officials and other emergency response

personnel in the EPZ and elsewhere have always responded

1. Erikson testified that human response to a raidio-
logical emergency could not be predicted on the basis of
other emergencies. In his writings on the Buffalo Creek
disaster, a non-radiological emergency, however, he contra-
dicted the position he took before the Board. Tr. 12,059-61
(Lecker). He also acknowledged that prior accidents involv-
ing other contaminants could provide a basis for predicting
response to a radiological accident. Tr. 9565 (Erikson).

~- . . - . . . - . - - .
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when called upon to perform their duties in the past and

have never abandoned their posts. See New York State

Supplemental Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 8;

Tr. 4246 (Northrup), 4397 (Everhart), 5127 (Curran), 5492-93

(Marasco), 5662-63 (Bates), 5801-02 (Bohlander), 10,228

| (Johnson /Brooker), 12,109-10 (Scalpi, Schmer). The State
!

generic plan for Indian Point is identical to that for the

Ginna plant in northern New York. In January 1982, there

was an emergency at Ginna involving a potential exposure-to

radiation. Tr. 1540-41 (McIntire). (Steam radiation was

released into the atmosphere (Tr. 2213 (McIntire).) There,

were no reports of emergency workers not carrying out their

duties. Tr. 1541 (McIntire). To the contrary, FEMA

extensively documented the fact that emergency workers

carried out their responsibilities. Tr. 2214-15

(McIntire). County EOC's were fully staffed by local

officials. Tr. 2215-16 (McIntire). There were no reports

of panic among emergency workers or the general public.

Tr. 2216 (McIntire). Dr. Dynes has found, in over 17 years

of study involving over 7000 interviews with emergency

workers, that none left their posts in an emergency situa-

| tion. Tr. 12,007-08 (Dynes). None of the emergency

! response professionals who appeared before the Board could

identify an instance in which personnel failed to respond or
abandoned their posts.

.- . - . _ - . . . - - -- -- - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - -
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764. Experts on human response who have studied the

,
.

t

population around Three Mile Island have not found any
i -

significant differences between the response of those,

I
residents to that emergency and human response to

emergencies generally. Tr. 11,980-81~(Lecker, Dynes).

765. Dynes testified that written contracts or other

! formal commitments are not necessary to ensure an adequate
!

response. Dynes Testimony at 7.

766. Attitude surveys and predictions of certain
i

individuals that they will not respond to a radiological
i

emergency are of limited value. Dur'ing an actual emergency,;

I

| the human mind and body mobilize, become goal-oriented and

j the individual becomes motivated to pro-social behavior.

Lecker Testimony at 10. New attitudes emerge at that time,
i

| rendering attitudes or ideas held before the emergency
inapplicable. Id. Even those with a fear of nuclear power

plants can be expected to react rationally and behave

responsibly during an emergency. DuPont Testimony at 9-10;

Tr. 8854 (DuPont).1 Attitude surveys are often useful

1. No member of the public nor nuclear plant employee
has been killed as a result of a radiation or other
" nuclear" accident anywhere in the United States during
twenty-five years of commercial nuclear generation of elec-
tricity. Despite this verifiably excellent safety record,
there is widespread public fear of nuclear generation of

) power. DuPont Testimony on Contention III.2, at 2-3;
Tr. 8854, 8857 (DuPont). This paradox of fear in the
presence of relative safety is explained by accepted
psychological principles. DuPont Testimony on Contention
III.2, at 3.

I
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predictors of narrow, immediate intentions such as political

election choices. Tr. 12,040-41 (Lecker, Dynes). Such

surveys are not reliable indicators of behavior during

distant or hypothetical events. Ijl.

C. Psychological basis

767. The availability of emergency workers can be

expected for psychological as well as historical reasons.

See Board Findings 768-73. Traditional emergency workers

such as police officers have chosen their occupations

The rear or nuclear power has phobic elements because
it is a "what if" fear. Id. at 6; Tr. 8854 (DuPont). Such-

phobic "what if" fears are not based on acutal experience,
i.e., rational "what is" thinking. Rather, they are based
ori what could happen or what might be. Once this shift in
perspective takes place, in effect, a confusion of "what is"
with "what if," rational arguments become irrelevant because
the source of the fear is the fearful person's own internal
terrors, not the acutal external risk to physical safety.
DuPont Testimony on Contention III.2, at 5-6, 8; Tr. 8859-
60, 8882 (DuPont).

Four easily understood, but irrational, psychological
factors distort the public perception of risk from nuclear
power. DuPont Testimony on Contention III.2, at 12-13.
First, risks associated with single, big events seem worse
than those associated with distributed risks. -Id. Second,
risks we feel we can control are tolerated with relative
ease, but when risks appear imposed, we find them intoler-
able. Id. at 15. Third, familiar risks seem smaller, and
unfamiflar risks seem greater, than they really are. Jj_l . a t
16. The increasing familiarity that would help to reduce
fear of nuclear power'has not occurred. JyL. at 16-17.
Finally, when a feared experience is considered necessary or
pleasant, it is rarely feared, regardless of the actual risk
involved. Conversely, fears are exaggerated if the feared
stimulus is seen as unnecessary or unpleasant. Id. at 17.

L

'

Despite the fact that nuclear power provides abouE twelve
; percent of all American electricity, many Americans are

convinced that nuclear power is unnecessary. This percep-
tion exaggerates the public's fear of nuclear power. I j[. a t
17-18.'

!

,

i

i
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because they seek rather than fear crisis mastery. Lecker

Testimony at 7. None testified that they would not

respond. Their response seems assured. -

768. Intervenors argued that other workers involved in

the RE RP ' s , such as teachers and bus drivers, might not

respond. Psychological data shows, however, that the need

or desire for a role or crisis mastery is a typical human

response to an emergency. The fact that an individual has

an affirmative role to play would be a motivating factor,

and would assist the individual in coping with the emer-

gency. Lecker Testimony at 8.

D. Reaction of the Public

769. Intervenors contend that members of the public

would panic, disobey instructions or otherwise fail to

cooperate in the event of a radiological emergency. This

hypothesis is unsupported. Historically, panic has only

arisen in enclosed areas in which egress is blocked or

limited. McIntire et al. Testimony on Questions Three and

Four at 24; Tr. 9569 (Erikson), 12,056-57 (Lecker). Such a

reaction may occur, for example, in a building fire.

| Tr. 12,056-57 (Lecker). Panic has not been seen in mass

evacuations, even where the threat is invisible. Dynes

Testimony at 8-9; DuPont Testimony at 22; Tr. 12,047-49

'

(Dynes). 220,000 residents of Mississauga, a densely

l populated suburb of Toronto, Canada, were evacuated in a 24-

hour period in 1979 following a chemical spill. Dynes

i

I
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stimony at 8; DuPont Testimony at 22. During a 13-year
!

period studied by the Federal Government, over 1.1 million

people were evacuated in this country with only ten deaths,

seven of which occurred in one helicopter accident. Dynes

Testimony at 9.

770. Intervenor witnesses' conception of panic was

based on the individual fear experienced during a traffic

accident, Tr. 9714 (Courtney), or the evacuation of a

burning building. Tr. 9712 (Craig). As noted above, panic

is a phenomenon confined to incidents, .such as building

fires, in which egress is blocked or constricted in an

enclosed area. This is not the case in mass evacuations and
4

would not occur in a radiological emergency. Lecker

Testimony at 11-12.

771. People tend to seek leadership and obey instruc-

tions during an emergency. Tr. 12,050-51 (Lecker). Even

those who are presently critical of the RERP's or those who

will implement them can be expected to respond appropriately

during an actual emergency, since this is the only available

plan. Lecker Testimony at 10; DuPont Testimony at 9, 22. A

person's response during an emergency is often guided by

" isolation of af fect," meaning that the person will withhold

an emotional reaction until the crisis has subsided. Lecker

Testimony at 9-10; Tr. 12,001-03 (Lecker).

772. Several intervenor witnesses testified about,

.

144,000 persons who evacuated without orders to do so during

. _ _ . _ _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ ___ _ , _ _ _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ .
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.the Three Mile Island incident. Tr. 4041 (D. McGuire), 9341
|

(Seley), 9609 (Eirkson). The evidence showed, however, that

this was not the result of disobedience or panic. That

; situation is distinguishable from the scenario postulated by

intervenors in that no one was instructed not to leave. Tr.

9618 (Erikson), 12025 (Lecker). There also was no detailed

evacuation plan in existence. Tr. 12,029 (Dynes). Dynes
'

noted that a selective evacuation advisory and precautionary

dismissal of the schools at Three Mile Island were announced

on a Friday afternoon preceding the first pleasant spring

weekend. Tr. 12,026 (Dynes). Since it appeared that the

schools would be closed Monday, many persons took advantage4

! of the exten,ied weekend to travel or visit relatives or

friends. Tr. 12,026-27 (Dynes). Though these persons were

classified as " evacuees," fear was not their sole or primary

reason for departing. Tr. 12,027 (Dynes). The response at

l Three Mile Island was orderly and there was no evidence of

panic. Tr. 11,990 (Lecker).1

1. - Intervenors offered several other psychological
witnesses who offered varying theories. Dr. Robert Jay
Lifton testified on the subjects of " radiation response
syndrome" and " psychic numbing." He acknowledged that radi-
ation response syndrome, a disorder which manifests itself
after a nuclear bomb explosion, is not strictly applicable,

[ to accidents at nuclear power plants. Lifton Testimony at
'

11. At Three Mile Island, the overwhelming majority of
nearby residents sampled three months after the accident did '

not believe they had received a dangerous dose of radia-
tion. Id. " Psychic numbing" is a hwnan response which;

L occurs when human beings encounter death or the extreme
threat of death. Tr. 12,436 (Lifton). It is the visual and

,
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!

! 773. FEMA believes that the public would behave
t

[ appropriately in the event of a radiological emergency at I
'

Indian Point. 'McIntire et al. Testimony on Questions Three

and Four at 24.

j E. Generic Problem
|

j 774. Even if the Board were to accept the theories
:

propounded by intervenors' psychological experts, it is
i

obvious - as some of those experts themselves acknowledged,

Lif ton Errata Sheet at 17, - that these are generic matters
i-
a affecting all nuclear plants. As such, there was no
4

!
! visible aspects of disasters which lead to psychic numbing
i or panic in observers thereof, hence the invisible nature of

a radiation release from a nuclear power plant would tend to;

reduce the likelihood of a panic reaction and/or psychic
! numbing in the public and actually serve to increase the
j likelihood of an orderly and calm response. Tr. 12,018
! (Lecker). The weight of Lifton's testimony is further

diminished by the fact that both psychic numbing and radia-,

tion response syndrome are post-disaster phenomena.
Tr. 12,435, 12,446 (Lifton). These matters are not germane,

; to emergency planning. Lifton admitted that he had no
suggestions for improving the emergency plans. Tr. 12,457-

} 58 (Lifton). He is an opponent of nuclear power.'

Tr. 12,441 (Lifton). Finally, we note that several inter-
venor witnesses contradicted one another. For example,,

: intervenors' psychological experts disagreed on the effect
i of an emergency occurring at night. Dr. Erikson pointed out

that one reason for the orderliness and success of the
; Mississauga evacuation was that it occurred in the middle of
! the night. Tr. 9620 (Erikson). Conversely, Dr. Murray

Melbin stated that nighttime reactions in human beings are
- generally slower, less efficient and less reliable, espe-
} cially if the persons who must make decisions are suddenly
} awakened from deep sleep. Melbin Testimony at 1.
; Although several intervenor experts argued that human

response to radiological emergencies would differ from
response to other emergencies, Lif ton acknowledged that he

. grouped " radiation response syndrome" together with other
emergencies in helping to write the Diagnostic Statistical
Manual-III. Tr. 12,454-55 (Lifton).
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evidence that any of these matters would be unique to Indian
Point.

Ultimate Finding of Fact

775. The reliable evidence suggests that human

response to a radiological emergency would not differ

materially from the response to other emergencies. The

human response assumptions contained in the Indian Point

RERP's are valid. Intervenors offered no evidence that

human response at Indian Point would be in any way unique,

or that unique assumptions are contained in the RERP's.

Accordingly, Contention 3. 2 is denied.

III. Contention 3.3

776. Contention 3.3

The present estimates of evacuation
times, based on NUREG0654 and studies by
CONSAD Research Corporation and by
Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Quade & Douglas,,

Inc., are unreliabl [ sic]. They are
based on unproven assumptions, utilize
unverified methodologies, and do not
reflect the actual emergency plans.

A. Available Studies

777. The Commission has stated that FEMA's position

regarding the evacuation time estimates is to have a
!

rebuttable presumption of accuracy. In re Consolidated
'

Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point, Units No. 2 and 3), 13

( N.R.C. 1, 7 (1981).

778. CONSAD Research Corporation performed an evacua-

tion time estimate study for FEMA prior to the promulgation

__ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
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of NUREG-0654. Urbanik Testimony at 3.

779. Parsons Brinckerhoff also undertook four e'acua-v

tion travel time estimate studies, the latest of which were

prepared in conformance with NUREG-0654.1 The time esti-

mates contained in the Parsons Brinckerhoff report embody

all the elements required for such time estimate studies by
Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654. Sears Testimony on Questions

Three and Four at 32; Tr. 12,300 (Sears). There were no

significant differences between the Parsons Brinckerhoff and

CONSAD estimates for six of the eight scenarios analyzed by

CONSAD. In the case of the two estimates for which dif-

ferences did exist, the Parsons Brinckerhoff time estimates

were longer. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 36.

780. Both the Parsons Brinckerhoff and CONSAD studies

were reviewed and verified by Staff expert Dr. Thomas

Urbanik II, of the Texas Transportion Institute, who helped

prepare the evacuation time estimate guidance in NUREG-0654.

Urbanik Testimony at 2-3. Urbanik evaluated both studies as

" excellent." Id. at 3. The Indian Point estimates are

among only five in the country to receive an " excellent"

rating from Staff. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 35.

!

L

1. Suggested criteria for preparing evacuation travel
' time estimates are contained in Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654.

There is no required time within which any EPZ must bei
'

capable of being evacuated.

|
|

|
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781.- Urbanik testified that the Parsons Brinckerhoff
study is the most accurate and complete time study done for

the Indian Point site, Tr. 1863 (Urbanik), and should serve

as a model for such studies done elsewhere. Tr. 1968

(Urbanik). He suggested that the CONSAD study should pro-
,

vide an independent basis for confirming the validity of the
Parsons Brinckerhoff estimates. Urbanik Testimony at 9.

782. Although.intervenors criticized the Parsons

Brinckerhoff estimates, they did not present any estimates

of their own to rebut either the CONSAD or the Parsons
Brinckerhoff estimates.1

B. The Parsons Brinckerhoff Estimates
783. Parsons Brinckerhoff is. recognized as an

excellent traffic engineering firm. See Board Finding

658. They have developed evacuation travel time estimates

for other nuclear plant sites. Parsons Brinckerhoff
Testimony at 2-3. As noted, Parsons Brinckerhoff conducted

1. Intervenor witnesses Beyea and Palenik criticized
the evacuation time estimates for failure to account
adequately for such factors as mobilization time, exposure
of traffic control personnel to radiation, and spontaneous
evacuation. Palenik/Beyea Testimony on Question One at
82-85. As discussed below, those considerations were either
properly addressed or unfounded. See Board Findings 787-
93. Moreover, Beyea and Palenik admitted on cross-
examination that they did not have any training in psy-
chology, psychiatry or any of the behavioral sciences that,

would qualify them as experts on human response to emer-
gencies. Tr. 2996 (Beyea, Palenik). The Board admitted the
testimony not on the grounds that they were experts, but,

i rather because the testimony presented practical objec-
tions. Tr. 3006-09 (Carter)..

:

i
1
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four evacuation time estimate studies for use by officials !

in the Indian Point area. The first, entitled " Evacuation

Time Estimates for Areas near the Site of Indian Point Power
Plants" (January 31, 1980), was prepared-in response to the
November 29, 1979 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

request. The second and third time estimate studies were

' included in Rev. O and Rev. 1, respectively, of each county.
RERP. The fourth time estimate study was prepared to

supplement Rev. 1 of the county RERP's, and was entitled

" Methodology to Calculate Evacuation Travel Time Estimates

for the' Indian Point Emergency Planning Zone" (Draft,
'

November 1981). Th'is fourth study provided additional

evacuation travel time estimates for quadrants within the

EPZ (as well as for the entire 10-mile plume EPZ), as

specified in Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654. The travel time
;

estimates in Rev. 1 of the RERP's and in the draft November
1981 document utilized the same data, and the estimates,

|

| reflect the RERP's. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at

! 19-20.

784. The three most recent time estimates were studies,

:

of the roadway. travel time portion of the overall evacuation

time. Evacuation travel time estimates were determined for

; both normal and adverse weather conditions. For normal

weather conditions, the evacuation travel time estimates are

presented as a range of travel times, depending on the
;

; status of mobilization efforts, in addition to other factors

i
!

,

5

.
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such as-capacity restrictions and public awareness. Parsons

Brinckerhoff Testimony at 20.'

C. Methodology

785. The methodological approach t6 estimate evacua-

tion travel times is detailed in the draft November 1981
document. Generally accepted transportation planning

,

principles currently followed by transportation profes-
i

sionals in the public and private sectors were utilized, but

were modified to reflect evacuation conditions, where neces-

sary. Parsons Brinckerhof f Testimony at 20-21. Standard

traffic engineering documents, such as the Highway Capacity

-Manual (Highway Research Board, Special Report 87, 1965)
.

were used as the basis for the computations included in.the

time estimate analyses. Tr. 1876 (Urbanik).

786. The process to estimate evacuation travel times

involved four basic steps:,

i

i (1) population identification and demand stimation;

(2) identification and evaluation of travel modes by

'
which individuals exit from the plume EPZ;

i

,i (3) roadway evacuation capacity analysis; and

j (4) assigning traffic movement in accordance with
L .

i demand, travel modes, and capacity.

| Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 21-28. Urbanik evaluated

| this methodology and found it very good. Tr. 1968
'

(Urbanik).

|
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D. Assumptions I

787. Most of the assumptions contained in the RERP's

and travel time estimates are conservative. Parsons

Brinckerhoff used conservative assumptions in calculating

the travel time estimates so as to allow for the possibility

of the occurrence of incidents which might cause delays in

an actual emergency without significantly altering the

validity of the travel time estimates. Parsons Brinckerhoff

Testimony at 32-35. For example, the travel times provided

are for the last person leaving the EPZ; in calculating the

travel times certain populations were double counted,

thereby hypothetically placing more vehicles on the road and

increasing the travel time estimates; roadways were assumed

to operate in their normal fashion, rather than assigning

all lanes to outbound flow; bus capacity was conservatively

estima ted (including no standing room); and it was assumed

that no ride sharing would occur, thereby maximizing the

number of buses that would be needed. Jjl. at 32-33.
_

Numerous other conservative assumptions were integrated into

the study, making the time estimates, if anything, longer

than the time evacuation would actually take. Jjl. at 32-35.
_

788. Parsons Brinckerhoff confirmed its " static" model

estimates by also running a complex, state-of-the-art

7
' " dynamic" model. The result was a 97-98 percent correla-

! tion. Urbanik Testimony at 26-28; Parsons Brinckerhoff

Testimony at 27-28.

i

|
|
1
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789. Parsons Brinckerhoff's travel time estimates were |

based on existing roads 1and existing conditions and did not

assut_.that there would be any upgrading,. widening or repair

of existing roads. Parsons Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testi-
.

mony a t 3 ; Tr. 12,14 2 ( Scalp i , Schme r ) . The time estimates

also accounted for certain foreseeable delay factors such as

accidents or disabled vehicles, Parsons'Brinckerhoff Supple-

mental Testimony at 7, and for the time required for cars to

pass over local feeder streets onto the primary evacuation

routes. CE Ex.-10, at 41-43. The plans are designed to

minimize any delay caused by traffic crossing evacuation

routes. Tr. 11,853-54 (Podwal, Della Roca) .

790. The possibility of adverse weather affecting

travel times was accounted for in the travel time esti-
mates. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 20; Parsons

Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testimony at 8; Sears Testimony on

Questions Three and Four at 53-54; Tr.11,861 (Della Rocca),

12,174 (Scalpi, Schmer). Parsons Brinckerhoff estimated

travel times under six different scenarios, e.g., nighttime,

evening, weekday / school-in-session, weekday / school-not-in-

session, weekend / holiday-summer daytime, weekend / holiday-

winter daytime. These si:: scenarios were considered in

light of adverse weather conditions. Parsons Brinckerhoff
4

Testimony at.21-22.

. _ - . _ _ _ _ . . - - - - - - . _ . - -
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-791. Unlike CONSAD, which assumed level-of-service D1
'

'for its. capacity calculations, Parsons Brinckerhoff used a

: range-from D to E.2 Urbanik Testimony at 7. The range of
,

time estimates was intended to represent varying levels of

preparedness at the time of an evacuation crder; Urbanik
!.

termed -this a " good approach to reflect that variable."

'
Urbanik Testimony at 7.

792. Intervenors also raised the issue of " spontaneous
:

! evacuation," whereby persons within or outside the plume EPZ

might evacuate without orders to do so. The evidence

I 1. The level of service designations are taken from
the Highway Capacity Manual and are used .to characterize the
flow of traffic on a given road. The various levels of
service range from A to F, A being the least amount of traf-,

i fic on a road traveling at the highest rate of ' speed possi-
ble for that road and E representing that state at which the,

road has the largest volume of cars on it traveling at the
slowest speed possible without ever coming to a complete
stop. At level of service E there are many cars on a given
road but the traffic is able to continuously move over the
road. Thus, the road would be experiencing its highest
possible volume to capacity ratio while maintaining move-
ment. Levels of service D and E, used by Parsons
Brinckerhoff, represent very heavy but continuously moving
traffic. Tr. 1892-93 (Urbanik).

2. Intervenors' traffic engineering witness Robert!

Morris - a solo practitioner who never read NUREG-0654,
Tr. 9757 (Morris) - criticized Parsons Brinckerhoff for not
using level of service F. Tr. 9727 (Morris). Parsons
Brinckerhoff, however, in fact used level F for certain
links. Tr. 11,813-14 (Della Rocca), 1922 (Urbanik). Morris
used level of service F pervasively, an improper assumption

p because no road would always have traffic at a complete
j standstill. Level F might occur at various points along a
'

particular road which is otherwise operating at D or E, but
would not be a correct or accurate designation for all
routes at all times during the evacuation process.
Tr. 11,843 (Podwal).

!

|
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showed,-however,-that spontaneous evacuation could be

helpful since.it would reduce the number of persons who

might later have to be evacuated pursuant to an order.

Parsons Brinckerhof f Supplemental Testimony at 11-12;
,

McIntire et al.' Testimony on Questions Three and Four at

25. Traffic control procedures in the RERP's and the

'

greater diversity of the road network would mitigate the

effects of spontaneous evacuation outside the plume EPZ.
l

j Parsons Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testimony at 12;

Tr. 11,944-45 (Della Rocca).

E. Verification
'

793. The Parsons Brinckerhoff estimates have received

extensive verification. Parsons Brinckerhoff personnel

drove all the evacuation routes at different times of the
, day and of the week, and during different seasons of the
!

; year in order to accurately assess travel times on the basis

of actual road conditions. Tr.11,945 (Della Rocca) .

-Parsons drove all the routes designated as bus evacuation

routes in order to ascertain that the routes were passable

by buses. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 11. Parsons'

' methodology and estimates were verified by the State Depart-

ment of Transportation, Parsons Brinckerhof f Testimony at
i

| 35; New York State Testimony on Questions Three and Four at

9, Dr. Thomas Urbanik, Urbanik Testimony on Evacuation Time

!
!

! -

<

.

,
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Estimates at 3,1 and by Orange County. Tr. 12,135-36

(Schmer). Orange County's emergency planner Schmer

testified that his County's traffic professionals reviewed

Parsons Brinckerhoff's work and drove the evacuation routes

to confirm the estimates. Tr. 12,177 (Schmer). Putnam

i County's Civil Defense Director found Parsons Brinckerhoff's

time estimates to be high. Tr. 12,112 (Scalpi).

F. Evacuation Travel Time Estimates

794. The actual travel time estimates calculated by

Parsons Brinckerhoff are detailed in each county RERP in a

series of tables which break down the estimated travel times

for each ERPA under each of the six scenarios for both

adverse weather conditions and normal weather cqnditions. A

summary of these travel time estimates for each county

'follows:

I. Westchester County

(a) Normal Weather Conditions

(i) Special Facility and Transient Population -

2Range of Evacuation Times: 0:50 -12:40

(ii) General Population -

Range of Evacuation Times: 0:35-10:40

(b) Adverse Weather Conditions

,

1. Urbanik also drove the routes. Urbanik Testimony
on Evacuation Time Estimates at 8.

2. References to " : " denote hours: minutes.

l

|

|

J
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(i) Special Facility and Transient Population

Range: 0:50-15:25

(ii) General Population

Range: 0:40-12:55

II. Orange County

(a) Normal Weather Conditions

(i) Special Facility and Transient -

Range: 1:40-12:35

(ii) General Population

Range: 0:40-12:20

(b) Adverse Weather Conditions

(i) Special Facility and Transient

Range: 1:50 - 15:30

(ii) General Population

Range: 1:35 - 15:15

III. Putnam County

(a) Normal Weather Conditions

(i) Special Facility and Transient

Range: 0:20-7:15

(ii) General Population

Range: 0:25-9:15

(b) Adverse Weather Conditions

(i) Special Facility amd Transient
?

Range: 0:35-8:55

(ii) General Population

Range: 0:25-11:05

,

__ _ .- . _ _ _ . _ _ . .. -. .-
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IV. Rockland County

(a) Normal Weather Conditions*

(i) Special Facility and Transient

Range: 0:40 - 12:15

(ii) General Population
,

| I
Range: 3:45 - 12:00 '

(b) Adverse Weather Conditions
,

(i) Special Facility and Transient
i
! Range: 0:40-15:25

(ii) General Population
.

Range: 4:35 - 15:40*

All of the above travel time estimates incorporate a range

of times a; located to mobilization. Con Edison Ex. 10, at

44-49.

795. Parsons Brinckerhoff travel time estimates have

been verified by others who also drove the routes and found

| Parsons Brinckerof f's estimates to be reasonable. Urbanik

|
Testimony at 8.

796. Commission Question Three inquires about the

" minimum hours warning for an effective evacuation of a 10-

mile-quadrant at Indian Point." The Board interprets this

question as seeking the range of times for such an evacu-

l ation, depending on the level of preparation or

!

|

|
|

-
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mobilization.1

7S7. The estimates for the four quadrants are as4

follows:

I. Normal Weather Conditions

A. 10-Mile Radius:

(i) School in Session Scenario

- Resident Population Special Facilities Transients
With Autos Without Mtos

Sector _F_rna - To Fran - To Fran - To Frcm - To,

! .I 6:06 - 10:15 6:50 - 10:15 8:20 - 12:40 6:05 - 10:15
J 5:10 - 8:15 7:40 - 10:40 7:15 - 9:45 5:10 - 8:15

;. K 6:55 - 11:40 7:15 - 12:00 7:55 - 12:15 6:55 - 11:40
L 5:30 - 9:25 6:00 - 9:50 5:50 - 9:40 5:45 - 9:40

~

(ii) Nighttime Scenario

Resident Population Special Facilities Transients
With Autos Without Autos

Sector Fran - Ib Fran - To Fran - To Fran - To

I 3:30 - 5:45 3:30 - 5:45 3:45 - 6:00 3:30 - 5:45
J 2:40 - 4:00 3:00 - 4:10 2:50 - 4:10 2:40 - 3:55
K 3:40 - 6:10 3:50 - 6:15 3:55 - 6:25 3:20 - 5:35
L 2:40 - 4:25 3:05 - 4:55 3:00 - 4:45 2:40 - 4:25

II. Adverse Weather (bnditions

A. 10-Mile Radius:

(i) School in Session Scenario

Resident Population Special Facilities Transients
Sector With Autos Without Autos

.

I 12:40 12:40 15:25 12:40.

i- J 10:15 12:55 11:55 10:15
K 14:30 14:50 15:10 14:30

k

1. These figures do not include the 15 minutes allowed
for licensee's notification of offsite officials, and the 15i

minutes within which these officials are expected to notify
the public. See~10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E.
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,

L 11:40 12:05 11:55 11:50

(ii) Nighttime Scenario
'

Resident Population Special Facilities Transients
Sector With Mtos Without Mtos

I 7:05 7:05 7:20 7:05
J 4-:50 5:05 ~5:05 4:50
K 7:35 7:45 7:50 6:55
L 5:25 5:55 5:45 5:25

. Con Edison Ex. 10 at 46-49.

j Ultimate Finding of Fact

798. The Board finds the Parsons Brinckerhoff evacua-

tion travel time estimates to be accurate, adequately veri-
fled, and consistent with the FEMA estimates. Intervenors

have not rebutted the presumption of accuracy. Contention

3.3 is denied.

IV. Contention 3.4

799. Contention 3.4 states:

The administrative control of
notification procedures at Indian Point
Units 2 and 3 is so deficient that the
Licensees cannot be depended on to
notify the proper authorities of an
emergency promptly and accurately enough
to assure effective response.

800. Staff testified that "the Indian Point people

report more quickly and more completely than any other plant

we have in the country." Tr. 12,376 (Sears).

; 801. The State REPG and county officials also testi-

fled that licensees have effectively met their reporting
.

obligations. New York State Testimony on Questions Three
,

, - - . . , . - - , - w
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and Four at 10; Tr. 3720 (J. McGuire), 12,113-14 (Schmer,

Scalpi). Licensees have committed to a practice of report-

ing incidents beyond those required by Commission regula-

tions. Tr. 11,748-50 (Jackson), 12,114 (Schmer), 12,289-91

(Sears). Licensees, for example, report industrial acci-

dents at the plant which have no bearing on plant integ-

rity. Tr. 12,114 (Schmer).

802. Administrative controls at Indian Point Unit 3

are designed to ensure that prompt and accurate notification

will continue to be made. The Onsite Emergency Plan has

carefully delineated the procedures for classifying emer-

gencies according to increasing levels of seriousness and

defines specific requirements, commitments, and agreements

that ensure an efficient response to an emergency. Brons et

al. Testimony at 11.

803. The onsite plan specifically sets forth the pro-

cedures for plant personnel who are to be responsible for

emergency notification and initial response and. continuous

monitoring of the incident. Brons et al'. Testimony at 13.

The Onsite Emergency Plan contains a list of authorities who

must be notified in the event of an emergency. PA Ex. 43,

Emergency Plan Procedures Document, Appendix A. Licensees'

outstanding historical performance and their procedures
I provide reasonable assurance of prompt and adequate notifi-

cation in the event of-an emergency.

- _ -
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804. In addition, licensees have provided the author-

ities with means for obtaining key information independ-

ently. Each county in the EPZ has access through individual

Apple computer teominals to the onsite MIDAS terminal

information, making information available to them day and

night. Tr. 12,115 (Scalpi, Schmer), 3795 (J. McGuire).

Ultimate Finding of Fact

805. The evidence showed that, contrary to

intervenors ' contention, licensees have an outstanding

record of notification, and can be expected to notify the

proper authorities of an emergency promptly and accurate-

ly. Contention 3.4 is denied.

V. Contention 3.6

806. Contention 3.6 states:

The emergency plans and proposed
protective actions do not adequately
take into account the full range of
meteorological conditions for Indian
Point Units 2 and 3.

807. The bases for this contention (see UCS/NYPIRG

proposed contention I(B)(3)) suggest that intervenors'

principal concern involves the alleged inadequacy of evacu-

ation planning under certain scenarios. No evidence was

presented, however, of any specific meteorological condi-

tions which are not accounted for in the onsite and offr>ite
k emergency plans for Indian Point.

_. - _ _ . __ __ . _ . . - - .
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A. Assessment of Weather Conditions

808. The evidence showed that sufficient provisions

have been made for predicting and ass'ssing weathere

; conditions.

809. Both onsite and of fsite emergency plans account

for any meteorological conditions that might arise in the

plume EPZ. There are sophisticated and redundant meteor-

ological monitoring devices which provide meteorological-

read-outs of wind speed and wind direction. Brons et al.

Testimony at 23.

810. The MIDAS and ARAC systems provide support for

the licensees and the appropriate authorities with direct
,

meteorological information and plume projection data. Brons

et al. Testimony at 24.4

811. Off-site meteorological data is obtained from the

various national weather service stations and from onsite
' meteorological towers. Each licensee employs a professional

meteorologist. Con Edison Onsite Testimony at 2-3; Brons et

al. Testimony at 4, 25.

812. An of fsite weather service is under contract to
provide hourly wind speed, wind direction, atmospheric

stability, and precipitation forecasts for the Indian Point

area and beyond. Brons et al. Testimony at 24-25.

813. Staff concluded that licensees' meteorological

equipment exceeds Commission requirements and that

licensees' meteorological program complies with the regula-

_ _ -_ __ _ . , _ _.~._- _ -___ _ _ _-. - __ _ _.. _ . _ _ , . . _ . _-
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tions. Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 51.

B. _ Conditions Accounted For

814. The onsite and offsite plans account for the full

range of weather conditions which could be expected in the

Indian Point area.1 See Tr. 11,720-38 (Cohen).

815. The offsite plans are not predicated on any given

accident scenario or set of meteorological conditions. New

York State Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 12

Rather, they are developed to respond to any accident, pro-

viding authorities with a range of options taking into con-

sideration precipitation, temperature inversion, meteoro-

logical and other factors. New York State Testimony on

Questions Three and Four at 12.

816. The offsite emergency evacuation plans include an

adverse weather scenario, which takes into account the

possibility of poor weather conditions extending the evacua-

tion time. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 20; Parsons

Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testimony at 8; Sears Testimony on

Questions Three and Four at 53-54; Tr. 11,861 (Podwal, Della

Rocca). The RERP's also contain detailed provisions for

1. The unique meteorology and topography of the Indian
Point site make extremely remote any possibility of a plume
traveling beyond the plume EPZ. See Board Finding 185-90.

1 Accordingly, the Board also finds most of the New York
City Council Members' testimony to be irrelevant to itsi

findings. That testimony was based almost entirely on an
assumption that evacuation of New York City would be
required in the event of a radiological emergency at Indian
Point.
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clearing roads in the event of an emergency. NYS Ex. 3,

Westchester County RERP, Volume 2, Proc. 7; NYS Ex. 10,

S IV, at F-1 to F-3; NYS Ex. 11, Proc. 8; NYS Ex. 12, Proc.

7; NYC Ex. 13, Proc. 7. In the event of unusually severe

weather, such procedures could be initiated at the earliest

stages of an emergency. Parsons Brinckerhoff Supplemental

Testimony at 10.

817. FEMA witnesses testified that the effect of snow

and icing is reflected in licensees' evacuation travel time

estimates. McIntire et al. Testimony on Questions Three and

Four at 33. The adverse impact of poor weather on the evac-

uation network would be of fset by the attendant reduction in

the size of the affected area. Precipitation scavenging

would result in increased surface deposition of radio-

nuclides and decreased downwind concentrations. ]]I. at_

32. Similarly, inversion conditions would decrease disper-

sion of airborne radioactive materials. Jjl .
_

- - - . - - - - --
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818. In the event that weather conditions were so
,

adverse as to make evacuation inadvisable, the RERP's pro-

vide for sheltering as an appropriate protective response.

Tr. 12,342 (Sears),.15,119 (Keller); NYS Ex. 3, Orange

County RERP, 5 III.H., Westchester County RERP, 5 III.H; NYS

Ex. 10, { III.H; NYS Ex. 11, { III.H.

819. There was no evidence of geographic or meteoro-

logical conditions so unique to the Indian Point area that

make planning for an emergency, from a meteorological stand-

point, in any way different than for any other nuclear plant

site. New York State Testimony on Questions Three and Four

at 12.

Ultimate Finding of Fact

820. The onsite and offsite emergency plans and pro-

posed protective actions account for the full range of

meteorological conditions for Indian Point Units 2 and 3.

Contention 3.6 is denied.

VI. Contention 3.7

821. Contention 3.7 states:

The problems of evacuatti; children from
threatened areas have not been ade-
quately addressed in the present emer-
gency plans.

A. Evacuation Procedures

822. The problems of evacuating children are specifi-
4

cally addressed in the RERP's. Entire sections of the

RERP's are devoted to evacuating the schools and to the
4

- , . - , - . . . , . . , _ . , , . _ . _ - . . - - -
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special facilities which host children. NYS Ex. 3, West-

chester County RERP, Vol. 2, Proc. 4; NYS Ex. 11, Vol. 2,

Proc. 5; NYS Ex. 12, Vol. 2, Proc. 4.

823. Parsons Brinckerhoff orignally designed a two-

wave evacuation whereby schools would be evacuated first,

and the children taken by bus to school reception centers

|
outside the EPZ, where they would be picked up by their;

parents. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 17-18, Parsons

Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testimony at 15. The buses would

then return to the EPZ to pick-up other transit-dependents .

Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 17-18; Parsons Brincker-

( hoff Supplemental Testimony at 15-16; NYS Ex. 3, Orange

County RERP, $ III.H.5; NYS Ex. 10, III.H.6; NYS Ex. 11,

{ III.H.5; NYS Ex. 13, at III-54 to III-56. This plan was

found acceptable by the State of New York. New York State
i

; Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 13; New York State
,

Supplemental Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 13.

824. The original two-wave evacuation plan for school
|

|

children was successfully tested in Putnam County in the

March 3, 1982 drill by actually carrying out a simulated

evacuation of one group of school children. Tr. 12,121

(Scalpi).

825. As part of the review process, the RERP's were

! recently amended to facilitate the evacuation of schools.
!

Under the new "O'Rourke Plan" (named for its leading archi-

tect, Westchester County Executive Andrew O'Rourke), school

._ _ _ . .. .
. _. . _
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students would be sent home at the alert stage of a radio- |
;

logical emergency.1 O'Rourke Testimony at 2: Tr. 11,386

( Davidof f) , 12,117-18 (Schmer, Scalpi) . Those students

could then evacuate with their families or others. O'Rourke

Testimony at 2-3; New York State Supplemental Testimony at

9; Tr. 11,525-26 (O'Rourke), 12,118-19 (Schmer, Scalpi).'

826. Schools in the EPZ have been equipped with single

station tone alert radios and thus will receive the earliest
i

possible notification of an emergency. FEMA Supplemental

Testimony, Attaghment (Post Exercise Assessment, April 14,

1983) at 27, 54; Tr. 9889-900, 9908 (Iurato), 10,373 (Hare);

Glass Deposition at 12-13. This would facilitate imple-

mentation of the early dismissal plan.

827. The O'Rourke plan also accounts for children who

may return to homes in which adults are not present. Pur-

suant to the State Education Law, all schools have been

required for many years to have generic emergency early

dismissal plans; if parents do not expect to be at home,

they are required to provide the schools with phone numbers

and names of other adults who could care for their children.4

Tr. 11,464 (Davidof f) , 15,027-28 (McIntire).'

828. Hence, early dismissal is not a new or unfamiliar

:

1. Actually, the option of early school dismissal has
i always existed in the RERP's. The revised procedures ,

however, make this the preferred response. Tr. 11,905-06'
(Podwal), 12,118 (Scalpi).

1

v. - - < , . .- - , , - . . - , , -_., -,.-,-. , ,,,__.,_,-,--,----._,.,___-.----,--,7 - - - - _ - - - - , - - - .-.4, .. .- . -e
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concept. The early dimissal plan has been used in other

contexts some 20 times in Orange County in the last five

years and has proved to be a workable procedure.

Tr. 12,119-20 (Schmer). It has been endorsed and, in fact,

recommended by school officials. Tr. 12,118 (Schmer).
|

829. The plan has the further advantage of enabling
'
,

school bus drivers to drive their regular routes.

Tr. 11,906-07 (Podwal, Della Rocca) .

830. The early dismissal plan was tested in the March

9, 1983 exercise and found to be a workable plan. FEMA

Supplemental Testimony, Attachment'(Post Exercise Assess-

ment, April 14, 1983) at 29-30: Tr. 11,529 (O'Rourke),

12,120-21 (Schmer, Scalpi).
,

831. Intervenors' testimony suggests that the plan

revisions have received widespreed attention and public-

; ity.1 See, e.g., Tr. 9706 (Courtney), 9903-04 (Doughty).

1. The Board notes the inconsistency in intervenors'
position regarding school procedures. Intervenors criti-
cized the original two-wave plan because it divided families

; during evacuation, and because parents might disregard the
plan and attempt to pick up their children at school.'

Tr. 9903-04 (Doughty). Now that the plan has been changed i

so that parents can pick up their children at home subse-
quent to early school dismissal, intervenors contend that
the plan is unworkable for a variety of reasons, e.g., that

'

many children have parents who work and thus will not be
home when they are sent home, . or that their usual baby-i

' sitting arrangements will not be feasible at that time.
Tr. 9903-04 (Doughty).

I
i

I
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B. Psychological considerations

832. Both the two-wave evacuation plan and the

O'Rourke Plan account for the psychological needs of

children.

833. The emergency evacuation plans for schools in the

EPZ also consider the welfare of the evacuated school

children. Each school in the EPZ is assigned to a school

reception center outside the EPZ to which the children will

be sent.1 Those reception centers are fully equipped with

emergency supplies for a few days and those supplies can be

supplemented as needed by the Red Cross. The school recep-

tion centers were chosen with an eye toward providing shel-

ter in buildings equipped with sufficient kitchen and bath-

room facilities to handle large numbers of schoolchildren.

McIntire et al. Testimony on Questions Three and Four at

35-36.

834. Children look to adults for leadership during a

crisis. Lecker Testimony at 5. If necessary, teachers

could be designated to accompany schoolchildren. Under the

generic early dismissal plan, parents are required to iden-

tify other adults who could care for their children in their

absence. Thus, the children would be able to look for guid-

ance to parent surrogates who they know and trust. Lecker
,

1. Although the O'Rourke Plan mitigates the necessity
for such reception centers, they would still be available as
an option.

. - . - . - _ . _ _ - _
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| Testimony at 5; NYS Ex. 3, Westchester County RERP, Volume

II, Procedure 4, Orange County RERP, Volume II, Procedure 4;

NYS Ex. 11, Vol. II, Procedure 5, Attachment 1; NYS Ex. 12,

Vol. II, Procedure 4.

835. Because of the trust that children place in their

adult leaders and their own limited ability to understand

the ramifications of most emergency situations, children are

| usually better equipped to deal with the stress of an emer-

gency situation than are adulta. They utilize " optimistic

anticipation" to deal with the stress of an emergency situa-

tion, expecting that adult leaders will effect a favorable

outcome. Lecker Testimony at 5. The fact that children

! would look to adults for leadership and comfort would fur-

! ther the effective response of the adults upon whom they are
l

dependent. Id.1'

| 836. During the Three Mile Island incident, school-

children were released with their teachers without any

problems and without any advance planning. The teachers did

not desert their posts and neither the children nor the

teachers suffered any undue anxiety or untoward psychologi-

cal effects from the evacuation. Tr. 11,993 (Lecker).

1. Intervenor witness Albert Solnit's testimony,

| regarding the need for children to evacuate with their
parents is inappropriate here. The studies cited by Dr.'

Solnit are all studies of children involved in immediate
catastrophic, life-threatening disasters such as war or a,

| severe flood. Tr. 10,464-66 (Solnit).

|

|

_ _ _ _ __
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Ultimate Finding of Fact

837. The problems of evacuating children from the EPZ

have been carefully considered and are adequately addressed

in the emergency plans for Indian Point. Most of the inter--

:

venors' psychological theories are not applicable. In' the,

;

only instance in which the movement of children has been

necessitated by a radiological emergency, it was carried out

without any undue harm to those children. This empirical

experience provides the best' indicator of the response of
children. Finally, there is no evidence to suggest that the.

problems postulated by intervenors' experts -- if applicable

-- would be unique to Indian Point. Contention 3.7 is

denied.-

VII. Contention 3.9,

!

j 838. Contention 3.9 states:

The road system in the vicinity of the
Indian Point plant is inadequate for
timely evacuation.

839. The RERP's and the evacuation travel time

estimates are based on existing roads in their present
condition. Parsons Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testimony at

i

2-3; Tr. 11,945 (Podwal, Della Rocca), 12,142 (Scalpi,

Schmer). The travel times assume that there will be no

.

improvements to the roads, account for the possibility of

adverse weather conditions and are based on empirical review

and observation of the roads in each county of the EPZ.
v-

Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 53-54;

. _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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Urbanik Testimony at 7; New York State Testimony on Ques-

tions Three and Four at 12; Tr. 11,945 (Podwal, Della

Rocca).

840. The evacuation routes in the EPZ can accommodate

the anticipated volumes of traffic. The road system handled

the enormous volume of traffic generated by the welcoming

ceremonies for the Iranian hostages at West Point in 1981.

Tr. 12,112 (Schmer). The travel time estimates were based

on a careful study of the particulsr road networks in the

EPZ and anticipated volumes of traffic flow. Parsons

Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testimony at 3. Intervenors

offerca no evidence as to what they consider to be a " timely

evacuation." The range of evacuation times given for evacu-

ation around the Indian Point site is within the range of

evacuation times for other plant sites. Tr. 12,299, 12,300-

01 (Sears).

841. In the unlikely event that a serious plant acci-

dent occurred while roads were totally impassible, the

RERP's provide for sheltering as an appropriate alternative

protective response. Tr. 11,394-95 (Davidoff), 12,140-41

(Schmer, Scalpi), 12,342 (Sears).1 See also Board Findings

902-04.

1

1. Certain aspects of Contention 3.9 are addressed in
,

greater detail under Contention 4.2(c), (d). See Board'

Findings 908-20.

_ .. . ..
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Ultimate Finding of Fact

842. The road system in the vicinity of Indian Point

can permit a safe evacuation. The emergency plans have

accounted for the actual road conditions in the EPZ and the

travel time estimates are based upon empirical study of the

existing roads under all types of weather conditions. Con-

tention 3.9 is denied.

VIII. Contention 3.10

843. Contention 3.10 states:

The emergency plan fails to conform to
NUREG-0654 in that, contrary to Evalua-
tion Criterion II.J.10.d., proper means
for prote,cting persons whose mobility
may be impaired have not been devel-
oped. Specifically, adequate provisions
have not been made for groups named in
the bases submitted for the following
contentions:

WESPAC 6
Parents I, basis (22) and II, basis (7)
UCS/NYPIRG I(B)(2), basis (6) and I(A),
basis (7)

A. General Principles

844. The groups for whom adequate provisions allegedly

have not been made fall within the following general cate-

gories: physically handicapped, non-English speakers, per-

sons with learning disabilities, deaf or hearing impaired,

senior citizens, " latch-key" children, special facility

J residents, retarded persons, prison inmates, and park visi-

tors. As a general proposition, members of virtually all of
'

these groups cope with problems of transportation, notifi-

-. .- - - ___ __.
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cation or emergencies which are much more common than a

radiological emergency. New York State Supplemental Testi-;

mony on Questions Three and Four at 13. Most of these

persons have custodians or nearby relatives, friends or

neighbors who could assist them in an emergency. FEMA

Supplemental Testimony at $ 3.10; Tr. 4239 (Northrup).

Their needs in general are more than likely provided for and
,
,

would similarly be accommodated in the specific case of a<

radiological emergency.

845. The special needs groups must, to a certain

degree, help themselves by making their needs known to the,

proper authorities and by relying upon their friends and

families to see~that they are taken care of. New York State
f

Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 18. FEMA believes

that friends and relatives would assist special populations

' in the event of a radiological emergency. Historical evi-

dance supports FEMA's conclusion. McIntire et al. Testimony

on Questions Three and Four at 16.

846. The testimony of persons representing special
,

populations demonstrates that representatives of most of the

groups included under Contention 3.10 are aware of these

! problems. Rockland County Association for the Visually
!

Impaired Testimony at 1 O. Cohen Testimony at 3-4; C.

Rowley/N. Rowley Testimony at 1. These representatives
!

| should play a greater role in identifying their constituents

and their needs. Tr. 11,501-02 (Davidoff).

i
,

i

|
'

. _ . . _ _ . - . _ . . _ _ . . _ . . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . . - _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . . _ . .-
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)
847. Numerous intervenor witnesses were aware of a

tear out return postcard for persons with special needs con-

tained in the back of the emergency planning brochure, and

special toll-free telephone numbers, but admitted that they

had not sent in the card or called the number for further

information. Tr. 10,004-06 (Burnham), 10,011 (Co), 10,234

( Brooker) , 10,721 (Gunn, Capon, Puglisi et al.). None of

the organizations representing these special groups who

testified has attempted to draft a plan for radiological or

more common emergencies. See, e.g., Tr. 9512 (Anderson).
848. The sole witness who contacted the licensees for

further information, as suggested in the brochure, found

them "most helpful." Hickernell Deposition at 17.

B. Plan Provisions

849. The emergency plans contain provisions for iden-

tifying and assisting persons in the population with special

needs. New York State Supplemental Testimony at 13.

850. The annual public information brochure contains a

tear-out postcard that can be mailed to the Four County

Nuclear Safety Committee either by the individuals them-

selves or by their friends, families or organizational

representatives. McIntire et al. Testimony on Questions

Three and Four at 15; Tr. 1414 (Husar), 4234 (Northrup),

i 10,720 (Ziegler, Gunn, Capon, Puglisi, Helbraun, Capon),

12,125-26 (Schmer, Scalpi). Most witnesses before the Board

were aware of the cards' existence. IdL. FEMA testified
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that such cards are an appropriate method for addressing

special needs. McIntire'et al. Testimony on Questions Three

and Four at 16. That brochure also contains toll-free tele-

phone numbers that can be called for further information or

assistance. *

851. County personnel have collected the cards that

have been sent in and maintain lists of the individuals

who would need assistance in evacuating. Tr. 10,961 (D.

'McGuire), 11,499 ( Davidof f) , 11,618 (Kaminsky), 12,128-30

(Schmer, Scalpi). Arrangements have been made for those

persons. Tr. 11,499 (Davidoff). Additional procedures to

further publicize the emergency plans and identify special

needs are underway. Advertisements are being published in

local newspapers re' questing mobility impaired and other

individuals with special needs to identify themselves.

Tr. 12,130 (Schmer, Scalpi). There has already been a sub-

stantial response from the mobility impaired to the efforts

made by the officials in Putnam and Orange Counties.

Tr. 12,130 (Schmer, Scalpi).1

|

1. Progress was slower in Westchester and Rockland
Counties. The fault rested chiefly with county officials
there who, in the case of Westchester failed to coordinate

j their efforts, see Tr. 5490-91 (Marasco), 5685 (Bates), and
in the case of Rockland, withdrew from the planning effort
already underway. Gdanski Testimony at 3. Officials in
both counties, however, have now addressed the problem. New
York State Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 11;
Tr. 10,962 (D. McGuire), 11,621-22, 11,625-26 (Kaminsky).

- - - . -- .- --- .-- - . _ . - --
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852.. In addition, licensees and governmental agencies

have underway a comprehensive outreach program designed to
(

!

provide further information and assistance to special

groups. Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at

| 58. To ensure that persons in schools and other special
!
; facilities are alerted at the earliest possible time,
I

( licensees have distributed single station tone alert
t

|
radios. FEMA Supplemental Testimony, Attachment (Post

!

Exercise Assessment, April 14, 1983) at 27; Tr. 9899-900,

9908 (Iurato), 10,373 (Hare); Glaas Deposition at 12-13.

C. Specific Provisions

i 853. In addition to the general provisions designed to

identify and address special needs, particularized proce-

dures for specific groups are included in the emergency

plans.1

1. Handicapped
1

854. Each county RERP calls for ambulances and buses

to evacuate the physically handicapped and other mobility
i

| impaired persons.2 NYS Ex. 10, i IV.M.; NYS Ex. 11, Proce-
|

dure 6; NYS Ex. 12, Procedure 5; NYS Ex. 13, Procedure 5.

1. Issues concerning persons who are deaf, blind, too
| young to understand instructions, or who do not speak
l English are addressed in detail under Contention 4.7. See
h Board Findings 925-39. Those individuals can rely on
[ persons who normally assist them in coping with much more
! common events.

| 2. It should not be presumed that all handicapped
| persons would need evacuation assistance.
l
!

l

|
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The counties have identified indigenous bus capability for

this purpose. Tr. 4616 (Spiegel), 5325 (Jurkowski), 12,132

(Schmer, Scalpi).

855. Many of the special facilities in ,the EPZ, such

as hospitals, nursing homes, and convalescent homes, have

their own vehicles which they could use to evacuate their
;

own client population. Tr. 11,936 (Rosenblatt).

856. As noted above, KI has been approved by the State

for use during an emergency and could be distributed to per-

sons who could not feasibly evacuate. New York State Sup-

plemental Testimony at 12; Tr. 5187-88 (Curran); NYS Ex. 3,
'

Rockland County RERP, I V.E; see also Board Findings 889-90.

2. Senior citizens

857. Representatives of senior citizens groups testi-

fled before the Board. Kinoy Testimony at 1; Murphy Testi-

mony at 1; Tr. 9392 (Spohn). These groups should make fur-

ther efforts to identify their needs and members who need
,

special assistance. Tr. 11,502 (Davidoff). It cannot be
,

presumed that because an individual is advanced in years, he

~ is frail, and cannot drive or otherwise evacuate. Tr. 9398

(Spohn). The health and vitality of senior citizens have

increased markedly over the past decade. Tr. 9399 (Spohn).

858. For those senior citizens who would need trans-
!
'

portation, the RERP's include special transit bus routes and

^

evacuation pick-up points. NYS E.I. 3, Westchester County

RERP, Vol. II, Procedure 5, Att. 1, Table 4; NYS Ex. 11,

i

4

*

a

- - _ . ___
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I
;

Vol. II, Procedure 6; NYS Ex. 12, Vol. II, Procedure 5. For

'
those senior citizens in nursing homes or other facilities,

'

i

'

the RERP's have identified the facilities and procedures for

evacuation or administration of KI. Parsons Brinckerhoff

Testimony at 4-5; NYS Ex. 11, Vol. II, Procedure 9; NYS Ex. ~

12, Vol. II, Procedure 9; NYS Ex. 13, Vol. II, Procedure 9.

3. Latch-key Children

859. The emergency planning brochure instructs parents

to make arrangements for their children and discuss the plan

with them. Children home alone, commonly known as " latch-

key children," can be advised of procedures to follow.

Hickernell Deposition at 10-12. The evidence suggests that

" latch-key children" are oni,y alone for a small percentage

of time during the day. Id_. at 6.

860. Parents can rely on friends, relatives or neigh-

bors to look after their children during that time.

McIntire et al. Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 16;

Hickernell Deposition at 7-8. If parents would not be home
'

on an occasion for early dismissal from schools, State law

requires that the school be furnished with the identities of

other adults who would care for the children. Tr. 11,465

(Davidoff).

861. FEMA has not required special provisions for

latch-key children in other disaster plans. Tr. 2302

(McIntire).

I

:

_.. J
'
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4. Retarded and Learning Disabled

862. Detailed provisions for evacuating facilities

hosting the retarded and learning disabled are contained in

the RERP's. NYS Ex. 11, Vol. II, Procedure 9; NYS Ex. 12,

Vol. II, Procedure 9; NYS Ex. 13, Vol. II, Procedure 9. The

needs of non-institutionalized persons can be addressed

through the special needs postcards and persons who normally

care for them. New York State Testimony on Questions Three

and Four at 18.

5. Prison Inmates

863. The only major prison .within the plume EPZ, the

Ossining Correctional Facility, lies 9-1/2 miles from the

plant site. FEMA Supplemental Testimony at $ 3.10; NYS Ex.

3, Westchester County RERP, Vol. I, at H-17 Because the

facility is barely within the plume EPZ and has excellent

sheltering capacity, the authorities have determined to

shelter the population in the event of a radiological emer-

gency. Id.

864. KI could also be distributed, if warranted. NYS

Ex. 2, at 83.

865. Local police stations also have detention facili-

-ties. The RERP's call for local police and county officials

to assist in removing detainees, if necessary, to secure

facilities outside the plume EPZ. NYS Ex. 13, Vol. II,

Procedure 2, at LEI-3, 4.

_ - _ - _ _
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6. Park Visitors'

'

866. Intervenors expressed concern about visitors to

parks within the plume EPZ. See Board Finding 844. The

RERP's have special procedures governing these facilities.

-NYS Ex. 13, Vol. II, Procedure 9, Attachment 1.C. An

ongoing distribution of posters for display in the parks is

designed to provide important radiological emergency plan-

ning information to visitors. Tr. 12,186 (Schmer); Con

Edison Ex. 8. Park officials would be responsible for

evacuating their facilities. Tr. 12,182 (Schmer).
.

| D. Generic Issues

867. There is no evidence to suggest that the problems

of " latch-key children," inmates or recreational visitors

are unique to Indian Point. There is also no evidence that

the percentage of persons with special needs is higher than

at other nuclear plant sites. Tr. 10,259 (del Pillar),

'
11,778 (Podwal).

Ultimate Finding of Fact

868. The Board finds that the plans contain adequate
'

means for protecting persons whose mobility may be impaired.

Contention 3.10 is denied.

|

l

|

|

|
(
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COMMISSION QUES" ION FOUR

869. Question Four states:

What improvements in the level of
emergency planning can be expected in
the near future, and on what time
schedule, and are there other specific
offsite emergency procedures that are
feasible and should be taken to protect
the public?

I. Contention 4.1

870. Contention 4.1 states:

The plume exposure pathway EPZ should be
expanded from its present 10-mile radius
in order to meet local emergency needs
and capabilities as they are affected by

- such conditions as demography, topog-
raphy, land characteristics, access
routes, and jurisdictional boundaries.

871. The Commission has provided the Board with

express guidance.on this issue. It does not expect

recommendations for substantial expansion of the plume

EPZ. Rather, it continues to accept a plume EPZ for Indian

Point of about 10 miles, subject to minor adjustments for

such local conditions as population density. July 27, 1982

Memorandum and Order at 15; see In re Southern California

Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2

and 3), 14 N.R.C. 691, 698 (1981); 10 C.F.R $ 50.47(c)(2).

In promulgating 5 50.47(c)(2), the Commission considered a

10-mile EPZ "large enough to provide a response base that

would support activity outside the planning zone should this

ever be needed." 45 Fed. Reg. 55,406 (Aug. 19, 1980).

- _ _ _ _ , _ _ _.
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872.- The boundaries of the Indian Point EPZ were

developed jointly by the State of New York, each of the four

counties, Parsons Brinckerhoff and other consultants, and

licensees. New York State Testimony on Questions Three and

Four at 15; Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 15: Tr. 3788

(J. McGuire), 12,138 (Schmer), 12,139 (Scalpi).1 The jagged

configuration of the EPZ by itself suggests that factors
,

other than a 10-mile radius were taken into account in its

design. Con Edison Ex. 8. In fact, at most points, the

boundary of the plume EPZ lies more than 10 miles from the

plants. Iji . ; Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 15.
~

873. Conditions such as demography, topography, land

i characteristics, access routes, and jurisdictional bound-

aries were accounted for. McIntire et al. Testimony on

Questions Three and Four at 36-37; Parsons Brinckerhoff

Testimony at 15; Tr. 12,138-39 (Schmer), 12,139 (Scalpi);

con Edison Ex. 8. The EPZ was designed to preserve or group,

major population areas; simplify boundary definitions as

much as possible (by using, e;dt., political divisions or

major roads); and recognize important topographic features,

such as rivers, hills, and valleys, and utilize them as

I boundaries when practical. Id. For example, the EPZ

l. Rockland County's criticism herein of the
; configuration of the plume EPZ, Tr. 11,003 (D. McGuire),

loses credibility in light of the participation by its!

former official, Rudy Hazucha, in the design. Tr. 3788
(J. McGuire). ;

4

4
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boundary was moved several hundred yards inward from the New

York State Thruway so that the Thruway could be used as a

peripheral evacuation route. Tr. 12,138 (Schmer.)

874. The Board finds no basis for expanding the plume

EPZ at Indian Point. The parties have identified no

specific minor adjustments w'nich should be made to account

for local conditions.

,

Testimony under Questions One and Five indicated875.
!

that an EPZ of approximately 10 miles is conservative in the

case of Indian Point. The 10-mile figure contained in the

regulations is based substantially on the assumption that

all early fatalities would be contained within that radius.

Schwartz Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 5.

876. Licensees' testimony demonstrates that with more

realistic source terms, there is no early fatality risk, and

that using conservative source terms as in IPPSS, virtually

all of the early fatality risk posed by the Indian Point

reactors is confined to within 4 miles of the plants. Board

Findings 239, 274. Thus, because the size of the EPZ is

essentially a function of such a risk, the area encompassed

.

by the Indian Point EPZ is highly conservative.1 See Con
i

Edison's Testimony on Onsite Emergency Planning.

|

i

:

( l. Although meterology is not a factor to be
; considered in designing the plume EPZ, the Board notes that
I the unique meterology associated with the Indian Point area

also supports the present EPZ. See Board Findings 185-90.

|

- - - -. - -_ . - - . __ - -. _ _ _ - . . , . - .. _ - .
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877. The approximately#10-mile size of the plume EPZ

is predicated on the assumption that this would provide a

sufficient base to support any aji hoc protective actions, if
.

needed, beyond 10 miles. 45 Fed. Reg. 55,406 (Aug. 19,

1980). The Board finds that such ad hoc measures could be
'

undertaken herein. The areas ranging up to several miles

beyond the present EPZ boundary are under the jurisdiction

of Orange, Putnam, Westchester and Rockland Counties. Con

Edison Ex. 8. It is reasonable to expect that the response

plans of those counties are capable of covering those areas,

if necessary.

878. The plans themselves contain provisions for traf-

fic control outside the plume EPZ. Tr. 11,941 (Della

Rocca); NYS Ex. 3, Westchester County RERP, Vol. 1, Appendix

A at 18; NYS Ex. 10, $$ IV.F-J,V.F; NYS Ex. 11, Vol. 1,

Appendix A at 13-14; NYS Ex. 12, Vol. 1, Appendix A at

17-18. The increased diversity of the roadway network out-

side the EPZ also minimizes the need for advance planning

for those areas. Tr. 11,945 (Della Rocca).

879. Furthermore, New York State is in compliance with

the requirements for the ingestion pathway EPZ. New York'

State Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 8; McIntire

et al. Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 36, 40-41;
!

Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 49; FEMA

' Supplemental Testimony, Attachment (Post Exercise Assess-

ment, April 14, 1983) at 20. The State is also empowered to

-- - .- , . -. . . - . . . - . - . - . -. _.- -. -- . . . .
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commit its resources to a radiological emergency response
,

{ anywhere in New York. PA Ex. 41.

880. The evidence also showed that New York City would !

be' capable of implementing ad hoc response measures. The

appropriate New York City officials have been in contact

with the State REPG, and were scheduled to participate in

the March 9, 1983 exercise. Tr. 9002-07 (Solon), 9200

(Littlejohn).

881. Over the years, New York City has responded to a

host of widespread disasters, both expected and unexpected.

Tr. 9210-12 (Littlejohn.) The City has a genaric emergency

. management plan and a Mayor's Emergency Control Board.
!
"

Tr. 9195 (Littlejohn). The Board is a coordinating body

; composed of representatives of various city agencies. Jd.
! A directory of emergency personnel and telephone numbers has

been prepared. Id The coordinator of the Emergency Con-
|

trol Board, Police Inspector Robert Littlejohn, is highly

qualified, experienced, and knowledgeable in his field.
'

,

882. With respect to radiation monitoring, the City

has a large contingent of personnel trained in such moni-

I tor.ing . Tr. 9245 (Littlejohn).. It has stationary radio-

) logical monitoring systems in each borough, as well as

portable equipment. Tr. 9249-50 (Littlejohn). Con Edison

also has approximately 50 fully-equipped radiological
|

monitoring t'emns based in New York City. Tr. 5076-77

(Curran).
.%

*

%
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883. New York City has also planned generically for a-

limited evacuation. Inspector Littlejohn's office maintains

'
a so-called " limited evacuation plan." Tr. 9211-12

4 (Littlejohn). An exercise of that plan was scheduled for

April, 1983. Id. The City Department of Transportation has
t

- also developed and, on occasion, successfully utilized a

plan for moving people in the event of a transit strike. PA

Ex. 36. This plan includes such measures as deployment of
L

tow-trucks, bus staging areas, traffic control points, iden-

tification of pedestrian and bicycle arteries, and special

| routes for emergency vehicles.1 If an evacuation were some-
,

I how required for a portion of New York City, this plan would

provide a good basis for instituting aji hoc measures.2
884. The capability of jurisdictions beyond the plume

|

EPZ to implement an jg1 hoc response provides a further basis
,

:

! 1. The Board notes that the basic framework of the
plan is very similar to that of the plans developed with the
- assistance of Parsons Brinckerhoff. They include such basic
common features as interdiction of traffic entry to affected.

, areas, maximizing the efficiency of radial arteries from the
| .affected area, deployment of traffic and crowd control

personnel, tow-truck deployment, a traffic surveillance
; system, coordination of agencies, priority traffic control

points, and designated pick-up and discharge points for
travelers. Compare PA Ex. 36 with NYS Ex. 3.

2. New York City has an elaborate transportation
network capable of moving hundreds of thousands of persons
per hour. PA Ex. 35. As Inspector Littlejohn stated, the
City moves much of its population every rush hour.

; Tr. 9206-07 (Littlejohn).

f

$
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|

for the Board's finding that the present EPZ nead not be
I

expanded.

II. Contention 4.2(a)

885. Contention 4.2(a) stat 3s:

(a) Potassium iodide should be provided
in an appropriate form for all residents
in the EPZ.

886. No evidence was introduced during the proceeding

in support of the distribution of potassium iodide (KI) to

all residents in the plume EPZ.1 Accordingly, Board at the

outset lacks a substantial basis for findings supporting

this contention.

887. The regulations of the Commission and FEMA allow

each state to determine for itself whether and to what

extent to use KI. NUREG-0654 at 9; Tr. 9076 (Solon). The

regulations do not require or even recommend distribution of

KI to the general public. NUREG-0654 requires only that

licensees maintain onsite stockpiles, and that the offsite

plans incorporate whatever policy the state has adopted

regarding KI, together with decisionmaking guidelines.

NUREG-0654 at 60.

888. KI, if taken prior or immediately subsequent to

exposure to radioactive iodine, can serve as a thyroid

; 1. Intervenor witnesses Beyea and Palenik both sup-
; ported the distribution of KI, but of fered no substantive

evidence supporting their position.

._.
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blocking agent. NYS Ex. 2, at 87. This would be its

purpose in the event of a radiological emergency. Id.

889. After thorough study, New York State has deter-

mined to make KI available for emergency workers and popula-

tions which cannot easily be evacuated (such as prison

inmates and' nursing home residents), but not for the general

public. NYS Ex. 6, at III-55.1 The state and county

emergency plans contain provisions for the distribution of

KI and for decision-making by the State Commissioner of

Health or his alternates regarding its use. FEMA Supple-

mental Testimony, Attachment (Post Exercise Assessement,

April 14, 1983) at 32, 43, 50-51, 58; NYS Ex. 6,' at III-
,

55(a). KI would be available principally in the form of

water-soluble tablets. NYS Ex. 2, at 88.

i 890. Accordingly, the Indian Point emergency plans

comply with NRC/ FEMA guidelines for KI. See, e.g., NUREG-

0654 at 63.2

891. The New York City Council Members sponsored
i

Leonard Solon, Ph.D., Director of the New York City Health

1. The emergency planning chief in Orange County, who
has studied the issue, agreed with the State's findings.
Tr. 12,139-40 (Schmer). None of the other local officials
expressed an opinion.

r 2. Although not expressly addressed by this conten-
' tion, the Board finds that the licensees store substantial
| quantities of KI at Indian Point which would be available to
|

onsite workers and, under some circumstances, persons off-
! site. Tr. 9090 (Solon); PA Ex. 43, Emergency Planning
! Document at 7-14.
:
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Department Bureau of Radiation Control. Solon has done

considerable reading in the field of KI, but has not been

personally involved in testing or formally studying its use

or effects. Tr. 9088 (Solon). Solon's testimony, however,>

was limited to the issue of stockpiling KI for possible

i distribution to the residents of New York City. Therefore,

j his testimony at the outset fails to include any sound basis

for a recommendation for distribution within the plume EPZ.1
,

892. Nonetheless, Solon's testimony regarding New York
.

4

City itself convinces the Board that distribution of KI to

I the general populace is unwarranted. Solon conceded that

there is an " unfortunate" absence of scientific data regard-
,

1

ing the effects of KI on human beings. Tr. 9082-83 (Solon).
:

893. Solon had earlier written that KI given to preg-

nant laboratory rats had caused hyperthyroidism in their

i offspring. PA Ex. 31, at 55'. He further acknowledged that

KI can cause goiter, and that the scientific community has

yet to establish which threshold dosage, if any, would

eliminate the risk of goiter. Tr. 9084-85 (Solon). The

Board finds that advance distribution to the public would>

create the risk of accidental ingestion or overdoses,'

!
; regardless of the identification of such a threshold.
.

.

'

l. Solon also failed to proffer any evidence suggest-
ing that New York City is sufficiently at risk to warrant
departure from the general regulations which do not require
availability of KI for the general public.

:

:
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894. Solon also noted that his scientific colleagues

had expressed concern that ingestion of KI by the lay public

during an emergency might have a " panacea" effect, convin-

cing them that they were fully protected and leading to

unnecessary exposure to radiation. Tr. 9085-86 ( Sol'on) . In

addition, he testified that KI has a limited shelf life,

Tr. 9086 (Solon); the consequences of its use beyond that

shelf life would be uncertain, ranging from reduced effec-

tiveness to harmful side effects. Tr. 9088 (Solon).;

895. Finally, the $13 million cost of stockpiling KI

in New York City -- a cost which would recur periodically as

stocks expired -- is quite substantial. Tr. 9089 (Solon).j

Although this question is not before us, the Board would

find that in light of the absence of any significant risk to,

New York City residents posed by Indian Point and the
i

existence of other protective measures such as sheltering,

Tr. 9095-96 (Solon), this cost is not justified.

'

896. In contrast to the absence of evidence in support
t

| of public distribution of KI, the record contains substan-

tial evidence in opposition. Such notable experts as the

New York Academy of Medicine, Brookhaven National labora-

tories, Tr. 12,139 (Schmer), Nobel Prize laureate Dr.

; Rosalyn Yalow, PA Ex. 30, and the New York State Health

Commissioner have all recommended against distribution to

the general public.

|
|

_ . . - . . _ . . _ . _ . . _ . _ _ _ .
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1

1897. The distinguished New York Academy of Medicine

reached its negative conclusions after careful study. PA

Ex. 30, at 1. The Academy's concerns included (a) the lack

of systematic controlled studies on toxicity of iodide; (b)i

reported cases of hypothyroidism and goiter and (c) the

extreme cost. Id,. at 2-4.
:

i 898. The Academy also expressed concern that distribu-

tion at the time of an emergency could lead to unnecessary

i exposure of the population seeking the drug, and the-diver-

sion of emergency workers to distribute the drug from other,

more important tasks. Iji . at 4. The Board believes that

the Academy's concerns are well .taken.

899. Finally, the Board concludes that since KI can be

manufactured and distributed on very short notic', Tr. 9075e

(Solon), there is no need for expensive and risky advance

distribution or stockpiling.
!

III. Contention 4.2(b)

900. Contention 4.2(b) states:

b) Adequate sheltering capability
should be provided for all residents in :

the EPZ.

901. The record contains no reliable evidence that
,

1

i

?-

1. Even Dr. Solon, acknowledging the Academy of
Medicine resolution, described the Academy as an "excep-
tionally gifted," " dedicated," and " extraordinary" group,
with which he himself had worked. Tr. 9076-77 (Solon).

t

|

1
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adequate sheltering capability is not available in the plume

EPZ.

902. Sheltering is a key option for decision-makers.

Testimony under Questions One, Two, and Five suggests that

sheltering,.followed by relocation from the affected area,
,

could be virtually as effective as evacuation in the event

of a serious accident. Licensees' Testimony on Question One

at 118, 119, 122-25; Acharya Testimony on Question One at

III.C.A-31, III.C.A.-32? NUREG/CR-2239, at 2-104.

903. The emergency plans contain a sheltering option

and guidelines for decision-makers. NYS Ex. 3, Orange

{ County RERP, Vol. I, I III H., New York State RERP, Part II,

$ I.B.7; NYS Ex. 6, I III, at 58-59; NYS Ex. 11, $ III, at
i

27-28; NYS Ex. 13, 5 III, at 49-50. The emergency planning.

brochure devotos an entire page to sheltering instruc-

; tions. UCS/NYPIRG Ex. 14, at 5. Further instructions could

be issued over the EBS during an emergency. Idl . Contrary
,

to popular misconception, effective sheltering from nuclear

plant accidents does not require the thick, subterranean '

sheltering commonly associated with air raids and wartime.

904. Sheltering as a protective action herein refers

to locating the population in structures, such as their
i

! homes, to provide protection from a gaseous radioactive
?

; release. New York State Testimony on Questions Three and

| Four at 16. A sheltering directive would include recom-

mandation for ventilation control, such as closing doors and

_ _ __ _
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windows and turning off air conditioners. Thus, sheltering

( in this context does not require civil defense-type shelters

with blast and fallout protection. Idl. Even basements are
.

not necessary.1 Tr. 15,052 (Keller). County plans make use

of public fallout shelters for those individuals who would

not have Lumediate access to effective sheltering in houses,

places of work, schools, and similar facilities. New York

State Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 16.
(-

905. FEMA witnesses testified that adequate sheltering
'

capability exists within the plume EPZ. McIntire et al.

Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 38. New York State

cor. curred in this co' clusion. New York State Testimony onn

-Questions Three and Four at 16-17. The emergency planning

directors for Orange and Putnam Counties further confirmed
,

[ that adequate sheltering capabilities exist throughout the
i

! plume EPZ. Tr. 12,140-41 (Schmer, Scalpi). In fact, an
,

; Army Corps of Engineers study in Orange County identified

extensive wartime fallout sheltering capability, which would

be more than sufficient for any emergency at Indian Point.

Tr. 12,141 (Schmer).

906. These conclusions are reinforced by the fact that

most structures in the region surrounding Indian Point,

,

1. Intervenors' testimony as to the availability of
; basements within the plume EPZ was contradictory. Compare

Tr. 11,237-38 (Carney) with Tr. 1763 (Holland), 9710
(Craig).

|
>

!
:
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designed and constructed in view of the cooler winter

climate, are capable of insulation against air transfer for

sustained periods. Tr. 11,357 (Czech). This makes shelter-

ing in the areas around Indian Point and other northern

plants an even more viable option than at other sites.

IV. Contention 4.2(c)

907. Contention 4.2(c) states:

c) Licenso conditions should prohibit
power operation of Units 2 and 3 when
the roadway network becomes degraded
because of adverse weather conditions.

908. At the outset, the Board recognizes that this is

not an offsite emergency procedure. Hence, it does not fall

within the express terms of Question Four. Regardless, the

Board finds that such conditions should not be added to 'the

Indian Point licenses. Adverse waather conditions at Indian

Point are not unusually frequent or severe, and the

increased risk posed by start-up and shutdown transients

would outweigh any benefits.

909. The record is devoid of evidence of weather

conditions severe or frequent enough to jeopardize the over-

all capability of the roadway network. A snowstorm like the

February, 1983 blizzard is extremely rare in this part of

the country. Many other nuclear power plants operate in

f regions much more prone to such storms, or other phenomena

such as earthquakes, sandstorms, tidal waves or hurricanes,

t
_ __ _ _ . _ _ _
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910. Although it is prudent to plan for a wide range

of emergency scenarios, little, if any, additional benefit

would result from requiring specific license conditions

anticipating a combination of extraordinarily rare onsite

and offsite events. Dynes Testimony at 5-6.1 If an

impassable roadway situation were to occur simultaneously

with a major plant accident, sheltering would be available

as an alternative. Sears Testimony on Questions Three and

Four at 54; Tr. 12,342-43 (Sears).

911. The authorities are prepared to respond to the

range of weather conditions experienced in the region. New

York State Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 17;

Tr. 12,343 (Sears), 4743, 5740, 5764-65 (Bohlander).

912. The emergency plans contain procedures for

promptly dealing with snowstorms and other roadway impedi-

ments. NYS Ex. 10, 5 IV.G; NYS Ex. 11, $ III.C.9, Proc. 8;
.

NYS Ex. 12, 5 III.C.9, Proc. 7; NYS Ex. 13, 5 III.C.9, Proc.

7. ' Such plans include the alerting of appropriate offi-

cials, the dispatch of trucks or other equipment from the

EOC's, and notification to the public through EBS as to

whether to shelter or take alternate routes. Sears Testi-

.
mony on Questions Three and Four at 53; NYS Ex. 10, $ IV.G;

1

,
NYS Ex. 11, Proc. 8; NYS Ex. 12, Proc. 7; NYS Ex. 13, Proc.

y

1. In fact, such preoccupation with extraordinarily
unlikely . combinations of events would undermine planning for
more realistic scenarios. Dynes Testimony at 5-6.

.- - . _ , _ _ _ _ . - _ _ . _ . . __ - __ . . _ - _ _ _ _ - _. _
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,

7. The plans are sufficiently flexible to allow the imple-

mentation of these or other mitigative procedures at the

alert or even earlier stages if poor weather is in progress

or anticipated. Sears Testimony on Question Three and Four
'

at 53-55; Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 17; NYS Ex. 10,
.

$ IV.G; NYS Ex. 11, Proc. 8; NYS Ex. 12, Proc. 7; NYS Ex.

13, Proc. 7.

913. Local resources and procedures have historically

pr' oven adequate to respond to adverse ' weather conditions.

During the unparalleled February, 1983 snowstorm, even the

northernmost jurisdictions in the plume EPZ were able to

'
clear the roads of snow and abandoned cars within a matter

of hours. Tr. 12,198 (Schmer, Scalpi).

914. The evacua' tion travel time estimates prepared by

Parsons Brinckerhoff take into account an adverse weather

scenario. Parsons.Brinckerhoff Testimony at 20, 28-29; Con

Edison Ex. 10, at 29-32, 39. Since these estimates are

within the range for numerous other reactor sites, Tr.

12,331 (Sears), it does not appear necessary to single out

| Indian Point for exceptional license conditions.

915. Any possible benefit to be gained from shutdown

during adverse weather would probably be outweighed by the

} additional risk of frequent start-up and shut-down tran-

| sients and by the reduction of grid reliability for the

delivery of electricity under adverse weather conditions.

Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 54. We agree

l'
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with the Staff's conclusion that Contention 4.2(c) should be.

rejected for this additional reason.

V. Contention 4.2(d)

916. Contention 4.2(d) states:

d) The roadway network should be
upgraded to permit succassful evacuation
of all residents in the EPZ before the
plume arrival time.

917. Intervenors did not support this vaguely worded

contention with any specific recommendations for roadway

improvements. Moreover, such undefined concepts as "suc-

cessful evacuation" and " plume arrival time" further

increase the Board's difficulty in making any recommenda-

tions, if warranted, in this area. Finally, we entertain

some doubt as to whether " roadway improvements" are among

the " specific, feasible offsite emergency procedures" that

the Commission contemplated in drafting Question Four.

918. Both the emergency plans and the evacuation

travel time estimates are based on the existing roadway

network. Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony at 10-11; Parsons

Brinckerhoff Supplemental Testimony at 3; Urbanik Testimony

at 9; Tr. 12,142 (Schmer). The New York State witnesses

testified that the existing roadway network is adequate for

a successful evacuation. New York State Testimony on Ques-

'

tions Three and Four at 17. FEMA also concluded that

| nowhere in the plume EPZ does the road system provide an

obstacle to evacuation as a protective measure. McIntire et

.

;

I

l

l
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al. Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 39. As noted

above, the Indian Point evacuation time estimates are within

the ranges for numerous other sites. Tr. 12,331 (Sears).

919. The roadway network within the plume EPZ has

traditionally proven itself capable of accommodating massive

| volumes of traffic.1 Mr. Schmer testified that the roadway
i
~

network successfully handled the anormous volume of traffic
,

during welcoming ceremonies for the Iranian hostages at West

Point in 1981. Tr. 12,112-13 (Schmer). This traffic volume

exceeded that anticipated in the radiological emergency

1 plans. Idl . Thus, even a network which includes narrow and
_

'

winding roads can accommodate a major evacuation.

920. The Board notes that numerous roadway improve-
;

;

ments currently planned or underway should further reduce

evacuation travel times. Tr. 12,142 (Schmer). These

include Route 301 and other routes in Putnam County,
i
; Tr. 12,143 (Scalpi), Route.9A near Ossining in Westchester

1. Much of the intervenors' concern over the suffi-
ciency of the road system appears to stem from an assumption
.that the entire plume EPZ population would always be evacu-
ated in the event of an emergency. An accident requiring
such a protective measure is not likely. Brons et al.
Testimony at 10-11. The emergency plana allow decision-
makers to direct evacuation of small sections of the plume
EPZ, known as emergency response planning areas (ERPA's).
Brons et al. Testimony at 10; Parsons Brinckerhoff Testimony
at 16; Tr. 1539 (Husar); NYS Ex. 3, Orange County RERP, Vol.
I, App. K, Westchester County RERP, Vol. I, App. K; NYS Ex.r

10, $ III, at 23-26; NYS Ex. 11, App. I; NYS Ex. 12, I I.C!

at 11, App. K at 5, 8, 15; NYS Ex. 13, $ I.C at 11, App. K
at 5; UCS Ex. 14, at 2.

i

6

2
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County, Tr. 9837 (Wishnie), Middletown Road in Rockland

County, Tr. 10,821 (Collins), Route 9W in Rockland County,

Tr. 1769-(Holland), and Route 9 near Peekskill in

- Westchester, Tr. 12,143 (Scalpi).

Ultimate Finding of Factt

! 921. Contentions 4.2(a)-(d) are denied.

VI. Contention 4.7

922. Contention 4.7 states:

The emergency plans should be upgraded
to provide more adequate methods for
alerting and informing persons who are
deaf, blind, too young to understand the
instructions, or who do not speak

!English.

923. Again, the proponents of this contention have

failed to propose any specific, feasible emergency pro-

cedures apart from publishing the emergency planning

brochure in foreign languages.

924. The existing methods for alerting and informing

the populations referred to in this contention are set forth

in detail under Contention 3.10.

A. Children

925. Children, like most persons in the plume EPZ,

would be alerted in case of a radiological emergency by the'

siren system or tone alerts. UCS Ex. 14, at 4. This sys-

4 tem, in turn, would prompt the listener to tune in an EBS

station for instructions. Id.. Of course, children would

receive direct notification if they happened to be watching

,
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television or listening to the radio at the time of an

emergency. Tr. 10,241-42 (Brooker). ,

!

926. To the extent that children are too young to'

comprehend the notification procedures or effect their own

protection, they can rely on parents, teachers, or other,

older custodians. Lecker Testimony at 4-5, New York State

Supplemental Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 13.

Indeed, intervenor witness Barbara Hickernell testified that

she has read the emergency planning brochure and effectively

planned for an emergency by discussing its contents with her

children. Hickernell Deposition at 10-11. Other respon-

sible parents and teachers can be expected to do likewise,

as they do in planning for more common emergencies. New

York State Supplemental Testimony on Questions Three and

Four at 13; Sears Supplemental Testimony on Questions Three

and Four at 58.1
,

.

l
927. As discussed under Contentions 3.7 and 3.10,

special arrangements have been made for children. Single-

station tone alert radios have been purchased and dis-

; tributed by the licensees to schools and special facilities

in the plume EPZ. Tr. 9899-900, 9908 (Iurato), 10,373
,

(Hare); Glass Deposition at 12-13. This provides assurance

that children and their teachers would be promptly alerted.

e

; 1. As Dr. Lecker testified, children are psycho-
logically better equipped to deal with emergencies than are
adults. Lecker Testimony at 4-5.

|
t >
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928. Children in special facilities are also covered'

| 'by the emergency plan. New York State Testimony on Ques-

tions Three and Four at 13; see also Board Findings 844-

62. The parents of any children with unusual needs can

request assistance by returning the special needs postcards
|

| attached to the emergency planning brochure. UCS Ex. 14, at
!

8, 15.'

B. The Deaf and Blind

-929. Special measures for these groups are also

j described, to some extent, under Contention 3.10. Nothing

in the record suggests that these measures are insufficient

to meet NRC/ FEMA guidelines or regulations.<

930. The resourcefulness of_these persons should not

be underestimated. Many deaf and blind persons hold jobs,

travel from place to place, or participate in special pro-

grams. Rockland County Association for the Visually

Impaired Testimony at 1; Tr. 4580 (Wein). Still others live

with or near relatives, friends, or neighbors who could
,

|

assist them in an emergency. FEMA Supplemental Testimony at
,

:

$ 3.10; Tr. 4239 (Northrup). To the extent that isolated
;

persons within these groups would have additional problems;

being alerted during a radiological emergency, it is clear

from the record that organizations and persons representing
a

these groups are aware of such difficulties. Rockland

County Association for the Visually Impaired Testimony at 1;i

C. Rowley/N. Rowley Testimony at 1. The means are available

,

0
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for the deaf and blind to receive special assistance. NYS
,

Ex. 3,. orange County RERP, Volume 1, I III.H.5; NYS Ex. 10,

Volume 1, III, at 28, 31, 33; NYS Ex. 11, Volume 1,

{ III.H.5; NYS Ex. 13, I III.H.5. Some burden remains with

these persons, or their families and friends, to identify'

themselves or others through the special needs cards, toll-

free numbers, or other methods. New York State Supplemental

Testimony at 13; Sears Testimony on Questions Three and Four

at 58. To the extent that such persons would encounter

| problems in a radiological emergency, they would likely be

even more unprepared for much more common events for which
,

detailed plans do not exist, but for which they have had to

1 learn to plan. New York State Supplemental Testimony at 13.

931. As the New York State witnesses concluded, the

{ alerting and informing of deaf and blind persons could not

be materially improved beyond the adequate emergency plans

herein. New York State Supplemental Testimony at 13.

C. Non-English Speaking Persons
,

'

932. The evidence showed that the population of non-

English speaking EPZ residents is not a problem. In late

1982, the "PIO Work Group" (a radiological preparedness task
,

force comprising State and county public information spe-

cialists) conducted a study of the non-English speaking
.

population in the EPZ. New York State Supplemental Testi-

t mony at 13; UCS Ex. 16. The study concluded that there are

very few unsupported non-English speakers in the EPZ, and no

i

!

,
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single predominant foreign language among those identi-

fled. -New York State Supplemental Testimony at 13.

933. FEMA agreed that based on this small, scattered,

and ethnically diverse population of non-English speaking

residents in the EPZ, it would be impractical to develop

plans or brochures in other languages. New York State Sup-

plemental Testimony at 13; FEMA Supplemental Testimony at

i 4.7.
I

934. Despite the insignificance of the non-English
:

speaking populations in the Indian Point EPZ, licensees and

offsite officials have shown substantial interest in

addressing their concerns. Licensees and the State have

underway a public information program to reach these groups

through social and religious leaders and other means. Sears!

!

Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 58. FEMA and New

York State consider this an effective approach. FEMA Sup-

| plemental Testimony at $ 4.7; New York State Supplemental

| Testimony at 13.

935. Finally, the local police department in the most

heavily Hispanic community in the EPZ has Spanish-speaking

! officers who could assist, if necessary, in a radiological

emergency. Tr. 1691-92 (Holland).

936. Intervenors' data regarding the non-English

speaking population suffered from an important omission.

Although this data may be an accurate representation of the l

number of residents who speak foreign languages, it does not

__ __._, - . - - .. . _ _ . _ - - - _ .,_ _ _ _ _ _- _ - _ ..-. _ _ _ - . _._
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address the basic issue of how many do not speak any English

or could not obtain assistance in case of an emergency.

Luis del Pillar testified that approximately 6,000 Hispanics

live in Haverstraw and West Haverstraw, and that there are

scattered French , Chinese- and Korean-speakers elsewhere in

the region. Del Pillar Testimony at 2. George O' Lear also

arrived at a figure of 6,000 persons of. "Spanish origin" in

Rockland County, based on United States Census data.

Tr. 1816 (O' Lear). Both O' Lear and del Pillar, however,
,

admitted that they did not know with any reasonable degree

of certainty how many of these persons spoke only Spanish,

Tr. 1823-24, 1839 (O' Lear), 10,257 (del Pillar), or how many

of these persons lived or worked with persons who spoke

English. Tr. 1824 (O' Lear), 10,257-58 (del Pillar). Hence,

the Board could not conclude from this information that

additional offsite procedures should be taken for such

groups.

Ultimate Findings of Fact

937. Licensees and governmeatal agencies have underway

a comprehensive outreach program designed to provide further

information to special groups. The program includes

speakers and meetings with citizens' groups, church groups,

and parent-teacher organizations. Sears Testimony on Ques-
,

tions Three and Four at 58. As Staff testified, the Commis-

sion's regulations do not expect "immediate 100% understand-

ing by all the general public." Id. As the New York State

-- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l
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witnesses pointed out, persons with special needs and their ,

|
families and friends carry the burden, to a great extent, of

'

1

identifying themselves and their needs. New York State Sup- |

plemental Testimony on Questions Three and Four at 13. To

the extent that these persons need to prepare to respond to

a radiological emergency, they can rely on preparations to

deal with much more common events. d. The testimony

showed that many persons who claim to have special needs

have failed to avail themselves of numerous measures to

obtain further help or information. Deposition of Judith
.

Glass at 7; Tr. 10,005 (Burnham), 10,011 (Co), 10,014

(Baff), 10,234 (Brooker), 10,530 (O'Brien), 10,725-27

(Zeigler, et al.), 10,757 (Murphy, et al.).

938. An extensive and continuing effort has been made

at Indian Point to inform the public about emergency proce-

dures. The testimony of various so-called " community wit-

nesses" confirmed that the public has substantial knowledge

about emergency plans and procedures, and that these matters

|
l are well covered in the local media.

939. Therefore, the Board concludes that the

information and alerting needs of special groups have been

and are continuing to be addressed satisfactorily.

Contention 4.7 is accordingly denied.

L

i
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COMMISSION OUESTION FIVE

940. Question Five sta'tas:

Based on the foregoing, how do the risks
posed by Indian Point Units 2 and 3 com-
pare with the range of' risks posed by
other nuclear power plants licensed to
operate by the Commission? (The Board
should limit its inquiry to generic
examination of the range of risks and
not go into any site-specific examina-
tion other than for Indian Point itself,
except to the extent raised by the Task
Force.)

The Board directed that NUREG/CR-2239, " Technical Guidance

for Siting Criteria Development," published in November

1982, also be addressed under Commission Question Five.

Memorandum and Order ( Formulating Final Contentions and

Setting Schedule) at 19 (Nov. 15, 1982).

941. Testimony regarding Commission Question Five was

presented by licensees, Staff, and UCS/NYPIRG. Licensees

presented: (1) Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley,

Donald F. Paddleford, Thomas E. Potter, and Dennis C.

Richardson on Commission Question Five, ff. Tr. 12,650-51;

(2) Licensees' Testimony of Thomas E. Potter on Commission

Question Five, ff. Tr. 12,781; and (3) Licensees' Testimony

of Bernard L. Cohen on Commission Question Five, ff.

Tr. 14,425. Staff presented Direct Testimony of Frank

7 Rowsome and Roger Blond Concerning Commission Question Five,

ff. Tr. 12,827. UCS/NYPIRG presented UCS/NYPIRG Testimony

of Steveh C. Sholly on Commission Question Five, ff.

Tr. 12,728.

__.
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942. Comqission Question Five was addressed from the

following perspectives: (1) a comparison of the risks from

Indian Point Unit 3 with the Commission's preliminary safety
goale including the impact of emergency protective

responses; (2) a comparison of the risks from Indian Point

Unit 3, based upon Indian Point Probabilistic Safety Study,
with the results of site and plar.t specific PRAs of a number

of other nuclear power plants; (3) a comparison of the risks

from Indian Point Unit 3 with the results from the " Task
Force Report on Interim Operation at Indian Point"

(N*?"G-0715); (4) a discussion of the benefits'resulting
f rom the special design features at Indian Point Unit 3; (5)

;

an assessment of nuclear power risk from the perspective of

other public health risks; and (6) a discussion of the

relevance of NUREG/CR-2239.1

943. Risk, whether expressed on an individual or a

societal basis, can be measured by several health and

economic indices. These indices are affected differently by
population distribution and specific plant features. In

comparing risks among plants, licensees and Staff emphasized

early and latent fatality risks, as did the Commission, see
Policy Statement on Safety Goals for the Operation of

I

1. . The Board notes that all of the comparisons
presented under Question 5 are based upon IPPSS source
terms. If the licensees' more realistic source terms were
employed, see Board Findings 241-79, the risk posed by
Indian Point Unit 3 would be even lower.

.
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Nuclear Power Plants, 4 8 Fed . Reg. 10,772 (Mar. 14, 1983)

(Policy. Statement), in formulating its preliminary safety
goals. Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley, Donald F.

Paddleford, Thomas E. Potter, and Dennis C. Richardson on

Commission Question Five at 2 (Bley et al. Testimony on

Question Five);' Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and Roger
Blond Concerning Commission Question Five at B-10 to B-17

(Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five).

I. Comparison with the Commission's
Preliminary Safety Goals

944. The Commission's policy statement adopts prelim-

inary safety goals and preliminary numerical design objec-

tives which apply to both individual and societal public
health risk. Policy Statement at 10,773-75. Core melt fre-

i

quency, a design objective for risk to the plant, is sub-

ordinate to these objectives. Id. at 10,775. UCS/NYPIRG

objected to the Board's consideration of these safety goals,

! Tr. 12,653-57 (Blum); see also UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of

Steven C. Sholly on Commission Question Five at 25 (Sholly

Testimony on Question Five); however the Board overruled the

objection. Tr. 12,662-63 (Gleason). Because the prelimi-

nary safety goals are objectives towards which nuclear safe-

ty requirements will evolve and provide a standard against

which other nuclear power plants can be evaluated, a compar-
i

ison of the risks at Indian Point Unit 3 with this national
benchmark is not only appropriate, but illuminating, as

i

|

!

|
|
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well. Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 4; Rowsome/

Blond Testimony on Question Five at B-8 to B-10.

A. Early Fatality Risk

945. According to the Commission's preliminary safety

goals, the early fatality risk to an average individual in

ithe vicinity of a nuclear power plant should not exceed

one-tenth of one percent of the sum of early fatality risks

to that individual from other accidents to which members of
the public are generally exposed. Policy Statement at

10,774. The United States national average accident risk is

5 fatal accidents per 10,000 people per year (5 x 10-4 per
year). " Safety Goals for Nuclear Power Plants: A Discus-

sion Paper," NUREG/0880 ( For Comment) at 22 (1982). Thus,

the goal is not to exceed five fatal accidents per

10,000,000 people per year. Converting t.his to an indi-

vidual risk figure, the goal for individual early fatality

risk is once in 2,000,000 years. See Licensees' Testimony
| .

on Commission Question One, Board Question 1.1, and|

1. The average individual in the
vicinity of the plant is defined as the
average individual biologically (in
terms of age and other risk factors) and
locationally who resides within a mile
from the plant site boundary. This,

e means that the average individual is
found by accumulating the estimated,

'

individual risks and dividing by the
number of individuals residing in the
vicinity of the plant.,

Policy Statement at 10,774.

|
t

|

. _ .- -.
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Contention 1.1 at 36-37 (Licensees' Testimony on Question

one).

946. The Commission defines " vicinity" of the plant
for assessing the individual risk as the area within a

1-mile radius. Policy Statement at 10,774. With this

definition of vicinity'and IPPSS-emergency response assump-

tions, the average individual early fatality risk at Indian
Point Unit 3 is 6.4 x 10-9 or about one in 156,000,000
reactor years. Licensees Testimony on Commission Question

One at 37, 38 (Table III-5). According to the preliminary

safety goals, the early fatality risk to an average indi-
vidual within one mile of a nuclear power plant should not

exceed one one-thousandth of the national non-nuclear early
fatality risk. The early fatality risk to an individual

within one mile of Indian Point Unit 3 is approximately one

one-hundred-thousandth (1.3 x 10-5) of the national non-
nuclear early fatality risk. jgi. Thus, the individual risk

of Indian Point Unit 3 is well within the preliminary safety
goal, by a factor of approximately 75. Bley et al.

Testimony on Question Five at 5-6, 7 (Table III-5).
947. Staff concurred that the early fatality risk at

Indian Point Unit 3 is within the safety goal. Rowsome/

Blond Testimony on Question Five at B-ll to B-14.1 This

1. In its health effects estimates, Staff presented
both "before fix" and "after fix" values. Because the fixes
have been implemented at Indian Point Unit 3, only the

I
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conclusion was reached even though. calculations were based

upon pessimistic and unrealistic eme'rgency response assump-

tions, Licensees' Testimony of Thomas E. Potter on Commis-

sion Question Five at 6 (Potter Testimony on Question Five);

:

Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and Roger Blond Concerning

Commission Question One at 16 (Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on
,

Question One); Direct Testimony of Roger M. Blond and Frank
H. Rowsome Summary Response to Commission Question Posed to

j 'the Board ht 10 (Blond /Rowsome Testimony on Question One),
; and upon. the assumption that no persons will receive

supportive medical treatment following an accident, an
assumption which the Staff finds unrealistic. Rowsome/ Blond

.

! ' Testimony on Question-Five at B-13. Staff's calculations in

|. support of this result. combine the risks from Indian Point
'

Units 2 and 3; thus the risk solely from Indian Point Unit 3
J'

is a. fraction of the computed total. See Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question Five at B-12 n.3.
'

*

B. Latent Fatality Risk

948. Regarding. societal risk, the Commission's prelim-
r

| inary-safety goals state that the latent cancer fatality
risk to the population in the area of a nuclear power plant .

; should not exceed one-tenth of one percent of the cancer
''

fatality risk from all other causes. Policy Statement of

i 10,774. In assessing latent fatalities, the Commission
,

, .

"after fix" values are of significance here.
,

|

:
I

l
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10,774. In assessing latent fatalities, the Commission

defines " area" as 50 miles. Icl . The national average
_

cancer risk in the United States is approximately two deaths

per 1,000 people per year (2 x 10-3 per year). NUREG/0880

at 23. Thus, the goal is not to exceed two cancer fatal '

ities per 1,000,000 people per year. Licensees' Testimony

on Commission Question One at 37, 40.

949. Using the Commission's definition of area and

IPPSS emergency response assumptions, the societal latent

fatality risk from Indian Point Unit 3 is less than .003

' latent cancer fatalities per 1,000,000 people per year. See

Licensees' Testimony on Commission Question One at 37, 39

(Table III-6). Stated otherwise, the latent fatality risk

within 50 miles of a nuclear power plant should not exceed

one one-thousandth of the national average cancer risk from

all causes. The latent cancer fatality risk from Indian

Point Unit 3 within 50 miles of the plant is approximately

one one-millionth (1.4 x 10-6) of the national average
|

cancer fatality risk from all causes. Bley et al. Testimony

on Question Five at 7 (Table 1); see Licensees' Testimony on

; Question One at 37, 39 (Table III-6). Thus, the risk of
i

Indian Point Unit 3 is well within the goal, by a factor of

approximately 710. Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five
f

| at 6. Staff concurs, stating that even considering uncer-
|

f tainties and the risk from both plants together, it is
!

| extremely unlikely that the Indian Point plants pose latent
|
:

.
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fatality risks anywhere near the Commission's goal.

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at B-15 to B-16,

950. Although the requirement of comparisons within

one mile of the plant has been' deleted from the recent

statement of the Comaission's preliminary goals, Staff and

licensees found that the latent cancer fatality risk within

one mile is well below the Commission's former preliminary

safety goal for this category. Rowsome/ Blond.on Question

Five at B-16 to B-17; Licensees' Testimony on Commission

Question One at 37, 38 (Table III-5).

951. The significance of the uncertainties in the cal-

culated health risks for Indian Point Unit 3 is reduced by

the fact that large margins exist between these calculated

risks and the preliminary safety goals. The use of more

realistic source terms will increase these margins even fur-

ther. Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 4-5.

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at B-13 to B-14,

i B-16.
!

.

C. Impact of Emergency Protective Responses

952. Licensees analyzed a scenario assuming that

people from within 0 to 50 miles of the plant would take

shelter in a structure equivalent to the basement of a one-
,

L
story frame or brick house for 24 hours and that the house

,

was closed, thereby limiting infiltration of airborne radio-

j active material and inhalation dose. People beyond 50 miles

| were assumed to take no protective measures. The

|
|
l

|

_ _ _ _ _ . . ._. -.
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Commission's preliminary early and cancer fatality safety
'

goals are met by Indian Point Unit 3 for this scenario.

Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 117, 118-20, 120a

(Table VIII-1).

953. Licensees further presented an analysis using a

very pessimistic emergency protection assumption. This

analysis assumed that no protective measures would be taken

for 24 hours after the start of exposure. People were

assumed to spend some time outdoors, but most of their time

was spent in a structure equivalent in shielding to a ono-
story frame or brick house. This limited shelter provides

plume and ground shielding, but no inhalation dose reduc-
tion. This scenario is equivalent to an emergency response

delay time of 24 hours during which even the simple precau-
tion of sheltering in basements is not taken. Even under

this " bounding" analysis, Indian Point Unit 3 meets the

Commission's preliminary early and cancer fatality safety
goals. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 117, 118-20.

954. The Board finds that even under the very

unrealistic assumption that for 24 hours following an

{ accident no protective measures are taken, Indian Point Unit

3 meets the Commission's preliminary early and latent safety
goals.

D. __ Core Melt Frequency

955. At Indian Point Unit 3, the median core melt fre-

quency from both internal and external initiating events is
|

I
<
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5.0 x 10-5 or once in 20,000 reactor years. This meets the

Commission's preliminary design objective of 1 x 10-4 or

once in 10,000 reactor years. Bley et al. Testimony on

' Question Five at 7 (' Table 1). Because the Zion PRA and

IPPSS are the only risk assessments which analyzed external

initiating events comprehensively, the Power Authority also

calculated.the median core melt frequency from internal

initiating events only. Id. at 6, 8. This frequency is

3.0 x 10-5 or once in 33,000 reactor years, which meets the'

Commission's preliminary design objective by an even larger
margin. I<[. a t 7 (Table 1).

956. Although Staff's estimates of core melt frequency

did not meet the Commission's design objective, Staff

acknowledged that its estimates may have been overstated and

recognized that they were subject to a substantial degree of

uncertainty. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at

B-18 to B-19; Direct Testimony of Sanford Israel, Jack

Ilickman, Gregory Kolb, Robert G. Easterling, and Alan D.

Swain [on] Commission Question One and Board Question 1.1 at

15-16.

957. Core melt frequency, however, is not of signifi-

cant use in addressing Commission Question Five because core

melt frequency is a poor indicator of public risk for two

reasons. Licensees' Testimony on Commission Question One at
,

23-24. First, almost 95 percent of the postulated core melt

scenarios at Indian Point Unit 3 do not result in signifi-

.
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cant radioactive releases. Bley et al. Testimony on Ques-

tion Five at 8;.see also Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question

Five at B-19. Second, approximately 97 percent of the cal-

culated early fatality risk is attributable to the interfac-

ing systems LOCA, which provides less than one-half of one

i percent to the core melt frequency. Licensees' Testimony on
,

Commission Question one at 23-24, 68. Because core melt

frequency measures the probability of losing the economic

benefits of the plant, it is primarily an indicator of

economic risk to the customers and owners of the plant.

Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 8; Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question Five at B-19. Staff contends that the

frequencies of three severe release categories are a more
,

significant measure of public health risk than is the over-

all core melt frequency. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on

Question Five at B-20.

II. Comparison with other Nuclear Power Plants

958. A comparison of site and plant specific PRAs for
|

! various plants, using state-of-the-art methodology, would
.

L provide useful information regarding the risks posed by
|

.

other nuclear power plants. However, IPPSS and other PRA

!.

| studies ' differ considerably in certain respects such as data
:

base, methodology, scope, and sophistication. Some studies*

'

assessed only a few plant systems; others failed to address,

I external initiating event's or public health effects. Bley

et al. Testimony on Question Five at 9-10; Tr. 12,677-80

i

. . . _ . . . . . _ . . ._ _ . . . - - .___. . _ . _ . _ -
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.

(Bley); see Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at

(A]-4 to [A]-6; UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of Steven C. Sholly on

Commission Question Five at 13-22 (Sholly Testimony on
,

Question Five). Because only the-Indian Point and Zion PRAs

include both internal and external events,1 appropriate '

. comparisons with other existing risk assessments are on an

internal initiator basis only. Bley et al. Testimony on

Question Five at 9-10; see also Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on

Question Five at [A]-4 to [A]-7. Despite these limitations,

however, some comparisons of PRA results can be useful.

A. Individual Risk

959. Licensees presented data from a Staff memorandum

based upon a number of plant specific PRAs. Because these

data-include a representative mix of PWRs and BWRs, high and

low population density sites, power levels from 71 to 1250

MWe, and principal reactor vendors and architect engineers,

they generally reflect the range of early and latent fatal-
i

ity risks from internal initiating events at nuclear power

plants. Licensees also provided risk results for internal

i initiating events only, as well as total risk results, to

avoid an erroneous comparison of Indian Point Unit 3;

|

| internal plus external results with internal only results

L

i 1. While the Big Rock Point PRA did consider fires, it
| did not evaluate other external initiating events. Bley et

al. Testimony on Question Five at 9 n.l.

.

1

. _ . _ _ .
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from other plants. Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five

at 10-12.

960. Based on a comparison of internal only results,

the risk to an individual living within one mile of Indian

Point Unit 3 is within the range of estimated risks to

individuals living within one mile of other nuclear power
plants. Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 12. This

is true even when internal and external risk at Indian. Point
Unit 3 is compared to internal risk only at other plants.

See _i_d,. at 11 (Table 2).d

961. Regarding risks to individuals posed by intern-

ally-initiated accidents, Staff concluded that Indian Point

Unit 3 is one of the safer nuclear power plants with regard

to severe release frequency. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on

Question Five at B-4. In fact, for internally-initiated

events, the severe release probability for Indian Point Unit

3 is three and one-half orders of magnitude lower than the

worst plant. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Ouestion Five,
.

Section A, Figure 3; Tr. 12,942 (Rowsome). Regarding risks

j to individuals posed by externally-initiated accidents,

Staff concluded that it is plausible that the severe release

! frequency is equal to or less than the individual risks

posed by other reactors notwithstanding the limited bases
I

[ available for comparison. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on
,

Question Five at B-5. Fur the r , the individual risk is

!

I

i
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|

virtually unaffectd by population density. Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question Five at B-3.

962. Thus, Staff found no reason to conclude that the

risks to individuals posed by severe reactor accidents,

either internally or externally initiated, at Indian Point

Unit 3 are above the spectrum of individual risks posed by
1

other reactors. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at

B-5.

B. Societal Risk

963. The licensees presented societal risk comparisons

for only internal initiating events at Indian Point and a

number of other plants. These median risk curves for both

early fatalities and latent cancer fatalities support the

conclusion that Indian Point Unit 3 is well within the range-

of societal risks posed by other nuclear power plants. Bley

et al. Testimony on Question Five at 14-17; Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question Five at B-6.

C. Other Comparisons

964. The Indian Point Unit 3 internally-initiated core

; melt frequency is within the range of frequency estimates

! for other plants. Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at

12; Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at [A]-7. In

addition, the uncertainty bounds of core melt frequency for

; internal events at Indian Point Unit 3 are within the range

of uncertainty bounds for other plants. Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question Five at [A]-7 to [A]-8.

!
:

!

|

|
'

- - - .
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'965. Also, the frequency of a major release from

internally-initiated events at Indian Point Unit 3 compares

favorably with the estimates for other plants. Bley et al.

Testimony on Question Five at 11-12; Rowsome/ Blond Testimony

on Question Five at (A]-9. This is true even when comparing

releases from internal and external events with releases
.

from internal-events only at other plants. See Bley et al.

Testimony on Question Five at 11 (Table 2).

966. The frequency of the interfacing systems LOCA,

the dominant contributor to early fatality risk at Indian

' Point Unit 3, compares favorably to the frequency of this

accident at other PWRs. Bley et al. Testimony on Question

Five at 12-14. Staff concurred, explaining that Indian

Point Unit 3 is less susceptible to this type of accident

than other' plants. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five

a't [Al-ll to [A]-12.
III. Comparison With The Commission's Task Force Results

967. In 1980, a Commission Task Force analyzed the

effects on risk of: (1) a typical pressurized water reactor

(Reactor Safety Study (RSS), Surry) at different sites; (2)

! different plants at the same site (Indian Point); and (3)

different public protection measures. See " Task Force -

Report on Interim Operation at Indian Point" (NUREG/0715).

The Task Force found that, although the Indian Point site

was 10 times worse than the average site, the pldnt design

was about 10 times better than the average plant design.

|
|

<
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Therefore, the Task Force concluded that Indian Point did

not pose an undue risk to' public health. Rowsome/ Blond

. Testimony on. Question Five at -[ A]-3 to . [ A]-4. The Task

Force studies of fer an indication of the range of risks

posed by nuclear plants in general. A comparison of the
'

Task Force results with the median internal risk curves for
,

Indian Point shows that the risk from Indian Point falls
,

within the range of early and latent fatality risk posed by

other plants. Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 18.
1

968. Compared with the range of results presented by2

4 the Task' Force,.the early fatality risk curve presented by

the licensees is lower by more than an order of magnitude

primarily because the Task Force did not evaluate the

strength of the containment, which precludes prompt contain-
!

ment failure.' Consequently, the Task Force failed to
,

| ~

include a release category for late containment failure.

The latent fatality risk curve for Indian Point Unit 3 is

within the range of latent fatality risk calculated by the

Task Force for the Indian Point site and below' the range

calculated for the Surry reactor at various sites. Bley et

al. Testimony on Question.Five at 18-19.

| 'IV. Special Design Features At Indian Point Unit 3

-969. During. the licensing review for Indian Point Unit

3, additional design and engineering features were incorpo-

l ' rated into the plant to supplement the standard safety fea-

tures. The Director's Order of February 11, 1980 discussed

.
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these special features. The engineering and design features

at Indian Point Unit 3 support the conclusion that the plant

is within the range of risks of other nuclear power plants,

despite the demographic characteristics of the area. Bley

et al. Testimony on Question Five at 20-24. Further, if

located at an-average site, the same plant would pose the

same risks to individuals, but would pose ten times smaller

societal risks because compared with an average site,

approximately ten times the number of people are at risk

around the Indian Point site. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on

Question Five at [Al-28.

970. Licensees found that virtually the only accident

contributing to early. fatality risk is the interfacing

systems LOCA which has a particularly low frequency of

occurrence at Indian Point Unit 3. Bley et al. Testimony on

Question Five at 24. Staff stated that Indian Point Unit 3

is safer than average with respect to this scenario.

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at [A]-10. Indian

Point Unit 3 does not have as many large pipes leading from

the reactor to low pressure systems outside containment as

most pressurized water reactors. In addition, the pressure

boundary valves on the one Indian Point Unit 3 line poten-
tially subject to uncontained LOCAs are as reliable as those-

at any other nuclear power plant. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony

on Question Five at A-ll to A-12.

.
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971. The Indian Point Unit 3 containment has substan-
tial capability to contain the effects of a core' melt acci-

dent, thereby preventing a serious release of radioactiv-

ity. Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 20-22;

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at (A]-33. '

972. Because the Indian Point Unit 3 containment can

withstand internal pressure of at least 141 psia and has a
.

6large volume of 2.6.x 10 cu. f t. , Bley et al.. Testimony on

Question Five at 20, it is among the better plants at miti-

gating the consequences of core melt accidents. Rowsome/

Blond Testimony on Question Five at [A]-21, [A]-27,

[A]-33. Plants with smaller or weaker containments than

Indian Point Unit 3 are less reliable. Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question Five at (A]-21. Further, the contain-

ment design provides a long warning time before overpressur-

ization failure. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five

at [Al-33.

973. The configuration of the Indian Point Unit 3 con-

tainment building is particularly effective for containment

~ heat removal and for the circulation and easy mixing of

gases, thereby preventing local accumulation of hydrogen.

Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 20-21. Fur the r-

more, hydrogen burns are unlikely to breach the contain-

ment. Licensees' Testimony on Question One at 74-75;

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at [A]-20. Even if

such a breach should occur, the release would not be

%
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severe. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at

.[A]-20. In' addition, the design of the Indian Point Unit' 3

reactor cavity and containment floor would promote.the cool-

ing of debris-following a core melt accident. Bley et al.

Testimony on Question Five at 21,

974. Containment cooling-capability is provided by -

five fan cooling units as well as four pumps capable of

providing containment, spray. recirculation. If any one of

the f ans or spray systems is : functional, containment over-

pressure failure will be prevented. Bley et al. Testimony

on . Question Five at 21; Tr. 12,699-701 (Bley, Paddleford,

Richardson); Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at

[A]-20. In this case, only. a very slight leakage 'might

occur with negligible risk to the public. Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question Five at [A]-20. The Indian Point Unit

3 fan coolers are less likely to fail due to core melt

-debris than those at the average plant and their filters

will be bypassed should they be plugged with particulates.

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at [A]-22. The fan

coolers reduce by one Lto two orders of magnitude, and up to

one order of magnitude.when external initiating events are

also considered, the frequency of late overpressure contain-
i

ment failure from internal initiating events. Bley.et al.

Testimony on Question-Five at 22. The existence of two of

the recirculation pumps inside containment, a feature unique

t$FIndian Point,' allows the recirculation emergency core

.
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|

cooling water without its leaving the containment build-
.

ing. Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 21.

975. The presence of two sumps, also unique to the

Indian Point containments, provide two paths for recircu-

lation of emergency core cooling water. Bley et al. Test-

imony on Question Five at 21. These sumps are better

isolated from regions where they may be disabled by core.

melt debris than is the case at many other pressurized water
,

reactors. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at
i (A]-22.

976. Upon activation of emergency safeguards, the

likelihood of containment bypass is reduced by the presence

of confirmatory signals (S signals), which are sent to cer-
i

tain power operated isolation valves when emergency safe-
guards are activated. This feature ensures that such valves

'

will be restored to their correct position if they had been

inadvertently placed in an incorrect position. Bley et al.

Testimony on Question Five at 21. Containment leaktightness

is maintained by the weld channel pressurization system and

the isolation valve seal water system. Id. a t 21-2 2.

977. The arrangement of the service water and compon-

ent cooling water systems maximizes redundancy of active
r

components. Any one of six service water pumps can supply
any service water load. Similarly, either of two component

cooling water pumps can be connected to any component cool-

ing water. load. These and similar interconnections within
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and between systems provides-flexibility which results in

particularly low risk from internal initiating events at

Indian Point. Bley et al.' Testimony on Question Five at

21-22; see also Tr. 12,699 (Bley).

978. A melt-through of the basaltic basemat for the

dry cavity. case, is unlikely and would take approximately
three days. Direct Testimony of James F. Meyer_and W.-

Trevor Pratt Concerning Commission Question One at

III.B-58. Even if this occurred, the atmospheric effects

would be very minor. See Blond /Rowsome Testimony on Ques-

tion One at 4. Radioactive materials in the groundwater

could probably be intercepted before they reached the Hudson

River and, in any case, the risks posed would not be very
severe. See Direct Testimony of Richard Codell Concerning

Commission Question One at-4-5.

979. Accidents involving loss of all offsite and

onsite AC power and loss of auxiliary feedwater are

especially important to considerations of risk. Almost

every means of cooling the reactor fuel or of removing heat

from the containment uses electrically powered motor-driven
pumps. Indian Point Unit 3 is less likely to succumb to a

loss of all AC power and a failure of auxiliary feedwater
1

than most other pressurized water reactors. Rowsome/ Blond

Testimony on Question Five at [A]-12. The principal

advantage the Indian Point site has over other nuclear plant
sites is the presence of three gas-turbine-driven electrical

.
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. generators, a source of AC power recovery for one to three

hours following a core melt, as well as three emergency

diesel generators. The gas turbines provide up to an order

of magnitude reduction in the frequency of late overpressure

containment failures from internal initiating events. Id.;

Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 22-23. No other

reactor site has as many backup AC power sources. The

Indian Point site has experienced complete losses of offsite

power.at about the same frequency as the national average.

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at [A]-12 to

[A]-13.

980. Indian Point Unit 3 has undergone one of the most

thorough risk assessments and reviews conducted for any

nuclear power plant. Yet, no risk-important plant-specific

design deficiencies were found for internally initiated

accidents. Risk assessments of other reactors have revealed

such design deficiencies. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Ques-

tion Five at (A]-13 to [A]-14.

981. Prior to core melt, the containment could fail

for a variety of reasons including overpressure failure,-

internal or external missiles, open containment penetration

or steam generator tube rupture with a stuck-open atmos-
)

.pheric steam release valve. With respect to all of these

scenarios, Indian Point Unit 3 is no more susceptible than

other nuclear power plants. In fact, Indian Point Unit 3 is

well below average in its vulnerability to overpressure
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failure. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at (A]-14
,

to [A]-18. One additional way in which containment can fail

prior to core melt is through an earthquake induced col-

lapse. The Power Authority presented testimony demonstrat-

ing that this scenario is impossible at Indian Point Unit

3. Licensees Testimony on Question One at 64-65;

Tr. 12,992-94 (Perla).

982. During core melt, the containment could fail

either from a pr' essure spike or internal missile. Indian

Point Unit 3 is among the better plants at containing the

pressure spikes associated with reactor vessel melt-
'

through. Indian Point Unit 3 is also no more susceptible to

reactor vessel missiles than any other nuclear power

plant. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at {A]-18

to {A]-19.

983. Because of the special design features at Indian

Point Unit 3, especially the strength of the containment,

Indian Point Unit 3 is within the spectrum of early and|

| latent fatality risks posed by other nuclear power plants.

Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 23-24.

V. Risk in Perspective

984. Licensees presented testimony providing a frame

of reference for comparing the estimates of risk posed by:

!

Indian Point with everyday risks to which the public is

exposed. See Licensees' Testimony of Bernard L. Cohen on

I
(

.
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Commission Question Five (B. Cohen Testimony on Quest' ion

Five).

985. Quantified risk may be expressed by the loss of

life expectancy (LLE) quotient, the average amount by which

one's life is shortened by the risk under consideration. B.

Cohen Testimony on Question Five at 3. For example, the LLE

for being 30 pounds overweight is 30 months or 2-1/2

years. Id. at 4. The LLE for heart disease is 5.8 years
and for cancer 2.7 years. jf[. at 7. The LLE from all

accidents combined is 435 days (1.2 years), of which almost

1/2 (207 days) involve motor vehicles. Jj[. Driving small

rather than standard size cars increases one's LLE by 50

days, and driving large instead of standard cars reduces it

by the same amount. JJ[. a t 7-8. The total LLE was 40 days

higher before the highway speed limit was changed to 55
miles per hour. If[. a t 8. The Three' Mile Island accident

gave the average Harrisburg, Pennsylvania area resident an
.

LLE of 1.5 minutes from radiation exposure (.001 days). Jj[.

at 10.

986. Large catastrophes are generally perceived as a

serious threat. Yet, hurricanes and tornadoes, taken

| together, give the average American an LLE the same as that
I

causes by airline crashes -- one day. Major fires and

explosions (eight or more fatalities) cause an LLE of 0.7

days. The LLE from massive chemical releases is only 0.1

day. B. Cohen Testimony on Question Five at 10. In com-
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parison, living near Indian Point creates an LLE of only

0.006 days (nine minutes), assuming that one spends a life-

time in that area. M . at 12.
987. Staff also concluded that, compared with other

competing risks, the annual average risks posed by severe

reactor accidents at Indian Point Unit 3 do not loom large,

even if its reactor risk estimates were substantially under-

estimated. Direct Testimony of Frank H. Rowsome to Conten-

tion 1.1 and Board Question 1.1 at 4. Staff also reached

the same conclusion in comparing the risk at Indian Point
.

Unit 3 to rare, high consequence risks. Idl . at 4-6.
.

988. Based upon risk estimates from the RSS, the risk

of nuclear reactor accidents reduces the life expectancy for

the average American by .012 days or 18 minutes. Based upon

UCS' assessed risk, this figure is 1.5 days. This would

increase the LLE of 435 days from all accidents by .003 per-

cent based upon RSS risk estimates or by 0.3 percent based

i upon UCS. Assuming the risks of a meltdown are 20 times

higher than those given in RSS, the LLE is six hours and the

LLE from all accidents is increased by 0.06 percent. Com-

~ pared with the risk of moving from the Northeast to the

Western part of the United States (where.non-nuclear acci-
1
'

' dent rates are much higher), nuclear accidents are thousands

of times less risky. B. Cohen Testimony on Question Five at

12-13.
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989. In comparison, assuming that all the electricity

in this country were generated by nuclear power plants and

that' meltdown risks are 20 times higher than those given by

RSS, nuclear power would present.the same added health risk

[UCS' estimates in brackets] as an overweight person*

increasing his weight by .24 ounces [.8 ounces] or the

raising of the speed limit from 55 miles per hour to 55.1

[55.4] miles per hour. Nuclear power would still be 100

times [30 times] less rishy than switching from a standard

size to a small car. B. Cohen Testimony on Question Five at

13. Intervenor UCS/NYPIRG stated that if all the power gen-

erated thus far by nuclear power in the United States had

been generated by coal or oil-fired plants, air pollution

deaths might have increased by hundreds to tens of

thousands. Tr. 3104-05 (Beyea); see also PA Ex. 6, at 64.

990. Thus, the . risks from nuclear power plants in

general, and from Indian Point in particular, is extremely

small when compared to the everyday risks to which the pub-

lic is exposed. B. Cohen Testimony on Question Five at

13-14.

VI. Impact of NUREG/CR-2239: " Technical Guidance
for Siting Criteria Development"

h 991. Because NUREG/CR-2239 was "primarily focused

toward the development of generic criteria, uncoupled from

specific plant design," NUREG/CR-2239 at Foreword; see

Sholly Testimony on Question Five at 6-7, the absolute and

.

9
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relative probabilities associated with the accident source

terms .are generically based and not a reflection. of a speci-

fic design or a particular facility. Rowsome/ Blond Testi-

mony on Question.Five at (Al-29. Intervenors acknowledged -

that NUREG/CR-2239 makes no attempt to model actual reactor /

site combinations. Sholly Testimony on Question Five at 7;

Tr. 12,738-39-(Sholly).

992. Limitations on the use of the study results to

evaluate questions of risks from existing plants are recog-

nized and identified by the study itself:

There are very large uncertainties
'

associated with these numbers. The
absolute values and the ratios of these
-probabilities for a given facility are
design-specific. To accurately portray'
the risk, very specific accident
sequence probabilities and source terms
are needed. 'Thus, the results presented
in this report do not. represent nuclear
power risk.

NUREG/CR-2239 at -Foreword. Use of plant specific, rather

than' uniform,-releases and frequencies could affect risk

estimates significantly. Potter Testimony on Question Five

at.2; see also Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at

[A]-29.

993. Even intervenors acknowledged that a complete

_

view of risk posed tar a nuclear power plant requires an
'

examination of both the site specific probability of a
,

'

release and the consequences to the public health from that

release. Tr.'12,750, 12,771 (Sholly). Without both of

:
:

!

. ' .
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these elements, no valid comparisons are possible concerning

the total picture of risk of operating plants. Tr. 12,751

(Sholly). Intervenors admitted, therefore, that

NUREG/CR-2239 is incomplete because it does not assess both

elements of risk. Tr. 12,750 (Sholly).

994. NUREG/CR-2239 assesses the consequences of hypo-

thetical nuclear power plant accidents. A " representative"

set of three accident releases, source terms SST1, SST2, and

SST3,-was used in the assessment to cover the full spectrum

of light water reactor accidents. Potter Testimony on

Question Five at 1.

995.- Although some IPPSS releases are similar to SST

releases used in NUREG/CR-2239, the SST frequencies differ
i

from the release category frequencies calculated in IPPSS.

For example, IPPSS release category 2 is similar to SST1,

but the frequencies from IPPSS are much lower than the

representative frequencies used in NUREG/CR-2239. Likewise,

IPPSS release categories 4, 5, SR, 6, and 7 are roughly

similar to SST2, and IPPSS release categories 8A and 8B are
1

similar to SST3, but these release categories are small

contributors to risk in both the IPPSS and NUREG/CR-2239.

Potter Testimony on Question Five at 3. Most importan tly ,

!
IPPSS release category.2RW, which represents 97 percent of

the serious releases at Indian Point Unit 3, see Board
,

Finding 135, has no SST counterpart in NUREG/CR-2239.

Potter Testimony on Question Five at 5.

;
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996. Failure to consider a release category which

would be associated with the more likely type of' accident

scenario leads to an overestimation of early fatality risk

for Indian Point Unit 3. Potter Testimony on Question Five

at 7. IPPSS release category 2RW, caused by. late overpres-

surization failure of the containment, will not occur until*

at least a day after accident initiation. Licensees' Testi-

mony on Question One at 24. This period allows sufficient-

time for an effective evacuation to occur, eliminating the

possibility of any early fatalities. Potter Testimony on

Question Five at 5. Staff agreed that when an evacuation

with supportive treatment accompanies this type of release,

; no early fatalities would occur. See Testimony of

Dr. Sarbeswar Acharya Regarding NRC Staff Assessment of

Accident Consequences and Risks at III.C-5 (consequence

category 1, evac-reloc, col. RC-C); Potter Testimony on

-Question Five at 5. NUREG/CR-2239's use of SST1, which

would be associated with an early containment failure,

allows a relatively short time possible for evacuation,,

i thereby limiting the effectiveness of emergency measures in

reducing early fatality risk. Potter Testimony on Question
.

Five at 7.
;

.

997. Further, NUREG/CR-2239's release category SSTl

has somewhat higher release fractions and a substantially

shorter release duration than does the IPPSS category 2RW,

modeled in IPPSS as a multi-puff release. As a result,. the

!

l-
._. ___
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use of NUREG/CR-2239's SSTl for IPPSS category 2RN would

lead to a substantial overestimate of early fatality risk
for persons beyond the 10-mile emergency planning zone.

Potter Testimony on Question Five at 7-8.

998. Emergency response assumptions in NUREG/CR-2239 '

for people beyond 10 miles also lead to an overestimation of

early fatality risk when using SST1. NUREG/CR-2239 assumed

that such persons would take no protective action for 24

hours after plume passage. Potter Testimony on Question

Five at 8. UCS/NYPIRG states that implementation of emer-

gency response activities beyond 10 mile's can substantially
reduce early fatalities in many cases. Sholly Testimony on

Question Five at 13. TPPSS reasonably assumed that an

emergency response will occur, such that 90 percent of the

population from 10 to 50 miles will take shelter equivalent

to that provided by the basement of a single-family house.

For residents of large apartment buildings, the closing of
windows and relocation to rooms away from windows would

provide equivalent shielding. Potter Testimony on Question

Five at 8; Tr. 12,787-88 (Potter). The emergency response

postulated in IPPSS would be easily implemented and would be

effective. Potter Testimony on Question Five at 9.

999. Most importantly, source term assumptions have a

major impact on both absolute and relative levels of early
fatality risk. NUREG/CR-2239 states:

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _---
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Estimates of the number of early fatal-
ities are very sensitive to source term
magnitude. Mean early fatalities . . .

are decreased dramatically (about two
orders-of-magnitude) by a one order-of-
magnitude decrease in source term SSTl

Because the core melt accident. . . .

source terms SST1-3 used in this study
neglect or underestimate several deple-
tion mechanisms, which may operate effi-
ciently within the primary loop or the
containment, consequence magnitudes cal-
culated using these source terms may be
significantly overestimated.

NUREG/CR-2239, a t 1-3 (emphasis in original). Reduction in

source terms decreases risk and could ef fectively eliminate
early fatality risk. See Board Finding 274; Potter

Testimony on Question Five at 11. One sensitivity study

reported in NUREG/CR-2239-demonstrates that overestimation

of source terms results in a disproportionate overestimation

of early fatality risk for densely populated sites. There-

fore, if source term reductions were uniformly ' applied to

all plants, the impact would be greatest for such sites.

Potter Testimony on Question Five at 11, 12.

1000. Further, NUREG/CR-2239 assumed a higher power -

level than that at Indian Point Unit 3. Potter Testimony on

Question Five at 15. Because NUREG/CR-2239 is probably

inapplicable to other plant / site combinations as well, the

study results cannot be used alone to compare risk at exist-
ing nuclear power plants. Id,. at 10; Tr. 12,790-91

(Potter).

t
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1001. Assuming that a SST1 release occurs (a probabil-
'

ity of one), 830 mean early fatalities are predicted to
-occur at Indian Point. This figure is less than a factor of

30 greater than the median site. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on

Question Five at [A]-30. Assuming that the SST1 source term

is significantly overstated by an order of magnitude, which

would cause a reduction in consequences by a factor of 100,

then the mean early fatalities for Indian Point would be
8.3.

1002. For early fatalities, other nuclear power plant
sites have larger calculated consequences than that for
Indian Point. NUREG/CR 2239, at C-14 (Figure C-8); Rowsome/

Blond Testimony on Question Five at [A]-31. Approximately a

two and one-half orders of magnitude spread exists between

sites regarding the probability of at least one early fatal-
ity. Additionally, at the one in a thousand conditional

probability level, a three and one-half orders of magnitude
spread exists for the number of early fatalities. But,

there are no indications that one site or even a group of

sites is outside the reasonable bounds of the family of
sites. Thus, Indian Point is not unique or even unusual

relative to other sites. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Ques-
4

tion Five at [A]-32.
1003. When considering release categories SST2 and

SST3, both the absolute magnitude of early fatalities and

the spread between plants are considerably reduced.

|

_ ._. ,. _ __ _ . _ . . .
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Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at [7]-30 to

[A]-31.

1004. UCS/NYPIRG's witness Sholly admitted that the

comparisons he derived from NUREG/CR-2239 were based primar-

ily on release category SST1, to the exclusion of SST2 and

SST3. Tr. 12,731 (Sholly). He acknowledged that he.did not

specifically make any comparisons of the number of early

fatalities for release category SST2. Tr. 12,735 (Sholly).

Finally, Mr. Sholly agreed that the Indian Point site would
.

not generate early fatalities for the SST2 release category

that are substantially different than any other site and

that the early fatality figures for all plants are very

low. Tr. 12,736 (Sholly).

1005. For Indian Point, NUREG/CR-2239 calculates the

early injury results conditional upon a SST1 release cs

3,600 mean early injuries -- about a factor of 15 greater

than the median site. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question

Five at [Al-30. The spread for early injuries between sites

is much smaller than for early fatalities. Again, Indian

Point is not unique or even unusual relative to other

sites. Id. at-[A]-32.

I 1006. For Indian Point, the latent fatalities results

conditional upon a SST1 release were calculated as 8,100

mean latent fatalities -- about a factor of six greater than

the mcdian site. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five
|

! at [A]-30. Latent fatality risk does not vary greatly from
|

*
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site to site for a given release, because most latent
~

fatalities would result from long-term radiation exposurb at
low dose rates from isotopes deposited over large land areas
in low' concentrations. Potter Testimony on Question Five at

13-15; see Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at

[A]-32. While the latent fatality risk depends, in part,
upon population density, differences in population density
among sites _are relatively small for large areas. Many

nuclear power plants in the northeast and Great Lakes

regions have similar latent fatality risks because their

major population centers fall within the latent fatality
risk zone of each other. Potter Testimony on Question Five

at 13-15. Therefore, differences in the frequencies of

severe releases from plant to plant may be at least as

important a variable as differences in population _ density
for comparing latent fatality risk. Id_. at 15.

1007. The ratio of the Indian Point mean latent fatal-
ity risk to the average mean latent fatality risk for all
sites with a SSTl release is 4.7. Potter Testimony on Ques-

tion Five at 15. Given the actual power level at Indian

Point Unit 3, the ratio is actually lower. Id. Indian
:

Point is not unique or even unusual among reactor sites .

'

regarding latent fatality risks. Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on

Question Five at [A]-32.s

d
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Ultimate Finding of Fact

1008. The Board finds that the risk posed by the

Indian Point Unit 3 nuclear power plant is well within the

range of risks posed by other nuclear power plants. As at

other nuclear power plants, the risk of latent fatalities at

Indian Point Unit 3 is very low. The absolute risk of early

f atalities at Indian Point Unit 3 is even lower than the
latent fatality risk. Additionally, for both risk indices,

Indian Point Unit 3 is below the Commission's preliminary
public health safety goals by such large margins that the

uncertainties associated with the risk calculations pre-

sented by licensees and Staff are not important. Plant

features present at Indian Point Unit 3, some of which are

not included at other plants, are among the important

factors that result in the risk from Indian Point Unit 3

being within the range of risks posed by other nuclear power

plants. Bley et al. Testimony on Question Five at 3-4;

Rowsome/ Blond Testimony on Question Five at B-3, B-6.

Moreover, any comparisons among plants must consider the

fact that anticipated reductions in source term estimates

; would reduce both early and latent fatality risk and, in l

fact, could effectively eliminate the early fatality risk.

See Licensees' Testimony of William R. Stratton, Walton A.

Rodger, and Thomas E. Potter on Question One. Finally, the,

Board finds that even under the most unrealistic emergency
i

planning assumptions that no one takes even the simple

i

.

.
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precaution of sheltering in basements for 24 hours following

an accident, Indian Point' Unit 3 meets the public health
.

!

- safety goals.

,

.
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COMMISSION QUESTION 6
.

1009. Question Six states:

What would be the energy, environmental,
economic or other consequences of a
shutdown of Indian Point Unit-2 and/or
Unit 37

.

1010. Licensees presented: Licensees' Testimony of

Eugene T. Meehan on Commission Question Six, ff. Tr. 13,164;

I,icensees' Testimony o f Sally Hunt Streiter on Commission

Question Six, ff. Tr. 13,379; Licenaees' Testimony of Dr.

Frederick C. Dunbar on Commission Question Six, ff.

Tr. 13,600; Licensees' Testimony of George L. Fitzpatrick on

Commission Question Six, ff. Tr. 14,342; Licensees'

Testimony of William J. Wagers on Commission Question Six,

ff. Tr. 13,700; Licensees' Testimony of Ailan M. Stewart on

Commission Question Six, ff. Tr. 13,714; and Licensees'

Testimony of George C.S. Wang on Commission Question Six,

ff. Tr. 14,059. The Power Authority presented: Power

Authority's Testimony of Melvin A. Conant on Contention 6.3,

ff. Tr. 13,666; Power Authority's Testimony of Charles R.

Dean, Harold M. Hochman and Paul H. Rubin on Contention 6.3,

ff. Tr. 13,642; and Power Authority's Testimony of Larry

. Kelly on Operating Data Report and Average Daily Unit Power

Level (Jan. 1, 1982) (Exhibit PA-48), ff. Tr. 13,591. Con

Edison presented Con Edison's Testimony of Dr. Peter C.

Freudenthal on Commission Question Six, ff. Tr. 13,671. |

Staff presented: Staff Testimony of William A. Buehring,
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Sidney E. Feld, Erastace N. Fields, Phillip R. Nicholson,

and Robert S. Wood Regarding System Reliability and Economic

Consequences of a Shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 and/or

. Unit 3. This testimony also addresses Contentions 6.1 and

6.3, ff. Tr. 14,126; Panel Testimony Regarding the Environ-

mental and Socioeconomic Consequences of a Shutdown of

Indian Point Unit 2 and/or Unit 3 by Charles W. Billups,

Germain E. LaRoche , Edwin D. Pentecost, Francis C. Kornegay

and Sam A. Carnes, ff. Tr. 14,299; and Staff Testimony of

Edward F. Branagan, Jr. on Contention 6. 2. , ff.

Tr. 14,359. The New York State Energy Office ~ presented
-

Testimony of New York State Witness James M. Parmelee on

Commission Question Six, ff. Tr. 13,724. Parents Concerned

about Indian Point presented Reorganized Testimony of John

R. Thornborough and Testimony of Daryl Bohning, ff.

Tr. 14,364. West Branch Conservation Association presented

Testimony of Walter L. Fleisher, ff. Tr. 14,078. New York

City Council presented: Testimony Submitted on Behalf of

"New York City Council" Intervenors by David Schlissel and

John Mavretich, ff. Tr. 14,263; and Testimony Submitted on

Behalf of "New York City Council" Intervenors by Barry

Commoner and Richard Schrader, ff. Tr. 13,935. The Union of

Concerned Scientists presented Testimony on the Economic

Costs of Closing Indian Point--Testimony of Vince Taylor,

April 4, 1983, ff. Tr. 13,284. The Greater New York Council

on Energy presented Testimony of Greater New York Council on

.

-
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Energy Witness Richard A. Rosen on Contention 6.3, ff.

Tr. 13,783..

1011. Testimony regarding Question Six and the conten-

tions arising thereunder was heard by the Board on April 19,

20, 21 and 22, 1983 (Tr. 13,149-417). Matters arising

specifically under the contentions will be discussed under

appropriate headings. Certain issues, such as the need for

new generating plants, the added cost of licensees doing -

business, environmental impacts, secondary impacts and

national security issues affect Question Six generally and,

in part, Contention 6.3. These issues are examined as a

part of the discussion of Contention 6.3.

I. Contention 6.1: The Effect on Rockland County

1012. Contention 6.1 states:

An economic consequence of the shutdown
of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 would be
an economic benefit accruing to Rockland
County through the sale of replacement
power.

1013. WBCA's filing of January 12, 1982 served as the

basis for Contention 6.1. The Board named WBCA as the lead

and sole intervenor to present evidence under Contention 6.1

in its order of April 9, 1982. Board Order at 14 (Apr. 9,

1982). The contention has remained unchanged throughout

these proceedings despite certain objections raised by
.

; licensees. Con Edison's Memorandum Respecting Contentions
!

Proposed by Prospective Intervenors at 33 (Dec. 31, 1981).

i

i

!

i.
F
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1014. Licensees performed a study of the production
cost i$ pact of closing the Indian Point units. See

;

Licensees' Testimony of. Eugene T. Meehan on Commission
I Question Six (Meehan Testimony on Question Six). This

study, which is described at greater length at' Board

~ Findings 1043-47, 1055-59, 1079-81, 1090-91, 1108-12, 1121-
i

22, and 1129 below, analyzes the change in the cost of

producing electric energy if an event, such as construction,

of a new unit or a shutdown of an existing unit, should
occur. Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 13-17. This

study performs.an assessment of the production cost impact
on particular utilities. Id. at 3-4. Licensees project,

4

based upon this production cost study, that the net effect
:t of closing Indian Point on Orange and Rockland Utilities,

Inc.~(Orange and Rockland), which serves,Rockland County,4

. will be increased operating costs over the period 1984 to
; 1999. Id. at 29. _The year-by-year cost impacts for Orange
; and Rockland are presented in Meehan Testimony on Question

Six at 33 (Table 4.4). The study indicates that the net
'

; cost to Orange and Rockland, over the fifteen-year period
3 studied, will be $131 million (in nominal dollars). The
,

! study further indicates that in each year except three,

Orange'and Rockland customers will be subjected to higher
,

costs. Id,l . There was no evidence that Rockland County
.

residents should be distinguished from other Orange and
Rockland customers. Nor was there evidence that the

.
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specific climate of the production cost penalty accruing to

Orange and Rockland was inaccurate. The Meehan evidence on

the impact on Orange and Rockland customers was completely

uncontradicted.

1015. WBCA's witness Walter L. Fleisher relied on the

fact that Orange and Rockland has generating capacity in

excess of its own company requirements and that Orange and

Rockland does not receive directly any of the power gener-

ated at Indian Point. Testimony of Walter L. Fleisher on

Contention 6.1, at 1-2 (Fleisher Testimony on Contention

6.1). WBCA calculates the net value of Orange and

Rockland's sales of energy at $31,000 per megawatt year.

Id. at 2. If Orange and Rockland sells 67 megawatt years

annually, as proposed by WBCA witness Fleisher, Rockland

would receive $2,077,000 per year (S67 x S31,000). WBCA's

direct testimony, however, did not take into account any

purchases of energy by Orange and Rockland. Id,. at 1-4.

Fleisher conceded, on cross-examination, that Orange and

Rockland also purchased energy and that during the twelve

months ending March 31, 1982, Orange and Rockland had

purchased $27,000,646 worth of energy primarily to avoid

generating energy from its own expensive oil-fired units.

Tr. 14,081 (Fleisher). This purchase amount is approxi-

mately ten times the amount Fleisher asserts would be sold
,

by Orange and Rockland. Fleisher also agreed that Orange

and Rockland purchases of energy for 1981 were 775,451

-
= . - - - . - , . . -- .
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megawatt hours and for 1982 were 995,493 megawatt hours.

Tr. 14,085 (Fleisher). These purchises greatly exceed the.

510,371 megawatt hours of sales that WBCA relies on. Thus,

WBCA does not contest.that Orange and Rockland is a net

. purchaser of energy in its transactions with other utili-

ties. See Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 29.
,

*
1016. As a net purchaser, Orange and Rockland is af-

fected substantially by the general ' cost of energy through-
4

out the New York Power Pool (NYPP). The closing of Indian

Point would require Con Edison and the Power Authority to
,

purchase replacement energy. Meehan Testimony on Question

Six at 1. The added number of megawatts required could

raise the average price of replacement power because of the;

need to use more expensive ~ generators. The cost of Orange

; and Rockland's purchased power would thus rise. Idl. at 29.
,

1017. Staff analyzed the WBCA assertion that Orange
t

and Rockland has 300 megawatts of excess capacity. Staff
!

testimony demonstrates that Orange and Rockland will not

have 300 megawatts of excess capacity for each of the years

1983 to 1997. NRC Staff Testimony of William A. Buehring,
_

|
Sidney E. Feld, Erastare N. Fields, Philip Nicholson, and

| Robert S. Wood Regarding System Reliability and Economic

Consequences of a Shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 and/or

Unit 3 at 65 (Table VI) (Staff Testimony on Question Six).'

,

| During the initial _six years, excess capacity over the peak
!

demand and 18 percent required reserve ranging from 158

-. --
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megawatts down to 11 megawatts is projected; de ficits in

capacity are projected for the remaining nine years. Id. at

65. Orange and Rockland, therefore, would not be able to

make the sales of capacity that WBCA projects throughout the

fifteen-year period studied. '

1018. Even if Orange and Rockland were able to make

the sales projected by WBCA in the event of a shutdown of

Indian Point, any transfers that might occur would be purely

financial transfers between customers of different utilities

with no other impact on economic resources. Staff Testimony

on Question Six at 68-69.

Ultimate Finding of Fact

1019. WBCA presented no testimony on the asserted

benefit to Rockland County, as opposed to the benefit to
i

j residents of that county. Its basis for the contention
i

refers not to Rockland County, but to Orange and Rockland

and that company's customers. See NBCA's Reply to Objection

to Its Filed Contentions at 11-12 (Jan. 11, 1982). WBCA's
|

| assertion that closing the Indian Point Units will benefit

Rockland County's consumers overlooks the fact that Orange

and.Rockland is a heavy purchaser of energy in order to

avoid generating from its own oil-fired units. Consequent-

ly, it is strongly influenced by the actions of other

utilities in purchasing economy energy and by the price of

any available economy energy. Thus, as licensees' produc-

tion cost study indicates, there will be a substantial,

.
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adverse economic impact on Orange and Rockland and its

customers. Moreover, the underlying assumption by WBCA of

substantial, persisting excess capacity is not supported by

the evidence. Finally, the impact on society as a whole,

even if there were to be a benefit to Rockland County

customers, which is not supported by the evidence, will be

neutral as the impacts projected by WBCA are simply

transfers from one utility's customers to another.

II. Contention 6.2: The Impact of Normal Radiation
Releases on the Physical Environment of Children.

1020. Contention 6.2 states:

A benefit would accrue from the shutdown
of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 because
the environment of children in the
vicinity would be improved by a decrease
in the release of radioactive material.

1021. Contention 6.2, as it was originally admitted by

the Board, in its April 9, 1982 Order provided: The

physical and psychological environment of children will be

improved by permanently shutting down the Indian Point

Nuclear Power Station. Board Order at 14 (Apr. 9,. 1982).

1022. The Board decided that Contention 6.2 should be

eliminated from the proceeding. Its reasoning was based

upon the Court of Appeals' decision in People Against

Nuclear Energy v. NRC, 678 F.2d 222 (D.C. Cir. 1982) which

upheld the Commission's determination that psychological

health is not cognizable under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954

(AEA). IdL. at 252-53. The Court also found the Commission;

i

l
,

y - -- , - -
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reasonable in its-view that "the major contribution which it
'

can make to the alleviation of psychological stress is to

make sound technical decisions in its area of expertise".

Idl . at 252. Based on the Commission's reasoning, the Board
,

decided that the psychologichl issue in Contention 6.2 was

inadmissible. With respect to the remaining portion of the

contention concerning the physical environment, the. Board

stated that " litigation of this part of the contention would

not make a major contribution to a cost-benefit analysis of

the energy, environmental, economic or other cont squences of

a shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 and/or Unit 3." Board

Order at 35-35 (Oct. 1, 1982).

1023. Parents contested the rejection of Contention

6.2. It argued that elimination of this contention would

deny it an opportunity to compare radiation releases at

Indian Point with releases at other nuclear power plants

especially as a function of days in operation and population

density. Parents Concerned About Indian Point, Pre-Hearing

Motion at 1-2 (Oct. 15, 1982). In its Order of November 15,
.

1982, the Board reformulated Contention 6.2 and admitted it

as follows:

A benefit would accrue from the shutdown
of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 because
the environment of children in the

i
vicinity would be improved by a decrease
in the release of radioactive material.

Board Order, App. at 5 (Nov. 15, 1982). In addition, the

Board stated that any testimony comparing the risks of

|

I
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exposing children at Indian Point with the risks of exposure

at other nuclear power plants should be submitted under

Commission Question Five and not under Contention 6.2. Ijl.
.

at 21.

1024. Staff prepared an estimate of the risk to

-children of the consequences of the release of radioactive

effluents as a result of the normal operation of the Indian

Point Units. This estimate was basad on the assumption that

an individual would be exposed to 10 mrems/ reactor-year to

the whole body as a result of the operation of an Indian

Point Unit. NRC Staff Testimony of Edward F. Branagan, Jr.

on Contention 6.2, at 2, 4 (Branagan Testimony on Contention

6.2). This dose is equivalent to the dose design objectives

contained in Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50. Staff used risk

estimates based on the models of BEIR I (named for its

author, the Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing

Radiation). Comparisons of Staff estimates to those of BEIR

I, BEIR III, and other reports by scientific organizations

representing the overwhelming majority of members of the

scientific community demonstrate that Staff estimates are

conservative for purposes of estimating the risk to children

t .from normal operation of the Indian Point plants. IjL. at 5-

j 6, 9-10 (Table-1); NRC Staff Supplemental Testimony of

Edward F. Branagan on Contention 6.2, at 7 (Branagan Supple-
,

mental Testimony on Contention 6.2). Health risk estimates

based on an assumed individual exposure rate of 10 mrems/
|-
|

|
|

.
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!
i

reactor-year per person substantially overstate the likely

release of radioactivity at Indian Point based on the actual

experience with releases at Indian Point. The actual-
+

operating experience of the Indian Point plants to date

| indicates an average exposure of about'20 person-rems /
h

reactor-year for the population within 50 miles of the

plants, or 40 person-rems / year for both units. Branagan

Testimony on Contention 6.2, at 3,'4, 7; Branagan Supple-

mental Testimony on Contention 6.2, .at 3, 5. The health'

_ risk estimates are overstatements by a factor of 9500. This-

is based on dividing 190,000 person-rems per reactor-year

;i . ;(the' assumed dose based on Appendix I value) by 40 person-

rems per reactor-year (the dose based on actual operating>

experience). Mun conservatively calculated health risk toi

f children posed by normal operation of Indian Point is sig-
i

nificantly less than the risk posed by natural background

radiation and other major sources of radiation.-

'

1025. Parents acknowledge that the contribution to,

;

total radiation exposure of children from normal operation

of the Indian Point plants is miniscule. Tr. 14,393

j (Thornborough).

1026. Parents did not present evidence on,the.popula-

) - tion distribution of children in the vicinity of the Indian

Point plants. Tr. 14,382 (Thornborough, Bohning). Calcula-

tions based on risk estimators for a population of all-age

groups rather. than those for children, teenagers and in

, ,

A.
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utero are acceptable since the differences are insignificant

(less than a factor of 2) and since children (ages 1-10) are

better able to withstand radiation than a population com-

posed of all ages. Branagan Testimony on Contention 6.2, at

8-9; Tr. 14,362-63 (Branagan). '

1027. The calculated health risk posed by normal oper-

ation of Indian Point assumes there is no threshold level of

radiation exposure below which no risk exists. See gen-

erally Branagan Testimony. However, there is considerable

controversy in the literature as to whether such a threshold

exists below which no damage to liv'ing things occurs. Reor-

ganized Testimony of John R. Thornborough and Testimony of

Daryl Bohning at 8 (Thornborough/Bohning Testimony on Con-

tention 6.2); Tr. 14,394-99 (Thornborough).

1028. The National Council for Radiation Protection

and Measurement has recommended an occupational exposure

limit of 500 mrems over the entire 9-month gestation period

of a fetus. This national council is conceded by Parents to

be a reputable organization. Tr. 14,388-91 (Thornborough,

Bohning).

1029. Natural background radiation varies from place

to place around the world by amounts significantly larger

than the amount of radiation exposure one would receive

living next to Indian Point. Tr. 14,400-01 (Thornborough).

1030. Parents made no cost / benefit analysis regarding

the effect that closing Indian Point would have on the

*

i
i

i
,
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environment:of children. Tr. 14,384 (Bohning). Nor did

Parents estimate the expected annual person-rem exposure due

to the normal operation of the Indian Point. plants.

Tr. 14,412 (Bohning). Staff's conservative calculation was'

based on a dose of 10 mrems per reactor-year per individual,

Which results in 190,-000 person-rem per reactor-year in the

; 50 mile radius. Based on even this estimate, the health
'

risk to children posed by normal operation of Indian. Point

is not significantly different than the range of risks that

children are routinely exposed to on a daily basis.

Branagan Testimony on Contention 6.2, at 10-11 (Table 2);

i
see Branagan Supplemental Testimony on Contention 6.2, at 5.

.

1031. The risk of genetic disorders posed by the

j normal operation of the Indian Point plants is very small
I

compared to the normal incidence of genetic disorders, even

When one assumes a worst case upper bound risk estimation of

-20,000 genetic disorders-per million person-rem.,

Tr.'15,150-51 (Branagan). The BEIR I and III reports and
.

i the research findings of other major radiation protection

organizations provide a reasonable basis for assuming a

f' - genetic disorder risk estimation of no more than 258 per
|

million person-rem as a geometric mean. Branagan Supple-'

mental Testimony on Contention 6.2, at 3-4. -

| 1032. Using an annual average exposure of 20 person-

. rem as a result of normal operation of each Indian Point
,-

! -plant, and a genetic disorder risk estimator range of 258-
(
:
l.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . , ,, .--.._..,____,_,.m, _-,_ . . . . . . . . _ _ _ . . - , _ . , . _ . - , . _ , _ _ _ . . _ , . --
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20,000 per million person-rem, one calculates a range of

.005 to .4 potential ge'netic disorders per reactor-y' ear in

the vicinity surrounding Indian Point compared to a normal

incidence of 10,000,000 such disorders in the first five

generations of the population within 50 miles of Indian

Point. Tr. 15,150-51 (Branagan).

1033. The risk of genetic disorders discussed in the
'

preceeding paragraph does not include the risk attributable

to occupational exposure. Tr. 15,159-62 (Branagan).

Ultimate Findinas of Fact

1034. The health assessment presented by Staff is

reasonable and appears to be the best evidence available

about an upper bound on the risk arising from normal opera-

tion. The conservatively calculated (assumed dose of 10

mrem per individual per year) health risk to the population

within 50 miles of Indian Point as a result of normal opera-

tion of the plant is very small (approximately one chance in

a million per individual) compared to the risk presented by

natural background radiation and other major sources of

radiation and is within the range of radiation risks that

individuals are routinely exposed to on a daily basis. The

Board does not accept the proposition, inherent in Parents'
-

testimony on this subject, that all radiation is harmful and

! that a radiation-aversion philosophy justifies closing the
L

Indian Point Units. Such a view, apart from its inappropri-

ateness to the Commission's inquiry in this proceeding,

!

|

|
,

.. - __ . - . . . _ -__ .. . . . _ _ _- - -
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- overlooks the adverse consequences of closing Indian

Point. Parents' evidence is defic.ient on this subject by

not examining the costs and benefits of closing Indian

Point. See Board Findings 1298, 1302 (effects of increased

use of coal as a source of power on radiation exposure).<

1035. Calculations of health risk, based on actual

operating experience at Indian Point to date, are lower than

the health risk conservatively calculated by Staff by a'

factor of 9500. The health risk to children within the 50-'

mile radius of Indian Point would be smaller yet since they4

represent a fraction of the total population within 50

miles.

1036. The risk of genetic disorders as a result of the

normal operation of the Indian Point plants is within the

range of .005-to .4 potential genetic disorders per reactor-
,

!

year and is very small when compared to the normal expected

incidence of 10,000,000 such disorders in the first five

generations of the population within 50 miles of Indian

Point.

III.. Contention 6.3: The Economic Impact of a Shutdown

1037. Contention 6.3 states:
:

| Considering the savings in operating
expenses which would result from

- shutting down Indian Point Units 2 and
3, and allowing for the ways in which
cogeneration and conservation can

,

| mitigate the cost of replacement power,
l

the net costs of shutdown are small; in

i fact, they are smaller than previous

w

!

.
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studies by UCS, GAO, or Rand suggest,
and are entirely acceptable.

A. Introduction

1038. The economic impact of a shutdown must be

assessed by examining independently the cost impact on Con

Edison and Power Authority customers. These two companies,

one 'a traditional investor-owned utility with a defined

service territory subject to state utility regulation, and

the other, the Power Authority, a public entity created by

the New York State Legislature with specific tasks and

obligations (N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law, Section 1000, et seq.),

have quite distinct operations and customers.

1039. The Power Authority supplies power to nonprofit,

governmental units in Southeast New York, largely from
(

Indian Point Unit 3 and the Charles Poletti Plant. The

largest customers are New York City and the Metropolitan
!

Transportation Authority (MTA). In 1982, New York City used
|

|32 percent of the Power Authority's Southeast New York i

d
output and the MTA used 35 percent. Power Authority's

I

Testimony of Charles R. Dean, Harold M. Hochman and Paul H.
-.

Rubin at 6 (Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six);

Tr. 13,649 (Dean). The other major users were the New York i

City Housing Authority (NYCHA) (13 percent) and the Portt

Authority of New York and New Jersey (11 percent), with

other public entities accounting for the balance. Dean et
,

al. Testimony on Question Six at 6-7. Power Authority's
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1982 Southeast New York sales (in millions of kilowatt hours
'

and percentages) to its public customers are as follows:

MMKWH Percent

MTA 2,260.8 35.0
, ,

Port Authority 690.3 11.0'

NYCHA 853.9 13.0

New York City 2,064.9 32.0

New York State 229.3 3.6

Westchester County 90.3 1.5

Westchester Municipals 172.3 3.0

Westchester Street Lighting 58.9 .9

6,422.0 100.0

Id,. at Exhibit 2. These 1982 figures are typical of the

years 1978-82.

1040. The fact that the Power Authority and Con Edison

have distinct, customer systems and operational economics in

. Southeast New York indicates that 6.ectric customers of the1

!-

two companies will not face the same impact as a result of a

shutdown of the Indian Point plants. In particular, cus-

tomers of the Power Authority will face a greater onat
,

increase than the customers of Con Edison. This disparity
.

arises from the fact that the Power Authority's added cost

of using more expensive generation would be spread over a

relatively small ex'isting revenue base, while a similar

impact would have less impact on Con Edison because of the

l

.

|
!
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much larger rate base. Dean et al. Testimony on Question

Six at 6-7. Thus, a shutdown of Indian Point would

inevitably require sharp rate increases for the Power

Authority's Southeast New York customers.

1041. The Power Authority's customers have power

supply contracts that specify the tarms of the individual

relationships. These power supply contracts allow the

customers to switch to a supplier other than the Power

Authority. Customers could be expected to exercise that

option if the rates of the local investor-owned utility were

more attractive. Licensees' Testimony of Sally Hunt

Streiter on Question Six at 28-29 (Streiter Testimony on

Question Six). This would threaten the Power Authority's
ability to meet required payments under its bond resolution

and thereby would have a substantial, direct and adverse

impact on the Power Authority, its future projects and other

governmental entities in New York State. Id. at 29.

1042. Analysis of the effect of closing Indian Point

Unit 3 on current rates and on allocation of a portion of
.

the closing costs to the Poletti Project, the FitzPatrick

nuclear plant, and the Blenheim-Gilboa Pumped Storage Power

_ Project indicates that not all of the cost of the existing
i

investment could reasonably be allocated to these facil-

ities. Allocation of a substantial portion of the closing

costs to the customers of those facilities would raise the
rates for those projects higher than competing rates. See

. _ _ _
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e i

'

|

!j' Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 29. Recovery of the
*

added cost resulting from closing Indian Point, after such
1

competitive ' considerations are taken into account, would

result in the fact that customers bearing the added cost
.
'

would be located in upstate New York. For the most part,

such consumers would be customers of the Power Authority's
J

hydroelect'ric projects. IdL. at 29-30. The Power Authority
4

.

estimated that the hydro-electric project rates would have

to be increased immediately by about $70 million annually,
.

; or by about 45 percent over current levels, to ensure that

the costs of closing Indian Point could be met by the Power-

Authority. d. at 30.4

1043. Licensees' testimony examines the economic cost

of the replacement power that would result from the shutdown - |

of the Indian Point Units 2 and 3 in terms of increased dol-;

lars required to supply electricity and the energy penalty

in terms of increased oil used to generate electricity.

Meehan Testimony on Question Six at'1. This cost is i

'

referred to in these Findings of Fact as a production cost

penalty, to distinguish it from other aspects of the cost of
,

a shutdown.<

t '1044. Licensees' analysis of the production cost
1

penalty was conducted for the 1984 to 2009 period. The

results are based on Meehan's testimony, which analyzed the

gross production cost of an Indian Point shutdown through

1999. The shutdown penalty was projected for the years

1

i
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thereafter by assuming that the kilowatt hour cost from 1999

to 2009 would rise at 2 percent annually in real dollars.

Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 3. The demand for

electricity in New York State and the resources for supply-

ing electricity in the state are forecast annually in the

report of the NYPP Member systems pursuant to section 5-112

of the Energy Law of New York State (Section 5-112 Report).

The data developed for inclusion in the 1983 Section 5-112

Report serv'ed as the basis for the demand and generation

resource assumptions used in Meehan's analysis for the

reference case. Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 1.

1045. If the energy that Indian Point would normally

supply is unavailable, there would be three major direct

effects on production costs:

a. Increased fuel costs within NYPP
resulting from the replacement of
Indian Point energy by oil, gas, and
coal generation;

I b. Increased purchased power costs
resulting from the replacement of
some Indian Point energy with
additional purchases from Canada;
and

c. Increased purchased power costs for
Canadian imports, common to the with
and without Indian Point scenarios
resulting from increases in the cost
of such power because of a rise in7

' value of NYPP energy, displaced by
thoae imports.

) Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 1-2.-

-

-
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1046. The estimated production cost penalty resulting

from closing Indian Point was calculated by licensees by

using a computer simulation model known as PROMOD III.

Ef fects of the Indian Point shutdown were determined by

simulating the operation of the NYPP generating system with

and without Indian Point. The PROMOD III System is a

comprehensive tool for performing major production cost

analyses. The PROMOD III system is capable of simulating

the operation of an integrated power pool in which transmis-

sion limitations affect the commitment and dispatch of gen-

erating units. Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 3.

1047. The Promod III program contains five basic

modules:

o Input Module. This module reads all
input data and performs preliminary
diagnostic scans.

o Preprocessing Module. This module
creates initial working files, per-
forms detailed diagnostic checks,
and provides an organized display of
th'e basic data,

o Probabilistic Simulation Module.
This module simulates the operation
of the generation system to meet the
load and energy forecast in the most
economic manner, subject to operat-
ing constraints and transmission
limits. The prinicipal quantities
computed by this module are:

,

Expected generation for each-

generating unit
)

Expected fuel costs- -

Expected fuel consumption-

.

..
.
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o Energy Storage Module. This module
probabilistically simulates the )
operation of energy storage
projects, such as pumped storage
hydro plants. It determines the
optimal economic utilization of
these projects, the cost of genera-
tion for energy storage, and the
operating cost savings attributable
to each energy storage project.
Data inputs to the model include the
energy storage plant cycle effi-
ciency and the size of the storage
reservoir as well as the pumping and
generating capacity of the project.

o Billing Reconstruction Module. This
module determines for internal
(intra-NYPP) economy energy transac-
tions, the associated billing costs,
savings to buyers and payments to
sellers. For external economy
energy transactions (between NYPP
and neighboring pools or utilities),
this module determines total pool ;

billing dollars and savings and '

allocates billing dollars and sav-
ings to individual companies. In
accordance with the principle of
cost minimization through central
dispatch, all dispatch decisions are ;

made on.the basis of minimizing i

total cost. Billing reconstruction '

is performed after the fact and does
not interfere with total cost
minimization.

Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 3-4.

1048. The Promod III system stands out from less

sophisticated production costing programs in its treatment

of forced outages of generating units. It is these forced

outages that are the major determinant of fuel budget
!

forecasts, operating cost forecaste, and projected utiliza-

tion of high cost peaking equipment. Since these outages

.
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are random and are unpredictable, Promod III employs

advanced probabilistic techniques to properly consider their

resultant impact on fuel requirements, operating costs, and

reliability. Generating units can be represented by a

multi-state failure model to give explicit consideration to

partial loss of unit capability and forced outages of

varying severities. Possible failure states of each unit

are considered in combination with possible failure states

of all other units in order to obtain the best forecast of

expected fuel consumption, operating costs, and plant

capacity factors. Meehan Testimony on Question six at 4e

1049. Sections 3-101 and 5-112 of the Energy Law of

New York State provide that it shall be the policy of the

state to conduct energy planning in an integrated and

comprehensive manner through development of a long-range

State Energy Master Plan, which shall provide the basis for '

energy-related decisions made throughout the state.

1050. The State Energy Office based its production

cost analysis on a computer simulation program and made

known the OGP Program (Optimized Generation Planning).

Testimony of New York State Witness James M. Parmelee on

Commission Question Six at 6 (Parmelee Testimony on Question

Six).

1051. GNYCE was represented by the consulting firm

Energy Systems Research Group, Inc. (ESRG). Richard Rosen

(Rosen), an Executive Vice President at ESRG, testified on

.
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behalf of GNYCE. Rosen based his production cost analysis

on a computer simulation model. Testimony of Greater New

York Council on Energy Witness Richard A. Rosen on Commis-

sion Question Six at 13 (Rosen Testimony on Question Six).

The Computer Assessment of Nuclear Substitution (CANS)'

system consists of two FORTRAN programs. Since CANS was

designed to estimate the costs of replacing nuclear plant

with one or more alternatives, the modules were primarily

designed to consider incremental required revenue impacts.

Id., Appendix A at A-2. The model summarizes the total

revenue requirement impact as estimated by each module for

the years and the study period. Id.

1052. Schlissel and Mavretich compared the production

costs associated with the continued operation of the Indian

Point Units with the production costs that would result from

the generation of replacement power at oil-fired stations

each year until 2009, the assumed completion of Indian Point

. Unit 3's service life. Testimony Submitted on Behalf of

"New York City Council" Intervenors by David Schlissel and

John Mavretich at 6-7 (Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on

Question Six). The simplified assumptions used by

Schlissel/Mavetich in each of two scenarios are described
below at Board Findings 1145-47.

1053. Taylor assumed that the fuel for replacement

power for Indian Point would initially be oil and that new

:

I
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coal capacity would ultimately be added to replace the

Indian Point capacity. Tr. 13,300 (Taylor)

1054.- Staff employed a generalized approach which

relied on simplified assumptions. Its intent is to demon-

strate, in a simple and an uncontroversial fashion, the

general magnitude of the economic penalty of a shutdown.

Staff Testimony on Question Six at 26. The key elements in

the assessment are the assumed capacity factor for the

Indian Point Units, the likely source of replacement energy,

and the projected costs associated with the electricity

generated by Indian Point and the sources of replacement

energy. d. at 29.

B. Important Assumptions Underlying
the Production Cost Estimate

1. Indian Point Units / Capacity Factor

1055. All estimates of production cost penalties turn

on the resolution of certain assumptions concerning data

predictions. The important data assumptions are discussed

in the following paragraphs. Each witness' significant

contributions to the discussion of the data assumptions is

discussed in turn.

1056. A major ' item in estimating the replacement cost '

for Indian Point is the expected output of the units, which

is directly related to the capacity factor. The capacity

factor is mathematically defined as the ratio of actual unit

generation in megawatt-hours for a given time period to the,

.
.

-
-

-
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theoretical maximum generation. The capacity factor is

expressed as a percentage. The major difficulty in project-

ing Indian Point capacity factors beyond the age of 10 years

is that no large unit, comparable in size to Indian Point,

is over 10 years old. Therefore, any estimate must be based

on informed judgment. Streiter Testimony on Question Six
.

at 9.

1057. The companies' actual capacity factors for those

units have averaged 53 percent.and 51 percent at Indian

Point Unit 2 and Indian Point Unit 3, respectively, through

1981. Both Units have had problems with major components

which have led to extended outages. In projecting a 63

percent capacity factor in the reference case, it was

assumed that these problems could be solved. There is

support in the national data from nuclear plants across the

c'ountry that this assessment is correct. Streiter Testimony

on Question Six at 9.

1058. In the reference case, 63 percent was used as

the projected capacity factor over the lives of the units.

The nuclear industry has made great efforts to improve its

response to technical problems, through sharing of data and

,
thorough pre-outage technical analyses. The projection in

t
,

the reference case also reflects the two companies' exten-

sive expenditures on repairs and capital replacements, which

are expected to continue. These expenditures are included

in the estimates of operation and maintenance (O&M) and

. , . ..
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capital expenditures. Af ter the 25 th year of life the

capacity factors in the reference case are reduced to

reflect reduced capital expenditures towards the end of the

life. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 11-12.

1059. The sensitivity to capacity factor assumptions

was analyzed by Streiter. The low capacity factor in the

sensitivity case is set at 57 percent, which more accurately
reflects recent industry experience. The high projected

capacity factor is set at 69 percent, which has been used by
the NYPP in its projections of nuclear output, and which was

the industry experience in the early 1970s. The present ,

value of the shutdown cost is 7.6 billion dollars for the

low capacity factor and 10.4 billion dollars for the high
.

capacity factor. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 12.

1060. A capacity factor of 57.7 percent was assumed by
.

the State Energy Office for the Indian Point Units for the

study period. Parmelee Testimony on Question Six at 7. In

order to evaluate what the impacts would be if the Indian

Point Units were to operate at capacity factors other than

57.7 percent, cases were run with the capacity factors of

Indian Point Units 2 and 3 set, each at 47.1 percent and at

68.3 percent. IdL. at 9.
1061. Intervenor's witness Rosen employs three

capacity factor scenarios one for each of his production
a

cost penalty estimates (High Impact, Mid-Range, and Low

Impact cases), embodying high, medium, and low predicted

.
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future performance of each of the two Indian Point Units.

Rosen Testimony on Question Six at 25.

1062. Each of Rosen's three scenarios takes the actual

operating experience for the Units as a point of depar-

ture. The High Impact and Mid-Range cases assume that each

unit's capacity factor for 1982 will be equal to its his-

toric average, thus smoothing out the quite substantial

fluctuations evidenced by the data. These initial values

are 55 percent and 53 percent for Indian Point Unit 2 and

Indian Point Unit 3, respectively. In the Low Impact case,

the 1982 capacity factor values are those predicted for that

year by the regression analysis. These results are 45 per-

cent and 50 percent, respectively, for Indian Point Units 2

and 3. Rosen Testimony on Question Six at 26.

1063. The regression analysis provides a model of

nuclear power plant performance, that is, adjusted capacity

factor, which had to be further modified for Commission-

mandated and refueling outages. Rosen Testimony on Question

Six at 25. The model employed twenty-two variables over

half of which were statistically insignificant. This analy-

sis indicates that large salt-water cooled PWR nuclear units

like the Indian Point Units can be expected to exhibit

strongly deteriorating performance after their first several

years of operation. IdL.

1064. In the High Impact case no aging effect is

assumed for either of the Indian Point Units. The units are
.
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assumed to maintain their historic average capacity factors

of 55 percent and 53 percent, respectively. Ros'en Testimony

on Quet . ton Six at 29. In the Mid-Range case, it was

assumed that beginning in 1982 the capacity factors for the

Indian Point Units will decline linearly with age, with

capacity factors reaching 20 percent by the 35th year of

operation. Id. In the Low Impact case, the regression
.

analysis results were followed somewhat more closely. It
,

was assumed that the capacity factors will reach zero by the

year 2000. Id,.

1065. Rosen's capacity factor model regression was

sharply questioned. Staff compared the actual 1982 capacity

factors for salt water PWR's with the capacity factor that

Rosen's regression model pred1cted. Tr. 14,131 (Feld). The
,

actual 1982 experience for the fourteen salt water pres-

surized water reactors identified by Rosen was compared to

the results predicted by the model. Of the fourteen units,

the model underestimated the capacity factor for twelve.

Tr. 14,132 (Feld). In four cases, the model's capacity

factor error was greater than 25 percent. Id The average

adjusted capacity factor predicted by the model was 13.9

percent lower than the actual experience. Id Staff

determined that the model's error was not random, but that

the model was biased in terms of underestimating capacity
,

factors. Tr. 14,132-33 (Feld).

*
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1066. This proceeding is not the first in which ESRG

has predicted the capacity factor for an Indian Point

Unit. In an earlier study, in which ESRG was retained by

opponents of the Power Authority's proposal to build a coal-

burning power plant in New York City, Rosen estimated the

capacity factor for Indian Point Unit 3 at 60.6 percent.

Tr. 13,846 (Rosen). In that proceeding, ESRG suggested that

Indian Point power would help eliminate the need for the

coal-burning power plant.

1067. Rosen's use in the Mid-Range Impact scenario of

straightline estimates of declining can . city factors, based

in part on the earlier work of Dr. Louis Perl, was wholly

inappropriate. In that earlier study, Dr. Perl set the end

point of the capacity factor at 20 percent at the thirty-

fifth year. He did not, however, forecast a straightline

decline throughout plant life. Rosen's use of Dr. Perl's

model is invalid as an indicator of declining straightline

capacity factors throughout plant life. Tr. 13,843-46

( Ro sen) .

1068. The historical average capacity factor of Indian

Point based on data through December 1980, excluding initial

operation for Unit 2 in late 1973 and for Unit 3 in late

1976 (57 percent), was used by Taylor in calculating

replacement generation cost. Testimony on the Economic

Costs of Closing Indian Point at 7 (Taylor Testimony on

duestion Six).

!
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1069. The annual ca'pacity factors used by Schlissel

and Mavretich in their economic analysis of the consequences

of a shutdown were 53.77 percent for Indian Point Unit 2 and

48.08 percent for Indian Point Unit 3. Schlissel/Mavretich
Testimony on Question Six at 8. These capacity factors were

derived by comparing the actual historical generation at
.

each of the facilities with the maximum potential generation

that would have been produced if each facility had operated

at its reported maximum dependable capacity 100 percent of

the time. Id. at 8-9.

1070. Staff assumed that a nuclear unit will typically

operate at an average capacity factor in the 50 to 70 per-

cent range. The cumulative capacity factors (through

December 31, 1980) for Indian Point Units 2 and 3 are 57.5

percent and 56.4 percent, respectively. In the calculation

of the cost of shutting down the Indian Point Units, a con-

servative capacity factor of 50 percent is assumed. Staff

Testimony on Question Six at 29-3'O.

Discussion of Capacity Factor Assumptions

1071. The data show a wide variation in mean values

for capacity factors. The standard deviation of mean values

in the annual data is close to 17 percent. Streiter Testi-

many on Question Six at 9-10. This variability is due

- partly to the refueling cycle. However, since refueling

outages are used to perform'many types of maintenance,

;

I

i
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exclusion of these outages would almost certainly introduce

more errors than it corrects. Id. at 10.

1072. The annual' average capacity factor values reveal

a drop in capacity factors between 1978 and 1980. This

shift is partly attributable to outages following the Three

Mile Island accident. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at

10. While the evidence on this projection is not con-

clusive, the Board agrees with licensees' expectation that

the observable drop in capacity factors in the 1978-80

period will not continue and that it is reasonable to expect

a. return to the higher, pre-1978 capacity factors.

1073. Rosen proposes to use statistical analysis to

project capacity factors. The changes in the data from year

to year, and the heavy weight that a few units can exert on

the averages, however, make such analyses of capacity fac-
.

tors unpersuasive, particularly for small subsets of data.

The small subset of salt water cooled PWRs, for example,-has

only 14 units, and three units, pull down the average for

the subset in 1980 from 63.8 to 56.6 percent and in 1981

from 63.2 to 58.2 percent. Prior to that, this subset had

_ performed similarly to other subsets. Streiter Testimony on
)

| Question Six at 10.

1074. The data for operation to 1981 reflects an " age"
i

decline in salt water PWRs. However, on the data to 1980

~

only, the effect is smaller and less significant and, on the

; data to 1979, it is much smaller and insignificant. There-

|

|
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fore, the asserted aging effect for salt water PWRs has only

shown up in 1980 and 1981. In fact, it appears that the

" age ef fect" is almost entirely due to the recent steam gen-

erator problems at just three plants. Removing this data

removes the statistical significance of " age." In fact, the

San Onofre data alone impart most of the statistical signif-

icance of the age "effect", since this is the only salt

water cooled PWR unit with an age greater than 10 years.

Inclusion of two very low capacity factors in the 13th and

14th years is comparable to putting two heavy weights on the

very end of a seesaw when all the other weights are close to

the middle. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 10-11.

Moreover, there is gooi reason to exclude consideration of

San Onofre as its outage was caused, not by a salt water

problem, but by a seismic 3ssue. Tr. 14,133 (Feld). Staff

states that San Onofre was out for seismic related improve-

ments which the Staff contends were site related and would

not refer to salt water. Ici .

1075. The Board finds that Rosen's use of Dr. Perl's

prior work seriously distorts the fact that Dr. Perl did not

forecast a straightline for the capacity factors.

Tr. 13,843-46 (Rosen). To this extent, the use of the

earlier study is misleading and totally non-persuasive.

1076. The uncertainty of predicting capacity factors

does not permit absolute confidence in a single value. It

thus seems reasonable to the Board to look to a range of

.
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estimates in the area that is the most likely to happen. In
'

this context, Rosen's regression analysis (used in his Lo

Impact scenario) and his straightline decline to 20 percent

model (used in his Mid-Range scenario) are extremely pes-

simistic and fall outside of the region in which all other '

remaining witnesses' estimates are found. In a somewhat

similar analysis, licensees' sensitivity case estimate of 69
.

percent seems unlikely to be realized, based on current

experience. Staff Testimony on Question Six at 29-30.

1077. Staff selected a capacity factor value of 50

percent and labeled this " conservative". Staff Testimony on

Question Six at 30. The use of such an explanation is meant

to build confidence that the value selected is at the " safe"
end of the range, because any error is adverse to the pro-

ponent. In this case, the justification for such an
!

explanation for selecting a capacity factor is not entirely

clear. While it may be conservative to licensees' interests

to understate the economic impact of closing, it is not con-

servative from society's viewpoint if the cost of closing is

! understated. The Board is not persuaded, therefore, to

apply a bias in favor of the lower values so as to under-
.

state the impact of closing.

1078. Licensees have made substantial investments in

the plants to improve operating results. See Board Finding j

1157 (concerning changes in the plants). These investments f

have had the effect of completely replacing certain com-

-
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ponents and making significant improvements in others. The

Board, therefore, finds it reasonable to credit these

investments, and investments planned for the future, as

being likely to improve the Units' capacity factors. Based

on the foregoing, the Board finds licensees' estimates of 57

percent and 63 percent as a range, plausible and the most

persuasive of the estimates presented in this special pro-
ceeding.

2. Oil Prices

1079. In licensees' reference case, oil represents 92

percent of total replacement fuel in 1984, or 13.9 million

barrels. This percentage will drop in later years if the

coal conversions and transmission reinforcements presently
scheduled take place. It will then rise with load growth to

reach 99 percent of replacement fuel by 1999. Accordingly,

the production cost results presented are very sensitive to

the oil price assumptions used in the projection of replace-

ment power penalties. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at

6.

1080. Licensees' reference case employs forecasts pre-

pared by ICF Inc. for the NYPP in November 1982. These

( forecasts were used in NYPP April 1983 submission to the

State Energy Office. This forecast assumes a 6.7 percent

( decline from the then current world price of $34 a barrel

during 1983, a return to the real 1982 price by 1985 and a 2

percent annual increase in real terms thereafter. From this

;

.
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7 world oil price base, the product prices were derived by ICF
I

| for oil delivered to New York Harbor and upstate New York.
A 7 percent annual inflation rate was assumed. Streiter-

j Testimony on Question six at 6. The sensitivity of direct

cost _ estimates to the ICF oil prices were estimated by
Streiter. With ICF's high estimate of oil prices, the !;

present value of the shutdown penalty is $10.85 billion;

with ICF's low estimate of oil prices, the present value is
*

$6.78 billion; and with low-low oil prices it is $$.88 bil-
'

lion. -Tr. 13,460-61 (Streiter).
t

1081. The Power-Authority's witness Conant provided a '

i
J' substantial basis for concern as to the long term price

stability of world oil prices. World demand for oil pro-

j duced in the Middle East (that is, the Persian Gulf states)

| is likely to grow over the next decade, not decline. Power

; Authority's Testimony of. Melvin A. Conant on Commission

' Question 6.3, at 35-36 (Conant Testimony on Question Six).4

j Against this increasing demand it is likeiy that world oil

customers of Middle East producers will be subject to supply ;

4

interruptions and sharp price escalations in the event of
;i

wars or general social turmoil in that region. This

( increasing reliance-on an increasingly unreliable supplier

; - provides a strong incentive for the United States to main-

tain alternate energy sources, such as nuclear power "

:

While these co'cerns have not beenplants. Id. at 8-9. *n

explicitly factored into the oil price assumptions presented '

1-

!-

,

F
I *
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to the Board, they obviously underlie any sensible assess-

ment of future oil prices.

1082. New York State's estimate of fuel prices were,.

based on costs and quality of fuel reports provided by DOE

for historic costs in 1982. Tr. 13,769 (Parmelee). Dif-

ferent escalation rates were used for different qualitites

of fuel. For low sulfur oil, the rate starts at negative 4

percent, levels off and rises to an oil growth rate of 7

percent. High sulfur oil drops at a rate of approximately 6

percent and then increases to a level of about 7 percent.

Distillate oil drops by about 3 percent and rises at about a

7 percent rate. The drop in price is only for one year,

| 1983. In 1984, the escalation rate is about 2 percent, and

further increases from 1985 to 1987 to about 4 and a half

percent and then increases to the 7 percent range gradually
.

,

over the period to 1996. Tr. 13,770-71 (Parmelee).

1083. Intervenor's witness Rosen assumed that in real

terms (above an overall 8 percent inflation rate) oil price

escalation rates would range between 0 and 4 percent. An

escalation rate of 2 percent was used in the Mid-Range

scenario. In this sense, Rosen does not disagree with

_ licensees' projection. Real coal prices were assumed to

escalate at a rate of 0 to 2 percent over the next 20 years

i for the Mid-Range scenario. Rosen Testimony on Question Six

at 21-22.
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1084. The price of low sulfur oil used in UCS'

analysis by Taylor is $31.15 per barrel, and $26.77 per

barrel for high sulfur oil. These prices represer.1 the

average U.S. retail prices for first six months of 1980.

The price for high sulfur oil is that given for .3 to 1.0

percent sulfur oil. Actual consumption would include higher

sulfur oil, which was $6.50 per barrel less than the cost

used. Taylor Testimony on Question Six, Ex. II at 5

(Table 1).

1085. Schlissel and Mavretich evaluated the potential

cost of replacement power under two scenarios concerning the

source of the make-up energy:

1) In the first scenario, it is assumed
that the energy is made up from oil-
fired units with an average heat
rate of 10,000 BTU /kWh. Fifty per-
cent of the total generation is
fired by oil with a sulfur content
of 0.3 percent, and the balance is
fired by oil with a sulfur content
of 2.8 percent.

2) In the second scenario, it is
assumed that all of the energy is
made up from units with an average
heat rate of 10,500 BTU /kWh, and
which burn oil with a sulfur content
of 0.3 percent.

Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on Question Six at 14-15.

1086. The actual prices paid for oil by utilities in

( New York state during the first two months of 1982 were used
i

as a base by Schlissel and Mavretich in projecting fossil

i fuel prices. To adequately reflect a reasonable range of

.
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potential residual oil prices, in light of recent events in

*

the world oil markets, two oil price cases were developed:

Case A - Assumes that the 15 percent decrease
in the stated price of crude oil
announced by OPEC would merely
eliminate the differential between
OPEC's earlier posted price and the
price paid for O. 3 percent and 2.8
percent sulfur oil. In other words,
the prices paid for oil in 1983
would be the same as the average
price paid in 1982.

Case B - Assumes that the average prices for
various sulfur content residual oil
would decrease by 15 percent between
1982 and 1983, to reflect the price
decrease announed by OPEC in
February, 1983.

Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on Question Six at 15-16. For

each oil price case, it was also assumed that after 1983,

all oil prices were escalated at seven percent per yaar, the

overall rate of inflation assumed by these witnesses. IdL.

at 16. For the low sulfur oil scenario, the second

scenario, an average 1982 price of $32.93 per barrel was

used. This figure was computed by averaging the prices paid

for low sulfur oil by utilities in New York state for

January to October 1982, as reported in the monthly Cost and

Quality of Fuels for Electric Utility Plants, published by

the Department of Energy. For the mixed sulfur scenario,

the first scenario, an average of the mean 1982 price for

0.3 percent sulfur oil and 2.8 percent sulfur oil, from the

same source, was used. IdL. at 17.

______-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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1087. Staff reviewed the present price of oil and
O

changes in world conditions over the last few years . As of

February 1981, the price of high sulfur oil to members of

NYPP was about 544 cents /mm BTU. Staff Testimony on Ques-

tion Six at 35, citing U.S. Department of Energy, Cost and

Quality of Fuels for Electric Utility Plants, DOE /EIA-0075,

June 1981, Table 29, p. 41. Assuming an average plant heat

1rate of 10,000 BTU /kWh results in a 1981 cost of approxi-

mately 54.4 mills /kWh. There is considerable uncertainty

regardin'g escalation in oil prices. Staff relied, in part,

on a 1981 projection of fuel costs for the period 1981 to

1991 which results in an averge annual compound rate of

increase of about 12 percent in the price of high sulfur oil;

and about 8 percent in the price of nuclear fuel. Section

5-112 Report, 1981, Vol. II, at p. 52; Staff Testimony on

Question Six at 36. Staff believes that given the current

- weakness in the uranium market, and given that the price of

oil has the potential for continued control by an inter-

national cartel, it is reasonable to expect oil prices to

escalate faster than the nuclear fuel cost. However, for

the purposes of this analysis and to add conservatis2n to the

estimate, Staff assumed both fuels will escalate at the same

4

1. The average heat rate (BTb/kWh) for oil-fired steam
turbines in 1981 in the NYPP was calculated at about 11,114
BTU /kWh based on the 1981 Section 5-112 Report, Volume II,
Exhibit 1. This testimony assumes an average heat rate of
10,000 BTU /kWh.

.

O
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rate. An 8 percent annual rate is adopted which is per-

ceived as corrsponding to that for general inflation. Jd,.

at 36.

Discussion of Oil Price Assumptions

1088. The assumptions of the parties about the future

of oil prices revealed a range of estimates. In general,

the parties project that oil prices will increase either at

the general inflation rate or at one or two percent above

the rate of general inflation. This variance leads to sub-

stantial differences between the estimates, particularly

after the passage of a number of years. The impact of near

term events makes the selection of a correct rate of

increase even more difficult. For example, during the early

months of 1983, oil prices have been dropping. Following

the conclusion of the cross-examination on these economic

issues in April 1983, however, oil prices appear to have

stabilized. Thus, it seems unwise for this Board to place

too much reliance on current perturbations in the price of

oil.

1089. Licensees' projection of oil prices, which has

been concurred in, at least in significant part, by Rosen,

[ seems reasonable to this Board. This estimate was not

prepared for this litigation but was prepared for NYPP

| wholly independent of this litigation and serves a number of

NYPP purposes. It was prepared by a knowledeable expert in

fuel forcasting, ICF. Staff's discussion of the process of

i

!
I
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projecting fuel prices, although it led to a lower forecast

than ICF's for what it terms conservatism, approves setting

the price at a rate above inflation. Thus, for these rea-

sons the Board selects licensees' estimate.

3. Load Growth Forecasts

1090. Licensees estimated growth in energy consumption

in New York State up to the year 2000, based on NYPP esti-

mates, to be at an average annual level of 1.4 percent for

the state as a whole, with a compound electric peak load

growth rate of 1.2 percent. The projection is the sum of

individual NYPP members' projections and includes a growth

projection of 1.3 percent annually in Con Edison's franchise

area. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 19.

1091. Licensees also examined the economic impact of a

shutdown, using different load growth figures. The results

of a sensitivity analysis using scenarios of 0.7 percent and

2.1 percent overall growth in energy consumption are shown

in Figure 7 and Table 18 of Streiter's Testimony. The

present value (in mid-1982 dollars) of the total low load

growth case is $7.5 billion for the shutdown penalty, and

the high load growth case shows a present value of $10.8

billion. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 20.

1092. The State Energy Office used the growth rates

from the State Energy Master Plan (SEMP II) in its analy-

sis. A projected energy growth rate of approximately 1.7

percent per annum and a peak load growth rate of 1.5 percent

_ _ ._ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . - . _ _ - .__
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1

per annum were assumed. Parmelee Testimony on Question Six
,

at 7.
.

1093.. Rosen's demand growth scenarios were based upon

ESRG's June 1981 study for the New York City Energy
;

f Office. That study developed a long-range base case i

forecast of electric energy and peak demand for the con

Edison. region, including both Con Edison customers and Power

Authority customers. Rosen Testimony on Question Six at

17. Rosen stated that this long-range planning forecas t is

used as the demand forecast in his High Impact scenario

generation analysis. Jjl . at 18. The 1981 base case
_

forecast predicted a load growth rate of 0.5 percent per

year. Jyl. at 15.
.

1094. In June, 1981, ESRG also developed a conserva-

|
tion scenario consisting of conservation measures and levels

that were technically feasible and cost-effective compared

to energy supply. A Conservation Case load forecast was
''

prepared to calculate the year-by-year electric energy con-

sumption and peak demand for the Con Edison region assuming

implementation of the conservation scenario. Rosen Testi-

mony on Question Six at 18.

1095. In the Low Impact scenario, Rosen assarted that

|.
full implementation of the 1981 conservation scenario was

| ' assumed, independently of whether or not the Indian Point

Units.are retired early. Rosen Testimony on Question Six at

18. In the Mid-Range scenario, Rosen stated that fifty per-
'

.
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cent implementation of the conservation scenario was used.

It would thus appear that demand levels in the Mid-Range

scenario are precisely halfway between the demand levels of

the bracketing scenarios. d. at 20. This demand level

corresponds to a zero load growth rate. Id. at 15.

1096. Rosen, however, selectively interpreted the

growth rates outlined in the June 1981 report for use in

this proceeding. Adjustment was made to introduce a

downward bias in load and energy growth projections. The

following table demonstrates Rosen's alterations of the

growth rates.

High Mid- Iow
Impact Range Impact

Ibsen's Indian Point Testimony .5% 0.0 .7%

June 1981 Report (See Footnote
7 to Ibsen's direct testinony) 1.0% .5% .6%

Fitzpatrick Testimony on Question Six at 29.

1097. ESRG's load growth forecasts, referenced by

Rosen in this proceeding, are predicated on a data base that

is now between three and six years old. The use of such an

outdated study belies Rosen's claim that the ESRG " forecast-

ing model is subject to constant change and improvement both

; in its data strtreture and in the analytical approach

employed." Fitzpatrick Testimony on Question Six at 34.

1098. ESRG's Conservation Scenario is fully imple-

mented in their low case and weighted 50 percent in their

Mid-Range forecast. In the June 1981 report, from which the

|
|
f

L
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conservation scenario is obtained, ESRG characterizes their

conservation scenario as a " gradual phase in over 20
,

years." However, computation demonstrates an extremely high

degree of conservation penetration (80 percent) over the

first nine years of the forecast period. Fitzpatrick

Testimony on Question Six at 33. This rapid penetration of

conservation is at odds with prior ESRG analyses, as well as

the projections of the National Academy of Sciences. Id.

at 32.

1099. ESRG utilizes logistic curves in their conser-

vation forecasting methodology. The logistic curves have a

flattened S-shape property. The nature of these logistic

curves is such that 50 percent of any technology implemen-

tation would occur within the first 9 to 11 years of the 20-

year forecast period. Yet ESRG has 80 percent of their

conservation technology occurring in the first 9 years.

This procedure is inconsistent and creates skepticism about

the validity of ESRG's forecast methodology. Fitzpatrick

Testimony on Question Six at 33.
4

1100. The appliance efficiency assumptions used in

i Rosen's conservation scenario are the 1986 FEA Appliance
!

( Efficiency Targets. These targets have been suspended and

are both unrealistic and unsuitable for use in a mid-range

; forecast. Fitzpatrick Testimony on Question Six at 33.
|

Rosen's methodology was criticized by licensees' witness

i
Fitzpatrick as containing major conceptual flaws, including

I

!

i
-
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the failure to include benefits attributable to free market

forces and the double counting of conservation measure

savings. These criticisms were not answered by Rosen.

1101. UCS' witness Taylor did not consider load growth
i

| in his analysis. He computed the costs of replacing the
.

power from Indian Point with oil-fired and, eventually,

coal-fired power. Tr. 13,300 (Taylor). Taylor contends

that conservation can offset the loss in generation caused

by closing Indian Point. However, during cross-examination,

Taylor stated that the net savings from conservation would

be in the order of 10 percent or less of his $4.4 billion

estimate of shutdown costs. Tr. 13,357 (Taylor).

1102. Schlissel and Mavretich's forecasts of statewide
1

peak loads and available generating capacity for each of the

winter and summer capability periods through 1999 were taken

from the 1983 Section 5-112 Report. Schlissel/Mavretich
i

Testimony on Question Six at 5. In this respect they are in

agreement with licensees' witnesses Meehan and Streiter.
~

1103. Staff assumes that demand for electricity will

increase at licensees' currently projected rates of growth,

namely at annual rates of 0.7 percent and 2.4 percent for

con Edison and the Power Authority, respectively, during the

1981 through 1996 period. Staff Testimony on Question Six

at 11.

|

|
!
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Discussion of Load Growth Assumptions
|

1104. The differences in load growth estimates among

licensees, State Energy Office and Schlissel/Mavretich is

small. These parties' estimates are the most thoroughly

rigorous in concept and preparation and are, thus, the most
,

persuasive estimates to the Board. |

1105. Licensees demonstrated the sensitivity of the

production cost penalty to the load growth scenario

selected; there is a $3.6 billion reduction of closure costs
|

for each 1 percent of load growth assumed. Streiter Testi-

mony on Question Six at 20 (Table 18).

1106. While Taylor curiously ignores the load growth

issue in his analysis, Rosen has chosen an extreme load

growth scenario for his economic analysis. It appears to be

selective in its use of the two year-old ESRG study. More-
'

over, it uses 5 year old data. Fitzpatrick Testimony on

Question Six at 34. Rosen assumes that electric use in Con

Edison's service area will decrease' from 37.4 billion kWh in

1983 to 35.8 billion kWh in 1988 -- a five-year reduction of

4.2 percent, Tr. 13,828-29 32csen), and that consumption

over the entire 15-yerg re. iod would decrease from 3 7. 4

billion kWh in 1983 au sc,,, 'estimony on Question Six, App.
l

F. at 31, to 37.1 billion kWh in 1997. Id. at 87. Rosen, |

|

however, did not even attempt to square that assumption with

the fact that sales in the Con Edison seyvice area increased

by 4.1 percent in the five-year period 1977 to 1982.

,
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Tr. 13,830 (Rosen). Using licensees' sensitivity analysis

of the impact of load growth estimates, Streiter Testimony

on' Question Six at 20 (Table 18), there appears to be a $4.3

billion difference between Rosen's production cost penalty

analysis (based on a O percent load growth) and licensees'-

analysis (based on a 1.2 percent load growth rate) simply

because of differences in load growth assumptions. Rosen,

thus, underestimates the Indian Point; production cost

penalty by $5 billion when comparea with the load growth

projections of licensees.

1107. Rosen's substantially lower load growth projec-

tions are based upon ESRG's consideration of conservation.

In fact, there is substantial evidence that licensees and

the State Energy Office have taken comprehensive considera-

tion of the future impact of conservation in their fore-

casts. See Fitzpat. rick Testimony on Question Six at 6-13.

Rosen's estimate is further erroneous for the following

three reasons:

(1) Rosen arbitrarily lowered the results of
his own prior load growth projections to
yield a lower overall future growth and,
thus, lower overall Indian Point closure
Costs.

Id_. at 29.

(2) Rosen relied on a conservation scenario
that ESR7 admits is "a first approxima-
tion" and was "not presented as a blue-
print for immediate action.

Id_. at 31.

.
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(3) There is evidence that the Rosen load
growth projections emanate from a study
that contains a great number of errors
and inconsistencies.

Id. at 32-36. Based upon the evidence, there is a con-

sensus, apart from Rosen, that the licensees' projections

are appropriate to be used in considering the Indian Point

production cost penalty. Rosen's choice of an extremely low

load growth estimate understates the production cost

penalty.

4. Canadian Imports

1108. Large amounts of energy are expected to be

available from Canada at reasonable prices, and some 6,000-

18,000 gWh/ year is expected to be purchased whether or not

Indian Point is closed. This amount of energy is not,

therefore, an alternative to operation of Indian Point, as

it will be imported independent of any decision concerning

Indian Point. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 21.

1109. Hydro Quebec (HQ) and Ontario Hydro (OH) are the

largest external power suppliers to NYPP. From 1984 through

1996, it is forecast that 12,000 gWh will be imported

annually from HQ. The HQ imports will fall into three

categories -- firm, prescheduled economy, and economy.

Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 22. Firm imports

consist of energy which is guaranteed to be available up to

the contractual LLnit, within the contractual time frame,

except during system emergencies. Prescheduled economy

i
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imports are surplus energy whose hourly schedule is

finalized 48 hours in advance of its receipt, and can be

considered firm within the 48-hour period. Economy imports

consist of. surplus energy whose schedule is determined on an

hour-by-hour basis. The price for economy energy from HQ is

based upon the value of NYPP generation displaced by HQ

economy energy. The price of prescheduled economy energy

and firm energy from HQ is determined primarily by the NYPP

average cost of fossil' generation. Hence, payments to HQ
'

for~ firm, economy and prescheduled energy increase in the
:

scenario without Indian Point as a result of the increase in

cost of NYPP average fossil generation, and the increase in

the value of the energy displaced by HQ imports. Id,.

1110. OH coal-fired economy energy for 1984 .hrough

1986 is modeled assuming a potential of available annual

energy of 6800 gWh and, from 1987 onward, assuming 10,000

gWh is available. For 1984 through 1986 an additional 3,504

gWh of firm energy is imported by Niagara Mohawk Power

( Corporation from OH. Using lower estimates of economy power

from OH would increase the production cost penalties and

additional oil usage associated with an Indian Point shut-

down. Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 22.

1111. Imports from OH are scheduled economically (sub-

|
ject to transmission system constraints), using a dispatch

cost in the range of the more expensive NYPP upstate coal

j generation. This dispatch cost is substantially less

1

I
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|

expensive than the cost of NYPP oil generation. Meehan

: Testimony on Question Six at 22. Since the OH purchase is

scheduled economically, its usage expands in the scenario

without Indian Point. I_d . at 25.d

1112. The cost of OH imports is based on the value of
l
! energy displaced by those imports on a split-the-savings
I

basis. The payment for OH economy energy would increase if

Indian Point were shut down. There are two reasons why the

OH payments will increase as a result of the shutdown.

First, total payments will increase as a result of addi-

tional OH imports; second, payments will increase for the OH

imports common to both scenarios due to the increased value

of the energy displaced by the purchase as a consequence of

the shutdown. Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 25.

1113. The most recent NYPP estimates with respect to

Canadian electricity imports were used in the New York State

Energy Office analysis. Parmelee Testimony on Question Six

( at 7.

Year Energy Planning Board Updated Assumptions

1981 10,500 gM1 N/A

1982-1983 10,500 gWh N/A

1984-1987 12,500 gMt 18,000 gWh

,
1988-1996 14,500 gWh 18,000 gWh

L

_I_ ,. at Ex. JMP-3.dd

1114. Rosen's three production cost scenarios are

distinguished by differing assumptions on the future avail-

|

|
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ability of. Canadian power imports into Southeast New York.

Canadian imports are projected by the NYPP to come from HQ

and OH in the following amounts at the statewide level:

Years HQ ONHY Total Statewide

1982-83 8,000 gWh 3,000 gWh 11,000 gWh

1984-96 12,000 gWh 6,000 gWh 18,000 gNh

Rosen Testimony on Question Six at 22.

1115. The portion of these projected imports available

to Southeast New York was also projected by Rosen. Based on

a firm power contract of 780 mW, Con Edison is already

entitled to some 3,000 gWh throughout the period. In the
4

no-shutdown case, Rosen assumed that 42 percent of the total

NYPP non-firm import power from Canada would be available to

Southeast New York. This is approximately the portion of

the non-firm power that went to Con Edison in 1981. Rosen

Testimony on Question Six at 22-23.

I 1116. Rosen assumed, that in the event of a shutdown

of Indian Point, 5, 10 and 15 percent more power would be

available downstate to Con Edison and the Power Authority in

the High, Mid-Range, and Low Impact cases, respectively.

i These values derive from the assumption that some redistri-
i

| bution of Canadian power imported by the Power Authority

. ould occur. The average price for the Canadian imports inw

the base year 1981 was taken from Con Edison data to be

$36.40 per mWh. Rosen Testimony on Question Six at 23.
,

l

?
-
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4

1117. Schlissel and Mavretich assumed that the source

of replacement power would be oil-fired plants. Schlissel/
Mavretich Testimony on Question Six'at'14. Canadian imports

were not considered as sources of replacement power.

1118. Taylor did not consider Canadian Imports in

computing his estimate of the production cost penalty,
f

Tr. 13,300-01 (Taylor) .
,

1119. Staff states that replacement energy from Hydro

Quebec, which is viewed as possessing large quantities of

low cost surplus energy, is logical. In reality, however,

con Edison and the Power Authority are already importing as

much of this energy as existing transmission lines allow.

Furthermore, although additional transmission lines are
,

planned, these were not shown to significantly displace the

need to rely on oil-fired generation in the event Indian

! Point were shut down. Staff Testimony on Questi'on Six

at 32.,

!

Discussion of Canadian Import Assumptions

1120. Licensees estimate that approximately 12,000 gWh

of Canadian power will be imported annually by the New York
,

Power Pool. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 21. This

[ amount is larger than the Canadian power projected by the
!
! State Energy Office and by Rosen. Rosen assumes that the

amount of imported Canadian power would increase in the

event of an Indian Point shutdown. Rosen Testimony on Ques-
|

| tion Six at 23. However, as pointed out by licensees and by

_ _ , . _ _ u -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . , . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _
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Staff, con Edison and the Power Authority are already

importing as much of this energy as existing transmission

lines allow and the energy is expected to be purchased

whether or not Indian Point is closed. Streiter Testimony

on Question Six at 21; Staff Testimony on Question Six at

32. The Canadian power is not, there fore , an alternative to

operation of Indian Point. Streiter Testimony on Question

Six at 21. Furthermore, the availability of the Canadian

power projected by licensees, on the schedule proposed,

requires state and federal authorities to license promptly

the Marcy-South line, d. at 21.

5. Transmission Constraints

1121. Figure 3.1 to Meehan's testimony illustrates the

NYPP transmission areas and critical upstate to downstate

interfaces which were modeled. Meehan Testimony on Question

Six at 27 (Fig. 3.1). Eleven transmission areas and ten

critical interfaces are modeled. Within each transmission

area there are several load areas. These load areas repre-

sent each company's load within the transmission area.

Transmission ihmits for certain interfaces assume construc-

tion of a' major transmission reinforcement between Central
~

and Southeast New York, now planned for fall of 1986. Id_.

at 26.

1122. The existence of opposition to the Marcy-South

transmission reinforcement project, and the tight licensing

and construction schedule assumed, make it possible that the

. _ _ _
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transmission line will not be in service on the date now

planned. The reference case projection of the costs of

closing Indian Point assumes that the line will go into

service on schedule and that additional imports will be

availabfe. The costs of closing Indian Point would be

higher if this construction did not take place. Streiter

Testimony on Question Six at 21-22.

1123. The General Electric Optimised Generation

Planning (OGP-6) elactric system simulation model used by

the State Energy Office does not account for transmission

constraints. Tr. 13,766 (Parmelee).

1124. Rosen acknowledges that one important consider-

ation in modeling the costs of make-up generation is the

extent to which transmission constraints exist from the

upstate region (including Canada) to Southeast New York.

Rosen, however, relies on currently scheduled transmission

improvements in 1984 and 1986, that will significantly

improve the capacity of the downstate interconnection, as a

substitute for Indian Point. Rosen Testimony on Question

Six at 23-24. Rosen does not answer, however, why this

additional transmission capability, which is being con-

structed without regard to an Indian Point shutdown, should

be considered as an alternative to Indian Point.
'

.

1125. Schlissel and Mavretich's first scenario assumes

that Marcy South is constructed. The second scenario is

.

e
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based on a set of assumptions without Msrcy South.

Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on Question Six at 14-15.:

1126. Taylor does not consider transmission con-

straints in his analysis. Tr. 13,300-01 (Taylor).

1127. Staff relies on the NYPP generation and trans-

mission expansion program. While excess transfer capability

will be available from time to time, transmission capsbility

which may become available only on an intermittent basis

cannot be relied upon to supply the firm power necessary to
'

replace Indian Point capacity, particularly in light of the

use of this unit for baseload operation. Staff Testimony on

Question Six at 21.

Discussion of Transmission Constraints

1128. The PROMOD III model used by licensees was the

only model used by any of the witnesses in this proceeding

which was able to account for transmission transfer limits

and to simulate the NYPP dispatch on a statewide basis with

'

and without the Indian Point Units. As such, it provides a

valuable degree of extra information about the production

cost penalty contrasted with the other witnesses' projec-

tions. The Board considers the absence of this modeling

L capacity in the other witnesses' models a significant reason

not to adopt their estimates of the production cost pen-,

alty. This is particularly true if, as suggested by the
!

State Energy Office, the failure to model transmission

constraints leads to an understating of the cost penalty.

,

6
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6. Coal Conversions

1129. Ten NYPP oil-burning units, totalling over 2,900

mW, are currently scheduled to be converted to coal-

burning. The schedule for conversions is set out in the

1983 Section 5-112 Report, and reflects a number of defer-

rals from previous Section 5-112 submissions. The conver-

sion schedule, in fact, has been slipping since 1979. No

unit in New York State has yet converted to coal. The

licensees' reference case assumes tne current proposed

conversion schedule will be met. The likelihood of conver-

sion on any scale approaching this figure is doubtful, and

the alternate case where none of the units are converted is
,

quite conceivable. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at

21.

1130. With regard to coal conversion, Rosen's Mid-

Range scenario reflects the fact that an Indian Point shut-

down should make the coal conversion options more attractive

to New York State regulators and to Con Edison, so that the

conversion of Ravenswood Units 1 and 2 in 1990 and 1991 is

assumed to be added to their present conversion program.
~

The 1990 and 1991 conversion dates for these units are Con

Edison assumptions on the feasible conversion dates. Rosen

Testimony on Question Six at 20.4

I

1131. Rosen agreed that, although the conversion of

Ravenswood Units 1 and 2 would be economical whether or not

Indian Point is in service, Tr. 13,803 (Rosen), he did not

_ ___
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include the conversion in his base case with Indian Point'in
|

service. Rosen also agreed that, if he had included the

conversions in-his base case with Indian Point in service,

the shutdown penalty would have b'een larger. Tr. 13,809,

13,881, 13,882 (Rosen). All this led Staff to inquire

whether Table 1 of the ESRG Report which is entitled
l

( Required Revenue Impact of Indian Point Retirements, should

not more correctly have been entitled Required Revenue

Impact of Indian Point Retirements and Impacts of Coal Con-

version at Ravenswood. Tr. 13,901 (Rosen).

7. Capacity Expansions

1132. A capacity expansion forecast used by the

licensees was developed based upon the most recent available

updates by NYPP member companies to the 1983 5-112 Report.

| The major capacity additions beyond units already in service
|

are Shoreham-809 megawatts nuclear capacity, Sommerset 625'

|

| megawatts coal-fired capacity, 'Nine-Mile Point 2 1,085

megawatts capacity of nuclear power, and Prattsville 1,000

megawatts of pumped-storage power. Meehan Testimony on

Question Six at 13.

C. Summary of Production Cost Results

1133. A shutdown of Indian Point will impose severe

fuel replacement and purchased power cost penalties upon

utilities and customers throughout New York state. A

substantial portion of this impact will fall on Con Edison

and the Power Authority and their customers in Southeast New

.

- . - . , - - , , . . .-
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York. The annual penalty for New York State starts at $463

million in 1984 and increases to over $2.3 billion in 1999,

with a total penalty of $18 billion over the 1984 to 1999

period. Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 40.

1134. The Con Edison annual penalty begins at $200

million in 1984 and rises to $918 million dollars in 1999,

with a total penalty of $7.5 billion. The annual penalty

for the Con Edison service area, which includes the Power

Authority's Southeast New York customers, is initially $455

million in 1984 escalating to over $2 billion in 1999, with

a total penalty of $16 billion over the sixteen year

period. Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 40.

1135. A shutdown of Indian Point would also result in

substantial increased use of oil within New York state,

totaling close to 192 million barrels over the sixteen year

period between 1984 and 1999. Meehan Testimony on Question

Six at 40.

1136. The design life of the plants extends beyond the
.

1999 period analyzed in the PROMOD III study. Hence, there

will be additional production cost penalties associated with

the shutdown of Indian Point which are not reported by

Meehan. Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 40. The
,

production cost penalty projected the per kWh cost from 1999

to 2009 as rising at 2 percent annually in real dollars.*

This rate is conservative, given Mie rata projected by
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Meehan in-the late 1990's. Streiter Testimony on Question

six at 3.

1137. The licenses- for Units 2 and 3 expire in 2006

and 2009, respectively. Streiter Testimony on Question Six

at 1. Licensees' projection of the total production cost

penalties in nominal dollars over the lifetime of the plants

are as follows:

New York State - $45 billion

Con Edison - $16 billion

Power Authority - $27 billion

Ijl . at Tables 1, 2, 3. If the above total production cost

lpenalties are discounted at 10 percent per year, the

penalties in 1983 dollars are as follows:

New York state - $10,736 million'

Con Edison - $ 4,216 million

Power Authority - $ 5,885 million

I:dl . at Tables 1.2, 2.2, 3.2.
.

1138. The State Energy Office analyzed four major

scenarios using the OGP-5 simulation model to analyze the

fuel and economic bupacts of shutting down Indian Point

Units 2 and 3. They are:

1

1. Discounted dollars take into account the time value
of money and assign a lower weight to costs in the futureL

than to costs today. The sum of the discounted stream of,

annual costs is called the "Present Value" (PV). This is a
conventional means of comparing streams of costs occurring>

at different times in the future.

|'
.

l
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1. A base case using the electric genera-
tion supply plan approved by the Energy
Planning Board (Planning Board) in
March, 1982.

2. A case similar to the base case but with
Indian Point Unit 2 assumed not to be in
operation in 1984 and thereafter.

3. A case similar to the base case but with
Indian Point Unit 3 assumed not to be in
operation in 1984 and thereafter.

4. A case similar to the base case but with
Indian Point Unit 2 and 3 both assumed
not to be in operation in 1984 and
thereafter.

Parmelee Testimony on Question six at 6-7.

1139. There would be a 10.1 percent increase in cumul-

ative present worth production costs through 1996, which

represents an additional $2.3 billion in 1982 present worth

costs, if Indian Point Units 2 and 3 are both shut down in

1983. The cumulative present worth production costs would

increase through 1996 by $1.1 billion and $1.2 billion if

either Unit 2 and 3, respectively, is shut down. Parmelee

Testimony on Question Six at 8. An additional 154.2 million

barrels of oil would be consumed over the period 1982-96 if

both Units 2 and 3 are shut down. The increase would be

72.8 or 81.1 million barrels if either Unit 2 or Unit 3,

respectively, is shut down. If,. Parmelee observed that
,

recent changes in the plans for new generating units, as

well as slippage in planned coal conversions, would increase
1

the estimated production cost penalty. Tr. 13,765

(Parmelee). He also agreed that the inability of his model

m
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to take account of transmission constraints among NYPP

members understates the penalty. Tr. 13,766 (Parmelee). He

assumed the same price for Canadian imports with Indian

Point on or off, although a shutdown would increase the

avoided cost of the NYPP members and would therefore

increase the price of Canadian power. Tr.,13,768

(Parmelee).

1140. To project the production cost of a shutdown of

Indian Point, Rosen developed make-up power cost scenarios

for input to ESRG's nuclear retirement cost assessment

system, CANS. Six scenarios were analyzed, consisting of

High-Impact, Mid-Range, and Low-Impact Cases, each with and

without the Indian Point Units. Rosen Testimony on Question

Six at 18-20.

1141. The cost components of the make-up generation

were calculated ir. current dollars for the Mid-Range case.

To minimize the impact of a shut down, Rosen did not analyze

the shutdown alone, but combined it with the already-planned

conversion of two Con Edison plants, Ravenswood Units 1 and

2, to coal burning. Rosen Testimony on Question Six at 30-

34; Tr. 13,799-800 (Rosen). Although this conversion would

be economical with or without Indian Point closed, Rosen
,

used it only in the case of Indian Point being closed. This

combination of a conversion plan with an analysis of the

Indian Point closing makes it impossible to assess the

shutdown alone. Moreover, the assumption of converting
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Ravenswood Units 1 and 2 is highiy optimistic. Streiter

testified that Meehan's reference case, which assumes the

current NYPP proposed conversion schedule will be met, is

doubtful. It is important to note that Ravenswood 1 and 2,

while planned for conversion by NYPP, are not part of the

immediate conversion schedule.

1142. Rosen's estimates of the total annual make-up

generation costs from 1983 to 1997 in discounted 1981 dol-

lars are $3.91 billion for the Mid-Range Impact scenario,

$6.49 billion for the High Impact scenario, and $1.95

billion for the Low Impact scenario. Rosen Testimony on

Question Six at 34. Because of Rosen's combination of the

coal conversion with the Indian Point shutdown, this impact

must be adjusted upward.

1143. UCS witness Taylor did not perform a production

cost simulation. Rather, he simply assumed that fuel for

the replacement power would initially be oil and that the

annual cost of that replacement power would be $337 mil-

lion. New coal capacity would ultimately be added and the

production cost of coal-fired replacement power would be

$292 million per year. Tr. 13,300-01 (Taylor). Taylor ' s

:
analysis totally overlooks the extraordinary licensing

problems facing any New York utility attempting to build new

coal burning plants to serve Southeast New York. His
,

analysis simply posits the existence of 1500 megawatts of

1 new capacity.

.

f
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1144. The direct undiscounted increase in generating

costs attributable to the shutdown of the Indian Point

plants is estimated to be $7.6 billion (constant 1980

dollars). Tr. 13,299-300 (Taylor). If this value is

discounted at 5 percent, the increase in generating costs
~

becomes 4.4 billion dollars (1980 dollars). Taylor Testi-

many on Question Six at 17.

1145. To identify the likely cost consequences of the

permanent shutdown of Indian Point as of the beginning of

1984, Schlissel and Mavretich compared the production costs

; associated with the continued operation of those facilities

to the production costs that would result from the genera-

tion of replacement power at oil-fired stations each year

until 2009, the assumed completion of Indian Point Unit 3's

service life. Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on Question Six

at 6-7.
i

1146. Schlissel and Mavretich estimate that premature

retirement of the plants would create a need to replace

8,135,000 mWh of generation per year during the period 1984

to 2006, at which juncture Indian Point Unit 2 would be

retired, and 4,065,000 mWh per year during the period 2007

to 2009, at which juncture Indian Point Unit 3 would be

retired. Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on Question Six at

14.

1147. The potential cost of replacement power under

two scenarios concerning the source of the make-up energy

_. ._ _ _ __ _ _. _ _ __ -__ , ,
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was evaluated:

1) In the first scenario, it is assumed
that the energy is made up from oil-
fired units with an average heat
rate of 10,000 BTU /kWh. Fifty
percent of the total generation is
fired by oil with a sulfur content
of 0.3 percent, and the balance is
fired by oil with a sulfur content
of 2.8 percent.

2) In the second scenario, it is
assumed that all of the energy is
made up from units with an average
heat rate of 10,500 BTU /kWh, and
which burn oil with a sdifur content
of 0.3 percent.

Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on Question Six at 14-15.

1148. An 11 percent discount rate was assumed to

determine the present worth, in 1983 dollars, of each of the

scenarios examined. Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on Ques-

tion Six at 22.

1149. Based on the assumptions noted above, Schlissel

and Mavretich estimated that a permanent shutdown of the

Indian Point Units as of January 1, 1984, would result in

between $2.918 and $4.729 billion of direct production cost

'

increases, depending on the replacement power and oil price

scenarios examined. Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on Ques-

tion Six at 23.

1150. Staff assessed the differential operating costs

between the energy that could have been expected to be pro-

duced at Indian Point versus its replacement. Its model was

generalized and relied on simplified assumptions, and was

.

a - - -e, -
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intended to demonstrate, in a simple and an uncontroversial

fashion, the general magnitude of the economic penalty.

Staff Testimony on Question Six at 26.

1151. During the initial years of Indian Point

unavailability, existing oil-fired capacity was identified

as the likely* source of replacement energy. However,

because of economic incentives, it was assumed that new coal

capacity would be added in an expeditious fashion and would

ultimately serve as the long-term replacement to Indian

Point. Staff Testimony on Question Six at 30. In calcu-

lating the short-term cost of shutting down the Indian Point

Units, Staff assumes that all replacement energy would be

provided by lower cost /high sulfur oil burned by other New

York utilities. This assumption is employed to compensate

for that small portion of replacement energy that may be

provided by lower cost coal and other non-oil purchases.

Iji . at 33. It also assumed that coal-fired replacement

capacity would be on-line by 1990. Id_. at 35. Staff

analyzed replacement energy requirements for a period of

about 20 and 23 years for Units 2 and 3, respectively.

These time periods correspond to what would have been the

remaining useful lives of these units. Id..

1152. Assuming a very optimistic 1990 on-line date for

new coal-fired capacity, the NYPP has estimated the cost for

annual charges on capital, fuel, and O&M during the initial

year of operation at about 96 mills /kWh. NYPP Section 5-112

..
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Report, for 1981, Volume 1, at p. 39. This compares favor-

ably to the oil replacement cost for 1990 of about 109

mills /kWh and is indicative of the potential for reducing

longer-term replacement energy costs by shifting from oil to

coal. The total cost of electricity generated from coal is

expected to increase in subsequent years (after 1990) -

based on an assumed 8 percent escalation in the fuel and O&M

components associated with this energy source. Staff Testi-

many on Question Six at 37.

1153. Over the 23-year period from 1983 through 2006,

Staff estimated the shutdown penalty would be approximately

$5.2 billion. This estimate is the 1983 present worth value

wherein each year's penalty has been adjusted for both

changes in the value of the dollar and the real discount

rate. For this assessment, all costs were escalated at an

annual rate of 8 percent and discounted at a nominal 13

percent, resulting in a real discount rate of about 5

percent per year. Staff Testimony on Question Six at 39.

D. Offsets to Gross Production Cost Penalty

1154. Licensees' projections of production penalty if

the Indian Point Uni ~ts were closed account for nuclear fuel

*
, savings from closing Indian Point, and additional O&M costs

required by the fossil replacement units. Streiter Testi-

mony on Question Six at 3. His estimates do not include,

however, the following items, for which separate adjustments

must be made: working capital and inventory costs, taxes,

)

. . .

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ -
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loss of fuel core, and decommissioning costs, which all tend

to increase the replacement cost; and nuclear operation and

maintenance costs and capital additions at the Indian Point

plants, which reduce the replacement cost. Jyl . at 3-4.
_

These items are covered in the following section. In addi-

tion, it would be necessary to construct additional capac-

ity. That consequence of a shutdown is discussed infra

Board Findings 1198-201.

1. Operation and Maintenance Costs

1155. In the reference case, licensees used detailed

estimates of operation and maintenance costs through 1986

together with their estimates of required capital additions

to 1986 annualized over the remaining life of the units.

Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 12. Licencees assumed

that if economic growth resumes, after 1986 O&M costs will

increase at 1 percent per year, above the le. vel of infla-

tion, due to real increases in wages, partially offset by

productivity improvements and turnover of employees. jfl . at
_

13.

1156. Licensees' witness did not extend the trend

based on recent experience into the future. Licensees

\ considered the events giving rise to the sharp increases in

O&M costs in recent years would not continue over the

balance of plant life. Although expenditures on nuclear

operation and maintenance have risea sharply all over the

U.S. since 1978, it appears that a large part of the change

.

.

6
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1

I

.is due to a sharp increase caused by increased Commission

requirements which rose very rapidly following the Three
'

Mile Island accident. Streiter Testimony.on Question Six at

13. There are two major regulatory elements to this sharp,

recent increase over the 1972-77 levels: first, there were

one time increases in basic staffing levels, including

guards, training and operating personnel, and in security

iand other contracts, which are not-expected to grow in the

future. Second, there was a series of other onetime

expenditures related to new regulatory requirements, which

are expected to decline gradually. Iji . at 14.

1157. A third reason for the recent increase in O&M is

attributable to specific repairs and changes, particularly

maintenance work associated with the extended outage for the

fan coolers at Indian Point Unit 2 and the steam generator

sleeving program at Indian Point Unit 3. Projections for

* 1983 continue at this high level for Unit 3, for completion

of the sleeving program, and are expected to decline

slightly in 1984. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at

15-16.

1158. The average United States O&M costs increased
i

from about $21 per kilowatt (in 1982 dollars) in 1973-74, to
.

;

about $47 per kilowatt in 1981. Streiter Testimony on Ques-

tion Six at 15-16. Streiter reported that if the volume of

[ new Commission requirements is reduced, leading to a stabi-

lization of expenditures at the 1980-81 level, the companies
;

|
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could be expected to achievo O&M . levels somewhat below their

own projections by the mid-1980s. This analysis also sug-

gests that the cumulative experience of a utility in running
.

nuclear units tends to offset other time related effects on

'the required O&M expenditures. Icl . at 16-17.

2. 'Capit'al Expenditures at Indian Point

1159. Both the Power Authority and Con Edison pro-
.

jected that substantial capital improvements, or additions,

will be necessary at Indian Point through the remainder of

this decade. The historic and annual expected capital

expenditures to 1990 include actual figures for major

repairs, regulatory requirements and productivity modifica-

tions which are anticipated through 1986, and estimates

thereafter. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 17. At
|
'

Indian Point Unit 3, a program of plugging and sleeving the

steam generator tubes has been undertaken, and will be con-

tinued. Twenty million dollars of the O&M budget were spent

'last' year (1982) on this project. Future costs of this pro-

gram are included in total O&M estimates. The Power Author-

ity hopes to avoid the need for replacement by the sleeving

program. It has however made contingency plans, which would

)
' involve replacing the steam generator in 1987 or 1989. Id[.

3. Decommissioning Costs

1160.. A recent site specific study for Con Edison

estimated the cost for dismantling Units 1 and 2 to be

$138.5 million (1980) but the New York Public Service Com-

.
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' mission has allowed only $92.7 million. Streiter Testimony

on Question Six at 23. The additional cost of closing . the

plant early depends on assumptions as to what would be done~

!

if the plant remained open as compared with what would be

done if the plant were to be closed. Licensees'' reference

case assumes that if the plant were to be ordered closed

prematurely, the companies would not undertake decommis-

sioning before 1994 and that the real costs would be the
same as those estimated for decommissioning at the end of

the plant's life. This means that additional costs would

have to be incurred to prepare the units for safe storage*

~ and continual care until they are dismantled. Ici . at 23-24.

1161. It is estimated that it would cost $6.3 million
(1980) to prepare Unit 2 for mothballing and that it would
cost $6.9 million per year for continuing care, while the

,

spent fuel is at the site. Streitar Testimony on Question

Six at 24. After the spent fuel has been shipped, the unit

continuing' care cost would drop to $2.3 million per year.

! To this must be added the present value of $55 million, of

moving- forward decommissioning from 2010 to 1994. IdL.
''

1162. There is some possibility that early closing.

L
would reduce the cost by reducing the cumulative amount of

! radiation. On the other hand, early closing and decommis-

sioning would mean being among the first to do it, and would

f probably involve a learning premium. Streiter Testimony on

i

( Question Six at 24-25.

.:_....____ _ . _ . - _ - _ _ _ - - _ , . _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ - __ _ _ _ _ . . _ __
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4. Loss of Fuel Core

1163. The cost per kilowatt hour of nuclear fuel,

which has been estimated as 7 mills /kWh in 1984, was used in

Meehan's runs to determine the net production penalty. If

the plant were to be closed, the value of the fuel core

already installed would be lost. The core consists of'three

" regions," one of which is replaced at each refueling. Each

region is one-third used up between refuelings. Hence, if

the unit were closed immediately after a refueling, the loss

would be all of the most recent region, two-thirds of the

previous region and one-third of the oldest region. Assum-

ing the plant would be closed before a refueling, the loss

would be a total of one fuel region, which costs about $50

million. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 25.

5. Tax changes and Working Capital

1164. The Power Authority, as a tax-exempt entity

would have no tax savings or penalties. For Con Edison,

working capital and inventory costs are calculated as

prescribed by the New York Public Service Commission.

Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 26.

1165. The following table presents the production cost

penalty, over the period 1984 to 2009, and the offsetting
costs and savings that would result from a shutdown of

Indian Point as presented by licensees. The values shown

are from the reference case presented by licensees.
-

Streiter Testimony on Question Six at Tables 1, 2 and 3.

- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Costs SavirxJs
(Millions of 1983 Discounted Dollars)

Gross
Production 'Ibtal of Avoided Avoided Net Produc-

Cost Other OEM Capital tion Q3st
Penalty Cbsts Costs Charges Penalty

New York State $10,736 $1,768 $2,313 $1,190 $9,001
Con Edison S 4,216 $ 884 1,154 $ 583 $3,362
Power Authority $ 5,885 $ 358 $1,159 $ 606 $4,478

1166. The State Energy Of fice stated that the shutdown

of Indian Point will result in savings of O&M costs of $391

million. Parmelee Testimony on Question Six at Exhibit -

JMP2.

1167. Rosen assumed that no differential costs or

benefits would arise from the premature retirement of Unit 3

so far as concerns the Power Authority's payment of interest

and principal on bonds issued to finance Indian Point Unit

3. This assumption is based on the fact that the Power

' Authority will use revenue to service these bonds. One

differential cost factor considered was nuclear liability

insurance, which he ass ~umed need not be incurred after the

retirement date. This insurance cost was taken to be

$453,000 in 1981 and was assumed to increase at rate of 9

percent per year. Rosen Testimony on Question Six at 34-35.

'

1168. The sum total of the capital cost impacts for
,

Indian Point Unit 2 in 1981 discounted dollars is $56.6

'

million for the Mid-Range scenario. Rosen Testimony on

Question Six at 39.

. -- . . . .
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1169. Nuclear fuel expenditures were treated separ-

ately by Rosen. The 1981 nuclear fuel costs were taken at

4.9 and 5.4 mills per kWh for Units 2 and 3, respectively.

For the Mid-Range scenario, these 1981 nuclear fuel costs

per kWh were increased by a real escalation rate of 1 per-

cent. In addition, a nuclear fuel " working capital" charge

was included because nuclear fuel is capitalized by util-

ities. This capital charge amounts to 34 percent of the

fuel costs so capitalized. Rosen Testimony on Question Six

at 40.

1170. Rosen's O&M cost estimates are based on the 1981

costs and are derived from a simple regression equation pro-

jection of the historically experienced costs. O&M costs

for the remaining years of planned commercial operation of

the Indian Point generating units were obtained by using the

linear regression equation applied to Indian Point, to

obtain the ratios of future years' real-dollar O&M costs per

kW to the base year 1981. Rosen Testimony on Question Six

at 44.

1171. In the Mid-Range case Rosen assumed that each

Indian Point unit would cost two times the con Edison

estimate to decommission at the normal retirement date, and

I that early retirement would reduce this cost by 25 percent,

I resulting in a savings for both plants of $90 million out of

| $360 million (1980 dollars). Rosen Testimony on Question
i

! Six at 54. The incremental costs of $0, $90, and $360
t

i
*

,
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million (1981 dollars) for the High, Mid-Range, and Low-

Impact cases, respectively, are assumed spread over the

1985-2006 time frame. Id. at 55. There is no explanation

why these costs will double. The use of Nuclear Energy

Services to support Rosen's decommissioning assumption was

inconcsistent. Rosen refused to accept the NES contention,

Tr. 13,836 (Rosen), that radiation levels increase repidly

in early years and level off after year ten. Tr. 18,833

(Rosen).

1172. For the Mid-Range case Rosen assumed that the

rate of increase in the total capitalized costs for both

Indian Point Unit 2 and Unit 3 for the period 1987 to 2000

will be 4.9 percent.. Rosen Testimony on Question Six at

57. It is assumed in the Mid-Range case that replacement of

the steam generators will be required during 1991 and 1986,

for both units. Id. This estimate was not based on a

detailed study of the actual capital requirem snts of the two

units.

1173. In all cases where the steam generator is

replaced, Rosen assumed it to be capitalized at a level of

$130 million and $132 million (in 1982 dollars), respec-

tively, for Unit 2 and Unit 3, and depreciated over the

remaining. lifetime of the unit. The replacement is assumed

to take a period of one year to accomplish, during which the

unit affected cannot operate. During this year, other

expenses and capitalized operations and maintenance costs;

.

t
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are not charged to those' scenarios that assume Indian Point

is-not retired. Rosen Testimony on Question Si*t at 58.

1174. For the Mid-Range case, the estimated average

impact on required revenue over the 15-year period

considered is 1.9 percent (a cumulative absolute total of -

$745.8 million discounted 1981 dollars). As expected, the

primary penalty of nuclear retirement is the cost of make-up
.

power ($3.91 billion cumulatively). On the other hand,

there are major benefits in avoiding the costs of nuclear

OEM, fuel and additional capital investment. Additional

savings result from decreased spent fuel disposal and

decommissioning burdens. Minor savings result also from

early tax write-of fs and lower nuclear insurance costs.

Rosen Testimony on Question Six at 64-65.

1175. UCS witness Taylor assumed a one-time savings of

0.5 billion dollars (1980 dollars). This gives a total cost

of closing -Indian Point of $7.1 billion dollars (1980

dollars). If this value is discounted at 5 percent, the

total cost of shutdown becomes $4.1 to $4.2 billion

dollars. Taylor Testimony on Question Six at 17.
1

1176. Schlissel and Mavretich assumed that the annual
'

revenue requirement ef fectJ of the recovery of the capital

investment. in the Indian Point Units at the end of 1983 (the
|

|

assumed date of retirement) would be essentially equivalent

to. the annual revenue requirement ef fects of the fixed

charges associated with continued operation. To the extent

' 1 -
__ __.____m._._____....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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that the annual fixed charges arising through continued

operation would exceed the nnnual revenue effects of

recovery of the sunk costs, as of 1983, an additional

element of conservatism has been introduced into the

analysis. Schlissel/Mavratich Testimony on Question Six

at 20.

1177. Schlissel and Mavretich assumed that the Indian

Point Units are decommissioned according to current

schedules and that the charges for decommissioning costs in

Con Edison and the Power Authority rates continue in effect

despite the early retirement of the facilities in January

1984. Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on Question Six at

20-21.

1178. Nuclear non-fuel O&M cost projections for Indian

Point Unit 2 are based on that facility's actual historical

levels of such costs. Certain historical data was used to

determine a base 1984 non-fuel O&M cost as follows: the

actual costs from 1978, 1979, and 1980 (total O&M less fuel

cost) were escalated from then current dollars through 1981,

by using the actual gross national product deflators for
those years. The resulting figures were then averaged with

the 1981 O&M cost, the result being 1.073t/kWh. This amount

( was escalated to 1982 using seven percent per annum infla-

[
tion rates. The resulting non-fuel O&M cost in 1984,

1.31t/kWh, was escalated at a seven percent per annum
I .

| inflation rate throughout the anticipated service life of
f
|

l

.
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Indian Point Unit 2. Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on

Question Six at 11.

1179. Non-fuel O&M costs for Indian Point Unit 3 were

based on Exhibit III on page A-24 of the Power Authority's

Official Statement, dated November 17, 1981, issued in

| connection with the Power Authority's sale of $250,000,000
.

of General Purpose Bonds, Series M. That document, which -

presents projected generation sources and operating expenses

for the Power Authority, shows that for 1982, the budgeted

non-fuel O&M cost for Indian Point Unit 3 would be

$68,843,000, with an expected generation of 4,453,000 mWh.

Dividing the cost by the expected generation computes to a

1.55&/kWh non-fuel O&M cost for 1982. This figure was then

escalated at a seven percent per annum rate through the year

2009. Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony on Question Six at

11-12.

1180. Both the Power Authority and Con Edison have

projected that substantial capital improvements, or addi-

tions, will be necessary at Indian Point through the remain-

der of this decade. In its Official Statement, dated

November 17, 1981, the Power Authority stated that a number

of major improvements may be required at Indian Point Unit

3. Improvements totalling $300 million for both the Indian

Point Unit 3 and Fitzpatrick plants are listed, with an

*

additional $200 million earmarked for steam generator

replacement at Indian Point Unit 3. Schlissel/Mavretich

|
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Testimony on Question Six at 18. In its response to

Interrogatory Number 2, submitted by the Greater New York

Council on Energy, the Power Authority lists another $112
!

4 - million of capital expenditures for Indian Point Unit 3, but

does not indicate whether those expenditures will be

required prior to or after January 1, 1984. Schlissel/
.

'

Mavretich Testimony on Question Six at 18.

1181. Staff projected that the operation of the Indian

Point Units will require continued OEM expenditures.

Variable OEM, that portion of expenses that varies with the
.

level of operation, could be avoided if the units were shut

down.- However, this cost component is small and would be

'

essentially negated by the countervailing variable O&M cost

I attached to- the production of energy from the source of
_

replacement energy. Staff Testimony on Question Six at 42.
.

1182. Fixed O&M, expenses which do not vary with the

level of operation, should also cease once the~ unit is [
~

| terminated. However, due to safety considerations and the

. need to maintain nuclear facilities even in a shutdown mode,

it is likely that comparable expenses would continue at.

|,

|
least through the decommissioning phase. Assuming a six-

year period to complete decommissioning, the savings in
fixed O&M cost would not be expected until 1988. Staff

( Testimony on Question.Six at 42.

! 1183. The 1981 fixed O&M cost at the' Indian Point

i Units is estimated at $35 million. Assuming 8 percent per

,

. ~ , ...- , n, , , , , , . , , e ,, ,._..,.,,.-w-,.,,,.,, a , , _ , . . - - , . - , . . , , - , . . . , _ , . , . , - - , , . _ , , , _ - ,,- - . - - - , _ _ , - . .,g ,
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year escalation, savings in 1988 would equal about $60 ,

.

million. Fixed O&M costs would continue to be saved over

what would have been the' remainder of Indian Point's useful j

life. On a 1983 present worth basis, savings in fixed O&M
d

would equal about $386 million assuming an 8 percent

escalation rate and a 13 percent discount rate. Staff
i

Testimony on Question Six at 43.

1184. Certain nonrecurring costs would be eliminated

in the event that Indian Point were permanently shut down.
4

These savings include monies to be expended for steam

generator repairs, radiological emergency response planning

efforts, safety-related plant modifications, and Indian

Point related studies on cooling towers. Staff Testimony on

Question Six at'43. Staff assumed $220 million as the 1983
f

present worth estimate of nonrecurring savings. Idl . at 44.
_

!

! 1185. In addition, steam generator repairs at the

' Indian Point plant have the potential to reduce the avail-.

ability of a unit for up to one year. The net result of

such a repair is to eliminate one year of a unit's replace-

! ment energy cost. A repair assumed to occur in the late

1980's would eliminate about $175 million of replacement

energy costs. Staff Testimo~ny'on Question Six at 44.
L

:

1186.- A number of nonrecurring costs that would

counteract the nonrecurring savings identified above include

the cost of decommissioning, spent fuel disposal, loss of

nuclear fuel, and contract termination. These cost, how-

P

a

|

.
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ever, are either partially recoverable or have been treated
*

as sunken costs, or will simply be deferred in time under

the scenario where Indian Point is assumed to continue to

operate. Staff Testimony on Question Six at 45.

1187. Staff concluded that few cost savings within the -

fixed cost category of costs will occur as a result of shut-

down. While direct outlays on property taxes may decline,
.

to label the decline as a cost savings may be misleading.

First, the taxes are not truly a resource cost. Second,

although the utilities and their ratepayers may pay less

taxes (or payments in lieu of taxes) a greater tax burden

would fall upon other taxpayers, or, alternatively, fewer

public services could be supplied from the smaller tax

revenues collected. Staff Testimony on Question Six at 51.

1188. With respect to decommissioning, Staff did not

conclude that early decommissioning was less expensive than

later decommissioning. See Staff Testimony on Question Six

at 63-64.

1189. As a result of these costs items, savings of

about $800 million are estimated in the event Indian Point
is shut down. However, these savings are not sufficient to

.

negate the long-term replacement energy costs envisioned,

On a 1983 present-worth basis, savings in fixed O&M area

estimated at $386 million, savings in non-recurring-expenses

equals $220 million, and the loss of an Indian Point unit

for one year due to repairs results in a reduction in
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replacement energy costs of about $175 million. Alterna-

tively, no additional costs have been assumed if Indian

Point were to be shut down. On balance, consideration of

replacement energy costs less nonrecurring items and Indian

Point's fixed O&M expense results in a 1983 present worth

penalty of about $4.4 billion. Staff Testimony on Question

Six at 45-46.

1190. The parties' various assumptions and study

period make direct comparisons of net production costs

difficult. To review the parties' conclusions, however, the

various estimates have been stated on the basis of a compa-

rable study period and certain assumptions which allow com-

parisons to be made. Each witness' projections were nor-

malized at the same discount rate, base year, at . period of

study to put the results of the various studies in the

"same" terms. The discount rate chosen was 10 percent; the

base year is 1982 (i.e., all values are in 1982 dollars).

Two periods of study are calculated, where possible. The

short period is 1983 to 1997; the long period is 1983 to

2009.

1191. With respect to Rosen's projections, a number of

adjustments could be made to correct for the persistent

biases in his study that diminish the cost of the shut-

down. For example, where he reports negative values for

certain later years in his study period, these negative

values could be changed to zero dollars. The basis for this

__ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ |
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adjustment would be that the Indian Point Units would not be

operated at a loss. This change is not necessary, however,

because an adjustment to Rosen's capacity factor cases

eliminates the years with negative values. Rosen's high

capacity factor assumption is substituted for the capacity

factor used in Rosen's Mid-Range case to bring the capacity

factor projections in line with the other witnesses. This

substitution seems appropriate in that the other witnesses

used capacity factors in the 50 to 70 percent range.

Rosen's estimates ranged from approximately 27 to 54 per-

cent. Rosen Testimony on Question Six at 28-29. Given the

evidence of errors found in Rosen's analysis (see above at

paragraphs 60-62), Rosen's capacity factor projections in

the Mid-Range and Low Scenarios appear unlikely and without

basis. Through direct testimony and cross examination, it

is evident that Rosen's methods of deriving Mid-Range

capacity factors are improper. In a test conducted by

Staff, Rosen's regression model projected adjusted capacity

factors 13.9 percent lower than they actually were for the

year 1982. It is, therefore, both reasonable and logical to

recompute Rosen's cost penalties with more reasonable

capacity factors.

1192. In order to make this adjustment, the Board used

Rosen's high case scenario, which included projected
i

capacity factors. From this scenario, it was possible to -

estimate the additional costs attributable to just the

,
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higher capacity factors. By adding these two components to

Rosen's Mid-range case, a new case was created which seems

to reflect " reasonable capacity factors". It is important
/

to note that all other assumptions that went into Rosen's

Mid-range case remain the same.

Production Cbst Penalty (bmparison Table *

Witness LOtG PERIOD SHORT "ERIOD

Streiter S 7843 $ 4108

lbsen 7909 (1) 4141 (2)

Staff 5264 4114

Schlissel/
Mavretich 4051 (3) 2830 (3)

Parmelee 5549 (1) 2906

Taylor 6400 4247

* Present Value in Millions of 1982 Dollars,10 Percent Discount Rate

Notes: -(l) Estimated, on basis of a ratio fran

Streiter. ($7843/$4108)

(2) Incitxles reasonable capacity factor adjustment:
Indian Point 2: 55 percent and Indian Point 3: 53
percent.

(3) Average of four scenarios.

Noteworthy is the fact that if Rosen's analysis is recom-

puted with capacity factor projections approximately the

average utilized by all other parties, the resultant cost

penalty projections for the short and long study periods are

$4.1 billion and $7.9 billion respectively, which, in both

cases are greater than licensees' estimates.

,

|

I

|
'

,
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1193. The differences in these estimates arise from

differences in projections over the course of a number of

years as a result of the long term impact of major vari-

ables. Projections of such variables over a 25-year period

cannot by their nature be certain. Hence, it is important
,

to look at the immediate future as well as the very long-

term; the costis which would be incurred in the immediate

future are easier to estimate, and indeed there is much more

agreement between the parties on these costs. The estimates
1

for the years in the immediate future can be compared by
4

looking at estimates for a single year. The estimates of

replacement fuel cost of licensees, Rosen, Schlissel and

Mavretich, and Taylor, for 1985, are set forth in the

following table.

Cents per kWh

Licensees Reference 6.14

ESRG high 6.98
ESRG mid 6.11
ESIG low 5.25

SEM Mixed oil - Case A 5.15
SEM Mixed oil - Case B 4.24
SEM Iow sulfur oil - Case A 5.84
SEM Iow sulfur oil - Case B 4.83

i Taylor (short run) .6.19

In the immediate future, all parties see substantial net

costs. The replacement fuel is almost entirely oil and,

while the parties differ as to the quantity of generation to

be replaced (the capacity factor of Indian Point) and the

-
!

!
,

!

!

.
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i

cost of the oil, they are 'in substantial agreement that
*

replacement generation will cost 4-6 cents per kilowatt hour

in excess of nuclear fuel costs. Nor do the parties differ.

very greatly as- to the total ' costs of keeping the plants

operating in that years licensees' projection of $183

million per year is lower than Rosen's midrange estimate of

$250 million, but higher thsn Taylor or Mavretich and

Schlissel. After 1985, two witnesses see no real change in

these values (Mavretich and Schlissel, and Parmalee). Other

witnesses, however, see changes in various aspects of system

operations. Staff, Taylor, and Rosen see switches to coal

burning consequent on the closing of the plant. Licensees

see switches to. coal with or without the closing, but the

changes nonetheless reduce the impact of the closing. The

projected course of oil prices also has. a substantial impact
after 1985, as does the size of the load growth. Finally,

the growth in O&M costs, projected by licensees at 1% per

annum real, is projected by Rosen at.5 percent real in the

Mid-range case.

Ultimate Findings of Fact

1194.- The closing of the Indian Point Units will' lead
.

to substantial increases in production costs or replacement

power costs. This increase in cost to the consumer will'

arise from increased costs of purchased power and the need

to use more expensive means of generating power. Although

! the witnesses' estimates vary, all of them -- even including

|

!-

L
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Rosen if the adjustment discussed above is made -- indicate

the production cost penalty will be substantial.

1195. The calculation of the increased production

costs rests on decisions about factual projections,

including such important facts as load growth, the plants'

! capacity factors, the price of oil and avoided costs.
|

| Licensees have presented detailed and thoughtful projections

on each of these, and other, variables. In a general sense,

while'each other party has a myriad of detail'ed differences

with licensees, the overall results of most of the other

parties' results are close to those predicted by licensees.

1196. Licensees used a sophisticated probablistic

simulation model to project production cost increases. The

model was unchallenged at any point in the proceeding.

Arrayed against the model are other, simple, models and

crude attempts to by-pass the use of computer models

entirely by resorting to gross simplifications. These

simplifications cannot seek to equal licensees' complex

model in thoroughness or accuracy. There is no validation

of the other parties' testimony. By contrast, the model

used by licensees has successfully met repeated challenge.

I 1197. The results of the parties, when considered on a

common basis are comparable. It can be concluded from this

analysis that the production cost penalty estimates for all

parties fall within the $3-4 billion range for the 1983 to

I
, .

!

1
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1997 study period and in the $4-8 billion range if the

longer study period (1983 to 2009) is selected.

E. Capital Additions of New Capacity

1198. NYPP member companies keep a gross reserve

margin of generating capacity above projected peak require-

ments of 22 percent on a state-wide basis, and each NYPP

company is required to keep 18 percent above its own peak

requirements. Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 22.

NYPP currently has a substantial reserve margin over its

peak requirements. If the units currently under construc-

tion plus Prattsville are completed and put into service,

and if load growth averages 1.2 percent per year, there will

be a sufficiently large margin over peak requirements such

'

that the closing of Indian Point would not of itself leave

NYPP as a whole short of capacity (that is, below its 22

percent margin requiremont)' prior to 1998. Id.

1199. If the Power Authority's Prattsville Project is

deferred or cancelled or higher load growth occurred, NYPP

would run below its reserve margin prior to 1999 without

Indian Point. Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 30 (Table

4.1). Such an eventuality would probably lead to a

rescheduling of one of the deferred units. Hence, closing

Indian Point may indeed involve new construction, most

likely of a coal fired plant. Streiter Testimony on

' Question Six at 22. If fewer units are decommissior.ed, the

point at which new capacity is required would be deferred.

!

|

*
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1200. Coal units are currently estimated by the NY?P

Economic Parameters Report to cost S1,175 per kW. Replacing

Indian Point Units 2 and 3, which cost about S360 per kilo-

watt when they were built, with coal units of equivalent

capacity would thus cost at least S3 billion today.

Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 22.

Ultimate Finding of Fact

1201. The Con Edison franchise area (including the

Power Authority's Southeast New York customers as well as

Con Edison's customers) would run short of capacity in the

1990's if Prattsville were not built and if Indian Point

were closed. The franchise area would require the equiva-

lent of Indian Point's capacity by the turn of the century

either in new construction or firm contracts. Streiter

Testimony on Question Six at 23.
.

F. Business Costs

1202. Added business costs or special financing costs

are essential through examination of the increased or newly-

created expenses of a shutdown. Business costs include all

of the increased financial costs, the increased returns that

will be demanded in both the bond market and the stock mar-
I ket if Con Edison and the Power Authority attempt to remain

viable and to' continue to supply electricity to their down-

state customers after the units are shutdown. Taylor Testi-

| mony on Question six at 4, 18.
|

:

,'

!
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1203. This is especially true in the case of the Power

Authority which does not have shareholders. A shutdown of
'

Indian Point would threaten the Power Authority's ability
~

tomeet required payments under its bond resolution.

Streiter Testimony on Question Six at 29; see Staff Testi-

mony on Question Six at 46. Staff witness Nicholson pointed

out that while the Power Authority may be able to charge

rates sufficient to cover costs, its bond ratings could be

affected, resulting in future increases in the cost of debt

capital. Staf f Testimony on Question Six at 47. While both

licensees may be able to pass all added costs through to
their customers, this does not alter the fact that added

costs are incurred. Moreover, in the case of-both

licensees, rate increases necessary to cover both the

embedded costs and the increased replacement energy costs

could be. limited. In the case of the Power Authority, the

ability to pass through added costs is limited by the compe-

titive considerations discussed above in Board Finding
1042. Streiter Testimony on Commission Question Six at

29-30.

1204. " Sunk" investment will be treated dif ferently by
Con Edison. The shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 could alter
its treatment in Con Edison's rate base. The New York Pub-

lic Service Commission could order the removal of Indian
Point Unit 2 from the rate base, allowing no further write-
off. The total allowed return on investment for the utility

.

i
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'would fall and prices of power to ratepayers might decline,

depending on the costs of ' replacement power. Yet, reduced

earnings would tend to depress stock prices and penalized

shareholders. Thus, the cost burden would be redistributed

- from ratepayers to investors. In addition, Con Edison's

ability ' to attract cap' ital in the ' future would be impaired ,

likely resulting in increased costs of debt and equity
capital. Buehring et al. Testimony on System Reliability
and Economic Consequences of a Shutdown at 46-47.

1205. Rosen and Taylor testified that no special

financing cost.would accompany the closure of Indian Point

Unit 3. Taylor Testimony on Question Six at 19-20; Rosen

I

Testimony on. Question-Six at 74-75. The' scenarios developed

by Rosen assume a complete pass through- of incremental costs

.of plant closing to'the ratepayers. Only the return-on- 4

rate-basis portion of the unamortized part of the initial-

capital expenses, applicable only to Con Edison, is treated

as a scenario variable. Rosen's working assumption for High
-

Impact and Mid-Range cases is that stockholders and inves-
1

tors will be "kept whole" in that the regulatory treatment

will allow all utility costs to be reflected in rates.;

l -

| Rosen Testimony on Question Six at 74.

1206. Rosen's assumptions are inapplicable to the

[. Power Authority. First, its downstate customers could not

| cover even closing costs if the Power Authority continued to
I

[ operate the Poletti Plant as an isolated unit. On a stand-

|'
1

i
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alone basis, _th'e Power Authority's rates at point of deliv-
.

ery would . not be competitive if - closing costs were added to

2 increased production costs. Second,.the FitzPatrick nuclear

and the Blenheim-Gilboa Pumped Storage Project could carry

only a small portion of the closing costs. Thus, the only

customers who could carry the loss would be upstate, Niagara
(

and St. Lawrence-FDR customers. Streiter_ Testimony on Ques-
i

tion Six at 29-30.

1207. Taylor, however concedes that utilities'are in a

i competitive marketplace when it comes to raising new funds.

Tr. 13,337 (Taylor).. Taylor states that the " regulatory;

decision to close Indian Point could raise investors' per-

! ceived risk of utility investment in general; thus raising

the return required to attract funds and raising the overall,

i

cost of utility construction programs." Taylor Testimony on
i

Question Six at 19 (emphasis in original).
!

Ultimate Findings of Fact
.

1208. While there is insuf ficient information in the

record to permit a prediction of the amount of business
'

costs, it seems clear that the two companies will incur

[ increased costs of doing business as a result of closing _
:

Indian Point. Licensees, and hence their customers, will

( suffer substantial added costs through increased financ-

f ing. The Power Authority could suffer a derating of its
!

! bonds. Con Edison would find it very difficult to attract
'

new investors or retain its current ones, as the returns

|

.

;

I-
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required to attract funds must increase. The cost of both

privately and publicly-sponsored utility construction pro-

grams would increase dramatically. Therefore, the Board

finds that the business cost of a shutdown while unquantifi-

able, is substantial and could contribute to a deterioration

of licensees' ability to attract traditional sources of

capital.

G. Secondary Impacts

1209. Secondary impacts of a shutdown of Indian Point

are those economic reactions which result from an increase

in electric rates. Such higher rates will have far-reaching

effects on the economic health of the community and its

inhabitants. Price increases lead to spending increases for

all economic units including utilities, business firms,

municipalities, public authorities, households, and indi-

viduals. Products require electri' city for their production,

services require electricity for their delivery, and indi-

viduals require electricity for their daily activities.
"

Changes in the price of electricity induce changes in the

cost of doing business for most firms, and those changes

will cause at least some businesses to charge higher prices

for their products. But the effects do not stop there.

| They lead to changes in sales and in employment, which will

( probably induce further effects throughout the economy.
|

| Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six at 25-27.
!

!

!

'
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1210. Neither Rosen nor Taylor analyzed the secondary
impacts of a shutdown. Rosen, however, recognized that

there could be economically negative impacts if price elas-

ticities are less than one. Rosen Testimony on Question Six

at 76.- It is estimated that the short term price elasticity

is -0.10 and the long-term price elasticity is -0.25 in the
,

Con Edison service territory. Wang Testimony on Question

Six at 3. Rosen grossly misestimated a price elasticity of

-0.4 for the Con Edison service area. See Rosen Testimony

on Question Six at 72. Because the price elasticity in the

Con Edison 3ervice area is much less than one, economically

negative impacts, such as transferring household expendi-

tures to electricity from other commodities, are likely to

occur. IdL. at 76. This is likely to decrease employment,

especially in the case where the conservation expenditures

stimulate local economic' activity while the expenditures for

make-up generation go to recipients out of the region, even

to foreign coffers. Id. at 76-77.

1211. Dean, et al. estimated the secondary costs of a

shutdown for Power Authority customers. These customers are
-

governmental, non-profit entities whose operating costs are

paid by taxpayers. The MTA and the Port Authority generate

revenues by charging fares and tolls. In return, these

public entities provide essential services to the community
at large.

|

|

i
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1. Transportation Effects

1212. The cost of shutting down Indian Point will not

'

be distributed evenly or equitably among persons in the

region. Dean, et al . Testimony on Question Six at 26. The

MTA will be particularly hard hit. Dunbar Testimony on-

Question Six at 1. Thus, the major identifiable group in

the economy which is expected-to lose more than the average

as a result of the shutdown are subway and bus riders. Dean

et al. Testimony on Question Six at 26.

1213. Electricity costs are a major component of the

operating costs for the Transit Authority. Users of public

transportation must pay about one fifth of the costs of

closing Indian Point 3, which is calculated at about S75

million per year from'1984 to 1990, leaving S325 million to

be paid by others. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six

at 26.

1214. Public transit has long been an integral part of

life and commerce in New York City. The system includes

large bus, subway and commuter rail networks which carry

over 7 million passenger trips per day through out the tri-

state region. The metropolitan region has less than 8

percent of the national population yet it has 40 percent of

the nation's passenger miles on public transportation.

| Looking only at travel to and from the Manhattan CBD, over

i two-thirds of all trips, and over three-fourths of all work
|
| trips, are made by transit. Almost half of the tri-state

.

|

.
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region's travel by public transportation is made on the

subway. Dunbar Testimony on Question Six at 3-4.

1215. Although several strategies appear to offer

reasonable solutions to recover increased power costs, the

MTA will almost certainly have to increase fares and/or

reduce service. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six at

8. It is unlikely that subsidies from motorists through

increased bridge and tunnel tolls or from federal, state or

local government will be available'to lessen the impact on

f ares or transit service. Motorists already supply $92

million to the MTA through a cross-transfer of tolls from

the Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority. Dunbar Testi-

mony on Question Six at 7. In addition, no revenue can be

expected from an increase in gasoline taxes. IdL. Increases

in tolls or taxes are not politically popular. Id.

1216. In fact, subsidies. from federal, state and local

governments are no longer dependable sources of revenues as

all government entities seek to tighten the fiscal belt.

Dunbar Testimony on Question Six at 6. First, the federal

operating subsidy, which gave the MTA S122 million this past-

year, is expected to decline, if not disappear altogether.
,

Id. In fact, federal subsidies were withdrawn, because such

subsidies have promoted higher operating costs. Tr. 13,627-

28 (Dunbar). Secondly, the state, which recently contribu-

ted $107 million to the subsidy, is unlikely to continue to

increase its contribution because legislators from outside

i
i
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the MTA commuting territory are not convinced that their

constituents should subsidize New York City. Dunbar Testi-

many on Question Six at 6. Finally, subsidies from the

region already total S329 million and more will be forth-

coming as the State legislature recently passed a tax

package to "save" the 75-cent fare. Jjl. at 7. The battle
_

to get these tax increases was long, exhausting and bitter.

Id. Thus, New York City and the riders themselves will be

the major source of revenue for the MTA--either in the form

of higher fares or higher taxes that could come from a

variety of sources (personal income, property and various

corporate excises are all used at this time to fund the City

and region's contributions). Jjl . a t 6-7.
_

1217. Any strategy, a fare increase, reduction in

service, or increased subsidies, will have adverse effects

on New York City. Dunbar Testimony on Question Six at 8.

Worse service or higher fares make the City, especially the

CBD, a less attractive destination for workers, shoppers,

theater-goers, etc. As employment, retail trade and other

services migrate out of the city, ridership declines setting

in motion another round of fare increases and transit cut-
!

backs. The cycle continues to the detriment of riders and

the Manhattan economy. Economic decline also means tax
'

losses . to the City government. ]][.; see Dean et al. Tes*4-

many on Question Six at 11-14, 18, 27.

l
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1218. As the MTA raises its fare, it will lose rider-

ship. An increase in the price of transit will cause trip

makers to make a series of adjustments including travel by

competitive modes (e.g., taxi, auto, and walking) and, in

some cases, fewer trips altogether. In the long run,

transit costs affect other decisions which also reduce

travel. Dunbar Testimony on Question Six at 10.

1219. The required increase in f are, must be derived,

first, from the increase in required revenue and, second,

from the fare elasticity of overall transit demand. Dunbar

Testimony on Question Six at 9. The increase in required

revenue will simply be equal to the increase in power

costs. The costs in the first year may rise by 29.5 percent

if Indian Point is taken out of service. Over a longer

term, 1984 through 1996, the Power Authority estimates that

the rates may rise by 24 percent or nearly S9 million/ year.

To pay for this extra expense out of fares will require a

5.03 percent increase in revenues from this source thereby

causing an 8 percent fare increase solely to meet increased

power costs. Id. at 12.

1220. It has been longstanding MTA policy to charge

the same base fare on both subway and bus, consequently,

fares on both subway and bus would increase in like
'

amounts. Dunbar Testimony - on Question Six at 12. Under

this assumption, the relevant elasticity would be that which

measures the demand response for both subway and bus com-

(

'
-
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bined. Id. Using the current base fare of 75 cents, analy-

sis using established elasticities of transit demand indi-

cates that the fare would have to increase by 6 cents a ride

to cover both the higher costs of electricity and the 2.97

percent fewer transit trips. Id. at 13.

1221. As transit travel becomes more expensive, New

York City becomes less competitive for consumers' dollars.

As a result, employment in the reta!.1 sales, entertainment

and personal service sectors will decline. Employers are

sensitive to transportation costs in their location deci-

| sions. Transit costs affect the size of the labor force

from which an employer can draw, as well as the wage demand

of employees. Employees will also be affected by transit in

deciding where they will work. Dunbar Testimony on Qu'estion

Six at 13.

1222. Licensees' estimates show that each percent

increase in transit fare causes New York City employment to

decline .04 percent. Dunbar Testimony on Question Six at

14. These estimates were not effectively challenged in the

hearings. This means that the transit fare increases caused

by higher electricity costs would, in turn, cause employment'

in New York City to drop by .32 percent (-8.00 percent x .

I

.04). Using 1986 as a reasonable long run forecast year,

; the predicted employment in the City is 3,548,500. A reduc-

tion of .32 percent would mean 11.4 thousahd lost jobs. Id_.

!

|

|
i

t
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1223. The decline in New York City aggregate personal

income and tax revenues is proportional to the decline in

employment. Dunbar Testimony on Question Six at 14. For

1986, the result is that income would decline by $323 mil-

lion and city tax revenues would decline by S34 million.

t Id. at 15. Even if a subsidy were used to cushion the fare
|

! increases, its source would probably be certain tax revenues

which have adverse employment consequences. Moreover, to be

complete, an estimate of the effects of a fare increase must

include the effect of the incremental taxes that wculd go to
subsidize the increased power cos~ts. Tr. 13,611 (Dunbar).

1224. Finally, transit fares affect the cost-of-living

in New York City. This is a factor in considering the

attractiveness of New York City as a resident. Though

transit will rarely be an overriding factor, it can cer-

tainly contribute to household location decisions. Dunbar

Testimony on Question Six at 14.

1225. If, alternatively, transit service were reduced,

l
l to free up funds for increased power costs, then the impacts

would be even more severe. Dunbar Testimony on Question Six

i at 15. This would cause a 4 percent decline in ridership
which would mean a loss of almost 15.3 thousand jobs, S434

million in annual income, and S46 million in annual tax
s

j revenues all for New York City. Jgl. at 20. Reducing
_

transit level of service has a greater impact on ridership
than does increasing fares. jfl . at 15.

1

.
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1226. Ridership decline from decreased service is only -
the first-round effect. Dunbar Testimony on Question Six at -

15. Clearly, ridership declines reduce the'MTA's fare box
'

_

revenues and increase the operating deficit. Idl . It is -

estimated that an increase in average trip time of 5.30

percent will lead to a total loss in ridership of 3.96

percent (5.30 x .748). Id. at 19. As with the case when
fares increase, lost ridership for service deterioration

signals long run employment declines'for New York City. Id.

at 19-20.

1227. The effect of a fare increase was estimated to
cause a 2.97 percent decline in transit riders and a .32

percent decline in employment. Correspondingly, the 3.96
~

percent decline in ridership caused' by reduced service woul'd

be associated with a 0.43 percent decline in employment.

Using this percentage reduction for 1986 predicted employ-

ment gives an estimate of 15.3 thousand jobs lost to New

York City. Applying this proportionate decline in employ-
~ ment to 1986 personal income would result in loss of aggra-

gate personal income of S434 million. Similarly, New ork

City tax revenues would decline by S46 million.' Dunbar

Tectimony on Question Six at 20.
_

i 2. Effects on Public Customers
t

1228. Those public customers which now obtain elec-
;

tricity from the Power Authority will face a greater cost
i

increase than the customers of Con Edison. The Con Edison
| .

|

|
|

t
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cost increase averages 3.4 percent from 1984 to 1990 and the
'

Power Authority cost increase averages 23.7 percent over the

same period. These figures indicate the average revenue

increase that will be necessary if the Indian Point units

are closed and both Con Edison and the Power Authority ate

to break even. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six

at 6.

1229. Estimates of the major effects of increased cost

of electricity to the MTA (such as the loss of 11,400 jobs

noted previously) do not fall evenly across all economic

groups. See Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six at 26.

If Indian Point is shutdown, low income persons (those

making less than S6500 in terms of 1970 dollars) would bear

most of the burden of job loss and fare increases. Ijl . at
_

9. This conclusion follows from the fact that low income
persons are more likely to use public transportation (bus or

subway) than are those with higher incomes. Id. Thus,

while 63 percent of those with incomes under $6500 used pub-

lic transportation, only 30 percent of those with income

over $25,000 did so. Icl . The Power Authority's projections
_

that low income workers would lose 2,575, or 22.5 percent of
i the jobs to be lost due to a shutdown, while such workers

comprise only 17.7 percent of the labor force in New York,

seem reasonable. Ifl . at 10. It is possible, moreover, that
,

more than 2,575 low income jobs would be lost as low income

1^

|
!

l
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people are much more likely to lack the means of access to

higher cost travel substitutes.
I d_.,

1230. New York City, the. second largest customer of

' the Power Authority in Southeast New York, used sixty-eight

percent of its power in public buildings; 22 percent is used

for street lighting; 9 percent for sewage treatment; and
.

other uses constitute the remaining one percent. For New

. York City, the direct cost. increase associated with closing

Indian Point Unit 3 is expected to average $68 million per.'

i

year for the 1984 to 1990 period. This estimate, however,
4

does not include cost increases that might be passed on to

- New York City by-other customers of the Power Authority (the,

,

MTA, NYCHA, and the Port Authority). Dean et al. Testimony

on Question Six at 11.

1231. The City of New York must raise the additional

revenues to cover increased power costs by increasing taxes,

or reducing public services. Tr. 13,661-62.(Hochman). It;

!

could also cutback ~its work force. Dean et al. Testimony on

Question Six at 12. New York City now employs approximately

180,000 persons on a payroll of $7.5 billion. Idl . Thus,

, the average expenditure per ful'1 time employee is more than
2

$42,000. Id. To raise the $68 million necessary to cover
'

_

increased costs, New York City must layoff 1,620 people.
L

L Id_. a t ' 13.

i 1232. This loss of employment of 1,620 New York City
i

"

I jobs has secondary, or ripple, effects in that the loss of
.

.
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those jobs will have consequent impacts on purchasing
power. These workers would reduce their spending on goods

and services, while providers of those goods and services

would lose their jobs as a result of decreased spending. To

calculate these secondary, or ripple, impacts, a multiplier

may be applied. It is uncontested in this proceeding that a
,

multiplier of 1.5 to 2 would be appropriate. The sum of the

direct and indirect reductions in employment in New York

City would be at least 2500 jobs divided between the public
and private sectors. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six

at 13.

1233. Additional employment could be lost within both

the government and the private sectors as a result of power

costs increases that other Power Authority customers could

shif t to New York City. The Port Authority could reduce

lease ~ payments for airports by S7.5 million. Moreover, if

11,400 jobs are lost, as a result of MTA fare increases, New

York City revenues would fali by an additional S34 million.

hese indirect effects could add 41.5 million to the cost to
New York City of closing Indian Point, requiring additional

taxes or layoffs (which would produce their own multiplier
>

effects). If New York City decided to finance these

revenues loss by reducing public employment, another 970

jobs (somewhat more than 800 as a result of the effect of

MTA rate increases and 170 as a result of the reductions of
revenue from the Port Authority lease payments) could be

.

___ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ - _ - . _ _-
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added to the estimate of 1,620 making the total direct job
loss 2,590. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six at 13-14.

1234. The NYCHA increase in the cost of electricity
caused by closing Indian Point Unit 3 would be S27.5 million

per year over the 1984-90 period. Since the total income of
NYCHA which uses 13 percent of the power sold by the Power

! Authority, is S812 million, this would represent a 3.4 per-
cent increase in NYCHA costs. Individual units of housing

operated by NYCHA are not metered. Thus, even though costs

of electricity would increase, tenants would have no market

incentive to reduce electricity consumption. Dean et al.

Testimony on Question Six at 14; see Licensees' Testimony of
George L. Fitzpatrick on Commission Question Six at 23-25

( Fitzpatrick Testimony on Question Six) . As a result, the

only way the NYCHA could reduce consumption in response to
,

the higher price would be through projects aimed at this
goal. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six at 14. Even if

such savings were to occur, the total costs of NYCHA would

increase as a result of the increased electricity costs
attributable to closing Indian Point Unit 3. Id_. at 14-15.

! 1235. Residents of housing units controlled by NYCHA
9
'

are subsidized by the federal, state, and local govern-
ments. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six at 15. The

federal subsidy in 1981 was $417 million; the state subsidy
was $28 million; and the local subsidy was S34 million.

| Id. The result of an increase in electricity costs would be
i
I

l

|
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an increase in required subsidies of $27.5 million, to be
distributed among federal, state, and local taxes in some
proportion. Id.; Tr. 13,659-60 (Dean). If this distribu-

tion were the same as that of current subsidies, the costs

would be $24 million for the federal government, Sl.6 mil-
lion for the- state government, $1.6 million for the state

government, and $1.9 million for New York City. Dean, et

al. Testimony on Question Six at 15.

1236. The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey

(Port Authority) used about 11 percent of Power Authority
electricity in southeast New York in 1982. The Port Author-

ity resells much of the electricity it buys from the Power
Authority. Most of the electricity (93 percent) is used at

Kennedy and LaGuardia Airports and at the World Trade Cen-

ter, while the tunnels, bridges, and piers use the remaining
portions. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six at 15.

1237. As a result of closing Indian Point Unit 3, the

Port Authority's annual costs would increase by S23 mil-
lion. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six at 15. The

Port Authority can shift some of its increase costs to New

York City by reducing its rental payments for the air-,

ports. Id. Under the terms of its airport leases, it can

shift as much as 65 percent of the projected Sil.5 million
:

increase in its power costs in this way. Idl . a t 16. Thus,
i

as discussed above, 7.5 million might be passed on to New

\
.

|

|
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York City. The Port Authority, however, still stands to

lose 250 jobs as a result of shutdown. Id. at 16, 18.

1238. New York State, Westchester County, and subdivi-

sions within Westchester County also purchase electricity
from the Power Authority, and would therefore incur similar
price increases. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six

at 16. In direction, the effects would be the same as for

New York City; increased costs would require either tax

increases or service decreases or some combination of the
two. JMI . The production cost penalty that would have to be

covered, in the aggregate, through increases in the rates

paid by these jurisdictions is about S9 million per year
over the period 1984 to 1990. Jgl . It is reasonable to_

assume that the secondary effects of tax increases or

expenditures reductions under taken to finance this increase

in the cost of energy would be roughly proportional to those
calculated for New York City. Ij{. at 17. In other words,

as a result of the cost increases these jurisdictions must

meet, employment (direct and indirect) would fall by approx-
imately 700 jobs. Id_l . at 17-18.

1239. Once the plants have finally been mothballed,
.

dismantled or safely stored, most of the 800 operating jobs

at Indian Point Units 2 and 3 would be lost. Billups et al.

Testimony Regarding the Environmental and Socioeconomics

Consequences of a Shutdown at 57-58 (Panel Testimony on
Question Six). Staff's witness states that anywhere between

- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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ten and 450 full time equivalents will be necessary to shut

the plants down depending on the decommissioning alternative

chosen and the various stages of the decommissioning. Id.

at 55. Moreover, the counties and communities surrounding

the Indian Point plants would lose property taxes and pay-

ments in lieu of property taxes that they now receive from

Con Edison and the Power Authority, respectively. Dean et

al. Testimony on Question Six at 17. Staff witness Carnes

testified that because the tax revenues from these plants

represent roughly 50 percent of the combined income of these

districts, tax rates could increase as much as 1000 percent

in some cases. Panel Testimony on Question Six at 75, 76.

Summary of Effects on Public Customers

1240. Governmental units will pay an average total of

$211.4 million per year from 1984 to 1990 in increased costs

as a result of a shutdown of Indian Point. Dean et al.

Testimony on Question Six at 18. Some method of raising

revenues, cutting services or a combination of both methods,

must be adopted by each of the Authority's customers. Id_.

at 17-18. As a result of these cost cutting measures,

16,050 jobs are lost from the New York Me'tropolitan area.
?

: Id. at 18. These losses are summarized in the following

table:

I
.

i

|
i

1
.
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Power Authority Qstomer Cost Increase Employment Effect

New York City $67.6 2,500

Metropolitan Trans- 74.0 12,600
portation Authority

New York City Housing
Authority 27.5 -

| Port Authority 23.2 250
i
! All Others 19.1 700

Total S211.4 16,050

M.
3. General Economic Effect on New York City and

Westchester County

1241. Closing the Indian Point units has widespread

and pervasive implications for Southeast New York. Dean et

al. Testimony on Question Six at 19. Both consumers and

producers will change their behavior as the price of goods,

or input to goods increases. M. at 19-22. While some

consumers may simply reduce their use of electrical ser-

vices, those who are least able to absorb the increased

. costs of a shutdown are very of ten those least able to

conserve their usage. See Rosen Testimony on Commission

| Question 6.3, at 76; Streiter Testimony on Commission Ques-
i

tion 6 at 26-27; Dean et al. Testimony on Contention 6.3, at

20. Producers in manufacturing industries that are more;

dependent on electricity will bear a substantial burden of

| the cost of closing. See Tr. 13,658-59 (Rubin). Electric-
'

ity prices have historically been higher in New Yerk than

*
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elsewhere. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six at 22

(Table 7); Tr. 13,657 (Dean).

1242. Assuming that the price of electricity increases

by 5 percent over what it would have been if Indian Point

had not closed, for each year beginning with 1984, employ-

ment in New York City will be reduced by approximately

4,300--as compared with what it would be if there were no

increases in the costs of electricity. These are not cumu-

lative losses, increasing year by year, but continuing.

There would be a ,;en year cumulative loss of 48,400 man-

years of employment. Value added, a measure that reflects

income generated in the area, would be reduced in New York

City by S160 to S726 million each year (from 1984 to 1992,

in current dollars with Wharton's inflation rate of about 5
to 7.5 percent) as a result of the increase in the cost of

electricity. About 80 percent of the decline in employment

would be concentrated in the non-durable manufacturing,

wholesale and retail trade, and service sectors of the New

York economy. Dean et al. Testimony on Question Six at

23-24.

1243. The econometric model utilized by Dean, et al.
>

does not separately consider Westchester County apart from

other surburban counties north of New York City. It is

expected that employment will be reduced in these suburbs as

a group by about 1,500 per year, assuming a 5 percent

increase in the cost of electricity. Dean et al. Testimony

____-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .___ _ __ ____ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - -_
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on Question Six at 24. The Department of Commerce reports

that aggregate payroll figures for Westchester County amount,

to 45 percent of the total payroll in the northern suburbs.

Thus, it is reasonable to project that approximately one-

half of the impact on suburban employment will be borne in

Westchester County, or that 700 jobs will be lost. Value
~

added in Westchester will fall by about $22 million to S56

million in each year (from 1984 to 1992, in current dol-

lars). I d_. at 25.

1244. Staff projected the economic cost of a shutdown4

in the " local impact area", namely, those jurisdictions

receiving tax and/or other payments resulting from the

operation of Indian Point Units 2 and 3. Panel Testimony on

Question Six at 50-51; see id. at 49-79. Those jurisdic-

tions are: the incorporated Village of Buchanan, the unin-

corporated Town of Cortlandt, the Verplanck five district,

and the Henrik Hudson School District. This definition of

the local impact area is necessitated by the geographic

overlap of municipalities and special districts in the state

of New York; it is reasonable because the major operating
impact of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 has been the tax and

7
other payments or donations made by Con Ed, the State of New

York, and the Power Authority to the local jurisdictions,
t

Id. at 51-52.

1245. A major impact would be made on the local

economy in the event of a shutdown because of the contribu-

|
'

|

[
,

.
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tion that Indian Point makes to the local area and in the
payment of local property taxes in the case of Indian Point

Unit 2 and the payment of state aid and Power Authority

donations in the case of Indian Point Unit 3. Each of the

taxing jurisdictions in the local impact area depends sub-

stantially upon taxes and state aid payments from Indian

Point Units 2 and 3 respectively for their operating
revenues. Panel Testimony on Question Six at 59. These

revenues are used to finance public safety, parks and

recreation, public works, debt redemption, highways, health
and social services, fire protection, and education. Id.

at 59.

1246. The local revenues generated by Indian Point

Units 2 and 3 for 1983 are depicted in Table 11 of Carnes

testimony for the Staff. Panel Testimony on Question Six at

76. If Indian Point Units 2 and 3 were closed, the local

tax rates would increase between 50 and 1,000 percent,

depending upon the jurisdiction. The Village of Buchanan's

tax rate is estimated to increase by 1,000 percent, as would

the VerplancP Fire District; the Henrik Hudson School Dis-

trict would be required to treble its tax rate; and the Town
/
~

of Cortlandt would be required to increase its rate by 50
percent. It is likely under this scenario that the Village
of Buchanan would dissolve and be integrated into the Town

of Cortlandt, and the Verplanck Fire District would reduce

services severely or be absorbed.by an adjoining fire dis-

i
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trict. The school district and the Town of Cortlandt would
have to raise tax rates and reduce services. The result of

these fiscal impacts would likely be felt severely by older
citizens in the Village of Buchanan and the Town of

Cortlandt, and the housing market in the area would likely
be seriously dislocated. Id. at 57-77.

1247. The socioeconomic impacts of closing Indian

Point, under any decommissioning alternative, would be

adverse for residents of the local area. A substantial

proportion of the tax base would be lost, and raising taxes
on reducing services to compensate for this tax loss would

work a hardship on all residents, particularly those on
fixed incomes. Panel Testimony on Question Six at 73.

Dean, Hochman, and Rubin, who outlined the ef fect that

shutdown would have on the entire southeastern New York

customer area conclude that the change in the price of

electricity alone, either as an input to production or as a

consumer good, could be significant. Several thousand

persons would lose their jobs and would be forced to find

other sources of income or leave the region. See Dean et

al. Testimony on Question Six at'26-27.

Ultimate Findings of Fact

1248. Each of the Power Authority's Southeast New York

customers would be forced to absorb the increased cost of
electricity once the units are shutdown. Because most of

.

the customers are governmental bodies supported by taxpayer

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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dollars or user fees, their only recourse to increased costs

is to either increase taxes or decrease services. Custo-

mers, such as the MTA and the Port Authority, would pass
their increases along to subway and bus riders, and Port
Authority toll payers and lessees. There is the distinct

possibility that society could face the dual impact of
.

increased taxes and increased cests of essential services
(transit, tunnels, brid ges ) . At best, citizens in southeast

New York would simply pay greater fares, tolls or rates for
the same or decreased services.

1249. At the same time individual households face an
increase in electric rates. While some conservation is pos-
sible, southeast New York faces a unique problem. A sub-

stantial portion of its customers are master - metered

multifamily buildings where there is little incentive to
conse rv'e. A small portion of the Power Authority customers
suffer the same problem. In addition, many of the house-

holds are low income families which are least able to con-
serve.

1250. Retrenchment on the part of consumers who simply
|
t want to pay their electric bills and who must travel to work
h each day will have a substantial " domino" effect on other

portions of SENY society. As consumer purchase power

decreases, businesses close down and employees lose jobs.

The city becomes a less attractive, but more expensive place
to shop, eat or be entertained. Therefore, more would-be ;

;
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consumers turn to cheaper alternatives or simply relocate.

As the vicious cycle continues, the economy would suffer the

devastating effects of increased unemployment and deterior-
ating services. Therefore, the shutdown of the Indian Point

units would place a great burden on the economy.

H. National Security and Oil Imports

1251. Indian Point Units 2 and 3 have generated over

56 billion kilowatt hours of electricity since they began
operation. It would have required the burning of 102 mil-

lion barrels of oil, most of it imported from members of the
OPEC cartel, to generate an equivalent amount in oil-fueled
plants. Secure oil supply and the terms on which oil will

be available are pertinent to the issue of electric supply
because the importance of oil as a source of fuel for New
York's electricity. The reliance on oil is particularly

obvious in southeastern New York. Conant Testimony on Con-

tention 6.3, at 4.

1252. In 1981, the United States imported 33 percent
of its oil. Conant Testimony on Contention 6.3, at 26.

Thus, it has a national domestic need to reduce its depend-
ence on foreign supply. Unfortunately, the outlook for

alternate supply within the next fifteen years is particu-
larly bleak. Idi . at 5. Oil reserves, the total of past_

discoveries, plus new discoveries, extentions and revisions,

less production, grew at the rate of 7.8 percent per year
from 1969 to 1975. In contrast, however, the rate declined

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ . - _ _
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2.6 percent per year from 1975 to 1979. The 1975 to 1979

draw down occurred when the economy in the United States was

favorable and when concerns about security of supply
prompted renewed efforts to find exploitable oil sources

outside of the Middle East. While there have recent modest
increases in world wide oil reserves, the 1975 to 1979

decline heralded the close of the_ petroleum era. See idl .

at 27-28.

1253. In addition to a general decline in petroleum

reserves, each importing nation has experienced difficulty
2 in obtaining dependable supply from the politically volatile

Middle East countries. Importers are vulnerable to disre-

gard of contracts by oil exporters when some other objective
4

becomes important; to political uses of oil by exporters;
and to supply interruptions through accident, internal dis-

turbances, sabotage or war damage. Thus, the single most

important lesson about the availability of oil is that an
oil importing nation must reduce its dependence on oil

imports essentially for reasons of price surges and of the
risks from undependable supply. Actions, such as the clos--

.

ing of Indian Point or increasing dependence on foreign
supplies are contrary to the national interest. Conant

'

Testimong on Contention 6.3, at 51-58..

!

1254. If the predicted growth of alternative fuel

sources or conservation are too optimistic, the need for

foreign oil will increase. Conant Testimony on Contention
*

.

f
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6.3, at 25. Presently, there is no possibility of greater

reliance on domestic oil, even with the new oil in Alaska.

Tr. 13,669 (Conant). There may be other alternatives, but

these are plagued by long lead times. Conant Testimony on

Contention 6.3, at 5, 65. In a period of general economic
'

depression, expensive investments into alternatives are

economically unattractive or at best, marginally attrac-
.

tive. Icl . at 22; see Tr. 13,670 (Conant).
_

Ultimate Finding of Fact

1255. The uncertainty of continuous supply of oil from

foreign sources or of receiving oil only at non-commercially
defined prices should prompt the nation to reduce oil' con-

sumption and its dependence on oil impo rts . Since there is

no real possibility of eliminating the key role of Middle

East oil, importing nations should use all available means

to decrease their dependence on foreign supply. The nation

and this region in particular, must be deeply concerned

about the nearly certain prospect of diminishing domestic

supply. The Indian Point units are an example of an energy

facility of considerable importance and an outstanding
i example of the kind of installation which reduces the need

for fuel oil and thus limits the vulnerability of the

southeast-New York region and the nation of unpredictable

supply from foreign sources. Conant Testimony on Contention
i

6.3, at 8. As such, these units contribute substantially to

|

|
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the alternative energy sources upon which the nation and

especially this region must rely.

I. Energy Alternatives

1. Introduction

1256. New Jork City Council witnesses, Commoner and
.

Schrader, proposed that conservation and cogeneration

together can replace most, if not all, of the energy pro-

duced-by Indian Point Units 2 and 3. Testimony Submicted on

Behalf of "New York City Council" Intervenors by Dr. Barry

Commoner and Mr. Richard Schrader at 13 (Commoner /Schrader

Testimony Question Six); see Schlissel/Mavretich Testimony

on Question Six at 6. Their program consists of replacing

current appliances - refrigerators, air conditioners, and

light bulbs - with models which achieve the same output at a
lower level of power consumption. The replacement program

which Commoner and Schrader propose assumes that 75 percent

of .the refrigerators and air conditioners and 50 percant of

the commercial lighting units will be substituted for

present inefficient ones over the next five years. |

Commoner /Schrader Testimony on Question Six at 2.

1257. Commoner also proposes that the TOTEM (Total
'

Energy Module), a small (0.9 liter) internal combustion

f engine, be used as a prototype for the cogeneration he

assumes for the Con Edison service area. Commoner /Schrader

Testimony Question Six at 12; Wager Testimony on Question

Six at 3. GNYCE's witness, Rosen, also set forth a con-

.
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servation scenario based on its' report entitled, An Analyses
of the Need for and Alternatives to the Proposed Coal Plant

at Arthur Kill (A Report to the New York City Energy Office

and the Corporation Counsel of New York, ESRG Study
No. 81-21, June, 1981). See Tr. 13,885 (Rosen); Board

Findings 1094-95, 1098-100.

2. Conservation Proposals

a. Intervenors' Claims

1258. Assuming that Indian Point Units 2 and 3 achieve

a 50 percent capacity factor with a nominal capacity of
1,838 mW, Commoner and Schrader propose that Con Edison and

the Power Authority institute a program of energy conserva-

tion based on accelerated replacement of present appliances
with energy efficient ones. Commoner /Schrader Testimony on

Question Six at 1, 11. Appliances - refrigerators, air

conditioners, and light bulbs - which account for 58 percent
of the residential power consumption in the Con Edison ser-

vice territory - would be replaced with more efficient

models within five years. Id_l . at 2.
1259. Commoner and Schrader calculate that the

replacement of 2.36 million residential refrigerators will
t

reduce energy consumption by 33 percent. Commoner /Schrader

Testimony Question Six at 3. Replacement of 2.26 million

residential room air conditioners will reduce energy con-
sumption by 22.5 percent of peak demand, id. at 4, and new

energy-efficient light bulbs can reduce the electricity con-

, - . .. - - . , - - - .
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sumed by a typical 100-watt incandescent bulb by 60 per-

cent. Id. at 5.

1260. Finally, Commoner and Schrader suggested that

the commercial sector could provide added savings. The New

York City Energy Office estimates that conservation could

reduce electricity consumption of 3.9 billion kWh for light-

ing and cooling by a minimum of 31 percent. Commoner /

Schrader Testimony Question Six at 5; see Tr. 13,992

(Commoner).

1261. It will cost at least $1.61 billion to replace

2.36 million refrigerators (S1.03 billion), 2.26 million air

conditioners (S583 million), and 2.3 million light bulbs

(Sil.5 million) over a five-year period. Commoner /Schrader

Testimony on Question Six at 10. These costs were calcu-

lated by taking the difference between the cost of the new

efficient unit and the cost of the less efficient unit plus

the salvage value of the less efficient, old unit and

multiplying that number by the total number of units to be

replaced. Id. at 8-10; Tr. 13,975 (Schrader); see also

Tr. 14,025 (Commoner).

1262. The conservation program, aimed at replacing a

substantial amount, if not all, of the electricity produced

by the Indian Point Units would be financed by low (11.5 to

12 percent) or no-interest loans issued by a local financial

institution and guaranteed or subsidized by investor-owned

utilities. Commoner /Schrader Testimony on Question Six at

..
____-___ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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1, 7; Tr. 13,997 (Schrader). The utility is expected to use

its credit to back the loans, by providing an interest rate

tied to its rate of return. Commoner /Schrader Testimony on

Question Six at 7.

3. Weaknesses in Intervenors' Programs

j a. The Amount of Conservation Proposed Has Already
| Been Considered by the Utilities.

1263. The conservation program proposed by Commoner /

Schrader fails to take into account that the peak load and

energy forecasts prepared by the utilities already contain
projections of the conservation potential for southeast New

York. Fitzpatrick Testimony on Question Six at 27.

1264. For the Con Edison system, the incremental maxi-

mum system peak and annual energy impacts of these conserva-

tion measures has been estimated to be 326 mW and 1286 gWh,

|
respectively. The free market force impacts that have been

accounted for in the Con Edison "most likely" forecast for

these six measures have been estimated to be 660 mW and 2613
gWh, respectively. Thus, the Con Edison "most likely" fore-

cast has accounted for a minimum of 67 percent of the total

j conservation savings available from the six identified

conservation measures. Fitzpatrick Testimony on Question

Six at 19-20.

1265. No formal analysis of these measures was per-
formed for the Power Authority's customers. Generally,

I however, the load and energy impacts in the case of each of

.

4
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the measures would be significantly lower than those shown
.

for Con Edison. Fitzpatrick Testimony on Question Six at-

20.

-1266.- Several institutional impediments stand in the

way of achieving the conservation potential forecast by -Con
Edison. Fitzpatrick Testimony on Question Six at 23-26.

First, a significant number of the buildings in the Con
'

Edison service territory are master-metered. Idi . at 23; see
_

Tr. 14,027-28 (Commoner). Approximately 20 percent of the

residential dwelling units in the Con Edison service terri-

tory contain a single meter for a multiple number of apart-
ment units. Fitzpatrick Testimony on Question Six at 23.

The landlord assesses a fixed monthly electricity-charge
based primarily upon the number of rooms. This results in

the removal of any economic incentive for individual tenants

to conserve electricity. Id.; Tr. 14,028 (Commoner).

Furthermore, when a landlord is faced with the replacement

of a piece of equipment in a tenant's apartment, the land-

lord will most likely opt for the least expensive replace-
1

ment (usually the least energy efficient). It should be

recognized that all of the the following conservation meas-

ures - lighting improvements, re frige ration , air condition-

ing, and water heating - under consideration would be

affected by this impediment. Fitzpatrick Testimony on Com-
.

mission Question Six at 23-24.

:

'
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1267. Secondly, in many apartments in New York City,
major appliances are purchased by landlords rather than

individual tenants. In most esses, such purchases ar.e made

in large quantities with price as the major consideration.

Given Con Edison's customer mix, which has a significant

number of apartments (apartments comprise approximately 71

percent of the residential units in the Con Edison service

territory), the evaluation of the incidence of appliance
owne'rship is a key determinant in a conservation program

design for refrigeration, electric cooking, and air condi-

tioning. Fitzpatrick Testimony on Question Six at 24.

1268. In addition, there is a relatively large low

income residential population in the Con Edison service

territory. A 1977 survey performed for Con Edison by Audits

and Surveys Inc. showed that over 30 percent of the resi--

dential customers in the Con Edison service territory can be
classified as low income families (under $10,000 annual

income). This problem may be somewhat mitigated by the fact

that the majority of these low income customers live in

master-metered apartments. Fitzpatrick Testimony on

! Question Six at 25.
!
'

b. Transmission and Contract Limitations
1269. Commoner and Schrader also proposed that any

sbartfall in the amount of conservation to be achieved could
i be supplied by Con Edison's purchase of Canadian power.

Commoner /Schrader Testimony on Question Six at 6 & n.11.

!
|

a
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Schrader based his assertions on a Fortune magazine article

by Peter Holmes,jbi. at 6 n.ll, not upon the 1983 Section 5-

112 Report, the most accurate source. Tr. 13,994

(Schrader). Commone'. and Schrader failed to calculate

transmission limits which would interfere with the transfer-
of Canadian power to southeast New York and to consider

competing purchases of Canadian power by other companies.

Thus, there is no definitive number for the amount of power

that would be available to Con Edison. Tr. 13,994-95

(Schrader).

c. Program Finances

1270. The utilities, as noted above, are to pick up
the cost of a conservation program which will replace the

energy equivalent to that produced by Indian Point Unit 2.

See Commoner /Schrader Testimony on Question Six at 1.

Commoner and Schrader unde'rstated the total cost for the

utilities at the outset of the conservation program, as the

immediate cash flow would be higher than the S1 billion cost
of the overall program. Tr. 13,977 (Schrader). The cash

flow, in the beginning, would be higher because the salvage
value of the older, less efficient applicance has not beent

subtracted from the cost of buying and installing a newer,
more efficient appliance. Id_l . ; see also Commoner /Schrader

Testimony on Question Six at 8-11, Tr. 13,974-75.

(Schrader).

_, _ , _ - - -- _.
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1271.. The cash requirements for the program are to be

met by zero interest loans from the utilities which allow

the company to include money invested on refrigerators and

air conditioners in the rate base. Tr. 13,976 (Schrader).

Besides failing to figure out exactly how much money each

licensee would have to advance for this program, Tr. 14,016-

19 (Commoner), there was no consideration of the singular
financial makeup of these licensees. See Tr. 13,996-97

(Schrader); Tr. 14,015-16 (Commoner). While Con Edison can

earn 15 percent equity return on its investments, the pretax
requirement to earn this 15 percent return is about 30 rer-
cent, if a 46 percent tax rate is assumed. Th e re fo re , if

Con Edison must put up S1 billion for the conservation

program, it would have to earn S300 million.

1272. While witnesses assume that part of the $1.5

billion will be put up'through public funds to be generated
by the Power Authority, no specific amount of funds has been

calculated for the Power Authority, because the mechanism
'

for generating those funds does not exist. Tr. 14,015-16

, (Commoner). In addition, while Con Edison may be able to
I
'

finance the conservation program through its rate base, no
! *

'

adjustment was made for the Power Authority's bond sales.
|

No interest rate was assumed for bonds the Power Authority
i

| would have to sell to finance the conservation program,
t

|
Tr. 13,997 (Schrader).

I

l'
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d. Methodological Miscalculations

1. Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
1273. Commoner /Schrader calculations regarding

refrigeration assumed that manufacturing capacity exists to
produce refrigerators akin to the Amana 14 cubic-foot
refrigerator. Tr. 13,957 ( Commone r) . The witnesses did no

'

survey or analyses of specific refrigerator size or capacity
needs. They simply selected a reference refrigerator that

they felt would be the most energy-efficient refrigerator
marketable. Tr. 13,965-67 (Schrader, Commoner). Commoner /

Schrader did not segregate air conditioning units by dif-
ferent efficiencies. Moreover, the witnesses failed to

consider delivery costs of refrigerators and air condi-
tioners in their estimate. Tr. 13,981-82 (Schrader). The

refrigerator selected as the "model" unit was a partial
manual defrost model which is clearly not a reasonable

substitute for the majority of residential users. See

Tr. 14,006-07 (Schrader).

1274. Secondly, there is another important variable

associated with consumer purchases of more efficient air
conditioners and refrigerators. This unknown variablei

centers around the new energy-consuming " features" that are

being built into more energy efficiency appliances (e.g.,
ice makers in refrigerators, etc.). Commoner and Schrader

,

assumed that economic considerations would outweigh brand

name loyalty, convenience feature selection or any other

.
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consumer preferences. Tr. 13,961-62 (Commoner). Thus, if

one assumes that all future refrigerator purchases will be

of the 33 percent more efficient variety and further postu-

late a S20 incentive program is required to have consumers

purchase a 50 percent more efficient unit, an average

savings of 250 kWh per year per unit would result. However,

it may well be that there would be no savings associated

with the more expensive model because of the of fsets that

may be included in such a model. Also, higher efficiency

models may contain additional features not found in the

units they are replacing. This factor would serve to

complicate any prospective incentive program. Fitzpatrick

Testimony on Question Six at 25-26.

1275. Intervenor witnesses calculated costs of their
conservation replacement program on a salvage value basis.

This cost understates the real cost of the new appliance,

and hence underestimates the costs of the conservation pro-
g ram . Tr. 13,970-72 (Schrader).

ii. Lighting

1276. Improved lighting efficiency is purportedly

achievable by installing the Durotest light bulb to reduce

power consumption and increase longevity. Tr. 13,989

(Commoner). The problem, however, is that the 90-watt

Durotest bulb produces 1160 lumens, while an ordinary light
bulb of 75 watts produces 1170 lumens. Tr. 13,983-84;

13,989 (Commoner). In short, while the 90 watt Durotest

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __
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bulb may last longer, it would consume more power than the i

'

equivalent light output of a standard 75 watt bulb.

Tr. 13,985 (Commoner). Additionally, the longer life aspect

of a Durotest bulb would not be a cor,t effective investment

since a number of 75 watt standard bulbs having the same

longevity as one Durotest could be purchased,at a lower'

cost. See Tr. 13,989-90 (Commoner). This factual informa-

tion negates the efficacy of the Commoner /Schrader lighting
,

,

conservation scenario. The claim that consumers are-
:

interested in merely " adequate lighting" at the cheapest

possible cost, . id., is underborne by the theory that ligh t

emission levels in various places are inordinately high.

Tr. 13,986 (Commoner).

: 1277. While Commoner /Schrader claim that 80 to 85

percent of the light fixtures in New York City will accom-,

modate the Durotest unit, they did not break down the number

of flourescent as opposed to incandescent replacements nor
,

did they study the cost of flourescent light' fixture

!.

replacements to fixtures suitable for incandescent fit-

tings. Tr. 13,982-83 (Schrader).

iii. Elasticity
|

| 1278. The underlying assumption of the Commoner /-

L

[ Schrader proposal is that the energy efficient appliances
t

| will encourage decreased electricity consumption. See

Commoner /Schrader Testimony on Question Six. However, the

witnesses admitted that, consistent with price elasticity

|
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theory, when the price of an item goes down the usage or |

consumption goes up. Tr. 13,990-91 (Schrader); see Staff

Testimony on Question Six at 98-99. Witness Rosen, however,

reported that other studies indicate that any increase in
conservation is a benefit to consumers. Rosen Testimony on
Question 6.3, at 76. This claim is overstated in as much as
the conservation is price-induced. The economic impact of a

shutdown is not necessarily reduced by conservation, but

merely transfers an increase in utility production costs to'

increases in costs that are borne in the first instance by
ratepayers. Meehan Testimony on Question Six at 39.
4. Intervenor Cogeneration Proposals

1279. Commoner and Schrader expect that the Indian

Point Nuclear Unit 3 could be replaced by cogeneration
facilities. This proposal is based on the assumptions

stated above that the units operate at 50 percent of their
capacity and that Indian Point Unit 3 puts out 4.2 billion
kWh/ year. If 43,200 natural gas cogeneratoes, such as the

| TOTEM, maufactured by Fiat, were installed in multi-family

buildings in New York City and Westchester County, they

would replace the 4.2 billion kWh now produced by Indian
Point 3. Commoner /Schrader Testimony on Question six at 11-
12. Using the existing system as back-up, these cogener-

ators should be distributed and operated to provide the heat

and hot water requirements of these buildings. See Wagers
! Testimony on Question Six at 3. The replacement of the 4.2
;

.

.
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billion kWh, however, assumes that the-cogenerator unit

produces 97,200 kWh at 95 percent capacity each year.
Tr. 14,002 (Commoner).

'

5. ' Licensees' Critique of Cogeneration Proposal
a. Physical Limitations

1280. Witness Freudenthal found that on-site electric
l and/or steam generation from cogeneration. facilities in

buildings with roof-top chimneys, particularly from facili-
ties using internal combustion (IC) engines, have a far

greater impact on air quality than an equivalent amount of

steam-or electricity generated at large central generating
stations. Con Edison's Testimony of Dr. Peter C.

Freudenthal on Commission Question 6, at 2 (Freudenthal

Testimony on Question Six); see Tr. 13,674-75

(Freudenthal). The use of IC engines with roof-top chimneys
,

will increase nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions, the primary
concern with the natural gas-fired engine. Freudenthal

| Testimony on Question Six at 3; see Tr. 13,674, 13,696-97.

(Freudenthal). In turn, ambient nitrogen dioxide (NO2), the
! most toxic of the oxides of nitrogen levels, will rise and
|
'

may cause the national ambient air quality standards (NAAOS)
for NO to be exceeded. Id.; Tr. 13,697 (Freudenthal).2

1281. If gas-fired IC cogenerators replace space heat-

ing from on-site oil-fired boilers, they will reduce ambient

SO2 level. The reduction in SO releases would be even2

smaller in buildings which already utilize gas heat. The

.-. -. - . . -
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increase in NO release is not balar.ced' by the decrease inx

SO . Therefore, the net effect will be the deterioration of
*

2

air quality. Freudenthal Testimony on Question Six at 5.
/

1282. Witness Freudenthal's testimony indicate that

diesel' engines and spark ignition engines produce more
,

nitrogen oxide than the diesel. Freudenthal Testimony on

Question Six at Exhibit 2. Dr. Freudenthal agreed, in

response to questions by Judge Shon, that the nitrogen oxide

emissions would be much less if boilers were used for the ;

cogeneration instead of the internal combustion engines i

envisioned. However, Dr. Freudenthal noted that dispersion4

and air pollution problems would still exist even though
'

they would be less severe than by the type of cogeneration '

suggested by Messrs. Commoner and Schrader. Tr. 13,696-97
i(Freudenthal). The internal combustion engine, however, '

,

produces the most NO2 of any of the cogeneration methods,

yet it is the type of cogeneration proposed in Dr.
Commoner's testimony. Tr. 13,696 (Freudenthal). Because

the Clean Air Act applies to IC cogenerators of greater than

2.'5 mW, the. average cogenerator necessary to produce

electricity in Ne'w York City, 2.75 mW in size, would be

. . prohibited by the provisions of the Clean Air Act.

Tr. 13,698-99 (Freudenthal).

b. Gas Supply Limitations
'

1283. Fifty billion cubic feet of natural gas is
>

necessary to fuel'1000 mW of cogeneration capacity each

1
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year. This is 26 percent of Con Edison's current supply.
Licensees' Testimony of Allan M. Stewart on Commission
Question 6, at 2. (Stewart Testimony on Question Six).

According to testimony submitted by Stewart, the additional
amount of natural gas will not be available in the fore-

seeable future. In fact, con Edison, as well as other

utility companies across the country, face curtailments of
supply. Stewart Testimony on Question Six at 4; Tr. 13,723

(Stewart); see Tr. 13,716 (Stewart). Pipeline suppliers

have declined to offer additional firm service. Stewart

Testimony on Question Six at 4; see Tr. 13,723 (Stewart).
1284. New gas service is being granted by Con Edison

only to customers who will consume less than 10,000 Mcf per
year. New customers who expect to consume more than 10,000

Mcf must get PSC approval for service. Stewart Testimony on

Question Six at 3.

1285. If forecast consumption patterns continue, the

current natural gas glut will disappear in two or or three

years but no shortfall in the Con Edison territory should
become apparent until the 1990's. However, Con EdirW Sas

limited excess winter gas peaking supplies and has not buen
promoting new sales. Moreover, Canadian sources are largely
unavailable since fourteen companies requested 185,000

Mcf/ day and were cut back to 92,000 Mcf/ day by the Canadian

National Energy Board. Stewart Testimony on Question Six !
)

at 3-5.
;

1

\
.

:
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c. Economic Limitations
1286. Wagers testified that estimates of diesel

cogeneration potential in Con Edison's service area indicate
that considerably smaller amounts of load reduction from

cogeneration are economical than would be needed to replace
Indian Point. Licensees' Testimony of William J. Wagers on

Commission Question 6, at 2 (Wagers Testimony on Question
Six.) . While no study was done on the economic potential for

natural gas-fired cogeneration, two estimates for oil-fired
cogeneration were submitted in conjunction with PSC Case
27574. The estimates for oil and gas fired cogeneration
will be about the same, however, because both fuels have

about the same cost. In addition, although a natural gas
cogenerator will have a slightly lower capital cost, it also

has a somewhat lower efficiency. Id. at 3-4.

1287. The 1979 study conducted for PSC Case 27574

indicated that 395 customers could economically convert to

cogeneration with an equivalent of 1086 mN of coincident
peak load loss. An updated analysis, conducted approxi-

mately one year later, estimated an economic potential of,

159 customers with 562 mW of coincident peak load. The New

York State Department of Public Service was even less

optimistic and predicted that less than 25 customers having

a coincident peak load of less than 100mW could economically
convert to cogeneration. The latest update, July, 1982,

f rom Con Edison indicated an economic potential of 72

i
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customers with 296 mW of coincilent peak load. Wagers

Testimony on Question Six at 4 'i .

1288. The New York State Energy Office estimated the

potential for cogeneration facilities in the New York City
area to be 380 mW. However, the State Energy Office, in its

March 1982 Master Plan II report, indicates that because of

capital availability and fuel use problems, only 200 mW is

assumed to come on line through the 1996 time period.
Wagers Testimony on Question Six at 7. Alth'ough cogenera-

tion was presented as an alternative to the use of nuclear

power, only a fraction of the power necessary to replace tne
full power of these plants is economically feasible. Idl .

_

at 2, 5, 8.

1289. Actual levels of conversions are far below the
level of estimated economic potential. In 1979, the

,

estimated potential was 395 customers wi th a peak load of
1086 mW. The actual conversions in that year were four
customers with a total peak load of 5.5 mW. In 1982, the

estimated _ potential was 72 customers with 296 mW of load,

while the actual experience was one customer with 0.1 mW of
load. Wagers Testimony on Question Six at 10.

1290. Commoner and Schrader rely upon the TOTEM Model

to exemplify the size and type of cogenerator appropriate

for use in a number of typical New York City buildings. See

; Com.noner/Schrader Testimony on Question Six at 12. A number
, of problems are associated with the use of the TOTEM and
i

!

.
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,

similar models, however, which undermines their usefulness

as replacements for the Indian Point 3 power plant. First,

the motor-generator is an asynchronous machine which

requires excitation from a magnetic field obtained through a
'

parallel interconnection with a utility or other alternators

of which one must be synchronized. Such a machine has a
'

number of drawbacks such as the inability to be completely
isolated from the utility, a lack of voltage support, and
uncontrollable frequency. Wagers Testimony on Question Six

at 11. Second, there is the major danger of backfeed to a

secondary system.. Tr. 14,031-33 (Commoner). The device
,

necessary to prevent backfeed is expensive and thus detracts

from the economic attractiveness of the cogeneration unit.
See Tr. 14,033 (Commoner).

1291. Third , as currently marke ted , the engine itself

lacks a throttling valve; therefore, fuel consumption and
engine speed (6000 RPM) must be kept constant. Wagers

Testimony on Question Six at 11.

1292. Fourth, as with most applications of cogener-

| ation systems, key factors are higher plant load factors

that improve the potential for an economic application, and
:
' a 'aigh coincidence of electrical and thermal requirements.

Thus, TOTEM would be most aplicable to the industrial and

agricultural sectors where energy is needed day and night

and in both summer and winter. Wagers Testimony on Question

Six at: 12.

.
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Ultimate Findings of Fac t

1293. Intervenors compare an Indian Point in-service

case, with little or no cogeneration, to a case with Indian

Point out-of-service with large amounts of cogeneration.

This comparison is not appropriate as cogeneration is

asserted to be economic whether or not Indian Point is
closed. The valid comparison to be made should be Indian

Point in-service with real.istic estimates for cogeneration

against Indian Point out-of-service with cogeneration levels

increased due to the increment associated with the economic
incentives due to the shutdown. Staff Testimony on Question

Six at 90-91.

1294. Staff also concluded that it was unlikely that

the closing of the plants would spur an increase in cogen-

eration or-conservation, Staff Testimony on Question Six at

137, and that, even with levels of cogeneration and conser-

vation significantly greater than will actually be imple-

mented, the present worth of the replacement energy costs

will be on the order of S4.3 billion if cogenerators sell>

electricity back to licensees at 100 percent of the latters'

! avoided costs, and S4.0 billion if the sales back are made
.

at 75 percent of avoided costs. Tr. 14,234-35 (Buehring).

1295. In summary, conservation and cogeneration are

already part of licensees' energy plans for the next decade
|

! I
'and more. Aside from serious faults within the Commoner / I

( Schrader methodology, the energy alternatives suggested by
1

:
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these witnesses are impractical. The conservation scheme is

not only difficult to accomplish, but also unduly expen-
sive. Thus, the Commoner /Schrader scenarios are unrealistic

as they fail to overcome severe environmental, fuel supply,
and cost limitations.

J. Environmental Impacts of Closing Indian Point

1296. Staf f addressed the environmental i'mpacts of

closing the Indian Point units and of constructing a new
coal-fired generating facility at or near the Indian Point

site equivalent in size to the Indian Point units shutdown -

(one or both). The proposal for such a facility was merely
theoretical and offered for purposes of comparison to the
environmental effects of nuclear power. Panel Testimony on

Question Six at 9-48.

1297. The quality of the air in and around the New

York City area will be degraded as.a result of an increase

in air pollutant emissions (SO , NO2, and total suspended2

particulates (TSP)) from new or existing fossil fueled

generating units, which would replace the power produced by

the Indian Point units, although no air quality standards
are expected to be violated. Panel Testimony on Question

Six at 19-23.

1298. It is impossible to predict the PSD (prevention
of significant deterioration) increment available to a

postulated new coal-fired generating f acility located at or
near the Indian Point site, although if construction were to

.

.
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begin now, sufficient margin is likely to be available at

all receptor locations. Panel Testimony on Question six at
i

25. A new coal-fired generating facility equivalent in

capacity to the Indian Point Units combined is expected to

produce 12,500 metric tons of SO and 27,000 metric tons of
2

NO2 annually. ]][. a t 2 8.
I 1299. Depending on the type of coal used at a new
!

coal-fired generating facility, either measurable or

immeasurable radioactive releases to the environment are
expected with accompanying health effects. Tr. 14,328-30

(Billups, Kornegay).

1300. Roughly eight million metric tons per year of
*

CO2 emissions are expected from a new coal-fired. facility.<

Panel Testimony on Question Six at 29. This represents,

approximately 0.1 percent of the CO2 released from the
,

estimated world solid fuel combustion in 1980. However the

increase in global temperature as a result of this CO
2

increase cannot be predicted. Jj[. a t 4 0.t

i 1301. The yield of the most susceptible crops will

likely be - reduced as a result of the background plus the

incremental increase of SO2 emissions from new or existing

fossil-fueled facilities equilvalent in capacity to the

Indian Point units combined (1800 mW) Panel Testimony on3

Question Six at 36, 41. The storage of a 100-day reserve

supply. of coal at the site of a new 1800 mW coal-fired

f acility equivalent in capacity to the Indian Point units
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1

combined (1800 mW) will primarily impact an estimated 20-25

acres worth of vegetation and small animal habitats. Idl . at

41-43.

1302. The environmental impact on aquatic resources is

not likely to change as a result of closing the Indian Point

units assuming that a new coal-fired generating facility of
equivalent capacity (1800 mW) with once-through cooling is

constructed at or near the Indian Point site. No irrevers-

ible impacts on the aquatic environmen't will occur as a

result of continued operation of the Indian Point units at

least over the next ten years, and losses of aquatic organ-
isms are expected to be significantly less than that
reported in the Final Environmental Statement. See Panel

Testimony on Question Six at 6-10.

Ultimate Findings of Fact

1303. The environmental impact on air quality from

annual SO2 and NO2 emissions due to the operation of a new

1800 mW coal-fired generating facility will be much greater

than that from the Indian Point units. In addition, instal-

lation and operation of a coal-fired plant would add to the
background radiation in the area. The issuance of a PSD

permit for a new 1800 mW coal-fired facility located at or
near the Indian Point site cannot be guaranteed.

1304. A significant amount of land area (425 acres)

will be impacted to provide for coal storage and combustion

.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - -
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waste disposal of a new 1800 mW coal-fired generating
facility. Panel Testimony on Question Six at 41, 46,

!

;

I

|

|

|
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I. NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS AND IDENTIFICATION OF PARTIES
i

This is a discretionary adjudication under 10 C.F.R.

| Part 2 of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (Commission's)

regulations, the purpose of which is to take evidence and to

make recommended findings to the Commission concerning the
.I

extent, if any, to which the population density around the

Indian Point Units, Buchanan, New York, affects the risk

| posed by the Indian Point nuclear power plants compared to

the spectrum of risk posed by other nuclear power plants.1

In re Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point, Units 2 and 3),

13 N.R.C. 1, 8 (1981).

In addition to the Commission's Staff, the parties to

this proceeding are Consolidated Edison Company of New York,

Inc. (Con Edison), and the Power Authority of the State of

New York (Power Authority), licensees of Indian Point Units

2 and 3, respectively (licensees). The following partici-

pated as intervenors: the Honorable Richard L. Brodsky

(Brodsky), Friends of the Earth (FOE), the Greater New York
~

Council on Energy (GNYCE), the New York City Audubon Society

(Audubon), Parents Concerned About Indian Point (Parents),

Rockland Citizens for Safe Energy (RCSE), the Union of Con-

cerned Scientists, Inc. (UCS), the New York Public Interest

Research Group, Inc. (NYPIRG), the West Branch Conservation

!

1. In order to focus the inquiry, the Commission posed
seven Commission Questions to be addressed. They are set
forth in Section II - Statement of Issues, infra, at 22-24.

I
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/ Association (WBCA), and the Westchester People's Action
L

.

Coalition (WESPAC). The following participated as inter-

f ested states: the Attorney General of the State of New York

(Attorney General), the New York State Energy Office (Energy

Office), the County of Westchester (Westchester County), the
I Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), members of the

Council of the City of New York (NYC Council members), the

Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (Port Authority),
i the County of Rockland (Rockland County), the New York State
h

Assembly and Its Special Committee on Nuclear Power Safety

(State Assembly), and the Village of Buchanan (Buchanan).
* * * * *

The Indian Point site was found safe by the Commission
in 1966, 1969, and 1977.1 When a construction permit for

Indian Point Unit 2 was granted in 1966, the population of

the area within a 10-mile radius of the plant was 155,000,

and the projected 1980 population, on the basis of which, in

part, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board approved the

1. See In re Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian ' Point,
Unit 2), 3 A.E.C. 144, 151 ("taking into consideration the
site criteria contained in [10 C.F.R.] Part 100, the pro-
posed facility can be constructed and operated at the pro-
posed location without undue risk to the health and safety
of the public"), aff'd, 3 A.E.C. 162 (1966); In re Consoli-
dated Edison Co. (Indian Point, Unit 3), 4 A.E.C. 246, 262

i (same), aff'd, 4 A.E.C. 292 (1969); In re Consolidated Edi-
son Co. (Indian Point, Units 1, 2, and 3), 6 N.R.C. 547, 624
(1977) (Indian Point site found seismically safe),
supplemental opinion, 10 N.R.C. 410 (1979), review denied, 2
CCH N.R.R. 1 30,536 (1980).
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site, was 325,000. In re Consolidated Edison Co., (Indian
Point, Unit 2), 3 A.E.C. 144, 145 (1966). In fact, the

population for that area, under current projections, will

not exceed 290,000 by the year 2,000. See NUREG-0348,

" Demographic Statistics Pertaining to Nuclear Power Reactor

Sites" (1979), at T7, Table 2; see also id. at T2, Table 1

(1970 10-mile population: 220,000).

On September 17, 1979, UCS filed a petition with the
'

Commission requesting a proceeding to modify, suspend, or

revoke the operating licenses for Indian Point Units 2 and

3.1 The Petition requested these Units be shut down "unless

and until the Commission determines that 1) the site is

suitable for nuclear power generation; 2) each applicable

unresolved safety problem is addressed; and 3) the require-

ments of each . Regulatory Guide are addressed." Petition at

1 65(c).

| The Petition did not contend that Indian Point Units 2

or 3 differed in safety from other plants located throughout

the country, nor did it identify any changed circumstances
|

in regard to the condition of the plants, or the population

characteristics of the area. I.n fact, it acknowledged that

"[s]ome of the safety issues raised by this petition are not

1. Union of Concerned Scientists' Petition for Decem-
missioning of Indian Point Unit 1 and Suspension of Opera-
tion of Units 2 and 3, In re Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian
Point, Units 1, 2, and 3), No. 50-3 (Sept. 17, 1979) (Peti-
tion). .
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! unique to the Indian Point nuclear power plants." Id. at

1 10 (emphasis added). The Petition did argue that the
,

proximity of the plants to the New York City metropolitan

area makes the Indian Point site " unique." Id.

The Commission treated the Petition as a request for
.

action pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206 and referred it to the

Office of. Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) . Request for
,

Action Under 10 C.F.R. S ?.206 (Nov. 15, 1979). On February'

11, 1960, the Director of NRR denied the Petition's request

for a shutdown, and declined to recommend to the Commission
~

thet it institute the requested hearing. He also directed

the licensees to undertake operational and training initia-

tives to further enhance plant safety. In re Consolidated

Edison Co. (Indian Point, Units 1, 2, and 3), 11 N.R.C. 351

(1980).1

. Notwithstanding the decision of the NRR Director, the!

Commission solicited public comment as to the merits of the

Director's decision and as to the form further Commission

consideration of the matter should take. Solicitation of
_

1. The Director's decision summarized several extra-
ordinary and safety enhancing design features of the two
operating reactors at the site that are found in few other
plants. The decision also carefully evaluated each of the
supposed safety deficiencies alleged in the Petition. The
dscision comprised a thorough and comprehensive safety eval-
untion of Indian Point Units 2 and 3. The Director con-
cluded that "[b]oth plants have been significantly modified
to meet NRC safety and security' requirements." In re Con-
solidated Edison Co., 11 N.R.C. at 369. __

. . _ _._ -- _ _. . - _ _. . _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _. _ _,_
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Commant on Director's Decision Under 10 C.F.R. 2.206, at 3

(Feb. 15, 1980), 45 Fed. Reg. 11,969 (Feb. 22, 1980). There-

efter, the Commission decided to conduct a special adjudica-

tory proceeding to determine what, if any, action should be

taken. The Commission also established a task force on the

interim operation of Indian Point to analyze and rep; ort to

the Commission on the reactor accident risk (both in terms
of probability and consequences) at Indian Point compared to

reactor accident risk at other sites. Order at 2, 5-6 (May

30, 1980).I

This task force concluded, in July 1980, that the

"overall-[i.e., societal] risk of the Indian Point reactor
.

is about the same as a typical reactor on a typical site."
T:sk Force Report on Interim Operation of Indian Point 40

(Aug. 1980) With respect to the level of safety to individ-

unis, the task force concluded that the Indian Point units,

!

| posed 30 to 50 times less risk to persons and property than
i

the postulated typical (Surry) reactor. Id. at 34.

On January 8, 1981, the Commission ordered that special

proceedings be conducted by an Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board (Board) and permitted continued operation of the

plants during the planned hearings. In re Consolidated

Edison Co., 13 N.R.C. 1. Although the hearing was to use

"the full procedural format of a trial-type adjudication,

including discovery and cross-examination," the Commission

exempted this hearing from the application of certain of the

. .
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important procedural requirements of 10 C.F.R Part 2. In re

Consolidated Edison Co., 13 N.R C. at 5 & n.4. And although

the current and projected population characteristics of the
,

Indian Point site had been fully examined prior to the issu-

ence of a license, the Commission' emphasized that its "pri-

mary concern is the extent to which the population a'round

Indian Point affects the risk posed by Indian Poi'ntlas'com-
'

"'
pared to the spectrum of risks posed by other nuclear

-

plants." Id. at 6.

The Commission directed the Board to abd'ress an' ambi-'
~

.

tious list of issues, including questions of risk, emergency
'

planning, and impacts of a shutdown.1 Id.'at-7-8., On Sep-

tember 18, 1981, the Commission revised its January: Order in . .

; an effort to limit the conten'tions that would be ' considered ,

to clarify the risk analysta required, and to appoint an

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (Board). In re Consolida-
': .,

'

,. ,

L ted Edison Co. (Indian Point Units 2 and' 3 )'; 14 N.R.C. 610,
|
| 610-613 ('1981). On October 7, 1981, the Board ordered that

~

| requests to be admitted as parties and to intervene be filed
|

| by November 6, 1981. Memorandum ''and Order-, 4 6 Fed . Reg .
-

( --.

49,688 (Oct. 7, 1981). .

-
.

. . . . .

l
-

|

1. The Commission wrote, " Althou,gh normal e'x parte
constraints' will apply to communications to the Licensing

~

Board,-the Commission will not be limited in its ability to x
~7

- .obtain information with respect to Indian Point from any -

,

| cource." In re Consolidated Edison Co., 13 N.R.C..at 6 n.4. .

'

! .

|
'

|

~ '
4

s ~
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Prior to 1980, New York was one of the few states with

on offsite radiological emergency plan in which the Commis-

cion had concurred. Thus, certain state and local agencies

have had longer experience in radiological emergency plan-

ning activities than agencies at other sites. Nevertheless,
.

the 1980 revision of the Commission's emergency planning

regulations, 10 C.F.R. Part 50 and Appendix E to Part 50,

confronted the licensees and the State and local governments

with a formidable task. That task was further complicated

by the fact that the regulations assume the cooperation of

otate and local governments, but provide no means to compel

auch cooperation.

In accordance with 10 C.F.R. S 50.54(s)(1), licensees

mot the January 1981 deadline for submitting revised onsite

and of fsite emergency plans to the Commission. In addition

to the onsite plans of each licensee, comprehensive plans

ware submitted for each of the four counties (Westchester,

Rockland, Orange, and Putnam) within the 10-mile emergency

planning zone, for the State of New York, and for each of

the contiguous states of Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and New

| Jorsey. The county radiological emergency response plans

(RERP's) are considered an annex to the State plan, and New

York State has accepted ultimate responsibility for main-

)
tenance of those plans.

The of fsite plans were and continue to be approved by

the State of New York through the Governor's designee, the

.

_.

.
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State Disaster Preparedness Commission. A specialized

Radiological Emergency Preparedness Group functions as an

arm of the State Commission, and has lead responsibility for
all of fsite radiological emergency planning.

The area-wide emergency plans were the result of a

joint effort by licensees, consultents, and State and county
officials. The consultantsl were retained by licensees, but

functioned as consultants for the State and counties. The

consultants actively solicited the participation and cooper-
!
! etion of State and county officials. In many cases, notably

in Orange and Putnam Counties, governmental officials exten-
ded their cooperation. In other cases, particularly in

Rockland County, licensees and the consultants endeavored to

work with county officials, but some officials -- particu-
larly elected leaders -- were reluctant to cooperate, did

not ensure that their responsibilities had been discharged,2

or later disavowed their earlier commitments. In tervenor

allegations that the consultants ignored the advice and

comments of county and local officials are belied by the
.

1. Two consultants developed the written plans. EDS
Nuclear Inc. helped prepare the overall emergency plans, and
Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas, Inc. (Parsons
Brinckerhoff) assisted with the evacuation port, ions thereof.

2. In some instances, county officials only recently
have begun to pursue contacts with municipal officials,
school principals, and special-facility operators.

. . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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volume of correspondence and the number of meetings between

the consultants and~those officials.
.

In April 1981, the Commission transmitted to licensees

a deficiency notice regarding the offsite emergency plans

for Indian Point.1 The Commission's primary concern was

with a " conflict between State and county authorities and

responsib'ilities pertaining to radiological emergency pre-

paredness," which affected the written plan.2 Accordingly,

in April 1981, the Commission initiated its first so-called

"120-day clock," which allowed licensees four months in

which to correct those deficiencies. See 10 C.F.R.

S 50. 54 ( s )-( 2 ) . During that period, comprehensive State

legislation was enacted that addressed the Commission's

concern regarding the conflict among governmental authori-

ties, as well as other radiological emergen.cy preparedness

i

; 1. Even prior to the Commission's action, NYPIRG
'

ettempted to obtain the immediate suspension of operations
at Indian Point Units 2 and 3, on the grounds of the alleged
inadequacy of the emergency plans. Letter from Donald K.
Ross, Executive Director, and Joan Holt, Project Director,
NYPIRG, to Commissioners (Apr. 1, 1981).

NYPIRG's petition was denied on the basis of the Com-
mission's determination that its July 1980 decision to allow
the plants to continue to operate remained valid. Direc-:

tor's Decision Under 10 C.F.R. S 2.206 (May 14, 1981).
t

2. The deficiency in lines of authority that prompted
! the first "120-day clock" was not among the deficiencies
| cited more recently in August 1982, which were principally
| more specific preparedness items that surfaced only during
| the March 1982 emergency planning exercise.

- - . - , - -. . _- - - - - - . . - - - _:
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natters.1 The Commission determined that the State ha'd

resolved the deficiency concerning authority and responsi-,

i

bilities, and at the expiration of the "120-day clock,"

decided that no enforcement action was necessary.2

In March, 1982, the Power Authority and the State and

county governments held their first full-scale, offsite

cmergency planning exercise under the revised regulations.

Although the exercise was successful in many respects, and

the Commission Staff found that onsite preparedness was

adequate, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), in

interim findings dated July 30, 1982, advised the Commission

of various deficiencies in of fsite emergency preparedness,

I including Rockland County's non-participation in emergency

1. The legislation confirms the State's primary role
in offsite, radiological emergency planning. N.Y. Exec. Law
Art. 2-B (McKinney 1982). The comprehensive legislation
adds radiological emergencies to the spectrum of disasters
to which the State would respond; authorizes the Governor to
declare a state emergency, commit state resources, and
direct the response of county and local resources; and
provides for an annual assessment, for emergency planning, -

of $250,000 for each of New York's six reactors. To date,
most of the assessment has been spent on initial training
and capital expenditures for the State and counties. In
subsequent years, more funding is likely to become available
for improvements.

2. On October 9, 1981, UCS and NYPIRG, having sought
no further relief from the Commission, and despite the '

pandency of this proceeding, filed a petition with the
United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, seek-
ing review of the Commission's interim approval of the of f-
site emergency plans for Indian Point. Shortly thereafter,
the .Second Circuit dismissed the petition. Union of Con-
corned Scientists, New York Public Interest Research Group,
Inc. v. NRC, No. 81-4188 (2d Cir., Dec. 15, 1981).

. . .
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planning.1 As a result, on August 4, 1982, the Commission

initiated a second "120-day clock."2
* * * * *

Promptly after the Indian Point Board convened,

1. On May 18, 1982, the . legislature of Rockland County
passed a resol ~ution pursuant to which the County refused to
participate in further development and implementation of the
State and local radiological emergency plans for Indian
Point. Resolution No. 320 of 1982 (May 18, 1982). Subse-
quently, the Rockland legislature adopted further resolu-
tions calling for the permanent shutdown of the Indian Point
plants, Resolution No. 796 (Dec. 7, 1982), and calling upon
the Indian Point licensees, and State and federal agencies
to provide assistance to the County in the development of
its own emergency plan, Resolution No. 829 (Dec. 7, 1982).
See Update Report on the Status of Remedial Actions Cited in
the July 30, 1982 Interim Findings on the Adequacy of Radio-
logical Emergency Response Preparation of State and Local
Governments at the Indian Point Nuclear Power Station at 8
(Dec. 16, 1982) ( Update Report) .

2. On August 4, 1982, UCS and NYPIRG again petitioned
the Commission to suspend the operating licenses for the
Indian Point plants on the basis of the emergency planning
deficiencies noted by FEMA. Letter from Ellyn R. Weiss and
Steven C. Sholly to Nunzio J. Palladino, et al. (Aug. 4,
1982). The Commission's Director of Inspection and Enforce-
ment denied the petition.on the basis of the " substantial
progress in emergency preparedness . at and around the. .

Indian Point facilities." Director's Decision Under 10
C.F.R. S 2.206, at 8 (Nov. 26, 1982) (Director's Decision).
The Director's Decision referred to the Commission's deci-
sion to initiate a second 120-day period'for the correction
of deficiencies, id. at 5, and noted that such 120-day per-
iods were "generaTTy allo.wed in recognition of the existence
of extensive onsite measures to prevent or mitigate acci-
dents," the unlikelihood of offsite releases, "the coopera-
tive effort required by licensees to achieve offsite prepar-
edness over which they have no direct control," and "the
unnecessarily harsh economic and social consequences . . .

of 'a decision to shut down immediately a nuclear power plant
while corrections are made." Id. at 5-6. It concluded,
"[tlhese considerations apply wTth equal force to the Indian
Point site." Id. at 6.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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licensees filed a joint motion challenging the legitimacy of
the proceedings.1 Following the Board's denial of the

Motion for Stay,2 licensees sought to certify their ob-
jections to the Commission.3

On April 2, 1982, the Board admitted all eighteen peti-

1. Licensees' Motion for a Stay of Commission's Orders
of January 8, 1981 and September 18, 1981 or for Dismissal
of this Proceeding or, in the Alternative, for Certification
to the Commission (Nov. 25, 1981) ( Mot. ion for Stay) .

Licensees stated the following grounds for the
motion: (1) Commencement of an adjudicatory proceeding
prior to completion of ongoing proceedings to establish
gener'ic standards constitutes a denial to licensees of pro-
cedural due process; (2) Principles of res judicata and
collateral estoppel bar reconsideration of the physical and
population characteristics of the Indian Point sites [ sic];
(3) The Commission's failure to adhere'to its existing
siting criteria constitutes action which is arbitrary,!

; ccpricious, an abuse of discretion, and a deprivation of
property without due process of law: (a) the siting cri-
teria are violated by the Commission's January Order; (b)

| the application of existing siting criteria to existing
[ plants has been ratified by Congress; and (c) the retroac-
j tive application of new siting standards would violate the
i due process clause; (4) The Constitution requires that the

Commission establish compelling reasons to justify a shut-
down of Indian Point; (5) An adverse ruling from a read-
judication of the Indian Point site would result in an
impairment of contract and a taking of property without just
compensation guaranteed by the fif th amendment; and (6) The
Commission lacks jurisdiction to conduct the hybrid inves-
tigatory-adjudicatory proceeding which constitutes an
unconstitutional singling out of the Indian Point
licensees. Motion for Stay at 2-4.

2. In re Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point, Units
2 and 3), 15 N.R.C. 647 (1982).

3. Licensees' Motion for Directed Certification of
Motion for a Stay of Commission's Orders of January 8,1981
and September 18, 1981 or for Dismissal of this Proceeding,

| or, in the Alternative, for Certification to the Commission
,

(Apr. 20, 1982).

.

e
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tioners for intervention.1 The Power Authority appealed the

Board's grant of intervention with respect to U'CS/NYPIRG,

Parents, WESPAC, FOE, and RCSE on grounds of lack of stand-

ing to intervene. 2

On April 23, 1982, the Board finalized its rulings on

the formulation of contentions, In re Consolidated Edison

Co. (Indian Point, Units 2 and 3), 15 N.R.C. 895, rejecting

the objections of licensees 3 and Staff 4 that the contentions

proposed by intervenors failed to comply with the Commis-

1. In re Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point, Units
2 and 3), 15 N.R.C. 715 (1982). Nine petitioners were
admitted to intervene pursuant to 10 C. F. R. S 2.714:
Brodsky, FOE, GNYCE, Audubon, Parents, RCSE, UCS/NYPIRG,
WBCA, and WESPAC. Id. at 717, 725-738, 740. GNYCE was
conditionally admitted "pending further order of the Board,"
id. at 729-30, 740, which order shortly was forthcoming. In
re Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point, Units 2 and 3),lUi
N.R.C. 895, 909 n.4 (1982).

Nine representatives or agencies of interested states,
counties, or municipalities were admitted to participate
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 2.715(c): Attorney General, Energy
Office, Westchester County, MTA, NYC Council, Port Author-
ity, Rockland County, State Assembly, and Buchanan. In re
Consolidated Edison Co., 15 N.R.C. a t 717-725, 74 0.

2. Power Authority's Notice of Appeal of the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board's Order Granting Intervention and
Denying the Power Authority's Request for an Evidentia,ry
Hearing (Apr. 19, 1982).

3. See Con Edison's Memorandum Respecting Contentions
Proposed by Prospective Intervenors (December 31, 1981);
Power Authority's Objections and Answers to Contentions of
Potential Intervenors (December 31, 1981); Power Authority's
Reply to Responses to Objections to Contentions of Potential
Intervenors ( February 11, 1982).

4. NRC Staf f Response to Contentions of 10 C.F.R.
S 2.714 Petitioners ( Decembe r 31, 1981).

.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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cion's January 8 and September 18, 1981- Orders regarding the

admission of contentions and the consideration of additional
eafety measures, that they 'impermissibly challenged existing
Commission regulations, and that they lacked sufficient

factual bases. Id.1 Licensees sought certification of the

Board's rulings on contentions.2 The hearing commenced on

June 22, 1982, and by July 27, 1982, testimony on emergency

planning had been taken for more than 12 days.

On July 27, 1982, the Commission upheld the Board's

grants of intervention and its denial of the l'icensees'

motion for a stay or dismissal of the proceedings. In re

Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point, Units 2 and 3), 16

N.R.C. 27 (1982). The Commission also determined, however,

that the Board should reconsider the contentions it had
cdmitted.and reformulate those that did not comport with the
Commission's guidance. Id. at 33-37.

* * * * *

Less than a week after the Commission ordered the

_

l. The Board also decided to address the Commission's
Questions out of order, beginning with Questions Three and
Four on emergency' planning, and . proceeding through Questions
One, Two, Five, and Six. In re Consolidated Edison Co.
(Indian Point, Units 2 and 3), 15 N.R.C. at 910-11.

2. ' Licensees ' Petition for Directed Certification'

-Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 2.718(i) and for Waiver of 10 C.F.R.
S 9.103 (May 10, 1982). Staff supported licensees' obje.c-
tions regarding contentions. See NRC Staff Response to
Support _of Licensees' Request for Certification and for
Waiver of 10 C.F.R. S 9.103 (June 1, 1982).

.

,,.. f -_ y., , , - . . _r . - - ---g - ,,.,y - -c - w - w ? ----+'--'e - - - - - - - - - - ^ - - - - " ' - - - - - - ' - - " - - -'--'-'^
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Indian Point Board to reformulate contentions, the Subcom-

mittee on Energy Conservation and Power of the House of

Representatives Committee on Energy and Commerce (the Sub-

committee) requested the Commission to appear at hearings on

August 16, 1982, to present "a full explanation and justifi-

. cation" of the Commission's action. Letter from Rep.

Richard L. Ottinger to The Honorable Nunzio Palladino at 1

(Aug. 3, 1982).1

The Commission objected to the Subcommittee's attempt

to probe the Commission's decision-making process in its

supervision of the I,ndian Point proceeding, declining to

answer the Subcommittee's 21 questions under authority of

the rule of Pillsbury Co. v. FTC, 354 F.2d 952 (5th Cir.

1966), and questioning the advisability of the Board's

appearing before the Subcommittee while presiding over the

| Indian Point hearing. Letter from Nunzio J. Palladino to
|

The Honorable Richard L. Ottinger at 1, 4 (Aug. 11, 1982);

Lotter from Nunzio J. Palladino to The Honorable Richard L.

Ottinger at 1 (Aug. 5, 1982).

Contemporaneously with those exchanges, the Subcommit-

1. The Subcommittee submitted a list of 21 questions,
to be answered in writing by the Commission prior to the
hearing date, specifically inquiring into the Commission's
rulings in the Indian Point proceeding. Letter from Richard
L. Ottinger to The Honorable Nunzio Palladino at 1-4
(Aug. 6, 1982). The Subcommittee also expressed the inten-
tion of calling the Indian Point Board to appear for ques-
tioning. Id. at 1.

.

c e
- e
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tee sought appearances by the other participants in the

Indian Point hearings. On August 13, 1982, the Power

Authority notified the Subcommittee that on advice of

counsel, it would decline to testify in light of the due-

process and separation-of-powers considerations set forth in

the Pillsbury case. Letter from Assistant General Counsel
John F. Duffy to The Honorable Richard L. Ottinger (Aug. 13,

1982).1

On September 1,1982, then Board Chairman Louis J.

Carter submitted his resignation in response to the Commis-

sion's July 27, 1982 rulings on contentions and proof.

Letter from Louis J. Carter to The Honorable Nunzio

Palladino, et al. (Sept. 1, 1982). Shortly thereaf ter, the

Subcommittee announced that Judge Carter would testify at

its hearing on September 24, 1982. Memorandum from Richard
.

L. Ottinger, Chairman, Subcommittee on Energy Conservation

and Power, to Subcommittee Members (Sept. 10, 1932).

Following further discussions,2 the Commissioners
.

1. On August 16, 1982, the Subcommittee heard testi-
many from representatives of several of the intervenors,
including Ellyn Weiss for UCS, Joan Holt of NYPIRG, Phyllis
Rodriguez and Pat Posner of Parents, Zipporah Fleischer of
WBCA, Councilwoman Ruth Messinger of the New York City Coun-
cil, and Sam Gdanski of the Rockland County Legislature.

2. Letter from Richard L. Ottinger to the Honorable
Nunzio Palladino (Sept. 22, 1982). Apparently dropping its
request for the pre-filing of written responses to its 21
questions, the Subcommittee reformulated the matters that
the Commissioners' testimony was to address, e.g.: "Please
describe the recent orders to the ASLB investigating Indian

- - _ _ _ _ _
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appeared before the Subcommittee on October 1, 1982, as did

John D. O'Toole, Vice President of Con Edison. Power

Authority Chairman John S. Dyson, who also had been invited

to appear to address "the role of public participation"~and

,"of emergency planning and risk assessments" in the Indian
Point proceedings, Letter from Richard L. Ottinger to John

S. Tyson [ sic] at 1 (Sept. 24, 198.2), declined, through

counsel, citing the constitutional and statutory implica-

tions of the Subcommittee's intrusion into an ongoing

adjudicatory proceeding. Letter from Charles Morgan, Jr. to

The Honorable Richard L. Ottinger at 2 (Sept. 30, 1982).

Following a further request and objection, Chairman Dyson

was subpoenaed by the Subcommittee and testified on March 1,

1983.

* * * * *

On September 15, 1982, the Commission reconstituted the

Board presiding over the Indian Point proceedings, with

Judge James P. Gleason as Chairman. Order (Sept. 15,

1982).1 On October 1, 1982, the Board issued reformulated
_

Point and provide any views on the subject you may have[. ]
Please provide your views on the use of risk assess-. . .

ment analyses in the Commission's proceeding and decisions,
specifically addressing . the reliability of such. .

info rma tion [ . ] " Id. at 1-2.

1. On September 17, 1982, the Commission responded to
four questions certified by the Indian Point Board concern-
ing (1) the inclusion of discussions of probabilities in
testimony concerning consequences and (2) the Commission's
emergency planning questions in reference to ongoing devel-

<opment and implementation-of emergency plans for the Indian '

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ -__
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contentions, and invited the parties to submit their views

on them and to propose schedules for the continuation of the
hearing. Memorandum and Order (Restating contentions and

establishing procedures based on Commission guidance)
(Oct. 1, 1982). Following a prehearing conference on

November 3-4, 1982, the Board issued its final formulation

of contentions under Questions 1, 2, 5, and 6, and set its

schedule for discovery, the filing of testimony, and the
haaring. Memorandum and Order (Formulating Final Conten-

tions and Setting Schedule) (Nov. 15, 1982). By order dated
,

January 7, 1983, the Board reformulated contentions under

Questions 3 and 4.
* * * * *

Following the Commission's August 4,- 1982 deficiency

notice regarding offsite emergency planning and its initi-

ation of the second "120-day clock," licensees, FEMA, the

State, and representatives of t ..e three participating

counties formed a- task force to address the deficiencies
( cited by FEMA. Rockland County ultimately modified ids
!

Point site. Order (Sept. 17, 1982). The Commission stated
that the hearing's "real focus should be on the probabil-
ities," commensurate with the purpose of the hearing -- to
compare "the risk of the Indian Point plants . with that. .

for other U.S. plants." Id. at 3-4 (emphasis in origi-;

| nal). Thus, each party's evidence on probabilities "should
be at least as detailed as the consequences discussion."

[ Id. at 4. The Commission also advised the Board to postpone
until the latter part of the proceeding, consideration of
the emergency planning questions, pending the response of
the State and county governments to compliance deficien-

I cies. Id. at 4-5.
|

t

|
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policy of strict nonparticipation in the area-wide emergency
planning effort, and New York State developed a plan by

which the State would carry out compensatory emergency

response functions in Rockland in the event of an emergency

during the interim period in which Rockland was developing
its own plan.

At the expiration of the "120-day clock," FEMA observed

that federal, State, county, and licensee personnel had "put

forth an impressive level of effort and, throu~gh effective

management, hard work, and dedication, (had] made signifi-

cant progress."1- As a result, all but 2 of over 34 defi-

ciencies previously cited by FEMA had been corrected. The

two significant deficiencies remaining were the alleged lack
.

of assurance that buses would be available in Westchester

County during an emergency, and Rockland County's limited

participation in the four-county planning process. Thes

Commission voted to allow the plants to continue operating,

pending a March 9, 1983. exercise, citing significant prog-

ress, ongoing work, and the remoteness of the possibility of

an accident. Order at 7 (Dec. 22, 1982).2

1. Update Report at 3.

2. On January 5,1983, Rockland County filed a peti-
tion in the United States Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit seeking review of the Commission's December 22, 1982
decision and the shutdown of the plants. UCS and NYPIRG
subsequently filed a ' petition which was consolidated with
that of Rockland County. The Second Circuit dismissed the
Rockland County petition finding that the County had' failed

. .
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The March 9 exercise demonstrated the overall adequacy -

of preparedness of New York State, and Orange and Putnam

Counties. The two significant deficiencies in Rockland and 2

Westchester Counties, however, still had not been overcome,

according to FEMA.1 As a result, the Commission, by order

dated May 5, 1983, afforded licensees and the State and

county governments until June 9, 1983 to correct or compen-

sate for those matters, or to demonstrate the existence of

certain conditions to support the continued operation of the

plants.2

Licensees and the State and local governments acceler-

ated their efforts to further improve offsite planning and

to provide for a resolution of the remaining deficiencies.

Those efforts proved productive:

In the five weeks since the May 5 Order,

to exhaust its administrative remedies. The Court denied
the UCS and NYPIRG petition on the grounds,that the Commis-
sion had followed its regulations, and that there was no
basis in the record for discrediting the Commission's
determination. See County of Rockland v. NRC, Nos. 83-4007,-

83-4037 (2d Cir. May 27, 1983).

1. Post-Exercise Assessment - March 9, 1983 Exercise
of the Radiological Emergency Response Plans for New York
State and Westchester, Rockland, Orange and Putnam Counties ,

for the Indian Point Nuclear Power Station at ix-xii
(Apr. 14, 1983).

2. The issues implicated in those conditions corre-
sponded to the issues before the Board -- emergency plan-
ning, plant risk, and effects of a shutdown. In response to
the Commission's invitation, written submissions or oral
presentations were made by, among others, FEMA, the Governor
of New York State, licensees, UCS, NYPIRG, WBCA, Parents,
GNYCE, and Rockland County.

.

-mim - mul miI
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the factual situation we confront has
altered dramatically. The new commit-
ments on the part of the State and the
licensees give us confidence that ade-
quate compensatory measures either have
been, or shortly will be, taken for
those areas in which shortcomings still
remain in the state of emergency plan-
ning and preparedness.

Order at 11 (June 10, 1983). Finding that adequate interim

compensating actions had been or prom ~ptly would be taken,

the Commission approved the continued operation of the

plants. Id. at 12.

* * * * *

The Board conducted eight days of prehearing sessions

on December 2, 1981, April 13 and 14, June 17 and 18, and

November 3 and 4, 1982, and February 28, 1983. Limited

appearances were scheduled and statements were received from

members of the public on January 21, 22, and 23, and July 7,
1982, and additional statements were received at various

times during the hearings. The Board held 55 days of

evidentiary hearings.

,
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II. STATEMENT OF ISSUES

Commission Question 1

What risk may be posed by serious accidents at Indian

Point 2 and 3, including accidents not considered in the

plants' . design basis, pending and af ter any improvements

described in (2) and (4) below? Although not requiring the

preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement, the Com-

mission intends that the review with respect to this ques-

tion be conducted consistent with the guidance provided the

Staff in the Statement of Interim Policy on " Nuclear Power

Plant Accident Considerations under the National Environ-

mental Policy Act of 1969;" 44 F.R. 40101 (June 13, 1980).*

.

* In particular, that policy statment indi-
cates that:

Attention shall be given both to the
probability of occurrences of releases
and to the environmental consequences of
such releases;
The reviews "shall include a reasoned
consideration of the environmental risks
(impacts) attributable to accidents at
the particular facility or facili-
ties. ";. .

"Approximately equal attention should be
given to the probability of occurrence
of releases and to the probability of
occurrence of the environmental conse-
quences. ."; and.

Such studies "will take into account
significant site and plant-specific
features. .".

Thus, a description of a release
scenario must include a discussion of
the probability of such a release for
the specific Indian Point plants.

.

_ - _ - _ _ _ ____ __ _
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Commission Question 2

What improvements in the level of. safety will result

from measures required or referenced in the Director's Order

to the licensee, dated February 11, 1980? (A contention by

a party that one or more specific safety measures, in addi-

tion to those identified or referenced by the Director,

should be required as a condition of operation would be

within the scope of this inquiry if, according to the

Licensing Board, admission of the contentions seems likely
to be important to resolving whether: (a) there exists a

significant risk to public health and safety, notwithstand-

ing the Director's measures, and (b) the additional proposed
measures would result in a significant reduction in that

risk). '

Commission Question 3

What is the current status and degree of conformance

with NRC/ FEMA guidelines of state and local emergency plan-
'

ning within a 10-mile radius of the site and, (to] the

extent that it is relevant to risks posed by the two plants,
beyond a 10-mile radius? In this context, an ef fort should

be made to establish what the minimum number of hours warn-

ing for an effective evacuation of a 10-mile quadrant at
Indian Point would be. The FEMA position should be taken as

a rebuttable presumption for this estimate.

_ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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Commission Que~stion 4

What improvements in the level of emergency planning
.

can be expected in the near future, and on what time

schedule, and are there other specific offsite emergency

procedures that are feasible and should be taken to. protect

the public?

Commission Question 5

Based on the foregoing, how does the risks posed by

-Indian Point Units 2 and 3 compare with the range of risks

posed by other nuclear power plants licensed to operate by

the Commission? (The Board should limit its inquiry to

generic examination of the range of risks and'not go into

any site-specific examination other than for Indian Point

itself, except to the extent raised by the Task Force. )

Commission Question 6

What would be the energy, environme'ntal, economic or

other consequences of a shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2

and/or Unit 3?.

i

!

.
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III. Commission Question One Issues 1

A. Question One, Contention 1.1, and Board Question 1.1

Commission Question One provides:

What risk may be posed by serious acci-
dents at Indian Point 2 and 3, including
accidents not considered in the plants'
design basis, pending and after any
improvements described in (Commission
Questions] (2) and (4) below? Although
not requiring the preparation of an
Environmental Impact Statement, the
Commission intends that the review with
respect to ti.is question be conducted
consistent with the guidance provided
the Staff in the Statement of Interim
Policy on " Nuclear Power Plant Accident
Considerations under the National Envi-
ronmental Policy Act o# 96940101 (June 13, 1980).T,p/

;" 44 F.R.

I*I/ In particular, that policy
statement indicates that:

Attention shall be given both to the
probability of occurrences of releases
and to the environmental consequences of
such releases;
The reviews "shall include a reasoned4

'

consideration of the environmental risks
(impacts) attributable to accidents at
the particular facility or facili-
ties. ";. .

"Approximately equal attention should be
given to the probability of occurrence *

of releases and to the probability of
occurrence of the environmental conse-
quences. ."; and -

.

l

1. Because of the volumincus amount of direct testi-
mony and the large number of witnesses under the six Commis-

| sion Questions addressed in this proceeding (Commission
i Question Seven was not addressed), the witnesses, their
'

professional titles, and their prefiled testimony are listed
! in the Appendix to this Opinion.

:

l'
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Such studies will take into account
significant site and plant-specific
features. "

. .

Thus, a description of a release
scenario must include a discussion of
the probability of such a release for
the specific Indian Point plants.

Contention 1.1 provides:
,

The probabilities and consequences of
accidents at Indian Point Units 2 and 3
combine to produce high risks of health
and property damage not only within the
plume exposure EPZ but also beyond the
plume exposure EPZ as far as the New
York City metropolitan area.

Board Question 1.1 provides:

What are the consequences of serious
accidents at Indian Point and what is
the probability of occurrence of such
accidents? In answering this question
the parties shall address at least the
following documtats: (a) the Indian
Point-Probabilistic Safety Study (IPPSS)
prepared by the Licensees; (b) the
Sandia Laboratory " Letter Report on
Review and Evaluation of the Indian
Point Probabilistic Safety Study" (Let-
ter Report), dated August 25, 1982; and
(c) any other reviews or studies of
IPPSS prepared by or for the Licensees,
the 1;RC Staf f, or the Intervenors, or
any other document which addresses the
accuracy of IPPSS.

Background

Commission Question One includes one Contention and

four Board Questions.1 Commission Question One, Contention

1. Because they raise similar and overlapping issues,
Commission Question One, Contention 1.1, and Board Question
1.1 are addressed together to avoid repetition. Board

i Qunstions 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 are addressed at text, infra at
'

91-101.

.

. - , - + - , , - . . - --e, , - - - , . - - ... - - . - _ - - . . - -.
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1.1, and Board Question 1.1 raise issues pertaining to the

risk of the Indian Point units.

Co'ntention 1.1, as originally formulated by the Board,

failed to take account of both the probabilities and conse-

quences of an accident at Indian Point. Memorandum and

Order (Formulating Contentions and' Designating Intervenor

Responsibilities ) at 4 (Apr. 9, 1982). The Commission, in

its order remanding the contentions for reconsideration,

stated that:

This discussion (of probabilities and
consequences] must be sufficient to
convince the Board that the testimony
addresses accidents that substantially
contribute to overall risk. Testimony
not meeting this test will not materi-
ally contribute to answers to the Com-
mission's questions and should not be
admitted.

In re Consolidated Edison Co. (Indian Point, Units 2 and 3),

16 N.R.C. 27, 37 (1982).

In its September 30, 1982 Order, the Commission further

articulated its direction regarding the linkage of proba-

bility and consequence. The Commission
-

intended that each party (or each group
of parties considered by the Board) be
required to include in any direct testi-
mony and related contentions (and under-
lying bases) that it may choose to file
on accident consequences a discussion of
the probability of the accidents leading
to the alleged consequences. It is
clearly not sufficient for a party
offering testimony and contentions on
consequences to rely on other parties to
develop the issue of probability. Each

'

party offering testimony on consequences -~

i

_ _ _ . _ _ . , _ _ , ._ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ __ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _
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|

must offer at least a discussion of
probability for the Indian Point plants.

Order at 2 (Sept. 30, 1982) (footnote omitted) (emphasis in

original and added) .

In response to the Commission's directive, the Board

reformulated Contention 1.1 to read:

The probabilities and consequences of
accidents at Indian Point Units 2 and 3
combine to produce high risks of health
and property damage not only within the
plume exposure EPZ but also beyond the
plume exposure EPZ as far as the New
York City metropolitan area.

Memorandum and Order ( Formulating Final Contentions and

' Setting Schedule), Appendix at 1 (Nov. 15, 1982).

Licensees and Staff both presented probabilistic risk

assessments (PRAs) of the Indian Point plants. Staff's

assessment included both a review of licensees' analysis and

an ' independent assessment of the risk of the Indian Point

plants. Intervenors, however, challenged the entire PRA

approach, focusing particularly upon uncertainty, metho-

dology, completeness, and consequence assessment.

Summarv of Risk Results
.

The concept of " risk" has two elements, probability and

consequence, and, therefore, risk-is inaccurately portrayed-

when consideration is given only to health effects from

releases of radioactivity at nuclear power plants (conse-

quences) without accounting for the likelihood of such

releases (probabilities). See Board Finding 6.

__ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
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Probabilistic risk assessment is an advanced technique

for quantifying the risks associated with complex systems.

Its purpose is to calculate the probabilities and conse-

quences of accidents, and it provides an analytic framework

for conducting systems analysis and for dealing with uncer-

tainty. PRA has developed rapidly in recent years and its

methods are being applied with increasing frequency in the

nuclear industry, particularly to those accidents which are

beyond the design basis on which the plant was licensed. It

is the only method of nuclear reactor safety analysis that,

in an integrated way, accounts for multiple component fail-

ures, system interactions, and human error. PRA is also

unique in that it provides a comprehensive framework for

analyzing all aspects of potential reactor accidents.

Although it has weaknesses as well as strengths, PRA is the

best means available to evaluate the risk of nuclear power

plants. PRA methods have also been used in studies of com-

plex systems in other industries, including chemical facili-

ties and commercial aircraft studies. Board Findings 7-8.

The Commission has required PRAs of new nuclear power

plants, and it is clear that the Commission intended that

PRA be used in this proceeding. In re Consolidated Edison

Co., 13 N.R.C. at 6. Because PRAs are new in Licensing

Board proceedings, it is important to address the merits of

these studies in detail.

Licensees presented their PRA results principally as a

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ -
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family of risk curves while Staff presented their results as

"bost estimate" (point estimate) plots. A family of risk

curves is a complete display of risk, including uncertainty,

and thus provides the most information regarding risk.

Stoff's results are presented as point estimates because
.

Staff is currently unable to quantify uncertainty. By its
'

own admission, Staff is more likely to have overestimated

rather than underestimated risk. Board Findings 10-11.

Intervenors presented no results based upon an assessment of

rick; rather, they offered only selected consequence esti-

mates decoupled from plant-specific probabilities. See

text, infra at 80-81.

1. Early Fatality Risk

If an accident were to occur at Indian Point Unit 3,

the probability is extremely low that enough radioactivity

would be released to cause any early fatalities.1 According

to licencees, the median frequency (50 percent confidence

icvel) of one or more early fatalities from an accident at

Unit 3 is once in about 140,000,000 reactor years. The

median frequency of 100 or more early fatalities is once in

about 700,000,000 reactor years, and the median frequency
.

1. The risk results presented here are based primarily
on IPPSS conservative assumptions regarding source terms.
For discussion of these assumptions and of different source
terms see text, infra at 85-90.

I

_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ l
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for 1,000 or more early fatalities is once in about

45,000,000,000 reactor years.1 Staff admitted that the

cource terms they used "may have been significantly over-
A

stated" and that the use of lower source terms would have a

cubstantial impact on early, health effects. Board Findings
'

12-13. Moreover, expert testimony presented by licensees

demonstrates that even licensees' consequences would be

reduced by a factor of ten or more if more realistic source

terms than those in IPPSS were used. Board Findings 271-77.

Differences in assumptions regarding when and which

.

cmergency response is taken can be very important in cal-

culating early fatalities, and largely explain the differ-

.ences between licensees' and Staff's estimates. IPPSS used

a probabilistic distribution of times by which evacuation

might be delayed to account for poor weather, communication

' difficulties, and other factors that could delay evacuation;

thus, delay times as long as 13 hours were . used for certain

segments of the population. Staff, however, assumed that if

an accident were caused by a severe earthquake, no one would

evacuate or take shelter for 24 hours after plume passage,

|

| 1. Staff's early fatality best estimate risk curve,
l which assumes very long delays in evacuation for earthquake-
! initiated' accidents, shows a frequency of once in about

500,000 reactor years for one or more early fatalities, once,

| in about 1,000,000 reactor years for 100 or more early
,

| fatalities, and once in about 1,670,000 reactor years for *

'

1,000 or more early fatalities. All of Staff's estimates
j cited are drawn from Staff's " evac-reloc + late reloc"

,
'

curves. Board Finding 13.

.

*
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en assumption equivalent to no emergency response at all for

36 to 48 hours after accident initiation. Because Staff's

assumption would have people stand outdoors for the entire

period, they would not benefit from shielding, which lowers

radiation dose. .Thus, Staff used an unrealistic assumption

which overstated risk. Board Findings 14-15.
|
' The Power Authority also presented estimates of indi-

vidual. risk, which is the average risk to a member of the

public, at a given distance from the plant, of incurring.an

adverse health effect due to an accident. The average early

fatality ~ risk to an individual within one mile of Indian

Point Unit 3 is once in about 160,000,000 reactor years.

Staff's expected early fatalities per site year for indi-
,

viduals within l'1/4 miles of the plant do not differ

significantly. Board Findings 16, 18.
'

According to the Power Authority, the ~ interf acing

systems loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), which involves a

bypass of containment and an early release of radioactivity,

accounts for 97 percent of early fatality risk. This acci-

dent scenario has a median frequency of once in about

25,000,000 reactor years. Staff, which conside'rs its con-

clusion an overestimate of the frequency, reported that the

point estimate frequency of the' interfacing systems LOCA is

| once in about 2,500,000 reactor years. Board Finding 19.

While the Power Authority determined that the inter-

facing systems LOCA is the domin' ant contributor to early

,.,.r. -.e - , - - , . - , e, d,--- - - - . - - - - - - . . - - - ~ - - - . - - - ----------l------.
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fatality risk, Staff found that early fatality risk is

dominated by accidents initiated by severe earthquakes.

Such accidents lead to early fatalities in the Staff's

analysis principally because of the unrealistic emergency
response assumptions regarding protective actions. Staff's

release category C, which is roughly equivalent to

licensees' late overpressurization release category 2RN,

leads to no early fatalities when more reasonable evacu-

| ation/ relocation assumptions are use'd. In fact, assuming
i

that evacuation delay time is longer than the five hours

assumed by Staff, and that evacuation speed is 1.5 miles per

hour (a slow walk), and that evacuation is limited to within

six miles of the plant, containment overpressurization

failure is still not a significant contributor to early

f~atality risk. Board Finding 20.

| Moreover, Staff has not yet evaluated licensees' up-

dated seismic analysis of the containment, which concluded

that the Indian Point Unit 3 containment is strong enough to

withstand the largest earthquake that could occur in the

vicinity of the plant, and that seismic events thus do not

contribute to early fatality risk. Staff's assessment,

therefore, still includes the release category for this

coismic failure as well as the finding that this accident

| sequence is an important contributor to early fatality

risk. Elimination of this seismic failure mode will reduce

overall risk. Board Finding 21.

. __ __ __ _ __ - _ .. ___
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The interfacing systems LOCA, though rare, dominates

the early fatality risk because the risk from all other '

(
<

contributors is even lower. Assuming 'ro emergency protec-

tive measures, i.e., the public c.ontinues normal activities
.

for 24 hours, more than 95 percent of the early f atality ss

risk is confine'd' to a four-mile radius of the plant. With

regard to early f atality rick, an emergency planning, zone

(EPZ) smaller than the present 10-mile EPZ may be warranted

for Indian Point. Board . Findings 19, 239,

2. Latent Health Risk '

p

Licensees and Staff reached approximately the same con-

clusion with respect to their"egtimates of_.the latent cancer
,
t

risk. The risk of latent fatalitieslis. extremely small.1

The latent cancers that could result from an accident at '

Indian Point Unit 3 yould represe'nt only a slight increase
above the naturally occurring cancer rate. The median fre-

quency of exceeding by of.e-one hundredth of one percent the
~

background cancer fatali~ty rate is once in about 170,000-
~

.

.

1. The median frequonhy of latent fatality risk at *

Indian Point Unit 3 is once in 58,000 reactor-years for one s
'

or more latent cancer fatalities, once in about 170,000
.

reactor years for 100 or more such| fatalities, and once: in
about 290,000 reactor years for 1,000 or more latent cancer - .[-
fatalities. Using point estimates, Staf f's , latent f atality'

- risk curve shows the frequency of one or more latent cancer
fatalities to be once in about 10,000 reactor yearf, the
frequency of 100 or more latent cancer fatalities to be once
in about 33,000 reactor years, and the frequency of 1,000 or
more such fatalities to be once in about 50,000 reactor
years. Board Finding 22.

_ _ _ _ . _
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reactor years, the median frequency of exceeding'this rate
1

1
by one tenth of one percent is once in about 330,000 reactor j

;

years, and the median frequency of exceeding it by one per-
cent is once in about 100,000,000 reactor years. Board

Findings 22-23.

The average latent cancer fatality risk to an indi-

x- vidual within one mile of Indian Point Unit 3 is once in
about 62,000,000 reactor years. The average, or expected,

number of latent fatalities per reactor year within 50 miles'

of' Indian Point Unit 3 is .05. Staff, combining the risk

from Indian Point Units 2 and 3, reported less than one halfs

of one expected cancer fatality per reactor year. Board

Finding 24.

The dominant contributor to latent fatality risk at

Indian Point Unit 3 is a radioactive release resulting from

' gradual overpressurization of containment. The Power

! Authority calculated that this type of release has a median

frequency of once in abouc 170,000 reactor years.1 Fire

originating in either the switchgear or the cable spreading
room is the main contributor to accidents leading to such

releases. These fires could lead to a loss of AC power and

eventual containment overpressurization. The mean frequency

of fires leading to latent fatalities is once in about

!

( 1. Staff's calculated frequency for this release is
once in about 57,000 reactor years. Board Finding 25.

. - _ . - _
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140,000 reactor years. The second largest contributor to

latent fatalities is a large seismic event causing loss of

. control power or loss of AC power. This accident scenario

has a mean frequency of once in about 400,000 reactor years.

Board Findings 25-26.

Intervenors' estimates of latent cancer fatalities far

exceed licensees' or Staff's estimates. The intervenors' '

estimates are highly speculative, unrealistically decouple

probability from consequence, do not use dcse assessment

methodology consistent with the most recent Biological

Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) Committee recommenda-

tions, give little weight to shielding factors, and. assume

that mitigative strategies would be of little value or non-

cxistent. Accordingly, the Board finds that thes''e estima tes

are not persuasive. Board Findings 27-30.

3. Other Health Indices

The median frequency of one or more non-fatal radiation

illnesses at Indian Point Unit 3 is once in about 6,400,000

reactor years, and the median frequency of 1,000 or more

cuch illnesses is once in about 950,000,000 reactor years.1
Board Finding 27.

1. According to Staff's point estimate early injury
(radiation illness) risk curve, the frequency of one or more
radiation illnesses is once in about 50,000 reactor years,
and the frequency of 1,000 or more radiation illnesses is
once in about 160,000 reactor' years. Board Finding 27.

__
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The median frequency of one or more thyroid cancers is

onct'in about 25,000 reactor years, and of 1,000 or more it .

'

is once in about 350,000 reactor years. Thyroid cancers are

curable in approximately 90 percent of the cases.1 Board

Finding 28. -

The Power Authority demonstrated that the conditional

probability, i.e., given a core melt, of an individual near

the site boundary receiving a radiation dose in excess of

200 rem to the whole body is less than .1. Ten miles from

the plant, the conditional probability is less than .001.

This analysis assumed that the public would take no protec-

tive action, evacuation or shelter, following an accident.

3oard Finding 17.

Review of IPPSS Development

IPPSS was submitted to the Commission in March 1982,

following more than'two years of intensive analysis and
preparation. Amendment 1 to IPPSS was subsequently sub-

mitted to the Commission in January 1983. IPPSS is a

pioneering safety analysis, and the most comprehensive
|

|

.

| 1. The thyroid cancer f atality risk curve presented by
| Staff shows a frequency of once in about 10,000 reactor

years for 10 or more thyroid cancers (one fatality) and a
frequency of once in about 50,000 reactor years for 1,000 or
more thyroid cancers (100 fatalities) . Staff presented
point estimate risk curves only for those thyroid cancers
which are fatal, while licensees computed consequences for
c11 thyroid cancers. Thus, to facilitate comparisons,
Staff's estimated consequences have been multiplied by 10.|

| Board Finding 28.
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reactor risk assessment published in the United States.

IPPSS broke new ground in its analysis of accident initi-

ating events, both those originating in the plant and those

due to external events such as earthquakes or high winds, in

its treatment of containment challengen by severe reactor

cccidents, and in its improvement of the understanding of

and confidence in the low probabilities calculated in PRAs.

Board Findings 29, 33.

IPPSS is a " state of the art" PRA study. Board Finding

34.

IPPSS, which was independently reviewed by a panel of

prominent nuclear scientists, is estimated to have taken 50

man-years of effort to complete. The review of IPPSS by

Staff and Sandia National Laboratories is estimated to have
consumed five to ten man-years. UCS/NYPIRG witness Robert '

K. Weatherwax, who testified on IPPSS, spent only approxi-

mately 75 to 80 hours reviewing IPPSS. The Board, there-

fore, accords limited. weight to the testimony of Mr.

Woatherwax. See Board Finding 32.

Contrary to UCS/NYPIRG's assertions, all parties to

this proceeding were notified of the contents of Amendment 1

in October 1982, when they were provided with a summary of a

meeting (of which they also had prior notice) which discus-

ced the fire and seismic modifications to Indian Point Units
2 and 3 report'ed in the Amendment. In addition, counsel for

UCS/NYPIRG received Amendment 1 to IPPSS by hand delivery on

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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1

February 2, 1983, and Mr. Weatherwax received it on February

10, 1983, prior to his testimony in this proceeding.

Although UCS/NYPIRG counsel claimed that he could not pre-

pare adequately, he was able to cross-examine the licensees'

witnesses about all aspects of IPPSS and its amendment in

Februsry and then again in April 1983, after he and Mr.

Weatherwax had been in possession of Amendment 1 for ap-

proximately two months. See Board Finding 30.

During his cross-examination of the licensees' wit-

nesses on the IPPSS, UCS/NYPIRG counsel attempted to elicit

statements that the document retention policy followed

during preparation of the IPPSS dif fered from that followed

by the authors for other projects in which they have been or

cre involved. UCS/NYPIRG witness Weatherwax also addressed

this issue in his written testimony.

The authors of IPPSS followed their usual document

retention policy, which, in an evolutionary project such as

a risk assessment, was to retain the information necessary

to confirm, reproduce, or trace the end results and impor-

tant contributors to the risk posed by the plant. Documen-

tation of the end results was made available to reviewers
who requested it. Superseded material was not retained

because erroneous versions had little utility and the risk
,

existed that they would be mistakenly incorporated into the
final product. Licensees concurred with this policy. Staff

witnesses frcm Sandia National Laboratories testified that

- _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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they have no consistent document retention policy, and

cgreed with licensees that retention of prior drafts could

be misleading. Board Findings 36-3 7.

Conclusion

The Board finds that IPPSS is a pioneering ar.d compre-

hensive risk assessment. The independent review of IPPSS by
'

Staff and its consultants has been critical and comprehen-

sive. Additionally, the intervenors had notice of the con-

tents of Amendment 1 to IPPSS, and ample opportunity for
I

cross-examination of the licensees' witnesses on this amend-

mant. The Board also finds that the authors of IPPSS were

justified in following their usual document retention pol-

icy.

Methodology

The authors of IPPSS employed a Bayesian methodology to

update and integrate nuclear plant data. The use of Bayes'

theorem is appropriate in such an analysis because it is a

mathematical formula which allows quantification and inte-

gration of three important types of information: (1) gen-

eral engineering knowledge and judgment; (2) industry-wide

data; and (3) plant-specific da ta. Board Finding 39.

FOE /Audubon witness Dr. Isaac Levi did not object to

the use of Bayes' theorem, but objected to the frequent

choice of a lognormal distribution as a prior.1 However,

i

,

1. Dr. Levi is against the continued operation of all

<
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!
lognormal distributions are applied extensively in risk and

reliability analyses and are appropriate for modeling the

physical processes involved in such analyses. Board

Findings 40-41.1

The authors of IPPSS believe that the totality of

evidence and expert knowledge as well as uncertainty should

be part of the information base used to calculate a final

probability curve or, in the case of IPPSS, a family of

'
curves. The use of these curves, rather than a large number

of " permissible" curves, is the best method to integrate

! diverse information available concerning the frequency of a
'

given event and to express the uncertainty regarding that
,

frequency. Board Findings 42-43.

Unlike FOE /Audubon witness Levi, UCS/NYPIRG witness

i

oxisting nuclear power plants. Board Finding 40.

1. FOE /Audubon witness Dr. Charles Perrow, a sociolo-
gist with no formal engineering training, also challenged
PRA methodology, claiming that PRAs are inappropriate for
nuclear power plants. His position is that PRA methodology
cannot take account of serious accidents arising from the
plants' complexity, the " tight coupling" of subsystems, and
the speed with.which such incidents are, he claims, likely
to occur resulting in little, 18 any, time to react. Dr.
Parrow has never participated in a PRA for a particular

'

nuclear f acility, and has spent only "several hours" reading
the methodology section of IPPSS. In addition, Dr. Perrow

- admitted that he does not .know what the authors of IPPSS
took into account when they were preparing the study. More-
over, Dr. Perrow is " opposed to the use of the present
plants that we have generating nuclear power in the United
States." See Board Finding 35. The Board finds that the
tactimony of Dr. Charles Perrow regarding the use of PRA and

,

the propagation of failures at nuclear power plants to be of[
; no probative value.

:

-.- ._ . .. - . . _ - - _ - _ - - -- .- . _ - _ - _ - _ _ .
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Weatherwax objected to the Bayesian approach and recommended

rerunning of ti models without the Bayesian posterior modi-

fications. Sandia National Laboratories, under contract to

Staff, recalculated important internally-initiated sequences
from IPPSS using the Maximus methodology which is a non-

Bcyesian approach relying only upon'" actual data." This

independent analysis produced results consistent with those

of IPPSS. Thus, the use of the Bayesian methodology as con-
trasted with another approach had little ef fect on the

results. Board Findings 44-45.

IPPSS data regarding failure rates for air-operated

valves were reassessed by FOE /Audubon witness Levi, who used

various levels of indeterminancy, or "k" factors, in the -

prior distributions. His recomputed f ailure rates did not

| vary appreciably from those computed in IPPSS. Board

Finding 47.

FOE /Audubon witness Levi claimed that the assessments
| of probability in IPPSS were not sufficiently definite to
'

justify a judgment in expected utility terms concerning the

chutdown of Indian Point. Dr. Levi concedes, however, that

the authors of IPPSS did not present any results regarding

'oxpected utility, but that he took it "for granted" that

thsy followed this principle. Board Findings 48-49.
.

Dr. Levi proposed use of the " minimax" theory, which
; would contrast the worst possible consequences of operating

Indian Point with the worst possible consequences of various

.
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citernatives, and thus ignore probabilities entirely. No
.

analyses were presented in this proceeding regarding the

worst possible consequences of the various alternatives.

[ Dr. Levi's minimax theory has never been employed in a
'

public policy decision, and, because individuals have their

own criteria regarding worst possible consequences, it may
not lead to a decision. Board Findings 48-49.

Dr. Levi's approach is highly theoretical and academic4

in nature and he acknowledged that he is not an engineer and

not familiar with the design of the plants. Accordingly,

his testimony should be accorded little weight. Board

Finding 48.
,

Conclusion

The Board finds that the Bayesian methodology employed

in IPPSS was a reasonable and appropriate choice for risk

assessment. Fur the rmore, independent analyses confirmed

that the use of alternative approaches would not have

significantly altered the conclusion that the risk of the

Indian Point plants is extremely low.

Quantification of Uncertainty

IPPSS pioneered a technique for the propagation and

presentation of uncertainties that accommodates the effects

of "modeling approximations, phenomenological uncertainties,

and completeness" as well as statistical uncertainties. Its

( tr@atment of uncertainty is the most comprehensive quanti-
!

| tative assessment of uncertainties in a PRA to date. Board

,

,

9 6
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Finding 51.

Although disagreement exists regarding the appropriate

method for uncertainty analysis, the methodology used in

IPPSS to calculate uncertainty is at the forefront of the

tschnology. It is the only technique that has produced a

maasurable result. Uncertainty is explicitly displayed _in
~

'IPPSS through the use of a family of risk curves. To date,

Staf f has been unable to develop a different technique for
quantifying uncertainty. Board Findings 51-5 2.,

The uncertainties in IPPSS appear large because uncer-

tainties are proportionately greater for very small proba-
bilities than they are for larger probabilities. In an

attempt to avoid the appearance of bias in the results, the

authors of IPPSS used very broad priors, which they believe
overstated the uncertainty. Board Findings 53-54.

Conclusion

The Board finds that the authors of IPPSS used a
.

reasonable and appropriate method to calculate and express
uncertainty. This approach is at the forefront of the

technology.
-

Completeness

Numerous issues were raised by the intervenors regar-

ding the completeness of the risk assessments presented in
this proceeding. The issues involved the treatment of: (1)

,

data base, (2) accident scenarios, (3) sabotage, (4) human

roliability analysis, and (5) common cause failures. All of

-
.
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these issues have been adequately addressed by licensees and

Staff.

1. Data Base

The authors of IPPSS are to be commended for greater

use of plant specific initiating event and component failure

data than were used in many past PRAs. IPPSS data base also

included recent industry-wide nuclear plant operating exper-

icnce data. Plant records, drawings, and system descrip-

tions were reviewed to construct the plant specific data

base, which was then integrated with the industry-wide data

using Bayes' theorem, thus' permitting the inclusion of all

relevant information reflecting the current state of know-

ledge. IPPSS data base includes component failure rates,

component unavailability due to testing and maintenance,

human error rates, site seismicity, frequencies for initi-

ating events such as wind, tornado, and fire, and meteoro-

logical, topographic, demographic, and evacuation site-spe-

cific data. Board Finding 56.

2. Accident Scenarios

IPPSS systematically attempts to identify and quantify

cl1 conceivable accident scenarios that could significantly
threaten the public. However, it also assumes that other

1
i ecanarios exist, although such scenarios are likely to be

, rcre because of the completeness of the analysis. As
!

UCS/NYPIRG acknowledges, any omitted scenarios are likely to
,

'

ba infrequent. Board Finding 58.

t .

__ ___ _
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Even if a previously unidentified accident were to

it would have to either bypass or breach cont,ainmentoccur,

to threaten the public. As IPPSS analysis demonstrated,

very few accidents are capable of doing this. The conse-

quences of an unidentified scenario are likely to be no more
,

covere than those already investigated because, among the

identified scenarios, infrequent weather conditions are

necessary to obtain the maximum consequences. Board Finding
*

59.

3. Sabotage

Intervenors argued that the risk from acts of sabotage

i should have been included in licensees' and Staff's risk
casessments. Consistent with the guidance provided by the

PRA Procedures Guide, however, sabotage was specifically

omitted from these PRAs. The Board, therefore, cannot make

a finding with regard to the contribution of sabotage to

risk. Because sabotage is a very security-intensive issue,

the Board finds that licensees' and Staff were correct in
their judgment that sabotage should not be treated in a

( probabilistic risk assessment available to the public.

Board Findings 62-63.1 The Board notes that extensive and.

dotalled Commission regulations and procedures adequately

t

1. See Affidavit of G. Bruce Varnado Concerning
Srbotage (June 7, 1983) (attached to NRC Staff Response to
Raport of Paul J. Amico Concerning Testimony on Commission
Quastion 1 (June 20, 1983)).

- - - - --
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eddress the issue of nuclear power plant security.1

Moreover, the Commission in formulating its preliminary

safety goals specifically excluded the potential effects of

sabotage.

At present there is no basis on which to
provide a measure of risk on these
matters. It is the Commission's
intention that everything that is needed

,

shall be done to keep such risks at
,

their present, very low, level; and it
is our expectation that efforts on this
point will continue to be successful.

,

Policy Statement on Safety Goals for the Operation of
,

Nuclear Power Plants, 48 Fed. Reg. 10,772, 10,773 (1983).

4. Human Reliability Analysis

The human reliability analysis in IPPSS makes sub-
'

stantial progress upon that contained in the Reactor Safety
Study (RSS). IPPSS represents a detailed, thoughtful, and

objective attempt to analyze human reliacility and was not
unduly optimistic in its estimations of human error rates.

Board Findings 64, 68.

The Boa'rd notes that UCS/NYPIRG criticized the treat-

| mant of human error by suggesting that IPPSS failed to use a
!

.

1. See e.j[., 10 C.F.R. Part 34(c) (physical securityi

l plan required); 10 C.F.R. Part 73 (physical protection of
plants and materials); Reg. Guide 5.7 (Entry / Exit Control for
Protected Areas, Vital Areas and Material Access Area);
Rng. Guide 5.14 (Use of Observation (visual surveillance)
Technique in Material Access Areas); Reg. Guide 5.43 (Plant
Sacurity Force Duties); Reg. Guide 5.44 (Perimeter Intrusion

|

Alarm System); Reg. Guide 5.54 (Standard Format and Content
of Safeguards Contingency Plans for Nuclear Power Plants);
NUREG 0464, " Site Security Personnel Training Manual."

,

. ,.-- . . - - , . - , . , - - , - . . - - -
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dependent model for situations in which more than one opera-

tor makes the same cogn-itive error. The Board concurs with

-Staff, however, that IPPSS appropriately used dependent

probabilities for such situations. IPPSS also specifically

increased human error rates to account for stressful situ-

ations. Furthermore, Senior Reactor Operators' avail-

ability and the benefits from operator training on a plant-

specific simulator were also considered. Board Findings

66-67.

5. Common Cause Failures

Failures of more than one safety component can result

from a common cause. While UCS/NYPIRG argued that IPPSS

overlooked significant common cause failures, the Board

finds that IPPSS modeled the more important of these common

cause failures. Failures of common support equipment such

as power supplies or cooling systems have been explicitly

modeled in the plant event trees or system fault trees.

Common cause failures due to human errors such as faulty

maintenance, misinterpretation of plant conditions, and

sequentially compounded errors were included in the systems

analyses. Initiators such as earthquakes or tornadoes that

'could disable a number of systems were explicitly modeled.

Other environmental f actors with common cause potential,

sech as excessive humidity or dirt, were considered in each

system analysis. See Board Findings 69-71.

IPPSS has advanced PRA methodology in the area of

.
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common cause' failures through its treatment of such factors

as human errors; the modeling of external events that can

produce multiple failures; and failures of common support

squipment. IPPSS developed a cause table for each category
'

of minimal cutsets, those minimal combinations of component

failure which lead to system failure, a procedure endorsed

by UCS/NYPIRG witness on the IPPSS Weatherwax to preclude
i the omission of common cause failures. Board Finding 71.

Conclusion
i

IPPSS data base includes the most recent industry-wide

and most complete plant-specific information in a PRA to

date. Because the probability of containment failure or

bypass is extremely low, any accident scenarios omitted from

consideration by Staff or licensees are unlikely to be

important contributors to public health risk. The Board

finds that, with the exception of sabotage, which was

| cxplicitly and reasonably omitted, no significant omissions
i

,

from IPPSS have been identified. With respect to human

I crror, the Board finds that the human reliability analysis

in IPPSS is thorough and realistic. No contrary evidence

I was presented. Further, the most important common cause

failures have been modeled.

Initiating Events
a

j Initiating events, such as operator error and earth-
l

quakes, are occurrences either internal or external to the

nuclear plant system which may cause a departure from normal

|

.
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plant operation. Some initiating events have the ' potential

to cause severe core damage unless rapid reactor shutdown.

and subsequent safety system operation occur. Board Finding

75.

Internal initiating events include loss of feedwater

flow , loss of AC or DC power, turbine trip, operator error,

and pipe failures. IPPSS internal event analysis is a

state-of-the-art analysis performed by competent analysts.

Staff concluded that the internal initiating events included'

1

in IPPSS are relatively complete and their frequency esti-

mates are reasonable compared to those addressed in previous

! PRAs. Among the external initiating events considered in

IPPSS were earthquakes, fires, turbine missiles, flooding

from plant system and external sources, wind and wind-

. induced missiles, and transportation and storage of hazard-
!

I ous materials. The most significant external initiating '-

events at Indian Point Unit 3 are earthquakes and fires.

Board Findings 77-79. IPPSS external event analysis has

cdvanced beyond previous efforts in these two areas.

The IPPSS data bases for internal and external initi-

cting events, as well as for its plant response analysis,

cro the most current and complete of any PRA performed to

date.

1. Earthquakes

IPPSS analysis of earthquake risk has broken new ground

in its methodology and use of advanced data. Direct failure

-- ----
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of the Unit 3 containment building as a result of a seismic

event is impossible. Although earthquakes with ground
,

cccelerations of about .lg (ground acceleration) to .3g

could result in injuries and loss of life to the public, as

well as cause heavy damage to conventional structures such

as residences, these earthquakes would not be strong enough

to threaten even the weakest critical structure or equipment

at the plant. Board Findings 80-81, 84.

The largest earthquake that reasonably can be postu-

lated for this area has a ground acceleration of .8g, which

is below the minimum fragility of the containment, even

accounting for uncertainties. In fact, an updated submittal

by licensees demonstrated that the Indian Point Unit 3 con-

tainment can withstand a median ground acceleration capacity

of 2.4g. Accordingly, the ZlQ release category caused from

a seismic event and described in IPPSS is no longer appli-

cable. Staff has retained a failure mode for this accident

until a detailed review of the recent analysis is completed,

although it stated that the reanalysis of the Indian Point

Unit 3 containment building, performed by competent

analysts, confirms its judgment that the original IPPSS

analysis was conservative, that is, it understated the

strength of the containment. The overall risk would be

reduced with elimination of this fa~ilure mode. Board

Findings 81-82.

Indian Point Unit 3's safety related structures and

I
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cquipment are designed to withstand without loss of function

an earthquake of 0.159 Detailed studies of these safety .

related structures and equipment, however, demonstrate that

their actual capability to withstand seismic events con-

ciderably exceeds this design basis value. The lowest

msdian acceleration capabilities for the safety related

cquipment are in the range of 0.79 to 0.99 Even the least

capable of these components is likely to survive very large
corthquakes. Safety related equipment with even higher

mtdian acceleration capabilities will still be available to

limit the consequences of seismically induced failures.

Board Finding 88.

The seismic portion of IPPSS includes overstatements

which, if corrected, would lower the ultimate calculated

risk. These overstatements exist because IPPSS made " pes-

simistic" rather than " realistic" assumptions in the seismic

analysis, particularly regarding the structural response to

ground motion. Notwithstanding these overstatements, inde-

pandent analyses of Staff's consultant regarding the esti-

i mates of seismic risk at Indian Point Unit 3 confirm that no

significant differences exist between the results of- such
i
I analyses and those in IPPSS. Board Findings 91-92.
t

! It is unrebutted that IPPSS treatment of seismic events
i

10 not only the best such analysis ever done, but is a true

|
breakthrough in this area. Board Finding 92.

-

. .-- - -- - _ _
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2. Fires

'
IPPSS began with a preliminary analysis of potential

i

fires throughout the plant and followed with a more detailed

evaluation of those locations where a fire might damage

important equipment or cables, and thus initiate an accident

scenario. Appendix R to 10 C. F.R. Part 50, which became

effective on February 17, 1981, provides new licensing

requirements to ceduce fire risk. Implementation and
4

enforcement of Appendix R is in progress for all nuclear

power ' plants, including Indian Point Unit 3. Modifications

at the plant include the capability to supply power to

various safety components by routing additional cables which '

'
cre-physically separated from normal cable routes. An

additional analysis, reported in IPPSS Amendment 1, was

i parformed to account for these modifications. This rean-

alysis demonstrated that these modifications have reduced

tho risk from' fire at these locations. UCS/NYPIRG argued,

that more locations should have been analyzed in IPPSS.

However, the reanalysis included a more detailed assessment

o5' additional locations, and confirmed the original judgment
; in IPPSS that these locations are not significant contribu-

) tors to the risx from fires. Board Findings 93-94.

In IPPSS Amendment 1, licensees provided a detailed

enclysis of potential fires in the control room. Because+

this area is continuously manned, a fire would be detected
;

almost immediately JLrui attempts to extinguish it would begin
,

.

6
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promptly. The results of this analysis showed that the

frequency of core melt from control room fires accounts for

only a small fraction of the other fire-initiated core

melts. Board Finding 95.

Such precautions as the emphasis on nonflammable

materials, administrative controls, fire barriers, and fire

detection and suppression systems make fires in critical
~

locations unlikely at Indian Point Unit 3. Fires involving

large quantities of combustible materials in critical

locations are the only ones that could result in serious

damage to the plant. Because such conditions do not exist

at the plant, only large quantities of transient com-

bustibles are of concern. Board Finding 97.

Fire analysis involves complex issues which have not

received as detailed attention as have other aspects of risk

essessment in previous studies. Because fire phenomenology

is not as well understood as internal initiating events, and
.

b3cause the historical fire accident data are not as com-
plete as such events, PRA has large uncertainties in this

.croa. While IPPSS has been criticized as being overly opti-

mistic in its assessment of safe shutdown througn the use of

local auxiliary feedwater nump controls, given a fire in the

ccble spreading room, the Board notes that overstatements

wore introduced into IPPSS analysis in an attempt to compen ,

cate for the uncertainties in the fire risk modeling.

Moreover, Staff concluded that the assumptions used in IPPSS

. _ . .- -
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to model fire growth and spread are " extremely conserva-

tive." Staff's, risk analysis did not include a correction

for this overly cautious analysis in IPPSS. Board Findings

98, 101-02.

It is unrebutted that IPPSS evaluation of fires was

parformed in a credible manner and appears to have identi-

fled the critical plant areas where a fire can cause an

initiating event and simultan'eously fail redundant safety
cystems which may be required to function in response to the

initiating event. Differences between Staff and IPPSS

cotimates of risk from fire are small. Board Finding 102.

3. Other External Initiators

Extreme winds are not a significant contributor to risk

at Indian Point Unit 3. Because the frequency of water

icvels exceeding the grade elevation of the buildings at
,

Indian Point is somewhere between once in a hundred million

years and once in a trillion years, floods are not signifi-

cent contributors to initiating core-melt accidents, and

their omission from full-fledged quantitative risk analysis

within IPPSS is justified. Board Findings 103-04.

Because the overall risk from aircraft crashes into the
~

plant is much smaller than other risks to the public from

the Indian Point plants, the omission of this category from

full-scale risk analysis within IPPSS is fully acceptable.

Bocrd Finding 105.
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Conclusion

The Board finds that IPPSS evaluation of initiating

ovents is thorough and reports reasonable frequencies

regarding their occurence. Specifically, the analysis of

oxternal initiating events in IPPSS provides new insights

into this area of reactor risk assessment. The most
.

important external initiating events at Indian Point Unit 3

cre fires and earthquakes. The Board finds that the Unit 3

containment cannot directly fail from any earthquake which

con occur in the area. Fur the nnore, IPPSS overstated

coismic risk in its analysis of other safety related struc-

tures and equipment. IPPSS fire analysis was sufficiently

dotalled and used extremely conservative assumptions in

calculating risk due to fire. Although fires in critical

j locations are unlikely, modifications made at Indian Point
i

Unit 3 to comply with Appendix R requirements have reduced

fire-related risk. The Board finds that the contribution to
.

rick posed by extreme winds, floods, and aircraft crashes at
.

Indian Point Unit 3 is not significant. The Board notes

that Staff and licensees are in essential agreement regar-

ding their evaluations of initiating events and, thus, finds

IPPSS analysis credible and reasonable.

Plant Response

IPPSS plant analysis is particularly sophisticated and

refined. Because plant response to internal and external

initiating events is similar, the same model was used to

.

-w- ' -- r
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cnalyze both. The basic plant response model delineates the

system functions necessary to avoid core damage and to pro-

tect the containment, and was used to calculate the proba-

bility that these functions are'successfully provided.

Board Findings 107-08.

1. Analytical Procedures

IPPSS discussed plant response to internal initiating

events through use of an event tree and fault tree approach.

Event trees are logic models which delineate the various

combinations of safety system failures -- accident sequences

-- following an initiating event leading to core melt and/or

containment failure. Fault trees are logic models descri-

bing the various ways safety systems can fail; they were

used to identify and display combinations of components

whose failure could cause system failure. The IPPSS con-

sidered system dependencies, including dependencies on

auxiliary, shared, or connected systems. Board Findings

109-11.

IPPSS collected industry-wide data and used them to

provide initial probability distributions or. generic distri-

butions which were then supplemented with specific data from

Indian Point. Bayes' theorem was used to integrate the

industry-wide data with the plant-specific data. Four types

of data.were used: component failure date., maintenance and

testing data, human error rates, and initiating event fre-

quency data. Board Finding 113. These data are the most

_ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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up-to-date and comprehensive available.

UCS/NYPIRG recommended that failure rates be adjusted
.

to account for aging and stress factors. The . Board notes

that the risk assessments relied upon. data bases which

include information regarding equipment and components of

varying ages and that the average failure rates derived
4

therefrom include " burn-in" and " wear-out" failures. The

Board, therefore, finds that using a constant, or average,

failure rate with appropriate uncertainties adequately
i

accounts for aging effects. Board Finding 113.

The authors of IPPSS did not model equipment perform-

ance under stress as though such conditions could simply be
!

represented by a single, scalar "ad;ustment" factor.

| Instead, the conditions under which each component or piece

of equipment would need to operate were explicitly and indi-

vidually assessed when assigning success /f ailure probabili-
;

ties to the event tree branch points. Board Finding 114.

'
The Board finds that IPPSS treatment of stress was reason-

able and appropriate.

2. Core Melt and Property Damage

Core melt is a poor indicator of public health risk.

Almost 95 percent of postulated core melt accidents at

t Indian Point Unit 3 would not lead to significant releases

of radioactivity. Board Finding 117.

Licensees demonstrated that the median core melt fre-
-

qusncy at Indian Point Unit 3 is once in about 20,000 reac-
|

I

!
.

|
l

.
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tor years for internally and externally initiated events.1
Staff conservatively estimated the Indian Point Unit 3 core

melt frequency to be once in approximately 3,000 reactor

years. Small LOCAs and fires are the major contributors to

core melt frequency. Intervenors presented no evidence on

core melt erequency. The mean value of offsite property

damage caused by an accident at Indian Point Unit 3 is

S31,000 per reactor year. Board Findings 118, 119.

Conclusion

The Board agrees with UCS/NYPIRG that IPPSS plant

analysis is "particularly sophisticated and refined." This

analysis, based upon the most complete and up-to-date data

bases available, has been subject to an extensive inde-

pendent review which found the analysis to be generally -

sound. The Board further finds that assumptions employed by

Staff and licensees for stress and aging factors suffici-

ently account for these phenomena. Because 95 percent of

all core melt accidents do not involve a significant release

of radioactivity, core melt frequency is a poor indicator of

public health risk.

Containment Response -

Containment response analysis investigates the phen-

1. Although licensees under Question One presented a
slightly more frequent core melt value, licensees' subse-
quent testimony under Question Five reflects this slightly
smaller value. The difference is inconsequential.

._ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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omena of reactor core melt' accidents and assesses the

response of the containment to these phenomena. IPPSS con-

tainment response analysis, which includes a more comprehen-

sive investigation of core melt phenomenology than that in

the RSS, demonstrated that in general the Indian Point Unit

3 containment can withstand a core melt accident far better
than had previously been assumed. Staff's independent

analyses substantiated the major conclusion of the licen-

sees' containment analyses. However, while not'indepen-

dently analyzing the strength of the containment, UCS/NYPIRG

questioned the extent of the uncertainty in licensees' and

Staff's calculations. Board Finding 121.

Over 6,000 sequence paths were considered in IPPSS.

Frequently, paths on the containment event trees were

carried through even when this required the modeling of

phenomena that are not physically' possible. To demonstrate

the impact of certain phenomena on the containment response,

some of these unrealistic phenomena were analyzed and the

results presented in the form of sensitivity studies. These

sensitivity studies provided justification for the assign-
ment of probabilities to some unlikely paths on the contain-

ment event tree. The containment event tree analysis

produces a set of radionuclide release categories, referred

to as source terms which are used in the subsequent conse-

quence analysis. Board Findings 122, 123.

I
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1. Containment Capability

In addition to withstanding the largest earthquake in
the area, Staff and the Power Authority agree that the

Indian Point Unit 3 containment building can withstand an

internal pressure of at least 141 psia. Although this is

only the minimum pressure at which yielding could begin,
both parties assumed failure of the containment at this

,

pressure. Because the calculation of the onset of yielding

is more certain, ultimate failure pressure was not cal-

culated by any party.1

UCS/NYPIRG raised issues regarding the uncertainty of

the calculation of containment failure pressures at Indian

Point, but admitted on cross-examination that the analyses
they cited involved ultimate failure pressure calculations

only, and not yield point calculations.

Thus,141 psia is a very confident lower bound for con-

tainment functional capability. Board Findings 125, 127.

This conservative failure pressure is 2.3 times the design
basis accident pressure of 62 psia. The factor of 2.3 times

the design basis pressure corresponds to conservatisms in

1. The onset of yielding is the point at which the
reinforcing steel in the containment structure at its most
limiting location begins to deform beyond its elastic
limit. The ultimate failure pressure differs because it is
the pressure at which the containment would fail and release
radioactive material through a breach in the containment.
Board Finding 129.

*
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the original containment structure design. Board Findings

128, 134. \ '
,

s.'',^ -

c_

UCS/NYPIRG neither independently analyzed the contain' ;r
,

m:nt failure pressure for the Unitc3 containment, nor > '

-

:

rsviewed the methodologies used by'the licensees and the

Staff to determine the onset of yielding (the assumed

failure pressure) at Indian Point. No twi ths ta nding ,'

UCS/NYPIRG witness Weatherwax argued that the containment
|

capability level calculated by the Power Authority is
questionable, primarily because the containment was never

~

:

tested above 70 psia and the calculations were not.ade- ~

| quately justified. UCS/NYPIRG admitted, however, that

building a sufficient- conservatism into a containment

i analysis-is as adequate as determining ultimate failure

pressure through structural modeling. Thus, the use of 141!

paia as the ultimate failure pressure is a conservatism

which obviates the need to physically model the point at

which the containment will breach.

Both licensees and Staff developed probability curves

for containmen_t failure at pressures below 141 psia.
Although the curves differed somewhat, the use of either

curve would produce equivalent results. Board Findings 131-

32, 139.
,

2. Delayed Overpressurization

Gradual overpressurization failure is the most likely

f containment failure mode at Indian Point Unit 3. The
i

!
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sccident sequences leading to gradual overpressurization

f ailure are characterized by a loss of primary coolant

' coupled with failure of both the emergency core cooling
.

systems and all containment heat removal systems. Its

median frequency accounts for 99 percent of containment

failures. Board Finding 135.

Late overpressurization failure would not likely occur

for at least one day after the initiating event although,

based on conservative extrapolations, IPPSS analysts had

assumed that late overpressurization failure would occur

af ter approximately 12 hours. Even though the pressure at

which the containment fails would affect the timing of

f ailure, a f ailure of the containment at 120 psia would

still not occur until approximately 12 hours after accident

initiation. Staff also assumed that late overpressurization

failure would occur after approximately 12 hours. Delays of

12 or more hours would provide time for reduction in the

amount of fission products that could be released from the

containment, as well as time for implementation of protec-
tive actions, if required. Board Finding 136.

Containment failure is highly unlikely because the

combination of the reactor coolant system design and the

. containment design at Indian Point Unit 3 would likely pre-

vent a breach of containment under minimal heat removal
conditions. Only one of five fan coolers or one of six

containment spray modes must be operable for these minimal

. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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heat removal conditions to be met. The design of the fan

coolers at Indian Point Unit 3, which includes automatic

bypass of plugged filters, makes the potential for their

failure from the environmental conditions following a core

malt very small. Some of the pumps capable of maintaining

cpray operability are located outside containment and thus

also would not be affected by environmental conditions

inside the containment. Board Findings 137-38.

If the containment should fail, the release would be in

the form of a leak with a duration of several hours. The

loakage that would occur at the weakest points of the

containment at 141 psia would limit further pressure rises,

thereby precluding a bursting type of release. Board

Finding 142.

3. Steam Explosions and Missiles
,

very few core melt accidents at Indian Point would lead

to early containment breach and, thus, early. fatalities.

| Steam explosions and missiles that could be generated by
|

core melts were considered important potential contributors'

to early containment failure at the time the RSS was pub-;

lighed. However, since the RSS, additional research has

demonstrated that the reactor vessel geometry precludes the
'

mixing of coolant and debris that is a prerequisite for

1crge steam explosions. Thus, such explosions have been

climinated as important contributors to containment

failure. Even if such debris / coolant interactions occurred,

. - . - . .. .-- .- . _- - - - .. .
,
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they would not produce loads sufficient to cause vessel or

containment failure. Board Finding 145.

Although steam explosions are considered highly un-

likely, they have been conservatively accounted for in the

risk analyses presented. Staff calculates the probability

of a steam explosion failure to be very low, 100 times less

likely than was reported in the RSS. UCS/NYPIRG agrees that

the absence of steam explosions contributes to the low prob-
ability of cor.tainment failure. Board Finding 146.

4. Hydrogen

For most of the analyzed accidents, the hydrogen con-

centrations in the containment are not anticipated to be in

the flammable range. Even when a hydrogen burn is possible

in the containment, such a burn would not produce a breach

of containment for a wide range of likely accident condi-

tions due to the amount of hydrogen available for burning,

the manner in which it burns, and the capacity of the con-

tainment to sustain the calculated increases in pressure and

temperature. Board Findings 151-52.1

The pressure surges from steam spikes or hydrogen

explosions will almost always be less than 141 psia, making

'

l. The conditions required for hydrogen detonation and
for a subsequent shock wave to breach the containment could
not be reached even if hydrogen were concentrated in a small
volume or portion of the containment. Therefore, sequences
involving hydrogen detonation were not modeled in IPPSS.
Board Finding 147.

l
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carly containment failure very unlikely. Hydrogen burns are

not important contributors to releases at Indian Point Unit
i

3. Board Findings 155-56.

Staff and licensees disagreed about the amount of

hydrogen that could be generated at various stages of an

accident. Licensees cited analyses demonstrating that the

manner in which the core moves to the lower reactor vessel,
1

and the fact that particles formed during the melt process,

would be sufficiently coarse to rapidly cool the debris,

would minimize hydrogen generation. Staff testified that

there is uncertainty regarding the manner in which the core

would move and that particle size could be smaller than

reported in the IPPSS. Citing their " lack of knowledge in

this area," Staff assumed that 100 percent of the zirconium

would be oxidized during in-vessel core heatup and melt-

| d own.. They further assumed that 100 percent of the core
,

I

| material would exit the vessel during release to the reactor
\

-

| cavity, thereby producing more hydrogen, a phenomenon which

was challenged as mechanistically impossible. The Board

finds that Staff's assumptions are unrealistically conserva-

tive. Board Findings 149-51.
.

| Staff performed sensitivity analyses to asghts the im-

portance of uncertainties regarding hydrogen-induced failures

of containment to. risk. It concluded that increasing the

[ probability of such a failure at Indian Point Unit 3 by as

much as an order of magnitude has a negligible effect on

-
~_ -
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carly fatalities and increases latent fatalities by only a

f actor of two. Board Finding 156.

5. Basemat Failure

Staff and licensees analyses of failure of the concrete

basemat beneath the reactor vessel differ somewhat. Staff

ecknowledges, however, that overall risk is insensitive to

whether or not the basemat is penetrated. Board Finding

161. Moreover, for the dry-cavity case , IPPSS assumed that

the containment would always fail by overpressurization

prior to basemat penetration. Because the health conse-

quences of an overpressure failure exceed those' of a basemat

fcilure, the Board finds that such an assumption could lead

to an overstatement of the risk. Board Findings 157-58.

Conclusion

The Board finds that the Indian Point Unit 3 contain-

| m nt is capable of withstanding internal pressures up to at
|

| least 141 psia, and that Staf f's and licensees' analyses

wsre conservative in assuming containment failure at this

pressure. While the the dominant mode of containment

failure is gradual overpressurization, most core melt

accidents will be successfully contained. If containment

| chould be breached, it is not likely to occur until at least

ono day after accident initiation. Although licensees' and
,

| Staff's containment analyses differed concerning the details

| regarding hydrogen generation and basemat failure, these

i
I

.
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areas of disagreement are unimportant in terms of public

health risk.

Accident Consequences Assessment

Consequence analysis is the assessment of public health |

cnd economic impacts from postulated releases of radioactive

ma terial . Those scenarios which lead to a release from con-
' teinment to the atmosphere or which bypass containment were'

analyzed in great detail. Accidents which could release

radioactive material into ground water and otner liquid
i pathways are lower in frequency and less severe in conse-

quences than atmospheric releases. Board Finding 164.

Licensees and Staff evaluated accident consequences
for: (a) early fatalities; (b) early injuries (radiation

illnesses); (c) delayed cancer fatalities (including

thyroid); (d) delayed thyroid cancer cases, fatal and non-

j ' fatal; (e) population dose (man-rem) to the exposed genera-
|

| tions; and (f) offsite economic costs. Additionally,

intervenors' estimates focused upon latent cancer -

| fatalities. Board Findings 16 5, 221.
!

The key parameters that characterize the various hypo-
thetical accident sequences are: (a) the magnitude of

; rcdioactive releases; (b) time of release; (c) duration of

release; (d) warning time, that is, the time from the

i operator's determination that a release will occur until the

[ time the release does occur; (e) height of release; and (f)
the energy content of the release. Meaningful consequence

. - - _ _ _ _ _
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analysis of the Indian Point' site must be based on site-

specific data such as meteorology, demography, and topo-

graphy, and on protective measures such as evacuation and
,

sheltering. Board Findings 166-67.1

1. Analytical Procedures and Dispersion Analysis

Both licensees and Staff used complex computer codes in

their consequence assessment analyses. These codes are

modified versions of the Calculation of Reactor Accident

| Consequences (CRAC) computer program used in the RSS. Board
i

|' Finding 171.

Because the RSS was applied to a composite site, the
1

outhors of IPPSS developed an improved version of the CRAC

program, called Calculation of Reactor Accident Conse'quences
,

Including Trajectories (CRACIT), which allowed them to fully.

reflect conditions specific to Indian Point. Staff modified>

the CRAC code in certain areas to allow for site-specific

and problem-specific applications.2 The Board finds that

._

l. The Question One testimony of UCS/NYPIRG witness
Steven Sholly raised numerous questions regarding'IPPSS
consequence modeling and assumptions. Mr. Sholly assisted

| UCS/NYPIRG councel in-his preparation for cross-examination
| of licensees' witnesses on this subject. Tr. 8405 (Sholly).

The Board . notes that UCS/NYPIRG chose to raise questions
about these topics, but determined not to attempt to resolve

: them during cross-examination.
t

,

1 2. The four principal differences between the CRACIT
( and.CRAC codes are: (a) CRACIT modils changes in plume
l trajectory, whereas CRAC models straight-line plume

trajectories; (b) CRACIT models evacuation at a variety of4

cpeeds based on an analysis of the roadway network, whereas

| CRAC models evacuation radially away from the reactor site

{
1

1 . _ . ._- . . _ _ .-_ m - . __ .. _ __ . _ . _ _ - _ .- _. ,
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licensees' CRACIT code, which has been employed in a number

of site-specific risk studies, is more realistic than the
.

CRAC code. Board Findings 170, 172.

The analysis of the health effects of radioactive
'

materials released depends upon their location, which may be
i

oither airborne or on the ground; their concentration; and

the location and travel paths during evacuation of the

exposed population. The consequences of a postulated acci-

dont can vary with the timing and the duration of the

radioactive release. The most important factors affecting !

I

this variation relate to weather conditions at the time of
the release and during dispersion. Wind speed and direc-

tion, atmospheric mixing, and precipitation govern the size

of the area affected and the contentrations of radioactive
material at any given location. The modeling of protective

actions can have an important influence on consequence esti-

m:tes, particularly with respect to early illnesses and

fatalities. Board Findings 14, 174.i

I In licensees' and Staff's consequence analyses, the
distribution of airborne and deposited radioactive materiali

in the environment was calculated as a function of time.
-

The movement and shielding of pe9ple were taken into account

at a constant speed; (c) CRACIT is capable of modeling
releases in up to four separate phases, whereas CRAC models
all releases as a single " puff"; and (d) CRACIT meteoro-
logical sampling consists of 288 individual random samples
whDreas CRAC's smaller sample is applied to 16 direction
ecctor samples. Board Finding 171.

|

L
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l

to calculate the resulting doses and number of health

offects. Many weather conditions were studied for any

single postulated release to determine the probability dis-

tribution for each health effect analyzed. Assumed accident

otart times were selected such that they were uniformly

distributed over all months and over day and night con-

ditions. Meteorological data were selected from the data

base for corresponding times. Additionally, in IPPSS, low

| probability weather conditions, which would result in the
!

most severe consequences, were specifically included through

oxamination of the entire meteorological data base. Board

Finding 175.

Dispersion anal'ysis is also an important component of

both the licensees' and Staff's computer codes. The

following phenomena were modeled by both parties: (a);

i

! atm'ospheric dispersion of released materials; (b) wet and
!

i dry deposition; (c) plume rise; and (d) inversion layers.

Licensees' analysis also included detailed terrain modeling
of the Indian Point vicinity. Board Findings 176-80.

_

Because of the manner in which containment would fail

during an overpressurization accident, radiological releases

occur over an extended period of time of up to several

hours. Staff agreed that it is more realistic to model

| those long duration releases as four distinct " puffs," as

was done in IPPSS. Board Finding 182.

.
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\
'

2. Plant Site Data Used in Analyses*

Both licensees and Staff.used plant-specific data in

thoir. respective analyses. In IPPSS and in Staff's

analysis, weather data from a representative one-year period

waro used. Wind' speed, wind direction, atmospheric stabil-

.ity, precipitation, and inversion layer height were the

parameters assessed. IPPSS data were drawn from multiple

locations near the site, and, thus, any plume that is pro-

jscted to leave the site area is assumed to be influenced by

wscther data measured in an adjacent region. Board Finding

183.4

.

UCS/NYPIRG criticized the approach ' chosen by licensees

and Staff and proposed that an alternative to a single year

of meteorological data might be the creation of a " typical

matcorological year" to represent the long-term average
,

bthavior of weather as discussed in the Sandia siting study.
:

j Board Finding 184. This criticism is without merit. The

long-term average behavior model proposed by UCS/RYPIRG'

i
would understate the risk because infrequent but extreme

wacther conditions would.be a lesser factor in such a long-

L term model.
!

The testimony presented b'y Con Edison witness Lester A.

i Cohsn coupled with testimony under Board Question 1.3, see

.toxt, infra at 94-98, strongly suggests that, because of the ,

matcorology of the area around Indian Point, which is!

I

hsavily influenced by local topography, the possibility of a

!

!

|

!
,
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plume being carried substantially beyond the plume EPZ is
unlikely. This is primarily due to the light transport

I

winds, the diurnal flow in the valley, and the topographic
features around Indian Point. Because intervenors' witnes-

ges on this subject have neither training nor experience in

meteorology,- th'eir testimony has little probative value.
Board Findings 185-90.

3. Dose Assessment Methodology and Health Ef fects

In addressing the methodology of dose assessment, IPPSS

clightly modified the methodology used in the RSS, to be

approximately equivalent to mid-range estimates developed by
the 1980 BEIR Committee. Board Findings 19 2, 199.

Exposure can be either early or chronic. Chronic

exposure involves lower dose rates and longer time scales

than early exposure.1 Evacuation and sheltering reduce

early exposure. Sheltering reduces the doses incurred from

inhalation, external plume exposure, and ground contamina-

tion. Two chronic phase dose mitigation actions are inter-

i diction and decontamination. Interdiction of both land and

food were considered by Staff and licensees, and both,

parties agreed on the appropriate assumptions to be used.

.1. Several potential modes of chronic exposure exist,*

the most important of which are direct radiation from
contaminated ground and ingestion of contaminated milk or
crops. Doses from inhalation of resuspended material are
included in the computation, but are small relative to doses
from other pathways. Board Findings 194-9 5.

i
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IPPSS assumed that interdiction would not be applied to land

contaminated at relatively low levels, that is, levels which

would lead to only small increments in the risk of cancer

fetality from other causes. Although one intervenor

questioned whether effective decontamination of built-up

areas is possible, Staff and licensees agreed upon decon-

tamination assumptions. Board Findings 196-98.

Health effects can be divided into two categories:

carly and latent effects. Early effects include fatalities

and illnesses caused by threshold doses of radiation

received in a short period of time, most within days to

weeks after exposure. Board Finding 199.

The second category of health ef fects includes cancers,

curable thyroid nodules, and genetic effects caused by lower

doses received over a longer time. Virtually all of the

cancer fatalities, thyroid cancer cases, and man-rem esti-

! mated in IPPSS result from low radiation doses for which
estimates are based on extrapolation rather than direct

experimental data. Board Finding 199.

ho minimize early fatalities, supportive medical treat-!

ment would be given to people receiving potentially lethal
!

| doces to the total bone marrow from early exposure (greater

[ than about 175 rem) . Only those persons receiving dose

9xposures exceeding 350 rem would need special facilities;

thus, most persons needing supportive medical treatment

would not require such-special facilities. Moreover, medi--

!

|

|
-
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cel treatment need not commence for 20 days to be effec-

tive. This allows sufficient time to identify the af fected

creas and to screen the population that will require special

trea tment. Board Finding 202-03.

i Both UCS/NYP,IRG and FOE /Audubon questioned whether

medical facilities or personnel would be available to

cdminister supportive treatment to those who may suffer!

substantial radiation exposure. Board Finding 204. The

Board finds that medical and other emergency personnel will

act responsibly and respond to a nuclear plant emergency.
As discussed under Contention 3.2, it is more likely that.

there will. be -an excess of volunteers responding to an
e

cmorgency. Furthermore, under virtually no set of circum-

stances would the number of people needing treatment exceed

the capability of medical personnel and facilities. Board

Finding 201.

4. Emergency Response Assumptions

An important component of consequence assessment is the

emargency response assumptions. IPPSS consequence analysis

for the 10 mile EPZ was based on the evacuation plan

-developed by Parsons Brinckerhoff. For areas within 10

[ miles, five different scenarios were developed to account
|

for time-of-day and seasonal variations in evacuation and

population. The appropriate population and associated /'

ovacuation data bases were selected based upon the starti

time for each accident scenario. Board Finding 206.
'

|
*

i
!

.
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Although UCS/NYPIRG questioned whether IPPSS modeling

of evacuation transit times was consistent with the times
calculated by Parsons Brinckerhoff, IPPSS used the most

current data available at the time the analysis was per-

formed. Furthermore, sensitivity studies performed by
licensees and reported in NUREG/CR-2239 demonstrated that

consequence results are not sensitive to evacuation speed,

and therefore to transit time, unless speeds are extremely /

low. Board Finding 207. /

Delay time , the time between warning from the plant and

the start of evacuation, is a key parameter in computing
early health effects. IPPSS treated delay time probabilis-

tically, reflecting the possibility that the entire evacuee

population may be delayed longer than expected due to fac-

tors such as severe weather conditions, unavailability of
transportation or difficulties in communication. For

example, it was assumed that at least 30 percent of the

population was delayed more than one hour in all scenarios.

UCS/NYPIRG claimed that the maximum increase in delay time

in IPPSS was two hours. However, delay times of up to 13

hours were used in the IPPSS. Board ' Finding 208.

Staff's and licensees' emergency response assumptions

differed principally because Staff chose three alternative

sets of emergency response, rather than a probabilistic

approach, to bound the analysis. The first set of para-

meters, designated by Staff as " Evac Reloc," assumes evacu-

1
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etion of the population within 10 miles. The .second set of

parameters, designated as "Early Reloc," reflects the hypo-

thesis that the planned evacuation would not or could not

take place, and that segments of the population within 10

miles would be relocated 8 hours after plume passage. Board

Findings 209-J0.
1 .

The third set of parameters, designated " Late Reloc,"

reflects the assumptions of an emergency response situation

hampered by a severe external event which would seriously

limit the ability to evacuate'and reduce shielding protec-

tion. For these accidents, relocation of the public from

highly contaminated areas 24 hours after plume passage was

assumed. This assumption is equivalent to no emergency

responso at all for 36 to 48 hours after accident initi-

ation. Accordingly, the Board finds this scenario unreason-

ably overstates risk. Because people are unrealistically

assumed to stand outdoors for the entire period, they would

-not benefit from shielding, which lowers radiation dose. *

Board Fi'nding 210.

Licensees' and Staff's consequence analysis accounted
.

for shielding effects associated with different types of

l protective actions. While questioning the sheltering

accumptions made in IPPSS, UCS/NYPIRG conceded that studies,

,

( reported in the literature and the PRA Procedures Guide

( characterize the inhalation reduction factors used in IPPSS
as conservative. Board Findings 211. The Board finds that

.

I -- -
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accounting for shielding effects is reasonable and appro-
priate.

UCS/NYPIRG argued that an 8 hour warning time should be

used-for release category 2RW, which accompanies a late

overpressurization failure of containment, rather than the

11 hours used in IPPSS. Licensees testified that, based

upon -updated analyses, a 2RW rel ase was not likely to occur

until at least 24 hours after accident initiation, thus

allowing 13 hours, a . sufficient time for plant operators to

realize that a 2RW release could occur. Board Finding 115.

Although UCS/NYPIRG argued that there would be a significant
>
' impact on the calculated consequences using an 8-9 hour

warning time, which would reduce the amount of time avail-

able for implementation of protective actions, licensees'
1

censitivity analyses demonstrated that early f atalities

within the evacuation zone could be prevented if evacuees

bcgin moving no later than the start of the release and,

i *

| maintain a minimum speed of about three miles per hour.. At
i -
'

a few miles from the plant, evacuations at this speed could

ba initiated somewhat later without an increase in the risk
of an early fatality.

In fact, evacuation of any kind has only minor effects

on-latent fatalities. Moreover, as Staff pointed out,
!

! warning time is one of the less important uncer'.ainties in

concequence analysis. Boaud Findings 215-16. UCS/NYPIRG

conceded that utilizing both the licensees' and the Staff's

- . _ . - _ - _- 2 __ _ . .- . _ _ _ , _ _ . , . _ _._._._..~ . _ .
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cmergency response assumptions would result in only a very

small chance of early fatalities. Board Findings 212-13.

5. Uncertainty in Consequence Calculations

Staff found that early fatality and early injury risk

estimates generated by the CRACIT code are lower than those

generated by the CRAC code. The code comparisons presented

by Staff, however, used different protective response as-

sumptions for the two codes. Despite these different as-

sumptions, the early fatality differences become pronounced

only at the high consequence portion of the curves. Latent

health effects generated by the two codes are approximately
the same. Board Finding 200. With respect to the dif-

forences in estimatation of early fatalities at the high

consequence portion of the curves generated by CRACIT and

CRAC, the Board finds that the CRACIT estimates are more

reasonable because the CRACIT code is more realistic. Board

Findings 175, 223.

UCS/NYPIRG claimed that the licensees' testimony on

uncertainties was only qualitative, yet it admitted that

IPPSS included "' quantitative consideration of the net

offect of uncertainties in many aspects of the dose calcu-

lations'" in considering modeling uncertainties. Moreover,

Staff characterized the approach used by licens_ees as being

in the forefront of modeling techniques. Board Finding 216.

Staff did not numerically bound the total uncertainties

considered important in its analysis, although it did render

_ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ ___
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some-qualitative judgments with regard to all of the sig-

nificant uncertainty factors. Staf f stated that its .

cnalysis has large uncertainties and further observed that,

due to a probable overestimation of source terms, it is more.

likely that Staff has overestimated rather than underesti-

]
mated risk. Board Finding 220.

6. Intevenors' Evaluation

UCS/NYPIRG witnesses Beyea and Palenik and FOE /Audubon

witnesses Pisello and Piccioni postulated adverse health

! consequences which exceed those calculated by both Staff and

licensees in their more thorough and realistic assessments.
.

Board Findings 221, 222. While intervenors' calculations

ware conditional upon a Reactor Safety Study PWR2 type
'

release with _its concomitant overestimation of source terms,

; - Board Findings 222, 229, 243, both intervenors failed to-

| prosent plant specific. probabilities associated with their

consequence estimates as the Commission had directed. See

text, supra at 28-29. Neither intervenor used a consequence

model capable of realistically modeling plume transport.
!

Board Findings 223-24, 230. Pisello/Piccioni failed to

account for shielding effects, although they conceded the

necessity of modeling this factor. Board Finding 230.
|

| Moreover, neither intervenor used dose-health effects con-

version factors in accordance with recommendations of the

1980 BEIR Committee, thereby further inflating their conse-

[ quance estimates. Board Findings 226, 232. Thus, inter-

.
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venors' estimates are highly speculative, depend on unrea-

listic assumptions and inadequate modeling, and decouple

probabilities from consequences despite the Commission's '

direction to the contrary. Board Finding 221. Thus, the

Board finds that these estimates are of little probative
~

vclue.

7. Evaluation of Measures to Protect the Public During
Emergencies

Commission Question one asked for an assessment of the

ris'k after any improvements identified in response to Com-

mission Question Four. Licensees and Staff both presented

consitivity studies which shed light on the impact on risk

of such responses as evacuation, relocation, and sheltering.

There are two types of evacuations: those that would

reduce public risk and those that are precautionary. For

the first type, the public within the plume EPZ might need

to be evacuated once in about 14,000 reactor years, which is

the combined mean frequency of IPPSS category 2RW scenarios
; f6r Indian Point Units 2 and 3. It is most likely that

there would be about a day available between the start of'

the accident and possible radioactivity release.- Given this

time available for evacuation, no early fatalities are

expected to result. The frequency of this type of evacua-

tion could be further reduced through plant recovery actions

to prevent a release. The frequency of evacuations when

there is less time is extremely low, once in about 1,000,000

.

6

O
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reactor years. This is the combined mean frequency of IPPSS
release category 2, the interfacing systems LOCA, for Indian

Point Units 2 and 3. Board Finding 234.

Alternate protective responses to protect the public

following an IPPSS category 2 release were presented.1

These alternatives to evacuation involve people in the plume
.

pathway taking shelter, preferably in basements, and, after

plume passage, relocating. Board Findings 235-36.

Two alternate timeframes were presented: (1) shelter-
!

ing for 6 hours followed by relocation and (2) sheltering
for 24 hours. In both cases, people were assumed to shelter

in basements and take one-hal; hour to relocate out of the

~doposition area when notified. The early fatality risk

curve for the six-hour-sheltering-plus-relocation approach

is not substantially different from the risk curve for,

j immediate evacuation. Not only is this a more effective

| cpproach than sheltering for 24 hours, but also fewer

potential logistica1' problems are associated with sheltering

for six hours followed by relocation than with immediate

ovacuation. Staff performed a similar analysis for a, -

|

; category 2_ type release to compare their immediate evacua-
i

4

:

: 1. This accident was selected for further study
i bacause it is the major contributor to the early fatality ,

! risk, and because it has the potential for releasing
[ radioactivity into the environment relatively quickly.

Therefore, it represents the greatest challenge in terms of
I cmargency response. Board Finding 23 5.

|
i

t

.
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tion approach.(Evac-Reloc) to an approach which involves

relocation eight hours af ter plume passage (Early-Reloc).
Staff's results were essentially the same as those of

licensees. That is, for this type of accident, immed ia te

, evacuation may be only marginally effective in reducing

cerly fatalities compared to the early relocation approach.
Board Findings 237-38.

Moreover, from the perspective of early fatality risk,

an emergency planning zone (EPZ) smaller than the present
4

10-mile EPZ may be warranted. In fact, assuming no

protective measures are taken by the public, i.e., the

public continues normal activities for 24 hours, more than

95 percent of the early fatality risk is confined to a four-

mile radias of the plant. Fur the rmore , evacuation of any

; kind has only minor effects on latent fatalities. Most

importantly, the more realistic source terms presented by
licensees' witnesses Drs. Stratton and Rodger demonstrate

'
that, assuming no evacuation and no sheltering for 24 hours

following an accident, there would be no early fatalities.

See text, infra at 85-90. The Board finds, therefore, that

roevaluation of the present plume EPZ would be

appropriate. Board Findings 213, 239.

Conclusion

The Board finds that CRACIT is an improvement over the

CRAC consequence code, particularly in its more realistic

modeling of multi-phase releases. The Board finds that,

, . _ _ . - . _ _ _ _ . . _ - _ - _ _ _ . _ _ . . - _ _-_ -_ . _ _ _ _ _
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meteorological models used by Staff and licensees are ade-

quate for consequence analysis, despite UCS/NYPIRG's

criticisms. Following an accident at Indian Point, the

probability of the plume reaching New York City is
unlikely. The Board finds that Staff's bounding approach to

model possible evacuation delays is unduly pessimistic

because it assumes that people would stand outdoors for 24

hours following an accident, and thus leads to a significant

overstatement of risk. Sensitivity studies presented by

-both licensees and Staff demonstrated that relocation4

strategies may be an effective protective response following
certain accidents. 'Despite the Commission's direction to

'the parties in this proceeding to consider probability and

consequences equally, no intervenor presented any proba-

bility estimates for the consequence calculations made by
Palenik/Beyea and Pisello/Piccioni. The evidence indicates

| that many of these intervenors' assumptions are biased and

| unrealistic and that they did not use analytic models as
t

|

cophisticated as those used by Staff or licensees. Thus,|

| their health effects estimates are of no value in assessing

the risk at Indian Point.

The Board further finds that the relocation approaches.

presented as alternates to immediate evacuation following an

; p,ccident result in no substantial differences in terms of

ocrly fatality risk. Because these relocation approaches
,

|- may be more feasible under certain conditions than immediate
t

|
:
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evacuation, a relocation approach may be the preferred

protective response. Finally, consideration of a smaller

plume EPZ would be appropriate.

Source Terms

An extremely important step in determining the public
,

consequences of a postulated reactor accident is determining

the source terms--the amount and chemical form of the inven-
tory of radionuclide materials which may be reledsed to the

environment. Overstating source terms results in inaccurate

and misleading overestimates of consequences of various

accident sequences, particularly for densely populated sites

and for early fatalities, and can result in an inappropriate
~

response to those hypothetical accidents. Board Findings

241-43. The Board observes that much discussion has sur-

rounded the methodology used for estimating source terms in

the Reactor Safety Study. Because this f actor is extremely

important in risk analysis, the Board carefully considered

three sets of source terms in this proceeding.

Licensees in IPPSS and Staff in its risk assessment
presented similar sets of source terms based on RSS metho-

dology. A consensus exists in the scientific community that

RSS methodology overstates source terms. Specifically, RSS

methodology, using the CORRAL code, does not adequately

account for current knowledge regarding physical processes

which would affect retention cf radionuclides in various

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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parts of a reactor. Staff witness Robert Bernerol testified
that there is very little likelihood that source terms would

,

ba higher than those derived using the RSS model and a much

greater likelihood that they will be lower. Bernero

parsonally estimated that the overstatement is by a-factor

of 10 or more. Nevertheless, Staff did nothing to compen-,

este for the acknowledged overstatement, choosing instead to

cwait the results of additional research. Board Findings

242-43,-249, 269.
1

IPPSS, however, using expert engineering judgment,

included a quantification of the probability that the actual

source terms would vary from the calculated point estimate;

I

by varying amounts. These probability distributions were

included in IPPSS consequence analysis. Although neither

Staff nor intervenors agreed with IPPSS use of probability
!

( distributions, neither presented any alternative methodology
|

to account for the acknowledged source term overstatement.

UCS/NYPIRG witness Weatherwax questioned the level of -

cophistication in the probabilistic assignment, but stated

he had no reason to disagree with it. Board Findings 248-

50, 252, 269.

A third set of source terms for the two most important
i

Indian Point accident sequences was calculated by two of
;

1. Mr. Bernero is the Director of the Commission's
Accident Source Term Program.

.
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licensees' witnesses, Drs. William Stratton and Walton

Rodger, both of whom are widely respected members of the

ccientific community.1 They presented step-by-step

cciculations specific to relevant Indian Point pr.thways in

j the accident sequences. The RSS methodology assumes that

certain radionuclides important to the risk of bott early
'

and latent fatalities would behave like noble gases and pass

f rom the core without significant subsequent retention into

the environment. That assumption was not based on research,

but was considered a conservatism of the methodology. Board

Findings 242, 247, 259-60.

Cesium is most important to the risk of latent fatali-

ties and iodine is important to the risk of early fatali-

ties. Both the IPPSS and the Staff assumed that cesium

would exist as atomic cesium and iodine would exist as ele-
mental iodine, I Researchers have examined the expected2

, behavicr of these radionuclides, especially since observing
\ -

'

the phenomena at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI), and the

results of that research call these basic RSS assumptions
into question. Rather, current research suggests that

.

1. Dr. Stratton, a member of the Commission's Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards from 1966 to 1975, worked

l with the staff reporting to the President's Commission on
the Accident at Three Mile Island (the Kemeny Commission).

, . Dr. Rodger is the lead contractor for the Industry Degraded
[ Core Rulemaking program's section on Fission Product
; Transport, and in 1981 received the Robert E. Wilson Award

from the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, of which
ho_is a fellow.

|

'
--
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4

iodine will not be in its elemental form, but will combine'

with cesium to form CsI and that the remainder of the cesium
would be CsOH. This is significant because these forms of

cosium and iodine will not be transported through the

reactor coolant system and containment as readily as the
,>

forms assumed by RSS.1 Radionuclides that the RSS assumed4

to be available for release would instead face a series of*

barriers between the core and the environment. The Staff

failed to account for these barriers in calculating its
'

!

source terms, thereby overestimating consequences of the

hypothetical accidents. This' third set of source terms,

calculated by Drs. Stratton and Rodger, was based upon, and

consistent with, the past and recent data available from re-

] scarch and actual accidents. Impo rtantly , the factors

! accounting for these more realistic source terms do not

depend upon operator response or upon properly functioning
:

equipment. Board Findings 246, 251-56, 259-60.

Consequences, particularly early- fatalities, are highly
consitive to reductions of source terms. Risk of early

f atalities at Indian Point is' due almost entirely to
releases from one accident sequence category, the inter-
facing systems LOCA. Using the more realistic third set of

!

i 1. Similr.rly, tellurium, which is also one of the '

; radionuclides important to health consequences, would not be
; gaccous, and, therefore, would not be available for

release. See Board Finding 258.
|

.

|

i
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cource terms, the interfacing systems LOCA accident sequence

results in no early fatalities, even when the very unrealis-

tic assumption is made that no one evacuates and no one

tckes shelter for 24 hours. Wht the source term for

gradual overpressurization accidents is more realistically

i enalyzed, latent fatalities are reduced by a factor of 10,

from approximately 0.054 to 0.005 mean latent fatalities per

year. Similarly, property damage is reduced by a factor of

! 17. Using the more realistic source terms reduces the

potential worth of adding a mitigative or preventive device

by a factor of 10, because the dose resulting from a late

overpressurization accident is reduced from a mean value of

700 man-rem to a mean value -of 70 man-rem. The worth of

mitigative and preventive devices is measured in terms of

man-rem averted. Board Findings 271-72, 274-77.

Conclusion

*

Estimates of source terms should be based upon the

chemical and physical behavior of radionuclides under the

conditions that the postulated accidents would create. A

consensus exists that the RSS source terms lead to an

overstatement of risk. The use of probability distributions

in IPPSS is an improvement over Staff's disregard of the

acknowledged overstatement of source terms. Yet, only the

third and more realistic set of source terms is based upon

explicit calculations of the expected behavior of the

| radionuclides for Indian Point. Those more realistic source

I
1

;
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terms further support an EPZ. smaller than the present 10

miles. IPPSS analysis demonstrates that about 95 percent of

the early fatality risk is within about 4 miles of the

plant, even assuming " normal activities. " However, the more

realistic source terms of Drs. Stratton and Rodger demon-
,

Lotrate that this much smaller zone of risk is an inappro-

'

priate measure because there is no early f atality risk, even
<

assuming no evacnation and no sheltering for 24 hours. The

Board finds that the set of source terms presented by Drs.

Stratton and Rodger is the most appropriate information upon

which'to determine expected releases from postulated acci-

dants, and finds that no early fatalities, few latent

fatalities, and little property damage would result from

covere accidents at Indian Point Unit 3. Thus, considera-

tion should be.given to reducing the size of the plume EPZ

surrounding Indian Point and other plants with similar risks.,

| Conclusion to Commission Question One,
| Contention 1.1, and Board Question 1.1

The Board finds that both licensees and Staff performed

thorough PRAs which should be ' accorded great weight in reso-

lution of the risk issues in this proceeding. IPPSS marks a

major advance in PRA methodology, including a state-of-the-
.

, art quantification of uncertainty, a pioneering analysis of
!

; external initiating events, a-sophisticated data base

including plant-specific data, and a realistic consequence

model. Staff and licensees agree that source terms, which

-

(
|

|
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primarily determine the magnitude of consequences, are

presently overestimated in their analyses. Using more

realistic source terms, there is no early fatality risk and

the already low latent fatality risk would be even further

reduced. Yet, even using IPPSS and Staff source terms, the

Board finds, as both risk assessments concluded, that the

! risk from Indian Point Unit 3 for every health effect

studied is extremely low.

B. Board Question 1.2:
.,

What bearing, if any, do the results
reported in NUREG/CR-2497, Precursors"

to Potential Severe Core Damage Acci-
dents: 1969-79, A Status Report" (1982),<

have u~pon the reliability of the IPPSS?
For example, are there specific accident
scenarios at Indian Point whose proba-
bility may have been inaccurately esti-
mated in light of the real-life data
reported and analyzed in NUREG/CR-2497?

NUREG/CR-2497, Precursors to Potential Severe Core
"

Damage Accidents: 1969-1979, A Status Report" (1982),

attempts to calculate the frequency of all severe core

damage (SCD) accidents at nuclear reactors in the United -

States between 1969 and 1979. A SCD frequency range of from

1.7 x 10-3 to 4.6 x 10-3 per reactor year was derived. The

RSS calculated a core melt frequency (synonymous with a SCD
!

frequency) of 5 x 10-5, a factor of nearly 100 less than the
NUREG estimate. The probabilities of core melt found in

- IPPSS are lower than NUREG's estimate by approximately a

fcetor of 10. Because NUREG estimates an average SCD (i.,e . ,

-

.
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core melt) frequency industry-wide, and IPPSS estimates the

Indian Point core melt frequency specifically, neither study
can contradict nor invalidate the other. Thus, NUREG

neither confirms nor discredits IPPSS results. Moreover,
i

IPPSS included the data and the incidents which were
t

reported and analyzed in NUREG. Board Findings 282, 284-86,

287.
~

Comparisons Between NUREG/CR-2497 and Previous PRAs

Six PRAs performed during the 1970s (not including,

IPPSS) derived core melt probabilities ranging from 1 x 10-3
to approximately 2 x 10-5 per reactor year. The NUREG

catimate is high in comparison. However, these PRAs failed

to consider accidents similar to those which occurred at
TMI, Browns Ferry, and Rancho Seco nuclear power plants.

Board Findings 288-89.

NUREG calculated SCD frequency by weighting "near

misses," i,. e . , events which could have become SCD accidents

but did not, according to the probability that they would
have become SCD accidents. These events were then combined

and considered to equal one.SCD. The TMI accident was

, combined with the derived SCD to yield a frequency of twice
i .

in 432 reactor years. Three events -- TMI, Browns Ferry,

and Rancho Seco -- make up 82 percent of the total SCD

frequency. The NUREG has been severely criticized for this
,

method of calculation. The Institute of Nuclear Power

Oparation found that the NUREG calculated the near misses 30
| -

' '
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times too high, and that it failed to take into account

improvements implemented in respense to the lessons learned

from these occurrences. The actual SCD frequency should be

once in 1,500 reactor years rather than once in 432,

accounting for the operating experience of all free world

nuclear power reactors. Board Findings 292-94.

SCD Frequency at Indian Point

The Staff presented testimony stating that the NUREG

SCD frequency estimate is " unduly pessimistic" with respect

to predicting the frequency of those types of accidents at

Indian Point. Staff further stated that Indian Point is
less likely to have a SCD accident than the industry average
before the changes resulting from the post-TMI, Browns

Ferry, and Rancho Seco lessons learned were implemented at

the plant. In fact, the Indian erint plant design is funda-

mentally different from TMI in ways that decrease ~the

likelihood of TMI-type accidents ocurring at Indian Point.

Even if a TMI-type accident were to occur at Indian Point,

the accident would likely be well contained so long as there

is minimal containment heat removal. Board Findings 299,

301, 303, 306.

With respect to the remaining precursors, which consti-

tute 18 percent of the calculated SCD frequency, almost all

involve a loss of main feedwater or a loss of offsite power, /

both of which the IPPSS thoroughly analyzes. The NUREG

essessment is unduly pessimistic as applied to Indian Point *

.

- --
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|
because the NUREG failed to account for successful core

cooling utilizing the emergency core cooling system which

could mitigate loss of main feedwater' accidents at Indian

Point. Nor did the NUREG consider the possibility that one
>

of three gas turbines at the Buch.anan Substation could be

used to replace of fsite power. Board Finding 302.

Conclusion

Accordingly, the Board finds that NUREG/CR-2497 does

not affect the reliability of the results of IPPSS because

IPPSS takes into account the data analyzed in the NUREG.

Fur the rmore, the methodology used by the authors of the

NUREG is flawed. IPPSS also measures the core melt fre-

quency for Indian Point Unit 3 spdcifically, whereas the

NUREG attempts to calculate a similar frequency for all

plants.

C. Board Question 1.3:

What are the probabilities associated
w'ith the consequences presented in the
testimony of Dr. Beyea and Mr. Palenik?

Because testimony presented by Dr. Jan Beyea and

Mr. Brian Palenik did not discuss the probabilities

associated with the consequences postulated in that test-

imony, as the Commission directed, the Board asked the

parties to discuss the probabilities. Staff presented

testimony stating that the Beyea/Palenik estimates were not

intended to assess risk in regard to probability, but

. . . . - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _
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instead to analyze potential accident conditions in response

to the emergency planning issues involved.in this proceed-

ing. Accordingly, any probability estimate has little or no

meaning. Board Findings 309-10. '

,

Meteorological Conditions

Licensees presented convincing testimony demonstrating

their ability to assess the path which a radiological plume a

would follow. The probability of the occurrence of the-

meteorological conditions necessary for the Beyea-designated

" average" distribution of the material released during an

accident is approximately 0.15 for release category 2, and
0.083 for release category 2RW. The Beyea-designated " aver-

age scenario" yields a total frequency of once in about

180,000 reactor years when the 2 and 2RW release frequencies.

are multiplied by their corresponding probabilities, and
,

| contributions from Indian Point Units 2 and 3 are conserva-
tively added. The frequency of once in about 180,000 years
applies to the lower range of the Beyea/Palenik conse-

i quances: 1,345 latent fatalities. Testimony was presented
!

| by licensees which showed that the higher estimates are much

less likely-to occur because of significant conservative

' assumptions which, when combined with one another, lead to

. an unreasonable overestimate of risk. Licensees and Staff
!

cgreed that the Beyea/Palenik assumptions regarding health

-offects conversion factors and effectiveness of protective

|

.
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1

responses are not appropriate. Because the likelihood of

rain is low, the probability of this scenario decreases to

approximately once in about 1,800,000 reactor years. Board

Findings 311, 314-16.

Estimated Cancer Fatalities and Thyroid Nodule Cases
.

The Beyea/Palenik consequence estimates were not

int, ended to refer to Indian Point because they estimate

large numbers of cancer fatalities in the New York City
metropolitan area following exposure to a release similar to

the PWR-2 type release category described in the RSS. Only

the PWR-2 and IPPSS 2RW release categories are high enough

in release quantity or release frequency to pose the risk
hypothesized by Beyea/Palenik. The mean frequencies of

these releases for Indian Point Unit 3 are once in about
1,850,000 reactor years for the PWR-2 type release category,

and once in about 91,000 reactor years for the 2RW

release. Staff estimated the probability of a release

category similar to the PWR-2 release as once in about

29,000,000 reactor years for the plant. Staff further

calculated a probability range of delayed cancer deaths from

once in about 200,000 reactor years to once in about

1,000,000,000 reactor years for the plant. Board Findings

317-19.

Beyea/Palenik also estimated a la,rge number of benign
and cancerous thyroid nodule cases. Only release category 2

(and not 2RW because the release fraction for this category

|
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is too low) is applicable to Indian Point in order for the

Beyea/Palenik postulated iodine radiological conditions that

. would result in thyroid nodules to occur. The probability

of the occurrence of these conditions is once in 20,000,000

t reactor years. Board Finding 320.
:

Source Term Considerations

Any' conclusions concerning health effects are influ-

onced by uncertainties in the magnitude and composition of

, the radioactive release. The Power Authority presented
|

testimony stating a factor of 10 reduction in cancer

fatalities with respect to IPPSS point estimate results from
,

; a 2RW release. For release categories 2 and 2RN with

respect to iodine release, the reduction factors are 47 and

I 7, respectively. The frequency of thyroid nodules is
i

decreased by the same factor. Staff found these. calcu-

lations to be reasonable, and stated that the effect of a

reduction in source terms by a factor of 10 would be "quite
significan t. " Board Findings 322-23.

Conclusion

The Board finds that the probability of the occurrence

of an accident at.lndian Point resulting in the magnitude of
|

| consequences estimated by Beyea/Palenik, which have not been
|
' accepted by Staff, is extremely remote. Moreover, the Board

finds that key assumptions made by Beyea and Palenik are

outside the range believed reasonable by experts in reactor

rick assessment who presented testimony in this proceeding.

1
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Any estimated based on such unrealistic assumptions are not

useful for assessing risk or for ' formulating emergency

plans.

D. Board Question 1.4:

What risk to public health and safety is
presented by the Indian Point plants
through a chain of events including
pressurized thermal shock to the reactor
pressure vessels?

i

The condition termed " pressurized thermal shock" (PTS)

occurs when flaws in the reactor pressure vessel develop
'

into cracks as a result of repressurization following

cooldown transients. Vessel embrittlement increases the

likelihood of failure following PTS, although PTS may occur
I in non-brittle vessels. In brittle vessels, critical-sized

cracks.that may exist (one-half to one and one-quarter

j inches in depth) could grow under PTS conditions, causing
|

loss of vessel integrity. Although several events may lead

to a rapid cooldown of the vessel, the major concerns are a

small break in a small line or a stuck open valve in the

primary system, and a steam line break of any size in the

secondary-system. Board Findings 327-29, 331.

Measuring Radiation Damage

The Commission's regulations require all licensees to

monitor changes in fracture toughness in the vessel region

exposed to neutron irradiation. Capsules containing neutron

dosimeters and representative material samples are placed

incide the vessel, withdrawn periodically, and the samples

.

e
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| are tested. Radiation damage is evaluated by measuring the

neutron fluence and using calculations and trend curves '

based upon these tests. The damage calculation is then

compared to the screening criterion which Staff established

to determine the susceptibility .of reactor vessels behaving

$n a brittle manner in response to PTS. This criterion is

merely a " trigger level" to initiate plant-specific PRAs and

other analyses. No PTS-related events have occurred at

Indian Point, but the screening criterion pertains to Indian

Point because Staff evaluated Westinghouse plants at which

such events did occur to establish the criterion, and Staff

also used analyses performed by the Westinghouse Owners

Group of Westinghouse plants in which such events did not -

occur. Two recent publications (SECY-82-465, Policy Issue

on " Pressurized Thermal Shock," William J. Dircks, November

23, 1982, and " Summary of Evaluations Related to Reactor

Vessel Integrity," performed for the Westinghouse Owners

Group, Westinghouse Nuclear Technology Division, May 1982)
~

have indicated that PTS is noc a major contributor to risk

at Indian Point. In fact, Staff presented testimony that,

with respect to PTS, Indian Point Unit 3 is not one of the

plants with which Staff is most concerned. The plant is one

to two orders of magnitude below the probability of crack

extension without arrest for a plant at the screening

criterion. Board Findings 332, 335-38, 340-41.

i
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IPPSS Analysis

For all types of vessel failure, including PTS-

initiated events, IPPSS calculated a mean frequency of once
in approximately 3,400,000 reactor years. It follows that

the probability of vessel failure from PTS alone is even

less. At current vessel fluence levels, the frequency of

crack extension without' arrest is conservatively estimated

to be once in about 1,000,000 reactor years. Af ter 20 years

of operation, this frequency would increase by one order of

magnitude. However, because IPPSS approximates the mean

frequency of core melt at once 1.n 10,000 years, unless PTS-

initiated ruptures occur more than once in 10d,000 reactor

years, these ruptures would not affect IPPSS results.

Moreover, vessel rupture alone may not cause core melt.

Board Findings 342-44.

Flux Reduction at Unit 3

i For Indian Point Unit 3, a reduction in flux by a

factor of 1.9 would prevent the vessel reaching the

ccreening criterion until af ter the year 2009 (the expected

'
life of the plant). Changeover to a low leakage core would

| achieve this degree of flux reduction. The current reload

! funi core at the plant is a modified low-leakage core, which

[ will extend until 2005 the time when the vessel will reach
the screening criterion. Even without reviewing this

i modification, Staff presented testimony that it is not in
!

| the interest of the safety of the nation to turn its

,
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attention to Indian Point at this time. Board Findings 345,

347-48.

Conclusion

The Board finds -that Indian Point Unit 3 poses no risk

to the public health and safety from PTS-initiated events

because the probability of vessel failure from such events

is less than once in 3,400,000 reactor years,'and due to

fuel core modifications the vessel will not reach the
Staff's screening criterion, which is used to measure PTS

risk, until the year 2005. Even at that time, there would

ba no risk to the public health and safety from PTS.

.

!
1
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IV. QUESTION TWO

A. Commission Question Two: Director's Orderl

What improvements in the level of safety
will result from measures required or
referenced in the Director's Order to
the licensee, dated February 11, 1980?

In response t'o the UCS Petition of December 1979, the>

Commission's Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation issued

an order on February 11, 1980, rejecting an interim shutdown

of the Indian Point units, but requiring specific actions by

licensees. In re Consolidated Edison Co., 11 N.R.C. 351.

The purpose of the Director's Order was to provide addition-,

al assurance of safe operation of the; Indian Point units

panding the completion of this hearing. Board Finding
'

353. ~At the time of the Director's Order, however, no

plant-specific PRA of the Indian Point units existed, and

the changes detailed in the Director's Order concentrated on

important internal contributors to risk as opposed to ex-
!
| tornal contributors.

,

The Director ordered changes in: (a) the conduct of

operations, surveillance testing, and maintenance (these

~ changes were intended to make transients less frequent,

| colected safety systems more reliable, and emergency

. response more comprehensive and reliable); (b) staffing
L

(these requirements mandated that two rather than one senior

1. For a listing of witnesses, titles and testimony
under Commission Question Two, see the Appendix.

, _- --
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reactor operator be on each shift-in each plant, and that
,

-the pool of safety consultants be expanded); (c) staff

training (operators and onsite emergency response teams wereL

required to take additional and accelerated training for

severe reactor accidents and for normal operations); and (d)
'

' engineering margins-(the margin by which the emergency core
,

! cooling system can limit core temperature excursions during i

i

large LOCA accidents was required to be increased). The
:

! Director also ordered that specific studies be conducted to
.

examine the susceptibility of the Indian Point units to
|

nevere reactor accidents so that licensees would be fully
aware of multiple severe accidents and to explore options,

for additional risk reduction. Board Finding 353.
s

| The Pcwer Authority has complied with all of the

i requirements as set out in the Director's Order. Reduction

| of risk by a factor of approximately three from internal

contributors to risk.has resulted. Although the Power

Authority is in compliance,' final resolution by Staff of
items A-6 and C-4 is still pending. Board Findings 353-55,

359.

The internal contributors to risk designated in the

Director's Order had been identified from previous generic

studies, as well as from the study of contributing causes to;

(

cctual reactor accidents such-as TMI. Board Finding 352.

Bacause the plant-specific PRAs for Indian Point sub-

| coquently identified external contributors as among the
i

.
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dominant contributors to risk, the impact of the Director's

Order with its emphasis on internal contributors on plant
,

risk is modest, although positive. When internal and

external contributors are considered, complian~ce with the

Director's Order by the Power Authority has resulted in an

overall reduction of risk by less than a factor of three.

Goard Finding 359. ~

As a result of the Director's Order, the Power Author-

ity has implemented many design and oueration improvements

at Indian Point Unit 3. These changes include safety system

design imorovements and improvements in surveillance tests

and technical specifications to increase the reliability of
engineered safety features, such as the gas turbine, the

essential AC power system, the auxiliary feedwater system,

and the pressure boundary valves on the low pressure safety
injection system. Board Findings 358-59.

Conclusion

The Board . finds that the Director's Order of February

11, 1980, which focused on internal contributors to risk,

has had a positive impact upon the level of safety at Indian
Point Unit 3. Considering internal and external contribu-

tors to risk, the result of the Director's Order was to

reduce overall risk by a factor of less than three.

B. Two-Pronged Test for Question Two Contentions

A contention by a party that one or more
specific safety measures, in addition to
those identified or referenced by the

_ __ _ _ _ ____ _ ______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Director, should be required as a condi-
tion of operation would be within the
scope of this inquiry if, according to
the Licensing Board, admission of the
contentions seems likely to be important
to resolving whether: (a) there exists
a significant risk to public health and
safety, notwithstanding the Director's

.

measures, and (b) the additional pro-
posed measures would result in a signif-
icant reduction in that risk.

Under Commission Question Two, the Commission has,

directed that any mitigation device recommended must satisfy

|
c two-pronged test: first, it must be shown that a signifi-

c'ent risk to the public exists. Second, it must be proven

that any proposed device would significantly reduce that
.

risk. In re Consolidated Edison Co. , 14 N.R.C. a t 613.

! Resolution of the fitst prong of the Commission's test

must occur prior.to consideration of any of the proposed

| safety measures. Specifically, if the Indian Point units do

not pose a high level of risk to the public health and

safety, then the inquiry ends and no consideration of the

accond prong is warranted. However, if the plants do pose a

significant risk, then a detailed inquiry is mandated to

determine whether any of the proposed measures -- a filtered -

vented containment system, a separate containment structure,

and modifications to the plant to eliminate the effects of

brackish water as advocated by the intervenors -- would

cignificantly reduce the risk posed by the plants. Based

| upon the evidence presented under Commission Questions one

and Five, the Board finds that Indian Point Unit 3 does not

.
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pose undue risk to the public. Thus, no additional' accident

mitigation features are warranted. Board Finding 362.

Accordingly, discussion of specific measures under the

second prong is not necessary. However, the Board was

directed to gather and to present to the Commission all

rolevant information concerning the continued operation of

Indian Point Unit 3 given the surrounding high population.
~

In re Consolidated Edison Co. , 13 N.R.C. at 6, 7-8.

Accordingly, the Board finds it appropriate to examine the

marits of the safety measures proposed by the intervenors

and discussed by Staff.

C. Contentions 2.l(a) and (d): Filtered
Vented Containment System and Separate
Containment Structure

Contention 2.1(a): -
.

A filtered vented containment system for
each unit must be installed.

Contention 2.l(d):

A separate containment structure must be
provided into which excess pressure from
accidents and transients can be relieved

| without necessitating releases to the
| environment, thereby reducing the risk
'

of containment failure by overpressuri-
zation.

Background

The sponsors of Contentions 2.l(a) and (d), UCS/NYPIRG,
t

i recommended that either a filtered vented containment system

(FVCS) or a separate containment structure (SCS) be

installed at both Indian Point units as accident mitigation

_ _ _ . - ... -. _ _ _ -_ _.
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devices to improve containment capability.1 Both Staff and

licensees recommended against installation of these mitiga-
tion devices.2 .

The purpose of such devices is to reduce or eliminate

1. However, UCS/NYPIRG's witness Sholly has had no
formal training with regard to the subject of his testimony,
and has had very little training at all in the area of
rcdiation effects. Dr. Thompson, too, has had limited
tra.ining in structural engineering, and had little
familiarity with IPPSS. He has never analyzed the Indian
Point containments. Board Findings 371, 373. Thus, the
Board accords limited weight to the testimony of these
witnesses.

2. As originally formulated, this contention included
two additional conditions:

b) License conditions must be imposed to
prohibit power operations with less than
a fully operable complement of safety-
grade and/or safety-related equipment.

| .c ) A " core-catcher" must be installed at
| each unit to provide additional
| protective action time in the event of a

" melt-through" accident in which the
reactor pressure vessel is breached by
molten fuel.

In re Consolidated Edison Co., 15 N.R.C. at 898. Although
the Board decided initially to retain these contentions,
M;morandum and Order (Restating contentions and establishing
procedures based on Commission guidance) at 17-19 (Oct. 1,

| 1982), the licensees subsequently persuaded the Board that
those contentions failed to satisfy the "two-pronged" test

i catablished by the Commission and, therefore, were stricken.
M:morandum and Order (Formulating Final Contentions and
Satting Schedule) at 9-11 (Nov. 15,.1982). The Board denied
licensees' subsequent motion to dismiss Contentions 2.l(a)
and 2.1(d) involving the FVCS and SCS. Memorandum and Order
(Denying Licensees' Motion to Dismiss UCS Contentions 2.l(a)
and 2.l(d)) (Dec. 23, 1982).

__

.
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overpressurization containment failure modes, and thus

mitigate the consequences of some accidents beyond design

basis. The Indian Point Unit 3 containment already ade-

quately mitigates the consequences of many accidents which

are more severe than those for which the containment was

designed. The containment will not directly fail from any

seismic event and can withstand very high internal pres-

sures, thereby minimizing the likelihood of early contain-

mant failure. Even the most important failure mode of the

Indian Point Unit 3 containment, slow overpressurization, is

very unlikely. IPPSS, as amended, shows a median frequency

for the release category for this type of failure to be once

in about 170,000 reactor years. Staff's calculation of the

probability of the equivalent release category is once in

about 57,000 reactor years. Board Findings 377-80.

A gravel FVCS design, somewhat similar to that being

installed at Barseback, a Swedish boiling water reactor
|

| (BWR), is proposed for implementation at Indian Point. Both

automatic and operator-controlled venting would be pro-

vided.- The proposed SCS would also allow both automatic and

| operator-controlled initiation. Board Findings 373-74, 390.
|

Engineering Feasibility

I UCS/NYPIRG f ailed to demonstrate that a practical FVCS

|- or SCS is feasible at Indian Point. Neither feature has

boon installed at any commercial nuclear power plant in the

United States. Although UCS/NYPIRG suggested that a FVCS

|

|
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oimilar to that at the Barseback BWR be installed at Indian

Point, the significant differences in containment types and
,

volumes between the two plants and the absence of a compre-

'hensive risk assessment prior to the. decision to install the

FVCS.at Barseback militate against implementation of this

design at Indian Point. Moreover, no plant-specific

analysis applying the FVCS to Indian Point has been per-

formed. The FVCS technology, thus, is immature and its1

feasibility is unproven for Indian Point. Board Findings

387-88, 390-92.

It is not feasible to design a practical FVCS which
,

will accommodate rapid pressurization of the containment or

which will mitigate certain accident sequences, such as the

interfacing systems LOCA, which is the main contributor to

early fatality risk at Indian Point. However, a FVCS can be

designed to mitigate gradual overpressurization, which is

the most likely containment failure mode at Indian Point.
|

Yet, the assumed failure pressure at Indian Point would not .

likely be reached for 24 hours af ter an accident, providing

time for operators to take action to end the pressure

increase, for evacuation to take place, and for short-lived

isotopes to decay. The risk reduction capability of a FVCS;

at Indian Point is, therefore, limited. Board Findings 401-

02, 404-05, 407, 433.

Indian Point Unit 1 was suggested by Staff for possible

uso as a SCS. While Unit l's large dry containment struc-

- . _ -- , . . . - - . . . . - . .-.
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ture offers much pressure and passive heat sink capability

and its containment sprays could provide active cooling

capability, the effects of nine years of disuse since Unit

l's shutdown have yet to be assessed. Several of Unit l's

safety systems are no longer intact, and the cost of

restructuring them is unknown. The seismic resistance of

Unit 1 is substantially less than that of Unit 3, and added

mitigation features would be needed to avoid potential

hydrogen burn problems. Staff concluded that use of Unit 1

as a SCS does not appear to be feasible. The Board

concurs. Board Findings 393-96.

Attendant Risks

Moreover, testimony presented indicated that a FVCS and

SCS have numerous attendant risks. While Staff testified

that many of the attendant risks of a FVCS and a SCS can be

limited, the design changes would be very costly. In fact,

a FVCS and SCS have the potential to increase the conse-

quences of an accident. Inadvertent operation of a FVCS can

release radiation which would not otherwise be released.
- Maloperation of the valves separating a FVCS and a SCS from

the containment could increase health ef fects and early
fatalities. The hydrogen igniters which UCS/NYPIRG sug-

gested be installed in the SCS could fail and result in

uncontrolled hydrogen ignition. Furthe rmore , explosive

mixtures within the FVCS and SCS would be promoted by these

devices. The FVCS and SCS can create conditions within the

_ - _ _ _ _ ________ _
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containment which could lead to subatmospheric pressures and

containment collapse. A FVCS may also increase the prob-

obility of basemat penetration. Board Findings 411-12,.414,

419-20, 422..

UCS/NYPIRG cited generic data in support of their argu-

- ment that installation of a FVCS and SCS would reduce-the

risk of accidents. However, the c~alculations were based

upon results in the RSS which analyzed a plant not repre-
~

sentative of Indian Point. Thus, the reduction of health

! effects and property damage by a FVCS or SCS has not been

proven for Indian Point. Because essentially the only

contributor, according to licensees, to early fatalities is
i
'

an interfacing systems LOCA which neither a FVCS nor a SCS

can prevent or mitigate, these devices would not effectively

j reduce early fatality risk. Neither device prevents or
!

j reduces the probability of a major accident which results in

a release of radiation, nor does either a FVCS or SCS reduce

the frequency or types of accident initiators, or frequency

of core melt. In addition, modifications to Indian Point

! Unit-3 implemented by the Power Authority further reduce the.
.

risk reduction capability of a FVCS. Board Findings 358-59,
'

| 426-29, 433, 438.
|

|
Costs of Mitigation Devices

Testimony was pres,ented by UCS/NYPIRG and Staff which
,

| dotalled the costs of a FVCS and SCS. These estimates

ranged from 10 to 100 million dollars for a FVCS. Even the
,
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highest figure failed to include the cost of research and

development. The costs of reactor down time during instal-

lation of the FVCS, as well as the costs to enable the

device to withstand seismic and other external events were
not included and would be considerable. In terms of cost

per fatality avoided, assuming a total cost of 50 million

dollars for designing and installing a FVCS using IPPSS

estimates, the cost per fatality avoided is 56.1 million

dollars, contrasted to 320,000 dollars per fatality avoided

for installing air bags in motor vehicles, 60,000 dollars

psr fatality avoided for installing home smoke alarms, and

80,000 dollars per fatality avoided for further medical

screening and care for breast cancer. Board Findings 442-

43, 445.

The cost of a SCS was estimated to range from 20 to 100

million dollars, and UCS/NYPIRG admitted that their lower

range of estimates of 20 to 40 million dollars was out-

moded. Staf f . estimated that the cost of upgrading the

Indian Point Unit 1 containment to function as a SCS would
equal or possibly exceed that of a FVCS. Board Findings

446-47.
|

Conclusion

The Board finds that installation of either a FVCS or a
|

SCS at Indian Point is not warranted. This conclusion is
,

! based upon the facts that: the risk reduction potential of
|

| both a FVCS and SCS is limited because the existing risk at

.
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Indian Point Unit 3.is extremely low; the FVCS and SCS

technology is immature and unproven for Indian Point; the

Power Authority has taken measures to ensure safe operation

of the plant; the attendant risks of a FVCS and SCS may

increase the risk of an accident and would not reduce the
probability of an accident to zero; and the costs outweigh

<

the potential benefits of these features. Accordingly, the

second prong of the Commission's test, which is a demonstra-

( tion that the risk of Indian Point be significantly reduced

by a FVCS and SCS, has also not been satisfied.

I D. Other Mitigation Devices

In addition to evaluating the FVCS and SCS, Staff dis-

cussed other mitigation measures under Questions One and.

Five.1 These devices include an add-on, dedicated heat,

removal system, glow plugs to deliberately ignite combust-
,

.

ible gases in the containment, a passive heat removal

system, and provisions to flood the reactor cavity. Yet,

Staff concluded that none of these devices should be '

installed at Indian Point Unit 3. No other party presented

testimony on these devices. Board Findings 450-51, 466.

Glow plugs have the serious attendant risk of igniting
|

a large amount of hydrogen during vessel failure. They may

|
! 1. These additional mitigation devices were presented
[ by Staff in Direct Testimony of James F. Meyer and W. Trevor

Pratt Concerning Commission Question 1 and Direct Testimony
of Frank Rowsome and Roger Blond Concerning Commission
Question 5.

i

!
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also increase containment pressure and may cause adverse

equipment burns. The Indian Point containment design will
1

-

delay overpressurization failure longer than most other

large, dry containments. Thus, installation of a passive

heat removal system appears to be unnecessary. Staff's,

estimation of the risk reduced using a realistic strategy

| incorporating all its suggested mitigation features is 80

percent (a factor of five) for delayed cancers and 664

i parcent (a factor of three) for early fatalities. Negative
.

characteristics suggest that none of these features should

bo installed at Indian Point. In addition, the risk posed

by the accident sequences addressed by these features is not-

significant. Consequently, Staff did not recommend them.
:

Board Findings 452, 454, 456-57, 463-64, 466.

Moreover, Staff estimated the cost of an add-on,

dedicated heat removal system alone to be 100 million dol-

lars. An estimation of the cost of the other features is
!

several-tens of millions of dollars, another basis for

| Staff's decision not to recommend implementation of these

measures. Board Findings 460, 465.

Conclusion

The Board finds that even Staff, which introduced miti-

! - gation features alternative to a FVCS and SCS, did not

recommend that these alternatives be implemented at Indian
>

Point. The Board concurs.

.
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E. Contention 2.2(a): Brackish Water

The cooling system at the plants should
be changed so that it no longer uses
brackish Hudson River water. This
change is needed to combat safety-
related corrosion problems.

WBCA, the sponsor of Contention 2.2(a), contended that

the use of brackish water inside containment causes serious

corrosion problems, thereby increasing risk. Both Staff and

licensees presented contrary testimony.1

The Service Water System supplies cooling water to the

Containment Air Recirculation Cooling and Filtration System

which, during normal plant operations, removes normal heat

1. Contention 2.2 originally included three additional
proposals:

b) A solution to the radiation
embrittlement problem in the units'
reactor pressure vessels must be found
and implemented.

c) A solution to the problem of steam
generator tube deterioration must be
found and implemented.

.

d) A complete review of both plants must be
undertaken to discover and correct flaws
resulting from poor quality control in
construction and in operation.

In re Consolidated Edison Co. , 15 N.R.C. at 899. Contention
2.2(b) was reformulated at the time Contentions 2.2(c) and
2.2(d) were eliminated because they failed to meet the
Commission's two-pronged test. Memorandum and Order (Resta-
ting contentions and establishing proceduren based on Com-
mission guidance) at 20-23 (Oct. 1, 1982). However, because
WBCA, the only intervenor designated to litigate this con-
tention, was reluctant to do so, it was dropped. Memorandum
and Order (Ruling on Motions Related to Contentions 2.2(b)
and 2.2(d)) at 4, 7 (Dec. 21, 1982).

.
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loss from equipment and piping in the reactor containment.

In the event of a design basis LOCA, the air recirculation

system would remove sufficient herit from the reactor

con tainme n t , thereby maintaining containment pressure within

the design limits. Board Finding 474.

The air recirculation system consists of five fan

cooling units. After the cooling water passes through the

cooling ~ coils, it is monitored for radioactivity. If radi-

oactivity is detected, each fan cooler discharge line would

be monitored individually to locate any defective cooling
coil which, upon identification, would remain isolated while

e

the remaining units continued to operate. Board Finding

475. Local flow and temperature indicators for service

water flow to each cooling unit are located outside contain-

ment; abnormal flow alarms are located in the control

room. Board Finding 476.

Safety Functions

Intervenor WBCA suggested that leakage from the con-

tainment fan coolers might adversely affect the plant's

safety functions, specifically the electrical connections.

however, Staff's expert witness found that the systems and

equipment inside containment are designed for flooding under

design basis accidents, including LOCAs in which substantial

amounts of conductive water would be present. Licensees'

witness specifically noted that the electrical connections

would not be affected by such leakage. Board Finding 476.
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The Service Water System supplies cooling water from

the Hudson River to various heat loads in both the primary
and secondary portions of the. plant. It ensures a suffi-

cient flow of cooling water during normal operation and

under accident conditigns to those systems. and- components

necessary for plant safety, such as the containment fan

cooler units and motor coolers. The Service' Water System-

also cools closed loop systems already isolatad from the

Hudson River water. In addition, service water cools many
loads not required to perform their function under accident

conditions or not relevant to radiation safety. The Board

finds that, at most, failure of these functions could force

the plant to shut down with a negligible effect on risk.

Board Findings 472-73.

Service Water System Improvements

Notwithstanding the negligible effect of ' fan cooler

leakage upon safety, service water modifications were made

at Indian Point Unit 3. The containment fan coolers at

Indian Point Unit 3 were originally manufactured from a

cupronickel alloy called 90/10 CuNi. After detecting a

pitting type of corrosion in the containment fan cooler

system caused by anaerobic bacteria, the Power Authority

installed new fan cooler units and associated piping manu-

f actured from a family of iron-nickel-chromium-molybdenum '

alloys. Board Findings 478-79. Intervenor WBCA's witness

admitted that he knew very little about the materials now '

.
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used in the fan cooler coils. Board Finding 480. The Board
,,

finds that the new materials should eliminate any further

corrosion problems caused by brackish water.

Modifications at Indian Point Unit 3t

Intervenor WBCA acknowledged that the degree of risk is

dependent upon factors other than the elimination of brack-

ish water from containment, such as the surveillance, main-

tonance, and functioning of other equipment. Board Finding

482.

In 1980, the Power Authority made the following modifi-

cations at Indian Point Unit 3 to improve the detection of

water leakage inside containment: installation of reactor

pit water level alarms, containment sump overflow indica-

tors, and more reliable reactor cavity swmp pumps. Beard

i Finding '481. Staff's witnesses concluded that a design
! ,

change should be required only if it is apparent that a safe

shutdown would be prevented due to a corrosion-caused fail-

ure. H.owever, because of existing plant technical speci-

fications, modified detection equipment, and new surveil-

lance requirements, 'little concern exists that a sudden

catastrophic failure of the service water system due to cor-

rosion could prevent the plant from shutting down safely.

| Board Finding 483.
1

Intervenor argued that a closed loop cooling system

could use high purity water, requiring no chemical addi-

|
tives. However, Staff's and licensees' expert witnesses
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both determined that, regarding corrosiveness, no signifi-

cant difference exists between untreated high purity water

and brackish water. Board Finding 480.

Conclusion

Intervenor WBCA failed to establish any link between

equipment problems initiated by brackish water and their

contribution to risk. Thus, the Board finds that the use of

brackish water inside containment is primarily a maintenance

concern, with no significant effect upon safety. Accord-

ingly, the second prong of the Commission's test, which is a

demonstration that the risk of Indian Point be significantly
reduced by a FVCS and SCS, has not been satisfied.

F. Board Question 2.2.1: Steam Generators

The Commission has proposed generic requirements for

steam generator operation as a result of a meeting held

between the Staff and the Steam Generator Owners Group

(SGOG) on July 29, 1982. In addition to Staff, licensees

and intervenor WBCA presented testimony on this Board

question. Both Staff and the Power Authority agreed that

the requirements proposed at the July 29, 1982 meeting of

the Staff and members of the SGOG should not be required for

Indian Point Unit 3 at this time. No contrary evidence was

presented.

Background

Staff's proposed program is based upon its perception

of the need to consider issues related to the resolution of
.

.
1
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the Unresolved Safety Issues A-3, A-4, and A-5, regarding

steam generator tube rupture and operating experience.

- Board Finding 136. In evaluating Staff's proposed generic

requirements, the actual operating experience of Indian

Point Unit 3 is relevant to the discussion of these
issues. Indian Point Unit 3 has experienced some problems

with steam generator tube degradation. The degradation

observed includes both pitting and denting, although pitting

degradation has been the more serious problem. The princi-

pal pitting attack, located in the region of the cold leg of

the steam generators, was most likely caused by a single

event at Indian Point Unit 3. Board Findings 491-92.

The tube degradation at Indian Point Unit 3 has been

detected by the Power Authority's comprehensive inspection

and maintenance program. The Power Authority has success-

fully used a system of graduated tube inspection, carried to

100 percent when necessary, and a program of sludge lancing

to properly maintain Indian Point Unit 3's steam genera-

tors. Board Findings '49 2-93. Moreover, when the degrada-

tion of the wall was 50 percent,'the Power Authority

repaired tubes using a sleeving process. Board Finding

494. The Board notes that the Commission has approved an

amendment to the Power Authority's license providing for

increased sleeving of the steam generator tubes. 48 Fed.

Reg. 25,030 (June 3, 1983).

___
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Proposed Requirements

Staff's proposed generic requirements fall into three

broad categories: (a) steam generator history; (b) plant

systems response; and (c) radiological consequences. Board

Finding 497. Staff's proposed generic requirements,

however, should not be evaluated without reference to the

programs the Power Authority has had in effect for some time

which address many of Staff's concerns. Board Finding 498.

With respect to Staff's proposal for a Loose Parts

Monitoring System (LPMS) at Indian Point Unit 3, the useful-

ness of such a program is problematic. The Power Author-

ity's existing Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control
(QC) procedures for the prevention and detection of loose

parts and foreign objr ts for the steam generator primary

and secondary side have been more than adequate to address

the Commission's concerns in this area. Staff's contractor,

Science Applications, Inc. (SAI), recently performed a value

impact study of the LPMS-proposed requirements and concluded

that the installation of a LPMS would provide a negligible

or negative impact when compared with the Power Authority's

inspection and improved QA program. Board Finding 499; see

Board Findings 500-01.

The SGOG-proposed requirements regarding the stabiliza-

tion and monitoring of degraded tubes is similarly unneces-
sary. Despite the large number of plugged tubes in the

nuclear industry, only one case exists of plugged tubes
a

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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which later caused damage to adjacent tubes. In that case,
'

which was not at Indian Poin't, it was concluded that the

cause of the incident was the presence of a foreign part.

.This SGOG-proposed requirement is unnecessary because thei

complete severing of a tube and the subsequent damaging of'
-

,

an adjacent tube is highly unlikely. Board Finding 502.

The Power Authority's existing program concerning tube

inservice inspection and improved eddy current inspection

techniques adequately addresses the substantive issues,

raised by Staff. In some cases, the Power Authority's prac-

tices at Indian Point Unit 3 are more comprehensive than ' the
'

Staf f-proposed requirement and when they are not, the evi-

donce demonstrated that the Power Authority's practices have

adequately addressed the safety issues raised. Board

Findings 503-04. Staff's proposed requirement dealing with,

the primary to secondary leakage limit is not applicable to

1 Indian Point Unit 3 as the plant currently operates with a

limit - that is more restrictive than Staf f's proposed

I -limit. Board Finding 505.

Regarding Staff's proposed secondary water chemistry
i

program, Indian Point Unit 3 meets all of the proposed

limits with the exception of those relating to chloride
L

| concentration. Board Finding 506. The SGOG guidelines call

for a chloride concentration of.-20 parts per billion and
!

! Indian Point Unit 3 operates in the range of 40 parts per -

billion which is typical of . industry experience. The 20
;

I

t

!

l

.
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parts per billion guideline was formulated because labora-

tory tests have shown that no corrosion or denting will
,

occur at this level. The SGOG guideline is very conserva-

tive and operation above this limit does not mean Indian

Point Unit 3 will experience severe problems of any sort.

Measures which would enable Indian Point Unit 3 to meet the

new chloride limit are being evaluated by the Power

Authority and include improvements to the present condenser

and the installation of a condensate polisher. Although it

was problems with the condensate polisher which contributed

to the accident at TMI, substantial differences exist for

the design of Indian Point Unit 3's proposed condensate

polisher. TMI-related problems have been accounted for in

the design of Indian Point Unit 3 's proposed condensate

polisher. Board Findings 508-13.

The SGOG-proposed condenser inservice inspection pro-

gram is also adequately addressed by Indian Point Unit 3's

existing program. The Power Authority has conducted exten-

sive eddy current testing inspection and an even more sensi-

tive on-line leak detection system, which utilizes sulfur

hexafluoride gas injection, is presently being evaluated by
the Power Authority. Board Finding 514.

The Power Authority's procedures concerning the reactor

coolant system (RCS) pressure control during a steam genera-

tor tube rupture address the SGOG substantive concerns in

this area. The Indian Point Unit 3 operators reduce and

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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control RCS pressure by utilizing normal pressurizer spray,

a pressurizer PORV, or auxiliary spray, in that order. This

process minimizes primary to secondary leakage. Also, by

observing plant instrumentation at Indian Point Unit 3, the

Power Authority minimizes the possibility of producing

voids. Board Finding 516.

In response to Commission requests following the TMI

accident, the Power Authority performed a detailed review of

the reset safety injection and other engineered safety

features. The proposed improved design of having an

automatic transfer from the Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST)

to the Refueling Water Storage Tank on a low BAST level does

not apply to Indian Point Unit 3, because the Baron Injec-

tion Tank at the plant is on the discharge side of the

safety injection pumps. Board Finding 517.

Also in response to the TMI accident, the Power Author-

ity reviewed the design of containment isolation and reset.

As a result of this revi.ew, the Power Authority has imple-

mented modifications to the containment reset d'esign that

address Staff's substantive con' erns. Board Finding 518.

All SGOG-proposed generic requirements not discussed

are either not applicable to Indian Point Unit 3 or have

been met. Board Findings 515, 519. The implementation of

the July 29, 1982 draft of the proposed generic SGOG

requirements at Indian Point Unit 3 would not perceptibly

change the risk posed by Indian Point Unit 3 nor change in

. _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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any way the conclusion of IPPSS that steam generator tube

rupture events are not dominant risk contributors at this

plant. The risk reduction associated with these items, even

if they were 100 percent effective, is small relative to

other core melt risks at the Indian Point plants. There-

fore, no actions are required at this time. Board Finding

521.

Conclusion

The Board finds that a steam generator tube rupture at

Indian Point Unit 3 is a negligible contributor to risk.

Although the plant has experienced some tube degradation,

the Power Authority's inspection and maintenance program has

comprehensively addressed this problem. The Power Authority

has had programs in effect for some time which are similar

to, and in some instances more restrictive than, many of the

SGOG requirements proposed by the Commission. The adoption

of all SGOG-proposed requirements at this time would be

premature and would not necessarily enhance safety at Indian

Point Unit 3.

V. COMMISSION QUESTION THREE

What is the current status and degree
of conformance with NRC/ FEMA guidelines
of state and local emergency planning
within a 10-mile radius of the site and,
[to] the extent that it is relevant to
risks posed by the two plants, beyond a
10-mile radius? In this context, an
effort should be made to establish what
the minimum number of hours warning for
an effective evacuation of a 10-mile
quadrant at Indian Point would be. The

*

.

*

.
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FEMA position should be taken as a
rebuttable presumption for this
estimate.

History of Contentions Under Questions Three and Four

The Board initially admitted nine contentions under

Question Three and five contentions under Question Four.

Memorandum and Order (Formulating Contentions and Designa-

ting Intervenor Responsibilities) at 6-12 (Apr. 9, 1982).

In its April 23, 1982 Order, it transferred two contentions

under Question Three to Question Four: Contention 3.5,

alleging the need to establish a maximum level of radiation

for the public (which became Contention 4.6); and Contention

3.8, alleging the need to publish the emergency planning

brochure in foreign languages (which became part of Conten-

tion 4.7, as modified). In re Consolidated Edison Co., 15

N.R.C. at 902, 903, 907 (Apr. 23, 1982).

In its January 7, 1983 and February 7, 1983 Orders,

pursuant to the Commission's July 27, 1982 Order, the Board

modified, transferred or deleted several other emergency

planning Contentions.

Under Question Three, Contention 3.2, initially deleted

in the January 7 Order, was subsequently reinstated (o.ver

Judge Gleason's dissent) and modified to include the effect

on evacuation time estimates of human response factors.

Memorandum and Order (Formulating Final Contentions on

Commission Questions 3 and 4) at 4-7 (Feb. 7, 1983). Con-

tention 3.4 was modified to narrow the Contention to the
.

-.-i.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ . _
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issue of administrative control of notification procedures.

Id. a t 8-9. Contention 3.6 was modified to eliminate an
B

allegation that a full range of accident scenarios was not

accounted for in the emergency plans and protective

actions. J d,. a t 9-10.

Under Question Four, Contention 4.4, concerning special

groups with special needs, was transferred to Question Three
.

as Contention 3.10, and modified to consider only the

special needs of mobility-impaired persons. Memorandum and

Order (Reformulating Contentions under Commission Questions

3 and 4) at 10-11 (Jan. 7, 1983). Contention 4.3, which

alleged a lack of any feasible of fsite emergency procedures,

was deleted as unspecific and redundant. 3JJ . a t 9-10.
Contention 4.5, which urged the Commission and governmental

units to " promote a public awareness" that an accident is

possible at Indian Point, was eliminated on the grounds that

it lacked bases and was redundant. If, a t 11-12. Conten-

tion 4.6, regarding establishment of radiation exposure

levels, was deleted on the grounds of being an impermissible

challenge to the Commission's regulations, raising generic

issues, and lacking a basis. Idl . a t 12-13.

Background

Under Question Three, the Commission expects primarily

a description of emergency plans and capabilities. Idi . at
_

14. Challenges to the Commission's regulations are not '

permitted. Id_. at 15; see also 10 C.F.R. S 2.758.

. _ _ _ _
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The applicable regulations are contained in 10 C.F.R.

SS 50.47(b), 50.54 and Part 50, App. E.1 Section 50.54(s)

1. Further guidance is contained in a joint Commis-
sion/ FEMA document entitled " Criteria for Preparation and
Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and
-Prep'aredness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG-
0654, FEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1 (NUREG-0654). As in the case of
any other regulatory guide, however, this document provides
only suggested means for achieving regulatory compliance,
and compliance with its provisions is not mandatory. See
Porter County Chapter v. Atomic Energy Commission, 533 F.2d
1011 (7th Cir. 1976), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 945 (1976). As
the Appeal Board held in In re Gulf States Utilities Co.
(River Bend Station Units 1 and 2), 6 N.R.C. 760 (1977):

For their part, and as their title sug-
gests, regulatory guides are issued for
the basic purpose of providing guidance
to applicants with respect to, inter
alia, acceptable modes of conforming to
specific regulatory requirements. But
they are not regulations per se and are
not entitled to be treated as such; they
need not be followed by applicants; and
they do not purport to represent that
they set forth the only satisfactory
method of meeting a specific regulatory
requirement. Indeed, quite the contrary
is true; the cover page of each guide
states that methods and solutions dif-
ferent from those set out in the guides
will be acceptable if,,they provide a
basis for the findings requisite to the
issuance or continuance of a permit or
license by the Commission. In other
words, a guide sets forth one, but not
necessarily the only, method which an
applicant may choose to employ in order
to conform to a regulatory standard.
While the staff will accept such a
method, an applicant is not precluded
from utilizing some other method which
it can demonstrate is appropriate in the
particular case. Nor are other parties
precluded from demonstrating that the
prescribed method is inadequate in the
particular circumstances of the case. --

- . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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states (footnotes omitted):

.(1) Each licensee who is authorized
to possess and/or operate a nuclear.
power reactor shall submit to NRC within
60 days of the effective date of this
amendment the radiological emergency-
response plans of State and local gov-
ernmental entities in the United States
that are wholly or partially within a
plume exposure pathway EPZ, as well as
the plans of State governments wholly or
partially within an ingestion pathway
EPZ.

Ten (10) copies of the above plans
7

shall be forwarded to the Director of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation with 3 copies

~

to the Director of the appropriate NRC
regional office. Generally, the plume
exposure pathway EPZ for nuclear power
reactors shall consist of an area about-

10 miles (16 km) in radius and the
ingestion pathway EPZ shall consist of
an area about 50 miles (80 km) in

L radius. The exact size and configura-
tion of the EPZs for a particular
nuclear power reactor shall be deter-

| - mined in relation to local emergency
'

response needs and capabilities as they
are affected by such conditions as
demography, topography, land charac-
teristics, access routes, and jurisdic-
tional boundaries. The size of the EPZs
also may be determined on a case-by-case

| basis for. gas-cooled nuclear reactors
! and for reactors with an authorized
! power level less than 250 MW thermal.
!

-

The plans for the ingestion pathway EPZ.

! shall focus on such actions as are
appropriate to protect the food inges-

| tion pathway.
l
!

Id. at 772-73.
A problem evident herein is that FEMA has reviewed

offsite emergency planning against the non-mandatory
guidance of NUREG-0654, not against the regulations con-
tained in 10 C.F.R. Part 50. Hence, the Board is forced to
consider the bases for FEMA's conclusions.

,- . . . - - - .. . _ _ - . .. . -.- - --..-.- . - - . . . . - - . . - -
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(2)(i) For operating power reactors,
the licensee, State, and local emergency
. response plans shall be implemented by
April 1, 1981, except as provided in
Section IV.D.3 of Appendix E to this
part.

(ii) If after April 1, 1981, the NRC
finds that the state of emergency pre-.4

paredness does not provide reasonable
'

assurance that adequate protective
measures can and will be taken in the
event of a radiological emergency-

(including findings based on require-
ments of Appendix E. Section IV.D.3)<

! and if the deficiencies (including
deficiencies based on requirements of
Appendix E. Section IV.D.3) are not
corrected within four months of that
finding, the Commission will determine
whether the reactor shall be shut down
until such deficiencies are remedied or
whether other enforcement action is
appropriate. In determining whether a
shutdown or other enforcement action is
appropriate, the. Commission shall take
into account, among other factors,

| whether the licensee can demonstrate to
the Commission's satisfaction that the
deficiencies in the plan are not sig-.

nificant for the plant in question, or
that adequate interim compensating
actions have been or will be taken
promptly, or that that [ sic] there are
other compelling reasons for continued

.

operation.

(3) The NRC will base .ts *indings en
a review of the FEMA findings and deter-
minations as to whether State and local
emergency plans are adequate and capable

| of being implemented, and on the NRC
l

assessment as to whether the licensee's
emergency plans are adequate and capable
of being implemented. Nothing in this

. paragraph shall be construed as limiting
| the authority of the Commission to take

action under any other regulation or
authority of the Commission or at any
time other than that specified in this

i paragraph.
.

O

e
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These regulations took effect on November 3,1980 and

created an entirely new and much more extensive framework

than their predecessor regulations.

The development and application of these regulations

leave little doubt that emergency planning is a dynamic

process. Strict compliance with each regulatory standard is

not necessary to justify a finding that public health and

safety are adequately protected. Numerous decisions have

held that continuing progress,' established commitments, and

the low likelihood of an accident due to plant safety are

all factors to be considered in evaluating emergency plan-

ning compliance. See, e.g., Order (Dec. 27, 1982) (low

likelihood of accident at Indian Point site considered);

Order (June 10, 1983) (commitments to improve emergency

planning sufficient to meet regulatory standards for

operation); In re Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre

Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 2 and 3 ) , 2 CCH N.R.R.

1 30,773 (1983) (Appeal Board held that twin reactors could

commence operation, conditioned on initiation of a bus-

|
j driver training program within 120 days). FEMA has acknow-

ledged, however, that emergency planning is an ongoing

process, and that FEMA has never required full compliance

with its guidelines. Board Finding 534.;

Contention 3.1
Emergency planning for Indian Point "

Units 2 and 3 is inadequate in that the
present plans do not meet any of the
sixteen mandatory standards of 10 C.F.R._.

. - _ _ . . . -. -
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50.47(b), nor do they meet the standards
of Appendix E to 10 C.F.R. Part 50.

Contention 3.1 encompasses all of the emergency
planning standards contained in 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b) and

Part 5 0, App. E.

Licensees' position is that the requirements of the

planning standards are met at Indian Point. Intervenors,

generally alleged the contrary. FEMA's position was that

-two significant deficiencies in emergency planning remained

as of the time its witnesses gave testimony -- the alleged

lack of assurance that buses would be available in
Westchester County during an emergency, and Rockland

:

County's nonparticipation in the four-county planning
i

process.- The State of New York's position is that the

requirements of the planning standards have been met.

The 16-individual planning standards are addressed

seriatim in our proposed findings. Those standards are

addressed herein in terms of broader categories, such asi

t

onsite preparedness, plan documents, equipment, training,

Gnd protective actions.

A. Onsite Preparedness
,

Onsite emergency planning is the most important aspect

of preparedness, since it is at the plant that initial

mitigative action and notification must take place.
;

Intervenors did not sediously question compliance with

!

| .
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onsite emergency planning at Indian Point Units 2 and 3.

Board Finding 571.

The Board heard and evaluated the testimony given by

personnel from both units. Those individuals take their

responsibilities seriously, and have developed extensive

emergency training and procedures. Licensees have added

equipment for emergency monitoring, notification, and

communications beyond that required by the regulations.

Board Findings 539, 624, 817. They have adopted unique

procedures for notifying State, federal, and local

authorities which exceed regulatory requirements. Board

Findings 800-03. The Indian Point licensees hold the

distinction of being the best in .the country in terms of

their promptness, accuracy, and completeness in notifying
appropriate authorities. Board Finding 801.

The Board finds onsite emergency planning at the Indian

Point units to be excellent, and to provide an extra margin
of safety for the surrounding population. In addition,

' licensees have done everything reasonably possible to

support the efforts of State and county governments to

develop offsite emergency plans. Board Findings 538-42.

B. Offsite Preparedness

The current status of offsite emergency planning also

conforms with the applicable regulations. Board Finding

526. Much testimony was devoted to evacuation planning. An

9
. __ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _
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evacuation plan, however, is only one component of effective

offsite emergency planning. The Board agrees with FEMA that

the key to effective offsite emergency response is decision-

making in the State and county emergency operation centers

(EOC's). Board Finding 687. Also important are public

awareness, coordination, accident assessment, notification

procedures, onsite activities, and other protective options

such as sheltering.

Intervenors and certain interested states were more

critical of offsite emergency preparedeness. As of the time

of their testimony, the FEMA witnesses cited two significant

deficiencies, one' in Rockland County and one in Westchester

County. Board Finding 671.

The State of New York and officials of Putnam and

Orange Counties, however, testified that emergency planning

around Indian Point presently conforms to Commission / FEMA

guidelines, and that further improvements are expected in

the near future. Board Findings 530-31, 536, 540. The

expert witnesses from Parsons Brinckerhoff testified that

the plans and evacuation travel time estimates were draf ted

in accordance with Commission / FEMA guidelines. Board

Finding 536. Numerous expert witnesses testified about the

assumptions underlying the emergency plans. Intervenors

sponsored a large number of so-called " community witnesses"

who related the unique problems which they speculated they

,

. _ _ - . _ - _ - _ - _ _ - _
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or others might encounter during a radiological emergency.1
Board Findings 550, 605.

C. Planning Standards of 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b)

Although 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(b) contains 16 planning

standards, only a few were seriously contested by the
parties. Matters' relating to onsite planning, completeness

of plan documents, the EOC's and Emergency Operations

Facilities (EOF's,) emergency action levels, and plans for

recovery and re-entry were not seriously questioned. In

addition, the record leaves little doubt about the adequacy
of the emergency response capability of the State of New

York and of Orange and Putnam Counties. Board Finding

529. Officials in those jurisdictions are exceptionally

competent and cooperative in radiological emergency

planning.

The areas of controversy involved Rockland County,

protective actions in Westchester County, notification and

communications, monitoring and assessment, training, and

medical services.

1. Alternate Board Member James A. Laurenson concluded
that "very little, if any, of the testimony proposed for
panels of community witnesses is of any probative value."
Recommended Decision of Judge Laurenson at 16 (Mar. 4,
1983). The Board agrees.

__- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ __ __ _ _
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(1) Rockland County

*

On May 18, 1982, the Rockland County Legislature passed

a resolution withdrawing from the State-sponsored, four-

county radiological emergency planning effort, and refusing

to participate in drills and exercises. Board Finding '

544. The resolution also prohibited county employees from

spending any official time on radiological emergency
.

planning.1 JM[. The County did, however, resolve to

participate in the State plan in the event of an actual

radiological emergency. Board Finding 689. The County

simultaneously called for a shutdown of the Indian Point

plants. jg[.

Rockland County claims to be working on its own

radiological emergency plan. In fact, the County's office

of Emergency Services has completed a draf t of such a plan,

which bears strong similarity to the earlier plan developed

i in conjunction with Parsons Brinckerhof f.
|

The County leadership, however, has devised a complex

process for formally approving the plan, which apparently

includes page-by-page review by a " citizens advisory

committee" and a subsequent formal vote by the County

Legislature. Board Finding 545. The County's stated

position, that it is working " expeditiously" on the plan, is
|-
; at variance with County officials' testimony that the

i

1. This position was subsequently reversed.
|

_
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citizens advisory committee is meeting only one evening a

week to review the draft. Board Finding 546. Moreover, the

deadline for completion of the plan has been repeatedly

postponed from the original target date of December 1982.

Currently, the Legislature's Chairman, Herbert Reisman, will

not project a completion date, but believes it will be

sometime in 1984. Board Finding 547.

The Board believes that the Rockland County leadership

has acted less than responsibly in this matter. The
,

County's actions lead us to question its motives and inten-

tions regarding the preparation of an emergency plan. The

plants are now operating. If County of ficials were serious

about protecting the population and about the alleged inade-

quacy of the State compensating plan and the disavowed

county RERP, they would be taking a much more expeditious

approach to emergency planning. It appears that the

| County's position on emergency planning is motivated mostly
I

i ' by its desire to see the plants closed.1

In contrast to the County leadership, the County opera-
!

tional of ficials who would implement the emergency plan all
,

appear competent, dedicated, and willing to develop the plan.
!
i

!

? 1. In this regard, the Board notes that Rockland
County is not directly serviced by either Indian Point
plant. However, because the principal electric utility in
Rockland is a member of the New York Power Pool and also
purchases power from other Power Authority facilities, it
does receive indirect benefits, and would suffer penalties

; if the plants were closed.

l
.
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The State has developed a compensating plan for use in

Rockland County in the event of an actual emergency. Board

Finding 684. FEMA's favorable assessment of the performance

of the State compensating team during the March 1983

exercise confirmed the capability of the State to implement

this plan. Board Finding 685. The State compensating plan

provides reasonable assurance that Rockland County's portion

of the plume EPZ would be protected in the event of an

actual emergency.

The Board's finding is also supported by Rockland

County's own emergency response capability. The Board

infers from Rockland County's failure to produce its chief

radiological emergency planner Donald P. McGuire to testify

as scheduled on the March exercise, that Rockland County

actually demonstrated, or could have demonstrated, an

adequate response capability during the exercise.1 Board

Finding 695. Rockland County, in fact, recently accom-

plished an effective evacuation of a large number of

residents during a chemical fire, demonstrating the

notification, coordination, and decisionmaking which FEMA

considers the " heart and soul" of effective emergency
response. Board Finding 687. Rockland has pledged to *

1. County personnel participated during the early
morning hours of the exercise, but were precluded by the
County Legislature from participating during normal business
hours. Board Finding 686.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .- _ _ _
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commit its own personnel, if necessary, during an actual

radiological emergency. Board Finding 689.

(2) Westchester County

The significant deficiency cited by FEMA in Westchester

County involved a lack of written commitments from bus oper-

ators to provide equipment in the event of an evacuation.

Board Findings 527, 671. Those written commitments have now

been obtained, thus resolving the alleged deficiency, order

a t 11 (June 9, 1983); Board Findings 527, 672.1 A training.

1. The Board is not convinced that the bus issue was
ever as significant as alleged. Both FEMA and Parsons
Brinckerhof f assumed, without analysis, that carpooling,
ridesharing and other ad hoc measures would not be
utilized.. Intervenors' own survey, conducted by a
nationally recognized pollster, showed that only 3 percent
of Westchester's plume EPZ population would require bus
transportation in an evacuation -- a fraction of the per-
centage assumed by FEMA and Parsons Brinckerhoff. Board
Finding 677. The revised early dismissal plan for schoolsi

should also reduce the demand for buses.
FEMA's concern about the availability of buses during

an emergency was also unsupported by the record. Virtually:

| all the testimony in the record -- including that of a bus
| driver, a bus company owner, and a county civil defense

,

director -- suggests that bus owners and drivers would, in
fact, cooperate during a radiological emergency. Board
Finding 681.

Finally, written commitments for buses are not required
by Commission regulations, nor are they expressly suggested
in NUREG-0654 or uniformly required by FEMA policy. Neither
In re Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. (William H. Zimmer
Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1), 2 CCH N.R.R. 130,783
(1983), nor In re Louisiana Power and Light Co. (Waterford

? Steam Electric Station, Unit 3), slip op. at 3 (Dec. 14,
| 1982), holds that written bus commitments are a regulatory
'

requirement. In Zimmer, the Appeal Board held, among many
issues, that there was insufficient evidence in the record
regarding the availability of bus drivers. The Appeal Board
made no mention of requiring written commitments.

Waterford involved a unique situation in which parishes

.-. -- _. .-. - _-- - ._ _ . _ .
.
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program for bus drivers is also underway. Order at 11 (June

9, 1983); Board Finding 672.1

(3) Notification

Notification of the public in the plume EPZ would be

accomplished by a 146-unit siren system-installed by

licensees, in conjunction with the Emergency Broadcast

System (EBS) and single-station tone alert radios. Board

| Findings 596, 598. Problems with sirens uncovered during

the 1982 exercise were promptly corrected, and FEMA reported

that all sirens functioned adequately during the March 1983

exercise. Board Finding 597. The emergency planning

brochure and posters cont'ain detailed instructions con-

cerning alert notification, the sirens, and the EBS. Board

Findings 606-12, 615. FEMA found that the EBS procedures-

demonstrated during the March 1983 exercise worked well.

! Board Findings 606, 621. Tone alert radios, distributed to

,

within the plume EPZ had insufficient buses and would have
to turn to buses in other jurisdictions for assistance.
That is not the situation herein. The Waterford Board did
not hold that written agreements were required under 10
C.F.R. Part 50. In fact, this Board evidently did not
require written commitments for buses to be provided from
sources within the EPZ, but only conditioned its licensing
order on the completion of agreements for buses from

! parishes outside the EPZ.
( Dr. Russell Dynes, a leading emergency response expert,
p testified that written commitments are unnecessary to assure
| an effective emergency response.
!

1. In In re Southern California Edison Co., 2 CCH
N.R.R. 130,773, the Appeal Board ruled that twin reactors
could commence operation, conditioned upon the initiation of
a bus-drive, training program within 120 days.

!

*
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|

schools and special facilities, also worked well. Board

Finding 597.

(4) Public Informa tion

Public information and education is a continuing

activity in the plume EPZ. Board Findings 606-12, 615.

Public information brochures are distributed to all resi-
dents and businesses. Board Finding 606. The brochures,

which include such information as methods of notification

and protective actions, EBS listings, toll-free telephone

numbers and postcards for further assistance, and the nature

of radiation, conform to the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part

50, App. E(D). Board Findings 606-14, 620.

Intervenors criticized the brochures for various

reasons, including their publication only in English,

mailing omissions, and an alleged failure to survey the
public for the most ef fective communications methods. Board

Findings 550, 561, 617-18, 936. As discussed more fully

below, however, the non-English-speaking population in the

plume EPZ is too small and diverse to justify foreign
'

language printing. Board Finding 932-33. Mailing omissions

discovered after the 1982 distribution were addressed in the
1983 distribution. Board Finding 606. Finally, unbeknownst

to the intervenor expert who recommended a communications>

survey of the public, licensees in fact conducted such a

survey while helping to design the brochure. Board Finding

618.
__
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.The other components of the information program include

, an interim program in Rockland County; poster distribution;

plans for telephone book inserts; a speakers program; and-

the Indian Point Education Center adjacent to the plant,

site.1 Board Finding 615. These programs and the

continuation of an annual brochure distribution will enhance
the state of public knowledge about emergency plans and

4

procedures. Board Findings 606, 615.

Numerous intervenor witnesses testified that they had

received inadequate information about emergency planning.
,

Board Finding 550. Virtually all of those witnesses,

however, admitted that they knew of the toll-free numbers

and other means of obtaining further information and

assistance, but did not avail themselves of those means.

| Board Findings 551, 552, 561.

(5) Medical services

Intervenors incorrectly assumed that 10 C.F.R.
.

S 50.47(b)(12) requires d.etailed hospital arrangements for
,

members of the public who might become contaminated during

an emergency. Board Finding 708. The Commission recently;

addressed this issue, holding that S 50.47(b)(12) requires
,

'
only limited arrangements for persons - " chiefly onsite

I

1. The Power Authority also invited numerous govern-;

mental officials, media representatives, and civic leaders
to tour Indian Point Unit 3 during a recent refueling and
maintenance outage. Board Finding 615.

|

|
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workers -- who may become both contaminated and injured:

The scope of " medical services" to be
provided must focus on the special
hazards from radiation which, we think,
fall into two categories. The first
category addresses individuals who may
become traumatically injured (nonradia-
tion injury for which emergency medical -

care is needed) and are also externally
contaminated with radiation. To meet
the emergency planning regulation, it
has been the general practice for
licensees or offsite authorities to make
special arrangements for emergency
treatment of contaminated injured onsite
personnel and emergency workers. The
issue here is whether there should be
additional specific arrangements for the
general public. While some immediate
action may be required, the number of-
individuals both onsite and offsite who
may become contaminated and injured is

t

expected to be very few. The Commission I

believes it is prudent to identify
local or regional medical service
facilities considered capable of
providing support for contaminated
injured individuals. Additionally,
emergency service organizations within
the EPZ should be provided with informa-
tion concerning the capability of
medical facilities to handle individuals
who are contaminated and injured. This
info rma tion, in conjunction with the
core services to deal with onsite per-
sonnel and emergency workers, should be
sufficient to accommodate members of the
general public and could be expanded as
necessary on an aji hoc basis.

The second category addresses indi-
viduals who have been subjected to
dangerous levels of radiation and who
need medical treatment for that
reason. Here, the special hazard is
posed by the radiation exposure to the
patient. The nature of radiation injury
is that, while medical treatment may be
eventually required in cases of extreme
exposure, the patients are unlikely to

.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - -
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need emergency medical care. The non-
immediacy of the treatment required for

'

radiation-exposed individuals provides
onsite and offsite authorities with an

i additional period of time to arrange for
the required medical service. Thus, any
treatment required could be arranged for
on an ad hoc basis. Accordingly,
emergency plans should include a listing '

of those local and regional medical
facilities which have the capabilities

; to provide' appropriate diagnosis and
trea tment for radiation exposure. No
contrcctual arrangements or special 1

training programs are necessary and no
additional hospitals or other facilities

| need be constructed. No extraordinary
measures are required of state and local

. governments. Diagnosis and treatment
'

could take place at most existing medi-
cal facilities. ( Footnotes omitted. )

,

In re Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear

Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), slip op. at 10-12 (Apr.
4, 1983).

San onofre also provides guidance on the extent to

which major emergency planning outlays are necessary, which

is-instructive beyond the narrow issue of medical arrange-
ments:

&

, It was never the intent of the regu-
! lation to require directly or indirect 1y

that state and local governments adopt
extraordinary measures, such as con-,

i struction of additional hospitals or
: recruitment of substantial additional
'

medical personnel, just to deal with
nuclear plant accidents. The emphasis
is on prudent risk reduction measures.4

: _The regulation does not require dedica-
| tion of resources to handle every pos-

sible accident that can be imagined.;

! The concept of the regulation is that
there should be core planning with suf-
ficient planning flexibility to develop

i

,
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a reasonable "3d hoc" response to those
very serious low probability accidents
which could affect the general public.-

Iji . at 8.

Measured against these standards, licensees are in

compliance with the regulations. Licensees have adequate

onsite medical facilities, and arrangements with several

area hospitals. Board Findings 703-05. These arrangements

were successfully tested in the 1982 and 1983 exercises.

Board Finding 705. The State has identified hospital

capacity statewide which could, if necessary, be called
upon. Board Finding 703. In light of San onofre, inter-

venors' evidence that some hospitals in the plume EPZ are

not adequately prepared to treat the public is irrelevant

and imma terial.1 Board Findings 702, 706.

(6) Communications

Licensees have devoted considerable expense and effort

to providing extensive and redundant communications systems

both onsite and offsite. Board Finding 594. Although

certain local law enforcement officials testified about
their desire for additional equipment -- which they
acknowledged is useful for responding to all sorts of

emergencies -- they have managed to respond ef fectively to

past emergencies which, because they occur with much greater

,

1. That evidence, which consisted of an amateur sur-
vey, was, in any event, misleading and flawed in presenta-
tion.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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frequency than radiological accidents, would presumably

provide , greater motivation for obtaining more adequate
equipment. Board Findings 605, 630.

In evaluating testimony urging more equipment and

facilities, the Board is guided by the Commission's San

.Onofre decision. Board Finding 708. That decision directs

that State and local governments are not required to adopt

extraordinary measures just to deal with nuclear plant

accidents. _Id .

Over the past three years, licensees have significantly

enhanced the communications capability of State, county and

local governments within the plume EPZ. Board Findings 538-

42, 594-96, 6p0, 604-06. Westcheste~r County recently opened

a new county-wide communications facility linking all

municipalities. Board Finding 604. These new systems,

together with other existing equipment, further anticipated

improvements, and a highly trained and effective amateur

radio group, provide assurance that sufficient communica-

tions capability is available to assure an effective

emergency response.1

i 1. In addition, the radiological emergency prepared-
| noss fund.under N.Y. Exec. Law Art. 2-B should begin to
'

generate more money over time for discretionary purposes as
first-time needs are fulfilled. County and local police
could use that funding to augment their communications

i cystems.
|

|

I
.

e
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-(7) Monitoring and Assessment

An extensive and redundant effort has been made to

ensure _that an accident could be adequately monitored and
~

assessed. Board Findings 636-42. . Licensees would utilize

.an advanced network of radiation monitors, meteorological

- towe rs , weather services and staff meteorologists to assess
.

and respond to-an accident. Board Findings 636-41. In

addition to the traditionally used plume overlays based on

historical meteorological data, licensees utilize the.

advanced MIDAS and ARAC systems for plume projection and
,

meteorological monitoring.1 Board Finding 636. Licensees

1. Meteorological Information Dose Assessment System
(MIDAS) is a computer system which by the use of
meteorological and plant parameter -inputs and atmospheric
diffusion computer codes offers the capability to predict
plume movement and offers dose assessment predictions for
plume-covered territory. Using-graphics displays and data
. listings, MIDAS of fers representations of the plume for. two
specific types of computer models. The first is a straight
line gaussian model (class "A") and the second a modified
potential flow model (class "B") incorporating terrain and
segmented plume, representing plume stay times. This model

| can make_ predictions for both the plume and ingestion path-
I way.EPZ's. The system can also utilize output from site
[ meteorological systems and data from 'Reuter Stokes instru-

ments. Board Finding 636.'

County EOC's have been-provided, at the licensees'
expense, with Apple computers upon which they can gain

! access to the meteorological and Class "B" model information
i output from MIDAS. This affords the counties an independent

.and visual basis for dose assessment emergency response.
i Id.

To complement the MIDAS system, the ARAC (Atmospheric
Release Advisory Capability) system is also available on an,

| experimental basis for dose assessment and plume prediction
by the assessment staff of the EOF. ARAC parallels MIDAS in
its role of using meteorology and plant parameters together
in predicting plume movement and dose assessment. ARAC

\

|
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|

have provided computer terminals to the State and. county

EOC's so that those jurisdictions can independently access
,

the data. Board Finding 636.

An adequate supply of dosimeters is available onsite

and offsite.1 Board Findings 693-98. The State has an

ongoing distribution program to augment existing county
supplies. Board Finding '696. The State also has thousands

of additional dosimeters at regional offices which could be

rapidly distributed in the event of an accident. Id.

Licensees demonstrated that they have an adequate

capability to monitor and assess an accident independently
of of fsite support. Board Findings 636-37, 642. The State

and the four counties have also developed their own

independent capability. Board Findings 639, 642. Licensee

and governmental efforts would be coordinated in the EOF.

Board Findings 623-24. These arrangements offer an unusual

degree of redundancy and confirmation.

(8) Training

The record shows that an ongoing commitment to training

has been made both onsite and offsite, and that all key

depicts a three dimensional wind field of the surrounding
territory using onsite meteorology and graphically repre-
sents plume movement and concentration. Idl .

1. Some officials apparently were confused by the fact.
that most dosimeters have not been pre-distributed, but
instead are stockpiled at central locations in each
county. This approach is sound, since it facilitates proper
maintenance, calibration, accounting and security.

,

.
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offsite personnel and many others have already completed
their training programs. Board Findings 725-27.

The parties did not seriously dispute the adequacy of
training for onsite personnel or for offsite personnel who

may be involved in an onsite response. Several witnesses,

however, testified that substantial improvemen't is needed in

training of offsite response personnel.

The need for increased training of off site personnel

was, to an extent, exaggerated by intervenors and Rockland

County. Most emergency workers would be required to perform

their normal occupational duties. Board Finding 725.
,

Exposure to radiological hazards during an accident would be

unlikely, since sheltering would be a preferred alternative

if a release were imminent. Board Finding 652.

Training is a dynamic process. It is true, therefore,

that varying degrecs of additional training are necessary
for a variety of reasons including staff turnover. Board

Finding 727. The State and counties have demonstrated an

ecceptable commitment to continue to afford such training.
Board Findings 726-27, 733. Their instructors are well

trained and competent. Board Findings .730-3 2, 73 7. This

continued commitment, coupled with the substantial amount of
I

L training already completed, satisfies the Commission's
!

cmergency planning standards. Board Finding 734.

~ Conclusion
4

Both onsite and offsite emergency planning at Indian

-
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Point satisfy the planning standards contained in 10 C.F.R.

S 50.47(b) and Pa rt 50, App. E.

Contention 3.2

The emergency plans for Indian Point
Units 2 and 3 do not conform with
NRC/ FEMA guidelines because the assump-
tions made therein with respect to human
response factors during a radiological
emergency are erroneous. Hence, the
estimates of evacuation times and of the
feasibility of timely evacuation for
certain areas are incorrect.

Licensees contend that the plans are based on assump-

tions about human response that have been proven correct in

virtually all reported emergency situations, and that the

evacuation time estimates and the feasibility of timely
evacuation are correct. FEMA believes that the public would

behave appropriately in the event of a radiological emer-
gency at Indian Point. Board Finding 773. Staf f considers

the evacuation time estimates excellent. Board Finding 780.

Intervenors contend that the RERP 's make incorrect
assumptions about the reliability of the response of emer-

gency workers and the public to a radiological accident.

Board Finding 755. They contend that this could affect the

evacuation travel time estimates.
At the outse t, the Board must dismiss the contention

insof ar as it relates to evacuation travel times. NUREG-

0654 contains specific guidelines for computing time esti-

mates on the basis of population size, roadway capacity, and
similar factors. To require consideration of psychological

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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factors herein would call into question the Commission's

generic emergency planning f ramewo rk. That is not permis-

sible in this proceeding. See In re Consolidated Edison
Co., 16 N.R.C. at 35-3 6; see also 10 C.F.R. S 2.758; Metro-

politan Edison Co. v. People Against Nuclear Energy, 51

U.S.L.W. 4371 (1983).

Moreover, the parties offered no evidence that persons

in the Indian Point vicinity are any different psychologic-
ally than those elsewhere. The theories offered by various

intervenor experts -- if true -- would apply to every
nuclear plant site. Board Findings 774-75. The Board is

precluded from examining such generic issues in this
proceeding.1 ~

In order to accept Contention 3.2 as accurate, the

Board would have to ignore years of history in the EPZ and

throughout the country, during which emergency workers have

invariably responded to their assignments involving visible
.

as well as invisible threats. Board Findings 762-63. In

most cases, auth6rities have been confronted with too much

manpower rather than too little during emergencies. Board

Finding 762.

With respect to the public, incidents involving panic
or disobedience have historically been limited to situations

1. The Board is also influenced by the fact that none
of the intervenor experts could suggest any specific
improvements in the RERP's. ,
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.such as building fires, in which egress ~from an enclosed

-area is blocked or constric.ted. This is not the case in

mass evacuations. Board Findings 769-70. During a 13-year

period studied by the federal government, over 1.1 million

people were evacuated in this country with only ten deaths,
seven of which occurred in one helicopter accident. Board

Finding 769. In the two most apt examples, TMI and a,

chemical spill in Mississauga, Ontario involving the release
of an invisible toxic gas, both emergency workers and the

~

public responded in a timely, orderly, and obedient fashion.
Board Findings 769, 772. FEMA, on the basis of its experi-1

ence and expertise in emergency response, supports the

assumption that individuals will behave appropriately in a
radiological emergency. Board Finding 773.

FEMA's position was supported by Drs. Lecker and Dynes,

two leading experts in the field of human response. Board

Findings 756-57. They agreed that there is no basis for

distinguishing radiological and non-radiological emergen-
L

cies, since individuals respond to emergencies and organi-

zations, not to partic.ular hazardous agents.
;

( Conclusion
i

The Board agrees with FEMA, the State, and Drs. Lecker,

and Dynes. The evidence showed that the invariable response

[ lof emergency workers to non-radiological emergencies can be
;

| oxpected in the event of a radiological emergency. The
:

i

! Board rejects the contention.
t
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Contention 3.3

The present estimates of evacuation
times, based on NUREG-0654 and studies
by CONSAD Research Corporation and by
Parsons, Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas,
Inc., are unreliable. They are based on
unproven assumptions, utilize unverified
methodologies, and do not reflect the
actual emergency plans.

The evacuation-travel-time estimates prepared by FEMA

have the status of a rebuttable presumption in this pro-
ceeding. CONSAD Research Corporation performed an evacu-

ation-time-estimate study for FEMA prior to the promulgation
of NUREG-0654. Board Finding 778. Licensees offered

Parsons Brinckerhof f's time estimates, which they contend

are reliable, utilize verified methodologies, and reflect

the actual. emergency plans. The uncontradicted evidence

showed that there were no significant differences between

Parsons Brinckerhof f's and CONSAD's estimates for six of the
eight scenarios analyzed by CONSAD. In the case of the two

estimates for which dif ferences did exist, the Parsons

Brinckerhoff time estimates were longer. Board Finding

779. The Parsons Brinckerhof f time estimates are, there-

fore, subject to a rebuttable presumption, since they are in
no cases shorter (and in some cases longer) t'han the CONSAD

estimates.

While intervenors criticized both the CONSAD and

Parsons Brinckerhoff estimates, they did not offer any
estimates of their own, or any other estimates, to overcome

.

+

________ _
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the rebuttable presumption to which the FEMA / licensee esti-

mates are entitled. Board Finding 782. "

Every transportation professional who testified,

regardless of his or her position on the contention,
acknowledged the professional excellence of the Parsons

Brincke rhof f' firm. Board Finding 658. Parsons Brinckerhoff

has substantial prior experience in traffic engineering,
radiological emergency planning, and the preparation of

evacuation travel time estimates to meet NUREG-0654. Board

Finding 783. Staff's traffic expert, Dr. Thomas Urbanik

(who helped write the time estimate guidelines in NUREG-

0654), praised the Parsons Brinckerhof f study as the most

accurate and complete ever done for the Indian Point area.
,

Board Finding 781.

Parsons Brinckerhoff based its estimates on certain
assumptions, but most of those assumptions were conserva-

'

tive, and- all fell within the permissible confines of NUREG-
0654. Board Finding 787. Parsons Brinckerhoff's metho-

|

( dology took into account an adequate range of scenarios,

adverse weather conditions, and varying states of mobiliza-
tion Board Findings 790-91. Finally, the estima tes weres

based upon the actual emergency plans.
|

The time estimates were amply verified. Parsons
|
; Brinckerhoff personnel actually drove the roads under the
|'

full range of anticipated conditions. Dr. Urbanik verified

their results and methodology and also drove the primary

1

- I
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evacuation routes. The results also were confirmed by

traffic experts in the New York State ' Department of Trans-.

portation and in Orange County, and were considered conser-

vative by Putnam County's Civil Defense Director. Board
.

Finding 793. The Indian Point time estimates were among

only five in the country rated " excellent" by Staff. Board
i

Finding 780. The testimony offered by the only professional

witness.to criticize the estimates was not entirely

I' credible, and was heavily outweighed by the other evi-
.

dence. Board Finding 791.

Conclusion
'

The Board concludes that the Parsons Brinckerhoff

evacuation-travel-time estimates are accurate, have been

adequately verified, and are consistent with the FEMA

position. Accordingly, the Board denies Contention 3.3.

Contention 3.4

! The administrative control of notifi-
| cation procedures at Indian Point Units

2 and 3 is so deficient that the
Licensees cannot be depended on to

l notify the proper authorities of an .

'

emergency promptly and accurately enough
'

to assure effective response.

Licensees, the State, and county officials all agreed

that licensees' administrative procedures and notification

practi'ces satisfy the regulations. Staf f's position was

that licensees' notification practices are exemplary.

Intervenors alleged that licensees' administrative

procedures and history of notification are inadequate.

. - - -. . - . - -. - - - . - . . . . . - - . . - . . . . - - . - . - . . -.
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;

{ Intervenors, however, offered no evidence of current

deficiencies in administrative control of notification
procedures at.either Indian Point unit. To the contrary,

the evidence showed .that. the Indian Point licensees " report,

;

more quickly and more completely" than any other licensees

in the country. Board Finding 800.. Licensees' administra-
.

tive controls include commitments to notify the authorities

of incidents that are not required to be reported by the
Commission's regulations. Board Finding 801. Staff, State,

4

and county witnesses confirmed that licensees have been

reporting in accordance with those special commitments.
i

Board Findings 800-01.
,

| Conclusion -

Licensees' notification practice and procedures provide
.

an additional measure of of fsite safety in the Indian Point
,

area, with attendant reduction in risk. For all of the

i ' foregoing reasons, Contention 3.4 is denied.

Contention 3.6.

The emergency plans and proposed
protective actions do not adequately
take into account the full range of,

L meteorological conditions for Indian
Point Units 2 and 3.<

Contention 3.6 appears to allege that unusual weather

!
'

conditions exist in the Indian Point area, for which ade-

| quate assessment and protective actions have not been

planned. This position, urged by intervenors, was disputed

by licensees, Staff, FEMA, the State, and several county

- _ , . _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ , _ ..... __ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. _ . ._ _
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witnesses.

A. Assessment

Licensees have given an unusual degree of attention to

assessment of meteorological conditions and to providing

access to such information by of fsite of ficials. In addi-

tion to arrangements with weather services and compilation

of meteorological data, licensees employ staf f meteorolo-

gists, weather towers, and the advanced MIDAS and ARAC

systems. Board Fin' dings 808-13. Licensees have furnished
'

the State and the county EOC's with computer terminals for

directly accessing MIDAS data. Board Finding 636. These

measures exceed Commission requirements. Board Finding 813.,

B. Protective Actions,

j The parties were unable to identify any severe weather

conditions unique to the Indian Point area. Board Findings

807, 819. The authorities are prepared to respond to

snowstorms that occasionally occur in the ragion during the

winter, and appropriate procedures are included in the

| RERP's. Board Findings 814-15, 911-13. There appears to be

| little risk of other types of meteorological phenomena, such

as tornadoes, sandstorms, tidal waves, or hurricanes, which

: occur in other regions.1 Board Finding 909.

The potential effects of adverse weather were taken

1. No evidence of any such conditions near Indian
Point was presented.

.

.
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into account in licensees' evacuation-travel-time

-estimates. Board. Findings 784, 816. Staff testified that

those estimates are within the range of estimates for other

sites. ~ Board Finding 840.

It is important to note that unusually severe weather

does not preclude protective action. The adverse impact of

poor weather on the evacuation n'etwork would be of fset by+

) the attendant reduction in the size of the affected area.
Precipitation scavenging would result in increased surface

deposition of radionuclides and decreased downwind concen-

trations. Board Finding 817. Similarly, inversion4

conditions would decrease dispersion of airborne radioactive

; materials. ,As a result, the area to be evacuated during

such. adverse conditions would be much smaller than an

affected area during dry conditions. Board Finding 818.

| In the event that weather conditions were so adverse as
I

to make evacuation inadvisable, the RERP's provide for shel-

tering as an appropriate protective response.
.

Conclusion

| Procedures for assessing and responding to the
!

anticipated range of meteorological conditions are more thanl

sufficient to meet the regulations. The Board denies

Contention 3.6.

Contention 3.7
J

The problems of evacuating children from
threatened areas have not been

. . . . . . - - _ _ - _ . . - - - . . . . . . - _ , . .- . - _-.-.. ,, - . _ .- . - . . - - . ,
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adequately actressed in the present
emergency pla>s.

*

Intervenors took the position that procedures for
'

evacuating children in school and so-called " latch-key"

children, as well as for addressing alleged psychological
needs of children, are inadequate. ' Licensees disagreed.

The State and counties offered evidence of revised
! procedures which they believe are adequate to protect

children in the plume EPZ.

Evidence offere,d under this contention covered a

spectrum of issues, ranging from the evacuation of schools

to the psychological effects allegedly associated with
'

evacuation.

At the outset, the Board must limit the contention to

, those issues concerning evacuation plans and procedures
!

| contained in the Indian Point RERP's. As in the case of
i

L generic and psychological issues raised under Contention
i

| 3.2, related issues raised under this contention are beyond
| the scope of this proceeding.1

The relevant evidence under this contention fell within

1. Intervenors' evidence in this regard was chiefly
limited to suggestions that evacuation would be traumatic
for children. Licensees offered evidence that, to the con-
trary, children are better equipped than adults to deal with
the stress of emergencies. The Board need not reach this
losue, since the regulations presume that an evacuation,
though highly unlikely, could , someday be ordered, and the
Board's only task is to report to the Commission on the
procedures that would be utilized at Indian Point.

.

~ - - - -,. , - , , . - . _ . . , ,--- , . , . , .- ,,_
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two broad categories: (a) procedures for evacuating
e

schools;-and (b) provision for so-called '" latch-key"
i

children.

A.- Procedures for evacuating schools-
'

Procedures for evacuating schools evoked some of the
,

strongest controversy during the proceeding. The contro-

versy, however, largely stemmed from intervenors' contra-

.dictory positions and questionable activities.

The RERP's originally provided for students to be bused

dir'ctly from schools to reception centers for subsequente
i

reunion with their families. Board Finding 823. In tervenor

witnesses sharply criticized these procedures, alleging that
;

certain parents might try to pick up their children at the

f- schools, thereby disrupting the plan.1 Board Finding 831. *

As a result of this concern, the RERP's were modified
,

!

; to provide for the early dismissal of schools at the alert
i

stage of an incident at Indian Point.2 Board Finding 825.<

,

The O'Rourke* Plan was endorsed by school, State, and county

officials.3 Board Finding 828.

!

1. The Board accords no probative value to the testi-
mony, since it was admittedly speculative.

; 2. Actually, the early-dismissal plan already existed
as an option in the earlier RERP's; the revision simply4

L gives priority to the option. This revised procedure is
commonly known as the "O'Rourke Plan," after one.of its
chief proponents, Westchester County Executive Andrew P.

| O'Rourke.
|

3. The O'Rourke Plan has two incidental advantages.

-
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Intervenors, however, then altered their position and

attacked the new procedures, claiming that.some children-

might be returned to empty homes. Board Finding 831. This

ignores the fact that the State requirements for a generic;

: early-dismissal plan mandate that parents provide schools

; with the names and. telephone numbers of other adults who

will care.for their children in their absence. Board
i

Finding 828. In addition, the Board believes that parents

will make advance arrangements for their children, as

recommended by the public information brochure. Board
<

Finding 926. Finally, the Board notes that.during the
accident at TMI, where there was no organized advance-

,

; planning, schools were dismissed in an orderly and

successful manner through ac[ hoc measures.1 Board Finding

! 836.

.

i
' First, State law requires all schools to maintain early-

dismissal. plans for use in any type of emergency. Hence, it
is not a new or unfamiliar concept. Board Findings 827-

i 28. Second, it reduces the demand for buses by obviating an
j carlier "two-wave" evacuation procedure, under which school

buses would transport school children out of the plume EPZ
cnd then return to the EPZ to help evacuate those members of
the general public who lack private means of transportation.
Board Finding 823.

|- 1. The evidence shows that some intervenor witnesses,
) far from cooperating in efforts to implement an effective

emergency plan for the schools, actually undermined such'

efforts. For example, intervenors distributed question-
noires to school personnel and parents that included unnec-
ocsary, misleading, and inflammatory language critical of
Indian Point. Board Findings 553-58. Rockland County's
withdrawal from the four-county plan also had a negative
effect on school planning. Board Findings 544-49.
.

|
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l

Consequently, the problems of evacuating children from

schools have been adequately addressed.

B. " Latch-key" children

So-called " latch-key" children are children who are

home alo~ne, without adult supervision, during certain hours

of the day. Intervenors have expressed concern about their

well-being in the event of a radiological emergency. The

RERP's and public information brochures include provisions

for such children, such as bus pick-ups and return postcards

for advance notification of special situations to the

appropriate authorities. Board Findings 850, 859-61.

Again, the Board believes that parents will make the

necessary arrangements for such children in advance of a

radiological emergency, as they do in regard to other types
of hazards. The Board sees no other reasonable planning

measures that could be taken by licensees or governmental

officials.

Conclusion

For all of the foregoing reasons, the Board denies this
'

contention.

Contention 3.9

The road system in the vicinity of the
Indian Point plant is inadequate for
timely evacuation.

Licensees, the State, FEMA, Staff's expert, and several

county of ficials disputed this contention. Intervenors,

..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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however, contended that the roads are too " winding" and

" narrow" to permit a " timely" evacuation. '

Notwithstanding intervenors' testimony about the

alleged inadequacy of the road system within the plume EPZ,

it is apparent that this road system serves the EPZ's

population on an everyday casis. It has also accommodated

unusually large influxes of traffic during such events as

the welcoming ceremonies for the Iranian hostages at West
Point. Board Finding 840.

Commission / FEMA guidelines contain no time requirements

for an evacuation. The Board has found the evacuation-

travel-time estimates for Indian Point to be accurate.
Those estimates are within the range of estimates for other

sites. Board Finding 840. Under numerous scenarios, the

evacuation times estimated are relatively low. Board

Finding 797.

Both the Commission's regulations and the RERP's herein

recognize that there could be very rare, fast-developing
accidents that might not allow for effective evacuation.

The sheltering procedures in the RERP's address such

contingencies. Board Finding 841..

Conclusion

As a result, the Board cannot agree with this

contention. Even assuming that many roads are " winding" or

" narrow," these factors would not preclude their usefulness

as evacuation routes. Intervenors' evidence is not

- _-__-___ -____
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convincing against the unanimous opinion of FEMA, State,
Staff, and licensee experts.

_Cpntention 3.10-

The emergency plan fails to conform to
NUREG-0654 in that, contrary to
Evaluation Criterion II.J.10.d., proper
means for protecting persons whose
mobility may be impaired have not been
developed. Specifically, adequate
provisions have not been made for groups
named in the bases submitted for the
following contentions:

WESPAC 6
Parents I, basis (22) and II, basis (7)
UCS/NYPIRG I(B)(2), basis (6) and I(A),

basis (7).

Contention 3.10 is based on intervenors' allegations

that adequate protection has not been given such groups as

the physically handicapped, non-English speaking persons,

persons with learning disabilities, the deaf or hearing
i

impaired, the elderly, " latch-key" children, special-
I
'

facility residents, retarded persons, and park visitors.

The State and licensees, however, supported the adequacy of

existing measures, a position with which FEMA agreed.

The Indian Point emergency planc devote considerable

attention to the needs of the designated groups. The plans

utilize four major approaches: (a) identification of
i

! special facilities; (b) return postcards and toll-free

telephone numbers contained in the emergency planning bro-

chures to identify special needs; (c) a public education
.

me
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program; and (d) other protective measures. Bcard Findings

849-52.
.

A. Identification of special facilities

Parsons Brinckerhof f identified special facilities such

as prisons and nursing homes, contacted appropriate offi-
cials, and included appropriate protective actions in t.2

first drafts of the RERP's. The State and counties have

assumed responsibility for maintaining and updating the
RERP's. Board Finding 537. Several hundred pages of the

RERP's are devoted to such items as names, addresses, and

phone numbers of special facilities, the populations of such

facilities, and evacuation vehicles for such populations.
Board Findings 660-63. Efforts to maintain and improve the

lists are continuing. Board Finding 537.

[ B. Return postcards and toll-free numbers
|

The principal method for identifying persons with

special needs who are not in special facilities involves the

use of a postage-paid return postcard that is af fixed to the

emergency planning brochure distributed annually to resi-
dents and businesses in the plume EPZ. Board Finding 850.

R2 turned cards are kept on record by appropriate governmen-

tal agencies and special arrangements are made for those on '

' whose behalf the cards are returned. A substantial response

has already been received. Board Finding 851. The bro-

chures also include toll-free telephone numbers to call for

assistance or further information. Board Finding 850.

_.
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|
These means are available not only to individuals with

special needs themselves, but also to those who normally

assist such individuals, including their friends or rela-

tives, and organizations that provide special services to

such individuals. Board Findings 845-46.

As a general proposition, members of virtually all of

these groups cope with problems of transportation, notifi-

cation or emergencies which are much more common than a

radiological emergency.1 Most of these persons have

custodians or nearby friends or neighbors who could assist

them in an emergency. Board Findings 844-4 5. To the extent

that these persons need to prepare further to respond to a

radiological emergency, they can rely on preparations
designed to deal with much more common events. Board

Finding 844. As the State of New York and FEMA witnesses

testified, these groups can and must, to a certain degree,

help themselves by making their needs known to the proper

authorities, and by relying upon their friends and f amilies

to see that they are taken care of. Board Finding 84 6.

There is a limit to the capability of goverrment.

C. Public education

The third leg of the approach to special needs is a

1. The Board does not presume that most of these
individuals would be prima facie incapable of protecting
themselves without assistance in the event of a radiological
emergency.

.
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public education and information program. The principal

vehicle of that program is the public information brochure

that is revised and distributed annually at licensees'-

expense. This is supplemented by newspaper advertisements;
'

telephone book inserts; posters; speakers and slide shows

provided by licensees and government; Con Edison's Indian

Point Education Center; and considerable media attention.

Board Findings 606-15, 851.

The public information program is designed to accom-

plish two primary objectives: to educate the public as to

emergency procedures and to encourage . persons with special

needs to come forward. Board Finding 851.

D. Other protective measures

The RERP's also include a variety of other protective

measures. These include evacuation bus routes and pick-up

points for transit dependent persons; ambulance deployment;

procedures for distributing potassium iodide to special

i populations for which sheltering would be the preferred .

!

response; and the use of the EBS to notify residents of,

other precautionary measures. Board Findings 854-56.,

!

! Conclusion

| The Board has concluded that licensees and governmental
' egencies have undertaken adequate measures specifically

designed to protect individuals with special needs.

Contention 3.10 is denied.

_

'

|

|

|
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VI. COMMISSION QUESTION FOUR

What imdrovements in the level of
emergency planning can be expected in
the near future, and on what time
schedule, and are there other specific
offsite emergency procedures that are
feasible and should be taken to protect
the public?-

'

Question Four has two parts. In response to the first

part dealing with expected improvements, the Commission

expects a description of plans and capabilities of licensees

and State and local governments. The second part, concer-

ning additional, specific, feasible, offsite emergency

procedures, allows consideration of additional measures

beyond the regulations, but only if the proponents " provide

1 a sound basis for this further exploration." July 27 Order

a t 16. Such procedures must be not only specific and

feasible, but also must be examined in the context of safety

and risk reduction.
J

Contention 4.1

The plume exposure pathway EPZ should be
expanded from its present 10-mile radius
in order to meet local emergency needs
and capabilities as they are affected by
such conditions as demography, topog-
raphy, land characteristics, access
routes, and jurisdictional boundaries.

This contention was supported, but without specific
,

recommendations, by intervenors and the City Council.
|

Staff, the State, and several county officials found the

( existing EPZ to be adequate. Licensees argued that the EPZ
t

l is conservatively designed. FEMA took no position, except
(
.
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that existing plans comply with the regulations.

The Commission has provided the Board with express

guidance on this contention. It expects no recommendations

for substantial expansion of the plume EPZ. Rather, it

continues to regard as sufficient a plume EPZ for Indian

Point of approximately a 10 mile radius, subject to minor

adjustments for local conditions such as population

density. In re Consolidated Edison Co., 16 N.R.C. at 35-36;
'

see also In re Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre
Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), 14 N.R.C. 691,

698 (1981); 10 C.F.R. S 50.47(c)(2). In promulgating

S 50.47(c)(2), the Commission considered a 10-mile EPZ

"large enough to provide a , response base that would support

activity outside the planning zone should this ever be

needed." 45 Fed . Reg . 55,406 (Aug. 19, 1980).

Thus, the focus of this contention is upon local

conditions that might require minor adjustments in the

, configuration of the EPZ.1 The parties have offered no

evidence of specific adjustments that should be made to the

EPZ boundary.
:

1
1
,

d

1. Although this contention actually raises issues
under Question Three, the Board left it within Questioni

Four, where it existed prior to the Commission's July 27,
1982 Order, to avoid confusion. Its substance, however,

'

must be evaluated in the context of Question Three. See
' Memorandum and Order at 12-13 (Feb. 7, 1983).

I

|
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A. Local conditions

At most points, the EPZ extends beyond 10 miles, and

its jagged configuration reflects consideration of local

conditions. These considerations were confirmed in the
testimony. The plume EPZ was designed jointly by licensees,

the State, each of the four counties, and the consultants.
Board Finding 872. They took into account demography,

topography, access routes, and the other considerations

required under 10 C.F.R. S 50.47.1 Board Finding 873. The

intervenors and interested states herein seemed more

interested in a massive expansion. of the EPZ than making
additional minor adjustments.

If anything, the evidence shows that the EPZ at Indian

Point is highly conservative in design. The 10-mile radial

area specified in the regulations is based on the asumption
that all early fatalities would occur within that area.

IPPSS, however, and licensees' testimony under Questions one

and Five showed that virtually all of the earl fatality

risk posed by the Indian Point reactors is confined to an

area within four miles of the plants. Thus, since the size

of the EPZ is essentially a function of such risk, the area
.

1. Several witnesses criticized the anomaly of divid-
ing certain neighborhoods. Planners sought to avoid this as
much as possible. Occasional problems, however, are inevi-
table at every site, and a line must be drawn somewhere.
Certainly, any such anomalies can be resolved in the normal
course of plan maintenance and modification.

_ - _____- - __ _
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encompassed by the Indian Point'EPZ is much more extensive
1

than necessary. Board Finding 875-76.

B. City Council Members' Testimony

The most forceful proponent of an expanded EPZ was the

City Council. They, however, argued for an expansion that

would include New York City, which lies 24 to 60 miles from

Indian Point'.1 An expansion of such dimension is clearly

precluded by the Commission's regulations and its July 27,
1983 Order. Moreover, the meteorological conditions dis-

cussed above make it unlikely that a plume would reach New

York City. See text, supra at 72-73, 93-97.

The size of the plume EPZ specified in the Commission's

regulations is predicated on the assumption that emergency
planning within that area would provide a sufficient base to

support any ad hoc protective actions, if needed, beyond 10
miles. 45 Fed. Reg. 55,406 (Aug. 19, 1980). In the unlikely

event that such aci hoc measures were required in New York
_

| City, the Board believes they could be implemented.
:

New York City has a generic emergency management plan,

o Mayor's Emergency Control Board, an intricate transporta-
s

! tion network, and a transit strike contingency plan to
|

| facilitate the movement of persons out of sections of the

;

|

1. Parts of New York City are within the 50-mile-

i ingestion pathway EPZ. The parties offered no evidence that
! the licensees are not _a compliance with guidelines govern-
i ing that EPZ .

!

!

.
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city. Board Findings 880-83. The city government and Con

Edison have radiation monitoring equipment and personnel

trained in its use.1 Board Finding 882.

Conclusion

The Board finds no basis for expanding the Indian Point
plume EPZ, and denies Contention 4.1.

Contention 4.2(a)

Potassium iodide should be provided in
an appropriate form for all residents in
the EPZ.

Intervenors of fered nothing beyond brief, conclusory
testimony that potassium iodide (KI) should be provided for
all residents of the plume EPZ, Board Finding 886. In

fact, the only substantive evidence in support of KI was

of fered in support of providing the thyroid blocking agent"

to all residents of New York City. Board Finding 891.

The regulatory scheme gives each state discretion on

whether to utilize KI. Board Finding 88 7. The State of New

York has determined not to make the drug available to the
general public. Board Finding 889.

The RERP's include provisions for distributing KI to
emergency workers and special facilities whose inhabitants .

1. The appropriate New York City officials have been
in contact with the State's Radiological Emergency Planning
Group, and were scheduled to participate in the March 9,
1983 exercise. The State is empowered to commit its
resources to a radiological emergency response anywhere in ;

New York.

__ - _ _ _
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would probably be sheltered rather than evacuated. Id.
.

Those measures go sufficiently beyond the regulations to

afford an extra measure of assurance of protection of health

and safety,

Further distribution of KI would be inadvisable. *e
.

Experience with KI is limited, and there is a lack of human

data on which to base a recommendation. Board Finding
.

892. Further risks are associated with the drug's limited

shelf life, the possibility that persons might unnecessarily

expose themselves to radiation while seeking, or after

taking, the drug, the diversion of emergency workers from

c -more important tasks to distribute the drug, and possible

overdoses.1 Board Findings 893-98. These risks, as well as
i

.the expense of distribution, outweigh any possible benefits.
'

Contention 4.2(b)

! Adequate sheltering capability should be
provided for all residents in the EPZ.

Intervenors supported this contention. FEMA, the

State, and licensees contended that adequate sheltering
!

capability already exists.

Most of the evidence proferred by intervenors under

this contention reflects a substantial misconception aboutr-

| sheltering in response to nuclear plant accidents. Inter-
!

i

;- 1. In the event that KI distribution were ordered or
L ; advisable during an emergency, it could be manufactured and

_ .

distributed on very short notice, or borrowed from the large
quantity stocked onsite by licensees.

!

__
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venor witnesses repeatedly focused on an alleged. lack of

basements or thick walls. Although such features might

afford a slight additional margin of protection, they are

not necessary to effect the type 'f response contemplated.

Board Findings 902-03.

Sheltering as a protective action refers to locating

~the population in structures, such as their homes, to pro-
*

vide protection from a gaseoas radioactive release. A

sheltering directive would include recommendations for

ventilation control, such as closing doors and windows and

turning off air conditioners. Thus, sheltering in this

context does not require civil-defense-type shelters with

blast and fallout protection. For those individuals without

immediate access to effective shelter, county RERP 's make

use of public fallout shelters to supplement shelteeing in

houses, places o.f work, schocls, and similar facilities.

Id.

FEMA, the State, and several county civil defense

officials agreed that such protective sheltering capability

exists throughout the plume EPZ. In fact, an Army Corps of

| Engineers study in Orange County identified extensive

wartime fallout sheltering capability that would be more

than sufficient for any emergency at Indian Point. Board

Finding 905.

I
In light of this evidence, and the absence of any

|

|

|

|
L

-
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material evidence to the contrary, the Board must deny the
contention.,

Contention 4.2(c)

License conditions should prohibit power
operation of Units 2 and 3 when the
roadway network becomes degraded because
of adverse weather conditions.

Intervenors supported this contention. Licensees,

FEMA, the State, and Staff opposed it.

License conditions are not an offsite procedure and,

hence, are not within the ambit of Question Four. The Board -

dismisses the contention for this reason. However, since

' meteorological conditions around Indian Point were discussed

under Contention 3.6, the further issues raised by Conten-

tion 4.2(c) will be briefly addressed.

The record reflects no severe meteorological conditions

: common at, or unique to, Indian Point. Board Fi~ndings 908-

09. The RERP's address the broad range of conditions that

| reasonably can be anticipated. Board Findings 911-12. In

the event that evacuation were inadvisable, sheltering would
be an alternative. Board Finding 910. Any possible

benefits to be gained through the sp'ecial license conditions

urged by intervenors would be outweighed by the risks of

otartup and shutdown transients and a reduction in grid
[ rollability. Board Finding 915.

Hence, even assuming that special license conditions

ware properly within the scope of our Question Four inquiry,
t
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the Board would not be disposed to recommend intervenors'

proposed measure.

Contention 4.2(d)

The roadway network should be upgraded
to pernit successful evacuation of all
residents in the EPZ before the plume
arrival time.

FEMA, Staff, the State, and licensees agreed that the

existing roadway network is capable of supporting an evacu-

ation. Only intervenors and Rockland County argued to the

contrary. The adequacy of the road system was fully con-

sidered under Contention 3.9; this contention, therefore,

need not detain us long.

There is no evidence that the evacuation-travel-time
ostimates for Indian Point are excessive. Board Finding

918. There are, in fact, numerous, major roadway improve-

ments now planned or underway in the EPZ that should reduce

evacuation travel times. Board Finding 920.

The contention also assumes that the entire EPZ would

be simultaneously evacuated in the event of an anticipated

release. An accident requiring such an evacuation is the

type of accident least conceivable. Board Finding 919.
|

This does not provide a sound basis for major, and expen-
cive, roadway improvements.

Finally, the Board does not believe that wholesale

expansion of the roadway network is among the " specific,

feasible of fsite emergency procedures" contemplated by

i

!
|

|

*
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. Question Four. The Commission's San Onofre decision

provides further-guidance in emphasizing prudent risk
,

reduction measures, and in rejecting the necessity of major,
i

offsite construction projects for radiological emergency
preparedness.

Conclusion

The Board denies Contentions 4.2(a), (b), (c), and (d).

Contention 4.7 <

The emergency plans should be upgraded
to provide more adequate methods for
alerting and informing persons who are
deaf, blind, too young to understand the

,

instructions, or who do not speak
English.

Although intervenors allege that plans should be

upgraded for alerting and informing members of the identi-

- fled groups, they offered no feasible suggestions for
improvements.. Board Finding 923. FEMA, Staff, the State,

licensees, and most county of ficials agreed that existing
measures are appropriate. Board Findings 931, 937.

.

As discussed in the context of Contention 3.10,

extensive procedure _s -have been developed for members of'

these groups. It is difficult to conceive of feasible,

cdditional planning procedures that licensees or government
could undertake. Board Findings 924, 928-29, 931. Members

| of these groups cope with notification, information, and

emefgency problems much more common than radiological acci-
.

dents, often with the help of persons, such as parents,
, .

I ,

i
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friends, neighbors, or relatives, who routinely assist or
care for them. Board Findings 844, 926. There is no basis

for believing that the same assistance would not be forth-

coming in planning for or responding to a radiological
emergency. -

Conspicuously absent from the record is any evidence

that the percentage of children, deaf or blind persons, or

non-English speaking persons in the Indian Point plume EPZ

is higher than at any other site. Board Findings 867,

936. With respect to non-English speaking persons, a State

surrey showed that the population of such persons is very
small, and too diverse to warrant producing brochures in
foreign languages.1 Board Findings 932-33.

Licensees and governmental of ficials have undertaken an

extensive public information campaign designed to reach

members of these groups, their representatives, and their

religious and social leaders. Board Finding 934. Licensees

have also distributed single-station tone alert radios to

echools and special facilities in the plume EPZ. Board

Finding 927. Those steps, cambined-with other measures

previously discussed, should provide assurance that these

groups would be properly alerted and informed in the event

1. Although intervenors of fered evidence concerning
i the number of persons who speak languages other than

English, they offered no evidence on the key question -- how
m ny speak no English and have no English-speaking friends
or relatives upon whom they could rely.

_
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|
of an actual emergency.

Conclusion

The Board denies Contention 4.7. There are no feasible

additional measures which we could recommend to the
Commission.

VII. COMMISSION QUESTION FIVE

Based on the foregoing, how do the risks
posed by Indian Point Units 2 and 3 com-
pare with the range of risks posed by
other nuclear power plants licensed to
operate by the Commission? (The Board
should limit its inquiry to generic
examination of the range of risks and
not go into any site-specific examina-
tion other than for Indian Point itself,
except to the extent raised by the Task
Force.)

,

In addition to responding to Commission Question Five, the

Board directed the parties to address the impact of

NUREG/CR-2239, " Technical Guidance for Siting Criteria

Developmen t ," (1982) (Sandia Siting Study) on the com-
parative risk issue. Memorandum and Order ( Formulating

Final Contentions and Setting Schedule) a t 19 (Nov. 15,

1982).

In making its findings on Commission Question Five, the

Board evaluated the relative risks at Indian Point Unit 3
from the following perspectives: (1) a comparison of the

risks from Indian Point Unit 3 to the Commission's prelimi-

nary quantitative design objectives; (2) a comparison of the

risks from Indian Point Unit 3, based upon IPPSS and

|
_ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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subsequent analyses, to the results of site and plant spe-

cific PRAs of a numb'er of other nuclear power plants; (3) a-

comparison of the risks from Indian Point Unit 3 with the

results from the " Task Force Report on Interim Operation at

Indian Point" (NUREG 0715); (4) the benefits resulting from

the special design features at Indian Point Unit 3; (5) a

comparison of nuclear power risk to other public health

risks; and (6) the relevance of NUREG,/CR-2239.

Testimony presented by both the Power Authority and

Staff confirmed that, from these numerous perspectives,

Indian Point Unit 3 is within~the range of risk posed.by-

other nuclear power plants licensed to operate by the

Commission. UCS/NYPIRG, the only intervenor to testify on

this issue, argued that no comparisons of the total risk of

operating reactors is possible.

A. Comparison with the Commission's
Preliminary Safety Goals

! The Board acknowledges the limitations placed upon the

| Commission's preliminary safety goals as argued by inter-
!

|. venors. The Board concludes, however, that, given the
i

unique nature of this proceeding, it should not deny the

Commission the opportunity to examine all evidence regarding
comparative risk. Furthermore, the Board finds that the

I
preliminary safety goals are objectives towards which

nuclear safety requirements will evolve and that they,

1

provide a standard against which nuclear power plants can be

. _ , _ .-.- -. __ _ __ _ _ . _ _ _ _ __
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evaluated. Accordingly, a comparison of the risks at Indian

Point Unit 3 with this national benchmark is not only

appropriate, but illuminating, as well. Board Finding 94 4.

1. Individual Risk

Regarding individual. risk, the Commission's preliminary .

safety goal states that the early fatality risk to an aver-

age individual in the vicinity of a nuclear power plant

should not exceed one-tenth of one percent of the sum of

early fatality risk to that individual from other accidents

to which members of the public are generally exposed. Based

upon the United States national average accident risk, the

goal is not to exceed five fatal accidents per 10,000,000

people per year. Converting this to an individual risk

figure, the goal for individual early fatality risk is once

in 2,000,000 years. Licensees' expert witnesses presented

calculations estimating that the average individual early
f atality risk at Indian Point Unit 3 is once in about

!
'

156,000,000 reactor years.

I According to the preliminary safety goals, the early
!

| fatality risk to an average individual within one mile of a

nuclear power plant should not exceed one one-thousandth of

| the national non-nuclear early fatality risk. The early

! fatality risk to an individual within one mile of Indian
[
' Point Unit 3 is approximately one one-hundred-thousandth

(1.3 x 10-5) of the national non-nuclear early fatality
risk. Thus, the individual risk of Indian Point Unit 3 is

.
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well within the preliminary safety goal, by a f ac tor o f

approximately 75. Use of the more realistic source terms

recommended by licensees would eliminate early fatality

risk. Board. Findings 945-46.

Staff's expert witnesses concurred that the early

f atality risk at Indian Point Unit 3 is within the safety

goal even though its calculations were based upon pessimis-

tic and unrealistic emergency response assumptions and upon

the assumption _that no persons would receive supportive

medical treatment following an accident, an assumption which

Staff admitted was unrealistic. Board Finding 947.

The Board finds that the early fatality risk of Indian

Point Unit 3 is well within the Commission's preliminary
^

safety goal.

2. Societal Risk
!

i Regarding societal risk, the Commission's preliminary

safety; goal states that the latent cancer fatality risk to

[ the population in the area of a nuclear power plant should
i

,

I not exceed one-tenth of one percent of the cancer fatality
!

| risk from all other causes. Based upon the United States
I

average cancer risk, the goal is not to exceed- two cancer

fatalities per 1,000,000 people per year. Licensees' expert

I witnesses presented calculations estimating that the

societal latent fatality risk from Indian Point Unit 3 is

less than .003 latent cancer fatalities per 1,000,000 people

par year, Stated otherwise, the latent fatality risk within

'
,

l
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50 miles of a nuclear power plant should not exceed one one-

thousandth-of the national average cancer risk from all

causes. The latent cancer fatality risk from Indian Point

Unit 3 within 50 miles of the plant is approximately one

one-millionth (1.4.x 10-6) of the national average cancer

fatality risk from all causes. Thus, the risk of Indian

! Point Unit 3 is well within the goal, by a factor of
'

approximately 710. Even this large margin would be further

increased with the use of the more realistic source terms

recommended by licensees. Board Findings 948-49, 951. ,

Staff's expert witnesses concurred that it is extremely

unlikely that the Indian Point plants pose latent fatality

risks anywhere near the Commission's goal, even considering

uncertainties and the risk from both plants together. Board

( Finding 949.

| The Board finds that the latent fatality risk of Indian

Point Unit 3 is well within the Commission's preliminary
f

cafety goal.
'

3. Impact of Emergency Protective Responses

Licensees demonstrated that even under the unreasonable,

!

acsumption that no protective response is taken by the

public for 24 hours following an accident, Indian Point Unit

3 still meets the Commission's public health safety goals.

Board Findings 953-54. The Board finds that this confirms

|
the extremely low risk at Indian Point Unit 3. This sensi-

tivity study also sheds light on whether additional

.
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|
emergency planning improvements are necessary.

4. Core Melt Frequency

The Board finds that core melt frequency is not of sig-

nificant use in addressing Commission Question Five because

it is a poor indicator of public risk for two reasons: (1)

almost 95 percent of the postulated core melt scenarios at

Indian Point Unit 3 do not result in significant radioactive

releases and (2) approximately 97 percent of the calculated

early fatality risk is attributable to the interfacing

systems LOCA, which contributes less than one-half of one

percent to the core melt frequency. The Board does find,

however, that core melt frequency is a useful indicator of

economic risk to the customers and owners of the plant

because core melt frequency measures the probability of

losing the economic benefits of the plant. Board Finding

957.

Licensees' expert witnesses presented calculations

estimating that the median core melt frequency at Indian
.

Point Unit 3 both from internal and external initiating

events is 5.0 x 10-5 or once in 20,000 reactor years. This

meets the Commission's preliminary design objective of

1 x 10-4 or once in 10,000 reactor years. For internal

initiating events only, this frequency is 3.0 x 10-5 or once

in 33,000 reactor years, which also meets tl.9 Commission's

preliminary design objective by an even larger margin.

Board Finding 955. Staff's estimates of core melt frequency

|

l
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did not meet the Commission's design objective. Staff,

however, acknowledged that its estimates may have been

overstated and recognized that they were subject to a

substantial degree of uncertainty. Moreover, Staff's expert

witnesses stated that the frequencies of severe release

categories are a more significant measure of public health

risk than is the overall core melt frequency and that the
frequencies for their severe release categories A, B, and C,

which account for nearly all the offsite radiological risk,
are well within the Commission's safety goal for core
melt. Board Finding. 956.

B. Comparison of Risks With Other Nuclear Power Plants

In comparing site and plant specific PRAs for various

plants, the Board acknowledges that IPPSS and other PRA

studies differ in certain respects such as data base,

methodology, scope, and sophistication. Accordingly,

without a prohibitively expensive risk assessment program

using a common methodology to evaluate all nuclear power

plants (a program which would take many years), a complete

comparison is not possible. Despite the existing limita-

tions, however, the Board finds that some comparisons of PRA

results can be useful in providing a comparative framework
of nuclear power risk for the Commission. Board Finding

958.
.

Regarding individual risk, licensees' expert witnesses

presented data, based upon a number of plant specific PRAs,

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _
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generally reflecting the range of early and latent-fatality
risks from internal initiating events at nuclear power
plants. Risk results were provided 5or internal initiating
events only, as well as total risk results, to avoid an

erroneous comparison of Indian Point Unit 3 internal-plus-

external results with internal only results from other,

plants.- Based upon a comparison of these internal only
,

results, licensees demonstrated that the risk to an indi-

vidual living within one mile of the plant is within the

range of estimated risks to individuals living within one

mile of other nuclear power plants. This is true even when

internal and external risk at Indian Point Unit 3 is
compared to internal risk only at other plants. Board Find-

ing 960. *

In fact, Staff's expert witnesses concluded that, with'

respect to internally-initiated accidents, Indian Point Unit
4

j 3 is one of the safer nuclear power plants with regard to

sovere release frequency. In fact, this severe release

probability for the plant is three-and-one-half orders of

magnitude lower than the worst plant. Regarding risks to

individuals posed by externally-171tiated accidents, Staff's

experts concluded that it is plausible that the severe!

release frequency is equal to or less than the individual
I

risk posed.by other reactors. Further, the individual risk

is virtually unaffected by the population density around

Indian Point. Board Finding 961. *

|

.
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No evidence was presented that supports a conclusion

that the risks to individuals posed by severe reactor

accidents, internally or externally initiated, at Indian

Point Unit 3 are above the spectrum of individual risks

posed by other reactors. Board Finding 962.

Licensees' experts presented societal risk comparisons

for internal initiating events only at Indian Point and a

number of other plants. These median risk curves for both

early fatalities and latent cancer fatalities support the

conclusion that Indian Point Unit 3 is well within the range

of societal risks posed by other nuclear power plants.
.

Board Finding 963.

The Board additionally finds that (1) the Indian Point

Unit 3 core melt frequency is within the range of frequency
estimates for other plants and that the uncertainty bounds

of core melt frequency for internal events at Indian Point

Unit 3 are within the range of uncertainty bounds for other

plants; (2) the frequency of a major release from internal-

ly-initiated events at Indian Point Unit 3 compares favor-
'

ably with the estimates for other plants, even when compar-

ing releases from internal and external events with releases

from internal events only at other plants; and (3) the

frequency of the interfacing systems LOCA, the dominant
!

contributor to early fatality risk at Indian Point Unit 3,

compares favorably to the frequency of this accident scen-

ario at other PWRs. Board Findings 964-6 6. -

i
i

. . - _ . .- . _ . ..
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C. Comparison with The Commission's Task Force Results

In May 1980, the. Commission created a task force to

assess the risk posed by the Indian Point plants to aid the

Commission in determining whether interim operation was

appropriate. In July 1980, the Commission's Task Force on

Interim Operation of Indian Point reported its findings

based upon an analysis of the effects on risk of: (1) a

typical pressurized water reactor (Reactor Safety Study,

Surry) at different sites; (2) different plants at the same

site (Indian Point); and (3) different public protection

measures. The Task Force found that, although the Indian

Point site was 10 times more populous than the average site,

the plant design was about 10 times better than the average
plant design. The Task Force concluded,.therefore, that

Indian Point did not pose an undue risk to public health.

In comparing the median internal risk curves for Indian

Point with the risk curves presented by the Task Force Study

for other nuclear plants, the Board f.inds that, for e.arly
and latent fatality risk, the risk from Indian Point is

within the range. of risk posed by other nuclear power
plants. Board Findings 967-68.

-

D. Special Design Features At Indian Point Unit 3

Licensees' and Staff's experts testified that the

Indian Point Unit 3 containment has substantial capability

to contain the effects of a core melt accident, thereby
preventing a serious release of radioactivity. The Board

. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
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finds that the following features contribute to the lower

frequencies of major releases from the Indian Point Unit 3

containment compared to other containments:

(1) Because the Indian Point Unit 3 con-
tainment can withstand an. internal
pressure of at least 141 psia and has a
large volume of 2.6 x 106 cu. ft., it is

,

among the better plants at mitigating
! the consequences of core melt accidents;

(2)~ The configuration of the Indian Point
Unit 3 containment building is
particularly ef fective for containment
heat removal and for the circulation and
easy mixing of gases, thereby preventing
hydrogen burns from breaching the
containment. The reactor cavity and
containment floor design would promote
coolability of debris following a core
melt accident;

(3) Containment cooling capability is pro-
vided by five fan cooling units as well
as four pumps capable of providing
containment spray recirculation. If any

1 one of the fans or spray systems is
'

functional, containment overpressure
failure will be prevented. The Indian,

Point Unit 3 fan coolers are less likely
to fail due to core melt debris than

|
those at the average plant and their

| filters will be bypassed should they be -

plugged with particulates. The*

existence of two of the recirculation
pumps inside containment, a feature
unique to Indian Point, allows recir-
culation of emergency core cooling water
to the containment sprays without its
leaving the containment building;

L

(4) The presence and location of two sumps,>

also unique to the Indian Point
containments, provide two paths for

; recirculation of emergency core cooling
' water;

/,5 ) Upon actuation of emergency cafeguards,
the likelihood of containment bypass is

,

!

*
.- - . . . , - . . . _ . ._
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reduced by the presence of confirmatory
signals (S signals ), which are sent to
certain power operated isolation valves
when emergency safeguards are actu-
ated. This feature ensures that such>

valves will be restored to their correct
position if they had been inadvertently
placed in an incorrect position; and

(6) The arrangement of the service water and
component cooling water systems
maximizes redundancy of active com-
ponents. Any one of six service water
pumps can supply any service water
load. Similarly, either of two
component cooling water pumps can be
connected to any component cooling. water
load. -

Board Findings 971-77.

Staff's experts further testified that a melt-through

of the basaltic basemat, for the dry cavity case, is

unlikely and would take approximately three days. Even if

this occurred, the atmospheric effects would be very

minor. Radioactive materials in the groundwater could

probably be intercepted before they reached the Hudson River

! and, in any case, the risks posed would not be very
|

severe. Board Finding 978.'

- -Prior to core melt, the containment could fail for a

variety of reasons including overpressure failure, internal

or external missiles, open containment penetration or steam
L

generator tube rupture with a stuck-open atmospheric steam

i release valve. The Board finds that, with respect to all of

'

these scenarios, Indian Point Unit 3 is no more susceptible

than other nuclear power plants. In fact, Indian Point Unit'

--.

|
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|
I

3 is well below average in its vulnerability to overpressure

failure. One additional way in which containment can fail

prior to core melt is through an earthquake induced col-

lapse, a scenario which is impossible at Indian Point Unit

3. Board Finding 981.*

During core melt, the containment could fail either

from a pressure spike or an internal missile. Staff's

experts testified that Indian Point Unit 3 is among the ,

better plants at containing the pressure spikes associated

with reactor vessel melt-through. The Board finds that

Indian Point Unit 3 is also no more susceptible to reactor

vessel missiles than any other nuclear power plant. Board

Finding 982.

Licensees' experts found that virtually the only

accident contributing to early fatality risk is the

interfacing systems'LOCA which has a particularly low

frequency of occurrence at Indian Point Unit 3. Staff's

experts stated that Indian Point Unit 3 is safer than

average with respect to this scernario. Board Finding 970.

Indian Point Unit 3 is less likely to succumb to a loss

of all AC power and a failure of auxiliary feedwater than

most other pressurized water reactors. The principal

advantage that the Indian Point site has over other nuclear

plant sites is the presence of three gas-turbine-driven

electrical generators, a source of AC power recovery for one

to three hours following a core melt, as well as three

- _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ .
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emergency diesel. generators. No other reactor site has as

many backup AC power sources. Board Finding 979.

Indian Point Unit 3 has un'dergone one of the most thor-

ough ' risk assessments and reviews conducted for any. nuclear

power plant. Yet, Staff stated that no risk-important
;

plant-specific design deficiencies were found for internally
initiated accidents. Risk assessments of other reactors

'

have revealed such design deficiencies. Board Finding 980.
#

Because of.the engineering and design features at

Indian Point Unit 3, especially the strength of containment,

the Board finds that Indian Point Unit 3 is within the range
of. early and latent fatality risks posed by other nuclear

power. plants, despite the demographic characteristics of the

area. Further, if located at an average site, the plant

would pose the same risks to individuals, but would pose ten

times smaller societal risks because compared with an.

average site, approximately ten times the number of people

are at risk around the Indian Point site. Board Findings

969, 983.

E. Risk in Perspective*

Licensees p, resented testimony contrasting the risks

( posed by Indian Point to everyday societal risks to which.

the public is exposed. To do this, risk was quantified by

r, employing a loss of life expectancy (LLE) quotient, the

average amount by which one's life is shortened by a given

risk. For example, the LLE for being 30 pounds overweight

.
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is 30 months or 2-1/2 years. The LLE for heart disease is

5.8 years and for cancer 2.7 years. The LLE from all acci-

dents combined is 435 days (1.2 years), of which almost half

(207 days) is attributable to motor vehicle accidents. The

TMI Unit 2 accident gave the average Harrisburg, Pennsyl-

vania area resident an LLE of 1.5 minutes from radiation

cxposure (.001 days). Although large catastrophes are gen-4

erally perceived as a serious threat, hurricanes and torna-

does,*taken together, present the average individual with an

LLE identical to that presented by airline crashes -- one

day. Major fires and explosions (eight or more fatalities)

present an LLE of 0.7 days. The LLE for massive chemical

releases is only 0.1 day. In comparison, living near Indian

Point creates an LLE of only 0.006 days (nine minutes),

assuming that one spends a lifetime in that area. Board

Findings 984-86.

Staff's experts also concluded that, compared with

other competing risks, the annual average risks posed by *

cevere reactor accidents at Indian Point Unit 3 are not

1crge, even if its reactor risk estimates were substantially

underes tima ted . Staff also reached the same conclusion in

comparing the risk at Indian Point Unit 3 to rare, high

consequence risks. Board Finding 987.

Based upon risk estimates from the RSS, the risk of

nuclear reactor acgidents reduces the life expectancy for

the average American by .012 days or 18 minutes. Even based

, 1
,

e
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upon intervenor UCS' risk estimates, this average reduction

of life expectancy figure is only 1.5 days. Thus, the risk

of nuclear reactor accidents would increase the LLE of 435
days from all accidents by .003 percent, based upon RSS risk

estimates, or by 0.3 percent based upon UCS' risk estimates.

Assuming the risks of core melt are 20 times higher than

those given in RSS, the LLE is six hours and the LLE from
,

all accidents is increased by 0.06 percent. Compared with

the risk of moving from the Northeast to the Western part of

the United States (where non-nuclear accident rates are much
highe r) , nuclear accidents are thousands of times less

risky. Board Finding 988.

In comparison, assuming that all the electricity in

this country were generated by nuclear power plants and that

core melt risks were 20 times higher than those given by

RSS, nuclear power would present the same added health risk

as an overweight person increasing his weight by .24 ounces

(same calculation based upon UCS' risk estimate: .8

ounces), or the raising of the speed limit from 55 miles per

hour to 55.1 (UCS: 55.4) miles per hour. Nuclear power

would still be 100 times (UCS: 30 times) less risky than
i

switching from a standard size to a small car. In contrast,

intervenors stated that if all the power generated thus far,

by nuclear power in the United States had been generated by

coal or oil-fired plants, air pollution deaths might have

..
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increased by hundreds to tens of thousands. Board Finding

989.

Thus, the Board finds that the risks from nuclear power

plants in general, and from Indian Point in particular, are

extremely small compared to the everyday risks to which the

public is exposed. Board Finding 990.

F. Impact of NUREG/CR-2239: " Technical Guidance
for Siting Criteria Development"

Because NUREG/CR-2239 was "primarily focused toward the

development of generic _ criteria, uncoupled from specific

plant design," NUREG/CR-2239 at Foreword , the probabilities

associated with the accident source terms in NUREG/CR-2239

are not a reflection of a specific design or a particular

facility, but rather are generically based. The NUREG's

uniform releases and associated frequencies, therefore,

should not be considered applicable to existing plants.

Board Finding 991.

Intervenor UCS/NYPIRG's witness acknowledged that

NUREG/CR-2239 is a hypothetical analysis that does not

attempt to model actual reactor / site combinations. Board

Findings 991. Furthe rmore , intervenor's witness admitted

that NUREG/CR-2239 is incomplete because it does not assess

both the site-specific probabilities and consequences of a

release. Therefore, no valid comparisons among plants are

possible concerning the total picture of risk. Board

Findings 991, 993.

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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Although'some IPPSS releases are similar to the SST

release categories used in NUREG/CR-2239, the SST fre-

quencies differ from the release category frequencies

calculated in IPPSS. The NUREG's failure to include an

equivalent to release category 2RW results is an overesti-

mation of early fatality risk for Indian Point Unit 3.

Because the scenario leading to release category 2RW will

take at least a day to evolve, sufficient time exists for

protective responses-including an effective evacuation which

would eliminate any early fatalities. Staff's experts

concurred that no early fatalities would occur following

such a release, given an evacuation with supportive medical

trea tmen t. NUREG/CR-2239's use of SSTl is premised on an

*
early containment failure, an unlikely failure mode at

Indian Point Unit 3, instead of a 2RW counterpart. This

limits the effectiveness of emergency measures in reducing

early fatality risk because of the relatively short time

possibl'e for evacua tion. Board Findings 995-96.

Licensees' expert witness further testified that emer-

gency response assumptions in NUREG/CR-2239 for people

bayond 10 miles lead to an overestimation of early fatality

risk when using SST1. NUREG/CR-2239 assumed that such

persons would take no protective action for 24 hours af ter

plume passage. UCS/NYPIRG's witness stated that implementa-

tion of emergency response beyond 10 miles can substantially

reduce early fatalities in many cases. IPPSS reasonably
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assumed that an emergency response will occur, such that 90

percentlof the population from 10 to 50 miles will take

shelter equivalent to that provided by the basement of a

single-family house. For residents of large apartment

buildings, the closing of windows and relocation to' rooms

away from windows would provide equivalent shielding. The--

'
Board finds that the emergency response postulated in IPPSS

would be easily implemented and would be effective. Board

Finding _998.

Source term assumptions have a major impact on both

absolute and relative levels of early fatality risk. Red uc-,

tion in source terms decreases risk and could effectively
.,

climinate early fatality _ risk. One sensitivity study

reported in NUREG/CR-2239 demonstrates that the overestima-

j- tion of source terms results in a disproportionate over-

estimation of early fatality risk for densely populated

sites. Uniform application of source term reductions to all,

t plants would have the greatest impact for such sites. Board,

.
Finding 999.

;

Further, the Board finds that, because NUREG/CR-2239 is

inapplicable to-specific plant / site combinations, the study

results cannot be used alone to compare risk at existing

nuclear power plants. Board Finding 1000.

Assuming a SSTl release occurs (a probability of one),

a value of 830 mean early fatalities are predicted to occur

at Indian -Point. This figure is less than a factor of 30
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greater than the median site. Assuming that the SSTl source

term, which is significantly overstated by an order of mag-,

nitude, is corrected, consequences would be reduced by a

f actor of 100 resulting in mean early fatalities for Indian

Point of 8.3 given an early release of radioactivity. For

early fatalities, other nuclear power plant sites have

larger calculated consequences than that for Indian Point.

Approximately a two and one-half orders of magnitude spread

exists among the sites analyzed in NUREG/CR-2239 regarding,

the probability of at least one early fatality. Additional-

ly, at the one. in a thousand conditional probability level,'

,

a three and one-half orders of magnitude spread exists for

the number of early fatalities. However, there are no

indications that one site or even a group of sites is,

outside the reasonable bounds of the family of sites. Thus,,

the Board finds that- Indian Point' is not unique or even

unusual relative to other sites. Board Findings 1001-02

Staff's experts, in considering release categories SST2

and SST3, found that both the absolute magnitude of early

f atalities and the spread between plants are considerably
reduced. UCS/NYPIRG's witness admitted that the comparisons

he derived from NUREG/CR-2239 were based primarily on

release category SST1 and that he made no comparisons of the

number of early fatalities for release category SST2. He

agreed that the Indian Point site would not generate early
fatalities for the SST2 release category that are sub-

|
|

|

.
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stantially different than any other site and that the early

f atality figures for all plants are very low. Board

Findings 1003-04.

For Indian Point, NUREG/CR-2239 calculates the early

injury results conditional upon a SSTl release as 3,600 mean

early injuries -- about a factor of 15 greater than the

median site. The spread for early injuries between sites is

much smaller than for early fatalities. Thus, the Board

finds that Indian Point is not unique or even unusual

relative to other sites for this health index. Board

Finding 1005.

For Indian Point, the latent fatalities results condi-

tional upon a SSTl release were calculated as 8,100 mean

latend fatalities -- about a factor of six greater than the

median site. Staff's and licensees' experts both testified

that latent fatality risk does not vary greatly from site to

site for a given release because most latent fatalities

would result from long-term radiation exposure at low dose

rates from isotopes deposited over large land areas in low

concentration. While the latent fatality risk depends, in

part, upon population density, differences in population

density among sites are relatively small for large ar'eas.

Therefore, differences in the frequencies of severe releases

from plant to plant may be at least as important a variable

as differences in population density for comparing latent

fatality risk. The ratio of the Indian Point mean latent

.. .
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fatality risk to the average mean latent fatality risk for

'
all sites with a SSTl release is 4.7. Given the actual

power level at Indian Point Unit 3, the ratio is even

lowe r. - The Board finds that Indian Point is not unique or

even unusual among reactor sites regarding latent fatality -

.

risk's. Board Findings 1006-07.

.

Conclusion

| The Board finds that the risk of latent fatalities at

Indian Point Unit 3 is very low, and that the absolute riski

of early fatalities is even lower'. For both latent and

early fatality risk, Indian Point Unit 3 is below the

: Commission's preliminary public health safety goals by such
.

large margins that the uncertainties associated with the
i

probabilistic risk assessment calculations presented are not

significant. In fact, even under the unduly pessimistic

; assumption that no protective response would take place for
i

24 hours following an accident, Indian Point Unit 3 still

meets the Commission's health goals. Furthe rmore , such

analysis provides useful informat' ion in answering thei

Commission's underlying question regarding the impact of

emergency planning on risk. Moreover, Indian Point Unit 3's ,

I cpecial. plant features, some of which are not included at

i other plants, contribute significantly to the fact that the
4

plant is within the range of risks posed by other nuclear

power plants. NUREG/CR-2239 cannot be used to compare risk,

! -

I.
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among actual' nuclear power plants because it did not include
' '

plant-specific releases and their associated frequencies.
'

It does provide, however, useful information regarding
factors which influence risk, such as the effect on risk of

overestimating source terms. Any assessment of nuclear

. power plant risks must take into account the agreement in
4

i the scientific community that source term estimates will be

reduced and that this will affect estimates of both early
,

and latent fatality risk. In fact, such reductions may
1

~

offectively eliminate 'any early fatality risk from Indian

[ Point Unit 3 or any other plant. .

The Board, therefore, finds that the risk posed by the
Indian Point Unit ) nuclear power ' plant is well within the

range of risks posed by other nuclear power plants licensed

to operate by the Commission. Because Indian Point Unit 3
,

lies within this range-of risks, changes in either emergency:

i planning or plant design are not necessary from a risk
perspective.

,

.

.

|

.

I
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.VIII. COMMISSION QUESTION SIX

What would be the energy, environmental,
economic or other consequences of a

i shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 and/or
Unit 3?

Question Six requires this Board to assess the

consequences of closing the Indian Point Units. In addition

to considering the risk of operating Indian Point Unit 3, it

is also important to consider the impact on society if the

Indian Point Units were closed. Proponents for two of the

three contentions under this question assert that the

economic impact of a shutdown would not be serious. WBCA

I contends, in Contention 6.1, that the impact of a shutdown
:

on Rockland County would not be adverse, but that Rockland

County would benefit from the shutdown. GNYCE and UCS

. assert, in Contention 6.3, that alternative energy measures,

such as conservation and cogeneration, could substitute for
.

the Indian Point Units' output. The remaining contention,

Contention 6.2, concerns the impact of releases of radio-
I

cctive material as the result of normal operation of the

Units on the physical environment of children.,

The evidence presented concerning the shutdown of the

Indian Point Units is not only pertinent to the three con-

i tentions but to other related issues such as the construc-
;

tion of replacement generating plants, the added cost to

licensees of doing business, the incremental environmental
*

,
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impacts, secondary economic impacts, and national security
issues. These issues are discussed in connection with *

Question Six.

Contention 6.1

i An economic consequence of the shutdown
of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 would be
an economic benefit accruing to Rockland
County through the sale of replacement
power.

.

In New York the eight major electric utilities are connected

by high voltage transmission lines. These utilities operate

on a pool basis so that energy is interchanged between com-

panies allowing the most economical generators to be used at

all times. These interchanges of economy energy are known
,

as economic dispatch. WBCA asserts that the current excess

generating capacity of the utility serving Rockland County,
Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. (Orange and Rockland)

would allow Orange and Rockland to make sales of economy

power in the event of a shutdown and thus profit. This
.

claim is both factually and conceptually erroneous..

While coordinated operation of the New York Power Pool

(NYPP) allows the eight electric interchange utilities to

poll both capacity and economy energy, such sales take place

because a particular utility system can generate power more

cheaply at a given time than the purchasing system. The

buying and selling utilities split the savings resulting

from the use of the lower cost power. Such interchanges, of <

course, occur only when it is to the mutual advantage of the; _,

1

1
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buying and selling utility. WBCA's focus on only the

generating capacity of Orange and Rockland thus overlooks

important parts of the equation.

WBCA failed to recognize that Orange and Rockland

currently is a net purchaser of power. Board Finding

1015. While it sells economy energy to other utilities,

Orange and Rockland purchases much more itself. If Indian

Point were closed, Orange and Rockland would find itself

competing with Con Edison and the Power Authority for

purchases of low-cost economy energy. The net effect of the

closing of Indian Point in this context would be the

increased call on economical sources of replacement power.

Board Finding 1016. Since NYPP attempts to use the most

economical generating resources at all times, this increased

demand for power would lead to an increase in the marginal

cost of purchased energy, as more expensive generators were

required to supply power. Orange and Rockland, as a net

purchaser, of economy energy, would not be exempted from the

psnalty of the Indian Point shutdown as the cost of its

purchased economy energy would necessarily rise.

Licensees' witness Eugene T. Meehan testified that he

had assessed the cost impact of closing the Indian Point

Units on Orange and Rockland and its customers over the

fifteen-year period 1984-1999. In all but three of those

years, Meehan's computer simulation study indicated that

Orange and Rockland would suffer a production cost penalty

.
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!

Iif Indian Point were shut. The total of that penalty for
|

.the fifteen-year period, after netting out the positive

impacts in three years, is $131 million. Meehan's testimony

wts uncontradicted. Board Finding 1014.

i Staff indicated that Orange and Rockland's present

status of having excess generating capacity will not remain
.

indefinitely. Orange and Rockland is experiencing growth in,

4

its customers' demand for electricity. At the currently

projected. rate of growth of the peak demand and energy for

Orange and Rockland's customers, it is expected that Orange

and Rockland's generating reserves, over the 18 percent
.

which it must maintain in accord with the NYPP agreement,

will be exhausted by 1987. At that point it will not be*

able to sell excess capacity. Thus, WBCA's claim seems

quite shortsighted as it does not. consider the future.!

Even if Orange and Rockland possessed adequate

generating reserves to sell power to Con Edison or the Power

Authority on a long-term basis, any increased sales of such

reserves, so far as concerns Orange and Rockland, would be

at the expense of customers of these purchasing utilities in

j Southeast New York. The payments to Orange and Rockland,

; therefore, would simply transfer revenues from one region to
'

another.'

1

Conclusion
e

The Board concludes that there is no evidentiary basis

for WBCA's assertions under this contention. The testimony!

i

(
!

!
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of' licensees' witness Meehan was not refuted in any manner. I.

The testimony of WBCA's witness, Walter L. Fleisher, on the

other hand, was incomplete and non-persuasive as to the

economic impact'of a closing of the Indian Point Units on

Rockland County. Fleisher either overlooked or purposefully
disregarded the evidence that orange and Rockland is a major
purchaser of energy and not a net seller. Moreover, WBCA

wholly failed to demonstrate why Rockland County residents
'

should be granted a special advantage at the expense of the

customsrs of Con Edison and the Power Authority in Southeast

New York.

Contention 6.2

A benefit would accrue from the shutdown
of Indian Point Units 2 and 3 because
the environment of children in the
vicinity would be improved by a decrease
in the release of radioactive material.

Parents, the sponsor of Contention 6.2, contends that the

release of any radioactive material to the environment is

unsafe, and unsafe for children in particular. In fact, no

evidence was submitted on the particular susceptibility of
children to radioactivity. Moreover, no evidence was

'

submitted to show that 'the Indian Point Units are unusually
dangerous in their patterns of radioactive releases or that

they have unusually high-release experience. There is no

evidence that the releases at the Indian point site, as a

result of normal operation, are a significant contribution

to the risk posed to the public. The proponent of Conten-

i
.
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tion 6.2 thus failed to introduce sufficient evidence to

cupport the contention. It should be disregarded on that

asis alone.

It is not necessary, however, to leave the matter in

this state of uncertainty. Staff submitted an analysis

based on the integrated dose to the public postulated on the

basis of the emission limits established by 10 C.F.R. Part
.

30, Appendix I. Staff's analysis, based on the risk

estimates in BEIR I (authored by the Committee on the

Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation), concluded that

there is no basis for any particular concern regarding the

radiological releases at Indian Point. The Board concurs in

this finding. Board Finding 1024. This conclusion is

conservative for several reasons. First, BEIR I has been

supplanted by the more recent estimates of the health risk

of ionizing radiation contained in BEIR III. These later

estimates do not assume as high a level of health impact as

does BEIR I.

Second, and particularly helpful in resolving this

losue, is the fact that the actual releases from the two

Units at Indian Point, based on operating records, have a

substantially lower record than the level postulated by

Staff in its analysis based on Appendix I. In fact, the

operating records indicate that the actual releases have
,

averaged 20 person-rems / reactor-year for the entire popu-

lation within 50 miles of the site. This value is 9500

- _-_ _ _ _ _ _
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i

times smaller than the values assumed by Staff. To put i

these numbers in perspective, the level of radiation

released by the two Indian Point operating Units is sub-

stantially lower than the variation of levels of natural

background radioactivity from one location to another.

Board Finding 1024.

The views of Parents' witnesses are completely unper-

suasive as to whether the Indian Point Units should be

closed. Their testimony was inappropriate to this focused

spscial proceeding on the risk of Indian Point to the public

as a result of the high population surrounding the Units.

Parents' witnesses' absolutist views -- that all radiation'

releases are sufficiently dangerous to justify closing

Indian Point -- would have been more appropriate to a

hearing concerning radiation standards. Simply to advocate
.

the closing of all nuclear power plants, regardless off the

level of radioactivity being released, fails to come to

grips with the applicable facts or to respond to the special'

concern raised by the Commission in this proceeding. Thus,
,

Parents' witnesses, for example, disregarded the increases
.

in radiation releases that would result from the increased|

uno of coal to generate electricity, the most likely long-

term substitute for the Indian Point Units. Board Finding

; 1299, 1303. Nor did they indicate whether there was

anything particular about the normal operation of the Indian
Point Units'that. mandates their closing.

i

|
|

!-
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The risk of genetic disorders posed by the normal

operation of the Indian Ponit Units is very small compared

to the normal incidence of genetic disorders. The risk of

genetic disorders as a result of the normal operation of the

-' Indian Point Units is within the range of .005 to .4 -

potential genetic disorders per reactor-year and is very

small when compared to the normal expected incidence of

10,000,000 such disorders in the first five generations of
.

tha population within 50 miles of Indian Point. Board

Finding 1036.

Conclusion

Intervenor Parents wholly failed to demonstrate the

slightest basis for closing Indian Point based on the radio-

active releases of the Units in normal use. There was no

connection between the assumed releases from the Units based

on 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix I, and the population

currounding the Units. Even more, the actual releases from
I

the Units are thousands of times lower than the releases

pontulated for the Staff's analysis, making that analysis

highly conservative. Finally, Parents presented no evidence

as to why the Units pose a special risk to children.

Parents' witnesses support an absolutist proposition

irrelevant to the finely-tuned comparisons of risk con-

sidered in this proceeding. This intervenor argues simply

that all radiation releases are harmful and that, as a
i

consequence, nuclear plants should be closed simply to

|
|

.
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redu.ce to zero the release of radioactivity. As Parents ~

performed no cost-benefit analysis to justify the sub-

stantial injury to the public that closing the Indian Point

Units would cause, the Board must reject this claim.

Contention 6.3

Considering-the savings in operating
! expenses which would result from

shutting down Indian Point Units 2 and
3, and allowing for the ways in which
cogeneration and conservation can
mitigate the cost of replacement power,
the net costs of shutdown are small; in
fact, they are smaller than previous
studies by UCS, GAO, or Rand suggest,
and are entirely acceptable.

The parties presented substantial evidence on the

subject of the economic impact of closing Indian Point.

This evidence was pertinent to Question Six and a portion of

it was relevant to Contention 6.3. Three categories of the
'

economic impact evidence clearly relate to Contention 6.3:

the replacement power cost, or production cost penalty, if
the Indian Point Units are closed; increases in the cost of

doing business for each of the two companies; and alterna-

tives to generation by the Indian Point Units, such as con-

corvation and cogeneration. Four other important impacts'

will be considered subsequently in the discussion of Ques-
! tion Six: the cost of additional capital investments in

replacement-generating capacity; secondary or ripple

oconomic effects on the public as a whole; national securityL

considerations; and environmental effects.

!
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A. Replacement Power Cost Impact

Licensees' evidence on the potential cost of replace-
ment power, in terms of increased fuel costs and the added

cost of importing Canadian energy, was based on a sophis-

ticated, computer simulation model of the NYPP system.

Licensees' thoroughly experienced witnesses projected the

replacement power cost based on a complex model, known as

PROMOD III, that simulates the operation of the eight NYPP
electric utilities. The seven investor-owned electric

utilities, together with the Power Authority, supply power
to each other on a cooperative basis allowing the lowest

cost-generating resources to be used at all times.

Licensees' production cost simulation model reflects these

economy interchanges of energy. Board Findings 1045-47. If

c low-cost source of power is removed, as would be the case

if Indian Point were closed, the NYPP companies are required

|
to use higher cost-generating resources. The difference in

total cost, with and without the low-cost generation source,
.

is a production cost penalty. Such an increase in the cost

of NYPP generation also affects the price of imported
,

Canadian power. The price of most of New York's imports is
1 .

baced on the cost of supplying the power from New York

( gsnerators. Licensees' model simulates these aspects of
I increased cost producing power.

Licensees' model also permits the total statewide pro-
;

duction cost penalty to be divided into eight constituent

.

,- -,, - ,,
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parts representing the eight-member utilities in NYPP.

Actually, the breakdown is more detailed as the Power

Authority's southeast New York operations are divided from

-its upstate operations. The dichotomy reflects the -fact

that the Power Authority's operations throughout the state

are not unified,'but are segmented so that its southe'ast New

York operations are functionally separate from its upstate

system. This detailed multi-company model, which accounts

for transmission restrictions in the NYPP system, allows

licensees to predict the replacement-power cost impact on

Orange and Rockland, the utility serving Rockland County.

This is the basis of Licensees' Testimony on Contention

6.1. See text, supra at 203-05.

Other, less sophisticated, prediction models were used

by other witnesses. New York State Energy Office's witness

used a model that does not account for transmission limita-

tions. Exchanges of economy energy are allowed to occur on

this model without any consideration of the existing trans-
,

mission' limitations. In NYPP, transmission constraints are

a strong limitation on the application of economic dispatch;

cconomic generation is sometimes " bottled up" upstate. New

| York State's witness also testified that changes in plans
!

for new generating units, as well as slippage in planned

coal conversions, would increase his estimate of the produc-,

tion cost penalty. In addition, he assumed a constant price
i

for Canadian imports, with and without the Indian Point

.
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Units, although a shutdown would increase the avoided cost

of NYPP member companies and would thereby increase the

price of Canadian power. Board Finding 1139.

Richard Rosen', representing GNYCS, used another model

to predict the production cost penalty of closing the Indian

Point Units. Rosen's model was considerably simpler in

design than licensees. It did not model constraints on the
free flow of economy energy.

1. Important Variables Underlying the Production Cost
Estimates

More important for the instant purpose than the com-

pleteness and sophistication of the simulation model are the

assumptions about a number of crucial facts: the future

capacity factors for the Units; future world oil prices;
future demand for electric energy in New York State (i.e. ,
load growth forecasts); the schedule of construction of new

generation units and conversion of oil burning plants to
coal, and transmission restraints.

Licensees' assumptions are, on the whole, reasonable
i

and are supported by other witnesses' estimates. Certain

estimates, however, diverge. In general, Rosen's estimates

consistently fall at the lower end of the spectrum of the
!

| witnesses' estimates. The Board will focus on three of the

( most important assumptions.

2. Capacity Factors *

| Licensees project that the Indian Point Units will

_

l
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achieve a capacity factor of 63 percent. In addition,

licensees project that the capacity factor may fall to 57
percent. While recent experience at Indian Point highlights

the fact that those Units have not historically met the 63
percent performance goal, there is basis for the estimate in

the experience of other plants. Board Finding 1057. At

Indian Point, there have been problems involving several

large components, such as steam generators and turbines.

Licensees have made substantial investments in such compo-
,

ntnts, as well as other significant investments. On this

basis, licensees contend that the problems of the past are
known and resolved.

Rosen relies on a regression analysis and on a misap-

plication of an analysis by another expert to support

alternative projections of declining capacity factors.
.

Rosen's regression analysis, however, was demonstrated by

Staf f to be faulty and to grossly underestimate capacity
factors. Board Finding 10G5. In what he refers to as his

~

mid-range estimate, Rosen took a value for the end-of-plant-
'

- life capacity actor of 20 percent from another investiga-

tor's study and assumed that a straight-line declining trend

in capacity factor could be projected, dropping from the

1cvel determined by operating experience, of approximately
i

! 50 percent. Nothing in the earlier study Rosen relied upon,
| /

however, supports the view that the trend line would be a

simple straight line. The capacity factor at the end of
|

'

,

O
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.

plant life may drop sharply because of the absence of major
repairs in the last few years. Licensees, in fact," made

just this assumption. Board Finding 1058. Rosen either

misunderstood or misapplied the study's capacity factor
enalysis. -

The wide variation in approach to this important

- acsumption does not permit complete confidence in any single
'

vclue. The bias by Staff to the low end of their range, 50
parcent, does not seem particularly well supported. From

the point of view of society, it would be " conservative" to

avoid underestimating the potential value of the Indian

Point Units. This approach to " conservatism" supports

selecting the higher values. Rosen's analysis is thoroughly

discredited by his careless application of the earlier study
and the errors in his regression analysis. The Board finds

the lower two values used by licensees, 57 and 63 percent,
to be acceptable and the most reasonable.

3. Oi1 Price Projections
,

Turning to the future of oil prices, all parties rely

on' forecasts prepared by oil price experts. Licensees'

estimates are based on a consultant's estimates prepared and

( used for a number of planning purposes by NYPP. The NYPP

consultant revised -- and lowered -- the estimates in
i

L November 1982 to account for the new evidence and indica-

tions that the price of oil would soften in early 1983.

over the long run, licensees' project on oil prices to raise,

o

-
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2 percent annually above inflation, which they project to be

7 percent annually. Board Finding 1080.

There was extensive discussion during the course of the

hearings of recent changes in oil prices. Since November

-1982, the date of licensees' estimate, oil prices have |

dropped. Licensees' estimates, however, forecast such a+

decline. Board Finding 1080. This recent decline was the

basis of intervenors' arguments that oil prices would

plummet and that all predictions of constant or rising

cetimates were completely erroneous. Since the end of the

hserings on Question Six, however, oil price trends seem to

have changed again and the decline in the early part of this

yaar has stopped. Whether the current trend is upward or

not, the variability revealed by these changes strongly

recommends taking a long view. The Board, therefore, is

reluctant to extend recent trends into the distant future.

One especially persuasive reason for rejecting pro-

posals that oil prices are going to decline precipitously

over the study period is the testimony of Melvin Conant, the'

'

Power Authority's witness on the oil market. Conant pro-

vided an excellent analysis of the economic, social, and

|- religious issues in the Middle East that make that vital
i

region an increasingly unc,ertain source of the nation's
i

! snsrgy. While it is not.possible to guarantee that the next
r

fifteen years will experience a major Middle East cataclysm,
|

Conant sketched the reasons why such a result is at least
|
!

l .
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possible. In the event of such a cataclysm, oil shipments
i

would almost certainly be curtailed, with another " oil

shock" being the result in the western, industrial world.

The Board is . inclined, therefore, to accept the oil price
.

increase range presented by licensees' low and mid-range
estimates as being-reasonable.

.

4. Load Growth Forecasts

A third significant variable underlying the production
cost estimates is the change in peak load forecast.

Licensees' estimate is based on their projection of 1.2
parcent annual statewide growth of the peak load demand for

electricity and 1.4 percent growth in the statewide demand

for energy throughout the fifteen year period 1984-1999.
Board Finding 1090.,

Rosen, as might be expected, used an entirely different

approach to estimating growth in demand for electr'icity.

Rosen relied on five-year-old data prepared by his con-
i -

[ culting firm for oposition to another Power Authority pro-
jact -- a proposal to build a 700mW coal-burning plant on

Staten Island -- to claim that the demand for electricity
would be constant, that is, it would not grow at all.

I

Rosen's use of the load forecasts from this out-of-date- '

!

| study was demonstrably flawed. First, Rosen did not simply

cdopt the results of the earlier study. Rather, he amended

thsse earlier-derived numbers; his revisions were to drop

the projected growth figures (or to increasee the projection
|
|
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of a decline in usage). Second, although Rosen claimed that

his model was constantly updated, in fact his projection was

now quite shopworn in the sense that he was required to rely

on out-of-date data. In contrast to licensees' estimates

which were made effective April 1, 1983, and relied on the *

NYPP companies' experience in 1982, Rosen relied on data

collected no more recently than 1978. Board Finding 1097.

Third, Rosen's predictions are flawed from an eviden-

tiary point of view. GNYCE failed to introduce into

cvidence the earlier ESRG report on the proposed Staten

Ioland plant to provide an evidentiary basis for Rosen's

lord growth projections. While the Board has not insisted

in this special proceeding on witnesses and parties fol-

lowing the rules of evidence in a strict sense, the failure

to provide the Board with this crucial basis for Rosen's

estimates undermines its persuasiveness. This is particu-

larly true in view of the discrepancies that licensees have

demonstrated exist between the earlier study and Rosen's
'

cetimate in this case.

A particular failing of Rosen's estimate in his exag-

gerated expectation that conservation would halt load

growth. The projection of conservation is flawed in part'

,

b cause it is so far out of date. Moreover, the expecta-
|

[ tions of conservation appear to be based on several expected

dsvolopments that do not appear, to this Board at least,

very likely. For example, the rel.iance of intervenors ont

m

1 -

1
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improved light bulbs seems misplaced, because the proposed

replacement bulbs actually use more energy for a given out-

put of light and because the likelihood of the proposed new

bulbs coming into existence seems speculative at best. See

text, infra'at 226-28. The Board is inclined, therefore, to

dismiss Rosen's load growth estimates and adopt those of

licensees.
.

5. Estimating the Production Cost Penalty

Licensees' estimates of the production cost penalty
resulting from the shutdown of the Indian Point Units

indicate that New York State customers will pay a total

panalty of $45 billion over the remaining life of the two

Units in nominal, non-discounted dollars for more expensive
. replacement power. Of this amount, S16 billion will be paid

by Con Edison customers, S27 billion will be paid by the

Power Authority's customers in southeast New York, while the

rcmaining S2 billion will be paid by customers in other
. parts of the State. Using a discount value of 10 percent to

,

show the shutdown impact without the ef fects of inflation

yields the following results: New York State customers will
suffer an impact of $10.8 billion; Con Edison customers:

.

.S4.2 billion; and the Power Authority's southeast New York

customers: SS.9 billion. Board Finding 1137.

These results, however, do not reflect the fact that

closing the Units will lead both to certain savings and
Edditional costs. The parties presented evidence on these

. ..
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costs and savings. The important categories of savings

are operation and maintenance expense that would not be

incurred and future capital expendit'ures that would be
-

,

unnecessary. In the category of one-time costs, that is,

cicments that increase the impact on the public beyond the,

production cost calculated by the simulation model, are loss

of the fuel.in the reactor, tax impacts and working

ccpital. Decommissioning costs were treated differently
i

depending on~the witness. Some considered the early shut-

down to produce a-saving, while others calculated that there
3

4

~ would likely be little if any extra cost by advancing the

date for decommissioning.

While the parties disagreed about a n' umber of the

optcific aspects of these costs and savings, three cost

elements seem significant. Operation and maintenance costs

et plants across the country have been increasing sub-

stantially. This increase reflects the cost of hiring

additional personnel and of installing additional equipment

! raquired by new Commission regulations. Board Finding

i
1156. Rosen, as might be expected, presents the most

psasimistic estimate of these expenses. His regression

annlysis extends the trend based on recent experience into
,

tho future. A weakness of this approach, however, is

revealed by Rosen's unexplained refusal to use the same
, ,,

tschnique for predicting oil prices. In both cases, the -'

trsnd based on recent experience would support projecting a'

i .

i .

.

e
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1

significant yearly increase in both costs Rosen's refusal.

to use the regression analysis in the oil price projection

reveals the subjectivity implicit in using the tool and in

dcciding what correlations are sensible.

Licensees calculated the operation and maintenance

oxpenditures at Indian Point Units 2 and 3 over the past ten

and six years, respectively, in a detailed assessment. This

historic analysis reveals the substantial jump in O&M costs
,

in 1979-81. Licensees argue that this " step increase" is

not normal and may well be explained by a signi#icant

increase in Commission regulatory requirements following the

TMI accident. The detail and the conservatism implicit in

the assessment based on actual expenditures persuades the

Board that this approach is more reasonable than the

application of a regression equation.
-

'

'
Licensees have made a similar analysis of the future

capital expenditures at the plants. While the capital

expenditures, as the O&M expenses, have been rising sharply
,

in the.last few years, licensees associate these expendi-

i tures with the increased ' regulatory requirements .following

ths TMI accident and capital investments to improve plant

reliability. Although it is imposs'ible to state with
assurance that the quite high level of investment at Indian

Point must drop, the experience nationally at other plants

ouggests that the average annual expenditure level at Indian

Point is very high and, in this sense, atypical. Much of

(

|
.
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the expenditure can be tied to the improved level of safety

roculting from increased Commission regulatory requirements !

following TMI. Other investments reflect the Commission's

focus on the plants located on high population sites, such

no Indian Point. Both reasons are sssociated with one-time

regulatory requirements which are not expected to be con-

tinually increased throughout plant life. Thus, the Board

is inclined to accept licensees' estimates as reasonable.

With respect to the cost of decommissioning, licensees'

site-specific estimate is the most persuasive evidence

presented. The advancement of the date for decommissioning

presented in licensees' testimony would cost at least $554

million, the present value number used in licensees' esti-r

mates. Board Finding 1161. Rosen's claim that lowered.

radiation levels in an earlier decommissioning seems unper-

eunsive. Rosen conceded that he has no evidence to support

hio claim and did not dispute licensees' assertion that the

buildup of the significant radioisotopes is not steady, but

cocalates rapidly.at the outset of plant life.

The other aspects of one-time savings or added costs

are not free from doubt. They are, on the whole, relatively

| incignificant in their influence on the ultimate conclu-

sions.

With the deduction of the various savings and addition

of the extra costs a reasonable production cost estimate can

; bs produced. Licensees' estimates were presented in the

.
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testimony of Sally Streiter. Licensees project that New

York State customers will pay $9.1 billion in net production

cocts, on a discounted basis; $3.3 billion will be paid by j

Con Edison customers; and $4.4 billion will be paid by Power

Authority customers in southeast New York. Board Finding

1165. The production cost penalty estimates of the parties,

on the surface, are varied and quite contradictory. Closer

examination, however, reveals that they are not so divergent

as they appear. If a study period of equal length is

selected and a consistent discount figure is used, the

ostimates of the various witnesses can be compared.

Licensees, in making such a comparison, propose examining a'

"short" period (1983-1997), and a "long" period (1983-

2009). For Rosen's production cost penalty estimates, one

additional adjustment was made. The capacity factor used by
;

Rosen in his high capacity factor scenario was substituted

for the capacity factor used in his Mid-Range case. This

! cmsndment is made by the Board to bring Rosen's capacity

factor assumptions into idne with other parties' projec-

tions. As set forth above-in' discussing this assumption,

Rosen's projection of capacity factors is seriously
-

flawed. It is based on a faulty use of an earlier study and

a regression equation known to seriously, and
,

|

cystematically, under-predict capacity factors.

| The parties' production cost penalty estimates are set
!

forth in the following table (in millions of 1982 dollars,

_ . .

I
1

!

!
~
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at a 10 percent discount):

Short Period Long Period

Licensees $4,108 ~S7,843

Rosen.(Mid-Range) 4,141 7,909

State Energy Office 2,906 5,549

Taylor 4,247 6,400

Schlissel/Mavretich (Average) 2,830 4,051

It can be concluded from this analysis that the production

cost' penalty estimates for all parties, with the adjustment

noted above, fall within the S2.8 to $4.2 billion range for

the short-term and S5 to $8 billion range for the long-term

study. Noteworthy is the fact that if Rosen's analysis is

recomputed with capacity factor projections at approximately

the-average used by other parties, the resulting cost

penalty projections for the short and long study periods are

$4.1 billion and $7.9 billion, respectively. Both figures

are higher than the corresponding estimate by licensees.
.

B. ' Increased Business Costs

Production cost increases are not the only costs that a

shutdown of the Indian Point Units will entail. In the

; event that Indian Point is closed, the Power Authority and

Con Edison will suffer other costs which can be generally,.

:

doccribed as increased business costs. These costs are not
,

!
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ce easily quantified as.the production costs. The existence

of the costs, however, is no less real.

Each company has a continuing need to seek additional

financing, eith'er through issuance of bonds or new issues of

otock. The fact of closing the Indian Point Units may be

expected to cause the cost of this financing to increase. .

Board Finding 1203-04. Such a cost increase reflects the

increased financing risk that the companies present if a

mnjor generating asset such as Indian Point is closed. The

closing of Indian Point will leave both companies with a

aubstantial capital investment that is no longer usable.

The Power Authority will have millions of dollars in bonds

outstanding that were issued in connection with Indian Point

that will require' payment. These costs, in the case of the

Power Authority, would be passed on to customers of the

rcmaining units, to the limit that the rates of such other<

units cannot rise above the competing rates of the NYPP

system company that serves that territory. The result of'

this, licensees predict, is that a aubstantial portion of

tho costs will be assigned to the upstate customers of the'

Power Authority's two hydroelectric plants. Board Finding

! 1042.

Moreover, the fact that some or all of these costs can

ba passed on to the two companies' customers does not refute
9

tho fact that the closing will IIad to extra costs.

.

e
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C. Alternatives to-Continued Operation of the Indian
Point Units

.

Certain intervenors sought to prove that increased

energy conservation and cogeneration would make continued

use of the Indian Point Units. unnecessary. This effort,

however, was completely unpersuasive. While conservation,

and cogeneration are valuable means of meeting customer

rcquirements today, and both licensees are pursuing each
! approach in greater or lesser degree, neither energy

.

conservation nor cogeneration can substitute for Indian

Point, not even in significant part. Moreover, from an

economic point of view; certain forms of conservation.and
,

j cogeneration are economic even if Indian Point remains in

operation and thus are not properly substitutes for it. The

claims of the benefits that energy conservation of fers
cannot simply be considered in the abstract. First, with

respect to economic-induced conservation, such as investing
in higher efficiency appliances, the result of such con-

servation is to effect a reduction in the cost of the
service.j Standard economic expectation suggests that as the

i cost for a good or service drops, the usage will increase.

Board Finding 1278.

Second, the potential for conservation that is not
.

' already being considered as a normal part of licensees' load

forecasts is not as substantial a3 intervenors assume.
Board Findings 1263-65. Con Edison, for example, has,

l

!
|
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,

considered conservation in its forecast since 1980. It

explicitly assumes that certain appliance efficiency
standards will be met. Third, examination of the actual

measures proposed by intervenors indicates that.the degree
1

of realism in the proposed measures is slight. One witness,

Barry Commoner, attempted to persuade the Board, in effect,

that a 90-watt bulb uses less power than a 75-watt bulb.

Board Finding 1276. Commoner, moreover, completely over-

looked the institutional barriers to' establishing conserva-
.

tion measures. A significant number of buildings in the Con

Edison service territory are master-metered. Board Finding

1266. In addition, there is-a relatively large low-income

residential population that may well be less able to>

purchase the increased efficiency ~applicances assumed in the

conservation plans. Board Finding 1268. Both of these

facts constitute barriers.to widespread adoption of conser-

vation measures. Commoner's claims, in general, are com-
l

pletely unrealistic. As a result of this analysis, the
~

; Board is disinclined to give substantial credit to the

conversation potential claimed by intervenors.
:

; Inter'venors'.other claim under this contention is that
| increased use of cogeneration will make Indian Point
i

unnecessary. First, this claim overlooks the fact that

-actual levels of conversion are far below estimates by the,

| Con Edison and the New York State Department of Public#

Service. Con Edicon estimated that 159 customr:rs with 562mW
I

I

!

| -
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of coincident. peak load could economically convert to

cogeneration, while the Public Service Department estimate

prcdicted that only 25 customers with 100mW of coincident

lord could economically convert.- Board Finding 1287. In

Eddition, Staff found that' closing Indian Point would not

encourage great numbers of consumers to switch to cogenera-
.

tion. Board Finding 1293.

Secondly, environmental considerations (Board Findings

1280-82), gas supply problems (Board Findings 1283-85), and

cconomic limitations (Board Findings 1286-89) have restric-

tid mass conversion to cogeneration. Moreover, the-

tschnology available and especially the machine set forth as

an example by intervenors, is unproven, dangerous, and

impractical. Board Findings 1290-92. While the Board
1

adopts enthsiastically the call for greater efficiency

inherent in using cogeneration, its potential seems small

and unlikely to replace energy produced by Indian Point.

Conclusion

Licensees' projection of a production cost penalty,

together with the other extra costs of a shutdown, is real
,

and was not substantially challenged by the parties. Whilej
|

the parties do disagree about the appropriate assumptions as>

to such matters as capacity factors and oil price projec-

[ tions, licensees' projections seem reasonaable. They are

'

bnced on substantial studies. With the exception of Rosen,

moot of the other parties support or are not sharply in

|
|

!
'

'
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disagreement with licensees' assumptions. Rosen's claims

are in several material respects outdated or erroneous. In

come respects, licensees' estimates are not the highest and

are, in some respects, exceeded by even Rosen's projections.

The Board, therefore, accepts licensees' production cost

penalty estimates.

The assertion that conservation and cogeneration will

catisfactorily substitute for the output of Indian Point is

unpersuasive. Similarly, it is implausible that with

conservation and cogeneration available, the impact of a

: shutdown is acceptable. Licensees, and other NYPP system

members, have already accounted for substantial conservation

potential in their annual load growth projections. The

claims, by Rosen and others, that conservation will increase

dramatically from this point forward is not adequately
explained and is unrealistic. With respect to cogeneration,

~

its potential in southeast New York, by practically all

prognosticators seems extremely limited.

The Board, based on the foregoing, does not find the

contention to have been established.

Commission Question Six;

!
L What would be the energy, environmental,

economic or other consequences of a
shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 and/or.

i Unit 3?

While a number of the issues concerning this question

have already been considered in the discussion of Contention

i

|
.
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1

6.3, several matters fall outside of the scope of the

contention. In addition to the costs discussed above in

connection with production and business costs, the following
other impacts of a shutdown should be considered: -the cost

t

of additional capital investment in replacement generating

units; secondary or ripple effects that impact on the public
.

at large; national security effects; and environmental
.

effects.

A. ' Additional Capital Investments in Replacement
Generation

The NYPP member companies are required by their agree-

mont to maintain a reserve of generating capacity that

exceeds expected peak demand by 18 percent. Because each

system may have its peak load at a different time, a state-

wide reserve margin of 22 percent is required. In the event

that the Indian Point Units were closed, it would be neces-
.

sary, within fifteen years, to construct new generating

capacity to meet this NYPP statewide reserve requirement.

Board Finding 1201. '

This estimate is based on the retirement schedule pro-

| posed by NYPP for. existing generators. While load growth
.

- projections.could drop further or one or more plants
P

acheduled for retirement could be retained, thus putting off

further into the future the time when new generation is

necessary, it must be understood that the statewide system

is being allowed to age. Thus, the possibility of a major

l
f
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failure of a generator unit cannot be eliminated.

The cost of new coal burning generating capacity was

projected by licensees as $360 per kilowatt. Board Finding

1200. This price is reasonable although it seems low as it

10 based on an upstate plant that has not faced significant

licensing problems.

B. Secondary or Ripple Economic Effects

A major category of extra costs that will be caused by

a shutdown will be the indirect, or secondary, economic

inpacts on customers by raising their own costs. These

costs will, in the case of the of the Power Authority's

customers, the MTA, have' substantial impacts on the cost of

providing transportation services. Board Finding 1212.

Licensees' estimate that the increased costs will lead to a
fcre increase or service reductions. Either alternative

will lead to losses in employment because of reductions in

ute of the mass transit system. Board Finding 1217-27.

Other Power Authority customers in southeast New York

are non-profit, governmental organizations which depend upon

-Indian Point as a low-cost source of power. If this source

is removed, these customers would be forced to resort to
.

( higher-priced sources. The increased cost, for providing-

ocsential services, must be made up by either increasing

texes (or user fees) or by decreasing-services. Board

Finding 1240. Staff cutbacks through attrition and layoffs

are a very strong possibility. Thus, the impact of the

.
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increased power costs on job loss can be estimated by use of

standard economic theories. After carefully reviewing the

ovidence, the Board determines that jobs will be lost in the

coutheast New York region as a result of a closure of Indian

Point.

Fur the rmore , the impact of' higher electricity costs for

these governmental customers will not fall equally on each
oconomic level of society. Low income workers will bear a

disproportionate share of the added cost of closing the
Units. This arises, in part, because low income workers

comprise a greater share of mass transit users. They can be

expected to bear a heavier share of, the increased costs to
the MTA. Board Finding 1229. The NYCHA, which provides

housing for low income persons, will face increased costs as

a result of closing Indian Point Unit 3. It may increase

either rents to its tenants or federal, state, and local

taxes. Board Findings 1234-35. Conservation and cogenera-

tion do not provide a solution to the increased cost burden

to low income persons as they, most often, are the least

able to conserve energy. Board Finding 1268. In addition,

many live in master-metered buildings and have little incen-

tive to conserve and no authority to purchase cogenerators,

or to install conservation measures. Board Findings 1266-67.

C. _ National Security Impacts

Licensees procrated the uncontroverted testimony of

Melvin Conant on tue subject of national security and oil

I

. .
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.

imports. His testimony is firm proof that the closing of

India'n Point will also have an effect on the national

cecurity by increasing the neceesity of relying increasingly
on OPEC as a supplier of oil. The supply of oil produced

within the United States does not seem likely to increase in
the foreseeable future. Board Finding 1252. Thus, any

increase in use of oil will necessarily be met from foreign
sources. The closing of Indian Point will diminish domestic

cources of non-oil-based supply and would thus be contrary
to a reasonable public policy of minimizing reliance on
imported oil.

D. Environmental Impacts

Staff was the only party which presented an environ-

mantal study. It examined acquatic, terrestrial and air

offecta of not only the Indian Point nuclear Units, but also
,

an 1800mW coal-fired facility constructed to replace the
nuclear unit. Board Finding 1296. Presentation of the

1800mW coal-fired plant was simply theoretical, but indicated

that ' Staff recognized the importance of the New York State

grid system and supplying reliable power. Staff found that
'

a coal-fired unit on or near the Indian Point site would
cause the air and terrestrial quality of life to deteriorate

dramatically. Sulfur oxide and nitrogen oxide emissions

from a 1800mW facility would be 100 times greater than such

caissions from tIhe nuclear units. Board Finding 1303.

Moreover, the coal-fired plant would add to background

n. ., _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _
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rcdiation in the area. While some defoliation due to the

culfur oxide emissions will occur, greater terrestrial

damage would result from the coal storage and combustion

wacte disposal. Thus, the Board finds that substantial and

carious environmental damage could occur from replacing the

Indian Point Units with an equivalent amount of coal-fired

cncrgy.
'

Conclusion

The necessity of building new capital projects and the

bleak outlook for energy alternatives such as conservation

and cogeneration support the need for Indian Point energy.

Additional capacity is not only expensive, but the licensing

process can suffer delays from protracted controversy.

There is no guarantee that such capacity can be built in

time to replace Indian Point. Moreover, conservation and

cogeneration, as proven by licensees, are unlikely replace-

m nts to Indian Point energy because of insurmountable

problems of economy, gas supply, and pollution.

Secondary economic effects on the SENY area and

copecially the public, nonprofit customers of the Power,

| Authority only add to the tremendous production cost
I .

[ cetimated by licensees. It is inevitable that fares, user

foos, and taxes would be increased to meet the increased
!

coat of electricity. Consumers already paying extra dollars'

; for home electricity will be forced to carve out of their
i

income more money for essential services. Thus, the Board I
i

l

.
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finds that the secondary costs of a shutdown are oppressive

to individual households and to the SENY economy as a whole.

-
.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The Board has considered all the evidence submitted by

the parties and the entire record of this proceeding con-
sisting of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Memoranda and

. orders, the pleadings filed by the parties, the transcripts
of the ' hearing, and the exhibits received into evidence.

All issues, contentions, and proposed findings presented by
the parties, but not addressed in this decision, have been

found to be without merit or unnecessary to our decision.

The findings of fact presented above are supported by reli-
able, probative, and substantive evidence in the record.

Having decided all matters in controversy, the Board con-
cludes that:

(1) The Power Authority is in full compliance with the

requirements of the February 11, 1980 Order of the Commis-

sion's Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and such

compliance has resulted in improvements in the design and
safety of Indian Point Unit 3.

-(2) Intervenors have failed to meet their burden of
satisfying the two-pronged test, established by the Commis-

sion for this proceeding, for the addition of mitigation
features to Indian Point Unit 3. Because the risks to the

public posed by the operation of Indian Poinr Unit 3, as the

plant currently exists, are extremely low, no additional
J

mitigation devices are warranted.
.
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(3) The Power Authority has satisfied all sixteen

mandatory standards of 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b) and 10 C.F.R. Part

50, Appendix E regarding emergency planning at Indian Point
Unit 3.

.

%
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Based upon examination of the entire record and consid-

eration of the issues raised in this proceeding, the Board
. recommends the continued operation of Indian Point Unit 3

with no modifications to its license. This recommendation

is based upon the following Board determinations: Indian

Point Unit 3 poses an extremely low risk; no additional

mitigation features are warranted; emergency planning within

the'10-mile emergency planning zone complies with existing

standards, and there is no need for additional emergency

planning beyond this emergency planning zone; the risk posed

by operation of Indian Point Unit 3 lies within- the range of,

risks posed by other operating nuclear power plants in this

country; the risks posed by Indian Point Unit 3 are, by

large margins, within the Commission's public health safety
goals; and a suspension of operations would have dramatic

energy, economic, and other impacts on Southeastern New York

State.

The Board further makes the following specific recom-

mendations with respect to each of the Commission's six

t questions:

Commission Questions One, Two, and Five

1. The Board recommends that Indian Point Unit 3 no
longer be singled out for special attention on the basis of

site population considerations. Because the risks posed by

.

.g -
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Indian Point Unit 3 are extremely low, not unique, and

within the spectrum of risks posed by other nuclear power *

plants licensed to operate by the Commission, any further
regulatory actions applied to Indian Point Unit 3 should be

generic in nature. This would include the consideration of
any. additional m'tigative or preventive devices for Indiani

Point Unit 3.

2. The Board recommends that the Commission not

require the implementation of any additional mitigation i

devices at Indian Point Unit 3. The evidence is conclusive
that Indian Point Unit 3 poses no significant. threat to the

public health and safety of the population surrounding the
site. Moreover, the value of the mitigation devices consi6-

cred in this proceeding has.not been established. '

3. . The Board recommends that the Commission consider

the modification of the present requirement for plume emer-
gency planning zones of a 10-mile radius around-nuclear

power plants t6 zones of less than a 4-mile radius. The use

of more. realistic source terms is likely to result in no

early fatality risk posed by Indian Point Unit 3; in -

cdditioni the latent fatality risk is extremely low and
I

would be almost unaffected by reducing the size of the

emergency planning zone. Accordingly, the 10-mile emergency

planning zone derived from NUREG-0396, " Planning Basis for

the Development of State and Local Government Radiological

Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear

.
-
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Power Plants," is not warranted.for sites such as Indian

Point. An emergency planning zone as small as four miles or

less would still assure public health and safety.
Commission Question Three

None.

Commission Question Four

1. The State of New York should amend the Radiological

Emergency Response Plans and facilitate necessary arrange-

ments with Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) stations to-

provide for the use of flash video-caption messages on tele-
vision screens concurrently with other EBS measures in the

ovent of an emergency.

2. The Commission and the Federal Emergency Manag'ement

Agency (FEMA) should revise the emergency planning guidance

document, NUREG-0654, " Criteria for Preparation and Evalua-

tion of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Prepared-

ness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants," to require consid-

oration of plant-specific information relevant to risk,

including the characteristics of the accidents for which

emergency planning may be necessary.

3. FEMA should shift its emphasis regarding emergency
& planning resources at Indian Point from verification and

essessment to field training and planning enhancement. FEMA

has devoted an inordinate amount of attention to verifica-
tion and assessment, at the expense of these recommended

espects of planning.

_ _ _ _ _ _
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4. The revised public information planning brochure

ccheduled for distribution throughout the plume emergency

planni 3 zone in 1984 should contain more emphasis and

detail about the "O'Rourke Plan" for early dismissal of the
cchools and should further emphasize and promote ride shar-

ing and assistance by individuals for transit-dependent
friends, relatives, and neighbors.

5. Rumor control procedures should be activated con-

currently with any implementation of the "O'Rourke Plan" for

dismissal of the schools .at the alert stage of an emergency
at Indian Point.

6. Rockland County should not be permitted to effec-

tively veto the continued operation of the Indian Point

plants by means of its refusal to cooperate with the coord-

inated area-wide emergency planning effort. The Commission

should take no action in regard to the cor tinued operation

of Indian Point Unit 3, on the basis of Rockland County's
purposeful conduct, because to do so would remove the

County's present incentive to continue to develop its own

emergency plan and, perhaps, to rejoin the coordinated emer-

gency planning process.
*

Commission Question six

None.

.
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Respectfully submitted,

@ .

Charles MorgYh, Jr. / -
Paul F. Colarulli
Joseph J. Levin, Jr.

MORGAN ASSOCIATES, CHARTERED
1899 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 466-7000

Stephen L. Baum
General Counsel

Charles M. Pratt
- Assistant General Counsel

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE
STiTE OF NEW YORK
Lt.ensee of Indian Point
Unit 3

10 Columbus Circle
New York, New York 10019
(212) 397-6200

.

Bernard D. Fischman
Michael Curley
Richard F. Czaja
David H. Pikus

SHEA & GOULD
330 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
(212) 370-8000

Dated: July 11, 1983
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QUESTION ONE WITNESSES

Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Licensees' Witnesses

Bley, Dennis C. - Licensees' Testimony on Commission
Consultant, Pickard, Lowe and Question One, Board Question 1.1 and
Garrick, Inc. Contention 1.1

- Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C.
Richardson and Dennis C. Bley on Board
Question 1.4

Garrick, B. John - Licensees' Testimony on Commission
Principal, Pickard, Lowe and Question one, Board Question 1.1 and
Garrick, Inc. Contention 1.1

Goeser, David K. - Licensees' Testimony on Commission
Manager of Marketing, Nuclear Question One, Board Question 1.1, and
Technology Division, Westinghouse Contention 1.1
Electric Corporation

i
Henry, Robert E. - Licensees' Testimony on Commission
Vice President, Fauske & Associates, Question one, Board Question 1.1, and
Inc. Contention 1.1

Kaplan, Stanley - Licensees' Testimony on Commission
.Associate Consultant, Pickard, Lowe Question One, Board Question 1.1, and I

and Garrick, Inc. Contention 1.1 I
- Licensees' Testimony of Stanley Kaplan on |

Board Question 1.2 |
.

!
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Lee, Min L. - Con Edison's Testimony of Min L. Lee
Chief Nuclear Engineer, on Low Leakage Loading Pattern
Consolidated Edison Company

Liparulo, Nicholas J. - Licensees' Testimony on Commission
Core, Containment, and Consequence Question One, Board Question 1.1, and

Analysis Group Manager, Risk Assessment Contention 1.1
Technology Group, Nuclear Safety {

Department, Nuclear Technology Division,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

Meyer, Theodore A. - Power Authority's Testimony of
Manager of the Reactor Vessel Integrity Theodore A. Meyer on Board Question 1.4
Group, Nuclear Technology Division,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

i

Perla, Harold F. - Licensees' Testimony on Commission
Associate Consultant, Pickard, Lowe Question One, Board Question 1.1, and
and Garrick, Inc. Contention 1.1

Potter, Thomas E. - Licensees' Testimony on Commission
Consultant, Pickard, Lowe and Question One, Board Question 1.1, and
Garrick, Inc. Contention 1.1

- Licensees' Testimony of William R.
Stratton, Walton A. Rodger, and Thomas E.
Potter on Question One

- Licensees' Testimony of Thomas E. Potter
- on Board Question 1.3

'
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Witnaso and Title Title of Testimony

Richardson, Dennis C. - Licensees' Testimony on Commission
Risk Assessment Technology Manager, Question One, Board Question 1.1, andNuclear Safety Department, Nuclear Contention 1.1Technology Division, Westinghouse - Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C.
Electric Corporation Richardson and Dennis C. Bley on Board

Question 1.4

Rodger, Walton A. - Licensees' Testimony of. William R.
Principal, OTHA, Inc. Stratton, Walton A. Rodger, and Thomas E.

Potter on Question One
Stratton, William R. - Licensees' Testimony of William R.'

Stratton, Walton A. Rodger, and Thomas E.
Potter on Question One

Toland, Richard II. - Licensees' Testimony on Commission
Manager, Structural Analysis Group, Question One, Board Question 1.1, and
United Engineers and Constructors, Inc. Contention 1.1i

Walker, Dee 11. - Licensees' Testimony on Commission
Manager of Nuclear Engineering, Question One, Board Question 1.1,
Nuclear Safety Department, Nuclear and Contention 1.1

'

Technology Division, Water Reactor
Divisions, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation

,

I

NRC Staff's Witnesses

Acharya, Sarbeswar - Testimony of Dr. Sarbeswar Acharya
Senior Radiological Engineer, Accident Regarding NRC Staff Assessment of
Evaluation Branch, Division of Systems Accident Consequences and Risks *

|

l
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V

Witness and Title Title of Testimony *

Integration Office of Nuclear Reactor - Joint Testimony of Sarbeswar Acharya
Regulation, NRC and Roger M. Blond Regarding Calcula-

tional Methodology of the CRAC Code
,

IBernero, Robert M. - Testimony of Robert M. Bernero on
Director, Accident Source Term Program Severe Accident Source Terms
Office, Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research, NRC

Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and! Blond, Roger M. -

Section Leader, Accident Risk Section, Roger Blond Concerning Commission
Reactor Risk Branch, Division of Risk Question 1
Analysis, Office of Research, NRC - Joint Testimony of Sarbeswar Acharya and

Roger M. Blond Regarding Calculational
Methodology of the CRAC Code

- Direct Testimony of Roger M. Blond and
Frank H. Rowsome Summary Response to
Commission Question Posed to the Board
Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and-

Roger Blond Concerning Commission
Question 1 (IV.B)
Direct Testimony of Roger Blond Concern--

ing Board Question 1.3

Direct Testimony of Benjamin BuchbinderBuchbinder, Benjamin -

Chief, Risk Methodology and Data Branch, and Dennis Kubicki Concerning Commission
Division of Risk Analysis, Office of Question 1
Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC

Budnitz, Robert J. - Direct Testimony of Robert J. Budnitz
President, Future Resources Associates, Concerning Commission Question 1
Inc.

- 4-
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Codell, Richard - Direct Testimony of Richard Codell
Senior Hydraulic Engineer, Hydrolog Concerning Commission Question 1
Engineering Section, Hydrologic and
Geotechnical Engineering Branch,
Division of Engineering, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC

Easterling, Robert G. - Direct Testimony of Sanford Israel,
Staff Member, Reliability Department, Jack Hickman, Gregory Kolb, Robert G.
Sandia National Laboratories Easterling, and Alan D. Swain [on] Com-

mission Question 1 and Board Question 1.1

Hickman, Jack - Direct Testimony of Sanford Israel, Jack
Supervisor, Nuclear Fuel Cycle Systems Hickman, Gregory Kolb, Robert G.

; Safety Division, Sandia National Easterling, and Alan D. Swain [on]
'

Laboratories Commission Question 1 and Board Question
1.1

Israel, Sanford - Direct Testimony of Sanford Israel, Jack
Risk Analyst, Reliability and Risk Hickman, Gregory Kolb, Robert G.
Assessment Branch, Division of Safety Easterling, and Alan D. Swain [on]
Technology, Office of Nuclear Reactor Commission Question 1 and Board
Regulation, NRC Question 1 and Board Question 1.1

Joyce, Joseph P. - Direct Testimony of Joseph P. Joyce
Principal Reactor Engineer, Concerning Commission Question 1,
Instrumentation and Control Systems Contention 1.1
Branch, NRC

Klecker, Raymond W. - Dr. Hugh W. Woods and Raymond W.
Section Leader, Materials Engineering Klecker on Board Question 1.4
Branch, Division of Engineering, NRC

-5-
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Kolb, Gregory - Direct Testimony of Sanford Israel,
Member, Nuclear Fuel Cycle Systems Jack Hickman, Gregory Kolb, Robert
Safety Division, Sandia National G. Easterling, and Alan D. Swain [on]
Laboratories Commission Question 1 and Board Question

1.1
1

Kubicki, Dennis - Direct Testimony of Benjamin Buchbinder
Fire Protection Engineer, Chemical and Dennis Kubicki Concerning Commission,

Engineering Branch, Division of Question 1
Engineering, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, NRC

Meyer, James F. - Direct Testimony of James F. Meyer and
Senior Nuclear Engineer, NRC W. Trevor Pratt Concerning Commission,

! Question 1

) Nesse, Ronald J. - Direct Testimony of Ronald J. Nesse on
i Research Economist, Energy Systems Site-Specific Economic Input Parameters

Department, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory

Pratt, W. Trevor - Direct Testimony of James F. Meyer and
Principal Investigator, Accident W. Trevor Pratt Concerning Commission
Analysis Group, Division of Engineering Question 1
and Risk Assessment, Brookhaven
National Laboratory

Reed, John W. - Direct Testimony of John W. Reed-

President, Jack R. Benjamin and Concerning Commission Question 1
,

,

Associates, Inc.
4

-6-
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Witneso and Title Title of Testimony

Rowsome, Frank - Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome andAssistant Director for Technology, Roger Blond Concerning CommissionDivision of Safety Technology, NRC Question 1
- Direct Testimony of Frank H. Rowsome

Concerning Damage State Likelihoods
- Direct Testimony of Roger M. Blond and

Frank H. Rowsome Summary Response to
Commission Question Posed to the Board

- Direct Testimony of Frank'Rowsome and
Roger Blond Concerning Commission
Question 1 (IV.B)

- Direct Testimony of Frank H. Rowsome
Concerning IV.C. Accuracy of the Risk
Assessments

- Direct Testimony of Frank H. Rowsome to
Contention 1.1 and Board Question 1.1

- Direct Testimony of Frank H. Rowsome
Concerning Board Question 1.2

Sears, John R. - Testimony of John R. Sears of the NRCSenior Reactor Safety Engineer, Staff on Contention 1.1 Under CommissionEmergency Preparedness Licensing Branch, Question 1
Division of Emergency Preparedness,
Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
NRC

Soffer, Leonard - Direct Testimony of Leonard Soffer
Section Leader, Site Analysis Section, Regarding Population Information
Siting Analysis Branch, Division of
Engineering, Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, NRC

-7-
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony ,.

Swain, Alan D. - Direct Testimony of Sanford Israel,
Member, Technical Staff, Statistics, Jack Hickman, Gregory Kolb, Robert G.
Computing, and Human Factors Division, Easterling, and Alan D. Swain [on]
Sandia National Laboratories Commission Question 1 and Board Question

1.1

Woods, Hugh W. - Dr. Hugh W. Woods and Raymond W. Klecker
Task Manager, Pressurized Thermal on Board Question 1.4
Shock Unresolved Safety Issue, NRC

Intervenor & Interested State Witnesses

Geiger, H. Jack - Direct Testimony of Dr. H. Jack Geiger
Professor of Community Health, and Dr. Victor W. Sidel On Behalf of
City College of New York Friends of the Earth, Inc. and New York

City Audubon Society

Levi, Issac - Direct Testimony of Isaac Levi, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy, On Behalf of Friends of the Earth, Inc.

Columbia University and New York City Audubon Society

Perrow, Charles
Professor of Sociology, Yale University - Direct Testimony of Charles Perrow, Ph.D.

On Behalf of Friends of the Earth, Inc.
'

and New York City Audubon Society on
Commission Question 1

Piccioni, Richard G. - Direct Testimony of Daniel M. Pisello,

Assistant Professor, Department of Ph.D. and Richard G. Piccioni, Ph.D.

Biological Sciences, Hunter College On Behalf of Friends of.the Earth, Inc.
and New York City Audubon Society

.

-8-
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony -

.

Pisello, Daniel M. - Direct Testimony of Daniel M. Pisello,
Assistant Professor of Physics, Ph.D. and Richard G. Piccioni, Ph.D. On
New York Institute of Technology Behalf of Friends of the Earth, Inc. and

New York City Audubon Society

Sholly, Steven C. - UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of Steven C. Sholly
Technical Research Associate, on the Consequences of Accidents at
Union of Concerned Scientists Indian Point (Commission Question One and

Board Question 1.1)

Sidel, Victor W. - Direct Testimony of Dr. H. Jack Geiger
Professor of Community Health, and Dr. Victor W. Sidel On Behalf of
Albert Eistein College of Medicine Friends of the Earth, Inc. and New York

City Audubon Society

Weatherwax, Robert K. - UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of Robert K.
President, Sierra Energy and Risk Weatherwax on the Indian Point
Assessment, Inc. Probabilistic Safety Study

|

| QUESTION TWO WITNESSES
!

Licensees' Witnesses

Bley, Dennis C. - Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley
Consultant, Pickard, Lowe and and Dennis C. Richardson on Commission
Garrick, Inc. Question 2 and Board Question 2.2.1

- Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley
and Dennis C. Richardson on Contentions
2.1(a) and 2.l(d)

- Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley on
Contention 2.2(a)

- Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of
Dennis C. Bley on Contention 2.2(a)

-9-
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony*

) Brons, John C. - Power Authority's Testimony of John C.
j Resident Manager, Indian Point Brons, Kenneth R. Chapple, and William

,

Unit 3 Spataro on Contention 2.2(a),

- Power Authority's Testimony of John C.
Brons and William Josiger on Board
Question 2.2.1,

!

Chapple, Kenneth R. - Power Authority's Testimony of John C.
Acting Director, Nuclear Operations Brons, Kenneth R. Chapple, and William
and Maintenance, Indian Point Unit 3 Spataro on contention 2.2(a)

,

Josiger, William - Power Authority's Testimony of John C.
,

| Superintendent of Power, Brons and William Josiger on Board
Indian Point Unit 3 Question 2.2.1

i

l Richardson, Dennis C. - Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley
Risk Assessment Technology Manager, and Dennis C. Richardson on Commission-

Nuclear Safety Department, Nuclear Question 2 and Board Question 2.2.1
Technology Division, Westinghouse - Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley
Electric Corporation - and Dennis C. Richardson on Contentions

2.l(a) and 2.l(d);

|
I

= Rothstein, Samuel - Con Edison's Testimony of Samuel
Department Head, Chemical and Rothstein Concerning Board Question
Metallurgical Engineering Subsection, 2.2.1

Mechanical Studies Section, - Con Edison's Testimony of Samuel
-

j Consolidated Edison Rothstein and Arthur Tuthill Concerning
!Contention 2.2(a)'

i

I

4
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*

Witnnes and Title Title of Testimony4

; Spataro, William - Power Authority's Testimony of John C.Supervisory Metallurgist, Mechanical Brons, Kenneth R. Chapple, and William
4

Design and Analysis Department, Spataro on Contention 2.2(a) .

; Power Authority of the State of
New York

Tuthill, Arthur-

- Con Edison's Testimony of SamuelMetallurgical and Corrosion Rothstein and Arthur Tuthill ConcerningSpecialist, Retired Contention 2.2(a)
NRC Staff's Witnesses

Hannon, John N. - Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and
; Project Manager, Operating Reactors John N. Hannon Concerning Commission
. Branch No. 1, Division of Licensing, Question 2'

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
NRC

,

! Holahan, Gary M. - Testimony of Gary M. Holahan andI Section Leader, Safety Assessment Frank H. .Rowsome, III on Board Question
i Section, Operating Reactor 2.2.1I Assessment Branch, Division of

Licensing, Office.of Nuclear4

j Reactor Regulation, NRC
4

j LeFave, William T. - NRC Staff Testimony of William T. LeFave,
i Senior Auxiliary Systems Engineer, Frank Rowsome and Bernard Turovlin on
! Auxiliary Systems Branch, Division Contention 2.2(a)
; of Systems. Integration, Office of '

j Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC

!
d

- 11 -
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i Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Meyer, James F. - Direct Testimony of James F. Meyer
Senior Nuclear Engineer, NRC Concerning Contention 2.1 (a and d) -

Rowsome, Frank - Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and 1
1

Deputy Director, Division of Risk John N. Hannon Concerning Commission-
Analysis, Office of Nuclear Question 2
Regulatory Research, NRC - NRC Staff Testimony of William T. LeFave,

Frank Rowsome and Bernard Turovlin on
Contention 2.2(a)

- Testimony of Gary M. Holahan and Frank H.
Rowsome, III on Board Question 2.2.1

! Turovlin, Bernard - NRC Staff Testimony of William T. LeFave,

Corrosion Engineer, Chemical Frank Rowsome and Bernard Turovlin on

| Engineering Branch, Office of Contention 2.2(a)
| Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC

Intervenor Witnesses

Fleisher, Walter L. - West Branch Conservation Association #
Senior Engineer, Segren and Dalton Testimony of Walter L. Fleisher,
Consulting Engineers Contention 2.2(a)

- Testimony of Walter L. Fleisher, Board
Question 2.2.1

Sholly, Steven C. - UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of Gordon R.
Technical Research Associate, Thompson and Steven C. Sholly on
Union of Concerned Scientists Commission Question Two, Contentions

2.1(a) and 2.1(d)

Thompson, Gordon R. - UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of Gordon R.
Senior Staff Scientist, Thompson and Steven C. Sholly on

- 12 -
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Witnnns and Title
Title of Testimony

Union of Concerned Scientists Commission Question Two, Contentions
2.l(a) and 2.1(d)

QUESTION THREE WITNESSES

Contention 3.1

| Licensees' Witnesses
i

Brons, John C. - Power Authority's Testimony of John C.| Resident Manager, New York Brons, Linda Lomonaco and Dennis Quinn
Power Authority

.

Cohen, Lester A. - Con Edison's Testimony in Regard to,

Senior Meteorologist, Consolidated On-Site Emergency Planning
Edison Company of New York, Inc. - Testimony of Lester A. Cohen in Rebuttal

to Testimony of Daniel Gutman

Della Rocca, Michael S. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons
4

Transportation Planning Engineer, Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony ofDouglas, Inc. Parsons Brinckerhoff Ouade & Douglas,*

Inc.

Jackson, Charles W. - Con Edison's Testimony in regard to
Vice President, Nuclear Power, On-Site Emergency Planning
Consolidated Edison Company of'

New York, Inc.

!

Lomonaco, Linda - Power Authority's Testimony of John C.
<

Assistant to Radiological and Brons, Linda Lomonaco and Dennis Quinn
:

- 13 -
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Environmental Services Superintendent,
New York Power Authority

|

|
Monti, William A. - Con Edison's Testimony in Regard to

! Nuclear Consultant - Power Generation, On-Site Emergency Planning
Consolidated Edison Company of New
York, Inc.

,

1

Podwal, Bruce E. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons
Civil Engineer, Parsons Brinckerhoff Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
Quade & Douglas, Inc. - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of

Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,
Inc.

Quinn, Dennis - Power Authority's Testimony of John C.
Radiological Engineer, New York Brons, Linda Lomonaco and Dennis Quinn
Power Authority

Rosenblatt, Peggy L. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons
Urban Planner, Parsons Brinckerhoff Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
Quade & Douglas, Inc. - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of

Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,
Inc.

Scalpi, Michael
Civil Defense Director,
Putnam County |

Schmer, Philip
,

|Assistant Director, Of fice of Natural
Disaster, Civil Defense, Orange County * '

- 14 -
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WitnOsa and Title Title of Testimony

Staff and FEMA Witnesses
Husar, Ihor W.

Program Manager for Radiological - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,
lhor Husal and Joseph H. Keller Con-Emergency Preparedness, FEMA cerning Commission Questions 3 and 4

Keller, Joseph J. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,Scientist, Allied Chemical Corp. Ihor Husar and Joseph H. Keller Con-and Exxon Nuclear Idaho Co. cerning Commission Questions 3 and 4
- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February

21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

Kowieski, Roger B. - FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of FebruaryChairman, Regional Assistance 21, 1983 Concerning Commission QuestionsCommittee, FEMA 3 and 4

McIntire, Philip H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,Acting Chief, Natural and Ihor Husar and Joseph H. Keller Con-
Technological Hazards Division, FEMA cerning Commission Questions 3 and 4

- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

.

Sears, John R. - Testimony of John R. Sears of the NRCSenior Reacter Safety Engineer, Staff on Commission Questions 3 and 4
Office of Inspection and Enforcement and Emergency Planning Contentions

Admitted by Board Order of April 1982 for
Indian Point, Unit 2 and Unit No. 3

- Supplemental Testimony of John R. Sears
Relative to Commission Question 3

- 15 -
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Intervenor and Interested State Witnesses

Altschuler, Richard Jay - Testimony of Richard Atlschuler
Statistics for Business

Ancona, Helga - Testimony of Helga Ancona
Parent, Stony Point

|

Anderson, Samuel W., Ph.D. - Considerations for Planning the State
President, New York Coalition of Evacuation of Transportation - Handi-
People with Disabilities capped Persons from New York City in the

Event of a Life Threatening Nuclear
Hazard

Awalt, Charles - Testimony of Charles Awalt
Westchester Developmental Disabilities - Supplemental Testimony of Charles Awalt
Services Office, Tarrytown

Baff, Shareanne - Testimony of Shareanne Baff
Director, Yorktown Gymnastics Center

,

Bates, Charles W. - Testimony of Westchester County Commis-
Commissioner, Westchester County sioner Charles W. Bates, Department of
Department of Social Services Social Services

- Supplemental Testimony of Charles W.
Dates, Department of Social Services

Bohlander, Frank C. - Testimony of Westchester County Commis-
Commissioner, Westchester County sioner of Frank C. Bohlander Department
Department of Public Works of Public Works

- 16 -
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Witnnco and Title
Title of Testimony

.

Bower, Richard H. - Testimony of Richard H. Bower, Volun-Coordinator, Rockland County
Volunteer Ambulance Corp. teer Ambulance Disaster Coordinator,

Rockland County
Bowles, Raymond - Testimony of Raymond BowlesTeacher, Speech Pathologist,

, Pocatico Hills School
\

Brooker, StanlNr/ v. - Testimony of Stanley G. BrookerMember, Stony Po, 4 Ambulance Corps

Brown, Monya Bs - -

Art Teacher, CC - ,en-Hudson - Testimony of Monya Berg Brown
Burger, Gladys - Testimony of Gladys Burger, President,President, Disabled in Action Disabled in Action
Burnham, Helen - Testimony of Helen Burnham
Director, Croton Free Library

Capot, Jane - Testimony of Jane Capon
Own4r-Director, Nursery School and
Day Camp, Pomona

Co, Linda - Testimony of Linda Co
Registered Occupational. Therapist,
Member, Board of Directors, Rockland
County Girl Scout Council, Inc.

Cohen, Oscar - Testimony of Oscar Cohen, 20 Burd
Principal, Lexington School for the Street, Nyack, New York
Deaf

.

- 17 -
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Collins, William - Testimon; of George Schnakenberg, Chief
Police Lieutenant, Clarkstown, N.Y. of Police, Town of Clarkstown, N.Y.

Conklin, Cleland S. - Testimony of Cleland S. Conklin
Superintendent of Buildings, Grounds
and Transportation, South Orangetown
School District

Conklin, Lucien H. - Testimony of Honorable Lucien H.
Supervisor, Town of Stony Point Concklin (sic), Supervisor, Town of Stony

Point

Corwin, Seth, Chappaqua Bus Co., Inc. - Testimony of Seth Corwin

Courtney, Jane - Testimony of Jane Courtney
Parent

Craig, Agata - Testimony of of Agata Craig
Parent

Curran, Anita S. - Testimony of Westchester County Commis-
Commissioner,.Westchester County sioner Dr. Anita S. Curran - Depart-

Department of Health ment of Health
- Supplemental Testimony for Indian Point

Hearings, Anita S. Curran, M.D., M.P.H.,
Commissioner of Health, Westchester
County Department of Health

Czech, Lawrence B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Chief, Nuclear Protection Planning, on Commission Questions Three and Four
Radiological Emergency Preparedness - Supplemental. Testimony of New York

- 18 -
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

State's Witnesses on Commission Questions
Three and Four

Davidoff, Donald B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Director, Radiological Emergency on Commission Qaestions Three and Four
Preparedness Group - Supplemental Testimony of New York

State's Witnesses on Commission Questions
Three and Four

DelBello, Alfred B. - Testimony of Westchester County Executive
Lieutenant Governor, State of New York Alfred B. DelBello

- Supplemental Testimony of Alfred B.
DelBello, Westchester County Executive,
Lieutenant-Governor-Elect, State of New
York

- Amended Testimony of Alfred B. DelBello

del Pilar, Luis A. - Testimony of Luis del Pilar, Rockland
Affirmative Action Coordinator, Resident <

Rocklard County

Ellefson, Earle R. - Testimony of Earle R. Ellefson
Captain, Ossining Volunteer Ambulance
Corps.

Elliot, Nancy R. - Statement of Supervisor Nancy R. Elliot, i
Supervisor, Town of Yorktown Town of Yorktown |

Ford, Karen K. - Testimony of Karen K. Ford
Parent

- 19 -

.
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Galdone, Jannelise - Testimony of Jannelise Galdone i

Photographer |

Gdanski, Sam - Testimony of Sam Gdanski
Chairman, Rockland County Legis- - Additional Testimony of Sam Gdanski )
lature Subcommittee to Review the on Behalf of Rockland County I

Indian Point Emergency Response Plan
i

Gochman, Barbara - Testimony of Barbara Gochman |

Teacher, Carrie E. Tompkins
Elementary School

Gromack, Alex - Testimony of Alex Gromack
Senior Recreation Leader, Town of - Supplemental Testimony of Alex Gromack
Clarkstown Parks and Recreation on Behalf of RCSE i

Department, Member, Transportation'

Advisory Council, Rockland County

Guido, Daniel P. - Testimony of Westchester County
Commissioner / Sheriff, Westchester Commissioner Daniel P. Guido, Department

Department of Public Safety of Public Safety
- Supplementary Testimony of Commissioner

Sheriff Daniel P. Guido, Departmant of
Public Safety

Gunn, Shirley S. - Testimony of Shirley S. Gunn
Director-Teacher, Circle School

Hare, Rev. Robert W. - Testimony for Submission to the Nuclear
Pastor, Scarborough Presbyterian Regulatory Commission in its Hearings,

Summer 1982, Respecting the Indian PointChurch
Nuclear Plant

- 20 -
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Witnnco and Title Title of Testimony

Hastings, Donald A.
Director of Emergency Services, - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland County,
Rockland County Donald Hastings

Helbraun, Phyllis - Testimony of Phyllis Helbraun, Execu-Executive Director of Rockland Council tive Director of the Rockland Councilfor Young Children for Young Children
- Supplemental Testimony of Phyllis

Helbraun, Executive Director of the
Rockland, Council for Young Children on
Behalf of RCSE

Holland, Michael - Testimony of Chief Michael Holland,
Police Chief, Village of Haverstraw Village of Haverstraw, New York

Holzer, Marc - Testimony of Marc Holzer
Parent, Croton-on-Hudson

Indusi, Joan - Testimony of Joan Indusi
Teacher, Anne M. Dorner Middle
School

Iurato, John - Testimony of John Iurato
Croton-Harmon High School

Jessup, Lois - Testimony of Lois Jessup
Retired Teacher, E. Ramapo School
District, President, Rockland County
Conservation Association

<,

Johnson, Albert A. - Testimony of Albert A. Johnson
Principal, Farley Middle School

- 21 -
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony
"

Johnson, Rev. Frederick F. - Testimony of the Rev. Frederick F.
Rector, St. Paul's Episcopal Church Johnson, Rector'

, ,

; and Member, Board of Governors of

j Rockland County Health Complex

Jurkowski, Raymond S. - Testimony of Westchester County Deputy
Deputy Commissioner of Transportation, Commissioner of Transportation Raymond S.
Westchester County Jurkowski on the Evacuation Plan for'

Indian Point, given before the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in June / July 1982

Kahn, Eleanor - Testimony of Eleanor Kahn
Special Education Teacher, Robert E.
Bell Middle School

Kaminski, Michael S. - Testimony of Westchester County Director
Director of Planning, Westchester of Planning Michael Kaminiski, Department
County Department of Hospitals of Hospitals

- Additional Testimony of Michael S.
Kaminski

Kesselman, Judy - Testimony of Judy Kesselman, Coordinator
Coordinator, Suburban Schools, Tiorati of Suburban Schools, Tiorati Workshop
Workshop, Harriman State Park

King, Joan Harding - Testimony of Joan Harding King

Registered Nurse

Kralik, James F. - Testimony of James F. Kralik

Chief Deputy Sheriff, Patrol Division,
Rochland County Sheriff's Department

; - 22 -
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Lavelle, Myles - Testimony of Myles Lavelle,
- Councilman, Town of Stony Point Councilman, Town of Stony Point

LeMoullec, Robert - Testimony of Betty Ramey, WRKL Radio |
News Director, WRKL Radio i

Littlejohn, Robert
Commanding Officer, New York City
Police Department Operations Division,
Coordinator, Mayor's Emergency Control
Board

Marasco, Anthony R. - Anthony R. Marasco, Director, West-
Director, Westchester County Office of chester County Office of Disaster and
Disaster and Emergency Services Emergency Services (Department of Public

Safety) - For the Past Eight Years
- Supplemental Testimony of. Anthony R.
Marasco, Director, Westchester County
Office of Disaster and Emergency Services
(Department of Public Safety) - For the
Past Eight Years

McGuire, Donald P. - Testimony of Donald P. McGuire
Deputy Director, Rockland County Office - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland County,
of Emergency Services Donald P. McGuire

McGuire, James F. - Testimony of James McGuire, Health
Radiological Health Specialist, Department
Rockland County Department of Health

- 23 -
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Morris, Robert L. - Testimony of Robert L. Morris'

Consultant on Transportation Planning
'

and Traffic Engineering

Murphy, Agnes - Evacuation if Needed by Indian

Program Coordinator, Ossining Senior Point Problem
,

Action Center

Murphy, James L. - Testimony of James L. Murphy, MPH
Public Health Specialist, New York - Supplemental Testimony of James
Public Interest Research Group, Inc. Murphy on Behalf of UCS/NYPIRG

i Narod-Shiek, Fern - Testimony of Fern Narod-Shiek .

School Bus Driver, Mahopac School
District

- Testimony of County Executive Andrew P.O'Rourke, Andrew P.
Westchester County Executive O' Rourke before the Nuclear Regulatory.

Commission Hearings on Indian Point
- Testimony of Westchester County Executive

Andrew P. O'Rourke on Commission
Questions 3 and.4

- Testimony of Linda Puglisi
Puglisi, Linda
Director, Mohegan Colony Nursery
School

- Supplementary Testimony, RocklandReisman, Herbert
Chairman, Rockland County Legislature County, Herbert Reisman

- 24 -
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Roden, John F. - Testimony of John F. Roden
President, Yorktown Congress of

| Teachers
|

| Rowley, Clifford and Nancy - Testimony of Clifford and Nancy Rowley
President, New York City Civic
Association of the Deaf and President,
Westchester Community Services for
the Hearing Impaired

Rubeo, Vincent J. - Written Testimony Submitted to the
Teacher, Anne M. Borner Middle Nuclear Regulatory Commission on June

|School, Ossining 4, 1982 by Vincent J. Rubeo, Teacher at i

Anne M. Dorner Middle School, Ossining,
New York

||
Saunders, Kathe - Testimony of Kathe Saunders
Croton Recreation Department
After-School Program

|

Scurti, Stephen - Testimony of Stephen Scurti, Police
Police Chief, Stony Point Chief, Stony Point, NY |

Sekelsky, Elizabeth - Testimony of Elizabeth Sekelsky |
School Nurse, Carrie E. Tompkins
Elementary School

|

Siegel, David - Testimony of David Siegel '

Superintendent of Schools, Croton-
Harmon School District

1
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Simon, Susan - Testimony of Susan Simon
Public IIealth Nurse
Westchester County.

Smith, Dr. Donald D. - Testimony of Dr. Don D. Smith
Professor of Mass Communication,
School of Journalism, University of
Iowa

Waterfall, Beth - Testimony of Beth Watarfall
Press Observor,. Croton-Cortlandt News

Wayne, Reverend David B. .

- Testimony of Reverend David B. Wayne
Rector, St. Augustine's Episcopal Church

Wishnie, Robert - Testimony of Robert Wishnie

Supervisor, Town of Ossining

Ziegler, Sally
Executive Director, Day Care Council - Testimony of Wespac Concerning
of Westchester, Inc. Emergency Evacuation Plan as it Relates

to Children in Day Care

.

Contention 3.2

Licensees' Witnesses
j

! - Power Authority's Testimony of Robert L.
DuPont, Robert L., M.D.

I President, Phobia Society of DuPont, M.D., on Commission Question 1
| America, Inc.

i
!

i
4
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony
;

i

Dynes, Russell R. - Licensees' Testimony of Dr. Russell
Executive Officer, American Dynes
Sociological Association

Lecker, Sidney - Licensees' Testimony of Sidney Lecker,
Certified Psychiatrist M . D .'

Scalpi, Michael
Civil Defense Director, Putnam County

Schmer, Philip
Assistant Director, Office of Natural
Disaster, Civil Defense, Orange County

Staff and FEMA Witnesses

Husar, Ihor W. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Program Manager for Radiological Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concerning
Emergency Preparedness, FEMA Commission Questions 3 and 4

Keller, Joseph H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Scientist, Allied Chemical Corp. Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concerning
and Exxon Nuclear Idaho Co. Commission Questions 3 and 4

- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

Kowieski, Roger B. - FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
Chairman, Regional Assistance 21, 1983 Concerning Commisson Questions 3
Committee, FEMA and 4
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

McIntire, Philip H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Acting Chief, Natural and Technological Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concerning
Hazards Division, FEMA Commission Questions 3 and 4

- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

s

Intervenor and Interested State Witnesses

Altschuler, Richard Jay - Testimony of Richard Altschuler
Statistics for Business

Ancona, Helga - Testimony of Helga Ancona
Parent, Stony Point

Baff, Shareanne - Testimony of Shareanne Baff
Director, Yorktown Gymnastic Center

Bates, Charles W. - Testimony of Westchester County
Commissioner, Westchester County Commissioner Charles W. Bates, Department

Department of Social Services of Social Serices
- Supplemental Testimony of Charles W.

Bates, Department of Social Services
;

Bower, Richard H. - Testimony of Richard H. Bower, Volunteer

Coordinator, Rockland County Volunteer Ambulance Disaster Coordinator, Rockland

Ambulance Corps County

Brooker, Stanley G. - Testimony of Stanley G. Brooker

Member, Stony Point Ambulance Corps

.
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony'
I

Capon, Jane - Testimony of Jane Capon
Owner-Director, Nursery School and
Day Camp, Pomona

Churchill, David A. - Testimony of David A. Churchill |

Teacher, James A. Farley Middle i

School |

Co, Linda - Testimony of Linda Co
Registered Occupational Therapist,
Member, Board of Directors, Rockland
County Girl Scout Council, Inc.

Collins, William - Testimony of George Schnakenberg, Chief
Police Lieutenant, Clarkstown, N.Y. of Police, Town of Clarkstown, N.Y.

Conkli , Cleland S. - Testimony of Cleland S. Conklin
Soperin tendent of Buildings, Grounds
ano *ransportation, South Orangetown
School District

Connelly, Edward J. - Statement to the Licensing & Safety Board
Emergency Medical Technician, Ossining of the NRC
Volunteer Ambulance Corps

Courtney, Jane - Testimony of Jane Courtney
Parent

DelBello, Alfred B. - Testimony of Westchester County
Lieutenant Governor, State of New York Executive Alfred B. DelBello

- Supplemental Testimony of Alfred B.
DelBello, Westchester County Executive,
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony .

- Amended Testimony of Alfred B. DelBello
Lieutenant-Governor-Elect, State of New
York

Doughty, Lynne - Testimony of Lynne Doughty -

President, Croton-Harmon Board of
Education

Erikson, Kai T. - Testimony of Kai T. Erikson
Professor of Sociology, Yale - Supplemental Testimony of Dr. Kai-T.
University Erikson, Professor of Sociology, Yale

University, on the Evacuation Plan for
Indian Point

Ford, Karen K. - Testimony of Karen K. Ford

Parent

Gdanski, Sam - Testimony of Sam Gdanski *

Chairman, Rockland County Legislature - Additional Testimony of Sam Gdanski

Subcommittee to Review the Indian on Behalf of Rockland County

Point Emergency Response Plan
,

Gersony, Toby - Testimony of Toby Gersony
Educational Director, Ramaquois Country
School, Pomona

Gochman, Barbara - Testimony of Barbara Gochman

Teacher, Carrie E. Tompkins
Elementary School

Gromack, Alex - Testimony of Alex Gromack

Senior Recreation Leader, Town of - Supplemental Testimony of Alex Gromack
.
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Clarkstown Parks and Recreation Depart- on Behalf of RCSE
ment; Member, Transportation Advisory
Council, Rockland County

Guido, Daniel P. - Testimony of Westchester County
Commissioner / Sheriff, Westchester Commissioner Daniel P. Guido, Department
Department of Public Safety of Public Safety

1

- Supplementary Testimony of Commissioner
Sheriff Daniel P. Guido, Department of
Public Safety

Gunn, Shirley S. - Testimony of Shirley S. Gunn
Director-Teacher, Circle School

Hare, Rev. Robert W. - Testimony of Submission to the Nuclear
Pastor, Scarborough Presbyterian Church Regulatory Commission in its Hearings,

Summer 1982, Respecting the Indian Point
Nuclear Plant

Helbraun, Phyllis - Testimony of Phyllis Heloraun, Executive
Executive Director of Rockland Council Director of the Rockland Council for
for Young Children Young Children

- Supplemental Testimony of Phyllis
Helbraun, Executive Director of the
Rockland Council for Young Children on
Behalf of RCSE

Holland, Michael - Testimony of Chief Michael Holland,
Police Chief, Village of Haverstraw Village of Haverstraw, New York
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liolz er, Marc - Testimony of Marc llolzer
Parent, Croton-on-fludson

Indusi, Joan - Testimony of Joan Indusi
Teacher, Anne M. Dorner Middle School

Iurato, John - Testimony of John Iurato
Croton-flarmon liigh School

Jessup, Lois - Testimony of Lois Jessup
Retired Teacher, E. Ramapo School
District, President, Rockland County
Conservation Association

Johnson, Albert A. - Testimony of Albert A. Johnson
Principal, Farley Middle School

Johnson, Rev. Frederick F. - Testimony of the Rev. Frederick F.'

Rector, St. Paul's Episcopal Church Johnson, Rector

and Member, Board of Governors of
Rockland County llealth Complex

Jurkowsi, Raymond S. - Testimony of Westchester County Deputy

Deputy Commissioner of Transportation, Commissioner of Transportation Raymond,

' S. Jurkowski on the Evacuation Plan forWestchester County
Indian Point, given before the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in June / July 1982

- Testimony of Eleanor Kahn e

; Kahn, Eleanor
Special Education Teacher, Robert
E. Bell Middle School

>
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Lavelle, Myles
- Testimony of Myles Lavelle, Councilman,Councilman, Town of Stony Point Town of Stony Point

Lifton, Robert J. - Testimony of Robert Jay Lifton, M.D.Professor of Psychiatry, Yale
School of-Medicine

Marasco, Anthony R. - Anthony R. Marasco, Director, WestchesterDirector, Westchester County Office of
Disaster and Emergency Services County Office of Disaster and Emergency

Services (Department of Public Safety) -

For the Past Eight Years
- Supplemental Testimony of Anthony R.

Marasco, Director, Westchester County
Office of Disaster and Emergency Services
(Department of Public Safety) - For the
Past Eight Years

.Narod-Shiek, Fern - Testimony of Fern Narod-Shiek
School Bus Driver, Mahopac School
District

Puglisi, Linda - Testimony of Linda Puglisi
Director, Mohegan Colony Nursery School

Rubeo, Vincent J. - Written Testimony submitted to the
^

Teacher, Anne M. Borner Middle School, Nuclear Regulatory Commission on June
Ossining 14, 1982 by Vincent J. Rubeo, Teacher at

Anne M. Dorner Middle School, Ossining,
New York

.
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Saunders, Kathe - Testimony of Kathe Saunders
Croton Recreation Department After-
School Program

Scurti, Stephen - Testimony of Stephen Scurti, Police
Police Chief, Stony Point Chief, Stony Point, N.Y.

| Sekelsky, Elizabeth - Testimony of Elizabeth Sekelsky
School Nurse, Carrie E. Tompkins
Elementary School

Smith, Dr.. Donald D. - Testimony of Dr. Don D. Smith
Professor of Mass Communication,
School of Journalism, University
of Iowa

Solnit, Albert J. - Testimony of Albert J. Solnit, M.D.

Director, Yale University Child
,

]
Study Center

- Testimony of Reverend David B. WayneWayne, Reverend David B.
Rector, St. Augustine's Episcopal

,

Church"

- Testimony for Wespac Concerning Emergency
Ziegler, Sally
Executive Director, Day Care Council Evacuation Plan as it relates to children

in Day Careof Westchester, Inc.

!
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Witnans and Title Title of Testimony

Contention 3.3

Licensees' Witnesses

Della Rocca, Michael S. - Licensees' Testimony of ParsonsTransportation Planning Engineer, Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony ofDouglas, Inc.
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,
Inc.

Dynes, Russell R. - Licensees' Testimony of Dr. Russell DynesExecutive Officer, American
Sociological Association

Lecker, Sidney - Licensees' Testimony of Sidney Lecker,Certified Psychiatrist M.D.

Podwal, Bruce E. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons
Civil Engineer, Parsons Brinckerhoff Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
Quade & Douglas, Inc. - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of

Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,
Inc.

Rosenblatt, Peggy L. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons
Urban Planner, Parsons Brinckerhoff Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
Quade & Douglas, Inc.

Scalpi, Michael
Civil Defense Director
Putnam County

.
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Schmer, Philip
3

i Assistant Director, Office of Natural
Disaster, Civil Defense, Orange County

Staff and FEMA Witnesses

,

Husar, Ihor W. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,
Program Manager for Radiological Ihor Husar and Joseph H. Keller Con-'

Emergency Preparedness, FEMA cern.ing Commission Questi.ons 3 and 4
4

Keller, Joseph H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire
Scientist, Allied Chemical Corp. and Ihor Husar and Joseph Keller Concerning

Exxon Nuclear Idaho Co. Commission Questions 3 and 4

Kowieski, Roger B. - FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of
Chairman, Regional Assistance Committee, February 21, 1983 Concerning Commission

Questions 3 and 4FEMA

McIntire, Philip H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,'

Acting Chief, Natural and Technological Ihor Husar and Joseph H. Keller

Hazards Division, FEMA Concerning Commission Questions 3 and 4
- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February

21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

- NRC Staff Testimony of Dr. ThomasUrbanik, Thomas, II

|
Assistant Research Engineer, Texas Urbanik, II Concerning the Evacuation,

Time Estimate Studies for IndianTransportation Institute, Texas Point, Units 2 and 3A&M University'

,
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Intervenor and Interested State Witnesses

Ancona, Helga - Testimony of Helga Ancona
Parent, Stony Point

Awalt, Charles - Testimony of Charles Awalt
Westchester Developmental Disabilities - Supplemental Testimony of Charles

,

Services Office, Tarrytown Awalt

"Some Consequences of CatastrophicBeyea, Jan -

Senior Energy Scientist, National Accidents at Indian Point and Their
Audubon Society Implications for Emergency Planning,"

Direct Testimony of Brian Palenik and Dr.
Jan Beyea

Bower, Richard H. - Testimony of Richard H. Bower,

Coordinator, Rockland County Volunteer Volunteer Ambulance Disaster
Ambulance Corps Coordinator, Rockland County

Bowles, Raymond - Testimony of Raymond Bowles
Teacher, Speech Pathologist,
Pocantico Hills School

Carney, Gregory A. - Testimony of Gregory A. Carney
Member, Rockland County Board for
Planning

Churchill, David A. - Testimony of David A. Churchill
Teacher James A. Farley Middle School

Collins, William - Testimony of George Schnakenberg, Chief
Police Lieutenant, Clarkstown, N.Y. of Police, Town of Clarkstown, N.Y.
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Conklin, Lucien H. - Testimony of Honorable Lucien H.
Supervisor, Town of Stony Point Concklin (sic), Supervisor, Town of Stony

Point
t

Czech, Lawrence B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses'

Chief, Nuclear Protection Planning on Commission Questions Three and Four
Radiological Emergency Preparedness - Supplemental Testimony of New York
Group State's Witnesses on Commission Questions

Three and Four

Davidoff, Donald B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Director, Radiological Emergency on Commission'Ouestions Three and Four
Preparedness Group - Supplemental Testimony of New York

State's Witnesses on Commission Questions
Three and Four

deWard, Sylvia G. - Testimony of Sylvia G.'deWard

Art Teacher

DelBello, Alfred B. - Testimony of Westchester. County Executive
Lieutenant Governor, State of Alfred B. DelBello

- Supplemental Testimony of Alfred B.New York Delbello, Westchester County Executive;
Lieutenant-Governor-Elect, State of New

| York4

- Amended Testimony of Alfred B. DelBello

- Testimony of Karen K. . FordFord, Karen K.
Parent

- Testimony of Sam GdanskiGdanski, Sam
Chairman, Rockland County Legislature - Additional Testimony of Sam Gdanski on
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Witncas and Title Title of Testimony

Subcommittee to Review the Indian Point
Emergency. Response-Plan Behalf of Rockland County

Guido, Daniel P.
- Testimony of Westchester CountyCommissioner / Sheriff, Westchester Commissioner Daniel P. Guido,Department of Public Safety Department of Public Safety
- Supplementary Testimony of Commissioner

Sheriff Daniel P. Guido, Department of
Public Safety

Gunn, Shirley S. - Testimony of Shirley S. GunnDirector-Teacher, Circle School

Holzer, Marc - Testimony of Marc Holzer
Parent, Croton-on-Hudson

Iurato, John
Croton-Harmon High School - Testimony of John Iurato

Jessup, Lois - Testimony of Lois Jessup
Retired Teacher, E. Ramapo
School District, President, Rockland
County Conservation Association

Johnson, Rev. Frederick F. - Testimony of the Rev. Frederick
Rector, St. Paul's Episcopal Church and F. Johnson, Rector
Member, Board of Governors of Rockland
County

Kralik, James F. - Testimony of James F. Kralik
Chief Deputy Sheriff, Patrol Division, - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland,

;
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony*

Rockland County Sheriff's Rockland County, James F. Kralik
Department Health Complex

McGuire, Donald P. - Testimony of Donald P. McGuire
Deputy Director, Rockland County - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland

.

| Office of Emergency Services County, Donald P. McGuire
!

Morris, Robert L. - Testimony of Robert L. Morris
Consultant in Transportation Planning
and Traffic Engineering

:

Narod-Shiek, Fern - Testimony of Fern Narod-Shiek'

School Bus Driver, Manopac School
Di* strict

Palenik, Brian - "Some Consequences of Catastrophic
National Audubon Society's Policy Accidents at Indian Point and Their

;

Research Department Implications for Emergency Planning,"
Direct Testimony of Brian Palenik and Dr.
Jan Beyea

Scurti, Stephen - Testimony of Stephen Scurti, Police
Police Chief, Stony Point Chief, Stony Point, N.Y.

Tompkins, Marie R. - Testimony of Marie R. Tompkins
Resident, Tompkins Cove

- Testimony of Robert Wishnie
i Wishnie, Robert
! Supervisor, Town of Ossining

.
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Contention 3.4
*

Licensees' Witnesses
Brons, John C.

- Power Authority's Testimony of JohnResident Manager, New York C. Brons, Linda Lomonaco and Dennis QuinnPower Authority

Cohen, Lester A.
- Con Edison's Testimony in Regard to On-Senior Meteorologist, Consolidated Site Emergency PlanningEdison Company of New York, Inc. - Testimony of Lester A. Cohen in Rebuttal
to Testimony of Daniel Gutman

Jackson, Charles W. - Con Edison's Testimony in Regard toVice President, Nuclear Power, On-Site Emergency PlanningConsolidated Edison Company of New
York, Inc.

,

Lomonaco, Linda
- Power Authority's Testimony of John C.

Assistant to Radiological and Brons, Linda Lomonaco and Dennis QuinnEnvironmental Services Superintendent
New York Power Authority

Monti, William A. - Con Edison's Testimony in Regard to
Nuclear Consultant-Power Generation, On-Site Emergency Planning
Consolidated Edison Company of New
York, Inc.

Quinn, Dennis -- Po.1er Authority's Testimony of John C.
Radiological Engineer, New York Brons, Linda Lomonaco and Dennis Quinn
Power Authority

.,
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony
t

Scalpi, Michael
Civil Defense Director, Putnam-County

Schmer, Philip
Assistant Director, Office of Natural
Disastor, Civil Defense, Orange County

Staff and FEMA Witnesses

Sears, John R. - Testimony of John R. Sears of the NRC
Senior Reactor Safety Engineer, Office Staff on Commission Questions 3 and 4 ,

of Inspection and Enforcement and' Emergency Planning Contention
Admitted by Board Order of April 23, 1982
for Indian Point, Unit No. 2 and Unit No.
3

- Supplemental Testimony of John R. Sears

Relative to Commission Question 3

Intervenor and Interested State Witnesses
- Testimony of Richard AltshulerAltschuler, Richard Jay

Statistics for Business
- Testimony of Helga Ancona

Ancona, Helga
Parent, Stony Point

- Testimony of Linda Co
Co, Linda
Registered Occupational Therapist,
Member, Board of Directors, Rockland
County Girl Scout Council, Inc.
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Witnnes and Title Title of Testimony

Czech, Lawrence B.

Chief,-Nuclear Protection Planning, - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
on Commission Questions Three and FourRadiological Emergency Preparedness - Supplemental Testimony of New York'

Group
State's Witnesses on Commission QuestionsThree and Four

Davidoff, Donald B. - Testimony of New York State's WitnessesDirector, Radiological Emergency on Commission Questions Three and FourPreparedness Group - Supplemental Testimony of New York
State's Witnesses on Commission Questions
Three and Four

Elliot, Nancy R. - Statement of Supervisor Nancy R.Supervisor, Town of Yorktown Elliot, Town of Yorktown

Gersony, Toby - Testimony of Toby GersonyEducational Director, Ramaquois
Country Day School, Pomona

Indusi, Joan - Testimony of Joan Indusi
Teacher, Anne M. Dorner Middle
School

Siegel, David
, - Testimony of David Siegel

Superintendent of Schools, Croton-
Harmon School District

Waterfall, Beth - Testimony of Beth Waterfall
Press Observor, Croton-Cortlandt News

Ziegler, Sally - Testimony for Wespac Concerning
'

Executive Director, Day Care Council Emergency Evacuation Plan as it
of Westchester, Inc. Related to Children in Day Care

'
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Contention 3.6

Licensees' Witnesses

Brons, John C. - Power Authority's Testimony of John C.
Resident Manager, New York Power Brons, Linda Lomonaco and Dennis Quinn
Authority

Cohen, Lester A. - Con Edison's Testimony in Regard to On-
Senior Meteorologist Consolidated Site Emergency Planning
Edison Company of New York, Inc. - Testimony of Lester A. Cohen in Rebuttal

to Testimony of Daniel Gutman

Jackson, Charles W. - Con Edison's Testimony in Regard to On-
Vice President, Nuclear Power, Site Emergency Planning
Consolidated Edison Company of New
York, Inc.

Lomonaco, Linda - Power Authority's Testimony of John C.
Assistant to Radiological and Environ- Brons, Linda Lomonaco and Dennis Quinn
mental Services Superintendent, New
York Power Authority .

Monti, William A. - Power Authority's Testimony of John C.
Nuclear Consultant-Power Generation, Brons, Linda Lomonaco and Dennis Quinn
Consolidated Edison Company of New
York, Inc.

Scalpi, Michael
Civil Defense Director, Putnam County
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Schmer, Philip
Assistant Director, Of fice of Natural
Disaster, Civil Defense, Orange' County

Staff and FEMA Witnesses

Husar, Ihor W. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,Program Manager for Radiological Ihor Husar and Joseph J. Keller Con-Emergency Preparedness, FEMA cerning Commission Questions 3 and 4
Keller, Joseph H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,Scientist, Allied Chemical Corp. and Ihor Husar and Joseph H., Keller Con-Exxon Nuclear Idaho Co. cerning Commission Questions 3 and 4

- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

Kowieski, Roger B. - FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of FebruaryChairman, Regional Assistance 21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
Committee, FEMA 3 and 4

McIntire, Philip H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,Acting Chief, Natural and Technological Ihor Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concern-
Hazards Division, FEMA ing Commission Questions 3 and 4

- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

Schwartz, Sheldon A. - Testimony of Sheldon A. Schwartz, Deputy
Deputy Director, Division of Emergency Director, Division of Emergency
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Preparedness, USNRC Preparedness and Engineering Response,
U.S.N.R.C., Concerning Contentions
Related to Commission Questions 3 & 4

Sears, John R. - Testimony of John R. Sears of the NRC
Senior Reactor lafety Engineer, Staff on Commission Questions 3 and 4
Office of Inspection and Enforcement and Emergency Planning Contention Admit-

,

| ted by Board Order of April 23, 1982 for
Indian Point, Unit No. 2 and Unit No. 3 ;

- Supplemental Testimony of John R. Sears
Relative to Commission Question 3

Intervenor and Interested State Witnesses
|

Anderson, Samuel W., Ph.D. - Considerations for Planning the State
President, New York Coalition of People Evacuation of Transportation - Handi-
with Disabilities capped Persons from New York City in

the Event of a Life Threatening Nuclear
Hazard

|

| Beyea, Jan - "Some Consequences of Catastrophic

| Senior Energy Scientist, National Accidents at Indian Point and Their

| Audubon Society Implications for Emergency Planning,"
Direct Testimony of Brian Palenik and Jan

| Beyea,

Bohlander, Frank C. - Testimony of Frank C. Bohlander
Commissioner, Westchester County Westchester' County Commissioner

i

Department of Public Works Department of Public Works|

Collins, William - Testimony of George Schnakenberg, Chief
Police Lieutenant, Clarkstown, N.Y. of Police, Town of Clarkstown, N.Y.

.
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony
,

I Czech, Lawrence B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnessesj Chief, Nuclear Protection Planning, on Commission Questions Three and FourRadiological Emergency Preparedness - Supplemental Testimony of New York'

>

State's Witnesses on Commission Questions
Three and Four.

Davidoff, Donald B. - Testimony of New York State's WitnessesDirector, Radiological Emergency on Commission Questions Three and Four
,

! Preparedness Group - Supplemental Testimony of New York
State's Witnesses on Commission Questions;
Three and Four

DelBello, Alfred B. - Testimony of Westchester County Executive,

Lieutenant Governor, State of New York Alfred B. DelBello

!
- Supplemental Testimony of Alfred B.

i DelBello, Westchester County Executive,
Lieutenant-Governor-Elect, State of New

. York
j - Amended Testimony of Alfred B. DelBello
i

! Elliot, Nancy R. - Statement of Supervisor Nancy R. Elliot,
j Supervisor, Town of Yorktown Town of Yorktown

,

! Gromack, Alex - Testimony of Alex Gromack
4 Senior Recreation Leader, Town of - Supplemental Testimony of Alex Gromack
| Clarkstown Parks and Recreation Depart- on Behalf of RCSE
| ment; Member, Transportation Advisory
' Council, Rockland County

I Holland, Michael - Testimony of Chief Michael Holland,
Police Chief, Village of Haverstraw Village of Haverstraw, New York
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Lavelle, Myles - Testimony of Myles Lavelle, Council- !
Councilman, Town of Stony Point man, Town of Stony Point

McGuire, James F. - Testimony of James McGuire, Health
Radiological Health Specialist, Department
Rockland County Department of Health

Morris, Robert L. - Testimony of Robert L. Morris
Consultant on Transportation Planning !

and Traffic Engineering i

"Some Consequences of CatastrophicPalenik, Brian -

National Audubon Society's Policy Accidents at Indian Point and Their
Research Department Implications for Emergency Planning,"

Direct Testimony of Brian Palenik and Dr. ;

Jan Beyea

Scurti, Stephen - Testimony of Stephen Scurti, Police '

Police Chief, Stony Point Chief, Stony Point, NY

Sekelsky, Elizabeth - Testimony of Elizabeth Sekelsky
School Nurse, Carrie E. Tompkins t

Elementary School

Waterfall, Beth - Testimony of Beth Waterfall r

tPress Observor, Croton-Cortlandt News

Ziegler, Sally - Testimony for Wespac Concerning
Executive Director, Day Care Council Emergency Evacuation Plan as it Relates ,

'

of Westchester, Inc. to Children in Day Care
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Witnsen cnd Title Title of Testimony

Contention 3.7

Licensees' Witnesses

Dynes, Russell R. - Licensees' Testimony of Dr. Russell DynesExecutive Officer, American
Sociological Association

Lecker, Sidney - Licensees' Testimony of Sidney Lecker,
Certified Psychiatrist M.D. '

Staff and FEMA Witnesses

Husar, Ihor W. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,
Program Manager for Radiological Ihor Husar and Joseph H. Keller Con-
Emergency Preparedness, FEMA cerning Commission Questions 3 and 4

Keller, Joseph H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,
Scientist, Allied Chemical Corp. Ihor Husar and Joseph H. Keller Con-
and Exxon Nuclear Idaho Co. cerning Commission Questions 3 and 4

- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

Kowieski, Roger B. - FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
Chairman, Regional Assistance 21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
Committee, FEMA 3 and 4

McIntire, Philip H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,
Acting Chief, Natural and Ihor Husar and Joseph H. Keller Con-
Technological Hazards Division, cerning Commission Questions 3 and 4
FEMA - FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
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21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

Intervenor and Interested States

Ancona, Helga - Testimony of Helga Ancona
Parent, Stony Point

Awalt, Charles - Testimony of Charles Awalt
Westchester Developmental - Supplemental Testimony of Charles Awalt
Disabilities Services Office,
Tarrytown

Bowles, Raymond - Testimony of Raymond Bowles
Teacher, Speech Pathologist,
Pocantico Hills School

Brown, Monya Berg - Testimony of Monya Berg Brown
Art Teacher, Croton-on-Hudson

Burnham, Helen - Testimony of Helen Burnham
Director, Croton Free Library

Capon, Jane - Testimony of Jane Capon
Owner-Director, Nursery School
and Day Camp, Pomona

Churchill, David A - Testimony of David A. Churchill
Teacher, James A. Farley Middle
School
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Witnana and Title Title of Testimony

Co, Linda - Testimony of Linda Co
Registered Occupational Therapist;,

Member, Board of Directors, Rockland
County Girl Scout Council, Inc.

Cohen, Oscar - Testimony of Oscar Cohen, 20 Burd
Principal, Lexington School Street, Nyack, New York

| for the Deaf

Conklin, Cleland S. - Testimony of Cleland S. Conklin
Superintendent of Buildings, Grounds,

! and Transportation, South
j Orangetown School District

Czech, Lawrence B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Nuclear Protection Planning, on Commission Questions Three and Four
Radiological Emergency Preparedness

Davidoff, Donald B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Director, Radiological Emergency on Commission Questions Three and Four
Preparedness Group - Supplemental Testimony of New York

State's Witnesses on Commission Questions
Three and Four.

>

| Doughty, Lynne - Testimony of Lynne Doughty
1 President, Croton-Harmor. Board

of Education

Erikson, Kai T. - Testimony of Kai T. Erikson
Professor of Sociology, Yale - Supplemental Testimony of Dr. Kai T.
University Erikson, Professor of Sociology, Yale;

:

4
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University, on the Evacuation Plan for
Indian Point4

i

Everhart, A. Glen - Testimony of Dr. A. Glen Everhart
Superintendent, North Rockland Superintendent of Schools, North Rockland.

Central School District Central School District.

Gdanski, Sam - Testimony of Sam Gdanski;

Chairman, Rockland County Legislature - Additional Testimony of Sam Gdanski
Subcommittee to Review the Indian on Behalf of Rockland County
Point Emergency Response Plan

Gersony, Toby - Testimony of Toby Gersony
Educational Director, Ramaquois
Country Day. School, Pomona

Gochman, Barbara - Testimony of Barbara Gochman

f Teacher, Carrie E. Tompkins
'- Elementary School

Gromack, Alex - Testimony of Alex Gromack
j Senior Recreation Leader, Town - Supplemental Testimony of Alex Gromak
: of Clarkstown Parks and on Behalf of RCSE

Recreation Department; Member,
Transportation Advisory Council,<

i Rockland County
,

Gunn, Shirley S. - Testimony of Shirley S. Gunn
Director-Teacher, Circle School

)

4
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Witnnce and Title Title of Testimony

Hare, . Re v . Robert W. - Testimony for Submission to the NuclearPastor, Scarborough Presbyterian
Church- Regulatory Commission in its Hearings,

Summer 1982, Respecting the Indian Point
Nuclear Plant

Helbraun, Phyllis - Testimony of Phyllis Helbraun, ExecutiveExecutive Director of Rockland Director of the Rockland Council forCouncil for Young Children Young Children
- Supplemental Testimony of Phyllis

Helbraun, Executive Director of the
Rockland Council for Young Children on
Behalf of RCSE

Indusi, Joan - Testimony of Joan Indusi
Teacher, Anne M. Dorner Middle
School

lurato, John - Testimony of John Iurato
Croton-Harmon High School

Jessup, Lois - Testimony of Lois Jessup
Retired Teacher, E. Ramapo School
District, President, Rockland
County Conservation Association

Jurkowski, Raymond S. - Testimony of Westchester County
Deputy Commissioner of Deputy Commissioner of Transportation,
Transportation, Westchester County Raymond S. Jurkowski on the Evacuation

Plan for Indian Point, given before the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
June / July 1982
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Kahn, Eleanor - Testimony of Eleanor Kahn
Special Education Teacher,
Robert E. Bell Middle School

Kesselman, Judy - Testimony of Judy Kesselman, Coordinator
Coordinator, Suburban Schools, of Suburban Schools, Tiorati Workshop
Tiorati Workshop, lia rriman
State Park

Kralik, James F. - Testimony of James F. Kralik
Chief Deputy Sheriff, Patrol
Division, Rockland County
Sheriff's Department

Lifton, Robert J. - Testimony of Robert Jay Lifton, M.D.
Professor of Psychiatry,
Yale School of Medicine

McGuire, Donald P. - Testimony of Donald P. McGuire
Deputy Director, Rockland - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland County,
County Office of Emergency Donald P. McGuire
Services

Narod-Shiek, Fern - Testimony of Fern Narod-Shiek
School Bus Driver,
Mahopac School District

Northrup, Ruth - Testimony of Ruth Northrup
Deputy Commissioner, Department - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland
of Social Services, Pomona County, Ruth Northrup
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Witnaso and Title-

Title of Testimony

O'Rourke, Andrew P. - Testimony of County Executive Andrew P.
Westchester County Executive O'Rourke before the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Hearings on Indian Point
: - Testimony of Westchester County Executive

Andrew P. O' Rourke on Commission
Questions Three and Four

Petterson, Jack - Testimony of Jack Petterson
Superintendent, Parks, Recreation
and Conservation Department,
Town of Cortlandt

Puglisi, Linda - Testimony of Linda PuglisiDirector, Mohegan Colony
Nursery School

Roden, John F. - Testimony of John F. Roden
President, Yorktown Congress of
Teachers

Rowley, Clifford and Nancy - Testimony of Clifford and Nancy Rowley
i President, New York City Civic

Association of the Deaf and
President, Westchester
Community Services for the
Hearing Impaired

Rubeo, Vincent J. - Written Testimony Submitted to the
Teacher, Anne M. Borner Nuclear Regulatory Commission on June
Middle School, Ossining 4, 1982 by Vincent J. Rubeo, Teacher at

Anne M. Dorner Middle School, Ossining,
New York
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Saunders, Kathe - Testimony of Kathe Saunders
Croton Recreation Department

~

After-School Program

Scharf, Leonard R. - Testimony of Leonard R. Scharf',

! Rockland County Board of Cooperative - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland County,
Education Services Leonard Scharf

Sekelsky, Elizabeth - Testimony of Elizabeth Sekelsky-
| School Nurse, Carrie E. Thompkins

Elementary School

Siegel, David - Testimony of David Siege'l
Superintendent of Schools,
Croton-Harmon School District

Solnit, Albert J. - Testimony of Albert J. Solnit, M.D.
Director, Yale University
Child Study Center

Wayne, Reverend David B. - Testimony of Reverend David B. Wayne
Rector, St. Augustine's Episcopal
Church

'I

Wishnie, Robert - Testimony of Robert Wishnie
Supervisor, Town of Ossining

i
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Contention 3.9

Licensees' Witnesses

Della Rocca, Michael S. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons
Transportation Planning Engineer, Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade &
Douglas, Inc.

Podwal, Bruce E. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons
Civil Engineer, Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.Brinckerhoff Quade & - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of
Douglas, Inc. Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,

Inc.

Rosenblatt, Peggy L. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons
Urban Planner, Parsons, Brinck rhoff Quade &. Douglas, Inc.
Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.

Staff and FEMA Witnesses

Husar, Ihor W. - Direct Testimony'of Philip McIntire,
Program Manager for Radiological Ihor Husar and Joseph H. Keller Con-
Emergency Preparedness, FEMA cerning Commission Questions 3 and 4

Keller, Joseph J. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,
Scientist, Allied Chemical Corp. Ihor Husar and Joseph H. Keller Con-
and Exxon Nuclear Idaho Co. concerning Commission Questions 3 and 4

- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4
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Kowieski, Roger B. - FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
Chairman, Regional Assistance 21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
Committee, FEMA 3 and 4

McIntire, Philip H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire,
Acting Chief, Natural and Ihor Husar and Joseph H. Keller Con-
Technological Hazards Division, FEMA cerning Commission Questions 3 and 4

- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

Urbanik, Thomas, II - NRC Staff Testimony of Dr. Thomas
Assistant Research Engineer, Texas Urbanik, II concerning the evacuation
Transportations Institute, Texas time. Estimate Studies for Indian
A & M Univirsity Point, Units 2 and 3

Scalpi, Michael
Civil Defense Director, Putnam
County

Schmer, Philip
Assistant Director, Office of

'

Natural Disaster, Civil
Defense, Orange County

Intervenor and Interested States

Ancona, Helga - Testimony of Helga Ancona
Parent, Stony Point
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Awalt, Charles - Testimony of Charles Awalt
Westchester Developmental - Supplemental Testimony of Charles Awalt
Disabilities Services Office,
Tarrytown

Bower, Richard H. - Testimony of Richard H. Bower,
Coordinator, Rockland County Volunteer Ambulance Disaster Coordin-Volunteer Ambulance Corps ator, Rockland County

Bowles, Raymond - Testimony of Raymond Bowles
Teacher, Speech Pathologist,
Pocantico Hills School

Carney, Gregory A. - Testimony of Gregory A. Carney
Member, Rockland County Board of
Planning

Collins, William - Testimony of George Schnakenberg, Chief
Police Lieutenant, Clarkstown, N.Y. of Police, Town of Clarkstown, N.Y.

Conklin, Lucien H. - Testimony of Honorable Lucien H. Concklin
Supervisor, Town of Stony Point [ sic], Supervisor, Town of Stony Point

Czech, Lawrence B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses ;
Chief, Nuclear Protection on Commission Questions Three and Four
Planning, Radiological - Supplemental Testimony of New York
Emergency Preparedness State's Witnesses on Commission Questions

Three and Four

Davidoff, David B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Director, Radiological Emergency on Commission Questions Three and Four
Preparedness Group - Supplemental Testimony of New York

; - 59 -
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

State's Witnesses on Commission Questions
Three and Four

i

DelBello, Alfred B. - Testimony of Westchester County Executive
Lieutenant Governor, State Alfred B. DelBello
of New York - Supplemental Testimony of Alfred B.

DelBello, Westchester County Executive,
Lieutenant-Governor-Elect, State of New
York

- Amended Testimony of Alfred B. DelBello

deWard, Sylvia G. - Testimony of Sylvia G. deWard
Art Teacher, Croton-on-Hudson

Friedman, Joel - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New
Chief of Plans and Surveys, New York City Council" Intervenors by David
York City Department of Gurin, Deputy Commissioner, Joel
Transportation Friedman, P.E., Robert McCarthy of the

New York City Department of Transports-
tion '

Gdanski, Sam - Testimony of Sam Gdanski
Chairman, Rockland County - Additional Testimony of Sam Gdanski on
Legislature Subcommittee to Behalf of Rockland County
Review the Indian Point
Emergency Response Plan

Guido, Daniel P. - Testimony of Westchester County
Commissioner / Sheriff, Westchester Commissioner Daniel P. Guido, Department
Department of Public Safety of Public Safety

- Supplementary Testimony of Commissioner
Sheriff Daniel P. Guido, Department of
Public Safety ,
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Witnace and Title Title'of Testimony

Gurin, David - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New
Deputy Commissioner of Planning, York City Council" Intervenors-by David
New York City Department of Gurin, Deputy Commissioner, Joel
Transportation Friedman, P.E., Robert McCarthy of-the

New York City Department of Transporta-
tion

Holland, Michael - Testimony of Chief Michael Holland
Police Chief, Village of Haverstraw Village of Haverstraw, New York

Holzer, Marc - Testimony of Marc Holzer
Parent, Croton-on-Hudson

Iurato, John - Testimony of John Iurato
Croton-Harmon High School

Johnson, Rev. Frederick F. - Testimony of the Rev. Frederick
Rector, St. Paul's Episcopal F. Johnson, Rector
Church and Member, Board of
Governors of Rockland County
Health Complex

Kralik, James F. - Testimony of James F. Kralik
Chief Deputy Sheriff, Patrol
Division, Rockland County
Sheriff's Department

King, Joan Harding - Testimony of Joan Harding King
Registered Nurse
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

:

| McCarthy, Robert - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New
Director of Transportation York City Council" Intervenors by David
Research, New York City Gurin, Deputy Commissioner, Joel
Department of Transportation Friedman, P.E., Robert McCarthy of the

New York City Department of
,

| Transportation
!

McGuire, Donald P. - Testimony of Donald P. McGuire

| Deputy Director, Rockland County - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland County,
' Office of Emergency Services Donald P. McGuire

McGuiro, James F. - Testimony of James McGuire, Healtht

Radiological Health Specialist, Department
Rockland County Department of Health

O ' Rourke , Andrew P. - Testimony of County Executive Andrew P..

Westchester County Executive O'Rourke before the Nuclear Regul.atory
i Commission Hearings on Indian Point

- Testimony of Westchester County Executive
Andrew P. O'Rourke on Commission
Questions Three and Four

Scurti, Stephen - Testimony of Stephen Scurti, Police
Police Chief, Stony Point Chief, Stony Point, New York

:

Tomkins, Marie R. - Testimony of Marie R. Tomkins
'

Resident, Tomkins Cove

Wishnie, Robert - Testimony of Robert Wishnie
Supervisor, Town of Ossining
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Witnsac and Title Title of Testimony

Contention 3.10

Licensees' Witnesses

Della Rocca, Michael S. - Licensees' Testimony of ParsonsTransportation Planning Engineer, Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony ofDouglas, Inc. Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,
Inc.

Dynes, Russell R. - Licensees' Testimony of Dr. Russell DynesExecutive Officer, American4

Sociological Association

Lecker, Sidney - Licensees' Testimony of Sidney Lecker,
Certified Psychiatrist M.D.

Podwal, Bruce E. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons
Civil Engineer, Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. -

Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,
Inc.

Rosenblatt, Peggy L. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons
Urban Planner, Parsons, Brinckerhoff Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
Quade & Douglas, Inc.

Scalpi, Michael
Civil Defense Director, Putnam
County
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Schmer, Philip
Assistant Director, Office of
Natural Disaster, Civil Defense,
Orange County

,

Intervenor and Interested State Witnesses

Anderson, Samuel W., Ph.D. - Considerations for Planning the Evacu-
President, New York State Coalition ation of Transportation-Handicapped
of People with Disabilities Persons from New York City in the Event

of a Life Threatening Nuclear Hazard

Awalt, Charles - Testimony of Charles Awalt
Westchester Developmental - Supplemental Testimony of Charles Awalt
Disabilities Services Office,
Tarrytown

Bates, Charles W. - Testimony of Westchester County
Commissioner, Westchester County Commissioner Charles W. Bates, .

Department of Social Services Department of Social Services
- Supplemental Testimony of Charles W.

Bates, Department of Social Services

Bower, Richard H, - Testimony of Richard H. Bower,

Coordinator, Rockland County Volunteer Ambulance Disaster
Volunteer Ambulance Corps Coordinator, Rockland County

Brown, Monya Berg - Testimony of Monya Berg Brown
Art Teacher, Croton-on-Hudson

Burger, Gladys - Testimony of Gladys Burger, President
President, Disabled in Action Disabled'in Action
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- Testimony of Oscar Cohen, 20 Burd
Cohen, Oscar Street, Nyack, New YorkPrincipal, Lexington School fori

l

the Deaf
- Statement to the Licensing & Safety

Connelly, Edward J. Board of the NRCEmergency Medical Technician,
Ossining Volunteer Ambulance Corps

- Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Czech, Lawrence B. on Commission Questions Three and FourChief, Nuclear Protection - Supplemental Testimony of New YorkPlanning, Radiologial State's Witnesses on Commission QuestionsEmergency Preparedness Three and Four

- Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Davidoff, Donald B. on Commission Questions Three and FourDirector, Radiological Emergency - Supplemental Testimony of New York
Preparedness Group State's Witnesses on Commission Questions

Three and Four

- Testimony of Alex Gromack
- Supplemental Testimony of Alex GromackGromack, Alex

Senior Recreation Leader, Town on Behalf of RCSE
of Clarkstown Parks and
Recreation Department; Member,
Transportation Advisory Council,
Rockland County

- Testimony of Submission to the Nuclear
Hare, Rev. Robert W. Regulatory Commission in its Hearings,
Pastor, Scarborough Summer 1982, Respecting the Indian Pdint
Presbyterian Church Nuclear Plant
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Jessup, Lois - Testimony of Lois JessupRetired Teacher, E. Ramapo
School District; President,
Rockland County Conservation
Association

Kaminski, Michael S.
- Testimony of Westchester County DirectorDirector of Planning, Westchester

County Department of Hospitals of Planning Michael Kaminski, Department
of Hospitals

- Additional Testimony of Michael S.
Kaminski

Kesselman, Judy - Testimony of Judy Kesselman, CoordinatorCoordinator, Suburban Schools, of Suburban Schools, Tiorati WorkshopTiorati Workshop, Harriman
State Park

Kinoy, Susan K.
Associate Executive Director, - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New
Community Council of Greater York City Council" Intervenors by Susan

K. KinoyNew York

Marasco, Anthony R. - Anthony R. Marasco, Director, WestchesterDirector, Westchester County County Office of Disaster and EmergencyOffice of Disaster and Emergency Services (Department of Public Safety) -Services
for the Past Eight Years

- Supplemental Testimony of Anthony R.
Marasco, Director, Westchester County
Office of Disaster and Emergency Services
(Department of Public Safety) - For the
Past Eight Years
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McGuire, Donald P. - Testimony of Donald P. McGuire
Deputy Director, Rockland - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland
County Office of Emergency County, Donald P. McGuire
Services

Murphy. Agnes - Evacuation if Needed by Indian
Program Coordinator, Ossining Point Problem
Senior Action Center

Murphy, James L. - Testimony of James L. Murphy, MPH
Public Health Specialist, - Supplemental Testimony of James Murphy
New York Public Interest on Behalf of UCS/NYPIRG
Research Group, Inc.

Northrup, Ruth - Testimony of Ruth Northrup
Deputy Commissioner, Department - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland
of Social Services, Pomona County, Ruth Northrup

Petterson, Jack - Testimony of Jack Petterson
Superintendent, Parks,
Recreation and Conservation
Department, Town of Cortlandt

Roden, John F. - Testimony of John F. Roden
President, Yorktown Congress of
Teachers

Rowley, Clifford and Nancy - Testimony of Clifford and Nancy Rowley
President, New York City
Civic Association of the Deaf
and President, Westchester
Community Services for the Hearing
Impaired
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Scharf, Leonard R. - Testimony of Leonard R. Scharf
Rockland County Board of - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland County,
Cooperative Education Leonard Scharf
Services

Sekelsky, Elizabeth
.

- Testimony of Elizabeth Sekelsky

|
School Nurse, Carrie E. Tompkins
Elementary School

| Seley, John E. - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New
Associate Professor, Department York City Council" Intervenors by
of Urban Studies, Queens College John E. Seley

Simon, Susan - Testimony of Susan Simon
Public Ilealth Nurse, Westchester
County

Smith, Dr. Donald D. - Testimony of Dr. Don D. Smith
Professor of Mass Communication,
School of Journalism, University
of Iowa

Solnit, Albert J. - Testimony of Albert J. Solnit, M.D.
Director, Yale University
Child Study Center

Spiegel, Leonard - Testimony of Leonard Spiegel
Transit Coordinator, Rockland
County

Spohn, Roberta R. - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New
Deputy Commissioner, New York York City Council" Intervenors by
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V
E

_
City Department for the Aging Roberta R. Spohn, Deputy Commissioner,

- New York City Department for the Aging

- Ziegler, Sally - Testimony for Wespac Concerning Emergency.

Executive Director, Day Care Evacuation Plan as it Relates to
[ Council of Westchester, Inc. Children in Day Care

f QUESTION FOUR WITNESSES

y Contention 4.1
-

Licensees' Witnesses
,

- Della Rocca, Michael S. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons

_
Transportation Planning Engineer, Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.

g Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of
Douglas, Inc. Parsons Brincke:hoff Quade & Douglas,

;. Inc.
-

_
Podwal, Bruce E. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons,

_
Civil Engineer, Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.

T Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of
Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,

E Inc.
_.

_

Rosenblatt, Peggy L. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons,y
-

a Urban Planner, Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
E Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc. - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of
= Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,

f Inc.

f
r
-
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony
,

Scalpi, Michael
Civil Defense Director, Putnam County

Schmer, Philip
Assistant Director, Office of Natural
Disaster, Civil Defense, Orange County

Staff and FEMA Witnessgs

Husar, Ihor W. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Program Manager for Radiological Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concerning
Emergency Preparedness, FEMA Commission Questions 3 and 4

Keller, Joseph H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Scientist, Allied Chemical Corp. and Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concerning
Exxon Nuclear Idaho Co. Commission Questions 3 and 4

- FEMA's Supplemental Testinony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

McIntire, Philip H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Acting Chief, Natural and Technological Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concerning
Hazards Division, FEMA Commission Questions 3 and 4

- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

Schwartz, Sheldon A. - Testimony of Sheldon A. Schwartz, Deputy
Deputy Director, Division of Emergency Director, Division of Emergency
Preparedness, N.R.C. Preparedness and Engineering Response,

U.S.N.R.C. Concerning Emergency Planning
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Contentions Related to Commission
Questions Three and Four

Intervenor and Interested State Witnesses

Ancona, Helga - Testimony of Helga Ancona
Parent, Stony Point

Anderson, Samuel W., Ph.D.. - Considerations for Planning the
President, New York State Coalition of Evacuation of Transportation -
People with Disabilities Handicapped Persons from New York City in

the Event of a Life Threatening Nuclear
Hazard

Beyea, Jan - "Some Consequences of Catastrophic
Senior Energy Scientist, National Accidents at Indian Point and Their
Audubon Society Implications for Emergency Planning."

Direct Testimony of Brian Palenik and Dr.
Jan Beyea

Bowles, Raymond - Testimony of Raymond Bowles
Teacher, Speech Pathologist, Pocantico
Hills School

Hare, Rev. Robert W. - Testimony of Submission to the Nuclear
Pastor, Scarborough Presbyterian Church Regulatory Commission in its Hearings,

Summer 1982, Respecting the Indian Point
Nuclear Plant

Kahn, Eleanor - Testimony of Eleanor Kahn
Special Education Teacher, Robert E.
Bell Middle School
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|

| McGuire, Donald P. - Testimony of Donald P. McGuire
~

Deputy Director, Rockland County Office - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland County,
i of Emergency Services Donald P. McGuire

McGuire, James F. - Testimony of James McGuire, Health
Radiological Health Specialist, Rockland Department
County Department of Health

"Some Consequences of CatastrophicPalenik, Brian -

National Audubon Society's Policy Accidents at Indian Point and Their
Research Department Importance for Emergency Planning,"

Direct Testimony of Brian Palenik and Dr.
Jan Beyea

Solon, Leonard - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New
Director of the Bureau of Radiation York City Council" Intervenors
Control of the State of New York
Department of Health

Contention 4.2

Licensees' Witnesses

Della Rocca, Michael S. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons,
Transportation Planning Engineer Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
Parsons, Brinckerhoff Quade - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of
& Douglas Inc. Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,

Inc.

Podwal, Bruce E. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons,
Civil Engineer, Parsons Brinckerhoff Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
Quade & Douglas, Inc. - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of
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Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas,
. Inc.

Rosenblatt, Peggy L. - Licensees' Testimony of Parsons,
Urban Planner, Parsons Brinckerhoff Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.
Quade & Douglas, Inc. - Licensees' Supplemental Testimony of

Parsons Brincherhoff Quade & Douglas,
Inc.

Scalpi, Michael
Civil Defense Director, Putnam County

Schmer, Philip
Assistant Director, Office of Natural
Disaster, Civil Defense, Orange County

Staff and FEMA Witnesses

Husar, Ihor W. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Program Manager for Radiolcgical Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concerning
Emergency Preparedness, FEMA Commission Questions 3 and 4 ,

,

Keller, Joseph H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Scientist, Allied Chemical Corp..and Husar and Joseph Keller

Exxon Nuclear Idaho Co. - FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

Kowieski, Roger B. - FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
Chairman, Regional Assistance Committee, 21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
FEMA 3 and 4
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<

McIntire, Philip H. - Direct Testiomny of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Acting Chief, Natural and Technological Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concerning
Hazards Division, FEMA Commission Questions 3 and 4

- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February
21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
Three and Four

Sears, John R. - Testimony of John R. Sears of the NRC
Senior Reactor Safety Engineer, Office Staff on Commission Questions Three and
of Inspection and Enforcement Four and Emergency Planning Contention

Admitted by Board Order of April 23, 1982
for Indian Point, Unit No. 2 and Unit No. 3

Urbanik, Thomas, II - NRC Staff Testimony of Dr. Thomas
Assistant Research Engineer, Texas Urbanik, II Concerning the Evacuation Time-
Transportation Institute, Texas Estimate Studies for Indian Point, Units
A & M University 2 and 3

Intervenor and Interested State Witnesses
.

Ancona, Helga - Testimony of Helga Ancona
Parent, Stony Point

Awalt, Charles - Testimony of Charles Awalt
Westchester Developmental Disabilities - Supplemental Testimony of Charles Awalt
Services Office, Tarrytown

Bohlander, Frank, C. - Testimony of Westchester County
Commissioner, Westchester County Commissioner Frank C. Bohlander

Department of Public Works Department of Public Works
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Bower, Richard H. - Testimony of Richard H. Bower, Volunteer
Coordinator, Rockland County Volunteer Ambulance Disaster Coordinator, Rockland
Ambulance Corps County

Bowles, Raymond - Testimony of Raymond Bowles
Teacher, Speech Pathologist, Pocantico
Hills School

Burger, Gladys - Testimony of Gladys Burger, President, -

President, Disabled in Action Disabled in Action

Carney, Gregory A. - Testimony of Gregory A. Carney on Behalf
Member Rockland County Board for of WBCA/RCSE Relating to Contentions 3.3,
Planning 3.9, 4.2, 4.3

Co, Linda - Testimony of Linda Co
Registered Occupational Therapist;.

,

Member, Board of Directors, Rockland
County Girl Scout Council, Inc.

!,

Curran, Anita S. - Testimony of Westchester County
; Commissioner, Westchester County Commissioner Dr. Anita S. Curran -

Department of Health Department of Health
- Supplemental Testimony for Indian Point

Hearings, Anita S. Curran, M.D., M.P.H.,
Commissioner of Health, Westchester
County Department of Health

i
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Czech, Lawrence B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Chief, Nuclear Protection Planning on Commission Questions Three and Four
Radiological Emergency Preparedness - Supplemental Testimony of New York

State's Witnesses on Commission Questions
Three and Four

.

Davidoff, Donald B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Director, Radiological Emergency on Commission Questions Three and Four
Preparedness Group - Supplemental Testimony of New York

State's Witnesses on Commission Questions
Three and Four

deWard, Sylvia G. - Testimony of Sylvia G. deWard
Art Teacher, Croton-on-Hudson

- Statement of Supervisor Nancy R. Elliot,
Elliot, Nancy R.
Supervisor, Town of Yorktown Town of Yorktown

- Testimony of Karen K. FordFord, Karen K.
Parent

- Testimony of Sam GdanskiGdanski, Sam
Chairman, Rockland County Legislature - Additional Testimony of Sam Gdanski on

Subcommittee to Review the Indian Behalf of Rockland County
'

Point Emergency Response Plan
- Testimony of Chief Michael Holland,Holland, Michael

Police Chief, Village of Haverstraw Village of Haverstraw, New York

- Testimony of Marc HolzerHolzer, Marc
Parent, Croton-on-Hudson
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Johnson, Rev. Frederick F. - Testimony of the Rev. Frederick F.
Rector, St. Paul's Episcopal Church and Johnson, Rector
Member, Board of Governors of Rockland
County Health Complex

i

Jurkowksi, Richard S. - Testimony of Westchester County Deputy
Deputy Commissioner of Transportation, Commissioner of Transportation Raymond
Westchester County S. Jurkowski on the Evacuation Plan for,

'

Indian Point, given before the Nuclear,

Regulatory Commission in June / July 1982
Kralik, James F. - Testimony of James F. Kralik
Chief Deputy Sheriff, Patrol Division, - Supplemental Testimony, Rockland County,
Rockland County Sheriff's Department James F. Kralik

Littlejohn, Robert
Commanding Officer, New York City
Police Department Operations Division;
Coordinator, Mayor's Emergency Control
Board

Marasco, Anthony R. - Anthony R. Marasco, Director, Westchester
Director, Westchester County Office of County Office of Disaster and Emergency
Disaster and Emergency Services Services (Department of Public Safety) -

For the Past Eight Years
- Supplemental Testimony of Anthony R.

Marasco, Director, West.chester County
j
'

Office of Disaster and Emergency Services
(Department of Public Safety) - For the
Past Eight Years
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

McGuire, Donald P. - Testimony of Donald P. McGuire
Deputy Director, Rockland County - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland County,
Office of Emergency Services Donald P. McGuire

McGuire, James F. - Testimony of James McGuire, Health'

Radiological Health Specialist, Department
Rockland County Department of Health

O'Rourke, Andrew, P. - Testimony of County Executive Andrew P.
Westchester County Executive O'Rourke before the Nuclear Regulaltory

Commission on Hearings on Indian Point
- Testimony of Westchester County Executive

Andrew P. O'Rourke on Commission
Questions Three and Four

Scurti, Stephen - Testimony of Stephen Scurti, Police
Police Chief, Stony Point Chief, Stony Point, NY

Solon, Leonard - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New
Director of the Bureau of Radiation York City Council" Intervenors
Control of the State of New York
Department of Health

Tomkins, Mucie R. - Testimony of Marie R. Tomkins
Resident, Tomkins Cove

Wishnie, Robert - Testimony of Robert Wishnie
Supervisor, Town of Ossining
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Witnaco and Title . Title of Testimony

Contention 4.7

Licensees' Witnesses

Dynes, Russell R. - Licensees' Testimony of Dr. Russell Dynes
Executive Officer, American
Sociological Association

! Lecker, Sidney - Licensees' Testimony of Sidney Lecker,
Certified Psychiatrist M.D.

Scalpi, Michael-

Civil Defense Director, Putnam County
'

Schmer, Philip

'

Assistant Director, Office of Natural;

Disaster, Civil Defense, Orange County

Staff and FEMA Witnesses
,

Husar, Ihor W. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Program Manager for Radiological Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concerning

; Emergency Preparedness, FEMA Commission Questions 3 and 4
4

Keller, Joseph H. - Direct Testimony of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Scientist, Allied Chemical Corp. and Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concerning,

Exxon Nuclear Idaho Co. Commission Questions 3 and 4
.

i

- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February'

21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
3 and 4

.
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony :j

-FEMA'sSupplementalTestimonyofFebbuary |Kowieski, Roger B.
Chairman, Regional Assistance 21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions
Committee, FEMA 3 and 4

McIntire, Philip H. - Direct Tretimony of Philip McIntire, Ihor
Acting Chief, Natural and Husar and Joseph H. Keller Concerning
Technological Hazards Division, FEMA Commission Questions 3 and 4

|
- FEMA's Supplemental Testimony of February

21, 1983 Concerning Commission Questions

|
3 and 4

Sears, John R. - Testimony of John R. Sears of the NRC
Senior Reactor Safety Engineer, Office Staff on Commission Questions Three and
of Inspection and Enforcement, NRC Four and Emergency Planning Contention

Admitted by Board Order of April 23, 1982
for Indian Point, Unit No. 2 and Unit No. 3

- Supplemental Testimony of John R. Sears
Relative to Commission Question Three

Intervenor and Interested State Witnesses

Altschuler, Richard Joy - Testimony of Richard Altschuler

| Statistics for Business

Bowles, Raymond - Testimony of Raymond Bowles
Teacher, Speech Pathologist, Pocantico
Hills School

Brown, Monya Berg - Testimony of Monya Berg Brown
Art Teacher, Croton-on-Hudson
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Burger, Gladys - Testimony of Gladys Burger, President,
President, Disabled in Action Disabled in Action

Burnham, Helen - Testimony of Helen Burnham
Director, Croton Free Library

Capon, Jane - Testimony of Jane Capon
Owner-Director, Nursery School and
Day Camp, Pomona

.

!

Cohen, Oscar - Testimony of Oscar Cohen, 20 Burd
[Principal, Lexington School for the Street, Nyack, New York

Deaf

Conklin, Lucien H. - Testimony of !%norable Lucien H. Concklin
Supervisor, Town of Stony Point (sic), supervisor, Town of Stony Point

Czech, Lawrence B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Chief, Nuclear Protection Planning, on Commission Questions Three and Four
Radiological Emergency Preparedness - Supplemental Testimony of New York

State's Witnesses on Commission Questions
Three ~ and Four

Davidoff, Donald B. - Testimony of New York State's Witnesses
Director, Radiological Emergency on Commission Questions Three and Four
Preparedness Group - Supplemental Witnesses on Commission i

Questions Three and Four

del Pilar, Luis A. - Testimony of Luis del Pilar, Rockland
Affirmative Action Coordinator, Resident
Rockland County
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony

Everhart, A. Glen - Testimony of Dr. A. Glen Everhart
Superintendent North Rockland Central Superintendent of Schools, North Rockland
School District Central School District

Gromack, Alex - Testimony of Alex Gromack
Senior Recreation Leader,. Town of - Supplemental Testimony of Alex Gromack
Clarkstown Parks and Recreation on Behalf of RCSE
Department, Member, Transportation
Advisory Council, Rockland County

Helbraun, Phyllis - Testimony of Phyllis Helbraun, Executive
Executive Director of Rockland Council Director of the Rockland Council for ''
for Young Children Young Children

- Supplemental Testimony of Phyllis
Helbraun, Executive Director of the
Rockland Council for Y ung Children ono
Behalf of RCSE

Holland, Michael - Testimony of Chief Michael Holland,
Police Chief, Village of Haverstraw Village of Haverstraw, New York

Indusi, Joan - Testimony. of Joan Indusi
Teacher, Anne M. Dorner Middle School

Iurato, John - Testimony of John Iurato
Croton-Harmon High School

Kesselman, Judy - Testimony of Judy Kesselman, Coordinator
Coordinator, Suburban Schools, Tiorati of Suburban Schools, Tiorati Workshop
Workshop, Harriman State Park
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Witneos and Title Title of Testimony

Murphy, Agnes - Evacuation if Needed by Indian Point
Program Coordinator, Ossining Senior Problem
Action Center

Northrup, Ruth - Testimony of Ruth Northrup
~

Deputy Commissioner, Department of - Supplementary Testimony, Rockland County,
Social Services, Pomona Ruth Northrup

<

O' Lear, George - Testimony of George O' Lear for Rockland
Associate Planner for the Rockland County
County Planning Board

.

Roden, John F. - Testimony of John F. Roden
President, Yorktown Congress of Teachers

! Rowley, Clifford and Nancy - Testimony of Clifford and Nancy Rowley
| President, New York City Civic

Association of the Deaf and President,
Westchester Community Services for the
Hearing Impaired

Sekelsky, Elizabeth - Testimony of Elizabeth Sekelsky
School Nurse, Carrie E. Tomplins
Elementary School

Simon, Susan - Testimony of Susan Simon
Public Health Nurse, Westchester County

Smith, Dr. Donald D. - Testimony of Dr. Don D. Smith
Professor of Mass Communication, School
of Journalism, University of Iowa

4
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Ziegler, Sally - Testimony of Wespac Concerning Emergency
Executive Director, Day Care Council- Evacuation Plan as it Relates to Children
of Westchester, Inc. in Day Care

QUESTION FIVE WITNESSES

Licensees' Witnesses

Bley, Dennis C. - Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley,
Consultant, Pickard, Lowe and Donald F. Paddleford, Thomas E. Potter,.
Garrick, Inc. and Dennis C. Richardson on Commission

Question Five

'Cohen, Bernard L. - Licensees' Testimony of Bernard L. Cohen
Professor of Physics, on Commission Question Five.
University of Pittsburgh

Paddleford, Donald F. - Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley,
Advisory Engineer, Risk Assessment Donald F. Paddleford, Thomas E. Potter,
Section, Nuclear Safety and Dennis C. Richardson on Commission
Department, Nuclear Technology Question Five
Division, Westinghouse Electric

,

'

Corporation

Potter, Thomas E. - Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley,
Consultant, Pickard, Lowe Donald F. Paddleford, Thomas E. Potter,
and Garrick, Inc. and Dennis C. Richardson on Commission

Question Five

Richardson, Dennis C. - Licensees' Testimony of Dennis C. Bley,
Risk Assessment Technology Manager, Donald F. Paddleford, Th'omas E. Potter,
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Nuclear Safety Department, and Dennis C. Richardson on Commission
Nuclear Technology Division, Question Five
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

NRC Staff's Witnesses

Blond, Roger M. - Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and
Section Leader, Accident Risk Roger Blond Concerning Commission
Section, Reactor Risk Branch, Division Question Five
of Risk Analysis, Office of Research,

,

NRC
,

Rowsome, Frank - Direct Testimony of Frank Rowsome and
Assistant Director for Technology, Roger Blond Concerning Commmission

'

Division of Systems Technology, Office Question Five *

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC

Intervenor Witnesses

Sholly, Steven C. - UCS/NYPIRG Testimony of Steven C. Sholly
Technical Research Associate, on Commission Question Five
Union of Concerned Scientists

QUESTION SIX WITNESSES

Licensees' Witnesses

Dunbar, Frederick C. - Licensees' Testimony of Dr. Frederick C.
Senior Consultant, National Economic Dunbar on Commission Question Six
Research Associates, Inc.
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Witness and Title Title of Testimony,

i

FitzPatrick, George A. - Licensees' Testimony of George L.
President, Applied Energy Group, Inc. FitzPatrick on Commission Question Sixi

Freudenthal, Peter C. - Con Edison's Testimony of Dr. Peter C.
Director, Air and Noise Programs, Freudenthal on Commission Question Six
Consolidated Edison Company of New

2 York, Inc.

Meehan, Eugene T. - Licensees' Testimony of Eugene T.
Vice President, Energy Meehan on Commission Question Six
Management Associates, Inc.

i

Stewart, Allan M. - Licensees' Testimony of Allan M.
Director, Gas Supply Department, Stewart on Commission Question ~Six
Consolidated Edison Company of
New York, Inc.

Streiter, Sally Hunt - Licensees' Testimony of Sally H. Streiter
Vice President, National Economics on Commission Question Six
Research Associates, Inc.

Wagers, William J. - Licensees' Testimony of William J. Wagers
Manager, Small Facilities Planning, on Commission Question Six
Consolidated Edison Company
of New York, Inc.

Wang, George C.S. - Licensees' Testimony of George C.S.
Forecast Development Manager, Wang on Commission Question Six
Forecasting and Economic
Analysis Department, Consolidated
Edison. Company of New York, Inc.

,
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Conant, Melvin A. - Power Authority's Testimony of Melvin A.
Principal, Conant and Associates, Ltd. Conant on Contention 6.3

Dean, Charles R. - Power Authority's Testimony of Charles
Principal, B.C. Dean, Inc. R. Dean, Harold M. Hochman and Paul H.

Rubin on Contention 6.3

| Hochman, Harold M. - Power Authority's Testimony of Charles R.
Professor, Baruch College and The Dean, Harold M. Hochman and Paul H. Rubin
Graduate Center of City University on Contention 6.3
of New York; Director, Center for the
Study of Business and Government,
Baruch College

Rubin, Paul H. - Power Authority's Testimony of Charles R.
Professor, Baruch College, Dean, Harold M. Hochman and Paul H. Rubin
City University of New York on Contention 6.3

NRC Staff's Witnesses

Billups, Charles W. - Staff Testimony Regarding the Environ-
Acquatic Scientist, Environmental and mental and Socioeconomic Consequences
Hydrologic Engineering Branch, Offico of a Shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and/or Unit 3 by Charles W. Billups,

Germain E. LaRoche, Edwin D. Pentecost,

Francis C. Kornegay and Sam A. Carnes .

Branagan, Edward E. - NRC Staff Testimony of Edward F.
Health Physicist, Division of Systems Branagan, Jr. on Contention 6.2
Integration, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation
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Witness and Title Title of Testimonyi

Buehring, William A. - Staff Testimony of William A. Buehring,
Environmental-Systems Engineer, Sidney E. Feld, Erastace N. Fields,

. Energy and Environmental Systems Phillip Nicholson, and Robert S. Wood

Division, Argonne National Laboratory Regarding System Reliability r.id Economic
Consequences of a Shutdown of Indian
Point Unit 2 and/or Unit 3

Carnes, Sam A. - Staff Testimony Regarding the Environ-
Research Staff Member, Social Impact mental and Socioeconomic Consequences
Analysis Group, Energy Division, Oak of a Shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2
Ridge National Laboratory and/or Unit 3 by Charles W. Billups,

Germain E. LaRoche, Edwin D. Pentecost,
Francis C. Kornegay and Sam A. Carnes

Feld, Sidney E. - Staff Testimony of William A. Buehring,
Senior Cost Analyst, Division of Sidney E. Feld, Erastace N. Fields,
Budget and Analysis, Office of Phillip Nicholson, and Robert C. Wood
Resource Management Regarding System Reliability and Economic

Consequences of a Shutdown of Indian
Point Unit 2 and/or Unit 3

Fields, Erastace N. - Staff Testimony of William A. Buehring,
Electrical Engineer Site Analysis Sidney E. Feld, Erastace N. Fields,
Branch, Division of Engineerir,g Office Phillip Nicholson, and Robert S. Wood
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC Regarding System Reliability and Economic

Consequences of a Shutdown of Indian
Point Unit 2 and/or Unit 3.

Kornegay, Francis C. - Staff Testimony Regarding the Environ-
Research Staff Member Environmental mental and Socioeconomic Consequences
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Witnsas and Title Title of Testimony

Impact Section, Energy Division, Oak of a Shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2Ridge National Laboratory 2 and/or Unit 3 by Charles W. Billups,
Germain E. LaRoche, Edwin D. Pentecost,
Francis C. Kornegay and Sam A. Carnes

La Roche , Germain E. - Staff Testimony Regarding the Environ-
Land Use Analyst, Environmental and mental and Socioeconomic Consequences of
Hydrologic Engineering Branch, Office a Shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 and/orof Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC Unit 3 by Charles W. Billups Germain E.

LaRoche, Edwin D. Pentecost, Francis C.
,

Kornegay and Sam A. Carnes *

Nicholson, Phillip - Staff Testimony of William A. Buehring,
Antitrust Economist, Site Analysis Sidney E. Feld, Erastace N. Fields,
Branch, Division of Engineering Office Phillip Nicholson, and Robert S. Wood
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC Regarding System Reliability and Economic

Consequences of a Shutdown of Indian
Point Unit 2 and/or Unit 3

Pentecost, Edwin D. - Staff Testimony Regarding the Environ-
Land Use Analyst, Environmental and mental and Socioeconomic Consequences of
Hydrologic Engineering Branch, Office a Shutdown of Indian Point Unit 2 and/or
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC Unit 3 by Charles W. Billups, Germain E.

LaRoche, Edwin D. Pentecost, Francis C.
Korenegay and Sam A. Carnes

Wood, Robert S. - Staff Testimony of William A. Buehring,
License Regulation Analyst, Sidney E. Feld, Erastace N. Fielde,
Office of State Programs Phillip Nicholson, and Robert S. Wood

Regarding System Reliability and Economic
Consequences of a Shutdown of Indian
Point Unit 2 and/or Unit 3
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,

5

New York State Energy Office Witness,

!

i Parmelee, James M. - Testimony of New York State Witness James
Electric Energy Planner, New York M. Parmelee on Commission Question Six
State Energy Office

I Intervenor Witnesses

Bohning, Daryl - Reorganized Testimony of John R.
! Supervisor, Systems Analysts, Lederle Thornborough and Testimony of Daryl

Laboratories (Puarl River, NY) Bohning
,

i

; Commoner, Barry - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New
' Director, Center for the Biology of York City Council" Intervenors by Barry *

: Natural Systems, Queens College, Commoner and Richard Schrader
City University of New York

Fleischer, Walter L. - Testimony of Walter L. Fleischer
Vice President, West Branch
Conservation Association

Mavretich, John J. - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New*

I Independent Consultant York City Council" Intervenors by David
Schlissel and John Mavretich!

Rosen, Richard A. - Testimony of Greator New York Council on
Executive Vice President and Senior Energy Witness Richard A. Rosen on
Research Scientist, Energy Systems Contention 6.3

,

Research Group, Inc.

1
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Schlissel, David A. - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New
Independent Consultant York City Council" Intervenors by David

Schlissel and John Mavretich

Schrader, Richard - Testimony Submitted on Behalf of "New
Research Associate, Center for the York City Council" Intervenors by Barry
Biology of Natural Systems, Queens Commoner and Richard Schrader
College, City University of New York

Taylor, Vince D. - Testimony on the Economic Costs of
Economic Consultant Closing Indian Point--Testimony of Vince

Taylor, April 4, 1983

Thornborough, John R. - Reorganized Testimony of John R.
Professor and Associate Dean for Thornborough and Testimony of Daryl
Academic Affairs, Sophie Davis School Bohning
of Biomedical Education, City College
of New York
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:
James P. Gleason, Chairman

Frederick J. Shon
Dr. Oscar H. Paris

)
In the Matter of )

)
CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF ) Docket Nos.
NEW YORK, INC. ) 50-247 SP
(Indian Point, Unit No. 2) ) 50-286 SP

)
POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF ) July 11, 1983

NEW YORK )
(Indian Point, Unit No. 3) )

)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the lith day of July, 1983, I

caused a copy of Power Authority's Proposed Opinion,

Conclusions of Law, and Recommendations and Power

Authority's Proposed Findings of Fact, Volumes I, II, and

III to be hand delivered to those parties marked with an

asterisk, and served by first class mail, postage prepaid on

all others:

__



I
|

* James P. Gleason, Chairman Charles M. Pratt, Esq.
Administrative Judge Stephen L. Baum, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Power Authority of the
513 Gilmoure Drive State of New York
Silver Spring, Maryland 20901 10 Columbus Circle

New York, New York 10019
*Mr. Frederick J. Shon
Administrative Judge Janice Moore, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Counsel for NRC Staff
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Office of the Executive

Commission Legal Director
Washington, D.C. 20555 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555
*Dr. Oscar H. Paris
Administrative Judge Brent L. Brandenburg, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Assistant General Counsel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Consolidated Edison Company

Commission of New York, Inc.
Washington, D.C. 20555 4 Irving Place

New York, New York 10003
* Docketing and Service Branch
Office of the Secretary Ellyn R. Weiss, Esq.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission William S. Jordan, III, Esq.
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